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Junior Knows It's

an ELECTRIC Train
ANDJunior's right. Electrons drive the wheels.

J\. These streamlined trains are electric trains

— just as completely electric as though their

power came from a third rail or an overhead

wire. The husky electric motors that turn the

wheels get their power from an electric gener-

ator driven by a diesel engine — a complete

electric power plant right on the train.

It's electric drive that makes these trains glide

along so smoothly and quietly, accelerate so

rapidly, yet effortlessly. And it's electricity that

gives you adequate light for reading, conditioned

air for comfort, and dozens of other conveniences

found on these trains.

General Electric engineers have played a leading

part in streamlined-train development— just as

in all other forms of electric transportation. For

more than 40 years these engineers have pio-

neered in building electric locomotives, and

have brought you safer, faster, more comfortable

transportation.

G-E research and engineering have saved the publicfrom ten to one

hundred dollarsfor every dollar they have earnedfor General Electric

GENERAL£ ELECTRIC

gk<\05t5

on tkoTimlfai line

Pictures more than

words acquaint us with the

wonders and caprices of

nature. No method of repro-

duction is as near perfection

as photo-engraving. The

illustrations in "Natural His-

tory"are photo-engraved by

STERLING ENGRAVING CO.

304 East 45th St., New York, N.Y.

Phones: Murray Hill 4-0715 to 0726
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Photo by Charles H. Coles, AMNH
Eskimo Man in Ivory

A NATIVE CARVING from West Greenland, illustrating the

primitive artistic skill of a people long used to working

in walrus ivory and bone in the making of their imple-

ments

The example is from a collection recently presented to

the American Museum by the former United States

Minister to Denmark, Ruth Bryan Owen (Mrs. Borge

Rohde)



JAPAN-A LAND OF NATURAL DISASTEKS-Eanh-
quakeSj tidal waves, volcanic eruptions and storms in the hand of

Cherry Blossoms contribute toward a twofold national personality—
aesthetic and indomitable

I

By WiLLAKIJ I^RICE

WISH there would be an earthquake!" says

the new arrival in Japan. He soon has his

wish. "Not had at all," he comments, greatly

pleased with the novel rocking sensation.

The second one does not please him quite so much.

The third makes chills go up and down his spine.

The fourth brings out the gooseflesh. He thinks, "I

wish they would stop that."

But there is no way to stop an earthquake. And
the newcomer's increasing uneasiness is due to his

growing realization that there is nothing he can do

about it, that this is something beyond his control.

There is no way of telling whether the shock will

be trivial or fatal. Perhaps only a vase will fall from

a shelf. Perhaps the house will collapse and kill all

the inmates.

This is a land of the unpredictable and unex-

pected. It is in a peculiar sense in the lap of the gods.

And they are nervous gods—trembling, stormy, ex-

plosive.

A land born of violence

Japan is probably more seriously troubled by

seismic and volcanic outbursts than any country its

size in the world. It derives much of its physical

character, almost its very existence from these agen-

cies. Geological changes that otherwise require many
thousands of years occur there with shocking sud-

denness. An island along the seacoast has been

known to be joined to the mainland in a single vol-

canic eruption. Even the usually imperceptible

changes in level of coast are here constantly appreci-

able, upward on the east and downward on the

west.

According to Japanese legend, Fuji and her lesser

companions rose in a night. According to geology, it

took far longer than that. But according to any-

one's casual investigation it is plain that the up-

heaval was tremendous. Japan is 85% mountainous.

and two dozen of its mountains are between 8000
and 12,000 feet high.

The extent of the subterranean reservoirs of

molten rock that lie beneath the surface of the island

cannot be accurately estimated; but 54 of her 192

volcanoes are now active or only recently extinct.

There are nearly lOOO hot springs. There are about

four earthquakes a day, a strong earthquake on the

average of once a month, a disastrous shock every

lifetime. Tidal waves often follow the quakes, as in

the disaster of March 3, 1933, when a wave swept

300 miles of the coast and engulfed 14.00 houses.

Typhoons are frequent ; also conflagrations.

Goddess of Fire

Fuji, though she has been dormant since 1707
and is a sight of beauty in her robe of virginal white,

may prove herself again a devil at heart. The fires

still burn below, and bursting forth of other vol-

canoes in the region gives evidence that a long quies-

cent crater may at any time break into disastrous

activity. Fuji has been constituted a Shinto shrine,

and thousands of pilgrims climb it yearly to beseech

the spirit of the mountain to have mercy. The name
Fuji is an aboriginal Ainu word with two meanings,

"Goddess of Fire" and "to burst forth."' In either

sense the name is appropriate.

The majestic cone, 12,400 feet high, has the shape

of a perfect ant-hill, and, like an ant-hill, was formed

by material forced out from beneath. Its most recent

great eruption was described by the priest whose

temple stood at the base: "Fuji-no-yama suddenly

opened in a place overgrown with splendid trees to

vomit fire. . . . Showers of stones and ashes lasted

for ten days, so that fields, temples, houses, were
covered with ejected matter more than ten feet deep.

The dwellers in the neighborhood of Fuji lost their

homes and many of them died of hunger."

Today only steam spurts from holes in the crater's

rim; pilgrims cook their eggs in the jets. But Fuji

JAPAN A LAND OF NATURAL DISASTERS



may become weary of speaking only by proxy,

through the mouths of other volcanoes. The people

fear her, knowing well how dormant or supposedly

extinct volcanoes suddenly throw off all reserve . . .

How Bandai in 1888, for example, roused from a

thousand-year sleep to blow off her snow cap and

kill four hundred persons.

So the Goddess of Fire, who is supposed to sit in

the white-hot center of the snowy cone, is worshiped

more devoutly than any other deity in Japan with

the exception of Amaterasu, the Sun-Goddess. Con-

trarily, the Sun Goddess is besought to bring heat,

while her subterranean sister is begged to with-

hold it.

Of the 54 active volcanoes, Asama has been most

vicious of late. For five years she has been greatly

disturbed and seems to be preparing for a major

catastrophe. The crater is boiling furiously, now and

then spurting streams of red-hot lava. Showers of

incandescent rocks kill many climbers. Ashes and

cinders pour down upon the roofs of houses twenty

miles away and the violent quakes make life uneasy

in the nearby resort, Karuizawa, where British and

American residents of Japan spend their summers.

The volcano is twice as high as Vesuvius, has a more

deeply buried Pompeii near its base, and a greater

record of activity.

Forty-eight villages buried

Asama means "Without Bottom" but the name

is a misnomer. The crater's bottom may now be seen

at a depth of six hundred feet, and is steadily rising.

This gradual filling of a crater is usually a prelude

to a major eruption, and seismologists have already

given warning that the catastrophe of 1783 rnay

soon be repeated. At that time 48 villages were

buried a hundred feet deep by a great river of boiling

lava. The river then cooled and hardened, and today

you may walk a hundred feet above the houses and

the bodies of the victims, forever imprisoned below.

I climbed Asama and shall not soon forget the ex-

perience. Not that the climb would be difficult to the

hardened mountain-climber—but the fact that it

must be made at night, and that the trail is easily

lost, and that the mountain gives constant promise

of annihilating the human midget, lends spice to the

adventure.

Being ignorant of the way, I attached myself to

a group of Japanese students—but soon found that

they were no wiser. We were soon quite off the

trail, clambering up through lava boulders, and

skidding in cascades of cinders. While escaping the

day's heat, we encountered a chill night fog. It

drenched us so thoroughly that we could wring the

water from our clothes. The darkness was profound.

illuminated only by the occasional flash of an elec-

tric torch. The fog smothered even this, and the

light of a climber fifty feet away could not be seen.

Now and then we would climb out of a cloud.

It lay below us against the mountain side like a sea

against a shore. Roofing us was another sea and into

it we would climb.

Dawn found us fog-bound, lost, and shaking with

cold. We huddled in the lee of a big rock, the swift,

cold tide of cloud sweeping by us. The rumbling

mountain had taken to hurling out red-hot stones

which went sizzing through the liquid air above

us. This should have been terrifying, but in our

chilled condition the thought of being struck by a

few hot stones was not altogether unpleasant. From
our pockets we collected scraps of paper, made a

small fire, and warmed our cramped hands.

Where to go ? The obvious answer would seem

to be "Up!" But Asama is not a cone, and the top

of the mountain consists of miles of hills. There-

fore, the way to the crater is quite as likely to be

down as up.

Vulcan's workshop

Suffice it that we found it. We came suddenly

to an abrupt brink and looked down into a cloud-

filled void. We could see nothing, imagine anything.

A deafening roar smote us. Down there a titan was

hurling hills, tossing up skyrockets made of incan-

descent boulders, splashing about in his morning

bath of boiling lava. Or was it the sound of a thou-

sand trains going over a thousand bridges? There

was also a fluid note in the tumult, reminding one

of Niagara Falls—but the fluid in this case was

liquid rock. Again, it could be a foundry, Vulcan's

workshop, but equipped with all the most ear-split-

ting modern machinery. What grinding, gritting,

bursting, rending! One of the students spoke to me.

I could see his lips move but could not hear his

voice.

Belches of sulphurous smoke seared our eyes, made

us gasp for air. The changing wind would at one

moment cook us in hot steam, then chill us with

a cold fog.

We scattered, lost to sight instantly, each bent

on some bit of exploration along the rim. There

were nine of us . . . when we came together again

there were only eight.

One had seen it happen.

"He left this letter," he said when we had de-

scended to a spot of comparative quiet.

The letter was to the boy's mother. We did not

open it, but his fellow-students could guess the mes-

sage.

"School was pretty hard for him," they said.

NATURAL HISTORY^ JANUARY, 1 93 8
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(Below) Cracks in a city street caused

by a recent earthquake. From 1923 to

1933 there were 21,845 shocks strong

enough to be felt

IVillard Price

(Above) Temple laxterxs in Tokyo overturned by earthquake.

A strong quake a month is Japan's average

From e.arth and sky and by fire and flood, Japan is probably more
sorely harassed by natural disasters than any other country her size

in the world

(Beloiv) Tokyo 1923 : the worst natural

catastrophe in all history, which de-

stroyed nearly half of the third largest

citv in the world and all of Yokohoma

A Landslide in southern Japan

which paralyzed traffic and caused

severe property damage and suffer-

ing to those who lost their homes

IVide World



Wide World Photos

Junks that were junked by a typhoon: evidence

of a $150,000,000 natural disaster which swept

western Japan a few years ago killing over 1500,

among them 500 school children

(Left) Waterfront destruction in Osaka

following the same typhoon. In a more recent

typhoon trains were overtuned by the 130-

mile-an-hour wind, 8000 ships and boats were

sunk, 300 schools destroyed, 100,000 homes

flooded and 3000 persons killed. The property

loss was $300,000,000.

Wind means fire. The glow of a forgotten

coal becomes the holocaust of a wood-and-paper

Japanese city

NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1 93 8
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Fujous, tidal waves, and typhoons drown 600 a >ear. /'/-/•//> Flight b>

night from a flood in Tokyo which made 20,0fXJ homeless

(Above) Tokyo, normally one of the dryest spots

in Japan, flooded by a series of typhoons and a month

of rainy weather. Tokyo has a rainfall more than

twice that of London

A STREET in Osaka flooded by typhoon. In rural dis-

tricts salt water is sometimes carried up onto the

land so far as to ruin the productivity of thousands

of acres

Photo from Willard Price and The Tokyo Asahi

JAPAN A LAND OF NATURAL DISASTERS



Japan has 18,000 fires a year, destroying 20,000

houses. In certain parts of Tokyo it used to be taken

for granted that the average house would survive only

three years.

Modern fire-fighting equipment has changed that,

but the toll remains high. The most recent serious fire,

in Hakodate, took 2000 lives and left 150,000 homeless

Photo from Willard Price and the

Japanese Government Railways

(Above) One of the jigoku or therapeutic

"hells" of Beppu, vi?ith a realistic statue

of his Satanic majesty

(Right) Fire-cloud above Komagatake,

June 1929. Volcanic eruptions and earth-

quakes are a serious cause of fires

(Below) One of four houses

left standing in Kinosaki after

quake and fire

Eiirohean Photo
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(juakt's or forget their 192 volcanoes, 54

of which arc active. Mr, Price writes,

"Disaster in one form or another as the

daily food of Japan has bred a stoical,

bullhcaded people who know how to

fijiht because they have had a hard drill-

master, Brute Nature. There is also a

Mother Japan, gentle, lovely, artistic to

a high degree"

(Left) Mr. Aso, Japan-

Tokyo, four years after the earthquake of 1923. "Shikata ga nai

(It can't be helped)," says Japan, and rebuilds



Even when one knows that there are three vol-

cano-suicides in Japan every day of the year it is

a shock to have one come within close range. At

least it is a shock to the foreigner—but to the Japa-

nese, suicide is an orderly and recognized procedure,

and my companions were only a little quiet as we
went down the mountain. We went rapidly, for the

titan did not seem to have been appeased by the

pathetic human sacrifice, and we did not forget that

six descending pilgrims had been hurried into eter-

nity only a few days before by a volley of hot stones.

Another had been caught on an island in a stream

of lava . . . the island became smaller until the

glowing river kindled his clothing.

Many of Japan's most vigorous volcanoes are on

islands. Mihara, a few hours' boat ride from Tokyo,

is a favorite suicide resort. Sakurajima smokes as a

constant reminder of its most brilliant achievement,

the burying of a whole town of ten thousand peo-

ple. Mount Niidake recently trapped on its tiny

island a party of scientists who came to investigate

it. The flanks of Uracas, a cone which rises abruptly

out of the sea, often gleam at night with streaming

lava, and ashes strew the decks of passing steamers.

Disappearing islands

Other volcanic islands rise out of the sea, stay

long enough to collect a few inhabitants then sink.

Near San Agostino an island two and a half miles

in circumference rose in 1904 and disappeared in

1906. Smaller islands frequently pop up, get them-

selves onto a chart, then mock the chart by van-

ishing. South of the Ogasawara Islands there are

many submarine volcanoes which at times capsize

schooners by their sudden explosions, spewing up

great rocks, and leaving nothing at last but a few

floating spars and the stench of sulphur.

There is one profitable by-product of Japan's vol-

canic energy—the hot spring business. Thousands

of hotel-keepers have reason to thank the fiery gods

responsible for 954 hot springs to which bathers

make pilgrimage by the hundreds of thousands.

These springs are of many sorts, simple thermal,

carbon-dioxide, alkaline, salt, bitter, iron, vitriolic,

sulphur, radio-active. Farmers near spas use warm
water in their fields, thus hastening growth ; others

economize on manure by fertilizing with water from

ammonia springs.

The city of Beppu has steam heat. Live steam is

diverted into the stoves for cooking purposes. There

are hundreds of jigoku or "hells" where one may
enjoy boiling himself in bubbling mud. Even the

sand of the sea-beach is steaming hot and one wit-

nesses the remarkable spectacle of thousands of hu-

man heads projecting from the beach. The bodies

are baking below.

Less spectacular perhaps than the volcanoes, but

more deadly are the earthquakes. The earthquake

of 1923 earned distinction as the greatest natural

catastrophe of all history. Over a third of Tokyo,

the third largest city in the world, was destroyed

by the quake and ensuing fires, and all of Yoko-

hama. Official figures disagree as to the number

of lives lost, the estimates ranging between 96,000

and 157,000. There was far too much confusion

to make an accurate count possible. It is known
that in a single square in Tokyo 33,000 people were

turned by the holocaust into 150 cubic feet of ashes;

an Earthquake Memorial Temple built upon the

spot now enshrines the ashes.

The world's worst earthquake

On that fateful day there were 222 shocks be-

tween noon and midnight. A Japanese friend tells

me, "So much dust was jarred out of the walls into

the room that I couldn't breathe. I ran out and

climbed a tree. Foolishly, I tried to count the other

trees in the yard. But I couldn't tell whether there

were four or five—they were moving so fast."

The earth split and burst. People in the country

ran to the shelter of bamboo thickets—for the bam-

boo roots go deep and inter-tangle in such a way
as to hold the earth together. But it was necessary

to crouch low, for the trees beat together, some-

times flailing each other into kindling wood. The
quake upset kitchen fires—the cities were soon in

a blaze. Thousands fled to the shore of the Sumida

River. Other thousands came behind them. The fire

followed, and the struggling mass was pushed over

into the river.

There was occasional comedy relief. The walls

of the Grand Hotel fell away and exposed a lady

in her bath on an upper floor. She gesticulated

wildly but would not step out of the tub
;
young

gallants climbed up and rescued her, tub and all.

Thousands who did not lose their lives lost every-

thing else. There were estimated to be three million

sufferers in all.

Japan outstrips Italy, her nearest competitor, in

number and violence of earthquakes. During the ten

years following 1923 there were 21,845 quakes

strong enough to be felt—besides tens of thousands

detected only by the seismograph. The death toll

is heavy, the nerve toll heavier. The Japanese do not

become used to earthquakes; they heartily dislike

and fear them.

What causes earthquakes ? Their extreme fre-

quency in Japan results largely from two circum-

14 NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1 93 8



stances: the volcanic nature of the islands and the

abruptly sloping eastern coast which drops in gra-

dients of i in 27 and I in 16 into one of the deep

spots in the Pacific, Tuscarora Deep, almost five

miles below the surface. Steep slopes of this sort are

conducive to crustal instability, and many of Japan's

earthquakes result from slipping or faulting of sub-

marine beds of rock. These shocks arc apt to be

much greater than those which are caused by under-

ground volcanic activity, in which the disturbance

seldom extends beyond an area of 100 or 200 square

miles and is intense chiefly near the center.

Prcdiclion 0/ rtirllujiiakes

If earthquakes cannot be bridled can they at least

be foretold? Japanese seismologists have naturally

given more study to this problem than scientists else-

where, and they are now having a fair measure of

success in predicting earthquakes in specific localities

several months in advance by recording changes in

terrestrial magnetism. But there are still plenty of

surprises to lend spice to life in Japan.

When disaster does not come from below it comes

from above. Rain is the angel and devil of Japan.

It makes crops grow with unexampled speed, but it

annually causes devastating floods. Rain has made
"peaked deserts" of many mountains, despite the ef-

forts of reforestation men, and down these bare

slopes rush deluges which swell rivers, sweep away

bridges, flood the country, make thousands foodless

and homeless. Floods, together with tidal waves and

typhoons, drown 600 a year. Even Tokyo, one of the

driest spots in Japan, has more than twice the rain-

fall of London. In the western mountains, winter

snow forms to a depth of eighteen feet, covering the

low houses so that tunnels must be dug down to the

doorways. This snow melts in spring with dire re-

sults. Flood control is expensive—even the wealth of

the United States has not accomplished it—and Japan

feels compelled to spend upon her army the money

that, in a more peaceful world, might be devoted to

controlling the rashness of nature.

What the malicious gods above cannot do with

rain, they accomplish with wind. Wind means fire.

The glow of a forgotten coal becomes the holocaust

of a city. Japanese cities are built of wood, favorite

food of fire. Japan has 18,000 fires a year, destroy-

ing 20,000 houses. In certain parts of Tokyo it used

to be taken for granted that the average house would

survive for only three years. Modern fire-fighting

equipment has changed that . . . but still there are

city plans drawn up for new thoroughfares, fatalis-

tically awaiting the inevitable fires that will open

the way for their execution. The most recent serious

JAPAN A LAND OF NATURAL DISASTERS

fire was that in Hakodate three years ago, taking

two thousand lives and leaving 1 50 000 people home-

less. Japan's most haunting fire fear is of the burn-

ing of her wood-and-paper cities by incendiary bombs

dropped from Soviet airplanes which could readily

make the short flight from the nearby Soviet strong-

hold, Vladivostok.

Earthquakes and fire affect chiefly the cities ; they

do little damage to the farms. The typhoon is im-

partial. It destroys all alike. Overtaken by the ty-

phoon of September, 1934, I took shelter in a farm-

house. The family consisted only of a young man
and his two sisters. Their parents had died of ail-

ments brought on by malnutrition during a severe

drouth a few years before.

This young man had inherited the farm. It was

evident from the way he spoke of it that he took

great pride in it and had slaved to make it a success.

And now he was to see all his work wiped out in

one night.

Relentless Mature

We lay in the floor-beds but could not sleep. The
house shook as with the ague. A hot wind, straight

from the South Seas, and loaded with salt, blew into

the rooms in spite of the fact that the shutters were

tightly closed. Through unsuspected cracks it

brought in dirt, leaves and sticks from the flying

confusion without. Trees fell, heavy tiles crashed

from the roof, timbers torn from collapsing houses

struck the shutters. But the house stood.

The farm, however, was ruined. When at dawn
we opened the shutters a crack and looked out, the

farm had disappeared. Where it had been, there was
now a sea. This had been caused, not by the down-

pour, but by the backing up of a river under the force

of a tidal wave. That is, the wind had carried the

ocean up upon the land. In many cases the rivers

flowed backward for a distance of two or three miles

and deluged thousands of acres with salt water. It

would be weeks before the moisture would drain

away or evaporate, and then the soil would be left

heavily impregnated with salt and sand, spoiling its

fertility for years. Certainly there would be no more
food from this farm for a long time.

The answer to such a problem is to sell the girls

to the agents of licensed quarters. These agents are

always early on the scene after a rural disaster. One
appeared on the morning in question—but he got no

satisfaction. He and his kind did better elsewhere,

and an investigator a few weeks later found that in

many of the stricken villages no girls of teen age

were left. In the Japanese conception, the girl who
thus sacrifices herself that her family may eat merits

great honor.
Continued oil page 80
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BEFORE MAGELLAN— T/?^ explorations of an archaeologist

and his wife in a 19-foot sailboat; the story of ancient man in South

America reconstructed and the myth of the prehistoric sloth's domes-

tication discounted

By Junius Bird

Staff Assistant in Anthropology,

American Museum

COLUMBUS, Magellan, Cabot, Parry; start

with the Norsemen if you will, list all the

explorers you can think of who have added

to our knowledge of the Americas, yet you will find

few, very few, who have stood where no man stood

before. From North Greenland to Cape Horn the

land was known to men for many generations. What
counts even more, they took with them their women

and children and settled most of it.

Who were the real explorers and settlers? When
and from where did they come, and how did they

live? These are the questions which are bound to

grow in your curiosity if you find yourself as did

Mrs. Bird and I, during a 1300-mile journey in a

19-foot sailboat, exploring a little known section of

southernmost South America where some of the an-

swers lay literally underfoot.

One wonders how the world was to these early,

primitive explorers in farthest South America;

whether climatic conditions were different from to-

day and whether they knew animals unlike those of

the present. In our searches, for instance, we found

traces of the giant ground sloth. This creature has

the unique distinction of being perhaps the only pre-

historic animal that has ever been hunted for with

firearms, for at least one expedition was led in the

hope of discovering the ground sloth alive. Modern
man has never seen it and never will, but it left in-

teresting evidence for us of its being known to primi-

tive man at the dawn of recent times, as will be

shown later.

Almost everyone has a general knowledge of the

early European exploration and settlement of Amer-

ica, and detailed information is available in every

library. Yet think how difficult it would be if you

had to reconstruct the story several thousand years

from now with no written records to refer to. The

potsherds, bottle glass, gun flints, and metal objects

left would give only a vague story of the people who

used them. The significance of the Jamestown ruins

or of Columbus' settlement on San Domingo, for in-

stance, would never be known, if indeed you were

lucky enough to strike them.

You can therefore see how difficult it is to pick

out a spot and say, "This is where the first Ameri-

cans lived and these are the things they used." All

we can really hope for is to determine what types of

tools and weapons were used by the first large group

to occupy the land, and from them to reconstruct

their manner of living, their subsequent migrations

and their relations to the people in other parts of

the world.

You may ask why we searched in such a remote

section. If you look at a map of South America you

will notice that it tapers away to nothing. The only

access to it, barring sea routes, is from the north.

There is no exit. Once a people have traveled that

far, there they must stop. It is literally the bottom

of the bag, but whether the things we found have

any relation to the first things thrown into it, only

future work will show.

Twenty years ago a book was published in which

all the information concerning the people of Tierra

del Fuego and the adjacent territory from Magel-

lan's time to the present was summarized and classi-

fied. In it the value of future archaeological work

Junius Bird has the unique record at

30 of having engaged in six expedi-

tions to various parts of the Arctic,

three to South America, and one to the

Caribbean Sea. His talent for archae-

ology and his exceptional resourceful-

ness as an explorer have been produc-

tive of valuable information on the

history of primitive man in North and

South America. His knowledge of sail-

ing and navigation, essential to the

success of the expedition described

here, is derived from his many seasons

on T/ie Morrissey under Captain Bob

Bartlett. Navigating in the Caribbean
in 1931 he weathered a severe hurri-

cane in which his vessel was one of the

two boats out of sixteen in the vicinity

which remained afloat. Mrs. Bird ac-

companied her husband on one previous

expedition, to Labrador.

—

The Editor.
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there was stressed, but vvlicn I first saw it ten years

ago in a little secondiiand l)ooksliop in lower New
York, it was without the slightest thought that I

would share in this work.

The first of January, 1933, however, found ine

alone on the trail over the mountains which lie be-

tween f.ake Fagnano and the soutliern shore of

Route of archaeological explorations in southernmost

South America. Solid line represents boat travel;

dotted line, horse back; dashed line, car

Tierra del Fuego. At that latitude, tree line is at an

elevation of about 1500 feet and not far above, there

is snow the year round. It is not a difficult trail for

one who knows it and is used to traveling with

horses, but for a greenhorn to try to take three horses

over was asking for trouble. That we got across

without being bogged down speaks very well for the

horses. The carcass of one horse lying beside the

trail with only his head and back showing above the

bog and the bleaching bones of others was a sufficient

warning of what might happen.

The Beagle Channel country which opens out be-

fore one from the top of the pass is a delightful

refutation of the popular conception of tiie Cape
Horn region. 'I'he summers there will never make
one as uncomfortable as in New York, nor will the

winters be as cold. It is true that there may be a

flurry of snow at what corresponds to mid August

but it is not the rule. That the natives used to live

the year around with little or no clothing is more a

proof of the lack of extreme cold than of their

iiardiness.

The summer passed all too rapidly but before it

was over I had combed through over ten thousand

cubic feet of midden refuse, most of it from one of

the best middens along the fifty miles of shoreline

examined on the north side of Navarino Island.

Archaeology loses some of its glamour when the task

in hand consists of picking apart a Fuegian midden.

The soft mussel shells have disintegrated into a

moist mass; specimens are few and far between, a

day's work yielding only from two to fifteen, count-

ing every piece of worked bone or stone flake. There
is a great deal of duplication, and when one sees the

completed collection the first thought may be,

"What an unattractive assortment of . . . trash."

One wonders how any history can be reconstructed

from them ; but the story is plainly written.

First iiilnibitanls

The first people to reach Navarino and the other

islands about Cape Horn were simple folk; more so

than the Yaghan Indians Magellan may have met,

who are all but extinct today. Their manner of liv-

ing and their food were almost identical with that

of the Yaghans, but their equipment was even more
limited. Having available the shell of a giant mussel

which could be made into an unusually good knife

in a few minutes, they never mastered the technique

of pressure-flaking stones into knives or knife points.

A few small scraping tools made from stone by per-

cussion flaking, roughly sharpened chopping stones,

whetstones, and bola weights, complete the list of

the things they made from stone.

Through the centuries following the arrival of

the first people there was little alteration in the type

or pattern of the things used, then very abruptly we
find a change. A new group of people have arrived.

They introduce the bow and arrow, pressure-flaked

points of stone for arrows, spears and knives, and
other items. Even their houses are different: circu-

lar pits, 12 to 18 feet across by two to three feet

deep, with one entrance instead of two. How to ex-

plain the survival of the earlier types of tools and
weapons into this period is a matter for conjecture.

Perhaps the two groups fused, or it may be that they
occupied the region simultaneously. A number of

BEFORE MAGELLAN
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reasons can be suggested, but it will be difficult to

prove any one.

We have good evidence that it probably took be-

tween 1500 and 2000 or more years to build up the

numerous and sometimes large middens along Beagle

Channel. How these figures are determined is a story

by itself, but we must skip it for the present.

Exactly two years after I had my first glimpse of

Beagle Channel, my wife and I were at Puerto

Montt, Chile, a thousand miles to the north, prepar-

ing to launch our 19-foot cutter. We had purchased

it there and after installing a small engine and fit-

ting new sails and rigging, were about ready to

start south along the coast—just the two of us. We
hoped to pick up the trail of the ancestors of our

Beagle Channel friends and to follow it down to

that region.

Wind and rain

When you look at the map and see the maze of

islands which lie along the coast between Puerto

Montt and Cape Horn, it looks as if it might be the

ideal place to go cruising. It is true that there are

hundreds of miles of well-protected channels, that

the scenery is superb, with mountains rising steeply

from the sea to snow crowned summits as high as

12,000 feet with glaciers pouring down their slopes

—but it has its drawbacks. The chief one of these is

probably the weather. From the Guaitecas Islands

down to the Straits of Magellan there is an annual

rainfall of 120 inches or more. That would not be

so bad if it did not come down in an almost steady,

fine drizzle, blotting out the scenery and sun for

days and weeks at a time. An Englishman once wrote

that the weather of the western channels was

"enough to make a man's soul die within him."

There is no doubt that he was sincere in saying this

for he committed suicide when faced with the pros-

pect of having to spend a few more months there

before starting home. But I do not want to give it

a worse name than it has, and to prove that its in-

fluence is not always so bad I can only say that after

five months of it my wife and I stepped ashore from

the rather cramped quarters of the Hesperus still

on good speaking terms.

Along with the excessive rain there is the usually

more than excessive wind. It rushes in from an un-

interrupted run of 6000 miles across the Pacific with

an exuberant vigor that makes one think that it

must love the land to be in such a hurry to get there.

Later when we were working on the dry treeless

pampa country east of the mountains we decided

this wind must be "loco" as it dashes across the

plains and of? over the Atlantic with an impatience

that shows that it has not found what it sought, un-

less it be the fine haze of dust it carries in its wake.

Another slight drawback to a comfortable cruise is

the open character of the coast about the Taitao

peninsula and the Gulf of Penas. It is as though the

sea challenged a boat to show her worth before al-

lowing her to enter the smooth water of the chan-

nels south of the Gulf. The Indians used to portage

their canoes and boats over the narrow isthmus of

Ofqui and so avoid most of this, but that was im-

possible for us. Now an open windswept coast is

nothing to balk at if one can stand well off and

carry on past, but our job was to see as much of it

as possible and to search the bays where our friends

of the past would have been likely to seek shelter.

There were times when we almost wished we had

never started.

Two-thirds of this coast is uninhabited save for

a few Indians of the Alacaluf tribe and an occasional

lighthouse keeper. When we cleared from the little

frontier settlement of Puerto Aysen (the last place

we could secure gasoline and provisions), we car-

ried sufficient fuel for 600 miles under power alone

and four months' provisions, in addition to such inci-

dentals as tools, clothing, cameras, and stove fuel.

Anyone used to cruising in a small boat will realize

what that meant.

Uncharted bays and inlets

The impossibility of securing more gasoline was

a severe handicap. It is pleasant enough to run down
a deep, narrow bay or fiord with the wind astern,

but another story to beat back out of the same place.

Many times we looked wistfully into winding bays

and inlets not shown on the existing maps. Even

when one knows that men have been there before

you, there is an appeal about a place that is still a

blank space on our maps which is hard to resist.

That we did not always shut our eyes to temptation

is indicated by the state of the tanks when we
reached the first place in the south where they could

be replenished. One was dry, the other held a fifteen

minutes' supply, sufficient only to get us clear of a

poor anchorage if it were necessary.

If the contents of the Beagle Channel middens

are discouraging, those along the western channels

are even more so. The ground everywhere is satu-

rated to such an extent that the first move must

always be to dig a drainage ditch. This prevents the

trench or pit from flooding, but does not check the

constant flow which makes hip boots a necessity. The
mussel shells here have gone beyond the crumbled

stage and become a sticky paste. I can think of no

better test for an archaeologist's enthusiasm than to

have him work ten hours in the rain on one of those

middens. If he is willing to do it again, he merits his
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The Hesperus, the 19-foot boat in which Mr. and

Mrs. Junius Bird explored 1300 miles of coast in south-

ernmost South America as part of a three-year expedition

for the American Museum. Remains of prehistoric man
were their objective

The tiny craft carried fuel for 600 miles under power,

provisions for four months in addition to all their equip-

ment, and was the Birds' home for five months

With continual wind and rain to contend with

along their subarctic route, the voyage was one of the

most enterprising in the annals of archaeological explora-

tion. At the end of the trip the couple arrived in the

Straits of Magellan (at r'u/ht) with only a 15-minute

supply of fuel

Scarl^a Photo
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(Above) The PRnHisTORic giant ground sloth, whose re-

mains, discovered by Mr. and Mrs. Bird, shed light on the life of

early man in South America

This creature has the unique distinction of being the only pre-

historic animal ever hunted for with firearms. At least one expedi-

tion was led in the hope of discovering it alive. Modern man has

never seen it and never will, but primitive man was proved defi-

nitely to have hunted the animal at the dawn of recent times

(Above) Mylodon cave, so-called after the extinct ground

sloth which was once thought possibly to have been stabled

here as a domestic animal by primitive man. Note the enormous

size of the cave as shown by the human figure

(Left) Ground sloth mother and child : a reconstruction of

the gigantic animal which aroused world-wide interest 40 years

ago when apparently fresh fragments of its skin, found here,

started the myth that it might still be found roaming the

unexplored mountain forests

(At Bottom) ]\IvLOD0N C.AVE, viewed from without.

Even if sloths disported themselves in great numbers in

this gigantic cave there would be room to spare for it is

680 feet deep and 320 feet wide at the mouth

The skin of the extinct ground sloth contains embedded

pellets of bone, which doubtless served as a sort of armor.

But in spite of this and contrary to beliefs that it might

still be alive, the ground sloth became extinct before the

coming of white man to South America. It is quite un-

likely that the animal was ever domesticated, but it was

hunted for food by the early natives

WK^'^'^



Oxen and a 20-year-old Model T Ford supplanted the

Birds' boat for inland exploration. Here the expedition is

shown within the ancient volcanic crater ridge in which

lies Palli Aike Cave, a site occupied by prehistoric man,

from the time of volcanic activity

Palli Aike Crater: a view beheld by ancient man from

the door of the cave he made his home. Note the expedi-

tion tents (middle distance, left) and the truck (below to

the right) which carried Mr. and Mrs. Bird several thou-

sand miles across snow-covered mountains and over wind-

swept pampa country like that shown below



(Above) Palli Aike Cave occupied anciently by
some of the earliest people to live in this region.
Giant prehistoric sloths also made it their exclusive
home at one period. Prehistoric burials were dis-

covered in the cave, with fireplaces containing
bones of sloths and an extinct type of horse, prov-
mg that man lived here prior to the disappearance
of these animals

1-j^Ml^

(Above left) The first test trench in Palli Aike, illustrating the
method of obtaining a complete cross-section of the refuse in order to
estimate the value of extensive excavating

(Above right) Sifting material from the cave floor. Choking clouds of
fine, dry dust made the use of masks imperative
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PREHISTORIC MAN'S "FARTHEST SOUTH

The lowest row of arrow points illustrated be-

low, excavated from Fell's Cave near the Straits

of Magellan, were left by some of the earliest

explorers known to have penetrated the southern-

most continental land on earth. Dating from some
time after the post-glacial movement of Asiatic

peoples to the Americas, they represent one of

the longest prehistoric migrations on record. Not
long after the earliest people made this cave their

home (Layer I), the ceiling collapsed, burying

the remains of prehistoric horse and sloth and

the weapons of the people who hunted them. The
second people to occupy the cave (Layer II)

used spears tipped with bone and lived mainly
on foxes and birds. The arrival of a third group
(Layer III) is indicated In stone points and other

distinctive weapons. These people were appar-

ently driven out, to judge from evidences of war-
fare, by a fourth group using small, rough
arrow points. The most recent group to occupy
Fell's Cave were Ona Indians of about the time
of Magellan (Layer V)
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(Above) Remains of prehistoric sloth and horse un-

covered in Fell's Cave. At bottom, the shoulder blade of a

modern horse has been introduced to show comparison

with that of the prehistoric horse just above it

The extinct horse known to the early inhabitants of

South America was a smaller, stockier animal than the

modern Patagonian horse, as shown by a comparison of

their jaw-bones above

M
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of the blackest sort, the Alacaluf

proved to be, an indolent people pos-

sessing clear ideas of right and wrong,

though somewhat different from ours

Coarse, maiteij hair, sullen ex-

pressions, and legs dwarfed by the

constant use of canoes, belie their

quite human characters. Life makes
few demands and ofifers little

Tut alacalufs acknowledge

no chiefs; hence there are no

laws or taxes. It rains all

the time, so why not sit by the

fire?

(Below) Remnants of a tribe almost extinct: two

Yaghan boats leaving Puerto Pescado, Navarin Island. In

the background is the site of an ancient camp excavated

bv the author

(Below) The Hesperus coming ashore for overhauling:

no beauty, she proved a remarkably good boat in rough

weather. Even with the mattresses on the floor of the

cuddy there was barely room to sit up

BEFORE MAGELLAN

(Left) Out of gas but

with the wind astern the

truck is sailed on to the

next supply
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title. Four specimens represent the average day's

collecting, and I have spent a full day in one large

midden without finding anything.

When we compare the things found with those

from further south, there is no doubt of the connec-

tion between the two regions. The most striking

difference is the lack of stone tools and weapons. In

the older middens of the western channels we find

stones used only for sharpening the shell knives and

for crude chopping tools or hand axes. At a relatively

late date pressure flaking was introduced along with

the bow and arrow, but it is not the work of the

southern house-pit people.

Disturbing tales

We had been warned repeatedly against the In-

dians living between the Gulf of Penas and the

Straits of Magellan. They were reputed to be mur-

derers and thieves of the blackest sort ; if they did

not kill us outright they would at least take our boat

and leave us stranded. Part of these tales we attrib-

uted to an understandable human desire to put us

in the right frame of mind, part to a misunderstand-

ing of the natives' real nature, as the stories im-

proved in direct proportion to the informant's lack

of experience. The earliest contacts with whites had

been friendly enough but for many generations there

have been incidents not calculated to inspire confi-

dence on either side. Natives are living who in the

course of their lives have been shot at, and all have

probably received the poor end of a bargain when
trading skins. Under the circumstances one cannot

expect to be greeted as a long lost friend ; and when
we saw the smoke from one of their camps and

crossed over to an island to meet them for the first

time, there was a moment when we were almost

willing to believe what we had heard.

No one will deny that their looks are against

them. Coarse, matted hair, sullen expressions which

take but little imagination to construe into looks of

hate, and legs dwarfed in comparison with their

well formed chests and arms as a result of lives

spent entirely in canoes and huts—all these con-

tribute to a poor impression. But face to face with

reality ones mental picture fades, the demons be-

come men and women possessed of normal human
characters. They have clear ideas of right and
wrong, though different perhaps from ours ; they

may be lazy and indolent but these qualities are not

unknown elsewhere. Life makes few demands ; there

is an abundance of shellfish for food ; fuel and drink-

ing water are everywhere, a canoe need be replaced

only once every few years, a house can be constructed

in a few minutes ; they acknowledge no man as

chief, hence there are no laws, no taxes, nothing to

28

live for except life itself. It rains all the time, so

why not sit by the fire? Having lived with them I

do not envy their simple life, no one could ; but once

they are extinct thav will have their champions.

Contrary evidence being then lacking, they will

doubtless be idealized as creatures to be envied, their

life a golden Odyssey.

On our arrival at Magallanes, formerly Punta

Arenas, at the completion of the western channel

trip, winter was well underway. We had hoped to

find some large midden along the Straits where a

permanent winter camp could be established, but

there are none, on the north shore at least. With no

alternative we went further south to Ponsonby

Sound where we had heard of a large rock shelter.

This proved an ideal location for winter work, a

high cliff protecting and overhanging a large shell

mound. With the completion of the excavation there

we moved to another shelter I had seen previously

on Beagle Channel and later to a third in Yen-

dagaia Bay on the south side of Tierra del Fuego.

The results in each case confirmed and added to the

information recorded in 1933.

Exploring with a Model T

With the coming of spring we returned to Magal-

lanes, bought a twenty-year-old Model T Ford truck

and followed the northern shore of the Straits east-

ward with good success in locating camping places

of the Foot Indians. These people lived principally

by hunting land animals and differed greatly in

physique and culture from the Canoe Indians of the

western and southern channels. The "giants," first

reported by Magellan, were of this group. It is cer-

tain that there were some very tall men among them

and that their average was above normal, but the

figures given by several authors of between 9 and 12

feet are best explained as travelers' tales, told, as

Sir Francis Drake's chronicler puts it, because "they

did not think that ever any man would come thither

to reprove them, and thereupon might presume the

more boldly to lie."

All of this country along the eastern part of the

Straits and north into the Argentine is open grass-

land, good for sheep raising but settled only in the

past 50 years. With only a fraction of the rainfall

of the forested western coast it is hard to believe

that the two regions are so near to each other. Its

one unpleasant feature, the strong westerly wind,

has worked to our advantage. Because of it the In-

dians made their camps, when possible, in sheltered

places, resulting in a concentration of their broken,

discarded or lost belongs where they can more easily

be located.
Continued on page 77
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HERBS AND SIMPLES-JUNGLE STYLE-You never know

how much of the ejfect is mental, hut in case of accident you may

he glad mou are on the good side of the witch-doctor

By RlCHy\l<l) C. GiLI,

WHAT do I think of jungle medicine?

Well. . . .

Even now, after several years have passed,

I can still close my eyes and see the curling, bobbed

hair of the Niiia, my wife, flying wildly as she fell,

turning over and over for twenty-five feet through

the air, only to land in a crumpled heap on the hard,

sun-baked floor of the jungle clearing and remain

quite motionless. Whole decades passed dully while I

somehow scrambled down and stumbled, panting,

to her side.

The jungle's edge

We had been standing on top of the embankment,

watching our gang of peon-sawyers below us rough-

hewing canelos logs for sleepers in the uncompleted

portion of our ranch house in Ecuador. For several

months, we had been exploring to find a suitable site

on the eastern slopes of the Andes for our ranch,

where I could carry on my ethnological observations

as well as try my hand at being a modern pioneer

;

and we had finally located in the Pastasa Valley, on

the edge of Indian country.* The timbers which we
were watching emerge from the hand-felled jungle

giants were to become, eventually, a modernly

equipped, seventeen-room house, several hours by

horse-trail from the bitter end of the last tortuous

automobile road which wound Amazon-wards from

the high Andes.

Almost as soon as I reached her side, the Niiia

opened her eyes and, failing to utter the conventional

groan, tried to get on her feet. The first step, how-

ever, showed the folly of that, so the frightened saw-

yers and myself carried her to the ranch house a

mile away.

Her injuries, while not too serious, were painful

and incapacitating. The egg-size lump on the head

could easily be reduced, and most of the long

splinters (we counted over sixty of them) could be

•See "How to be a Medieval Ba
Natural History, March, 1937.

n," by Richard C. Gill,

tackled successfully by first aid, though a few of

them were deeply imbedded and I was appalled by

tile scries of minor operations necessarj' to remove
them.

But the badly wrenched knee, with the slipped

ligament, left me helpless. I knew that such a thing

could be worse than a fracture, and that all I could

do would be to lessen the pain and have a horse-

litter constructed for the long and painful journey

"outside" to the nearest medical aid.

I had no sooner mentioned the idea to the Niria,

who managed a grimace at the thought, than some-

one knocked at the bedroom door. It was old Lopez,

the head-sawyer, a cholo (half breed), bent and
gnarled by fifty and more years of work in the deep

jungle.

"Aie, Sei'ior, mi patron," he said, and the sun-

wrinkles around his dark eyes furrowed with sym-
pathy, "the poor Sefiora, la pobre Xinita, she is

badly hurt, no?"

"Medicine"

I nodded my head distractedly and recited the

list of injuries. His Indian mouth suddenly smiled,

like a wide gash in seamy, weathered leather.

"And nothing more than that, Senor?" he asked.

"Look you, patron^ I have not spent fifty years in

Las Amazonas for nothing. I have learned many
things from the Indians . . . from the Napos, the

Zaparos, the Arajunas, all the great Runiaru people,

and even . . ."he bent closer to me "... and
even, mi patron, from the Jivaros. And j-ou, your-

self, know that their brujos, their witchmen, are the

best in all the jungle . . . even though they do
snick off an occasional head or so."

I nodded. I already knew the profound respect

in which the medicine-magic of the brujos was held

by the jungle-wise.

Within a few moments, old Lopez had me half

convinced. And, then, I wanted to save the Nina the

wrenching torture of the litter on a rough trail. I

told the ancient jungle elf to go ahead, and his

scarred, bronze face seemed to crack in two with a
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jagged grin as he scuttled off to gather what he

needed for the treatment.

He returned in less than ten minutes, followed by

the waddling, fat-jowled and equally ancient (and

I suppose equally jungle-wise) peon cook, who was

his especial crony. The old man had with him two

or three dirty cloth bags of various herbs, a tin plate,

a bundle of fresh, thick, green leaves of some sort,

and a small amount of kindling. The cook came in

apparently empty handed, but, as soon as she had

clucked sympathetically in Napo-Quechua at the

Nifia, and seated herself on the floor beside the bed,

she drew forth from the hidden recesses of her ample

costume the following surgical equipment: A dull

and worn kitchen knife, a roll of homespun cotton

bandage, a cup of guinea pig tallow and two live

guinea pigs which were in a thoroughly remonstra-

tive mood.

Smiling happily, the cafe au lait gnome turned to

me. "The clinica, the hospital," he announced, "is

complete, patroncito."

I looked at the Niiia with that questioning look

which can be interpreted only by an experienced

Other Half. "I—I think it might be fun," she

said. "And if it doesn't help any, we can always go

outside tomorrow. And . . . and anyhow it's some-

thing for the notebook, no?"

Lopez and the cook went ahead.

Shades of Lister!

First of all, after a hurriedly whispered consul-

tation in Quechua, the old man opened one of his

bags of herbs and added some powdered leaves to

the guinea pig tallow, which the cook kneaded thor-

oughly. I offered a prayer to the shades of Lister

and Pasteur when the mixture was applied to the

sites of the deeply imbedded splinters and covered

with the homespun bandage. They told me it was

the world's best poultice. It proved to be. Without

the slightest sign of infection, the splinters had

worked out in twenty-four hours.

Then came the wrenched knee with the slipped

ligament. The two unkempt black-and-copper

heads bent together over the swollen joint, while

gnarled, brown fingers explored it with a light deft-

ness which amazed me. A few mumbled words, and

Lopez and his aide waded in.

Placing the tin-plate on a block of wood in the

middle of the bedroom floor, he built a small fire on

it with the kindling. In the meantime, the cook had

greased the knee with more of the tallow. Then, as

soon as the fire was well lit, Lopez lightly massaged

the knee with a series of painless manipulations

which I had never seen before.

Afterwards, as soon as the flames of the sawyer's

small fire had died down, he threw a handful of

herbs from another one of his bags on top of the hot

embers ; then he rapidly overlaid them with the

green leaves he had brought in with him. Within a

moment or so, they were heated through and giving off

a pungent, aromatic vapor. He sniffed the grey, curl-

ing smoke and called softly to the cook who came

over and squatted down beside the fire with him.

Looking into each other's eyes, they mumbled a

low-voiced incantation in the rapid Napo dialect,

which Lopez later refused to explain further than

that it was "un rezo de la selva ... a jungle

prayer, Sefior, and you can't expect a jungle-cure to

work without that." Meanwhile I had to content

myself with merely hoping for the best, leaving the

invocations as well as the medical technique to the

two bowed figures on the floor.

When the leaves were ready, the two lifted them

hot from the fire, rubbed them with more of the

tallow, sprinkled them liberally with flaming red

achiote (paprika), and applied them steaming to the

Nina's knee. Then they wrapped it with more of

the homespun cloth.

The cook, after gathering up the two live guinea

pigs, left without a word, but Lopez stayed behind

for a few minutes. Bending over the Nina, and

lightly touching her head, he spoke rapidly to her in

his own brand of obsolescent Spanish, "Remain here

in bed, Senora . . . and sleep, sleep, sleep. You will

sleep until the morning; then we shall again treat

the knee. In ten days you will be well and riding

La Coqueta, your mare. The selva, the jungle itself

promises it. And that is better than a month in the

hospital, no? Now, Niiia . . . sleep . . . sleep

..." She slept for hours.

A considerate practitioner

Outside the bedroom door, I asked Lopez why he

had not used the two live pigs. "Because the Nina
would be very delicada in such a matter," he told

me. I nodded affirmatively. I already knew how the

little animals were used in such cases. They are

rubbed until they are suffocated against the injured

part to "absorb the hurt." Then, when the thing is

done in real Indian style, one has its throat cut, as a

brujo sacrifice, over the fire used to heat the medica-

ments; the other is split open, eviscerated, and ap-

plied "as is" as a ready-made poultice. I agreed with

Lopez. In such a matter, the Nina might be

delicada. . . .

The jungle-elf was wrong in only one thing. The
Nifia was walking normally and riding a horse

within a week, not ten days.
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A medical man miKlit reasonably doubt tbat the

treatment assists specifically in the patient's recov-

ery, but be that as it may, you will understand how
I was prompted to investigate the Indians' Materia

Mcdica along with some other phases of primitive

culture. And when my inquiry led me into a glimpse

of their everyday, matter-of-course, so-called magic

and enabled me to jot down some of their as yet un-

published folk-lore, I felt repaid for the months of

arduous prying into the secrets of the jungle's most

exclusive caste . . . the modern witchmen.

It is the most fascinating and most inexplicable

aspect of Indian life I have seen. While the drugs,

themselves, are usually simple enough, and much of

the physical therapy employed is sound, the whole

technique of treatment is overlain with such a veneer

of primitive "magic" and ritual that it is sometimes

impossible to distinguish tile line of demarcation be-

tween the effects of physical and psychic reaction.

Auto-suggestion in the patient, stimulated by the

witchmen, certainly shares full honors with the

potent jungle pharmacopoeia. At times, it uncan-

nily enough seems to accomplish its purposes, either

for good or evil, without any tangible aid. Or is it

that after one has observed the efficacy of primitive

medical practice for a while, his modern, sheerly

mechanistic point of view sometimes slips a cog

when he suddenly finds himself face to face with

phenomena that cannot altogether be explained on a

purely physical basis ?

JVitchman s pharmacopoeia

During the course of my previous observations of

South American Indian culture, I had already taken

a deep interest in what is still to me the most strik-

ing example of jungle pharmaceutical manufacture

. . . Curari, the flying-death.* Curari is the still-

mysterious, extremely lethal arrow-poison employed

mainly by the blow-gun users living east of the

northwestern Andes. Although manufactured in the

most primitive way and by means of superstitious

ritual, modern science has nonetheless been unable

to find a wholly successful antidote for its death-

dealing qualities. And Curari is only one of a score

of potent drugs listed in the pharmacopoeia of the

brujos, the yumbos, the cucucuna . . . the witch-

men who haunt the vast tangled greenness of the

Amazon Valley. Here is a brief listing of some

otherst

:

BARBASCO : This substance, used in the form

of an infusion, is made from the leaves, tendrils,

See "Curari, The Flying Death," by Richard C. Gill, Natural
History, November, 1935.

tThese notes are based on the healing methods of more than
one tribe in the Ecuadorian Oriente and, owing to the brevity of
the article, I have made no attempt to dififerentiate either the cus-
toms or the drugs I have listed on a regional or tribal basis.

and roots of the so-called Barbasco plant. It is em-

ployed primitively as a fish-poison. When intro-

duced into a stream in liberal quantities (particu-

larly into a more or less quiet pool) it stuns the

fish, making them float on the surface. Then they

are easily gathered up by the eager Indians who
consider a Barbasco fishing party an uproariously

festive occasion. This drug is also finding its place

in modern science. It is used as an insecticide and,

oddly enough, has occasionally been used to remove

barnacles from the hulls of ships. The Barbasco im-

ports into this country, however, are necessarily

limited since the majority of it still has to be got

laboriously from the jungle by primitive means.

CjUAYUSA: a tea-like preparation made by

steeping the leaves of the plant of the same name
in boiling water. It is widel\ used in the Ecuadorian

Oriente specifically as an anti-rheumatic and gen-

erally as a restorative. In fact, on the arduous over-

land route between the Pastasa and Napo Rivers

there is an overnight station called Guayusa Loma
(hill) which is always welcomed as a night's camp
by the Indian porters; the plant grows so abun-

dantly there that they can be sure of being able to

brew themselves plenty of the mildly stimulating

drink. There is also a firm regional belief that guay-

usa increases fertility in women.
AV'ELINA ROSADA: A pinkish jungle root

which, when peeled and crushed with water, is uni-

versally used by the Indian women as a hair sham-
poo. If its efiectiveness can be judged by the results

obtained, the thick and lustrous ebony tresses of the

jungle women who use it should be a good adver-

tisement indeed. The scattered whites living in that

sparsely settled region employ it frequently to re-

move dandruf? (which seems to be rare among the

Indians) and as a general "restorer".

Most sought after

AVELINA BLANCA: A whitish root similar

in appearance, save in color, to the Avelina Rosada.
From a sheerly commercial point of view, this is one
of the most fascinating of all the jungle drugs-

Placed in the civilized cosmetic market in sufficiently

large quantities, its money-value would be hard to

estimate. The Indians claim that it is the most
sought after of all cosmetic preparations ... a

permanent, harmless depilatory. The root is widely
used by the different Indians from the Napo River,

in a southerly direction, down into the Bobonazo-
Pastasa region. With it the Indians remove all super-

fluous hair from their bodies, and the results seem
lasting after only one or two applications. The skin,

where the depilatory has been applied, looks soft
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and smooth, as if it had never supported a growth

of hair.

GUAYAHUASHCO: An herb decoction used

among certain of the Oriente Indians as a narcotic

and soporific. It is not only employed as a medicine

but as a ritualistic drug among the Jivaros where

it is administered to induce a state of coma in the

witchmen and the elder warriors. While under the

drug's influence, the future—usually of anticipated

battles—is prognosticated for them in the form of

visions and hallucinations.

UNGURAHUA: A vegetable "hair oil" ex-

tracted by the women and used as a hair dressing

after the hair has been washed with the Avelina

Rosada.

JIVIJIVARA: Another decoction beverage used

as a rule as an anti-rheumatic and general anodyne

for muscular and articular aches and pains.

TOBACCO : Aside from its normal use, tobacco

is widely employed among the Napos as a stomachic

and carminative.

COPABANGA-MEMBRILLO: Each word is

the name of a separate leaf (both from trees) which

when mixed together and partially stewed form a

dressing for wounds and tropical ulcers. The mem
brillo leaf, employed by itself, acts as a mild caustic.

COPA MARIA: (The word "copa" is often

used by the Quechuas to designate "leaf".) A leaf

which when sundried and powdered is used as an

astringent for wounds, and seems to possess unusual

healing qualities.

COPAIBA: Another Indian drug which has

found its way from the jungle to modern medical

science where it is used as an astringent for mucous

surfaces.

ACHIOTE: (the paprika of commerce). This

is widely used not only as a face-paint and lip-rouge

among the Indians but also as a poultice and counter-

irritant for both humans and animals.

"Bottled sunshine"

Another interesting medicament, found not only

in the Oriente region but also among certain coastal

aborigines, is a high-vitamin oil rendered from the

bodies of grubs found in the roots and trunks of

several species of palm trees. Certainly this would

seem to be based on the most modern therapeutic

standards! After a crude process of refinement this

"bottled sunlight" of the jungle as effectively builds

the patient's resistance against pulmonary infection as

do our own carefully prepared high-vitamin fish-oils.

In addition to the drugs and remedies already

listed, the huge natural storehouse of the Amazon
Valley provides its bronze-skinned children with

scores of other remedies and medicines. Some of

them are known to us and, I suspect, just as many

are yet to be discovered by civilization.

Cocaine (derived from the coca plant) and

quinine are, of course, two of the best known drugs

originating in South America. There are also, among

the lesser known medicaments, toothache remedies,

bodily unguents, skin-hardeners, natural sun-tan oils,

and several different ointments and skin-dyes used

for protection against flies and other insects. A lush

and vital nature also provides the Indians with

medicines supposed to be efficacious against snake

bite and against fever, at least one vermifuge (a

helminthic), several species of moss used for dress-

ing wounds, and—on the darker side of things

—

various interesting poisons and aphrodisiacs.

So, all in all, the jungle gives to the jungle-wise

quite a well-stocked drug store. Every article in it

carries the same price tag:—the skill and knowledge

necessary to pick it down from Nature's shelves.

At the very least, the pharmacopoeia of the Amazon

is able, adequately, to take care of all the ordinary

ills and accidents which occur among the natfve

jungle dwellers.

The bedside manner

But, even more interesting than the actual drugs

are the methods of administration and the actual

"sick-room technique" . . . the last being almost

always in the hands of the witchmen and the tribal

grandmothers. Their whole system of therapeutics

is inextricably mixed with their folk-lore and with

their witch-craft.

After all, it wasn't so long ago that our own

medicine was deeply bound up with superstition and

folk-lore. Indeed, it is only with the rise of very

modern science that the medical art has loosed itself

from that famed triad. Mystery, Magic, and Medi-

cine. Our jungle friends, however, still employ that

curiously effective combination which, when it is

reduced to its simplest elements, is nothing more

than a copious admixture of auto-suggestion with

actual drugs. And that would seem to be sound medi-

cal practice.

In the Ecuadorian Oriente the brujos (the witch-

men) and the jatu?i-mamacuna (the grandmothers)

are the healers, the gatherers and the dispensers of

the pharmaceuticals, as well as the storehouses of

the folk-lore, legends, and rituals with which so

many of their therapies are tangled. In this particu-

lar region, the witchmen are greatly respected and

feared . . . both for their actual and nuisance

value. Indeed, their sphere of influence is so great

that formidable difficulties and obstacles are set be-

fore the explorer who would investigate the materia
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medica of the jungle. And the cackling, white-

haired grandmothers are, after all, pretty jungle-

wise old dowagers. In their unlovely heads reposes

the lore of the ancient days. In some regions where

the Inca civilization swept down from the high-

lands into the jungle, one finds traces of it still cur-

rent in the spoken lore. In addition, the old women
arc the nurses and the first-aiders . . . and the

mothei's of the witchmcn.

Hut the witchmcn (the brujos) arc the real doc-

tors who parcel out magic and medicine alike from

the murky depths of their ancient and still myste-

rious cult. Indeed, apart from their medical activi-

ties they are curiously potent figures, these jungle

magic-men. All too frequently they deal in death as

well as in life. In fact, the jungle Quechua word

for medicine is the same as that used for poison . . .

jamhi.

The making of the arrow poison, Curari, is an

example. The naked witch-doctor squatting low be-

side the boiling decoction of dark brown poison will

also at the same time attend to the making of cura-

tive remedies from the ample stock of life-giving

herbs ranged beside more lethal species.

But, at that, the witchman dealing in life and

death is, from one point of view, not too far re-

moved from his civilized colleagues in our own
modern laboratories who divide their attentions be-

tween life-giving drugs and serums for the benefit

of humanity and the making of high explosives and

poisonous gases for the dubious benefit of the next

war.

The psychological effect

On the darker side of their cult, the Amazonian

brujos are past masters in the useful, if sometimes

deadly, art of auto-suggestion . . . that uncanny

form of psychic control which we moderns are just

coming to employ as a therapeutic agent. Since the

days of Doctor Mesmer, and since the coming into

good repute of some of the more intangible aspects

of psychiatry, we moderns are being relieved of

many of our psychic ills by this means. Here the

jungle men have long anticipated us because, along

with the administration of their own tangible medi-

cines, they use a complicated ritual of exorcism

which is nothing more or less than helpful auto-

suggestion.

Potently helpful as jungle auto-suggestion is,

however, it also has its seamier side, which we might

well think of as being a sort of witch-doctor mal-

practice. Not infrequently Indians are "bewitched"

and made ill or otherwise incapacitated, and it is

sometimes said that death may even be caused by

auto-suggestion.

HERBS AND SIMPLES JUNGLE STYLE

Where malicious psychic influence occurs among
primitive people it is quite often referred to as the

"evil eye" but in the Napo region it is known as

the "death-finger". Young children and donnestic

animals in the Ecuadorian Oriente, as in other re-

gions, are protected from it by means of a red rib-

bon or string tied around the neck.

Strong "medicine"

In one instance, I was able to be an indirect wit-

ness to a death which to all appearances was caused

by primitive auto-suggestion. It occurred at a mis-

sionary post a short distance away from the town

of Tena, on the river Napo.

A brtijo, or witchman, was incensed by the influ-

ence of the missionaries over the neighboring natives.

He chose as the martyr who should serve his cause

the about-to-be-married daughter of a local Chris-

tianized chief, or Curaca, and publicly announced

that she would die at a certain hour. Despite the

best efforts of a medical missionary and of her own
kinsmen she died of indefinable symptoms at exactly

the time specified. The witchman had meanwhile

escaped down the river.

To add to its primitive potency, the auto-sugges-

tive power of the witchman is greatly strengthened

by a belief in his ability to transform himself into an

animal. In this part of South America, tradition

and legend give the witchmen the power to take the

form of a jaguar, at will, with the coming of night.

The Indian layman believes that this feline alter ego

of the brujo can mysteriously attack and devour him

once the death-finger has been pointed at him. There

have even been instances of finding the victim's body

severely lacerated, as if by the claws of a jaguar, at

the ordered time of his death.

Behind the jungle practice of medicine and witch-

craft in both its good and bad aspects, lies that vast

store of Amazonian folk-lore and legend which for

countless generations has been handed down by word

of mouth by the tribal oldsters around the clan fires

at night. Delightful legends with disciplinary mo-

tifs are told the children ; and the elders enjoy the

darker tales of the olden days. This semi-religious

lore contains a whole Amazonian Olympiad ... a

still unassorted and unpublished hierarchy of jungle

gods and goddesses, good and evil spirits, and strange

semi-mortals. There is even a version of the uni-

versal flood legend in which nearly the whole world

(the Napo Indian world, of course) perished.

These legends superimposed upon their materia

medica and their good and evil magics, furnish the

brujos not only with their drug and treatment lore

but also with their professional ethics. Every wound
Continued on page 76
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PITCAIRNIANA

—

A commentary on the mutiny of the Bounty

and its sequel on Pitcairn Island

By H. L. Shapiro
Associate Curator of Physical Aiitliropology,

American Museum of Natural History

WITH a long narrative poem, two movies, a

half dozen novels, scores of books and

countless magazine and newspaper articles

to its credit, the story of the Mutiny of the Bounty

has apparently been thoroughly exploited. But de-

spite this flood of literature, the interest in the

Bounty remains inexhaustible for a considerable body

of enthusiasts. The flushing of any scrap of new evi-

dence concerning the circumstances or the personali-

ties involved in this romantic tale of the seas is

enough to bring these aficionados to instant attention.

But both the passing interest of the public and

the enduring enthusiasm of the Pitcairnist have

been mainly focused on the event leading up to the

mutiny and on the subsequent violence on Pitcairn.

The history of the descendants of the mutineers has

received relatively little notice. There is, of course,

good reason for this concentration on the drama of

the Bounty saga. Even unadorned by literary skill,

its epic qualities are apparent in the bare narrative

itself. The story falls into three quite distinct acts,

each crowded with exotic color, movement, passion

and tragedy. In the first occurs the long voyage to

Tahiti, the building up of a motivation for the

mutiny, the idyllic interlude at Tahiti before the

disaster, and finally the destruction of a maritime

microcosm by mutiny.

The second act opens with the woe of a boat-load

of sailors cast adrift by the mutineers in a vast, un-

charted sea. Scenes which move with the slow, tense

rhythm of a Greek tragedy depict the horror and

suffering of men struggling with nature, and create

an unforgettable impression of human courage born

of despair and indomitable will.

Finally, in the third act comes the resolution of

the preceding events. Here the mutinous actors,

taking with them Tahitian women, flee from

their crime only to destroy each other on a remote

island.

Although these three acts in themselves form a

perfect whole, nevertheless a sequel took place to

provide the happy ending which the contemporary

Victorians demanded in their dramas. Indeed, to our

19th century predecessors much of the moral sig-

nificance of Pitcairn rested on this subsequent phase

of its history. The redemption of the descendants

of the mutineers provided an extremely apt parable

for the pulpit and the Sunday School. Thousands of

tracts were once circulated in England and America

in order to drive home in young minds the moral

illustrated by the Pitcairn Islanders, who, it was

said, lived in a harmony and a beauty most favorably

contrasted with the depravity and sin of their

mutinous fathers. This transformation was achieved

by the religious precepts which John Adams, the

sole survivor of the Bounty, taught to the

numerous flock of half-caste children, left by the

mutineers.

It is easy to see that a narrative embracing such

a range of events and emotions might fully suffice to

occupy the imagination without further material.

And yet to inquire of the fate of the hybrid colony,

to seek to know what has happened in this unique

mingling of culture and blood, is a natural curiosity.

It was my good fortune to enjoy the opportunity to

pursue some investigations along these lines, but be-

fore describing some of these lesser known aspects

of the Pitcairn Islanders let me sketch briefly the

circumstances that created on Pitcairn a natural

experiment in culture contact and in human
genetics.

Harry L. Shapiro, a frequent contribu- eral efforts did he finally succeed in the West Indies, the Southwest, Canada
to the pages of Natural History, reaching Pitcairn, as a member of The

made his first attempt to go to Pitcairn Templeton Crocker Expedition to the

Island in 1923, but without success. Not South Pacific. He has made five trips

until eleven years later and after sev- to the Pacific, besides expeditions to

and the Orient. He is the author of

several scientific articles and of the

book, "The Heritage of the Bounty."
—The Editor.
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On Ueceniher 2.?rd, 17^7, 1 1.M.S. Bounty, under

the command of Ivieutenant William Hligii, was dis-

patched to Tahiti at the behest of a group of West
Indian planters. 'I'he purpose of the expedition was

to secure healthy cuttings of the bread-fruit tree

which might then be transplanted in the West In-

dian colonies to serve as a perennial and cheap source

of food for plantation slaves. Ten months later, in

October 1 788, the Bounty arrived at Tahiti where

she was welcomed by the natives with kindly, if not

warmer, feelings. During the course of the next six

months liligh packed the hold of his ship solidly

with over 1000 bread-fruit plants. And finall\', in

April 1789, he was at last ready to return home.

Some three weeks after the departure from Tahiti,

when the Bounty was passing through the Tonga
group, the now notorious mutiny occurred under the

leadership of the Master's Mate, Fletcher Christian.

Uligh and 18 loyal members of the crew were set

adrift in a small open boat, meagerly provisioned.

For 41 days through incredible hardships, Uligh

guided his frail craft over 3618 miles of unknown
seas, finally arriving at Timor in the Dutch East

Indies. Meanwhile, the mutineers under the com-

mand of Fletcher Christian took charge of the

Bounty and retraced her course to Tahiti.

Circumstances of I he mutiny

The interest which the public has always ex-

hibited in this maritime event may be measured by

the vehemence of the controversies which have raged

around the circumstances of the mutiny. It would

take us too far from our purpose to dwell on this

aspect of the Bounty's history. It is perhaps enough

to say that the responsibility for the mutiny can

never be entirely resolved, since the issues involve

questions of human behavior and moral judgments.

Certainly Bligh was in part to blame for his brutal

behavior both to the crew and to at least one of his

officers, Fletcher Christian. Apologists of Bligh,

however, refer to the wide disciplinary latitude al-

lowed to shipmasters in the i8th century. Detrac-

tors, on the contrary, point to Bligh's record which

contains another mutiny famous in the annals of

New South Wales. Other elements which help to

explain, if not to place the blame, of the mutiny

appear in the personality of Christian which, accord-

ing to his contemporaries, was unusually sensitive

and quick to emotion. Moreover, the crew itself was

more than ready to return to Tahiti. The sailors,

being on the average only 26 years old, were un-

doubtedly more susceptible to the immediate allure

of aphrodisiac Tahiti than to the distant threat or

future punishment in England.

Whatever may have been the cause of the mutiny,

the consequences, at least, arc better known. The
mutinous party at first attempted to set up a ajlony

on the island of Tubuai, near Tahiti. The quarrels

which arose with the natives and among themselves

soon forced the mutineers to return to Tahiti where

they split into two groups. One, consisting of 16

men, preferred to remain at Tahiti ; the other, of 9,

fearing reprisals by the British government, was

eager to seek a safe retreat. The nine mutineers,

including Christian, finally determined to part from

their companions. They took the Bounty, 12 native

women for wives, and 6 native men as servants,

and in September 1 789 sailed awa\' into an unknown
world. When the Pandora arrived at Tahiti several

years later on a punitive expedition, no trace of the

nine mutineers or of their native followers could

be discovered. The quest was finally abandoned, and

the British Admiralty had to content itself with

bringing to trial and to punishment the survivors

of those mutineers who had tarried at Tahiti.

rill' iNiilincers' colony discovered

Then, in iSi)8, 18 years after the disappearance

of Christian and his party, Captain Mayhew Folger

of the Topaze, hailing from Boston, put into Pit-

cairn Island for water. This tiny island was charted

as uninhabited, but to his astonishment Folger was

greeted by a canoe-load of spry, handsome youths

who addressed him in English. They were, he dis-

covered, the sons of the lost mutineers and of their

native wives. He met and spoke to John Adams, the

sole, male survivor of the original party, and from

him heard a shocking story of cruelty, tyranny and

blood-shed. Adams informed Folger that on the ar-

rival of the Bounty at Fitcairn she was burnt to the

water line and run onto the rocks in order to pre-

vent desertion from the new-born settlement. Soon

after their arrival, one of the mutineers demanded
another wife when his own lost her life by falling

off a cliff. Since none of the Englishmen was in-

clined to give up his marital rights, one of the native

men was deprived of his wife in order to satisfy

this demand. This together with other acts of op-

pression embittered the native men and aroused them

to revolt against the treatment of their English

masters. Although the details of the ensuing events

are confused by several varying versions, they all

agree that the six native men and all but two of the

mutineers died by violence. When Edward Young
succumbed in 1800, he was the first male to die

from natural causes. Thus, ten years after the land-

ing at Pitcairn, John Adams found himself the

sole protector of a colony of ten native women
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PIT CAIRN ISLAND
In 1790, nine of the mutineers of the Bounty, together

with their Polynesian followers, landed on Pitcairn

Island where they established a colony unique in mari-

time history. The extreme isolation of the island insulated

this tiny community from contact with the world for

18 years after its settlement. The beetling cliffs and the

encircling rocks made landing so difficult that the islanders

were secure against the maraudings of the hordes of

whalers who infested these waters in the mid-nineteenth

century. In extent Pitcairn is 2 miles long by i mile wide.

The nearest inhabited island is over 300 miles distant

Pitcairn's silhouette is

like an up-turned canoe

The first concern of the muti-

neers, after landing on Pitcairn,

was to build shelter. They chose

a site now known as Adamstown,
named in honor of John Adams,
one of the mutineers. The village

now contains over 50 houses, and

their shining metal roofs glisten

through the heavy foliage which

surrounds them. The old village

green laid out by the mutineers

has now disappeared under a

tangle of vegetation

The accompanying photographs of
Pitcairn Island are reproduced
throngh the conrtesY of Templcton
Crocker and James Chapin

This is Bounty Bay where the

mutineers landed and which is

still the favored landing place. A
narrow channel between jagged

rocks leads to a tiny, constricted

beach. From the beach to the

boat-houses a fan-shaped runway
of undressed logs provides a hard

surface over which the heavy

boats may be launched or beached.

The Pitcairn Islanders have two
types of boats : a heavy whale-boat

capacious enough to carry 40 or

50 passengers and a light dug-out

designed for one or two men
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C'AI'r. ]ii,i(;ji III Ihe lloiirily,

whom mulinecTN forced lo sail

3618 rni. in an open boat

Ai.i;xAM)i!K Smith, alias John Adams.
Al)le seaman on the Bounty and for

29 years patriarch on Pitcairn

(Above) H.M.S. Bounty, from a painting

(Below) Four Generations of Pitcairn Islanders.
Parkins Christian, great-great-grandson of Fletcher, is

seated on the right. His wife is on the extreme left. With
them are their daughter and son-in-law, their grandchild,
and Mrs. Parkins Christian's aged mother who when this

photograph was taken was 87 years old and the oldest in-

habitant of the island

Till; CiiKLSTiAN' Succession'

I'letcher Christian', the leader of the mutiny.
was a member of an ancient Manx family. He
was described by a contemporary as having an
ardent nature and being "one of the most foolish

young men ... in regard to the sex." The first

child born on Pitcairn was the son of Fletcher
Christian. He was named Thursday October,
presumably in honor of his birthday. The infant

Thursday October grew up to be a strapping
man who won the admiration of visiting seamen
for his strength. He in turn produced a son
uhom he named Thursday October. The second
Thursday October sired a large family of sons
and daughters. One son, Francis or Frank, begot
Parkins who was the chief magistrate of Pit-

cairn when the author visited the island

Son. Thursday
October Christian

Grandson. Thursda
October Christian II

Great-grandson Frank Christian

Great-great-grandson
Parkins Christian



The population on Pitcairn

represents the 4th, 5th and 6th

generations from the six original

crosses between British sailors

from the Bounty and their Poly-

nesian wives. From these six

Anglo-Polynesian unions 150

years ago there are today over

1000 descendants on Pitcairn

and Norfolk Islands and in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand

The men and women shown

here are all Pitcairn Islanders.

They illustrate the range of

type found on Pitcairn. The
women on the lefthand side of

the page favor the Polynesian

side of their ancestry. The
woman in the lower righthand

corner is definitely European in

appearance
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(Above) A TYPICAL PiTCAiRN Housii. The older struc-

ture has been added to and partly reconstructed. Formerly

pandanus thatch was used to cover the roof, but now
corrugated iron is preferred for its greater durability and

its usefulness in catching rain water. The porcli shown on

this house is a modern innovation

The original construction of a Pitcairn house is

easily visible in the photograph above. Heavy foundation

logs rest on stones. Uprights were sunk into these logs

and boards were slid into grooves cut into the opposing

faces of the uprights. By such means the early islanders

built their houses without the use of nails

(Right) Usually in a shed attached

to the house or slightly apart from it, the

kitchen was built. Smoke escapes through

the wide cracks in the wall. Here one can

see a simple open hearth and a cement

oven with an iron door

(Left) The islanders are called to church by this bell suspended just out-

side the meeting house door. But it also has secular purposes. When men

are needed to man the boats, to attend a meeting, for aid in an accident,

a special signal is sounded on the bell. The arrival of a ship is likewise an-

nounced by this means so that every islander may prepare his load of curios

and fruits which he hopes to sell aboard the visiting ship
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(Right) The church or meeting house of the island is a two-story building

and the largest on Pitcairn. Services are held here every Saturday, accord-

ing to the tenets of the Seventh Day Adventist Church, of which the islanders

are adherents. Besides three sabbath services, additional meetings are held dur-

ing the week. The church is the social center of the islanders and its affairs

are conducted on a purely democratic basis. One of the islanders usually offici-

ates as the pastor

Pitcairn is so small that transporta-

tion is not a serious problem. But

some things must be hauled: wood

for fires and the crops from the plan-

tations. For these uses the wheelbar-

row on the left is employed. It is low

and underslung and nicely adapted to

the steep paths of the island

The interior of the school house is shown on the right. Forty-four scholars

from 6 to 1 6 years of age and four teachers are accommodated here. The cur-

riculum is limited to the fundamentals. The headmaster is Roy Clark, an Ameri-

can who was taken as a boy to Pitcairn. He receives £3 quarterly. Funds with

which to run the school are obtained from the church treasury. Text books are

secured from friends in England and America

(Left) The Pitcairn Smithy is

one of the few structures left with the

old thatch still intact. The smithy is

common property. The anvil is a relic

of \.\\eBoutjty and the vise comes from

a ship that was wrecked off Pitcairn

many years ago. A fine may be levied

upon anyone destroying or removing

the equipment of the smithy
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The Pitcairn girl shown above is weaving

a basket over a wooden form. During their

spare moments the women and girls busih'

plait baskets and hats which they attempt to

sell aboard the occasional steamer which stops

briefly at the island. The women become so

skilled that like the old-fashioned knitter they

can carry on a lively conversation without

interrupting their work

(Right) This is the finished basket whose

early stage is shown above. It is double, the

inner basket being plain. The tourist touch is

plainly visible in the word Pitcairn which is

woven into the blue and white design. The
fiber employed for baskets and hats is the

pandanus leaf which is put through a bleach-

ing and scraping process before it is ready for

use

The above is a collar-box fashioned from

and inlaid with wood from Pitcairn. Such

specimens of Pitcairn handicraft are sold to

the passengers and crew of passing ships. The
only source of income open to the islanders

is from the sale of such curios and fruits
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Tapa, a kind of paper cloth made

from tree bark, was formerly the

only source for clothing and bed

linens. Nowadays, textiles from

England and America have com-

pletely replaced this ancient Poly-

nesian product. Here is figured a

small remnant of a crude form of

tapa once made on Pitcairn. The
making of tapa is now a lost art

Leather shoes are preferred on Pitcairn but they

cannot always be easily obtained. Especially in

earlier days, shoes were hard to get. The islanders

supplied their need by making these rope-soled can-

vas slippers which recall those used by southern

Europeans and by sailors. The pair shown in the

accompanying photograph were made by Frank

Christian and presented to Dr. Shapiro just before

his departure from Pitcairn. Women, perhaps be-

cause of vanity, rarely are seen wearing this type

of foot gear, although the men still not infre-

quently use it

The photograph on the left illus-

trates a more ambitious form of curio

manufactured on Pitcairn for the slim

tourist trade. It is made of the native

miro wood and apparently is intended

as a kind of wall bracket. First roughly

shaped out on a lathe, it is given its

finishing touches by hand. Most of the

men on the island occupy their leisure

moments in such forms of wood carving
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I lie prot^cny of the variousand 25 iliildicii,

mutineers.

This minuscule world, half English and half

Polynesian, increased with such astonishinji rapidit)

that by 1831 the community consisted of 87 mem-
bers. In that year a disastrous attempt to establish

themselves in Tahiti hrouKJit tragedy into their lives.

But, rcturninK af^jain to Pitcairn, they continued to

multiply rapidly. Twenty-five years later the entire

group contained 187 men, women and children. This
rapid increase of number on an island two miles by

one made acute the dread of over-population which
haunted the minds of the leaders of the community.
Consequently, at their own request the British gov-

ernment removed in 1856 all the Pitcairners to

Norfolk Island, over 4000 miles to the west. But
homesickness soon overcame several of the trans-

planted families. And in 1858 a small band returned

to Pitcairn and was joined four years later by an-

other contingent. By i8fas Pitcairn had thus been

repopulated with 45 inhabitants. Seventy years later,

in 1934, this number had increased to 202, almost

five-fold.

Today the descendants of the mutineers of the

Bounty live in two separate colonies. The larger

one occupies Norfolk, the other still continues to

dwell on Pitcairn. I have had the good fortune to

visit both these settlements, Norfolk in 1923-4 (see

Natural History, Vol. 28, No. 3) and Pitcairn

in 1934-35. while on the Crocker Expedition.

A study in heredity

My object in visiting both Norfolk and Pitcairn

was to gather data on the biological consequences of

race mixture. Under ordinary circumstances, this is

a subject encumbered with various extrinsic con-

siderations that tend to obscure the underlying bio-

logic forces. Miscegenation often occurs, for ex-

ample, between individuals who represent selected

strains in their respective populations. Frequently

the hybrid group is saddled w-ith an intolerable

burden of social stigmata, leading to social and
psychological degradation. Often the mixture takes

place between groups of rather similar people with
overlapping characters, thus masking their genetic

behavior. Moreover, with few exceptions racially

mixed groups, unless of very recent origin, are hope-

lessly obscure genealogically. And since genealogical

clarity is of manifest importance in genetic analysis,

its absence leads to the inexorable demonstration of

a Gertrude Steinian circle proving that a mixed
group is a mixed group.

On Pitcairn, to the contrary, these disabilities are

absent. The physical characteristics of the parent

British and Polynesian stocks are diverse enough to

throw into relief the heredity of their ofifsprinjr. 'Ihe

population, living in isolated abundance, have es-

caped the debilitating efifects both of social and eco-

nomic depression. The habit, established in the be-

ginning of their corporate existence, of recording

the births, marriages and deaths in the community
has served to accumulate an exact body of genealogi-

cal data of immense value in the study of the genetics

of the Pitcairn Islanders. And finall>', the evidence

indicates that the original participants of this

genetic experiment were normal individuals of good

health.

At present the Pitcairn Islanders are in the

fourth, fifth and sixth generation from the original

cross. In the absence of social or economic stratifica-

tion or segregation, they have inter-bred without

hindrance. Although the first generation of hybrids

started with an evenly divided ancestry—half Brit-

ish and half Tahitian—this proportion has since be-

come altered. Speaking figuratively, a somewhat
greater percentage of British than of Tahitian blood

now flows in the veins of the islanders. During the

19th century three Englishmen and three Americans

joined the colony and, by intermarrying with the

islanders, have contributed to the overweighting of

the British ancestry of the islanders. A few addi-

tional infusions of European blood have occurred,

but these are as yet of minor consequence. Back-

crossing with Polynesian has, on the contrary, been

very rare. One of Fletcher Christian's sons married

the Tahitian widow of a mutineer and another son

married a Tahitian girl who had been taken to the

island as a child. But until recently no other instance

of marriage with a Tahitian or a Polynesian occurs

in the record. In 1934, however, a young man from
Pitcairn returned from nearby Mangareva with a

Polynesian bride.

Stature

Taking the Pitcairn population as a whole cer-

tain interesting comparisons can be made with their

ancestral stocks. For stature we fortunately have,

in addition, some extremely valuable early records.

In 1825, Captain Beechey visited Pitcairn and his

ship's surgeon made use of the opportunity to take

measurements on the population. He discovered that

in the Fj, or first hybrid, generation the average

stature attained the lofty figure of 5 ft. 10 inches

for males. This is 2jX inches greater than the aver-

age for Tahitian men and almost 3 inches larger

than the average of the heights of the mutineers

which are preserved in the archives of the British

Admiralty. The modern Pitcairn Islander, however,

has receded from this mark. Some sixty adult males
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now average about 5 ft. 8 inches which remains

slightly superior to the Tahitian or English averages

of today.

I shall not attempt to present a detailed technical

analysis here of the physical traits of the islanders,

but a few additional examples may well be men-

tioned as illustrations of various types of genetic

behavior.

In the length and width diameters of the head,

the Pitcairn Islanders oscillate from Tahitian to

English dimensions. In head length the average of

the Pitcairn men agrees with the shorter-headed

Tahitian ; in head width, on the contrary, they fol-

low the narrower width of the English.

English Pitcairn Tahiti

Head Length 193-198 mm 189.6 mm 188.01 mm
Head Width 150-155 mm 152.0 mm 159.6 mm

Here, then, is evidence of dominance in the

heredity of cephalic diameters.

The nasal width of the island men, on the other

hand, falls in an intermediate position between the

two parental groups. The English means tend to

range around 35-36 mm; while the Tahitians aver-

age 43.4 mm. The Pitcairn mean is 38.5 mm. The
slightly closer approximation to the English figures

may well be the consequence of the somewhat

greater number of British ancestors in the island

genealogies. This type of heredity is commonly

found in quantitative characters and it has been

explained by geneticists on the grounds of the mul-

tiplicity of genes controlling the expression of such

traits.

Skin color

Similarly, the Pitcairn islanders, taken as a whole,

are intermediate in skin color, although the varia-

tion among individuals ranges from fair com-

plexions to shades only slightly lighter than the dark

Tahitian. In hair color and eye color, blondness and

blue eyes are recessive to the darker shades, conse-

quently dark brown hair and brown eyes are fre-

quent among the islanders. The lighter shades of

hair color and blue eyes do, however, occur, demon-

strating the genetic truism of the conservation of the

gene.

Enough of the genetic behavior of the Pitcairn

islanders has perhaps been described to make it clear

that they form a kind of mosaic compounded from

their double ancestry. Each is a varying mixture of

English and Tahitian traits or a "blending" of the

two; but throughout, certain dominant trends make
themselves evident, as, for example, head lengths

coinciding with Tahitian ranges, head widths falling

within English limits and statures slightly exceed-

ing both parental stocks.

When plant or animal breeders wish to invigorate

certain stocks they frequently resort to cross breed-

ing. The progeny from such alliances tend to be

larger, more fertile and generally sturdier. This

phenomenon is sometimes known as heterosis, or

hybrid vigor. In certain instances the burst of vigor

in the first hybrid generation gradually ebbs away

in the later generations. Long before heterosis was

defined by modern genetics, students of human popu-

lations advanced the hypothesis that the efflorescence

of culture and the mingling of human stocks were

causally related. It is ironical that Gobineau,'one of

the sources of modern German racial ideology,

should also have maintained that civilization arises

only from the mingling of races. But in common
with other racial hypotheses of culture, this, too, is

extremely difficult to prove.

But what has Pitcairn to do with hybrid vigor and

hypotheses on the flowering of civilization? Simply

this, that on Pitcairn we may observe the physical as

well as cultural consequences of race mixture on a

convenient scale. Deferring the question of culture

until later, let us examine the evidence of physical

heterosis among the Pitcairn hybrids in order to de-

termine whether or not race mixture in man may
follow patterns similar to those which occur among
lower forms of life.

I have already mentioned that the first hybrid

generation on Pitcairn attained the average stature

of 5 ft. 10 inches which represented a very consider-

able increase over both English and Tahitian stand-

ards of height. The visitors to Pitcairn a century

ago were uniformly impressed by the physical bulk

and vigor of the men and women of the island. To-

day, although the islanders remain a tall people,

they have lost some of their inches and are less

impressive physically.

Fertility

Physiologically, also, the earlier generations of

Pitcairn hybrids displayed an astounding degree of

vigor. The Fj, or first hybrid, generation produced

on an average 7.4 children per mating. The second

generation increased this comfortably large family

to an average of 9.1 offspring per mating. In the

third generation the fertility fell off to 5.4 and in

the fourth has receded even farther to the average

of 3.0. By another sorting, based on the year of the

mother's birth, I found that those women born be-

tween 1815 and 1839 produced 11.4 children per

mating—a truly prodigious fertility unexcelled to

my knowledge by any other population. Combined

with the enormous increase in fertility in these
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earlier generations, I also found for the earlier

mothers a lower age at birth of the first child and a

lower age at marriage, indicating perhaps an earlier

physiological maturity. Similarly, the women of the

earlier generations continued their child-bearing to

the age of 45, while those in the later generations

ceased to bear children at the average age of 35. The
supreme example of procreative vigor fittingly oc-

curs early in Pitcairn history and is embodied by

Maria Christian, who married at the age of 14, bore

25 children and survived three successive husbands.

Thus, both in physical size and in fertility the

Pitcairn Islanders illustrate the sudden burst of

vigor which often follows on cross-breeding. Lest

too wide a generalization be drawn from this par-

ticular instance, it should be emphasized that while

some examples of race mixture have yielded similar

results others have failed to do so.

Although the decline in stature evident in recent

generations may be explained genetically, tiie loss in

fertility seems less simple than that. The present

birth-rate has dropped below the normal expecta-

tions, and in the absence of necessary information

on the reproductive life of the islanders it would be

hazardous to offer a genetic explanation for this

trend.

Inbreeding

One other biological characteristic of the Pitcairn

Islanders really merits more than the passing men-

tion which is possible here. After the original crosses

by which the Pitcairn colony was established, in-

breeding inevitably became the dominant form of

mating. The few family lines created by the initial

outbreeding and the extreme isolation of their island

home forced the young men and women to confine

their choice of mates to close relatives. The result

has been that the Pitcairn Islanders are distinguished

by being one of the most intensively inbred human
groups of which we have specific information. After

several generations of cousin marriage the popula-

tion is now all inter-related in intimate degrees of

kinship. The genealogy of one subject, for example,

contained the name of Fletcher Christian 7 times,

Edward Young 6 times, John Mills 3 times, Mat-
thew Quintal 3 times, John Adams once and John
Buffett once. This illustrates the complex interweav-

ing of family lines which is common to all the

islanders.

Now, inbreeding arouses among most Europeans

a feeling of doom and horror. They envisage cousin

marriage as leading to dire results and easily recall

numerous examples of disastrous consequences from

such matings. It is, therefore, easy to understand

the commonly felt abhorrence of inter-marriage of
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close degree. JJut in the mild taboo which society im-

poses on first cousin marriage, the instances in which

no harm to the offspring can be detected are usually

overlooked. For, as animal and plant experimenta-

tion has shown, inbreeding need not necessarily be

injurious. That it often is may be attributed not to

any mysterious evil inherent in consanguineous mat-

ing but to latent defects of which the offspring re-

ceive a double dosage, thus bringing to expression

characters present in the family line. Where the

stock is sound, inbreeding does not necessarily lead

to degeneracy as it is ordinarily feared. The work
of Miss King, for example, proves that many gen-

erations of mice may be successfully inbred.

And for human groups the Pitcairn Islanders

similarly demonstrate that inbreeding does not neces-

sarily carry ruin in its train. As a matter of fact,

the islanders are physically sound and healthy. They
show no evidence of endemic diseases or of congeni-

tal stigmata. From 1864 to 1934, 114 deaths were
recorded in the Pitcairn Island Register. Of these,

the cause of death was given in 89 cases. Accidents

made up 21% of the total, the rest were distributed

among a variety of common diseases, many of them
brought to the island by visiting ships.

Bad teeth

In one respect, however, the islanders take a low
score. Their teeth are uniformly bad. The statistics

are definitely depressing. Not one adult woman out

of 60 examined had a complete dentition. Of the

total number of women 32% had lost all their

teeth, and 61% had lost ten or more. The dental

condition of the men was only slightly better. Of
their total number 12% had lost all teeth and 52%
had lost 10 or more. This makes an appalling rec-

ord, but we must remember that until very recently

the islanders have been unable to make use of dental

science. One wonders what might be the dental

condition of an American or English village with-

out any of the resources which are ordinarily avail-

able to them. It is difficult to account for this

condition of the teeth of the islanders. The ade-

quacy of their diet becomes immediately suspect,

but in variety at least their food appeared satisfac-

torjr. They are accustomed to eating vegetables,

fruits, eggs, fish and some meat. On Norfolk Island

where the same dental condition prevails the diet

contains more meat and also milk which is absent

on Pitcairn. But before the cause of their poor

dentitions can be definitely assigned to diet, the

chemistry of their food would require analysis.

In seeking causes for the dental deterioration of

the Pitcairn Islanders, their English ancestry must
Continued on page 80
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(Left) A PRODIGIOUSLY LONG
TONGUE is useful to the okapi in

feeding on the lower herbage. This

living prehistoric animal is the last

and only large mammal to escape

the notice of science until the

twentieth century

AMNH Photo by Kirschner

(Right) The grotesque giraffe got its long

neck and legs as an adaptation to browsing on

trees ; while its living ancestor, the okapi (just

above), dwelling in the thick forests of equa-

torial Africa, held more closely to the form of

their common ancestor of 15 million years ago

(Beloiv) The okapi is more like the

earliest members of the giraffe family

than his long-necked cousin, as shown by

the closer resemblance of his skull (right)

than that of the giraffe (left) to their

common ancestor, Palaeotragus (in out-

line)

AMNH Photo by Bierwert
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THE GIRAFFE AND HIS LIVING ANCESTOR-Showmg
that the Okapi, a fossil living // million years behind the times,

was a girajfe long before his long-necked cousin came into existence

By Edwin H. Coluekt
Assistant Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology,

American Museum

RECtNTLY there came to New York one of the

rarest and most unusual visitors that this

city has ever seen. And what is particularly

fortunate for the inhabitants of Gotham is the fact

that this extraordinary visitor has come to make the

city his permanent home.

For on August the third a young okapi, the first

of its kind ever to reach the shores of North Amer-
ica, arrived at the Bronx Zoological Park, where
it is hoped that he will remain for many years as

one of the brightest stars in that firmament of star

boarders.

The arrival of the okapi was announced in the

papers modestly and briefly. For the most part the

gentlemen of the press were content to say that the

okapi was "a painted horse of the jungle" or "a

weird animal that looks like both a zebra and

girafife but is neither." It is too bad that the news-

papers did not realize what a really unique animal

this okapi is, for if they had, the newcomer might

have been accorded a more pretentious welcome.

An ancient giraffe

The okapi is not a horse, neither is it a zebra,

but is most definitely a giraffe, even though it lacks

the long neck and legs and the large yellow spots

so inevitably associated in our minds with the mute
inhabitant of the African veldt and the zoological

park. Moreover, the okapi is a giraffe that was en-

tirely unknown to white men until the beginning

of the present century—until 1901, to be exact.

As early as 1883 vague rumors concerning the

existence of a strange "mule-like" animal, known
to the forest pigmies and some of their neighbors as

the "0:api," came to the attention of that great

pioneer of central Africa, Henry M. Stanley.

Stanley passed the legend along ( for it was scarcely

more than that) to Sir Harry Johnston, then Gov-
ernor of the Uganda Territory. At the time Sir

Harry was unable to do more than show a keen

academic interest in the tale, but in 1899 he organ-
ized a hunt for the mythical animal. The hunt was
unsuccessful except for the fact that Sir Harry was
able to procure from some natives a few strips of

skin that had been cut from the hind-quarters of

the elusive beast. These pieces of skin were sent to

Dr. P. L. Sclater in London, and since they showed
alternate reddish and white stripes he supposed

that a new and peculiar kind of zebra had been

discovered.

A scientific sensation

Soon after, however, Sir Harry Johnston man-
aged to get a complete skin and two skulls of the

legendary "0:api," and these he immediately sent

to Doctor Sclater. It was the zoological discovery

of the year, and one of the greatest of all time!

For it was immediately seen that these skins and
skulls represented an entirely new kind of giraffe,

the last and only large mammal to escape the notice

of science until the. twentieth century.

Of course the discovery of the okapi created a

furor among zoologists throughout the world. Doc-
tor Sclater named it Okapia johnstoni—Okapia (the

generic name) being a latinized approximation of

the native name for the animal, Johnstoni (the

Edwin H. Colbert's scientific interest tory studying Asiatic fossils, particu- seum he did some collecting in the West,
centers in prehistoric mammals and larly those collected in India by Dr. specifically in the Bad Lands. He was
their relation to our modern mammals. Barnum Brown and those brought back sent to Europe by the Museum to do re-
He has spent most of his six years in from Mongolia by Dr. Roy Chapman search and is the author of many scien-
the American Museum of Natural His- Andrews. Before coming to the Mu- tific papers and memoirs.

—

The Editor.
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specific name) being of course in honor of Sir Harry

Johnston. The new animal was discussed at meet-

ings of the Zoological Society of London and at

other scientific meetings throughout the world, and

many opinions were offered as to its probable

affinities.

That it was a species of giraffe was immediately

recognized by all competent zoologists. What kind

of a giraffe might it be ? This was the question that

invariably arose in the minds of the numerous au-

thorities who studied the new animal. Perhaps it

was some kind of a "degenerate giraffe" that had

lost its long legs and its long neck ; such was one

early theory, a theory soon abandoned. Perhaps it

was related to some of the long-extinct giraffes that

have been found in various portions of Eurasia; this

was a natural inference that came to the minds of

many zoologists.

Sir Harry Johnston was one of the first to sug-

gest such a possibility as this. He thought that the

okapi might be related to an extinct giraffe from

Asia Minor, named Helladotherium, and he even

proposed the assignment of this name to the okapi.

In 1902 Dr. Forsyth-Major, one of the great En-

glish students of fossil animals, suggested that the

okapi might be related on the one hand to a very

primitive type of fossil giraffe known as Palaeotra-

gus, and on the other hand to our modern African

giraffe, holding a position somewhat intermediate

between these two forms. Since that time numerous

diverse suggestions as to the okapi's position have

been brought forward, but nearly all of them agree

on one point, namely, that it is in some way related

to the primitive fossil giraffe, Palaeotragus.

Now the word "giraffe" may have two meanings.

It may be taken to designate the long-legged giraffe

so familiar to all of us. Or it may be used in a more

general sense to indicate all of the various members

of the giraffe family—the Giraffidae—of which the

okapi and the African giraffe are the sole survivors.

Let us consider briefly the entire giraffe family, most

of the members of which lived in dim past ages

throughout Asia and in certain parts of Europe and

Africa.

The first giraffes

The earliest giraffes lived in the Miocene period,

perhaps some fifteen million years ago. They were

closely related to some of the ancestral deer, on one

side, and to certain of the primitive antelopes and

cattle on the other side. That is, the giraffe deer and

cattle had a common ancestor at an earlier stage in

their history.

It is an interesting fact that the earliest giraffes

looked very much like the okapi. They were fairly

50

large animals, about equal in size to the full-grown

okapi, and like the okapi they had legs and necks of

normal length. They resembled the okapi, too, in

having rather small, simple horns—each horn con-

sisting of a single, pointed spike. What their ex-

ternal characters were—the coloring of their coats,

the size of their ears—we do not know, for we have

only the fossil bones to guide us in our knowledge of

these animals. On the basis of their bony remains,

however, they must have been very much like the

okapi in their general form and appearance—even to

the large, mule-like ears.

These primitive giraffes, which may be called

palaeotragines because Palaeotragus is the most typi-

cal genus, constituted the stem group from which
two other groups of highly specialized giraffes were
descended, as shown on the accompanying chart.

One of these specialized groups may be known as the

sivatheriines, the other as the giraffines. The sivath-

eriines were large, one might say gigantic, animals

with heavy, ox-like bodies and short legs, and almost

all of them had tremendous and variously developed

horns on their skulls.

How the giraffe got its neck

The giraffines, on the other hand, evolved by

lengthening the legs and the neck as an adaptation

to browsing on trees. These are the giraffes that we
usually think of as being "typical" or characteristic

giraffes. As a matter of fact, these vertically elon-

gated giraffes are as far away from the central

giraffe type as are the many-horned sivatheres, and

they seem typical to us merely because we are ac-

quainted with them.

To get back to the okapi, it at once becomes clear

that this animal, far from being a "weird" or "pe-

culiar" giraffe, is as a matter of fact a very normal

type of giraffe. It is one of the palaeotragines, one

of the primitive types in the giraffe family, an ani-

mal in which the legs had not begun to elongate

—

in which the horns had not begun a course of spe-

cialized development. In fact, the okapi is a true

"living fossil," a primitive ancestral animal that has

persisted on so that it is contemporaneous with one

of its descendants. It is an interesting fact, too, that

the okapi is not only a persistent primitive type but

it is also generally primitive as compared with its

palaeotragine cousins. In other words, the okapi is

in most respects more primitive than the long-ex-

tinct fossil giraffes to which it is closely related.

Why should this holdover from the Miocene

Period still be living in central Africa? Why did

not the okapi become extinct millions of years ago,

when by all the rules he should have passed from

this troubled world? These are difficult questions
Continued on page 78
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RESCUING A LITTLE-KNOWN CHINESE AKT-How
an explorer's wife ''discovered" a fascinating style of peasant em-

broidery in far western Chinas and helped to save it from oblivion

By Anna G. Granger

As an adjunct to an expedition in search of

fossils in the province of Szechwan, China,

I suppose no one could have been of less

value from a scientific viewpoint than myself. My
object each day was to occupy my time in ways that

would least hinder the work of the leader. To my
great surprise a form of entertainment developed

which could not have suited me better. It happened

in this wise.

My husband and I were living in a temple which

had been occupied by our party for two seasons previ-

ously. Friendly relations with the Chinese were al-

ready well established. Shortly after my arrival in

the winter of 1925-26 a feast was proposed by one

of the more well-to-do farmers in the neighborhood.

I was invited too. Accompanied by the No. i boy

we presented ourselves at the appointed hour.

The courtyard in which the guest room was lo-

cated was alive with women and children, all come

to view the foreigners. They were numerous enough

to populate a whole district, but were probably

mostly members of the one household. Not speaking

the Chinese dialect current in Szechwan, I could

only show my interest by admiring the babies. This

is never difficult in China, as they all have a peculiar

charm, a mingling of wisdom and innocence which

is hard to resist. On this occasion I was struck by

their clothing. Each child wore a good-sized bib or

apron of homespun cotton cloth ornamented with in-

tricate patterns done in cross-stitch embroidery. I

said to myself, "I must have one of these!"

Our No. I boy said that for politeness' sake, none

could be purchased on the spot, but that he could

arrange to have one brought to our temple on the

pretext that I was to have the design copied. Event-

ually the apron became mine.

Very soon other owners of cross-stitch heard that

real money would be exchanged for needlework, and

the custom of bringing bundles of specimens for my
inspection became established. Some of these were

articles of clothing. Others were for household use.

Many were just the width of the loom, 13 to 15

inches, and served as valances around the top of four-

poster beds common in Szechwan. Certain shorter

pieces always came in pairs, and I learned that these

were fashioned to be tied about the three sides

of a hard, four-sided block used as a pillow in these

parts.

By sewing three breadths of cloth (sometimes

four) together a large enough piece was obtained

to depict whole scenes. The first one of these that

came to my notice fairly took my breath away. I

successfully concealed my emotion, having learned

that over-enthusiasm on the part of the buyer some-

times stalls the purchase entirely, a thing which

happened to me later in the city of Yunnan Fu.

Every day something interesting turned up from

the bundles brought in by our visitors. I became as

eager to look over their contents as my husband was

to open up the sacks of fossils which his men brought

down from the pits higher up on the mountain.

Even on our walks about the countryside my hus-

band and I were greeted by children who ran out

of their homes at our approach, bearing packets of

embroidered pieces to show us. We usually sug-

gested that the careful examination of these would

have to take place in the temple where the services

of our boy, Kan, could be enlisted for the necessary

bargaining. One of my most cherished small pieces

is of blue cloth with cross-stitching in white. This

I spied on the head of a young woman who was do-

ing some outside chores in the lower village about a

quarter of a mile from our temple. She had arranged

this strip rather broadly and flatly in front so to show

the pattern well, while the two ends were folded

together at the back and lay gracefully covering her

neck. I described this to our Chinese helper, and it

wasn't long before he returned from his quest with

the coveted article.

Only with one person did Kan encounter any

great difficulty in coming to a bargain. This Was in

regard to what I shall call a wall panel. It was made
of three widths of homespun cotton dyed a deep

beige color. The design, worked in very dark blue

Anna G. Granger accompanied her tions. Twice she spent the winters with these journeys has already been given

husband, Dr. Walter Granger, to him in a temple near Wanhsien, Szech- by Mrs. Granger in Natural History.

China on four occasions during the wan, where she secured the materials

days of the Central Asiatic Expedi- described in this article. The story of
—The Editor.
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cotton thread, represent cd two miiidens whose liead-

drcss and (jowiis arc siicli as were worn by women in

the Tang dynasty. A graceful bamboo tree shelters

the pair, and for an example of exquisite rhythm of

line ii would be hard to find a better composition

done in any medium. The man had brought it to the

temple. Great was my dismay when I learned that

he had also taken it away! Nor did he return, as I

had hoped. On the eve of the day before camp was

to be broken for the season, I could hardly bear the

thought of leaving S/.echwan without that particu-

lar piece.

Kan was sent to interview the owner, and thanks

to his never-failing diplomacy, it is now a part of

my collection. I still wonder if some consideration

other than a monetary one caused his earlier refusal

to sell. I feel that I may have missed here an oppor-

tunity of getting a good story, more likely a pathetic

one, since this whole region had been raided many
times by bandits and soldiers, and the people were

miserably poor, having little left of their former

possessions.

Once our boy, Kan, took me to call upon an old

woman who had a chest full of pieces laid away. I

was in search of a special type of embroidery in

black on blue cloth to match up with a blue jacket

for which I had been unable to find trousers of simi-

lar color and style of stitch. The chest yielded tlie

required trimming bands which I later had placed

oh some white trousers, making me a complete peas-

ant costume. In all the other purchases I selected

what appealed to me, not so much because of any

definite idea of their usefulness as wearing apparel

or as ornaments in a home, but rather because they

seemed to me too exotic in design and too wonder-

fully executed with the needle to warrant their be-

ing left hidden any longer in that obscure village.

After reaching New York in 1 931, I found that

Dr. Carl Schuster was covering the province of

Szechwan on a fellowship from Harvard for the

very purpose of securing examples of this particular

form of Chinese peasant handiwork before it is

forced out of existence by the pressure of modern
civilization, so-called. There is a boldness, a child-

like simplicity and an imaginative quality in their

patterns which bespeak a people who were unham-

pered by the art concepts of the more sophisticated

folk in the cities of east and north China. If there

was an outside influence, it came in from the west.

This is Doctor Schuster's* idea.

At any rate, it is refreshing to see the work of a

racial group who were not afraid to let the abstract

pleasures of the mind guide them in their construc-

*For a further evaluation of this class of jjeasant embroideries,
the reader is referred to Doctor Schuster's article in Asia,
January, 1937.

tion of decorative forms. It is easy to see that the

designer must surcl) have had fun in the making of

many of the patterns illustrated in the accompany-

ing photographs. And who shall say whether the

animal shown at the top of page 56 is a domestic

cat or not.' It may, for that matter, easily be a sfjme-

what modern \ariant of the age-old White Tiger of

the Western Quadrant, beloved of artists as far

back as the Han Period. Does it really matter? It

was not intended for a natural histor)' museum.
Some special research was necessary before 1

found the meaning of the rotund little man on page

57, who may be said to be the patron saint of that

most delectable of beverages, tea. He is known as

Daruma, and is generally represented without legs

because he lost his limbs as a result of nine years of

meditation. The following is taken almost \erbatim

from Mr. F. Hadland Davis' book. Myths and

Leoeiids of Japan. For a longer account, see Lafcadio

Hearn's "Some Chinese Ghosts."

Daruma was said lo he the son of a Hindoo king. When
he had completed his studies, he retired to Lo Vang, in

the province of Honan. svhere he remained sealed for

nine years intoning the line "O the Jewel of the Lotus,"

and exhorting the Blessed One to keep him wholly pure.

During this period the sage was templed after the manner
of St. .\nthony. He wrestled with these temptations by
continually reciting sacred scriptures, but the frequent

repetition of the word "Jewel" lost its spiritual signifi-

cance and became associated with the precious stone worn
in the ear of a certain lovely woman. Even the word
"Lotus," so sacred to all true Buddhists, suggested the

opening of a girl's fair mouth. His temptations increased

aid he was transported to an Indian city where he found
liimself among a vast crowd of worshippers in a temple.

He saw strange deities with horrible symbols upon their

foreheads, and he was surrounded by a great company
of dancing girls, and it seemed to Daruma that he met
and kissed the women who had changed the meaning of
' Jewel" and "Lotus." Then suddenly the vision departed
and he awoke to find himself sitting under the Chinese
sky. The sage, truly penitent for neglect of his devotions,

took a knife from his girdle, cut off his eyelids and threw
them on the ground where they were miraculously trans-

formed overnight into the tea plant. Though gratified at

this manifestation of Buddha's forgiveness, Daruma still

continued his incantations.

For me, already an ardent devotee of tea, this

fanciful tale of pious renunciation has given an

added charm to an occupation, always alluring.

No claim is made that any of these cross-stitch

pieces are themselves very old. Interest lies wholly

in that the designs have been faithfully transmitted

from one generation to another for centuries as each

succession of mothers taught their daughters to pre-

pare their hope-chests, even as they had prepared

theirs. The pity is that now-a-days the ancient motifs

are not being repeated with the same exactitude as

formerly and soon will be entirely forgotten.

RESCUING A LITTLE-KNOWN CHINESE ART SZ



(Above) The temple in far western

China which served as Mrs. Walter

Granger's home while she collected ex-

amples of a little-known type of peasant

embroidery. As wife of the scientist and

expedition leader, she was in a unique

position to investigate this vanishing art

A CHERISHED POSSESSION. Made of blue cloth

with cross-stitching in white, this piece served

as a head-dress for a young woman of the village.

When the natives heard that their heirlooms

were in demand they brought bundles consisting

of wearing apparel, valances for their four-poster

beds, and other pieces for household use. In all

the examples there is a child-like simplicity and

an imaginative quality which show these people

have not been influenced by the more sophisticated

art concepts of the eastern and northern Chinese
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(Right) Characteristic head-

dress. If the cloth had a pattern,

the strip would be arranged

broadly and flatly in front to

show the design. The two ends,

folded at the back, serve as a

neck covering as well



(Left) A DISTINGUISHING FEATURE of Szechiian

art is the trick of working in the main idea

solidly in black, and accomplishing the decora-

tive effect by leaving the background blank. It is

not known whether the cat-like animal in the

foreground is a domestic cat or not—it might

be a variant of the age-old White Tiger, beloved

of artists as far back as the Han Period

(Right) This central design decorated a black square of

cloth used for holding a baby on the back as shown by the

photograph below. Designs of good omen are believed to imbue

the baby with favorable influences. The basket stands for felicit}

in the Western Heaven ; the peony means wealth ; and the but-

terfly is an expression of joy. The musical jade (lower center),

giving out a pleasant ring, and the bat both portend happiness.

They are shown here as items in a cord and tassel attached to

the bottom of the basket

The chief duty of this village boy

was to carry his baby brother around

most of the day. Bands attached to the

two upper corners of the cloth cross

over his chest and, after passing around

the baby, encircle the waist
ll'alirr GraiHicr plioto
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A Chini:si-; w.avsioi-; inn. where interestin}; t\pcs could be observed: a

convenient resting place on the climb up the hill to the bone pits that were
being excavated by tiie expedition

Daruma, an Indian sage and the patron saint of tea. Penitent for the neglect of his

devotions he cut off his eyelids and threw them on the ground where they were miracu-
lously transformed overnight into the tea plant

The cloth is a fine illustration of the ability to assemble harmoniously in a given
space a great varietj' of unrelated forms. The non-Chinese face is no new version.
A similar portrayal of foreigners who came in from the west is known e\'en as far
back as the Han Dvnast\-



(Above) A TYPICAL FARM HOUSE in the region. The large

flat bamboo trays are for drying grains and vegetables. The
festoon in the upper left is made by sweet potato vines ; its

leaves are used as food for pigs while the stems serve as fuel
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(Beloiu) Looking down the valley toward the temple

which received daily a contrasting assortment of speci-

mens: fossils and embroideries. The latter are of value

because the designs, handed down by mother to daugh-

ter, are slowly being forgotten or repeated with less

exactitude

(Above) Section of a long sampler made by a Chinese

amah well versed in the traditional embroidery motifs. In the

part here shown interest centers chiefly in the fine medallions.

The one at the right depicts ancient game devices suggesting

our dominoes
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Wedding procession: a motif for a door valance made

of red wool with cross-stitching mostly in black floss, show-

ing the bride in her wedding chair (center), her atten-

dants, and gift bearers. Among the presents are a tea set,

a rattan bed frame and some bed quilts. Tlie man on horse-

back is probabl) added to lend dignity and to suggest an

honorable culmination of the hopes of the contracting

parties, he being the well known representation of a per-

son who has successfully passed the triennial literary

examination

_J1/.V." Fh^'r-s by C'l'lcf H. Coles
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(Above) Chinese symbolism plays an important role

in the patterns for the embroideries shown in these pic-

tures. The crane, the peach, hand fruit and pomegranate

used in this design are translated to mean "May you have

many years, many honors and as many male descendants

as there are seeds in a pomegranate."

This design is worked out by an almost solid black

cross-stitch on a white background. Note that the knots

on the tree are made by omitting stitches at certain

intervals

(AMNH Photo by Charles H. Coles)

(Right) Yen Ching Kou Valley looking toward the

Yangtze. The temple is on the right in the middle

distance
IValtcr Granger photo

(Left) A child's bib or apron. The padlock and chain

stitched at the neck represents the actual object of brass

or silver often worn by Chinese children to chain them

to existence and prevent their being ravished by death

from their affectionate parents. Below the lock are mythi-

cal birds (phoenixes) from which are hanging many

ornate tassels, symbols of dignity. The birds are peace

loving and will ensure the child a calm and sweet dis-

position
(AMNH Photo by Charles H. Coles)

'J^J^S^k'
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HARVEST OF THE SEA-FLOOR—E^c/' January impressive

ceremofiies commemorate sponge gathering in Florida water^ where

the Hellenic traditions of a historic trade persist in the largest

unmixed Greek community in America

By Leonora B. Ellis

No other form of zoophytic life ranks in com-

merce with the sponge, a source of marine

wealth long regarded as belonging to the

coastal waters of the Mediterranean, particularh' in

the Grecian archipelago.

During the Epiphany celebration at Anclote,

Florida, last winter, a slim young diver who had

triumphantly brought up from watery depths the

Golden Cross, thrown there by the great Patriarch,

was asked: "How long, Michael, have your people

been diving for sponges?"

"Two thousand years and more," answered the

dark-eyed lad, still all a-shine from the water and

from the archiepiscopal blessing. "The Hellenes

were sponge-fishing before Christ came into the

world."

"But how long here on our southern shores?"

pressed the traveler. "I mean in this Anclote

region?"

"Ah ! since my father was younger than I am

—

and he is forty-five now—to my seventeen. But

sponges are many, and replant themselves if treated

fair."

Unknown wealth

However, the first sponge fishers of our continent

were not divers. Nor was this part of the world even

aware of such wealth in its waters, until the dis-

covery was blundered upon in the middle of the last

century, by turtle fishers in the shallow waters about

Key West. Another quarter of a century elapsed

before the strange discovery was followed up in a

practical way. The United States, like the countries

of Europe, continued to draw its supply of the im-

portant commodity from the Mediterranean fish-

eries. The Civil War and the ensuing industrial

stagnation account for the lapse.

But in the long period of industrial expansion

which followed, sponge gathering in the Gulf grew

from a small local industry into an important branch

of the fishing trades. Today the American sponge

quite adequately supplies domestic demand, while the

export of at least one variety, the grass sponge, to the

British Isles has assumed important proportions.

In ancient times the sponge was thought to be

some kind of a plant, owing chiefly to the stationary

and branching habits of the colonies. The sponge

has neither legs, wings, fins, eyes, nor other sense

organs. Nor has it any of the internal organs pe-

culiar to animal creation. Thus, although the sponge

has been known for thousands of years, being men-

tioned even by Homer himself, its right rank as an

animal was not absolutely conceded until the 19th

century, and the designation, "zoophyte," which sig-

nifies "animal plant" has only recently become old-

fashioned.

Endless variety

That the sponge is entirely animal in its nature is

shown by its mode of feeding, type of egg-cells and

their development, and in other ways more obscure.

Sponges are of endless variety in form and color,

size and texture; but all live in the water, chiefly

sea-water, attaching themselves either to the bottom

or to rocks, coral, shells, or other marine substances.

The marine types mostly inhabit the shallower seas

to a depth of one hundred feet, few varieties being

indigenous to deeper waters. One or two obscure

families inhabit fresh waters in various parts of the

globe.

Of the best known varieties, many are of no com-

mercial value but are delicately beautiful and fine,

like seaweed, gracefully branched, and ranging from

an inch or less in length to several feet. One very

abundant variety is in the form of a vase, or cup,

ranging from the "after dinner" size to a huge stein

or vase a foot or more in diameter. The fishermen

themselves often call these cap sponges, selling them

as curios under that name. The texture of the larger

sizes is extremely tough and durable.
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'I'lic |)i)|)iil;uly iiaiiK-d "linacr siKjngcs" arc found

cliiefly in shallow waters, often stretching like a

giant many-fingereci hand across an oyster bed. The
species known as (liass sponges, among which the

wonderful little creation known as "Vcnus's Flower

Hasket" is an example, receive their name from

their remarkably twisted spicules composed of lus-

trous white fibres of silica, a constituent of glass.

Jhese are of diverse sixes and shapes, quaint, or

beautiful, and, from an aesthetic angle, arc perhaps

the most interesting of the entire family.

Sponges as usually found arc not single animals

but "colonies," often of several or more individuals.

The original single sponge, having developed from

a minute egg-cell a thousandth of an inch in diame-

ter, and attaching itself to something stable, expands

rapidly, and is seen forming new buds, somewhat in

the manner of twig formation in plants. Impossible

to follow here in detail the process continues to a

"many-twigged" or many chambered colony. Yet

such a study is of surpassing interest, as is likewise

the mode of feeding and eliminating through that in-

tricate system of canal-like pores wiiich one ma_\

analyze from any skeleton in hand. Skeleton it realh

is, this commodity known commonly as a sponge. In

life these skeletons were filled in and covered over

with a soft, jelly-like flesh, the substance of living

cells.

While, as stated, sponges are of immense \ariety

and are distributed rather widely throughout the

waters of the globe, those adapted to commercial or

industrial purposes are limited in distribution and

in abundance.

Birlh of an industry

When the Key West turtlers had shaken two or

three of the noisome, unsightly objects from their

nets, some traveler who chanced to be on the docks

looked down at the lumpy, uncouth blobs, and

straightening up, said, "Sponges." Nobody there

dreamed that this was the birth of an industry. It

was 1857, and the Key Westers, a small and motley

population known colloquially as "Conchs," were

slow to try anything new. Wasn't turtling good

enough ?

It was twenty years after the close of the Civil

War before the little fleet of sponging vessels began

to be noticed dotting the semi-tropical waters en-

girdling the island-city, which was still more Cuban

than American. By this time almost all domestic

markets were offering American sponges alongside

the Mediterranean varieties, the former hardly so

fine, certainly not so well processed, as the latter.

But the Conch fleet grew to a hundred taut ves-

sels, venturing farther from the island shallows and

using longer and longer hooking poles to twist loose

the superior specimens from deeper waters. The
market demand grew as the industry climbed to

show better competition. For a brief score of years

Key West became the sponge capital of the western

continent.

But it had dawned on shrewd minds that the

really superior varieties of the commodity, the finest

of the sheep's wool sponge, which were used in

surgery as well as for toilet purposes, grew in the

deeper waters, also that the richest beds lay farther

up the coast of Florida. For invading these richer

beds the Key West industry was simply not mechan-

ized. The Conchs had fished altogether by the hook-

and-pole method, that is, with a sort of hook, or fork

attached to a long, quite cumbersome pole. Few
Conchs, even the most expert, could manipulate a

pole exceeding forty feet in length.

The battle was soon on: out-dated methods fell

before the new.

Gri't'klo'nn

One enterprising man brought two lateen-rigged

boats, two diving suits, and four Greek divers from

a Mediterranean port, and set up a new era, a new
plant, at Tarpon Springs, half way up the west

coast of Florida. This was in 1905. Within six years

there was a colony of 2cxx> Greeks at Tarpon
Springs, and lateen-rigged sails were thick as cat-

boats in the mid-Gulf, appearing, disappearing on

golden horizons. Diving helmets and armor became

commonplace in the Anclote harbor. Swarthy men
of alien speech were swarming about the port, their

women and children soon beginning to follow, and

little new homes went up by twos and threes in a

section of the winter resort town which took the

name of Greektown. A vast warehouse of curious

construction was built on the waterfront to house

the abundant marine harvests brought in by the

ever increasing Greek fleet. A million dollar sale

on the dock beside it was not a record breaker.

The queen city of the islands had lost its leading

industry, and Tarpon Springs was henceforth the

sponge capital of the western continent. The age-

old grapple invariably ends one way. Skilled labor

pitted against unskilled, superior mechanism against

inferior, none need ask the victor.

The industry has had its ups and downs here as

in the Mediterranean. World war, world depres-

sion, the repatriation of hundreds of the most skilled

divers under summons to the colors of Greece. But

the sponge fisheries of Florida count high among
Southern industries today. And this industry has a

future rather than a past. Sponges of the !Mediter-

ranean, where indeed the beds are seriously depleted.
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(Above) Sponge capital of the Western Hemisphere: the harbor at I'arpon Springs, Florida. When the

wealth of these sponge-fields was realized in 1905, expert Greek sponge divers whose ancestors had

plied their trade for 2000 years in the Mediterranean, flocked to this gulf port, establishing the largest

unmixed Greek colony in America

(Right) A MILLION DOL-

LAR sponge harvest is no

record-breaker on this

Tarpon Springs dock.

The commercial sponge

is the skeleton of a crea-

ture whose biological

classification puzzled

early scientists. Not until

the 19th century did it

rank as an animal and

only recently has the

term "zoophyte" (animal-

plant) been considered out

of date



(Rif/lilJ 'I'm, oi.ij way: surface lisliing for sponges as prac-

ticed by tlie Cuban fleet. Tlie man in the stern locates the

sponges through his glass-bottomed bucket, then wrenches

them from the sea-floor with the long, hook-tipped pole on

whicii his foot rests. The oarsman unhooks the sponge wiien

it is brought to the surface. This was how the "Conciis"

(American Key West fisherman) went about the job during

their 20-year hegemony of the new-born American spoiitre

industry prior to 1905

Hide World Phola

(Riylit) '[he NliVV WAV: nKjdern di\ing helmets only added

to the efficiency of the Greek imigrants, accustomed for cen-

turies to dive for their sponges. The latest mechanical ap-

paratus in the liands of a people born to the trade spelled

doom for the Key West industry and its primitive metliods.

Moreover, the richest sponge fields, containing such fine types

as the "sheep's wool" sponge used in surgery, lie more than

a league from shore where surface fishing is impractical

(Below) Hellas comes to Florida. Each January thou-

sands gather at Tarpon Springs to witness the impressive

celebration of the Greek Epiphany. Gregorian chants echo

across a new world, a white dove is released, and slim Greek

youths dive competitively for a shining cross. Clinging deter-

minedly to their religion, these historic sponge fishermen are

now building the largest orthodox Greek Church in America



are less in demand on the American market each sea-

son, perhaps scarcely at all except for the conven-

tional requirements of surgery.

And the Florida fleet, with its 125 taut vessels

making Anclote their port, has many bold seamen

and divers adventuring into ever deeper waters in

quest of the finer, higher-priced specimens, which

cling to the sea floors there, the delicate-fibered

sheep's wool in full, free growth. It is not to be in-

ferred, however, that they are prone to pass by less

valuable kinds if there is still room in their bags.

The grass sponges rank next to the wool in com-

mercial value, much coarser, darker, but of endur-

ing quality and tough fiber. New uses are constantly

being found for this variety in the modern indus-

trial arts, besides their increasing export to En-

gland's mattress factories.

A small fleet of sponging craft still makes Key
West its base, the island fishermen being still

equipped with their primitive implements but bring-

ing in fair-sized harvests of the grass kind and similar

coarser varieties.

Through many of the state's legislative sessions,

the "wrongs of these disinherited toilers, exploited

and robbed by foreigners" furnished the theme of

much regional oratory. The result was that within

a few years after the coming of the divers a statute

was enacted forbidding the aliens to get sponges in-

side the three-mile limit. This enactment was in

strict accord with the spirit of protective legislation,

since undeniably the heavy tread of armored divers

must injure the budding zoophytes. "But," said the

laughing-eyed Greeks and the investors behind them,

"why grumble, since in these shallow seas our profit-

able fields lie usually a league or more from shore?"

The colony of divers at Anclote, with their

usually large families, is the largest unmixed Greek
community in America, and probably the richest,

with their banks, schools, chapels, their places of

amusement and clubs. In their coffee-houses rows of

quiet-eyed men may always be seen at night, sipping

the thick black coffee between puffs on their long-

curled pipes, or Turkish narghilehs.

Not only have these people brought with them

their customs and ways of living, along with their

traditional trade, but they cling to their native

tongue, and supremely to their religious faith. They
are now erecting the largest cathedral of the Ortho-

dox Greek church in America. The celebration by

them of the Greek Epiphany each January now
draws a great throng, not merely of other Greeks

throughout the western world, but of churchmen

from far and wide, of travelers, and even the merely

curious from abroad.

This impressive ceremonial, always conducted by

the Greek Patriarch, is perhaps better known as

Greek Cross Day. At the conclusion of the Epiphany

services in the church, begun at sunrise and continu-

ing until midday, the entire congregation follows

the prelate and his company of priests and neophytes

to the water-side, where already thousands of visitors

are collected. The Gregorian chant bursts forth, re-

sounding across the blue expanse, a white dove is

released, and the golden cross is hurled by the Pri-

mate into the shining depths. A dozen slim youths

strike the surface at the same time, the most for-

tunate one coming up with the sacred emblem held

high above his head, then hurrying to kneel before

the prelate for his especial blessing.

Another name of the beautiful and awe-inspiring

ceremonial is the Blessing of the Waters. For at the

close of the rites the Archbishop pronounces a final

invocation upon the boundless seas rolling away to

the horizon, blessing the waters, and praying that

the blessing may in turn envelop all these men who
must go down to the deep in their frail craft, drop

to its floors, and wrest therefrom the harvest that

mean daily bread for them and theirs.
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THE INDOOR EXPLORER
Museum Rarities and IrreplaceabUs

IlNGMISSAIiTUQ, the scaphuic; llial

Charles LindbeiKh flew "north to the Ori-

ent"; Lincoln Ellsworth's rifle, his oddly

spiked shoes, and the other arctic explora-

tion equipment that meant the difference

between life and death; the sturdy slcd«c

that Peary rode to the goal of his long

and arduous career; another sledge that

brought Amundsen to the South Pole-

all these are Museum exhibits that caimot

be duplicated. They are irreplaceable.

Any indoor explorer in the American

Museum might well wonder whether there

were not other things, less conspicuous

perhaps, but nevertheless so rare that

there could be little or no likelihood of

replacement. Inquiries brought results

that surpassed all expectations.

In the Mexican Archaeological Hall,

for instance, there are a number of ob-

jects on display the like of which prob-

ably will never be found again. Oti enter-

ing, the room will seem filled with large

and imposing pieces of sculpture, pottery

groups and cases of prehistoric imple-

ments. But sooner or later you will be

attracted to a display of exquisite jade

carvings, among which there is a small,

daintily carved figurine of a tiger-faced,

or more properly, ocelot-faced diety. Even

the untrained layman will recognize it is

a masterpiece of the jade-worker's art.

This beautiful statuette, oddly enough,

was not brought to light during an

archaeological expedition. As is so often

the case with such rarities, it was un-

earthed as an unlooked-for by-product of

commercial excavation.

In 1909 they were constructing a dam

for the power plant at Necaxa, Mexico, in

the mountainous region of northeastern

Puebla. An American engineer who was

working on the project was supervising

the leveling of a mound by hydraulic

pressure. The powerful instrument sluiced

out a steady stream of thick, drab mud.

Suddenly a glittering speck in the fast-

spreading muddy pool caught the engi-

neer's eye. What he rescued from oblivion

was this fascinating bit of jade work that

now lies in the American Museum. How
great a wealth of similar archaeological

jewels may lie in profusion at this spot

near Necaxa will, in all probability, never

be known, for the engineer had no chance

to look further. The water behind the

dam was rising rapidly. Today more than

60 feet of it prevents any further research

at the site of the discovery. But this is an

old story to the archaeologist and the fos-

sil hunter. Whenever it is a question of

the progress of contemporary civilization,

versus the remnants of prehistoric times,

the "diggers" must inevitably lose out.

It is a scientific certainty, for instance,

that if the city of Paris or of Buenos

Aires could be completely excavated, the

THE INDOOR EXPLORER

diggers would find in a few weeks trea-

sures such as they could hardly hope to

unearth in a lifetime of search among less

populated fossil fields.

The neighboring South American Hall

contains what is perhaps the Museum's

most grisly exhibit, and to the more sensi-

tive visitors the extreme unlikelihood of

its duplication will doubtless seem just as

well. This is the celebrated 'Copper

Man."

The Copper Man, who was once thought

to be a Copper Woman, might best be

described as an accidental mummy. Long

before the days of the Spaniards (how

long before, scientists have been unable to

tell) the Copper Man was a primitive In-

dian copper miner in what is now

Chuquicamata, Chile. While he was en-

gaged in his perilous occupation, some-

thing went wrong, and the Copper Man
became the victim of one of the earlier

mine tragedies on this side of the globe.

Thousands of similar prehistoric trage-

dies may have occurred, but time has

obliterated most of the evidence. The

tragedy of the Copper Man was preserved

for posterity by the peculiar conditions

under which it occurred. Since he met his

death in a mine rich in copper ore, his

body was subjected to the chemical action

of the earth in which he lay. This earth

contained anhydrous sulphate and blue

vitriol—substances which prevented the

rapid decomposition of his flesh. The sur-

face of his skin is coated with a grayish-

green coppery covering. Except for his

chest, which is partially caved in, the

main features of his body are intact and,

oddly, his hair and fingernails are in

nearly perfect condition. The same cannot

be said of the Mummy's innards. It was

discovered recently when the Copper Man
was removed from his case to be photo-

graphed that the innocent-appearing outer

shell of his body was the receptacle of

an evil-smelling fluid which seeped to the

surface at several points and made him,

although they had no trouble at all about

the pose, an exceedingly trying photo-

graphic subject.

When your Indoor Explorer consulted

Dr. Walter Granger, Curator of Fossil

Mammals, he found that veteran scientist

chary about labeling any of his depart-

ment's collections as absolutely irreplace-

able.

"Time alone can tell," said Doctor

Granger. "In some places erosion of the

soil is so rapid that deeper beds are dis-

closed and specimens considered rare at

the time of their discovery may be dupli-

cated a few years later."

"Then the condition of the soil in which

the individual fossil is found is a pretty

good clue as to how long it will remain

a rarity?" asked the writer.

"Ves, it does give you something to go

on," replied Doctor Granger. "If we find

some fossils in a locality where the

weathering away of the soil proceeds at

a very slow pace, say one inch in every

twenty vears, we have some reason to be-

lieve that they won't be duplicated for

quite a while. The field would be pretty

well taken care of as far as surface

picking goes and the next expedition

would have to dig deeper than we did if

they expected to unearth anything of great

value."

"I suppose, however, that there's al-

ways a chance of somebody digging in

just the right place," suggested your

Explorer.

"No doubt about that," Doctor Granger

said, "there are lucky strikes in fossil

hunting just as there are in everj-thing

else. That's why I'd hate to say anything

we've got can't be replaced."

But Doctor Granger was willing to ad-

mit the rarity of a certain duck-billed

dinosaur that goes by the name of

Trachodon. This specimen is a sort of

dinosaur mummy, taken with his skin al-

most intact. This latter fact gave scien-

tists their first clue as to what dinosaur

skin was really like. Early reproductions

of the giant animal pictured him with a

scaly, dragon-like skin, but the unearth-

ing of Trachodon definitely scotched this

theorv. From his skin it was learned that

dinosaurs wore a rather leathery hide

covered with small spots about an inch

in diameter arranged in a mosaic pattern.

Trachodon's skin was thoroughly faded,

but it is a reasonable conjecture that the

living animal was decked out in some

sort of color scheme. The Explorer went

down to the exhibition hall to see Tracho-

don and found him lying on his back, his

feet indecorously poised in the air. Doctor

Granger explained that this posture was

arranged the better to show off his under-

parts which are the best preserved sec-

tions of his epidermis.

While in this Hall the writer was

shown the Museum's specimens of the

Embolotherium—a gigantic beast deriv-
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ing its name from the battering-ram-like

nose which was its principal weapon.
This strange titanothere is a first-rank

rarity despite the fact that there are one

or two other specimens in existence. Doc-

tor Granger is particularly proud of his

unusuall}' complete collection of Paleocene

mammals, accumulated during a long

period of pioneer research by Museum
expeditions. He is reasonably sure that

no collection of similar size and complete-

ness will ever be gathered hereafter.

"It is undoubtedly the best collection

of its type in the world," declared Doctor

Granger. "Other institutions can have

little hope of equaling it because we have

made such a good start and because we
are continuing our activities in the

Paleocene fields."

Bird-lovers will discover in the Mu-
seum's Department of Ornithology many
specimens which, if not absolutely irre-

placeable, are certainly very rare. Such

extinct species as the Great Auk are

represented in the Museum's collection,

and of the forty existing specimens of the

long-extinct Labrador Duck, Museum
ornithologists are in possession of seven.

Although the passenger pigeon, once ex-

tremely prolific and now also extinct, is

represented by many mounted specimens

both in this and in other museums, there

are only a half dozen or so clear photo-

graphic negatives showing the bird alive.

All these negatives, which were taken by

the late Professor Whitney, were pre-

sented to the American Museum by Dr.

Frank M. Chapman, Curator of Orni-

thology. Doctor Chapman characterized

these photographs as being among the

priceless possessions of his Department.

When your Explorer heard the word
"priceless" his thoughts turned immediately

to precious gems. Accordingly, he set his

course for the Gem Hall where, under

the expert guidance of Curator Herbert

P. Whitlock, he was shown some of the

dazzling irreplaceables in the Morgan
Collection. Here the far-famed Star of

India weighing 563 carats—the greatest

star-sapphire in the world—glows with

an inextinguishable blue flame. In another

quarter, an 88-carat emerald engraved

with floral designs is remarkable both for

its incomparable beauty and its unusual

history. It was first discovered in Colom-

bia, South America. About three hundred

years ago, however, it was transported

across the Pacific to India during the oc-

cupation of that country by the Mogul
followers of Genghis Kahn. It was in the

city of Delhi that the stone was incised

with the delicate carvings that now ap-

pear on its surface, and after this process

had been completed it became the turban

ornament of one of the Mogul princes.

As we walked along, Mr. Whitlock

pointed out several other rare jewels in-

cluding the unique turquoise slab dating

from the fifteenth century and meticu-

lously engraved with an entire chapter

from the Koran. Worth a king's ransom,

any of them; and it is likely that in their

time many of these gems may have served

as such.

"I should imagine," observed the

writer, "that visitors are forever begging

you to tell them the romantic history of

these jewels."

"You're quite right," replied Mr. Whit-
lock. "Only the other day a lady came to

me with the request that I tell her the

history of one of our emeralds. I did so,

and had no sooner finished than she

pleaded with me to tell her another story.

'Madame,' I said, 'that is impossible. As
curator of gems in the American Museum,
it ill befits me to become a second-story

man.' "

Big game fishermen strolling among the

Museum's fish exhibits during the off sea-

son can measure the catch they have

always dreamed of making against the

splendid assortment of big game fish pre-

sented to the Museum by sportsman-author

Zane Grey. The donor of this collection is

one of the most intrepid sportsmen of the

deep, and his catches on display in the

Museum reveal the vast amount of time

and energy he has devoted to his hobby.

From this group the fish-fancier may pass

on to other wonders such as the more

than one hundred small fish taken in re-

mote corners of the earth which could

be duplicated only at prohibitive expense.

Then there is the mounted whale shark,

an irreplaceable specimen of a very rare

species.

It is improbable that anything ap-

proaching the scope of the deep sea il-

luminated fish exhibit, which was modeled

from the collections of Dr. William

Beebe, will ever be assembled again; and

authorities doubt that a Manta Ray as

huge as the one whose plaster model

adorns the Fish Hall is likely to be cap-

tured for many years to come. Rarest of

all is the model of the deep sea angler

fish with its parasitic male attached,

which came to this Hall by way of the

British Museum in an exchange of gifts.

Not content to rest on the laurels it

has already won for its display of unique

and rare objects, the Museum recently

opened to the public the largest exhibition

hall possessed by any museum in the

world. This is the Hall of Ocean Life

which has been revamped to make room

for the presentation of new rarities. Here

you will find on temporary exhibition the

strange globular Bathysphere in which

Dr. William Beebe crouched as he ex-

plored the depths and watched deep sea

life in the Bermuda waters. You can ex-

amine its walls, four inches thick and

built to withstand the tremendous pres-

sure of many tons of salt water. You can

look within the chamber at the oxygen

tank which had to function perfectly a

half mile beneath the surface.

Strolling into another part of the Hall,

you will be unable to restrain an involun-

tary expression of delight at the sight of

what is certainly, even from a distance,

one of the most beautiful exhibits ever

created anywhere. It is the Bahaman
Coral Reef Group, designed by Dr. Roy
W. Miner, Curator of Marine Life, and'

erected under his direct supervision by

Chris Olsen and others of his staff as the

result of five expeditions made to the

Bahamas under his leadership.

The Coral Reef Group was exclusively
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a product of Museum worktnansliip, from

start to fiuisli. So inucli time (more than

12 years) and so much collective skill and

ingenuity were required to deal success-

fully with its intricate construction prob-

lems, that it is doubtful if a similar

project will ever be undertaken in the

future. Now, there is only one way to

observe the upper section of this maKuiti-

cent creation. The plate glass facing of

the exhibit rises a sheer 35 feet into the

air. More than half-way to the top, a

balcony spans the show-case horizontally

with stairways leading up on either side.

This balcony wasn't just thrown in as a

sort of architectural baker's dozen when
the hall was built. It has a definite pur-

pose. When you've climbed one of the

stairways, imagine you are on the deck

of a yacht, anchored in warm Bahaman
waters, for when you look at the exhibit

from this position you see exactly what
the artists and craftsmen who conceived

the exhibit saw when they stood on a

yacht's deck. They wanted you to see this

scene in just the same way.

Once "on deck," you look out at the sky,

clear blue, with towering trade wind-
blown clouds, floating toward the west.

And not only the clouds, but each of the

landscape's component parts is motivated

by the trade wind. You see how it has

shaped the topography in an east to west

movement as far as the eye can reach.

Far out on your left, the deep blue ocean

rolls westward, carrying in its wind-di-

rected waves the tiny organisms on which

the corals feed. Suddenly, the rolling

breakers change to rippling pale green

water—they have reached the eastern

edge of the submerged barrier reef. Then
your eye falls on the tree-studded part of

the reef that rises out of the water. Here
again you see the formative influence of

the trade wind on everything from the

palm tree fronds to the preponderantly

eastward development of the food-seeking

coral reef which has grown out to meet

the waves. Above the low scrub trees of

the reef a flock of startlingly life-like pink

flamingoes, seemingly borne along on the

wind, arc flying across the lagoon toward
the distant woods of far-flung Andros
Island.

When you have seen all you want of

the upper section of the exhibit, go down
the stairway and you will find yourself,

protected by a figurative diving helmet,

at the bottom of the sea surrounding the

barrier reef. A horizontal plate of glass

subtly painted to represent surface water

divides the exhibit in half. Beneath it in

full detail, the myriad forms of life that

surround a submerged coral reef appear
in actual proportions. Thirty feet of ocean

floor is displayed in living color. Giant

elk-horn corals give colorful variety to

the scene before you; feathery, trailing

gorgonia float upward; and delicately

tinted weirdly shaped fishes dart out from

the shadowy intervening waters. Coral

formations and sponges—yellow, gray,

brown, red—have been arranged in the

same position they occupied when the

five Bahaman expeditions found them.

These formations are made up of forty

tons of coral, collected under great hard-

ships and installed in the exhibit under

still greater difficulties. For the laws of

physics in operation at the bottom of the

sea are vastly different from those that

hold true in the air. And to place these

tremendously heavy bodies in their exact

natural position required unprecedented

feats of engineering.

Nearby, a companion exhibit it in proc-

ess of construction—the Pearl Diver'i

Group based on Doctor Miner's South

Sea investigations. When completed, thtt

spectacular display will show the sculp-

tured figures of two native pearl divers,

plying their trade off the small coral

island of Tongareva, south of the equator

in the mid-Pacific. One of the divers is

in the act of cutting away a pearl shell

from the floor of the lagoon which is

strewn with ten and a half tons of coral

collected and brought back to the Museum
by the Tongareva Expedition. Scores of

beautiful pearl shells each measuriog

more than eight inches in diameter are

scattered about the open spaces between

the coral. Although only fourteen feet in

height, this group stretches thirty feet

horizontally, and in order to produce the

effect of an underseas coral canyon, many
exacting experiments with the various ar-

rangements of concealed lighting and

glass background were necessary.

The Bahaman Coral Group and the

Pearl Divers Exhibit are unique, not only

as tangible products of the exhaustive

scientific research that went into their

making, but as examples of the very latest

advances in the artistic medium of the

exhibition group. The underseas exhibits

in the new Hall of Ocean Life are under

the supervision of Dr. Roy Waldo Miner,

Curator of Living Invertebrates, and

without his tireless efl:orts and those of

his departmental assistants, these last men-
tioned irreplaceables would never have
come into existence.

"But," Doctor Miner told your Indoor

Explorer, "these groups, like all the other

irreplaceables one sees in the Museum,
are not placed there simply because they

are rarities. The purpose of any exhibit

in the Museum, whether it displays some-

thing you can see nowhere else or a very

common object, is to instruct the public

in the lore of natural science. And one

can often learn as much from the most
prosaic things we have as from our great-

est rarities." —D. R. Barton.

LETTERS
Sirs:

Information on a subject concerning

which many people are misinformed comes

from Mr. Henry W. Belknap of Salem,

Mass., a member of the American Mu-
seum. It is the question of burning witches

in Salem, which I mistakenly asserted in

the preceding issue of Natural History.

As Mr. Belknap points out the current

assumption that witches were burned in

Salem is not supported by the historical

evidence. Although witch burning oc-

curred in England and was fairly com-

mon in Germany, it was never practiced

in Salem. They hung the victims in New
England, and some authorities speak of

crushing as a method of execution. The
origin of the widespread error presum-

ably arises from European associations.

As Mr. Belknap points out, the hanging

of witches was bad enough without add-

ing the horror of burning.

Harry L. Shapiro.

New York City.

Sirs:

The matter of renewing membership

in the American Museum brings to mind
the change that has been made in your

magazine during the past year.

For many years, and I may say up

to this year. Natural History has ap-

pealed to me as one of the best illustrated

magazines published in this country—

I

may say second only to the National Geo-
graphic Magazine. However, the change

in size and form that was introduced this

year has been a very great disappoint-

ment to me. The larger size, the garish

cover, the run-off illustrations, and other

features, apparently added to appeal to

the general public, have not appeared to

me as consistent with the character of a

scientific, or even a popular scientific,

magazine.

I fully appreciate the possibility that

this magazine would have a better sale

on newsstands, and conditions may make
it necessary for you to cater to the public

in that way. However, I could not refrain

from expressing to you ray feeling with

regard to the change in form and in

character of 3'our magazine.

Elmer S. Riggs.

Chicago, III.

Lest other readers imagine that

Natural History is offered for sale

on newsstands, opportunity is taken to

state that it is distributed only to

members of the American Museum.

One 5'ear after its change in format,

Natural History solicits other re-

actions of its readers regarding its

size, subject matter and treatment.

The Editor.
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SCIENCE IN THE FIELD AND IN THE LABORATORY-
World's Largest Aquaria in Florida— Canoeing through British Columbia's

Kapids— Doctor Murphy Honored—New Acquisitions— Members' Lectures

Oceans in Mijiiature

Administering a hypodermic injection

to a large, very much alive shark is a

pastime few readers would care to take

up. But anyone planning a Florida trip in

February will be missing a unique oppor-

tunity if he fails to visit the two largest

aquaria ever built, containing live speci-

mens of giant fish that had to be hyper-

dermically drugged before transport from

their native haunts. These two aquaria

and the world's only specially designed

underwater motion picture studio are

sponsored by Marine Studios and are

Hearing completion at Marineland,

Florida, eighteen miles south of St. Augus-

tine and thirty-five miles north of Day-
tona Beach on the new Ocean Shore

Boulevard. In these two large tanks known

as "Oceans in Miniature," large and small

fish and aquatic mammals are presented

just as they are found in their natural

surroundings, under conditions duplicated

nowhere else in the world.

"Our idea," says W. Douglas Burden,

trustee of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History and President of Marine
Studios, "is to build something which is

sound and of lasting value, of value to the

public, of value to the community in which

we are located, and of value to ourselves."

Marine Studios endeavors to duplicate,

so far as circumstances allow, conditions

existing in the open sea. For example, a

coral garden is built right in the tanks.

The highly colored coral fish are obliged

to seek safety from their enemies just as

they normally do in the open sea by

escaping in among the interstices of the

coral growth where the larger carnivores

cannot follow.

Various sea grasses and sea weeds

grow from the bottom of the tanks thereby

increasing the beauty of the scene and af-

fording protection for certain small forms

such as the pipe fish. Jelly fish float near

the surface accompanied by their camp
followers, the tiny fish that derive safety

from their stinging tentacles. Lobsters, an

octopus, and perhaps an eleven-foot spider

crab, and other bottom feeders can be

seen from the lowest row of portholes.

Altogether, there are some 85,000 species

of aquatic animals.

This enterprise hopes to give the spec-

tator a dramatic and vivid and fascinat-

ing cross-section of life in the sea where

the struggle for existence takes place in

even more violent form perhaps than on

land.

The method by which Marine Studios

affords its visitors a unique opportunity

to study marine life centers around the

construction of the tanks themselves. One
tank is rectangular, 100 feet long, 40 feet

wide and 18 feet deep; the other tank is

circular, 75 feet in diameter and 11 feet

deep. Enclosed galleries run at different

levels around the entire perimeters of the

two tanks. Each of the galleries faces in-

ward upon a circle of glass portholes, of

which there are over 200 in the sides and
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bottoms of the inner tanks where the

marine life is displayed.

The portholes are placed in such a way
as to make it possible for observers to

look into the tanks from four different

levels—from the bottom of the tanks look-

ing upward, from the sides at a level just

above the bottom of the tanks, from the

sides just belozo the top of the tanks, and

from an open gallery around the top of

the tanks.

The design of the tanks was recom-

mended by technical motion picture ex-

perts who with the greatest care worked

out in advance the various camera angles

that would be necessary to afford pro-

ducers the greatest latitude and leeway

in the filming of scenes. These angles

were the controlling factors that actually

determined the shape and dimensions of

the tanks and the location of the glass

portholes. Everything has been done to

assure the value of Marine Studios for

undersea motion picture work.

Capturing alive and transporting the

larger species which are being placed in

these tanks presented certain problems

which had to be solved before the project

was feasible. Extensive research has de-

veloped a method of injecting a drug

through a hypodermic needle into the

largest sharks, porpoises, giant rays, etc.,

which puts them to sleep almost in-

stantaneously.

To handle and transport these fish and

aquatic mammals a special boat was

designed and built in St. Augustine. This

boat is constructed entirely of wood and

resembles a shrimp boat. Its distinguishing

feature is a well in its hull which opens

into the sea through a trapdoor.

The well is completely water tight. In

its center a metal tank is placed on roll-

ers, so that it can be easily lowered

through the trapdoor in the stern of the

hull into the water where the fish, under

the temporary influence of the anesthetic,

is maneuvered into the tank and pulled

back into the boat, entirely without in-

jury. On reaching the shore this metal

tank is transported by crane and deposited

in a flume until the fish has completely

regained consciousness, before being

placed in the appropriate aquarium. This

project is expected to be opened to the

public some time in February.

Exploring Early Fur Trade Routes

Mrs. Mary L. Jobe Akeley recently re-

turned to the American Museum of Nat-

ural History after a six weeks' expedi-

tion in Northern British Columbia. There

she followed the old route of David

Thompson who first crossed the Northern

Canadian Rockies and located the pass

near the Columbia Ice Fields, that vast

glaciated area between the Athabasca and

the Columbia Rivers. On the Big Bend

of the Columbia River she reached the

historic site of Boat Encampment—today

marked only by a clearing in the wilder-

ness. In the early nineteenth century this

remote outpost was the stopping place

of the fur traders who journey across the

mountains by pack-train from Jasper

House on the Athabasca River to the con-

fluence of the Wood River, the Canoe

River and the Columbia. There they built

their dugout canoes and traveled thence

hundreds of miles down the great River

of the West to the Pacific. Sometimes

they did not return, since for more than

two hundred miles along the Big Bend

of the Columbia the river is one of the

most dangerous in the world. Having
both a terrific volume and extraordinarily

swift current the river runs in numerous

box canyons and perilous rapids.

Twenty years ago, while on botanical

and mountaineering expeditions, Mrs.

Akeley traveled on foot and by canoe

along both the Western and the Eastern

spurs of the Big Bend. With Professor

Hershel C. Parker, Howard Palmer and

Mrs. Albert MacCarthy she went by canoe

on both the Columbia and Gold Rivers

to Mt. Sir Sanford, the King of Selkirks,

then unnamed, where the first attempt to

scale the twelve-thousand-foot mountain

was made. This year Mrs. Akeley realized

a long-deferred dream—to go by canoe

through the northernmost rapids of the

Columbia. With her pilot Captain Mc-
Ethern of Golden, British Columbia, an'

experienced riverman who has navigated

the waters of this northern river for a

score of years, she made the trip along

the very peak of the Big Bend where the

mighty river divides the Rockies, the

Selkirk Range and the Gold Range. So

far as she knows Mrs. Akeley is the first

white woman to go through these par-

ticular rapids.

Along Wood River Mrs. Akeley found

definite traces of very old trails, which

she believes are remnants of the original

route of the early fur traders. There were

also stumps of gigantic cedar trees show-

ing ancient cuttings from which dugout

canoes had doubtless been made. This

region now affords the last vast area of

virgin forest along what will soon be the

completed trans-Canada highway connect-

ing Quebec with Vancouver.

On expeditions in Northern British Co-

lumbia prior to her marriage to the Afri-

can explorer-naturalist Carl Akeley, Mrs.

Akeley made the first reconnaissance sur-

vey map of the headwaters of the Eraser

River and a high peak in the Northern

Rockies was named Mt. Jobe in her honor

by the Geographic Board of Canada.

Brewster Medal to Doctor Murphy

The American Ornithologists Union at

its 55th meeting held in Charleston, South

Carolina, in November, awarded the

Brewster Medal to Dr. Robert Cushman
Murphy as a result of the publication by

the Museum of his monumental study of

the Brewster-Sanford collection of sea

birds.

For the second time, the medal founded

by the late William Brewster of Cam-
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bridge, MahsachusollK, lias Ijccii received

by a member of the American Museum's
ornithological staff. 'I'his coveted honor,

which is entrusted to the care and dis-

<;retion of the American (Jmitholoj^ists'

Onion, was won in 1933 by IJr. Frank M.
Chapman.
The report of the special roinrniliee on

recommendations follows:

"For the award of the Brewster Medal
the undersigned recommend the work by

Kobert Cushman Murphy, entitled Onan'ic

Hircls of South America, in two volumes,

published in 1936, as the most important

work relating in whole or in part to the

birds of the Western Hemis|)here that

lias appeared during the six-year period

between July i, 1931 and June 30, 1937,

this being the time concerned under the

stipulations governing the award.

"We have come to this conclusion unani-

mously after a careful survey of the

literature of the period in question.

"Alexander Wetmore, Chairman
(United States National Museum,

Washington, D. C.)

James H. Fleming, (Toronto, Ontario)

James L. Peters,

(Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Cambridge, Mass.)"

Britisher Praises Miiseiiiii Birds

In order to call attention to a Bird

Group in the American Museum of Nat-

ural History that should prove of great

interest to the British public, G. Grey
Turner, bird-lover and friend of the late

Lord Grey, wrote the following letter

which was published in the London
Timrs:

"Sir,—
"During a few hours spent in New York

in transit from train to ocean steamers, I

recently made an all too brief pilgrimage

to the American Museum of Natural His-

tory with the especial object of seeing the

collection of birds which has been set up
to commemorate the Grey-Roosevelt walk
in the New Forest. Those who have read

the late Lord Grey's Tzvcnty-fii'c Years

and his lecture on 'Recreation' in Fallodon

Papers will recall the delightful accounts

which the author gives of that occasion.

"The memorial takes the form of a

large habitat group, a plan of exhibit

which, if I mistake not, was first con-

ceived and carried out by that great north

country naturalist John Hancock.

"The present Curator of Ornithology in

the Museum, Dr. Frank M. Chapman, who
kindly acted as my guide, informed me
that together with an artist he traveled to

England in May of 1922 and was taken

by the late Lord Grey to a characteristic

spot in the New Forest on the route of

the now famous walk. Here the artist

painted a background of sunlit beech trees

with hawthorn in the distance and scarcely

clouded sky. A small beech tree, a furze

bush, some heather, and a selection of

typical grasses were also collected, and
with these and other materials a wonder-
ful setting for the birds has been created.

In this sylvan scene the birds have been

distributed as though they were keeping

a watchful eye on the large brown owl,

which is perched in a prominent position

on a branch of the beech.

"Lord Grey himself told me that it was

dilhcult to decide how the exhibit could

be made to explain intuitively the con-

gregation of so many varieties of birds

within the limits of a small area, and it

is a happy solution to depict them join-

ing forces to keep guard on a natural

enemy like the owl.

"The memorial will give great delight

to those bird lovers who venerate the

memory of our great statesman and his

distinguished American friend on what in

retrospect may be regarded as an historic

occasion. Unhappily, neither was spared

to see the finished memorial. The exhibit

is very difficult to photograph, and as

there is no descriptive leaflet, the visitor

cannot carry away from the Museum
anything more than a very vivid mental

picture.

"I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

G. Grey Tur.ver,

Huntercombe Manor,
near Taplow, Bucks,

Oct. 20."

New Acquisitions—a Giant liiihy

Late in November of last year the De-

partment of Minerals and Gems received

as a gift from Mrs. George B. deLong
the most important single gem specimen

that has been recorded by it during the

last thirty-five years.

This phenomenal gem is a star ruby

of one hundred carats weight, with well

defined ruby color, and displaying a re-

flected star of unusual brilliance and defi-

nition.

Experts of many decades of experience

unite in pronouncing this the largest star-

ruby of any that even remotely approach

it in quality and brilliance.

Unlike many of the celebrated oriental

stones this star-ruby, which probably orig-

inated in Ceylon, has never received a

definite name. It has now been named "the

Edith Haggin deLong Star."

The upper section of case HI in the

gem series has been adapted to form a

colorful setting display conformable with

Mrs. deLong's gift by Mr. William Bay-

ard Okie, the talented designer of gem
displays.

1500-Year-Old Mummy Bundle

A completely dessicated Peruvian mum-
my estimated to be about 1500 years old

and swathed in remarkably preserved tex-

tiles will be exhibited in Education Hall

from January 8 to February 23. Most strik-

ing aspect of the exhibit is the mummy
wrappings, for the most part in good con-

dition and showing astonishingly beautiful

weaving, intricate design, and range of

color. The head turban, which was
wrapped round and round the mummy's
head, measures twenty-one feet in length.

There were also ten poncho shirts in vari-

ous states of preservation, four of which

will be on view. Other materials found

with the mummy included a feather fan,

pieces of gold, peanuts, corn, and chili

peppers.

This fine specimen found in Paracas,

Peru, was loaned by the Peruvian Gov-
ernment through the Peruvian Ambassa-

dor at Washington—the Honorable Man-
uel Freyre y Santander, who is sponsor-

ing the exhibit, on behalf of General

Oscar R. Uenevidas, l're»ident of Peru,

the honorable Ernento .Montagnc, MioUter
of Instruction, and Dr. Julio C. Tello of

the University of San Marcos.

Optical Properties of Minerals

A collection of wood and wire modele

to illustrate the optical properties of

crystallized minerals was put on exhibition

late in December by the Department of

Mineralogy.

Far superior to any similar previously

made wire models, these new chromium-
plated three-dimensional diagrams are

clearly labeled so that the visitor may
secure a more tangible conception of the

conditions within a biaxial crystal re-

sponsible for the peculiar optical proper-

tics. A lettered photographic reproduc-

tion of one of the models, a single octant

of the complete wave front model of a

positive biaxial crystal, shows some of

the finer features. The models which were
made and contributed by Arthur H. Dib-

bern of Glendale, California, are ex-

tremely useful for student instruction in

the principles of optical mineralogy.

Less valuable to the student, but of

definite interest to the general public are

the uniaxial crystal wave front models

also shown. They are made of wood,

with the outer surface of one octant cut

away to show the surface of the inner

wave front. Both positive and negative

crystals are illustrated in this way.

Indian Watercolors

An exhibit of over two hundred water-

color portraits of Indians of the North

and Northwest will be on view in Edu-
cation Hall from January 8 to 23. These
were done from life during fifteen sum-
mers by Mr. Joe Scheuerle of South

Orange, and include pictures of the Sioux,

Cheyennes, Crows, Flatheads, Arapahoes,

Shoshones, and others. Mr. Scheuerle is

a pupil of Mr. H. H. Sharp of Taos,
N. Mex.

Planetarium ISews

"Stars of the Winter Night," is the Jan-
uary presentation of the Hayden Plane-

tarium. A feature of the program is the

relation of the ancient Greek Mjths told

centuries ago about the stars, and repeated

in the Planetarium during the January
showing. Performances are given daily at

2, 3, 4, and 8:30 p.m. Extra performances

are on Saturday at 11 a.m., and on Sun-

days at 5 p.m.
* » * ^

The Amateur Astronomer's Association

which meets on Wednesday evenings, and

the Junior Astronomy Club vrhich meets

Saturday evenings announce the follow-

ing programs for this month:

January 5 : Peruvian Eclipse Experi-

ences—Part II. Mr. William H. Bar-

ton, Jr. and Mr. Charles H. Coles of

the Planetarium Staff.

January 8: Latest Astronomical Dis-

coveries—Dr. E. E. Free.

January 19: Modern Seismology—
Rev. Joseph Lynch, S. J., Fordham
University.

January 22: Telescopes and How
They Work—Mr. Robert Cox and

others from the Optical Division of

the A. A. A.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
CHINESE AND JAPANESE IN AMERICA • SUNSPOTS ON THE STOCK

MARKET • SOD-HOUSE FRONTIER • AUDUBON AT TWELVE-FIFTY

TITANS OF EXPLORATION • JEANS ON MUSIC

Americans in process: a
Study of our citizens of Oriental An-

cestry

- by William Carlson Smith, Ph.D.

Edwards Brothers, Inc., $3.00

EVERY immigrant minority group in

its adjustment to American life is be-

set by problems and tribulations which

become subtler as the process of assimila-

tion reaches more intimate stages of in-

tegration. This is one way of saying that

every member of a minority group, as

long as he is identifiable with it, shares

its collective status. For most immigrants

of European origin, the rapidity of cul-

tural adjustment depends on the ability

or willingness of the individual to adopt

American cultural patterns. Whatever

success he achieves is not betrayed by

noticeable physical differentiation. But

where distinctive physical differences are

superimposed upon cultural conflicts, the

situation becomes tragic for the indi-

vidual. Such an individual is trapped in a

vicious circle. He cannot escape his group

which in turn is perpetuated because its

various members are forever distinguished

by the insignia they bear stamped upon

tfieir faces. If the disorganization, the

conflicts and the maladjustments of Euro-

pean immigrant groups deserve sympa-

thetic understanding, how much more

deserving, then, of our serious study are

such groups as the Chinese and Japanese.

Their lot is particularly hard. They are

eager to become Americans, at least the

native born generations display this de-

sire; they have manifested a capacity to

absorb our forms of life and education;

and they have demonstrated an economic

ability to maintain themselves in our so-

ciety. But they have not succeeded in dis-

solving their differences in the American

brew. Each attempt to attain ultimate

identification with Americans and Ameri-

can life is rebuffed because they are in-

voluntarily guilty of the unforgivable

social sin of being physically distinctive.

The point at which failure occurs, is of

course, established by circumstance.

Doctor Smith in his book deals with the

sociological situation of these oriental

Americans, in process. To clarify the

present status of the Chinese and the

Japanese and the factors which have pro-

duced it, he makes use of the admirable

contrast between conditions in Hawaii
and those on the West Coast. Much of

his interpretation is drawn from numer-
ous "life histories."

Sociologists have observed that minority
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groups are subjected to oppressive mea-

sures in proportion as they become ob-

trusive. Here the situation is reversed.

The orientals are relatively far more

numerous in Hawaii than on the West
Coast but the prejudice against them in

Hawaii is milder than on the mainland.

Partly, this may be explained by reason

of the favorable conditions created by

Hawaiian traditions of racial tolerance.

Doctor Smith analyzes the respective con-

ditions in Hawaii and on the West Coast

from the point of view of numbers, eco-

nomic competition and adjustments, the

struggle for recognition and status. He
discusses the role of the church, the school

and language in the Americanization

process, and he describes the disorganiza-

tion and the acculturations evident among
the native born Chinese and Japanese.

This is a study of extraordinary interest

and should contribute largely to the un-

derstanding of the anomalous position in

1
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A Scientific Book Club Selection'^^t

"A truly thrilling accoun :

in simple, revealiag language, of con-

temporary progress all around the ex-

panding horizon of knowledge. No living

reporter is better qualified than Gray to

present the current news of scientific re-

search." ^Scientific Book Club Review.

THE ADVANCING

FRONTofSCIENCE
By George W. Gray

" There is today available to the general

reader a broad perspective of science that

was denied to all but the most fortunate

and persistentof graduate students twenty

years ago. And Tht Advancing Front of

Science by George W. Gray is one of the

very good reasons why that is true. Mr.

Gray writes with intelligence and skill,

never becoming dull, yet never palming
off any of the jazzy caricatures which so

often pass for popular science. Incident-

ally, a whale of a lot of things have hap-

pened in science in the past two decades.

I marvel at the industry and versatility of

the man in gathering so much material,

direct from the men who are creating the

science of today."

—

Paul B. Sears, author

of Deserts On The March

SECOND LARGE PRINTING, $3.00

WHITTLESEY HOUSE
McGraw-Hill Book Co., N. Y.

which the native-born Chinese and Jap-
anese find themselves. One cannot, how-
ever, help feeling a certain reservation

in accepting all the generalizations which

Doctor Smith presents. The adequacy of

the sample is nowhere demonstrated. One
must trust Doctor Smith's insight, since

he obviously cannot reprint all his "life

histories." This reader, at least, kept ask-

ing himself how reliable a "life history"

might be when written by the subject

himself. "Life histories" are revelations of

attitudes which may or may not be based

on fact, a distinction which is not espe-

cially clear in Doctor Smith's presentation.

Perhaps it is asking too much of soci-

ology to conform to standards not yet

possible. It deals with an incredibly com-

plex phenomenon which defies objective

'"""''"*'•
H. L. Shapiro.

SuNSPOTS AND THEIR EF-

FECTS
------ by Harlan True Stetson

Whittlesey House, $2.00

<<TT7HAT, then, are sunspots? Ter-
VV rific storm centers on the sun,

cyclones, hurricanes, often covering bil-

lions of square miles and dwarfing to

insignificance the most violent tropical hur-

ricane, or the worst China Sea typhoon,

that has ever happened in the world's

history."

This is from the recent work by Doctor

Stetson (Research Associate of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology). The
book is a popular description of the many
and various relations between sunspots

and animal and plant life, together with

the meteorological and magnetic effects

which the sun's activity has on our globe.

It is a timely discussion, for we are com-

ing to a sunspot maximum, when many
such effects may be made manifest.

In the first part it is shown statistically

how stock-market activity has followed

sunspot numbers in regular cycles. Then
follows an outline of the correlation be-

tween solar variations and human be-

havior. It speaks of mass movements of

peoples, effects of ultra-violet radiation,

ionization of the atmosphere, ductless

glands. Growth of trees, vintages of wine,

and fur coats of animals are also found

to be correlated with sunspot maxima and
minima. The bearing of sunspots and

radio* reception at different wave lengths

has a chapter to itself. In the section on

*Three years ago tlie same autlior wrote an
excellent and comprehensive book. Earth, Radio
& Stars in which this subject is discussed more
exhaustively.
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hunlncss activity IJoctor Slelsoii showi!

how maiiufactuics, automobiles, and biiild-

inK contracts follow sunspot activity, but

crops do not.

A hirgc cl)a|)lcr is taken up wiili the

types of radiation of sunlight according

to different wave lengths. Under the sub-

ject of sunspots and weather he discusses

correlation of sunspot cycles with weather

conditions and the possibility of climate

forecasts based on the long observations

of Doctor Abbott.

Comparison of prodigious energy of the

sun with our power plants is brought out

in such passages as the following: "Sup-

pose we had to pay for the light from the

sun for an average twelve-hour day of

daylight. The bill for but a single day

would amount to 30 million million dol-

lars even at the very low rate of two

cents per kilowatt-hour. . . . The cost

of sunshine for Greater New York for

just one day would amount to too million

dollars."

Hugh S. Rice.

TiHE SOD-HOUSE FRON-
TIER, 1854-1890: A Social History

of the Northern Plains from the Crea-

tion of Kansas and Nebraska to the

Admission of the Dakotas.

by Everet Dick, Ph.D.

D. Appleton-Century Company, $5.00

OUR national history is best interpreted

as a narrative of the westward ad-

vance of the frontier, tumbling over the

Appalachians when Washington was

President, reaching the Mississippi about

1830, then rolling into the Great West
after the Mexican War.

If you wish to know what the frontier

was like when it reached the Missouri

River, when within a few months 12,000

homesteaders were ferried across that

muddy stream, going forward to locate

upon a patch of land in an endless waste

of grass, to live in a sod-house because

there was nothing else to build it of, to

see human nature at its worst and again

at its best, to understand what men and

women can endure and at last achieve,

then here is the book for you. The author

is an historian, careful to sift his facts,

stating in simple language just what hap-

pened when Kansas, Nebraska and South

Dakota were young, not trying to be

thrilling, but letting the matter of fact

narratives gradually grip your emotions.

You will be stirred by the desperate strug-

gles of the homesteaders against drought,

dust-storms and grasshoppers, the mas-

terly descriptions of which make recent

events in the "dust-bowl" seem common-
place. As the reader turns the pages of

the book he will come to understand the

origin of such terms as "homesteader,

hayseed, land-shark, clod-hopper, sor-

ghum-lapper, claimrjumper and land-of-

fice-business," yes, and he will feel their

dynamic symbolic power. The booster, the

promoter and the land speculator are

shown up without mercy; how they sought

to suppress news of crop failures and

other disasters for fear they would check

the tide of home seekers from the east.

liven when the Indians perpetrated an

organized massacre on a wide front, these

interests did their best to conceal the facts

and prevent demands for military action.

Hut more important arc the chapters on

family life, the school, the church, going

to town, makeshift industries, the doctor

and death. And one cannot overlook the

excellent sketches of every kind of faker,

from patent medicine salesmen and fruit

tree peddlers to full-fledged bandits. Inci-

dentally, the long and by no means blood-

less struggle between the cattlemen and

the homesteaders during the period when

Theodore Roosevelt tried his hand at

ranching is adequately treated. Finally,

we cannot neglect to mention a good ac-

count of the evolution of farm machinery,

a development which received its greatest

impetus among the homesteaders when

the looo-acre farm became commonplace.

Contemporary photographs add to the re-

liability and liveliness of this record.

Clark Wissler.

T HE i51KIJS OE AMERICA.
(Audubon ) With an Introduction

and Descriptive Text

......... by William Vogt

Macmillan Company, $12.50

IN Natural History for March, 1937,

the bird portraiture of John James
Audubon was compared with that of Louis

Agassiz Fuertes. Each was admittedly the

greatest bird artist of his day but Fuertes

was considered the greater—an estimate

generally accepted.

There is no new matter contained in

the volume under review. Comment on

Audubon's work should be based on his

presentation of it in the Elephant Folios

or, better still, on his originals, and we
are here concerned, therefore, only with

the Macmillan Company's degree of suc-

cess in placing in one reasonably priced

volume reproductions of all Audubon's

published drawings of birds.

Of the 500 plates thus presented 435

are from the Elephant Folios and are re-

duced to about one-third the size of the

originals. The remaining 65 are from the

seven volume octavo edition of his greater

work which he Issued in 1840 after his

return from England. They represent

species, mostly from the west, with which

Audubon was not familiar at the time

his earlier work was completed. All are

here reproduced by a photographic proc-

ess that ensures accuracy of line and form

but not always of color. The owner of

this volume may therefore be assured that

he possesses a faithful rendering of Audu-
bon's drawings but he must not accept too

literally the colors in which they are

shown.

However, one should not be over criti-

cal of the results obtained in so great an

undertaking where mass production,

rather than a limited edition, was the end

in view. In most instances the departure

from the original offends only the eye of

the expert. In comparatively few is it so

wide as to be at once obvious to the un-

trained eye. In fewer still, the bird figured

is unidentifiable and then it is usually

Audubon, rather than the engraver, who
is at fault.

liui, on the whole, we "ium unqurMio/--

ably welcome ibis volume as a means ot

making Audubon, the artist, known to

those to whom he has heretofore been onl>

a name or a society. Our congratulations,

therefore, go to the Macmillan Company

as sponsors of a great ornitliological en-

terprise.

Let us hope that their success will in-

duce them to follow this reproduction ol

Audubon's plates with a reprint of hi^

five great volumes of ornithological biog-

raphies. It is on these, rather than on hi-

paintings, that his standing as an ornitholo-

gist rests. In practice, his paintings ba\<r

long been superceded by others that more

accurately meet the needs of the student

but his text will always hold its plarc

as a contribution to the history of the

species with which he was familiar and

as a graphic record of the bird-life of

his day.

The text in the present volume is by

William Vogt, editor of Bird Lore. He
supplies an introduction and a three or

four line caption beneath each plate which

contains authoritative information con-

cerning the range, habitat, characteristic

markings, voice, food and nesting of the

species figured.

F. M. C.

Science and music
........ by Sir James Jeans

Macmillan Company, $2.75

SIR JAMES JEANS' new book, ScUncr

and Music, is in line with the growing

tendency for the general reader to study

science and nature not as a dilettante but

as a man trying to discover the relation

of phenomena to his own life. Sir James

packs as much information as possible in

the smallest amount of space. His book

will appeal to the objectively-minded

musician—whether producer or consumer.

It will not appeal to the person who seeks

in music only its emotional impact; there

are no passages describing the agony of

sadness in the cellos or lone flights in the

empyrean on the piccolo.

The work begins with the evolution of

the ear from the "lateral-line" organ of

the fish, includes a concise exposition of

the modern treatment of acoustics by ab-

sorption units illustrated with the dissec-

tion of actual problems, and ends with

the unbelievably complex structure of the

human cochlea with its twenty-four thou-

sand minute fibers.

But the main body of the book is de-

voted to explaining how sound develops

and reaches the human brain. Sir James
first describes pure tones then the cause

and behavior of harmonics. With this

background he analyzes the structure and
functioning of all the important musical

scales from the pentatonic to the present

equal-temperament version. Continuing

his reasoning, he speculates on new scales

which are possible in the future. His
thesis is that when technology allows

music to be made by machine instead of

by man, scales may be used which cannot

be employed now because of physical

limitations.

John N. Carley.
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Swift movements in

the trees (and at their
ROOTS)

. by Phyllis Kelway

Longmans, Green and Co., $3.5°

IN the field of natural history there is

great need for facts about the every-

day life and habits of wild creatures. We
have quantities of literature on why this

and that belong to a certain genera or

species, and what constitutes a family or

an order, but all too little that adds to

the knowledge about the domestic doings

of the common "wild folk." This new book

with the rather awkward title, Siuift

Movements hi The Trees (And At Their

Roots), adds many interesting items to

the latter form of record.

Phyllis Kelway belongs to the not too

plentiful group of people who spend hours

watching members of the animal world

and recording their activities in book

form. In this new book she has made

available in a very pleasing English man-

ner some of her observations on the habits

of the red and grey (sic) squirrels,

shrews, moorhen, and the common toad,

accompanied by photographs of each.

The setting is England, and her sub-

jects European forms, except for one

American mammal, the gray squirrel.

This species was, I fear, an all too un-

welcome introduction into the British

Isles. On July 31, 1937, the gray squirrel

was designated an outlaw by Scotland

and ordered destroyed. Of this intruder

Miss Kelway writes:

"The Grey is destructive; he may be

ruinously destructive but for one oft-re-

peated crime I do not think he is to blame.

No one will agree, I suppose, that the

Grey is not responsible for the banish-

ment of the Red from the districts where

the Red have hitherto been common."

The European red squirrel, which has

somewhat different habits from our form,

seems to be one of the most beloved of

the British mammals. Hence an intruder

from another continent, such as our gray

squirrel, that drives out one of their in-

digenous forms is not a very welcome

guest. The chapter on this transplanted

interloper gives a new slant on the life of

one of our common and much liked

squirrels.

A number of the animals about which

Miss Kelway writes have been her pets,

and she has reared them in habitats as

nearly like their wild state as possible.

Because they were somewhat restricted

in their wanderings she has been able to

watch activities that are not often ob-

served—the red squirrel's method of roll-

ing up straw into bunches and carrying

it under the chin when taking it in to

line the nest, the bloodthirstiness of the

shrew at mating time, and the shedding

of the "sealing-wax" seal from the top

of the bill by the moorhen chick.

The stories are well told and will no

doubt be enjoyed by older children and

adults who are interested in prying into

the private lives of these Europeans whose

counterparts are found in America.

AsCARIS: THE BIOLOGIST'S

STORY OF LIFE

by Richard Goldschmidt

Prentice-Hall, Inc., $3.25

DR. RICHARD GOLDSCHMIDT, the

noted geneticist of the University of

California, has given us a unique presen-

tation of life processes. The humble, but

sometimes annoying, parasitic roundworm,

Ascaris, serves as our guide in a rapid

and tabloid survey of animal physiology

and behavior. Doctor Goldschmidt treats

of life in a comparative fashion under

such headings as, "The Skin," "Body

Fluids," "Nervous System" and "Develop-

ment." Throughout these complexities of

anatomy and physiology the simple As-

caris serves as the point of departure.

The story moves along in sprightly fashion,

now discussing the ear of vertebrates and

then the organs of equilibrium of a jelly-

fish. In spite of occasional conversational

vagaries the central theme, Ascaris, pops

up in time to draw one back on the track.

The chatty style is indeed refreshing

and will probably be enjoyable to the lay

reader. It is made especially entertaining

by the author's many personal experi-

ences, gained while teaching at the Uni-

versity of Tokyo and as Director of the

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

"Once when hiking through the penin-

sula of Istria, after a strenuous day, tired

and hungry, we came to a native village

inn. There was only one room, and the

center was occupied by a kind of open

fireplace surrounded by benches. In a huge

kettle, hanging from the ceiling, polenta

was prepared, of which the guests par-

took, helping themselves silently from the

central kettle. This method of serving

may be used as a comparison with the

most primitive method of feeding the cells

of the body with the products of intestinal

digestion." Thus the author suggests the

way in which the Coelenterates absorb

their food.

The chapter on heredity and its mech-

anism is particularly lucid, but there are

none of the pleasant diversions which

heighten the readability of most of the

book. The geneticist is foremost here and

the presentation is that of an elementary

text-book.

Taken as a whole the book should ap-

peal to anyone with even a mild interest

in biology. Any errors, such as the au-

thor's statement that snakes hear, are de-

tailed and are hardly worthy of exception

in so popular a presentation. Professor

Goldschmidt's active participation in bio-

logical research is reflected in the up-to-

date material included in the book, and

his scholar's urge to motivate enligliten-

ment of the laity is summed up on his last

page as follows: ". . . behind every point

which we have discussed stands a moun-

tain of known facts, of solved and un-

solved problems, accessible only to trained

mountaineers. But why not acquire this

training? . . . There is no knowledge

which cannot be mastered by patient

work."

Daylight moon
by Elizabeth Chabot Forrest

Frederick A. Stokes, $3.50

A YOUNG married couple, realizing

the hopelessness of Oregon dry-

farming, accept a position as school teach-

ers at Wainwright, Alaska— a small

Eskimo village on the Arctic Coast a short

distance southwest of Point Barrow. When
the Forrests arrive at their new home in

the north, they soon discover that their

task is not confined to the classroom. The

little schoolhouse which provided their

living quarters was also the hospital, the

court house, the post office, the store, and

the house of worship for the natives.

These young people became not just

teachers, but the sole medical, economic,

moral and spiritual advisors for the

village.

In Daylight Moon Mrs. Forrest tells the

delightful story of their varied experi-

ences during their three-year stay with

the Wainwright Eskimos. They grew fond

of their work, began to see the results of

their efforts, and felt that the arrival of

their "Little-White-Owl" would enable

them to stay, but ironically enough it was

the ill health of their young son which

caused them to leave unfinished what they

had begun. The story is written from and

for a woman's point of view, and in an

acceptable style which possesses the frank-

ness that often characterizes writings of

the North.

Erich M. Schl.aikjer.

Farida a. Wiley.
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Exploring the heavens
-...------ by Clyde Fisher

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, $2.50

DOCTOR FISHER'S experience in pre-

senting the various subjects of as-

tronomy to the general public in a non-

technical way qualifies him peculiarly for

the writing of this book "for the nature

lover not mathematically inclined but

keenly interested in the starry sky." The
clear and accurate descriptions through-

out the book, which anyone can read with

understanding and pleasure, well justify

his thesis that much of the beauty and in-

terest of the heavens can be appreciated

without reference to mathematics.

The first part of the book treats of the

earth's more immediate celestial neigh-

bors—the sun, moon, planets, comets and

meteors. Particularly interesting in this

part are Doctor Fisher's impressions of

the meteor craters in Arizona and Esto-

nia, which he has studied, and of eclipses

of the sun, which he viewed from Siberia,

Peru, and elsewhere. The second part

describes the constellations in their sea-

sons and then introduces a variety of

subjects, such as telescopes and the polar

aurora. "A Glimpse of Relativity" in-

cludes the author's own photograph of

Doctor Einstein. Finally, there is a brief

account of the Hayden Planetarium,

which in the first three months after the

opening of its doors to the public, on

October 3, 1935, was visited by 300,000

G. Miles Conrad. people.
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iVIiiiiy illustrationH conliibute to the ex-

cellent appearance of the book; they

ranne from woodcuts of celestial sights

of long ago to recent photographs with

large telescopes. A number of photo-

graphs of observatories and meteor cra-

ters were taken by Doctor Fisher himself

and by the gifted 'J'e Afa, to whom the

book is dedicated.

'J"he growth of public interest in as-

tronomy in recent years is doubtless due

in large measure to the increasingly

numerous and attractive means of pre-

sciiting the subject, of which the planeta-

riuins are examples. Well-written and

aulhorilalive books about the heavens for

ihe general reader have shared in pro-

moting this interest. Doctor Fisher's ex-

cellent hook is a welcome addition to the

list.

RoiU'RT H. Baker,

Professor of Astronomy,

University of Illinois.

MAP MAKERS

Little, Hrc

- by Joseph Cottier

and Haym Jaffe

and Co., $1.75.

IN the history of civilization there is

nothing more inspiring than man's

gradually increasing knowledge of the

earth on which he lives. This story of

exploration has been told many times and

from many points of view, but it is so

varied and so rich in incident that any

new book is worth while that is in any

way more than a simple rehash of those

already available. The present book is

not particularly well written or original

but it, too, has virtues that can be recom-

mended with certain reservations.

The history of exploration as here told

is organized around the lives of some

twenty-five outstanding explorers, from

Herodotus to Roy Chapman Andrews,

who, with William Beebe, is the only

living explorer included. Each figuje rep-

resents some different phase of the de-

velopment of geographic science, and

some suggestion of the broader import of

these phases is introduced in most cases.

This "great man" method tends some-

what to obscure the orderly and social

development of the subject and to make

it appear rather as a series of isolated

and single-handed exploits. For' instance,

a chapter is devoted to the subject of

paleontology with hardly a mention of

the name or, explicitly, of the work of a
^

single paleontologist because, despite all

that Doctor Andrews himself has said,

and despite his outstanding and open rec-

ord, he is selected as the great man of

this science rather than as the great or-

ganizer and initiator of modern coopera-

tive exploration that he really is.

This approach does, however, make for

interest in younger readers who are most

easily attracted by personality and dar-

ing. The names selected are all admi-

rable and deserving of this distinction,

and some are even peculiarly apt and

rather unusual in such a summary.

Marco Polo, Columbus, Livingston,

Amundsen, and others are inevitable, but

it is admirable to find also a few names
of men e'lually illustrious but less publi-

cized, such as Humboldt, Kawlinsoii, and
Milne.

The subject is enlivened by the con-

stant use of imaginary or al best hypo-

thetical conversations and minor inci-

dents, again a device properly calculated

to appeal to the juvenile imagination but

again one full of pitfalls that have not

always been successfully avoided. Prin-

cipal among these pitfalls is the fact that

the introduction of picturesque details re-

quires more intensive knowledge than is

here displayed. The result is the inclusion

of many minor errors or misleading state-

ments. To mention only three of these

—

they appear in every chapter—it is not

true that Marco Polo "picked up the many
languages of the [Mongolian) empire,"

nor that the bite of the tsetse fly is

"harmless to wild animals and man" (nor

for that matter that it is "certain death

to the ox, horse, and dog"), nor that any-

one has ever found remains of a small

animal that "had five toes on each leg.

but except for that, was a perfect minia-

ture of a horse."

Such details do not, perhaps, falsify

the general outline of the work in any

important way but they defeat their own
purpose, which presumably is to give

verisimilitude, and they rob the book of

what would be its most important ingre-

dient, the flavor of authenticity.

G. G. Si.MPSOS.

Cats and cats
------- by Frances E. Clarke

Macmillan Co., $2.50.

THAT all cats are not alike is clear

even to one who has never read Cats

and Cats, a charming collection of stories,

anecdotes, and essays from the pens of

some of our most popular modern writers.

But you are impressed with this fact as

you recall the different cats introduced

in this volume. Every one boasts an inde-

pendent character, and as is indicated in

several of those stories which deal with

the comparison of cats and dogs, perhaps

it is this very point which makes them

less endearing to the human race. You
cannot train a cat to suit your taste as

you can a dog. She, or he as the case

may be, has a mind of her own, and will

react only when and if she sees fit. No
more can you demand and get affection

from a feline such as you can from a dog,

another characteristic which has devel-

oped the idea in most people's minds that

cats are selfish and lack the capacity for

human companionability. Unlike the dog's

unquestioning devotion, the cat is capable

of an imperious type of friendship—if it

is accorded the proper appreciation of

its own likes and dislikes. She won't

kowtow to your moods or take lightly any

blows you see fit to bestow. She has her

own ideas and expects just recognition of

them.

Cats and Cats is not concerned with

tales of heroism and self-sacrifice. But

one or two which might possibly fit into

this category are so poignant you won't

forget them for a long time. There is, to

mention only one, "The Totem of Ama-
rillo," the story of a cat who gave hi»

life in defense of a little blind Indian

boy.

Since it is a compendiufi) of the work

of cat-lovers, most of whom are firtt-raie

professional authors, the book is exceed-

ingly well written. Vou will find within

its pages stories of intelligent undersund-

iiig that will decidedly change your mind

about cats, if you are one who has thought

little of them before. And for those who
have known the particular friendship of

this animal, here is a book to provide you

with enjoyable evenings for a long time.

You'll want to re-read many of them.

B. G.

Ways of birds

by Thora Stowell

Design of Life Series. No. 2

Chas. Scribner's Sons, $2.00

THE author discusses, for younger

readers, many of the interesting habits

of birds and something of their anatomy

and physiology. Particular attention is

given to English species, but many foreign

birds are treated with general or special

references, often from personal experi-

ences of the author in certain regions far

afield.

The accounts of direct observations on

the habits of species with which the au-

thor is acquainted appear to be accurate,

but when the field widens beyond these

limits there are numerous inaccuracies

and misstatements which discredit the

text as a reliable exposition of fact. Some

of these statements may possibly be ap-

plicable to the English species of the

groups under discussion but not to all

the members of such groups, and there is

no indication that such restriction is in-

tended. Other statements may have ele-

ments of truth in them but are just beyond

the strict limits of fact. Some may be due

to no more than careless writing or care-

less proof-reading.

Such is the statement that penqulns fill

their lungs with water before diving.

The Secretary Bird is said to be from

South America, when South Africa should

have been stated. Ostriches are still

credited with hiding their heads In the

sand and the reason given Is that the birds

realize that this Is their most vulnerable

part because of the very weak structure

of the skull. Feathers are said to be pro-

duced in minute moulds In the skin which

are perfect models of what is going to be.

Nerves of touch are said to be present

only in the Woodcock and Hoopoe. Food
is said to pass In a liquid state directly

from the gizzard into the blood. And
other notes of similar misinformation are

scattered through the volume.

The author calls attention to the ex-

istence of numerous museums of natural

history where Information about birds is

made available to the interested student.

It is unfortunate that the manuscript of

the present book was not critically ex-

amined by a competent ornithologist In

some such institution, or elsewhere, before

being presented to the public.

J. T. Z.
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January S

2:00 P. M. Free Motion Picture on The
Life of Louis Pasteur

January II

8:15 P. M. Know Your Museum Meet-

ing for Members: The Origin and

Evolution of Mammals

January IS

2:00 P. M. Free Motion Picture on

Alexander Hamilton

3:30 P. M. Lecture to Adult Students'

Association: The Story of Writing,

by Marguerite Newgarden

Jariuary 22

2:00 P. M. Free Motion Picture on

Inka Lanta in Arctic Lapland

January 25

8:15 P. M. Know Your Museum Meet-

ing for Members: The Origin and

Evolution of the Primates

January 27

2:00 P. M. Free Motion Picture on

Adventures Near the South Pole

January 28

9:30 A. M. Motion Picture for Wash-

ington Irving High School on The
Life of Louis Pasteur

Calendar of Museum Radio Broadcasts

January I

12:15 P. M. This Wonderful World
(Mutual Broadcasting System—
WOR) : Question and Answer pro-

gram by Museum visitors, broadcast

from Museum foyer

January S

2:45 P. M. Today's Natural History,

by Robert R. Coles: Radio Talk over

WNYC
6:15 P. M. New Horizons Series (Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, Coast to

Coast Network) : Descendants of the

Mutineers of the Bounty, by Dr.

Harry L. Shapiro

January 5

3:45 P. M. Music of the Spheres, pre-

sented for the Hayden Planetarium,

by Marian Lockwood (Intercity

Broadcasting Company, WQXR)

January 6

11:30 A. M. Museum Reporter: Crick-

ets FOR Luck, by John R. Saunders:

Radio Talk over WHN

January S

12:15 P. M. This Wonderful World
(Mutual Broadcasting System—
WOR) : Question and Answer pro-

gram by Museum visitors, broadcast

from Museum foyer

January 10

2:45 P. M. Today's Natural History,

by Robert R. Coles: Radio Talk over

WNYC
6:15 P. M. New Horizons Series (Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, Coast

to Coast Network) : 1937 Parade of

the Stars, by Dr. Harlan T. Stetson

January 12

3:45 P. M. Music of the Spheres, pre-

sented for the Hayden Planetarium

by Marian Lockwood (Intercity

Broadcasting Company, WQXR)

January IS

11:30 A. M. Museum Reporter: The
Big Tree's Story, by John R. Saun-

ders: Radio Talk over WHN

January 75

12:15 P- M. This Wonderful World
(Mutual Broadcasting System—
WOR) : Question and answer pro-

gram, by Museum visitors, broadcast

from Museum foyer

January ly

2:45 P. M. Today's Natural History,

by Robert R. Coles: Radio Talk over

WNYC

6:15 P. M. New Horizons Series (Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, Coast to

Coast Network) : Experiences with

Mongolian Bandits, by Dr. James L.

Clark

January Ig

3:45 P. M. Music of the Spheres, pre-

sented for the Hayden Planetarium

by ^ Marian Lockwood (Intercity

Broadcasting Company, WQXR)

January 20

11:30 A. M. Museum Reporter: Drum
Talk, by John R. Saunders: Radio

Talk over WHN

January 22

12:15 P- M- This Wonderful World
(Mutual Broadcasting System—
WOR) : Question and Answer pro-

gram, by Museum visitors, broadcast

from Museum foyer

January 24.

2:45 P. M. Today's Natural History,

by Robert R. Coles: Radio Talk over

WNYC
6:15 P. M. New Horizons Series (Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, Coast to

Coast Network) : Hidden History, by

Dr. George C. Vaillant

January 26

3 :45 P. M. Music of the Spheres, pre-

sented for the Hayden Planetarium,

by Marian Lockwood (Intercity

Broadcasting Company, WQXR)

January 2y

11:30 A. M. Museum Reporter: The
Sun Dance, by John R. Saunders:

Radio Talk over WHN

January 31

2:45 P. M. Today's Natural History,

by Robert R. Coles: Radio Talk over

WNYC
6:15 P. M. New Horizons Series (Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, Coast to

Coast Network) : Gigantic and Queer
Members of. the Insect World, by

Dr. C. H. Curran

HERBS AND SIMPLES-
JUNGLE STYLE

Continued from page 33

and illness serious enough to deserve their

consideration gets its full share of highly

formalized, ritualistic magic along with

its more tangible treatment.

But, as I review all that I have ever

seen of jungle materia medica and its

shadowy practices, there returns again and

again to my mind the picture of what seems

to me to be the chief sufferer in the world

of Amazonian magic and medicine. It is

not the patient but, as in our own modern

science, it is the lowly and ubiquitous
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guinea pig. Aside from his edible value

(and, from the Andes down to the Ama-
zon, roasted cui is highly valued) he

forms an important part of both the magic

and the medicine. He is sacrificed in the

different religious, medical, and warfare

ceremonies, and he nobly gives up his life

in the advance of jungle science.

He runs the gamut of martyrdom from

tallow to talisman; he serves the jungle

man from oath-taking to operations, from

provender to poultice. As a nourishing

broth, as a roasted tidbit, he is delicioius;

in the form of tallow he is efficacious;

when used as a poultice (simply eviscer-

ated and spread out over the injured sur-

face) he is amply fulfilling one of his

manifold ultimate destinies; and, when
several of him are stuffed into the bed of

the patient as a sort of living hot water

bottle, until they smother, he is probably

lots of fun and quite a bit of comfort if

you happen to be a sick Indian.

Indeed his practicability in my mind is

really questionable only when he is used

as a sacrifice in certain consecratory and

oath-taking rituals—his small bleeding

body grasped in the dark and sinewy

hand of an Amazonian witchman. And
even then I suddenly remember it isn't

always wise to question the jungle too

closely.
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At the close of a successful summer,
preparations were made lo continue the

work on the large island of Chiloe, near

Puerto Montt on the west coast. The bulk

of our equipment was shipped there by
steamer while we were to go in the truck

by way of the Atlantic Coast as far as

Comodoro Rivadavia, then cross to I'uerto

Aysen on the Pacific side and continue by

boat. Although we did not have a permit

to collect or excavate in Argentine terri-

tory we wanted to examine a number of

private collections which have been made
there, and to see some cave paintings near
San Julian.

Just before leaving Chilian territory

we stopped to look at a cave which we
had heard of but had not been able to

visit before. Known locally as the Palli

Aike Cave, it is near the top of an old

volcanic crater ridge but is easily acces-

sible. The interior looked promising: a

dry dusty floor about 45 feet long by 25

wide with plenty of headroom. When,
after a few days' digging, it became ap-

parent that we had a deposit dating from
at least twice as far back as anything we
had found previously, our feelings were
a curious inixture of pleasure and despair.

Without our regular equipment and with
only a few days' supplies left, it was im-

possible to stay longer.

According to the good friend who had
been our guide it was questionable how
long the track back to Magallanes would
be passable. With one assistant it would
take at least five weeks to finish the job.

More assistants would be impossible with-

out incurring prohibitive expenses. The
fine dry dust made the use of masks im-

perative; a sifter and a wheel barrow
would be needed. These and other

thoughts came to spoil our pleasure. More-
over we had not even reached the bottom
and there was no telling what might be

there. Without the record contained in the

dust of this old cave our work would be

incomplete. It had to be done, somehow.
It was a sad moment when we finally

left to continue on through the Argen-
tine, having decided to take a chance on
being able to return in the spring. If we
had only known how well it would all

turn out in the end, how much happier

should we have felt.

Auto travel on the Patagonian pampas
in winter promises uncertainties and
seems to keep those promises. Thanks to

the help of the good people along the way
we finally made Puerto Aysen, arriving

with an intimate knowledge of every

other bog hole along many miles of track,

as well as a thorough understanding of

the value of fencing wire for repairs. No
car had crossed the mountains for two
months; none other than the old Model
T with its high clearance and light weight

could have done it.

The coming of spring brought word
that the mountain pass was open once

more. With dry roads the run south was
a contradiction of our previous experi-

ence. With a goal in mind the stretches

across the high plateaus did seem longer,

but Palli Aike hill and cave were still

there, just as we had left them.

To give a new assistant training, a

smaller cave some Iwcniy odd miles to

the west was cleared first. 'I'hc results

were meager. Nearby, beneath the wall

of the canyon through which the Rio

Cliico flows, a place was pointed out

where arrow points and (lakes lay on

the surface, it promised little more than

pure exercise, for many tons of stones had
piled up against the base of the cliff. The
inward slope of the rock suggested a cave

but it was choked almost to the top. A
little digging showed that it did go on in

and that we could work without moving
a yard of stone for every foot of dirt.

i\s barrow after barrow load of dirt

ajid broken bones rattled down the sifter

the little things which, added together, tell

their story were picked out and laid aside.

The final chapter in the life of the

natives was missing, there being no bones

of the domestic horse, copper ornaments,

trade beads, iron and other signs of con-

tact with whites. Instead there were the

finely made, small arrow points of the

Ona tribe, known previously only as in-

habitants of Tierra del Fuego south of

the Straits. With them, a coarser type of

arrowpoint proved the presence of another

tribe who, though living here the same
time as the Onas, had also preceded them.

Then still further down our digging

discloses a third type of point used per-

haps on spears, perhaps on arrows. It is

the type that had always marked the bot-

tom during the previous season's work,

but in this deepening pit it disappears

while the camp refuse still continues. A
single spearpoint of bone among the usual

assortment of scrapers, without a single

point of stone, confronts us with a puzzle,

and then we are down to what seems to

be the bottom. A jumble of lumps and
slabs of sandstone cover the floor of the

cave; there is nothing to suggest that we
should dig further, except one of the sim-

ple rules of archaeology which is to dig

beyond what seems to be the bottom.

Beneath the sandstone we discover still

more bones and among them a type of

stone spearpoint new to us. That is grati-

fying enough, but when we see that the

bones are those of horses there comes a

most disconcerting feeling.

The domestic horse did not exist in

the Americas before the Spanish came,

and if these bones should prove to belong

to an animal introduced by Europeans,

all our conclusions on our previous work
were wrong. Though I was willing to

swear that 400 years was all too short a

time to account for all the material we
had uncovered, those horse bones gave us

momentarily something of a shock. The
only alternative was that they belonged

to a prehistoric relative of the common
horse. This ancient horse was known to

live in South America in times long past,

but so far as I knew no one had proved

that it still existed when even the earliest

people lived here. Without special train-

ing in palaeontology it was not for me
to identify these bones, but it was appar-

ent that they were of smaller, stockier

animals than those used in Patagonia to-

day. Later examination proved that we
had found the first evidence that this

ancient horse was hunted and eaten by

the early natives of South America.

Further clearing exposed fire pits from

which many fragments of burned and

charred bones were taken. In one tii these

was a handful of small bone pelleit about

the hi/c of peas which could have cf>me

from only one animal, the ground doih.

These pellets are an anatomical oddity,

though they had been found in various

parts of Argentine in association with

fossil sloth remains their exact function

remained a mystery until the discovery

was made in a huge dry cave about 100

miles west of where we were working of

a piece of skin in which were embedded
many of these bone nodules. It was then

known that they were a sort of "armor"
inside the skin. The fragment found was
well preserved and bore bristle-like hairs.

With it were the bones and mummified

remains of the sloth and a considerable

(juantity of manure.

The find aroused worldwide attention,

and from the fresh appearance of the

skin the story started that the animals

could still be found in the recesses of the

then unexplored mountain forests. A Lon-

don newspaper even sent out an expedi-

tion to capture or kill one. From the

presence of some dry grass in the cave it

was claimed that the Indians had domes-

ticated the animals and stabled them

there; but the evidence does not support

this inference. No modern man has ever

seen a living ground sloth; and it is quite

unlikely that the ancient Indians domesti-

cated it. But our discoveries proved that the

animal roamed the country at the same

time that some of the ancient natives did.

When we had finished the work at

Fell's Cave, for we have named it after

the Fell family who own the land and led

us to the spot, we had a fairly clear pic-

ture of what had happened there. An
eddy of the river had undercut the sand-

stone and formed the cave at a time when
the water was about 19 feet above its

present level. A floor of sand and clay

had been built up and was still new and

clean when the people decided that it

would make a good home. It had not been

used long when a section of the ceiling

collapsed. That this happened while it

was actually occupied is suggested by

articulated sections of a horse skeleton

directly beneath the stones, a leg and

shoulder at one place, a head and neck

at another, and by the perfect tools and

weapons on the same level.

For some years after that no one stayed

there. With the passing of time, nature

began to smooth and level the floor, so

again people began to stop there. In the

interval the first group or tribe had dis-

appeared together with the horses and

sloths. The newcomers had different

weapons and lived mainly on foxes and

birds. From the work at Palli Aike Cave
we learned that their spears were tipped

with bone.

The arrival of a third group is sug-

gested by a change from bone points to

a new kind made from stone and by the

appearance of bolas, a very effective

weapon made of a set of two or three

stone balls joined by thongs and hurled

at birds and larger game. With this the

people hunted geese, rhea, and guanaco,

an animal of the camel family related to

the llama. These had been common in the

early days but became rare at the time

the horse and sloth were exterminated
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THE GIRAFFE AND HIS LIVING

ANCESTOR
Continued from page 50

to answer. It would seem possible, how-

ever, that early in the history of the

giraffe family the okapi became isolated

in a continuously primitive environment,

in deep, gloomy forests where he lived on

as a quiet, unassuming animal while his

more ambitious cousins were evolving

strange horns or long legs on the bright

plain and the desert. Perhaps the okapi

was wise, after all, in being the backward

member of his family, for certainly he

persisted through the ages, whereas all of

his relatives except one, the modern gi-

raffe, sooner or later succumbed during

the severe struggle for existence.

For many millions of years the okapi

tribe lived in the quiet darkness of the

primitive tropical forests, secluded and

protected from the harsher environments

where evolutionary development was

necessary to avoid extinction. Only at a

late date in the history of this animal was

he discovered by Man, and then it was

the wily pigmy who pursued and killed

him. And it was but yesterday that civil-

ized man became acquainted with this

animal.

Even today, some thirty years or more

after the discovery of the okapi, few

white men have been able to see him in

his native environment. For the okapi's

home is extraordinarily difficult country

to reach—the heart of the Belgian Congo.

And few white men have the abilities or

the resources to study the okapi at home.

Those who have seen him tell of a very

shy animal, an animal that moves through

the dense tropical vegetation with the

quietness of a wraith, an animal so

marked that he blends with his environ-

ment almost to a point of invisibility.

But for those few people who have had

the rare luck to get a good look at the

okapi, there has been a thrill as great as

might be imagined in looking at some

mythical grail. They have seen a large

animal, about as big as a horse, with a

brownish red coat, with creamy white

legs and white horizontal stripes on the

upper fore-limbs and the hind-quarters,

with a rather long, narrow head and tre-

mendous ears, and in the adult male with

a small, spike-like, hair-covered horn

above each eye.

Now thousands of visitors to the

Zoological Park in New York may ex-

perience the rare pleasure of viewing a

live okapi, a privilege that hitherto has

been limited to the inhabitants of one or

two European capitals and to the few

explorers who at great cost and effort

have sought the okapi in his deep forest

home. And for the appreciative visitor it

will be an unique experience to look

through the bars at this living fossil, this

persistent ancestral type of giraffe, and

then to walk across the corridor to see

his highly specialized and elongated

descendant, the spotted giraffe of the

African veldt.

RECENTLY ELECTED
MEMBERS

THE following 649 members have been

elected to membership in the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History since the

last issue of Natural History.

Associate Founder

Mr. Michael Lerner.

Associate Benefactors

Mesdames John T. Pratt, Lillian E. Terry.

Messrs. Harold Benjamin Clark, William

H. Phelps.

Patrons

Mrs. Shepard Krech.

Colonel Oscar N. Solbert.

Doctor Shepard Krech.

Mr. Philip B. Philipp.

Felloii:s

Mr. Jesse Metcalf.
'
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Mr. H. F. Linder.
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Wm. Shallcross Speed, J. E. Sweet, C.
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R. Wolf.
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Alice A. De La Mar, Florence S. Dus-

tin, Bertha C. Goll, Helene Haeseker,

Eleanor King, Dorothy Marlatt, Jean

McCormick, Mary R. Roper.

Doctors J. H. Smith, A. V. Plavska.

Messrs. Gordon C. Aymar, Leon H. Bar-

nett, Martin Birnbaum, Alvin G. Brush,

Gerald Carson, Clifford N. Carver, Fay
S. Dean, John E. Ellsworth, George A.

Flanagan, Robcliff V. Jones, Allan A.
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Associate Members
Mesdames Donald Bailard, J. M. Board-

man, R. K. Brodie. A. T. Chapin, Eliza-

beth S. Church, Jewel Clark, E. D.

Coddington, Paul Connor, Ralph Cum-
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Swanson, Clara W. Sweetland, C. C.

Thompson, Ethel C. Tryon, G. R. Tyr-

rell, Herman T. Waldner, John Wall,

M. Edgar Yeager.

Sister Mary Charles.

Misses Agnes A. Acton, Constance E. Bal-
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nill, Grace H. Parsons, J. W. Payson,

Mary Gray Peck, Gertrude Perry, Mil-
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Admiral F. D. Berrien, U.S.N.

Colonels Annie Laurie Davis, W. W. K.

Hamilton.

Lieut. Colonels Milo B. Dunning, M.C.,

Leigh F. J. Zerbee.

Majors L. L. Beery, W. D. Shaffer, Lind-
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C. MuUins, F. W. Otto, M. C. Overton,
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George A. Paul, J. P. Paul, Clifford J.
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BEFORE MAGELLAN
Continued fr. page 77

and it was many years before they re-

turned in sufficient numbers to become the

staple food of the people. Then, abruptly

as they came, the things belonging to this

third group leave the picture, and if we
read the signs correctly their right to the

land was disputed by a fourth tribe using

small, rough arrowpoints. For at another

site on the level of the end of the third

period, two group burials were found

containing the remains of nine men and '

women and one baby. One of the skulls

shows an ugly gaping wound. The ab-

sence of weapons of the third type in the

subsequent debris tells the result.

Shortly before the beginning of Pata-

gonia's written history, perhaps in Magel-

lan's time, the small arrowpoints of the

Ona Indians record their visit to Fell's

Cave. If a guest book had been kept there

during the years the story could scarcely

have been written more plainly.

Later, at Palli Aike, we found the same

sequences and by recovering a greater

amount of material were able to eliminate

some of the questions. That cave had

been visited at an early date but the first

callers forgot to sign the register and left

nothing which would serve to identify

them. For a while it was used only by

sloths who, dying there, added their bones

to the rising floor. Then either the adjoin-

ing or a nearby volcano erupted throw-

ing in tons of fine ash and lumps of lava.

This leveled and smoothed the floor and
was seemingly the renovation needed to

attract the local population.

First it was used as a place for the

dead. Two adults and one child had been

placed in hollows along the wall, covered

with grass and brush and cremated. Im-

bedded in the volcanic ash was a single

point of the oldest type found at Fell's

hinting that they may have lived in that

period. Then the second or bone-point

people follow and in their fireplaces are

the bones of sloths and horses proving

that they had arrived in the south just

prior to the complete extinction of those

animals. The balance of the record only

confirmed what we already knew.

Back in New Y'ork after an absence of

two and a half years, vpith the dust of

Palli Aike gradually wearing off, one fea-

ture of our experiences stands out above

all the rest. That is the fact that in all

the time spent there we failed to find a

single person, government or naval of-

ficial, estanciero or businessman, mechanic

or peon who did not treat us as friends

and help us in every way possible. May
their middens grow to unrivaled size and
record a prosperous history.
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PITCAIRNIANA
Continued fyom page 45

not be overlooked. The English have no-

toriously bad teeth, although in this in-

stance also no one knows to what extent

this is the result of environment or of

genetic factors. Circumstances, however,

suggest that heredity and inbreeding may
play a part in the degeneracy of the Pit-

cairn dentitions. Edward Young, one of

the mutineers, was described in contem-

porary records as having lost his incisor

teeth although only 24 years of age. Since

the incisors are not among the most resis-

tant teeth, their loss at such an early age

suggests either fisticuffs or a congenital

defect. If the latter is the correct explana-

tion, it is easy to see how the intensive in-

breeding practiced on the island could

soon spread the defect to all the families

of the community. Although this is purely

hypothetical and difficult to prove, it is of

interest to observe that the descriptions of

the islanders, before inbreeding had be-

come widespread, make a special point of

the beauty of their teeth.

Although these brief notes on the Pit-

cairn Islanders make no claim to be ex-

haustive, they cannot be brought to a

close without mention of the daily life on

Pitcairn. I have in another place* de-

scribed in ampler detail the manner in

which the Pitcairn Islanders lived in the

past and the characteristics of their life

at present. The contrast revealed that the

influences of modern civilization reach

even this remote community. Cloth has

replaced tapa, metal pots and pans have

changed the prevailing form of cooking,

gramaphones have introduced jazz, and

corrugated iron has been substituted for

thatch. A present day Pitcairn home
usually contains old-fashioned furniture,

sent out by friends in England or

America, home-made benches, chests and

tables, and tableware collected from vari-

ous ships. The islanders obtain much of

their clothing from sailors and ship's of-

ficers and from their friends abroad. Some
of their necessities such as sheet metal,

tools, glass and similar articles they pur-

chase from the scanty earnings they make
by the sale of curios, fruits and vegetables

to passing ships.

The men spend most of their time tend-

ing their plantations where they cultivate

a wide assortment of common vegetables

as well as such staples as yams and taro.

Fishing represents a secondary source of

food. The remainder of their time is oc-

cupied in caring for poultry and goats, in

chores and in the manufacture of curios

from native woods. The women, in com-
mon with their sisters elsewhere, devote

themselves mainly to their families and
household tasks. In their spare moments
they weave baskets to be sold when the

steamer calls. Once a year each family

retires to the far side of the island where
they boil sea water to extract salt. Two
weeks of this work ordinarily is enough
to furnish a year's supply.

The communal life of the islanders has
its origin in tradition, and it has been
fostered by the nature of their island

•The Heritage of the Bounty," N. Y., 1936.

home, inter-marriage and necessity. The
first generation, raised under the patri-

archal egis of John Adams, established

the pattern of behavior which has con-

tinued for over a century. Although land

is held privately and inherited within the

family, the islanders are generous to each

other in granting privileges of cultivation.

Boat-building, road-work, repairs on the

church or school are all community enter-

prises. The school is maintained by the

community for all children from the ages

of 6 to 16. The islanders are self gov-

erning, the men and women electing

officers annually.

But the center of Pitcairn life is the

church. Formerly the islanders were ad-

herents to the Church of England but in

1886 they were converted en masse to

Seventh Day Adventism. There is a story

on Pitcairn that the community was di-

vided on the question of conversion, the

majority favoring the new dispensation.

With great foresight the minority group

determined with considerable reluctance

to join the majority in order to preserve

unanimity in their religious activities,

fearing that in so small a community a

division on churchly matters might create

a constant source of ill-feeling. The Sab-

bath is celebrated on Saturday by three

services, and other days in the week are

frequently devoted to additional meetings.

Tithes are collected from all the islanders

for the benefit of the church and for con-

tribution to the missionary fund.

Among themselves the islanders employ

a dialect ungrammatically compounded
of English and Tahitian. It is spoken

with a peculiar intonation and enuncia-

tion which invest common words with an

unfamiliar character. Some of their ex-

pressions clearly exhibit the inter-action

of Polynesian and English influences. For
example, emphasis in Tahitian is often

expressed by reduplication. The islanders

using an English word such as "bony"

reduplicate it into "bony-bony" to mean
excessively thin. Another is "illi-illi"

which derives from hilly and means very
rough, as in describing a tumultuous sea.

"Fut you ally comey diffy and do daffy"

readily suggests its meaning: why do you
come and behave that way. The reader

may reconstruct "do this way and do that

way" from "diffy and do daffy."

Aside from the human interest of Pit-

cairn life, there is another aspect of the

cultural adjustments of this community
which is worthy of mention. Pitcairn pro-

vides an example of the consequences of

culture contact, reflecting within its

microcosm forces which are often difficult

to assess in more complex societies. It is

especially advantageous for such a study

because the colony was established on a

remote and uninhabited island where
cultural adjustments could find their

solutions uncomplicated by extraneous in-

fluences. Having achieved a cultural equi-

librium the islanders then came under the

influence of American and English whal-
ers who in the 1830's and 1840's resorted

to Pitcairn in great numbers. From then

on the Pitcairn community came to de-

pend more and more on the outside world
as they increasingly abandoned their cul-

tural independence. But for the brief

moment of its existence a distinctive and

unique culture did flourish on Pitcairn.

The mutineers and their Tahitian

wives, lacking the material equipment of

their cultural heritages, created a new

synthesis by following familiar models,

integrating one with the other and de-

veloping new traits to fit the special con-

ditions of Pitcairn. I have tabulated the

origins of a number of Pitcairn traits

with the following results. In 17 char-

acters the inspiration was clearly Tahi-

tian, in 12 it was English, and in 8 inde-

pendent development was apparent. In

the household arts, cooking, preparation

of food, tapa-making, types of clothing,

etc., the Pitcairn Islanders borrowed

from Tahiti. In other departments a more

even distribution appears. Handicapped

by the absence of nails, glass, and care-

fully dressed timber the early Pitcairn

Islanders developed a type of house con-

struction which admirably illustrates the

dovetailing of borrowing and invention

to achieve a novel and efficient result. The
frame of the early Pitcairn house was
mortised into heavy undressed logs which

rested on large foundation stones. Roughly

dressed planks were fitted into grooves

previously cut on the opposing faces of

uprights let into the foundation logs.

Sliding shutters, similarly constructed of

planks fitted into a grooved frame, were

built into the long openings on one side

of the building. The roof was thatched

with pandamus. Within the house long

bunks were built against the inner wall

opposite the window. Thus, the use of

timber comes from English custom, the

sliding shutters and the bunks from naval

architecture, the pandamus thatching from

Tahiti and the construction without the

use of nails from necessity. Even after the

lapse of over a hundred years a number
of these sturdy houses are still standing.

JAPAN—A LAND OF NATURAL
DISASTERS

Continued from page 15

Among the pranks of this typhoon were
the over-turning of trains by the 130-

mile-an-hour wind, the sinking of eight

thousand ships and boats, the destruction

of nearly three hundred schools, flooding

of one hundred thousand homes, injury of

nine thousand people, death of three thou-

sand and property loss to the tune of

three hundred million dollars.

But "Shikata ga nai," says Japan, "It

can't be helped," and rebuilds. Disaster

in one form or another as the daily food

of Japan has bred a stoical, bullheaded

people who know how to fight because

they have had a hard drill-master. Brute

Nature. There is also a Mother Nature in

Japan, gentle, lovely, artistic to a high de-

gree. The charm of the Japanese environ-

ment, together with the rigor of physical

forces, must have had much to do in the

molding of that curiously two-sided indi-

vidual, the Nipponese . . . aesthetic and

indomitable ... a man compounded of

cherry blossoms and iron.
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Star Ruby

The Edith Haggin de Long Star Ruby, recently presented to the

American Museum and placed on display, is the finest and largest

gem of its kind known to exist in the world. Its color is a peculiar

milky crimson which can best be described as "orchid red." This
stone is an important addition to the Museum's collection of corun-
dum gems, which, under the curatorship of Herbert P. Whitlock,
has become the most complete series in the world. The curious and
beautiful six-rayed star which glows within the gem results from
a myriad of minute hollow tubes which are distributed throughout
the crystal with great regularity, parallel to its six sides. When

cut en cabochon, so that the rounded dome arches over this

hexagonal pattern of cavities, stones of this kind reflect the light

from the interior as a six-rayed star and are consequently termed
star rubies and star sapphires.

This gem was discovered in one of the ruby mines of Burma a

few years ago and was presented to the Museum by Mrs. George
Bowen de Long, in whose honor it has been named. It is unique

among star rubies and the largest of such rubies even remotely

approaching it in quality



WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?
Characteristic facial expressions, postures, and

movements are the key to an understanding of

animal psychology and the soul of animal art

By Charles R. Knight Mith Draiuings by THE AUTHOR

YOU have probably often been among the thou-

sands who visit the scores of zoos each day

throughout the world. Then you may well

ask yourself how far you were able to deduce the

emotions and thoughts of the animals you watched,

for this is the keynote of the pastime of understand-

ing animals and of the art of portraying them

realistically with pencil, brush, or modeling clay.

Some morning when you are feeling particularly

alert and fit, stroll into the lion-house and notice

how quiet everything is in the various cages. Our
lordly friend—the Bengal Tiger—is probably asleep,

lying on his back, feet in air, in an attitude of com-
plete relaxation. The King of Beasts himself (not

quite so kingly at this early hour) is just waking
up, yawning, stretching himself and gazing lazily

about in a rather owlish fashion. A restless leopard

paces slowly back and forth, and the lion-cubs are

having their morning toilet. How they snarl and
shrink away as the rough tongue of the lioness

Charles R. Knight's murals and other

paintings are displayed extensively in mu-
seums and private collections, and his

works have set a standard throughout the

world in the painting of both modern and

prehistoric animals. Early in life he at-

tended the art school at the Metropolitan

Museum, and later pursued his studies at

the Art Students League. He has studied

the anatomy and movements of living ani-

mals both in the zoos of this country and

those of Europe. His versatility and unique

genius are evident in the uniform excel-

lence of his animal pictyres, landscapes and

portraits. Mr. Knight is the author of Be-

fore the Dawn of History, which is widely
read by the public and used in educational

institutions. Another book on prehistory for

younger readers and also one on Compara-
tive Psychology and Anatomy of Animals
will shortly appear in print.

—

The Editor.
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washes the dirt and grime from their soft and yield-

ing bodies! Everything is peaceful here at present, a

perfect cow stable or sheepfold atmosphere pervades

the place, with no signs of the fierce and savage

traits that will manifest themselves later in the day

when hunger and the sight and smell of food arouses

these inherent characters.

Slowly as the hours pass, a subtle change comes

over the assembled felines. First one and then the

other rises and begins to walk, exercising if you will,

but not consciously we may be sure. Occasionally

dreary howls come from the tiger's cage where the

great striped brute is already casting off his figura-

tive sheep's-clothing and gradually changing before

our very eyes into the ferocious killer of the Indian

jungles. Lions, both male and female, are practicing

in concert heavy, dour and terrible sounds that in

their native Africa strike terror to the herds of game
coming down to drink at the water-hole. Leopards,

pumas, jaguars—all are slowly but surely disclosing

to our awed and interested eyes just what it means

to be a hungry carnivore. But if you have not ob-

served them with more than usual attention you

have not discovered how differently from other ani-

mals these creatures exhibit their feelings and
thoughts.

Feeding time

Noon-hour has passed and an ever-increasing ex-

citement is apparent among the inmates of the great

cat house. Ever fiercer and more continuous are the

growls, snarls and roars of the now really hungry

felines which seem to know almost to a minute the

time when the door at one end of the long building

will open and admit the keeper, wheeling in a bar-

row the daily supply of fresh meat. Feeding time at

last!

The odor of bloody flesh strikes nostrils well ac-

customed to the smell, and then a sort of frenzy

breaks loose all along the line of cages. Our tiger,

no longer a sleepy, docile looking creature, leaps back

and forth in the narrow confines of his den—fire

flashing from the golden eyes, the great fore-paws

armed with wicked looking talons stretched eagerly

forward to seize the food thrust under the bars at

the front of his cage. A harsh coughing roar greets

the keeper as the huge piece of gory flesh is snatched

from the iron fork and the long, yellow canines

close over it with a vise-like grip. Determination,

ferocity, power—all these flash before our eyes

—

emotions (not anatomy) impress themselves upon

our vision at this crucial moment and we as human
beings are afraid, aghast, before this exhibition of

tremendous and terrible energy. Back rushes the great

striped beast to the farthest corner of his cage

86

where, crouched low over the coveted repast, he

alternately growls and bites off great pieces of meat

which he swallows whole. In no time only a broken

shin-bone or a shoulder blade remains of what was

after all a meager portion of food for so large an

animal. These gruesome objects are soon rasped

clean by the rough pink tongue, and again a curious

somnolence comes over the lithe and sinewy body of

the great cat.

The water which the keeper brings and pours into

a shallow pan is lapped up eagerly but now with

no terrible growlings or show of anger. For the

tiger, the business of the day is finished and there is

nothing ahead of him but sleep, exercise and a look-

ing forward to the same sort of repast twenty-four

hours hence.

We have just seen (perhaps with rather startled

eyes) a major example of what constitutes a very

interesting phase of feline nature, but are we able

to analyze and possibly reproduce on canvas or in

clay, or even accurately describe, just what has so

lately and forcibly impressed us? I feel certain that

we can not unless we have had a great deal of previ-

ous training. Have we noticed for example just

how the tiger crouched to grasp his fancied prey or

what emotion he is showing at the moment, and how
that emotion will be expressed anatomically? Evi-

dently the intense desire for food has temporarily

transformed the erstwhile mild and placid beast into

a fiend incarnate, and strange things have happened

in the big cat's brain to alter his usual mood of

callous indifference. Rounded ears were back and

down, held tightly against his head ; the great eyes

blazing with a greenish fire; and the terrible jaws

widely opened. Lips drawn back ; nose wrinkled and

whiskers pointed forward ; canines exposed, and

curled up tongue—all served to create that terrible

and sinister facial mask without a parallel in the

whole realm of animal life.

Long observation

And how, we ask, does one succeed in observing

all these points when everything happens so quickly?

For answer, we can only say that practice and

familiarity with what is likely to occur allow us to

register, however imperfectly, the fleeting phases of

the profound emotion we have just witnessed. I

have dwelt at some length upon these mental and

muscular reactions of a tiger under a given stimulus

because they are typical of all the feline tribe, both

large and small, and present a striking contrast to

what occurs in the case of a horse, for example,

under the same conditions.

This latter animal, a swift-running, grass-eating

creature, must of necessity be built on very different
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lines from tliose of the flesh-eaters. Yet it can and

does siiovv anKcr, fright and kindred expressions

whenever the necessity arises. Food, for an animal

of this type, is easily procured and involves no

struggle witli a victim or another individual of its

own species. Hence no powerful emotions are in-

volved, no show of anger, no bodily contortions. Yet

the horse on other occasions may exhibit tremendous

and violent action. A stallion fighting with another

male displays extreme ferocity as, rising on its hind

legs, it strikes terrible blows with the fore feet or

seizes its adversary with its powerful teeth, cutting,

slashing and maiming a weaker or more timid an-

tagonist. Mares on the other hand wheel and kick

with their hind legs delivering a shower of well

directed blows against a real or fancied enemy. In-

deed a vicious horse, in its own way, is quite as

formidable as the tiger itself, especially in captivity

where its lack of fear of man counts heavily in its

favor. Primarily, however, the horse is in all its

actions far removed from the flesh-eaters and cer-

tainly in a wild state depends upon its superior speed

and stamina to out-distance its enemies. Standing

gracefully on its one-toed feet, long-legged, deep-

chested and powerful, it is eminently fitted for a

life in the open where speed and endurance count

so much in the struggle for existence.

Rarely do we see animal reproductions that reveal

a truly profound insight into the character of the

creature represented. A survey of many contem-

porary works suggests that a too superficial knowl-

edge of this fascinating branch of artistic expres-

sion has proved a distinct handicap to otherwise

clever producers, and that a closer study of the

living animal would be of great advantage to the

profession as a whole.

Movement baffling

Animal painting is a difficult art, more particu-

larly if one is serious minded and not just dabbling

with no real aspirations in any particular line. The

mere fact that, as a rule, our animal model is in

more or less continuous motion in no wise lessens

our problem, and the play of the muscles over the

body skeleton as the creature moves to and fro is

calculated to make a beginner decidedly head-weary

before many hours have passed. The various and

complicated motions of so familiar an animal as a

horse when walking, running or jumping are full

of a peculiar rhythm, but owing to the rapidity with

which these movements are executed, they are cer-

tainly baffling to the untrained eye, whether we re-

gard them as subjects for artistic rendering or as

physiological material of a very interesting sort.

Indeed, a day spent before a restless animal will

probably send one back to the studio in a rather

chastened and humble mood.

But don't let us be discouraged at these first

attempts, because after all we may be able to pro-

duce fairly good things from quiel models, land-

scapes, perhaps, still life or even human figures

—

objects which stay put as it were, and which do

not get up and walk right out of the picture or

curl up and go to sleep in a dark corner! Apparently

it may all resolve itself into the fact that we are

not sufficiently prepared to do the work which

seemed so easy at the start, that it has proved to

be far more difficult than was at first apparent and

perhaps it behooves us to begin all over again and

get at the subject in quite a different way.

Far more tiian in figure painting, therefore, is it

necessary to know something of the anatomy of the

creature you desire to portray, and you simply must

acquaint yourself with the important points in its

general physical make-up. But one must also have

an insight into the psychology behind the animal's

actions because this psychology is the controlling

element in its emotional responses.

"Animal pantomime"

The student is, therefore, strongly urged to study

what we may call "animal pantomime." For it is the

actions and postures which an animal displays that

reveal its principal emotions—fear, anger, curiosity,

sex attraction or repulsion. This being so the writer,

a worker of many years standing, desires to call at-

tention to certain important points about this fasci-

nating subject—points which he believes, after long

experience, will be a help to those similarly in-

terested.

Our tiger stands forth as a shining example of

lithe and rhythmic motion and beautiful color con-

trolled by a rather crude mentality and an innately

ferocious disposition as befits a real killing mecha-

nism. Between this animal and the swift but non-

aggressive horse, whose herbivorous habits are re-

flected in a disposition at complete variance with the

typical flesh-eating animals, there are mam' other

types, each with its peculiarities, mental and phys-

ical, strongly developed and unique in their way.

Elephants, camels, horned animals—as the cattle,

sheep, deer, antelopes, etc.—the swine, the bears,

dogs and a host of others are all wonderful and

interesting creations in the sphere of mammalian

life. All are rare combinations of mental and phys-

ical characters in which either as artists or students

of animal behavior, we will find endless opportuni-

ties for study.

You have seen that the reactions to a given emo-
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tion are quite different in a tiger and a horse; and

in turn the pose that will be assumed by an angry

bull, dog, or deer is likewise distinctive. Animals

that have found themselves in possession of some

outstanding advantage (such as the horny head

growths in creatures like the cattle, deer and goats)

are very quick to make use of the superior powers

and change their method of attack and defense ac-

cordingly. Consider, for example, how a bull or a

stag when alarmed or angry instantly lowers the

head in an attitude of defiance, and when sufficiently

excited charges at full speed against an adversary.

No such action as this is noticeable in our tiger

or horse simply because their fighting implements

are employed in an entirely different manner. It

would seem as though the presence of the sharp and

dangerously pointed head growths actually impressed

itself upon the mentality of the animals. The stag

as an instance (whose antlers are shed annually)

will, when in a hornless condition, depend entirely

upon its sharply pointed hoofs in fighting, feeling no

doubt the lack of its former, well-developed safe-

guards. On the contrary, weak spots in the anatomy

are also realized by the creature possessing them

and one sees an elephant raise the delicate and sensi-

tive trunk high out of harm's way in avoiding the

charge of an angry tiger, at the same time trying

to crush the infuriated cat under its massive fore-

feet.

The drawing on the cover of this Natural His-

tory is of a young lioness observed by the writer

in a zoological garden. Her expression denotes ma-

ternal anxiety, for a keeper was moving about in

the distance and she is watching him closely for fear

he may approach and steal or molest her cubs. Alert

and fiercely determined to defend the helpless babies

at all hazards, the female lion is a most dangerous

antagonist to either man or beast. In this case the

man is too far away to elicit a demonstration of

anger from the big cat, but a closer approach

would instantly transform her anxious expression

into one of extreme ferocity.

Psychology of animals

Both in clay and on canvas, the writer feels, and

he trusts with reason, that over-emphasis has per-

haps been laid in recent years upon the necessity

for knowledge of animal anatomy without sufficient

importance being ascribed to the psychological aspects

of the same problem. That the two things are very

closely connected seems to be beyond dispute and as

a concrete example of their successful combination

let us look at the work of the great French animal

sculptor of the last century—Antoine Louis Barye.

This man working in the poorly exhibited collec-

tions in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris was never-

theless able, by dint of hard work and great genius,

to produce many splendid examples of animal sculp-

ture, which have not been equaled, let alone sur-

passed, in this generation.

His marvelous small bronzes of feline animals in

action, his splendid elephants, bears and many other

creatures are all exceedingly "alive," filled with

energy and correct as to both anatomy and psy-

chology. He seems to have understood thoroughly

the mental attitude as well as the physical propor-

tions of his models, so that when he makes a tiger

seizing a crocodile, or two bears fighting, one feels

instinctively that the attitudes and the anatomy are

correct. In other words the tiger is grasping the

saurian in a truly tigerish fashion and the bears

fight and wrestle with one another just as you have

seen them in your visits to the zoo. Mind controlling

matter is very evident in these groups and Barye

chose the only logical approach to his subject when

he so successfully combined the two. It seems neces-

sary, therefore, that we work more or less from the

inside out to do a really fine painting or model of

an animal and no amount of merely artistic tech-

nique in the superficial finish of our production will

compensate for a lack of knowledge on this vital

point. Both mentally and physically we must to a

certain extent "feel" the attitude we wish to portray

in order to grasp the co-ordinated rhythm of the

animal's body and mind under a given stimulus of

emotion. Lack of knowledge on this important point

is what makes so many attempts at animal portrayal

rather poor, meaningless accomplishments without

truth or interest.

An understanding of the principles often enables

one to understand what is wrong with a painting

or model which otherwise is only vaguely "not just

right." You have no doubt seen animal actors on the

screen who are made to go through the motions but

do not convey an authentic impression of the emotion

intended. One can almost see the director off-stage

with a biscuit in his hand. A poor animal painting is

just as incongruous to a practiced eye. It cries out

that the artist has not created the right emotional

effect.

Action without distortioti

The artist must also take care not to distort

anatomy under the delusion that he is thereby in-

creasing the action of his figure. Mere distortion is

not necessarily action—that is not true action—even

though the physical framework of an animal may
under certain abnormal conditions assume the pose

we have indicated. Correct rhythm is always beauti-
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ful, majestic and inspiring and represents perfect

muscular control so that we should always strive

hard to attain this effect in our work in paint or

clay. Never forget the mind behind the muscular

action. The boxer's pose diflers greatly from that of

the fencer because the mental objectives are quite

unlike each other, and they are both good examples

of the fact that it is really the position of the bones

of the skeleton rather than the shapes of the muscles

which contribute action to a figure. The muscles of

a tiger, for example leaping upon its prey, are not

greatly different from those of the same creature

in a reclining or walking position, but the place-

ment of tile bones, particularly of the limbs, is vastly

different. Muscles, of course, clothe and move the

bony framework of the body and contribute their

own peculiar forms to the silhouette, but they merely

serve to soften the outlines of the skeleton whicii

fixes the attitude of any given figure—man or ani-

mal—upon the retina. One may see this point well

exemplified in the splendidly mounted skeletons of

horses in the Museum collections where without a

vestige of fleshy covering, the attitude of the bones

themselves convey to the mind of the spectator a

perfect picture of the creature in motion.

Still another phase of this many-sided subject

may prove of value to the potential art student and

even the interested layman, and that is the very great

differences in the proportions of certain sets of

bones in various species of animals.

Diverse postures

All the mammals—man himself excepted—are es-

sentially four-footed. The great apes do, on occa-

sion, progress for a time on their hinder pair of

limbs, but their usual method of walking is on all

fours. Birds on the other hand are two-footed, the

fore legs being converted into flight organs by the

addition of the feathers. Reptiles again use all four

limbs in walking or standing. One hardly realizes

unless after careful observations, the many strange

and diverse attitudes assumed in walking, standing

or reclining by a number of well known types, as

for example by the elephant, camel, bear, cat, horse

and dog. Of all mammals the elephant is the only

one that may be really said to kneel when reclining.

That is, his true knee joint, the first below the hip,

actually touches the ground while his very short

hind foot sticks straight out behind. Camels also

touch the knee joint to the earth, but their long hind

feet are sharply bent at the heel or ankle joint and

come forward again inside the lower leg, a most con-

fusing and unusual pose. Bears lie while resting on

their bellies, the whole of the hind leg back or with
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the knee upraised—the man-like hind foot pressed to

the earth. Cats, dogs, and their allies also have the

knee upraised, the foot touching for the entire

length. Horses, cattle, sheep, antelopes, deer and

goats twist the hind quarters sideways, one leg under

them and one leg free as in the dog or cat. Just why
these differing positions should be assumed we can-

not truly say, though in the case of the elephant it

would seem to give the enormously heavy creature

greater facility in rising from the ground to a stand-

ing position. While the foregoing points are strictly

anatomical facts as always there must be some power-

ful agency at work which guides the muscular and

bony form in certain very definite directions, produc-

ing as usual complete harmony in the creature's

make-up.

Peculiarities of the elephant

For some reason, the elephant although much used

in the art of certain countries is seldom represented

with a true knowledge of its real characters. The
tusks themselves are very diflficult to draw, and their

proper position and growth in the head of the

pachyderm will require close observation. They are

usually and absurdly indicated as growing from the

lower instead of the upper jaw. As a matter of fact,

the tusks are merely very much elongated and spe-

cialized upper incisor teeth, growing downward on

either side of the trunk from a point in front of the

eye-sockets. Also their shape and manner of growth

is most peculiar as they turn in a sort of cork-screw

fashion throughout their entire length. First down
and out then up and in—a very subtle twisting form

diflScult to understand and portray.

Psychologically the elephant is, of course, a most

interesting animal, big but intelligent, easily trained

and with a most extraordinary command of its huge

and ungainly body. The flexible and unique trunk is

its most distinguishing feature, but mentally and

physically it is unlike any other animal now living.

The gait is peculiar—a swift shambling walk or

amble, the foot-falls being very close together and

well under the body. All in all a majestic and im-

pressive creature—one of the strangest and much
the largest of all the land-mammals of our time. In

this huge and massive brute we see to perfection the

superior intelligence which so successfully controls

the massive body, the marvelous proboscis with its

powerful and well directed mechanism, the gigantic

form and the great post-like legs executing under

direction seemingly impossible feats of skill—all re-

quiring balance, strength and brains to a surprising

degree. Thus we might proceed indefinitely in our

survey of the life about us for with increasing knowl-

edge a fresh vista of interesting phenomena opens

Continued on page 14S



All drawings by Charles R. Knight
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Rage in Three Guises. Different _animals express the

same emotion in many different ways. Above are shown a

bear, a bull, and a horse in their characteristic postures of

anger. A bear that has risen on his hind feet, with teeth

bared and fore paws ready to strike, is a bear to be feared

A bull, on the contrary, instead of rearing up, lowers his

head and charges full speed with sharp horns foremost. Other

horned animals use a similar attack, but a stag, when it has

shed its antlers, will use only its hoofs, apparently realizing

his seasonal disability

The tiger stands forth as a shining example of lithe and

rhythmic motion controlled by a rather crude mentality

and an innately ferocious disposition as befits a real killing

mechanism. The three drawings at the right show the

change of expression and posture of a tiger in three suc-

cessive emotional moods. Note the change in the angle of

the ear, which is one of the telltale features

cuttS M'pir- it

Relaxation is evident in every line of the tiger that is think-

ing neither of food nor an enemy. The neck is comfortably at

ease, the ears are at rest, and the eyes are focused on nothing

in particular. Here the dangerous killer of the Indian jungle

shows almost the complacency of a house cat
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An angry stallion, as shown above, will display extreme ferocity, rising on its hind legs and

striking terrible blows with fore feet or seizing its adversary with its powerful teeth. A
mare, on the contrary, will wheel and kick with her hind legs. Though a frightful adversary,

the horse is far removed from the flesh-eaters. Standing gracefully on its one-toed feet,

long-legged, deep-chested and powerful, it depends primarily on its speed and stamina to

out-distance its enemies

c(i«.$R.''^'"';«T~

(Above) At the approach of possible danger the tiger

lowers its head and flexes its legs for rapid foreward move-

ment. The ears go alertly forward and the eyes and nos-

trils grow sensitive in the effort to size up the foe

(Right) The ears are thrown back as the beast, suddenly

ferocious, bares its teeth and emits a terrifying roar

WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?
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Many strange and diverse "sitting" postures are dis-

played by different well-known animals. The camel is one

of the few animals that touches the knee joint to earth.

The long hind feet are bent sharply at the heel or ankle

and come forward again inside the lower leg in a most

confusing and unusual pose. Horses, cattle, sheep, ante-

lopes, deer and goats twist the hindquarters sideways, one

leg under them and one leg free

CUAi- S. <'''«; NT: 3s'

The elephant is the only mammal
that can really be said to kneel when
reclining. His true knee joint, the first

below the hip, touches the ground while

his very short hind foot sticks straight

out behind

Attention and a trace of

anxiety are shown in the

lioness at the left. This atti-

tude may instantly change to

one of rage, with ears back

and fangs bared

crin%.R-HMi',»,r- ^s
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YOUR INDOOR DESERT GARDEN-Tramplanta corner of

South Africa in miniature and you will find her ''camels of the

-plant world" among the most interesting and decorative indoor subjects

CrassULACEAE

PYRAMIDALIS
Drawings
BY Natalie
Harlan
Davis

5}/ T. H. Everett
A''. Y. Botanical Garden

SOUTH African plants are enjoying a well-

deserved and increasing popularity with

American gardeners. The flora of that far-

away land is so infinitely rich that some, at least,

of its representatives can be grown by everyone in-

terested in plant culture. Not even the city-gardener

is excluded, for a sunny window will provide an

acceptable home for a great variety of the smaller

succulents.

South Africa is particularly rich in these, and they

are as well adapted to dry atmospheric conditions as

are the cacti of our American deserts. Once their

simple needs are understood they present no difficulty

to the cultivator and their curious forms, rich color-
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ings, and beautiful flowers render them objects of

continued interest and admiration.

Botanists restrict the use of the term "succulents"

to plants which are possessed of fleshy, water-storing

tissues and which are provided with various devices

to conserve their water supplies so that they are

enabled successfully to live through prolonged

periods of drought. They are the camels of the plant

world. Novices sometimes refer to all such plants as

"cacti," but this is wrong, for the cacti include only

those succulent plants which belong to the family

Cactaceas, and in nature these are practically re-

any. Describing one of the stone plants {Pleiospilus

Bolusii) a famous South African student of this

group says: "It generally produces only two leaves,

which grow to the size of a duck's egg. Their sur-

face is rough like weathered stone and their color a

brownish gray with a touch of dull green. The

leaves are half buried in the soil or between the

stones among which the plants grow, hence it re-

quires a keen eye to detect them when not in flower.

In autumn, however, when bright yellow flowers

about two inches in diameter appear between the

leaves, the plants are very showy. But this does not

tl rawing by
Natalie Harlan
Davis

stricted to North and South America. Both in the

drier parts of the Americas and in other arid and

semi-arid regions of the globe are found succulents

belonging to families other than the Cactus

family.

The remarkable "stone plants as well as the

curious "windowed plants" belong to the Fig-Man-

gold Family. The former have adopted a form of

protective mimicry and closely resemble the stones

and pebbles among which they grow naturally. So

effective is their disguise that South African Collect-

ors record that they have searched for hours in places

where the plants are known to grow before finding

94

last long, and during the dry season the leaves look

just like lumps of stones."

One of the most curious of the stone plants is

Didymaotus lapidiformis which is restricted in its

natural distribution to bare plains, the surface of

which is composed almost exclusively of intermin-

gled fragments of two kinds of shale, one rust col-

ored and the other slate colored. These angular

stones form a level surface and among them the

rough leaves of the plant are scarcely noticeable,

particularly as each individual consists of two pairs

of leaves resting among the stones, the older pair

rusty brown in color and the younger slate colored.
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Several species of the genus I.Uhnl's so closely re-

semble pebbles or stones that visitors to the New
York Botanical Garden find difficulty in distinguish-

ing them from their surroundings. Doctor Marloth,

who first introduced Tilano/>sis calcarata, writes

"The leaves form a dance rosette, and their surface,

as far as it is exposed, is covered with irregular

excrescences that look exactly like the whitish frag-

ments of lime-tufa among which the plant grows.

No artist could imitate the surface texture and color-

ing of the limestone more accurately than nature has

done in this case."

low. In some cases the windows are semi-transparent,

in others almost as clear as glass. Of Fenestaria

rhopal'jphylla Doctor Marloth writes "The plant

grows imbedded in the sand, nothing but the flat,

slightly convex apex of each leaf being visible and

even that is often covered with more or less sand

according to locality. While the leaf itself is fresh

green with a rather delicate skin, the exposed part

is protected by a thick epidermis and cuticle and

possesses comparatively few stomata. It is through

this portion, which has the function of a window,

that the leaf receives its light. There are five to ten

Drawing by
Katalie Harlan
Davis

While the stone plants conserve their moisture

and protect themselves from grazing goats and other

animals by thickening their skins and by simulating

their surroundings, the "windowed plants" achieve

the same results by practically burying themselves

below the ground. Only their tops reach the surface,

the main body of the plant being subterranean. A
remarkable character of these plants is that the tops

of their growths are more or less transparent and

thus serve as windows through which the light can

pass and so reach the green assimilating tissue be-

YOUR INDOOR DESERT GARDEN

or even more leaves to each plant, but nothing ap-

pears to the surface except these windows ; they peep

out of the sand like the eyes of the sand lizard or

the sand viper, which often hide themselves in a

similar way."

Both the stone plants and the windowed plants

bear beautiful, daisy-like flowers in due season

(usually in the late summer and fall). These flow-

ers are large in proportion to the plants and are

white, pink or yellow according to species.

The Milkweed Family affords the fancier of
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South African succulents a very considerable number
of curiosities which resemble dwarf editions of the

columnar cacti or Euphorbias in their habits of

growth. In many cases the flowers are large and

showy and are usually of a sinister, somber, red-

purple coloring. Many of the Stapelias and some of

the Carallumas are possessed of an offensive odor

when in bloom and so earn for their tribe the com-

mon name of Carrion Flower. This is a device which,

together with the color of the star-fish-like flower

serves to attract carrion-loving insects which trans-

fer the pollen from flower to flower. No less curious

are the Trichocaulons. They form soft, fat, rounded

plant bodies of a bluish-gray-green color, closely set

with angular small knobs or protuberances. The
flowers, though small, reveal an astonishing beauty

when e.xamined under a hand lens.

The cultivation of South African succulents pre-

sent but few difficulties once their simple require-

ments are understood. Strange to say, the mistake

most easily made when growing them indoors is that

of attempting to follow too closely the conditions

under which they grow naturally. Experienced gar-

deners know that when plants are grown artificially

and far from their native homes it is usually necessary

to modify their environmental conditions and this is

abundantly true with the succulent plants from

South Africa. Another mistake which can easily be

made is that of following too closely cultural prac-

tices adapted to English conditions, and we must

remember that most of the literature upon the sub-

ject is based upon English experience.

Most of the succulents listed below are very easily

raised from seed or cuttings. Seed of many kinds is

obtainable from South African sources and from

some dealers in this country. A variety of living

plants can be obtained in America, particularly from

the Pacific Coast region, but plants cannot be im-

ported from South Africa except under special per-

mit from the Department of Agriculture.

Seed is sown in pots or pans in very much the

same manner as any of our ordinary garden seeds,

except that the soil-mixture should be very sandy and

care must be taken to provide an ample amount of

drainage material in the bottom.s of the receptacles.

Care must be taken that the soil is not permitted to

become wet and muddy at any time, but it should

never be allowed to dry out thoroughly, for a mod-

erate amount of moisture is necessary for germina-

tion and growth.

During their early life seedling succulents do best

if given a very light protection from the full intens-

ity of strong sunlight, and even mature specimens

when grown in a greenhouse or in a window garden

appreciate a little shade from the mid-day sun dur-

ing the hottest summer months. Seedlings grow
much more quickly than is generally supposed and

sizable plants are soon obtained by this method.

Cuttings of succulents give the best results if they

are permitted to be in a sunny place for two or three

days before they are planted in clean sharp sand.

They are set firmly in the sand which is kept barely

moist (but never quite dry) and are placed in a

rather airy and light place until roots are formed,

when they are transplanted to the regular soil mix-

ture.

While the soil mixture used for dwarf succulents

may be varied slightly and as experience dictates to

meet the special needs of particular species, the

grower must never forget the absolute necessity of

having a rooting medium which is extremely porous

and open. The mechanical condition of the soil must

be such as to permit of perfect and immediate drain-

age, and if this matter receives attention other con-

siderations are of distinctly minor importance.

The soil I favor and which meets the needs of a

varied and representative collection consists of a base

of heavy, fertile loam, modified by the addition of

liberal quantities of coarse sand and coarse coal cin-

ders, together with sandstone, flower-pot crocks or

bricks broken to the size of peanuts. Broken tufa

rock is also excellent. Fertilizer should not be used.

The loam in this mixture very definitely forms less

than half the total bulk. Members of the Asclepia-

daceas (Milkweed Family) appreciate a moderate

amount of leaf-mold added to the mixture.

When potting succulents use clean receptacles and

do not place them in pots too large and out of pro-

portion to the size of the plants. Transfer them to

larger pots only when the ones they occupy are

thoroughly filled with healthy roots. In most cases

plants will remain undisturbed in the same pots for

several years. Always provide ample drainage—the

pots should be at least one quarter filled with broken

crocks or cinders. Remember that while the win-

dowed plants grow beneath the soil surface in their

native homes under our conditions they will rot away
if so planted. Set them so that the plant body is

above ground as with other succulents.

Succulent plants appreciate a free circulation of

air and full exposure to sunshine except for brief

mid-day periods during the hottest months of the

year. They abhor shade and humid atmospheric con-

ditions. Water must be applied with care, particu-

larly in the case of very obese examples, but at no

time should the soil in the pots be permitted to bake

dry.

The succulents hailing from South Africa belong for the

most part to eight families as follows:

I. FIG-MARIGOLD FAMILY (Aizoacea:). Contains the
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interesting "stone plants," Pteiuspilus liolusii, Pteiospilui

simiilaris (recently discovered and an even better mimic

of its surrounding), Didymaolus lapiJiformis, and other

species in tlie genera Conophytum, Pinteranthus, Punctill-

aria, liimaria, Titanopsls, Gibbaeum and Ar/jyroderma.

Species of the last three mentioned have white or light

gray skins and thus simulate precisely the quartzite or

tufa among whicli they occur.

This family also includes the remarkable "windowed
plants" discussed above, of which fine examples are to be

found in the genera I.illiups, Fejiestraria, frit/iia, Cono-

phytum, and Imitaria.

In addition the Fig-Marigold Family includes a number
iif other interesting dwarf succulents as Tricliodiademas,

Drlsprrmas, Gloltiphyttums, Faucariai and others.

latter pure white in bloom. Then we find C. lolumnarii,

a wee dot of a plant which mimics ita eurroundingt at

effectively as any stone plant, and the odd C. pyramidalii

with leaves so tightly packed together that the stem is en-

tirely invisible and the plant appears as a neat, erect four-

sided pyramid of green. Also here are such mites as

(?. Alstonii, C. deteplrii, C. barbala, C. pachyphylla and
C. /lemisp/icrrira. Brilliant red are the flowers of C.

jaUala and this coupled wtih the fact that the strange

sickle-shaped gray leaves are arranged in such a way that

two rows turn to one side and two to the other, giving to

the plant a flattened appearance, make it one of the most
distinct and remarkable members of its family.

Roc/iea coccinea also has scarlet flowers and must be
listed among the most decorative of plants when in flower.

Partridge
Breast
Aloe

Aloe varicgata

Drau-ing by
Xotalie Harlan
Davis

z. MILKWEED FAMILY (Asdepiadacecc). Contains a

considerable number of curiosities in the genera Stapelia,

Huernia, Caralluma and Hoodia which resemble dwarf
columnar cacti; also the Trichocaulons, whose flowers,

though small, reveal astonishing beauty under a hand

lens, and the evil smelling Carrion Flowers (Stapelias and

Carallumas). Ceropegia is also included among the Milk-

weeds and in addition to erect growing species this genus

includes the bead-plant (Ceropegia IVoodii) with fine trail-

ing stems along which the small rounded fleshy leaves are

strung. Other genera in this family well worthy of at-

tention are Tavaresia, Huerniopsis, Piaranihus and

Dwvallia.

3. ORPINE FAMILY (Crassulaces). Comprises a wealth

of small succulents of which only a few can be mentioned

here. In the genus Crassula itself we have such attrac-

tive plants as the Christmas flowering C. multicava and

C. tactea, the former Vfith flowers of delicate pink, and the

It sends up many stems to a height of nine inches or so

and these are furnished with four distinct ranks of short

green leaves and terminate in flat inflorescences of bril-

liant flowers.

4. PURSLANE FAMILY (Portulacaceaj. Offers to the

cultivator numerous interesting species in the genus Ana-
campseros. Some of these rather closely resemble small

Sempervivums in general appearance and have bright

flowers. A. ielephiastrum is a good representative of this

group while the vermiform A. papyracea with short more
or less horizontal stems covered with white papery scales

is typical of the other types. The latter have flowers

which are insignificant in size.

5. SPURGE FAMILY (Euphorhiace(B). An immense
family, whose dwarfer South African succulents, however,

may be listed briefly. Most remarkable of all is Euphor-

bia obesa which is exactly like a baseball of iron-gray

color with finely marked longitudinal seams marking its
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A SUNNY WINDOW will provide an ac-

ceptable home for a great variety of

these miniature South African "succu-

lents," vrhich are as well adapted to

dry atmospheric conditions as

the cacti of our American
desert, and more exotic.

(Below) A member
of the Milkweed
Family (Huernia re-

ticulata) which
aflords the fan- ^
cier a number _,
of curiosities ^

Your
Indoor

Desert

Garden

Ophthahnophyllui
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(Above) This "succulent" (Conopliytum Feanoni) (Above) Resembmng a cluster of puffballs, Conophyturn

gives the appearance of having created its own flower pot to cidbelliiin represents the curious specialization of "stone

store moisture for growth in the arid climate of South plants" in the Fig-Marigold Family

Africa

While "stone plants" protect tliemselves by camouflage,

"windowed plants" such as the species at extreme left, bury

themselves in the ground and absorb sufficient sunlight

through semi-transparent tissues. Through these "win-

dows," sometimes almost as clear as glass, the light can

reach the green assimilating tissues below

The genus Lithojis, illustrated below by four species, con-

tains many remarkable "window plants" and "stone plants"

Jthops
tnrhinllonnh

/^'

vr

Lithops L"^^'

LUhops opallna

Numerous South African succulents can be grown

indoors from cuttings or seed obtainable from dealers in

this country. With sandy soil kept reasonably dry, seedlings

grow much more quickly than is generally supposed, and

sizable plants are soon obtained. A rooting medium that is

extremely porous and open is essential

Both the ".stone plants" and the "windowed plants"

bear beautiful daisy-like flowers in due season, usually in the

late summer and fall. These flowers are large in propor-

tion to the plants and are white, pink or yellow according

to species
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White or light gray coloration enables

Argyroderma testiculare (at left) and species of

Titanopsis and Gihbaeum to simulate precisely the

quartzite or tufa among which they are found

(Center) The pointed leaves of Mesembryan-

themurn tuberculosum form a variegated back-

ground for its delicate flowers and illustrate the

wide variety of available forms for one who wishes

to cultivate these "camels of the plant world"

A WEALTH of miniature succulents suit-

able for indoor cultivation is provided by

the well-known Orpine Family, of which

the attractive Crassula lactea, with pure

white flowers, is shown above

(Left) The small bright flow-

ers of Punctillaria magnipunctata

are all that might distinguish this

plant of the Fig-Marigold Family, at

casual glance, from its stony setting



( liii/lil) Ki.si'.Aiiu.iN'f. the maniiid'ed e^;ii (jf a l)iirrcrl)\
,

liiipliorhiii iilicsii is a worthy ohjectivi- lor tlic serious

iiuloor (gardener, for it docs not produce offsets and

(iood examples are rare

(Below left) A DWARF SJ'RCius of Hawortliia, one

of the most abundant and interesting groups for tlie

fancier, exclusively South African

(Above center) Shaped like a pine-

apple, the fat rounded body of Tricho-

cauloii Pictuin(f) belonging to the Milk-

weed Family is set with small angular

knobs. The flowers of the Tricliocaulons oi

which another species (T. dinteri) is shown

at center right, are small but reveal an

astonishing beauty under a hand lens

(Right) A DWARF member of the

numerous Spurge Family, Euphorbia

Seizannae.

Because of the limited space they oc-

cupy, a very representative collection of

the lesser succulents can be grown in a

window garden



surface. This species does not produce offsets and good

examples are rare. Euphorbia meloformis is another

melon-shaped species much easier to cultivate than the

above and can be increased by offsets. In E. caput-

medusae we have a cylindric club-shaped stem from the

top of which spread outwards several snake-like branches.

E. Bergcri and E. psucdo-mcdusae also belong in this

group.

6. LILY FAMILY (Liliacea). For succulent liliaceous

plants we must turn to the Aloes, and the related Hawor-

tliias, Gasterias, and Apricas. Many of the first named

are much too large to be considered within these limits,

but at least two are worthy of special attention. These

are A. variegata and A. brevifolia. Aloe varicgata has

stiff, pointed leaves spirally arranged and completely hid-

ing the stem. These leaves are beautifully marked with

transverse bands of coloring which suggest the feathers

on the breast of a partridge and earn for this species the

common name of Partridge Breast Aloe. Aloe brevifolia

is a compact plant resembling a stiff Sempervivum and is

well adapted to cultivation in a small pot.

Haiuortkias are all South African and are all attractive

subjects. Particularly pleasing is the miniature, H. trun-

cata which receives its specific name because its short

leaves (which are arranged in two distinct rows) have

the appearance of having been cut off squarely across

their ends and what appears to be the cut section is cov-

ered with a distinct semi-transparent tissue simulating a

healing wound. As a matter of fact in nature the plant

is buried, so that only the tips of the leaves protrude from

the ground and it is truly a windowed plant. Yet another

windowed plant in this genus is H. retusa. This species

has leaves which are smooth, erect and pale green, and the

upper portion of each forms a flat transparent table. In

its dry and arid home the plant is almost buried in sand

and dust with the transparent surface level with the

ground. Other similar species are H. cymbiformis, H.

asperula and H. mirabilis. Hwuiorthia tessellata is char-

acterized by the fact that the upper side of the flat tri-

angular leaves are marked with a pretty, window-pane
design and it is an acquistion to any collection. Some
Hawort/iias have leaves prettily marked with white or

semi-transparent wart-like globules. The most desirable

of these is undoubtedly H. margaritifera. Other members
of this genus which will be sought by fanciers are H.

atrovircns, H. bolusii, H. setata, H. jasciata, H. viscosa

and H. tortuosa.

Closely resembling the Haworthias in general appear-

ance are the Apricas. Aprica pentagona is said to "look

more like an artistic piece of wood carving than a living

plant, it is very handsome." Other Apricas worth seeking

are A. foliolosa, A. spiralis and A. aspera.

Larger and more vigorous than the Ha'worthias and

Apricas are the Gasterias with their stiff dagger or

sword-shaped leaves covered with stout leathery skin, and

their attractive inflorescences of pink or red green-edged

flowers. Gasteria is a large genus but a selection of the

best of the smaller kinds would certainly include G.

obtusifolia, G. excavata, G. nigricans, G. verrucosa, and

G. distacka. Some species have their leaves covered with

small, white granular tubercles and many are handsomely

marked with pink.

7. GERANIUM FAMILY (Geraniacecc). Some few of

the genus to which the common red geranium belongs are

succulents and are adapted for growing with other plants

of this nature. The most notable is Pelargonium tetra-

gonum which has curious four angled green stems and

light pink flowers.

8. DAISY FAMILY (Composites). For examples of South

African succulents of this family we turn to the genera

Kleinia, Senecio and Oihonna. Of the first named K. gal-

pini, K. repens, K. tomentosa and K. stapeliiformis all

claim attention, while among the Senecios perhaps the

most attractive is S. scaposus, a species with slender pen-

cils of leaves which are covered with a close blanket of

white felt as a protection against the intensity of the

sun's rays. The flowers are yellow. Othonna crassifolia

is a neat little trailing plant with tiny sausage-shaped

leaves of green and many small yellow daisies. It is

a good subject for cultivating in a suspended basket or

pot where its growths can drape themselves over the side

of the receptacle in which it grows.

Because of the limited space they occupy, a very

representative collection of the lesser succulents can

be grown in a window garden or small greenhouse.

Their modest demands for care and attention ap-

peal to amateurs who cannot devote a great deal

of time to growing plants and who must occasionally

leave them over the week-ends or for longer periods

without watering. In the milder portions of the

country they can, of course, be grown out of doors.

At the New York Botanical Garden a very good

collection is on public display in the greenhouses.
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Natural History for Everybody

By

Donald Culross
Peattie

At every season and in every

climate Nature lies at your

backdoor ready to make you

a happier and better citizen—
IF you knoiv iihat to look for

TWELVE years ago, without a

job and with a wife and little

girl to support, I walked into

a newspaper office and asked to be

allowed to write a nature column.

The editor, in a welter of next Sun-

day's pictures of gangsters in the

morgue and dimpling society buds,

told me wearily but kindly that I

might try. But he'd have to kill it if,

as he supposed, the response was nil.

The day came when I had to have

a secretary to battle with that re-

sponse. I don't attribute this to any

popularity of mine, but to the popu-

larity of nature, in which my friendly

editor did not believe. The column

was only a daily jotting of the things

I saw that everybody might see. But

when the readers began to help me
write it, they showed me more than

I could show them. They showed me
that nature belongs to every one. That

nobody hungers for it like the city

dweller. That the young, believed so

hedonistic, only need a little help

to turn their interests into this widest

and healthiest field. That the mature

and the older are not too old to want

to learn, and find in nature pleasures

of which neither years nor adversity

can deprive them. That there is a vast

army of intelligent reporters abroad

in the land who could assist natural

science.

Donald Culross Peattie is known to

readers through a previous article that

appeared recently in Natural History

Magazine and through his "Almanac for

Moderns" and extensive other vpritings

which distinguish him as one of the fore-

most naturalists in contemporary litera-

ture. Early in his career he was employed

hy the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
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There is nothing that any of us can do to help a

chemist or a physicist, but when biologists want to

make a bird census, or study migration, or predict

the next wild rodent plague, or save a forest from

the saw mill, they need all the help they can get

from amateurs. Many of the greatest naturalists,

living and in our past, were themselves amateurs.

The amateur spirit—that is, doing a thing for the

love of it—is pure gold and doesn't differ from the

credo of the professional naturalist, except that the

latter, poor devil, gets a very low salary for per-

forming a great many routine duties. But amateurs,

holding down other jobs, whether in the office or

the nursery and kitchen, keep their appointments

with nature like a lover.

From amateur to expert

Remember Fabre teaching school, Audubon tend-

ing store, Alexander Wilson at his loom ; their time

afield was precious so they made the most of it.

Audubon at last earned the right to give all his

days to his great passion for birds ; Fabre never got

free, but left an immortal name. Men and women
today, busy at their professions, are in like fashion

serving this mistress who rewards devotion with a »

deep satisfaction. A Chicago doctor, who has only

a small back yard in one of the crowded parts of

the city, has become one of the foremost names in

the work of bird-banding ; to him, at his metropoli-

tan station, have come bob-white and saw-whet owl,

Wilson's thrush and Montana junco—ninety kinds

in some five years, with a total of many hundreds

of individuals. Every one of these he banded, and

he found that year after year certain birds would

return. Birds banded by other workers, in Canada,

in South America, come to his harmless trap, and

so he has assisted in mapping the mysterious sky-

roads of the birds.

A New York business man, with only his Sun-

days in which to get away, has made a specialty of

that fascinating bird, the osprey; instead of trying

to know a little about everything, he decided to

know everything about this one thing, so that he

now ranks as an authority. A dean in Harvard law

school made botany his avocation; a judge on the

Massachusetts bench found that his collection of

Continued from preceding page

where he made special investigations of tropical plants.

He has also specialized in the flora of Indiana sand dunes

and western North Carolina. His varied experiences as

scientist, journalist, and author enable him to understand

the popular interest in Natural History and make him per-

haps the most inspiring exponent of the deeper meaning
that Nature holds for everybody.

—

The Editor.

flowers from all over the world was eagerly con-

sulted by scientists, and bit by bit he began him-

self to publish short notes and then longer articles.

For knowledge begins in curiosity. Curiosity be-

gins in childhood, and does not always die even if

long denied. The owner of a Pennsylvania coal mine

who had always wanted to be a naturalist, stood

resolutely by his business for 30 years ; the day after

he finally closed his desk he started out in the field

to study the fungi. He became after he was 60 one

of the authorities in mycology consulted by pro-

fessionals. A doctor with an interest in reptilian life

practices a dozen years in one place, and when he

has learned all that there is to know about snakes

and toads in that region, moves on and hangs his

shingle in fresh fields; he too has a reputation. A
Chicago lawyer breaks away for a week of night-

life in the back woods of Louisiana where he con-

sorts with that nocturnal prowler, the black wolf

;

the Academy of Sciences publishes his findings. A
Manhattan advertising man has just had a brilliant

success with his book of insect photography, in that

unknown jungle that is the vacant lot next to yours.

The spirit of natural history

These successful amateurs each won a name. But
a big reputation is not the ideal; it is an incidental

award. The fame of scientific achievement comes

slowly and it is not widespread. Scientists are prop-

erly suspicious of people eager to get themselves

talked about. Even for amateurs science is a kind

of a religion. It requires conscience and humility,

and like a religion it can utilize the humblest efforts.

The smallest thing well done contributes its mite to

the treasury of knowledge. It is not too much to

add that a love and a research of nature can mean
in any life a happiness comparable with that which
religion brings. If you want to find divinity in

nature, you will undoubtedly perceive it there. Or
if it satisfies you more to discover simply beauty or

order, you will find that nature is the embodiment,
and very nearly the sum total, of these things. And
if it is enough for you just to find out something
you did not know before, there will be no end to

your fun.

For you don't have to make great discoveries or
comb the world for the rare. It is enough if you
enjoy yourself in the adventure of learning what
is at any rate new to you. And there is no telling

what you may turn up that will be new to every-
body. A boy of ten who had read the greatest au-
thority on ants in his age discovered, by watching
in his own garden "the mankind of insects," things
that were not in his book. He determined from that
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iiioinciil li] hciiiiiic llic liisli)ri:in ol iIk; .iiits, anil

wliilc also cuKancd in rcfuiniinn the treatment of

the insane and in dealinfj kindly with human sex

prohlenis, he made iiimself tiie greatest forinicologist

of his time—Aiitjuste I'Vjrel.

So that even tiie most famous of naturalists neces-

sarily be^an in the most complete and bottomless

ignorance. Many of tiiem were entirely self-taught.

And luckily in the natural sciences anybcjdy can be

his own master. College instruction is faster than

self-instruction, and it eliminates trial and error

hazard, hut nothing sticks like the facts you found

out for yourself.

1

1

01V lo li'iini

In those twelve years of writing a nature ccjlumn

in the newspapers, my most appealing letters came

from people who wanted to know how to learn.

They hadn't had formal training or they wouldn't

have been writing to me. Some were young and

hunting vocations and avocations; some were older,

and had at last the time to do what they wanted.

Most challenging of all were those who were in the

full swing of life. They heard the beguiling whistles

of the birds; they glimpsed from the commuter's

train window the fields filling up with wild Howers;

they saw the wheeling of the unknown constellations

over their suburban roofs. And they saw that human
life is short; the years rush down the stream and

do not return ; and all about is a greater life, zestful,

enchanting and deeply significant. They asked to

know; they brought their minds, like thirst)' cups,

inquiring for the fountain.

It springs for every one, and it is found in all

places. On the flat tarred gravel roofs of the cit\

,

unknown to the sleepers below, nest the night-hawks.

To the puddles in an excavation for an office build-

ing in Washington, D. C, in 1928 came flocks of

knots and sanderlings, ruddy turnstones and black-

bellied plovers. The whole mystery of life is in the

inky cloud of frogs' eggs in a ditch, and the riddle of

instinct is there for any one to read in the pavement

ants.

My correspondents wanted to know what to look

for, and how to understand what they saw. Almost

none of them had much money to spend upon techni-

cal equipment, but fortunately there is no other

kind of education or hobby that requires so little

outlay. They hadn't much time, but they could teach

themselves much in those quarter hours that we so

often devote to futile worries or to reading the

parts of the paper that we don't care about.

I disagree with the logical-sounding maxim that

you should study nature not books. You should

study them both ; a good book will unriddle nature

faster tlian the beginner could hope to do it. He
needs beginner's books, but he will not stay with

them long. As a rule, he does not have to buy the

books he needs; they are in his public library, and

the librarian should be asked to help. Most librarians

are highly trained and unappreciated friends who are

eager to make their institution useful. Probably you

will soon find that some books are so good that you

have to own them, but it is a mistake to let a book

store hurry you into buying. With any kind of a

nature book you are justified in demanding to take

the book home to examine. It is better to buy a

book that looks just a little hard, because >ou will

soon have caught up with it, than to invest in one

that has little to tell you.

Local manuals

The pocket guide is a line thing for beginning

field work. Its disadvantage is that it is usually so

general that it doesn't tell enough about the region

in which you live, ^'our librarian knows that jour

state museum or natural history survey or nearest

college has published local manuals and studies that

are twice as interesting and handy as anything a

bookstore carries. These are either free or sell at a

nominal price.

It is astonishing how every community has in it

at least one person who knows a great deal about

the natural sciences. The high-school teachers of

SOME BOOKS THAT WILL TELL
YOU WHAT TO LOOK FOR

"BIROS OF .\.\IERIC.\"

hy T. Gilbert Pearson

'FIELD BOOK OF INSECTS"
hy Frank Liitz

THE REPTILE BOOK"
by Raymond Ditmars

"AMERICAN ANIMALS"
by W. Stone and IV. Cram

"THE BUTTERFLY BOOK"
by If. J. Holland

"THE SHELL BOOK"
by Julia E. Rogers

"THE STARS IN THEIR COURSES"
by Sir James Jeans

"FIELD BOOK OF AMERICAN WILD FLOWERS"
by F. S. Mat/ie'u.-s

•FIELD BOOK OF WESTERN WILD FLOWERS"
by M. N. Armstrong and J. J. Thornber

"SOUTHERN WILD FLOWERS AND TREES"
by Alice Lounsberry
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biology are often splendidly trained these days ; col-

leges, however small, may be employing Ph. D.'s of

big universities, men who carry on the inspiration of

the greatest teachers. State parks, and the state and

Federal foresters, can often help you to just what

you need to know. It is a wonderful and inspiring

thing to see how every one in this free-masonry is

willing, often eager, to share his knowledge. For it

is the mark of a member of it to keep nothing for

himself and to get every one interested in his own
field. Even two enthusiasts make a learned society.

The way to find the other fellow is to ask the

librarian who it is that is always keeping out the

books you yourself are wanting.

Adventure at your back gate

If you live in the country, adventure begins at

your back gate. Urbanites have great museums, free

lectures, expeditions to join, guided by the informed.

Suburbanites sometimes think they enjoy neither

advantage, but in their sphere flourish the Audubon
societies, and the Wild Flower Preservation societies.

Or if there are none of these things in your town,

why not start some? My hint for organization would

be, no dues, no parliamentary rigamarole, and plenty

of meetings afield. If you prefer to be a chapter of

a national organization, editors, teachers, librarians

know how to get you started.

But if instead of organizing, you want to start

right out to be a naturalist on your own, and you

wonder how to equip yourself, remember what John

Muir said when asked how he prepared for an ex-

pedition. "I put a loaf of bread and a pound of tea

in an old sack," said he, "and jump over the back

fence."

Some people think of nature as something you can

collect. Alas for the butterflies, bird's eggs, ferns and

orchids ! A collection as something to be studied or

as a record can be precious to you ; it is often the

small boy's way of getting interested, and—except

perhaps in the case of bird's eggs or the rarer wild-

flowers—should not be discouraged. But what is

called the collecting mania is not related to science,

or particularly to the enjoyment of nature; the pos-

sessive craving and the urge to have something that

nobody else has, break the first rules of honest

science. If you are going to make a collection, re-

member that its future use to you or anyone else

will depend on labeling every specimen with date

and place, and doing your work in standard style,

whether it is making an herbarium of plants or

mounting bird skins. A visit to the men at the

nearest college or museum will show you what you

have to do.

i\Iany beginners sweat needlessly after the rare.

Rarity is just a comparative term. And in the na-

tural sciences it doesn't mean much. As a rule, a

very rare flower is merely an exceptional or unsuc-

cessful species. Common objects have the widest

and the deepest significance, and there is never any

end to what one can learn about them. Instead of

the rare, go after what is new to you; you get the

same or a greater thrill.

There are collections you can make that museums

themselves may envy. Herbaria, for instance, are

overflowing with specimens of flowers; they are

weak on fruits and seeds. A correlated collection is

well worth while ; for instance, the fruits and seeds

that the local birds eat. Can you handle water

colors? Paintings of the local fungi are the best way

of collecting them, since they preserve so badly.

Your journal

Do you keep a "punctual almanac of the birds'

first coming back"? Such records, well kept, are

valuable to science. Still more valuable will your

nature diary be if it records the little known autumn

migrations, or the departure dates. Science is in-

terested in taking censuses—actual counts of indi-

vidual numbers. The Audubon Society now has

amateur observers all over the country taking a

census of birds during Christmas week, and another

of nestings in June. It is on the look-out for a sud-

den rise or falling off in the population of rabbits,

field mice, squirrels, chipmunks, tree rats. These

fluctuations give other animals, including man with

his daily bread, serious trouble. So that when you

find a dead animal in the woods or fields, it is worth

noting it down, and you should try to discover

what caused its death. When there are no visible

clues, the case is most interesting of all, for it usu-

ally means that starvation or disease has claimed an-

other victim.

One could go on multiplying the useful and ex-

citing things that the amateur, working locally, could

accomplish. Nothing, for instance, has even been

said about the rapid rise in importance of animal

motion pictures and what the camera fan could do

in this field. That doesn't mean provoking unnatural

combats between wild beasts, but shots of bird and

quadruped and reptile living their own private

lives. By running these through slowly, scientists

have discovered the answers to questions that the

unaided eye could hot settle.

But not picture-taking, not note-taking, not col-

lecting nor studying books will take the place of

mind and heart stored with living experience. The
richest men are those who have always lived well.
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Those who liavc traveled most widely are those who
have really seen what lies about them. When we
stand under the stars we can admire a remote and
frosty beauty; we see a few hundred points of lifjht

scattered in the eternal constellations. Hut the lens

of the telescope brings the nearer bodies of heaven
leaping toward us. It shows us in deep and awesome
perspective thousands of stars that had been buried

in limitless night. So knowledge, even :i little.

knowledge whether achieved through theory or prac-
tical experience, puts a new dimension into every
scene. We can behold it as something more than a
beautiful picture. It is peopled with friends whom
we can call by name, and exciting strangers. All is

fresh, all is of moment. And in this newly re\ealed
world a man may walk, happ> in the mastery that

is his at the price of some curi<.sit>. e\en a little

effort.
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DEPRESSION AND REVOLT—The story of the last Indian

uprising and its Youth M.ovement; how their search for "'a way out"

strikingly resembles the trends i?i our own time

By Clark Wissler
Curator of Anthropology,

American Museum of Natural History

ONCE when the writer visited an Indian

reservation in the West, the word got out

that he owned a buffalo skin—one that had

come down from the olden time. First a venerable

man paid me a visit, asked to see and feel of the skin.

The reverence and humility with which he presented

himself to it were impressive. Others came and re-

turned, to kneel before this sacred object, to touch

its deep fur and not infrequently, to pray. Even the

sick were brought in to sit in its presence, all of

which was so moving as to make one cease to feel

happy in the selfish possession of this relic of the

past, so I left it in care of the chief. Even at this

hour, upon many reservations, similar relics of the

buffalo are carefully guarded, and many devout In-

dians are bowing in prayer to "Our Father, the

Buffalo."

A symbol of everything good

All of which means that to the old time Plains In-

dian the buffalo was life itself. In our day he placed

a buffalo skull upon the altar when he appealed

to his tribal gods for guidance. Even then these

relics of the past were rare and a white man could

earn their everlasting gratitude by presenting one

to them. Recently the United States Government
gave small herds of buffalo to the Dakota, Crow
and Blackfoot Indians. The emotional response can

well be imagined, the return of the buffalo even

though to a wire-fenced range is a symbol of hope

that the Indian may yet find a way out.

Some of my older readers will recall their elders

stalking about in magnificent buffalo-skin overcoats,

remember many a childhood sleigh ride when they

were snugly placed between two adults, their chin

resting upon the turned-over furry edge of a great

buffalo skin lap-robe. The insatiable demand for

such overcoats and robes urged the white hunters

on to the extinction of the buffalo. The conserva-

tionists say this was a stupid tragedy, but it was
inevitable, for the rise of farms and cattle ranches

is incompatible with wild buffalo herds and would

have demanded their extinction ultimately.

But to the Indians, the buffalo meant meat. Good
meat, too, if we may believe them, and the en-

thusiastic praises of the many veteran plainsmen

who ate little else from preference rather than neces-

sity. The shock that our western Indians experienced

when the herds vanished, is an old story. But the

suddenness of the loss is the appalling part of it. It

is true that the end of the buffalo was foreseen by

intelligent Indians and whites, but no one expected

it to be so abrupt. We are told that even the white

hunters, who the year before (1882) killed all the

buffalo they could find, went confidently back to kill

as many more. Where all these were to come from

was not considered, the popular belief being that

their number was inexhaustible. The aboriginal In-

dians entertained a belief that the Great God of the

Buffalo kept reserve herds in an immense cave from

which he would issue them in case of need. Perhaps

the optimistic plainsman had somehow caught the

spirit of the Indian's mythical background. The
white men who formulated reservation policies and

who drew up treaties for the Indians to sign knew
the buffalo were doomed, but hoped to ease the In-

dian off to farming for a living as the herds de-

clined. But even they failed to count on the sud-

denness of the event, and it upset all of their plans.

From plenty to want

The following extracts from the annual reports

of Indian agents covering the short space of four

years present in their factual brevity a striking pic-

ture of the course of events. For example, the agent

at Fort Peck, Montana, wrote:

1881—"The Indians had a fair hunt last fall and
winter, a large hunting party remaining out in the buffalo

country till early January when they returned with an
abundance of dried meat and plenty of good buffalo
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rohcs wliicli lliey sold id tlit nailers ill a «""<! price, (/oud

robes were sold U> iny knuvvledKe for $12.

"Early in July, all the Indians who had horses went

across the river 30 to 100 miles southwest, where they

found huffalo in abundance. A lar«c majority of the In-

dians remaining out during July and August, they claimed

to have killed and dressed 4500 buffalos during this

hunt. . .
."

/SSj—"During the past year, my Indians have had

a great deal of trouble finding buffalo, on account of the

while hunters and foreign Indians trespassing on their

hunting grounds. My Indians secured but few robes last

winter and nearly all the meat they lived on was taken

from the carcasses of buffalo killed by white hunters,

they wanting the robe only and making very little use of

the meat. I'he traders paid very liberally for robes the

entire winter.

"In the early part of last June I called the chiefs and

head men together and told them that it was necessary

that all should go to hunt buffalo; that our provisions

would not reach for all. They went, Inn many went re-

luctantly. . . . Some returning report the buffalo scarce

and scattering; that the grass ... is burnt off, and that

there is no feed for the buffalo on their reservation; that

the while hunters occupy all of the country south of the

Missouri River."

iSSs—"Heretofore this people was expected 10 hunt

and provide for their own subsistence for at least two-

thirds of the year, the government furnishing supplies

for about one-third. While the buffalo roamed in large

herds over these vast plains, it was an easy matter to

subsist, and, according to the Indian way of living, they

lived in luxury and there was no incentive for them to

work; but now the game has practically disappeared, for

between the Indians and the many white hunters the

buffalo are a thing of the past in this Northwest. Neither

the Department nor the Indians anticipated such a sud-

den disappearance of the game; therefore no adequate

provision has been made for their subsistence during the

present fiscal year."

Sttirviilioii

That such a condition was widespread is indicated

in the report of the agent at the Blackfoot reser\a-

tion in Montana.

1SS4—"When I entered upon the duties of agent, I

found the Indians in a deplorable condition. Their sup-

plies had been limited and many of them were gradually

dying of starvation. I visited a large number of their

tents and cabins the second day after they had received

their weekly rations. . . . All bore marks of suffering

from lack of food but the little children seemed to have

suffered most; they were so emaciated that it did not

seem possible for them to live long; and many of them

have since passed away. To feed these Indians, about

2300 in number, from April i to June 30 I had . . .

only one and a half ounces bacon, three and a half ounces

beef, and less than five ounces flour per day for each

individual. I had no beans, rice, hominy, salt, nor any

other articles of food except sugar, tea and coffee (of

which I had only enough for the sick and infirm). . . .

In the forepart of May I was reduced to such a strait

that I was compelled to issue over 2000 pounds of bacon

which had been condemned by a board of survey the

past winter, hut which I found nut to be in at bad

condition as had been supponed. In the latter pan of

June and forepart of July, so great was their dentitutiun

that the Indians stripped the hark from the eaplingk that

grow along the creeks and aie the inner portion to ap-

pease their gnawing hunger. The buffalo on which these

people formerly subsisted i» now extinct and they will

be compelled 10 rely upon the food furnithed them by

the government until they can be taught to support them-

selves by civilized pursuits."

These reports direct from the Indian country

speak for themselves, but the pressure upon spirit

and emotion was even greater than upon li\ing

economy and the suspicion is that many deaths after

the passing of tlie buffalo were due to non-inatcrial

factors. For confronting the Indian was a forbidding

and uninspiring outlook. No longer could he look

forward to the long hunting expeditions so dear to

liiin, but what was worse all the worthy aspirations

and ambitions sanctioned by his culture were

thwarted. It was not merely unemployment he faced,

tlie economic order of his tribe collapsed. This bore

hardest upon the youth. Drinking, gambling and

petty intrigue were now the only outlets to self-

expression. E\en with enough government food to

keep body and soul together, the Indian was staring

aliead into an unknown void.

Many tribes affected

This great economic and spiritual depression in-

voUed far more tribes than had been caught up in

the toils of any other reservation calamity. The
reason is not far to seek, for the great grass land,

the main range of the buffalo, stretched from Texas

to Saskatchewan up in Canada. Spread out a map

if you will, showing the whole of North America

and note how depleted the grand old continent

would look if you should cut out all the surface

between the Rocky Mountains on the west, the

Mississippi River on the east, and from well down

into western Te.xas up to Saskatchewan in Canada.

In all this area the most accessible and satisfactory

food supply was the buffalo, and as may be ex-

pected, the economy of the many tribes residing

therein was primarily adjusted to the processing

(to use a new word recently coined by the Demo-

cratic party) of the buffalo. In no other part of the

Indian country of the United States was there such

economic uniformity—which is but another way of

saying that the economy of the buffalo country was

highly specialized. Hence, the sudden vanishing of

the buffalo let the bottom out of everything. Under

such circumstances, the Indian could see no escape

ahead. There was little use in fighting the white

man—he had always failed at that game. So all
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he could do was hope for the return of the good old

days, the economic symbol of which became a buffalo

skull.

The time was now ripe for a fanatical religious

movement, appealing to the persecution mania of a

people bewildered by shattering reverses. Submerged

racial groups have often sought a way out in an

intensification of their religious folklore. Adversity

has always challenged man. Sometimes he wins out.

Sometimes he is overwhelmed. But psychologically,

hard times prepare a people for change, making them

receptive to any emotional appeal. This is seen to

be true whether you go back into history to dis-

cover the roots of great religions or turn to modern

Europe with its youth movements and militaristic

fanaticism tantamount to religion.

Schools and the youth movement

Of course, there were optimists who saw a silver

lining in the crisis among the Plains Indians. They

hoped that the Indian, once bereft of his buffalo

(which even to the white man symbolized the old

way of Indian life), would come into the fold, so

to speak, and be a more docile pupil of the schools

and churches. That they were wrong cannot now be

doubted. The history of all submerged people seems

to fly in the face of this theory. Moreover, tangible

proof to the contrary was available among the Iro-

quois of New York, surrounded by white people

since the French and Indian War, and among the

conservative villages of the Southwest where

churches have stood for more than two centuries.

Both these widely separated communities had their

depressions but have remained pagan in thought and

worship to this day. But let it not be supposed that

the missionary attempts to educate these Indians

were wholly unsuccessful. Many times in the In-

dian country we heard thoughtless, contemptuous

remarks flung at the efforts of missionaries and gov-

ernment schools. These critics forgot that many

young Indians left school able to speak and write

English, that in the large boarding schools, young

people from many tribes were thrown together, that

they had to learn English if they wanted to talk at

all, that lasting friendships were thus formed which

resulted in their writing letters after returning to

their respective reservations. In short, that a ground-

work of common ties and language was laid in these

schools for the development of a widespread youth

movement that could never have been possible with-

out the unwitting aid of white teachers and mis-

sionaries. Tribes formerly hostile were now caught

up in a network of friendships.

The religious "revolution" was coming and these

educated youths were to be its main protagonists.

It is interesting to note in this connection that youth

has almost always been the vanguard of such up-

risings whether in primitive cultures or in modern.

It is a commonplace saying that irrational fanaticism

is essential to every popular revolt, anyhow fanatics

of a peculiarly Indian sort were soon to appear

upon the scene. The Indian had for long been a

believer in the super-human. His own helplessness in

the face of Nature was ever apparent to him, and

just because so many situations in life mysteriously

balked his individual efforts whereas others suc-

ceeded, he put his faith more and more in the good

or ill wishes of the unseen. Such a power could not

be tricked into helping him, but it could be humane.

And if ever the buffalo Indian needed the help of

the gods, it was at this hour. So the religious Ghost

Dance craze, which is the white man's name for

the movement, came into a perfect psychological

setting.

Visions and trances

As to how the thing actually started there are

several opinions, but for us it is enough to know
that the real trouble began among the Dakota In-

dians where many were far from being reconciled

to a future of gloom and servile defeat. There was

still a powerful craving for buffalo meat, an in-

extinguishable longing for the beloved hunting ex-

peditions in pursuit of the wild herds. Certain young

men in particular revolted at the idea that the order

of the world had changed, or that the gods of their

fathers had deserted them for good. One or two of

these ardent mystics received signs in their dreams

which strengthened their faith that supernatural

power was sympathetic to their cause. Then at just

the right moment came the fanatic. Strange tales

were heard of a great seer in the West who could,

when in a trance, talk to the long dead and to the

great unseen, handing down prophecies. Like the

fabled wise men of old, these youths were drawn

thither by they knew not what. The trances of this

seer were impressive, he professed to see the buffalo

again roaming the grassland and no white men in

sight. When they returned home, the erstwhile

pilgrims started agitating, many men and women
soon found that by dancing and singing they too

could go into trances and have visions of the past

when the buffalo was king.

For generation after generation, all Indians had

believed that the road to higher truth and power

was to be sought in dreams and visions thus there

was nothing essentially new in the Ghost Dance
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ielitj;iiiii, ir \\;i.s I Ik- old belief c:ist in a new form

and ir seemed tile one way out. Converts were made
and vied with each other in having new visions.

And as the fren/.y grew, more and more emphasis in

these visions was placed on the sweeping of the

white race from the land. Naturally to get the buf-

falo back farms and ranches would be destroyed to

make room for them.

If'h'ilc man's language a bond

The rapid spiead of the Ghost Dance religion

was largely because many of the younger Indians,

educated in government boarding schools, had class-

mates among most of the buffalo Indians, and they

not only had a feeling of friendship for each other

but possessed a common knowledge of English,

which even though the language of the hated white

man, was of necessity used to plot against him. Wc
say of necessity, because something more than twenty

different languages were spoken by the buffalo hunt-

ing tribes. So in this time of acute unrest letters in

English were passing back and forth from Montana
to Texas, spreading the spirit of the new religion,

and pleading for a revolt against white civilization.

Really it was a changed world, the Indian prepar-

ing for revolt, using the fruits of his new education

to marshal his strength in an efifort to sweep the

hated white race and its civilization back into the

Atlantic Ocean. But since this underground lan-

guage was English, secrecy was impossible. It was,

in fact, a mixed-blood postmaster who first revealed

the widespread agitation for revolt. He was un-

intentionally a kind of spy, learning of the revolt

because some of the letters fell into the hands of

uneducated Indians who asked him to interpret

them. Then as things were coming to a head the

Indian agent at Pine Ridge, South Dakota, in his

annual report for 1 890 called attention to a blunder

of the Government which became a decisive motivat-

ing factor.

During the previous year, a government com-

mission had signed an agreement with the Indians

on his reservation by which they were to receive a

liberal allowance of fresh beef. A majority of the

Indians accepted this agreement in good faith and

aiKxed their signatures to the documents. Later the

agent was surprised to learn that the amount of

beef promised had been reduced by one million

pounds which meant that they would receive four

instead of five million as called for in the agree-

ment. All appeals to Washington were in vain, and

accordingly the Indians not only lost all faith in

the promises of the Government but, excited as they

were, interpreted this action as the beginning of an

attempt to starve them out.

In the same report, the agent makes the follow-

ing interesting comment:

"During the early spring a report reached these In-

dians that a great medicine man had appeared in the

Wind River county in Wyoming, whose mission was to

resurrect and rehabilitate all the departed heroes of the

tribe and restore to these people in greater abundance
than ever before known such herds of buffalo and other

wild game as would make them entirely independent of

aid from the whites, and that such confusion would be

brought among their enemies that they would flee from
the country leaving them in undisputed possession of the

entire northwest for all time to come. Strange as it may
seem, this story was believed by a large number of In-

dians and is this day. An Indian belonging to the Chey-
enne River Agency who had lately visited the land where
the new Christ is supposed to be sojourning temporarily

came to this agency a few weeks since and before I

learned of his presence, he had succeeded in exciting the

Indians living upon Wounded Knee Creek to such a pitch

that many of them swooned away during the performance
of the ceremonies which attends the recital of the won-
lirous thintjs soon to cotiie to pass, and one of the men
died from the effects of the excitement. On Friday, 22d

instant, about two thousand Indians gathered on White
Clay Creek about 18 miles north of the agency to hold

what they call a religious dance connected with the ap-

pearance of this wonderful being. Noticing the demoraliz-

ing effect of these meetings I instructed the police to

order the gathering to disperse, but found the police were
unable to do anything with them. I visited the locality

where the Indians had assembled on Sunday, the 24th

instant, accompanied by twenty of the police. The In-

dians probably heard of our coming for they had dis-

persed before we arrived at the grounds, several of the

bucks, however, were standing around in the neighbor-

hood of where the dance had been held. These men
were stripped for fight, having removed their leggings

and such other superfluous apparel as is usually worn
by them and stood with Winchesters in their hands and

good storing of cartridges belted around their waists

prepared to do or die in defense of the new faith. They
were quieted after a time by being made to understand

that we had no desire to harm them but had come to

order the people to their homes, who, it had been re-

ported, were gathered here in violation of orders. While
nothing serious may result from this new religion, as it is

called by the Indians, I would greatly fear the conse-

quences should there be no restriction placed upon it."

"Bullet-proof" shirts

Naturally government agents Avere alarmed over

the savage enthusiasm and vague remarks as to the

expected obliteration of the white race. Coming to-

gether in large camps the converts spent most of the

time dancing and listening to the preachings of their

leaders. Presently no secret was made of the part

the Indian was to play, he was to be the chief

avenger and the powers above were to see to it that
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the bullets of the whites were harmless. Certain

thin cloth shirts were made and painted with mystic

emblems, the leaders asserting that these would be

bullet-proof on that great occasion. Agitators were

sent to all the reservations, north and south, even

to the herditary enemies of the Dakotas. Naturally

there was skepticism and suspicion, but here and

there converts were made. Most of them were in-

trigued by the idea of a comeback—to that at least,

all were sympathetic.

These activities coupled with the discovery of the

underground letter writing soon made many agents

uneasy. Calls for troops piled up in Washington,

newspapers over the west were vocal as to the danger

of a new Indian war, demanding that quick action

be taken to stop this fanatic movement. The agents

on marginal reservations pleaded with their Indians

to have nothing to do with the movement, since a

war could but end in their own destruction. Things

went from bad to worse, troops were concentrated at

strategic points and General Nelson A. Miles,

placed in command. According to his plan, the au-

thority of the agents was to be supported every-

where, they were to remain at their posts, regard-

less, and to their honor they did, give them credit

for that. It was soon guessed that the first break

would come at Pine Ridge Reservation, the center

of the movement, and a prompt concentration of

troops was made to prevent these Indians from leav-

ing the reservation. And such was the show of

strength that the Ghost Dancers could do little

harm at home.

A hopeless cause

As in the fights with General Wayne at Fallen

Timbers, with Harrison at Tippecanoe, etc., the In-

dians now faced an army well equipped and what
is more, provided with new machinery in the way
of rapid-fire light artillery. Their case was hopeless

from the start. Further, the main body of their own
people held back. For one thing, the new religion

had left them cold, especially the old and experi-

enced. Lacking faith in these new teachings because

not sure they were genuine, they preferred to play

safe. The final outcome everyone knows ; some blood

was shed, but the Indians were soon disarmed and
forgiven. Yet the religious movement did not really

die, but continued for many years as a form of

worship and an outlet to the emotions of a limited

number. The most fanatical of the hostile group at

Pine Ridge drew apart, kept away from the agency

and still form the most conservative community
in the region.

A visit to the reservation a few years later, found

none of the participants willing to talk about the

affair. Though forgiven, they were still marked

men, but on two subjects they were vocal. One of

these was the greatness of General Miles. They

looked upon him as everything a soldier should be,

some declaring him the only worthwhile white man

they had heard about. Those who cherished personal

contact with him were even more vocal in his praise.

One of the favorite examples of his manhood was

in substance, that in the Wounded Knee fight, an

Indian took an army rifle from a soldier. After the

final surrender, when the arms were being given up,

this Indian insisted upon seeing General Miles in

person, to whom he presented the rifle with a state-

ment of how he took it in a life or death struggle

in which he killed the soldier. General Miles re-

turned him the rifle, remarking that war is war, that

the victor came by it honorably, but now there was

peace, etc., upon which they shook hands. The inci-

dent may not have happened, but the Indians be-

lieved it did and it was in keeping with their high

regard for the man.

"Black buffalos"

The second subject of which they seemed never

to tire was the colored calvary. Somehow they had

neither seen nor heard of colored troops, but one

day a regiment of colored cavalry rode into the

agency. The day was hot so the troopers took off

their shirts and began sponging down their mounts.

At that moment word came that the hostile Indians

had ambused a patrol in an arroyo a few miles

out. The regiment were ordered out instantly. The
Indians met with a surprise when these black fel-

lows rushed down upon them nude to the belt, riding

horses barebacked, yelling like madmen as they

charged. It must have been the unexpected, uncon-

ventional, noisy way of fighting that impressed these

Indians. It was soon apparent that these troopers

were in a fair way to become heroes in a myth

—

"black buffalos" they were called, probably because

their hair was woolly and their skins black. Of
course, the Indians had seen negroes before, it was

their unexpected and unconventional behavior as

soldiers that made them famous.

Grass soon grew upon the graves of those who
fell victims to the suppression of the Ghost Dance
uprising, and as the years passed few Indians seemed

to think of these dead and their cause. But one thing

remained ineffaceable in their memory. They could

not forget the buffalo.
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HOW OLD IS A GEM?— Ageless, intrinsically; but the gem-

cutter leaves the hall marks of his period and country as clues to

what queen the jewel adorned

By HeR1!ERT l\ W'lllTLUCK

Curator of Mineral and Gems,

Museum

WJii.N' wc read in the Rig Veda the fas-

cinating myth that recounts the birth of the

sapphire, the legend begins "Five thousand

Kalpas ago." Now a Kalpa means a day of Brahma,

or more specifically the length of time from a

creation to a destruction of the world, so that five

thousand Kalpas represent a totally incalculable

period of time, something so fantastically ancient as

to be be\ond the power of our western imaginations.

And this seems to be singularly appropriate as ap-

plied to a gem which like any other mineral, has no

age.

A ruby or sapphire lies hidden in the rock that

has been its home since that rock was born from the

melting pot of a nascent planet eons ago. Through-

out its travels as a pebble, worn away from the rock

by erosion and carried along down the hillside by

some stream, it continues to be a ruby or sapphire

and nothing else ; and even when the hand of man
has recovered it and converted it into a glowing scrap

of adornment it still holds its identity inviolate, and

is never used by man for anything but a jewel.

But, although we cannot with certainty compute

the age of a gem from the time of its formation, we
can in very many instances count back to the last

time when it was cut. We say "the last time" advis-

edly, because gems, as they are handed down from

generation to generation of gem wearers, are recut

many times.

And it is this latest cutting that actually gives us

a date back to which we may compute a relative age

for a given gem. In this way we are able to say that

a certain diamond was cut before the beginning of

the eighteenth century, or at some time during the

reign of Victoria, as the case might be. It is some-

times possible to date a gem setting, within fairly

reasonable limits, by observing the way in which the

diamonds that surround it are cut. As an e.\ample

the diamonds that compose the famous Napoleonic

necklace, which was the gift of the Emperor to

Marie Louise, are mostly cut as deep brilliants, a

style of cutting in vogue in the eighteenth century,

but which was supplanted in the early years of the

nineteenth century by the Old Mine Brilliant of

Victorian time. As we would expect, there are a few

Old Mine brilliants scattered among the older cut-

tings in the Napoleonic relic.

Sometimes the stones set in an ancient piece of

jewelry have obviously been cut at a time that ante-

dates their setting, as is the case with the sapphires

cut and drilled to be used as strung beads, which are

set in the gold crowns of the seventh century Visi-

gothic Kings. These famous crowns were found near

Toledo and are now in the Cluny Museum in Paris.

This custom of using necklace beads of much older

date in later jewelry forms is by no means confined

to crowns of the medieval Spanish Kings. The Royal

Crown of Bohemia, known as the Crown of Saint

Venceslas ("Good King Wenceslaus" of the EnglisfT

Christmas carol), which was made in the four-

teenth century, is set with rubies, sapphires and

emeralds, the sapphires having been necklace beads

taken from an earlier assemblage.

The matter of gem stones mounted in rings, when
considered in the light of "period" cuttings, is a

particularly fascinating side issue. There are for in-

Herbert p. Whitlock has distin- the human interest in precious stones for the layman and a valuable home
guished himself both by his popular and has been interpreting their lore reference book. For many years he has

lectures and writings and by his scien- for the past thirtj'-five years

tific contributions to mineralogy. An interested public. His most recent book,

authority of the first rank, he more- T/ie Story of Gems, is already well

over possesses a rare understanding of known as a fascinating introduction

been custodian of the Morgan Col-

lection of Gems and Curator of ^lin-

erals and Gems at the American Mu-
seum of Natural Historv.

—

^The Editor.
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stance the memorial rings of the late eighteenth cen-

tury which carried in their bezels fragments of hair

from the head of the deceased, often woven into in-

tricate patterns. To protect these designs in hair,

usually thin panes of glass covered them, but in rare

instances, the covering bezels were thin cleavage slabs

of diamond. Personally, I have never had the good

fortune to see one of these rings with its tiny win-

dow glazed with diamond, but others have assured

me that such rings are still in existence, bearing si-

lent witness of an era when ladies' hands were far

more ornamental than useful.

French bethrothal rings of the late seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries were sometimes set with

heart-shaped rose cut diamonds, either singly or in

Figure I. The original cutting of the famous Koh-i

nur (above) illustrates the tradition in India of pre-

serving the greatest possible weight in the finished

stone. The Koh-i-nur luas recut in i8$2

pairs, the unusual girdle outline coupled with the

rose cutting operating to confine the period of these

stones to relatively close limits.

Still stranger to the novice than the dating of

types of gem cuttings are the slight variations in

these cuttings by which one is able to determine the

place where the stone was cut. Of course, in bring-

ing this matter into the category of "gem hall marks"

we are purposely omitting such obvious examples as

the engraved cylinders of Babylonia, -Assyria and

Persia or the scarabs of Egypt.

Perhaps the most characteristic example of the way
in which lapidaries of a certain country or city lend

individuality to the gems that they cut is the

case of the East Indian gem cutters of India, Ceylon,

Burma and Siam. For the most part seated on the

ground in bazaars, and furnished with the most

primitive of tools, these artisans cover the stones

upon which they work with a multitude of facets,

distributed with no regard for symmetrical arrange-

ment or for brilliancy-efficiency in the manner of

their placing.

Indeed East Indian gem cutters are activated by

the endeavor to leave the greatest possible weight in

the finished stone and to so dispose the facets as to

conceal whatever flaws may be present. The tradi-

tion of this policy goes back to the time when dia-

Figure 2. The Holland or Dutch Rose, a cutting in-

vented during the reign of Louis XIV and followed

in Amsterdam for a century or more

monds were cut in India, and by native craftsmen,

and a very famous example of it was the original

cutting of the Koh-i-nur, one of the best known dia-

monds of the world. Just when the Koh-i-nur was

cut and for whom is not known. No doubt it had a

long and colorful history before its first authenticated

appearance, when in the beginning of the fourteenth

century it formed part of the spoils of war in the

conquest of a small native Hindoo Kingdom by a

predatory neighbor. At that time it was cut as shown

in Figure i, and had been an heirloom of the Rajah

of Malwa for very many years.

Since that time the Koh-i-nur has figured in prac-

tically every change in dynasty in India, always be-

coming the property of the conqueror. It became a

veritable stone of destiny, and for four centuries the

hand that has held the Koh-i-nur has ruled India,

until it has finally become the property of Victoria

and succeeding Queens of England.

Figure J. The Brabant RosCj a 17th-century style

devised by the Antwerp cutters in competition with

those of Amsterdam in which a much lower set of

crown facets is featured. For brilliancy this cut is

less effective than the Flolland Rose

The recutting of this ancient and historic stone to

conform to the questionable taste of a later genera-

tion seems little short of vandalism, and by what
would seem a fateful stroke of poetic justice, five
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years alter llie Koh-i-inir wiis recut Britain iiearl>

iosf Inilia through the Sepoy Revolt in 1857.

it is indeed a far cry from the dim, legendary days

of ancient India when some craftsman \\hose name

Figure 4. The Scottish or Edinburgh cut, showing a

characteristic method of reducing the number of step

facets toward the center or lowest point of the stone.

Studied from a cairngorm or smoky quartz, weigh-

ing 20 IS carats and cut with 313 facets

has long been forgotten gave to the Koh-i-nOr its

memorable grouping of facets, to France in the sev-

enteenth century and the brilliant court of "le Roi

Soleil". During the reign of Louis XIV, a style of

diamond cutting was invented called the "rose cut,"

and said to have originated in the fertile brain of

Cardinal Mazarin. The famous ecclesiastic who cer-

Figure 5. A variation of the Scottish method of

decreasing the number of facets toward the point.

From a cairngorm weighing 82g carats and cut ivith

301 facets

tainly did not confine his interest to things spiritual,

caused twelve of the diamonds of the French crown

jewels to be recut in this form, and these were

known as the "Twelve Mazarins." This recutting

was executed in Amsterdam, the center then, as now,

of diamond cutting in Europe, and the newly in-

vented form of cutting for a century or more, was

popular in France. The Holland Rose, or, as it is

sometimes termed, the Dutch rose, is shown in out-

line in Figure 2. At that time Antwerp was attempt-

ing to wrest from Amsterdam the prestige of being

Europe's foremost center of diamond cutting, and in

consequence, de\ised a modification of the Holland

Rose, with a much lower set of crown facets which

was named the Brabant Rose. The Antwerp varia-

tion of the rose cutting in shown in outline in Figure

3. Although this latter cutting was not especially

successful as applied to diamonds, it still continued

to be used among the Antwerp cutters, and many of

the old diamonds set in seventeenth-century French

ring mounts have this form.

A short time ago my attention was called to a group

Figure 6. In the d^fi-carat Scottish cairngorm shown

above, variety was achieved by making alternate

facets five-sided in the ne.xt to last ring, but the sig-

nificant Scottish character ivas preserved

of seven large quartz gems, of rock crystal cairn-

gorm, citrine and Spanish topaz which had without

question been cut in Edinburgh. As is usual with

large stones of this kind, these were made with a

great multiplicity of facets, the pavilion, that is the

part of the gem lying below the girdle, or greatest

breadth, being given a variation of a step cut. The
point that struck me as odd w-as that the five or six

encircling rings of step facets, each made with some

sixteen to twenty-four units, were, for the last two

rows that terminated the pavilion, reduced to half

that number by cutting the facets just before the

change in their number with pointed instead of

square ends.

I compared several large cairngorms in the Morgan
Collection with these unusual step cut stones and

found the same odd character in the make of at

least three of them. This has led me to believe that
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A RUBY OR SAPPHIRE is as old as the earth itself, hav-

ing been born from the melting pot of a nascent planet

eons ago. But the date of its cutting can often be de-

termined from the "hall marks" the cutter leaves of his

period and country

Thus, though the roj'al crown of Bohemia (above) was

made in 1346, its ancient jewels are known to be much
older. They are dedicated to the Bohemian national saint

(the "Good King Wenceslaus") , whence it derives its

name, The Crown of Saint Venceslas

(Above) To THE PRACTICED EYE the typical 19th century

Russian style of deep groove cutting is apparent in this rock

crystal seal, carved in the Royal Lapidary works in Ekaterin-

burg. It is here reproduced approximately J4 actual size

(Above) A SECOND^ less ornate rock crystal seal

of the grooved Russian style, illustrating that

"hall marks" are observable in semi-precious

stones. (Approximately full size)
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A TYPICALLY Scottish style of cutting is

observed in the cairngonii or smoky quartz

shown above. Its telltale hall mark is the

manner in which the number of converging

rows of facets decreases toward the center

Russian craftsmanship on a Turkish signet is clearly indicated

in the rock crystal seal of the Sultan Abdul-Medjid of Turkey

shown above as viewed from the side and bottom

Early nineteenth century craftsmanship is detected in the neck-

lace given by Napoleon I to Marie Louise in the second decade of

that century. Most of the stones are deep-cut brilliants, in vogue in

the seventeen hundreds, but a few of them are Old Mine Brilliants,

a favorite style of the Victorian period

Application of the Russian groove tech-

nique to gems, as illustrated above by two

large rock crystal brilliants, was a natural

transition for craftsmen long used to carv-

ing grooves in paper weights, umbrella

handles, and seals like those opposite
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such gems, cut in Scotland have a characteristic

make that sets them apart as Scottish or Edinburgh

cut stones. In three figures on the preceding page I

have given outlines studied from these typical Scot-

tish gems with some of the variations. In Figure 5 't

was evidently not considered essential to reduce the

number of facets in the last ring, but variety was

achieved by "staggering" them and making the facets

immediately above five-sided and symmetrical. How-
ever the significant Scottish character of the treat-

ment is preserved.

In the variation shown in outline in Figure 6, re-

duction in the number of facets in the final rings is

arrived at by making alternate facets five-sided and

symmetrical thus closing the alternate series of steps

whereas the remaining series run through to the

point.

In the nineteenth century there grew up in Russia

a very characteristic glyptic art, inspired to a large

degree by the formalism of Victorian Europe, and

having its seat at the Imperial Lapidary Works at

Ekaterinburg. Here a group of craftsmen, working

in typically Russian ornamental stones, such as rock

crystal, jasper, rhodonite and malachite, turned out a

multitude of such small carved objects as appealed to

the taste of cultured people of that era. And, because

these lapidaries were essentially gem engravers, rather

than cutters of facetted stones, the paper weights.

seals and "mantle ornaments" that they produced

were decorated with grooved and channeled motives

which were easily explainable when we consider the

technique of these artists. So characteristic is this

style that it may be recognized without the least

trouble by anyone who has seen even a few examples

of it. It is, in fact, distinctly Russian.

It is easy to understand that a lapidary accus-

tomed to carve grooves in vases and umbrella handles

should also introduce the "channeled technique" into

his work in large facetted rock crystal pieces such as

those illustrated on page 117. As will be seen from

the illustrations these Russian facetted stones give

back a multitude of odd reflections impossible of

achievement under a system of ordinary facetting.

As with all examples of the Ekaterinburg lapidary

work, the small rock crystal seals, of which a very

typical example is shown among the group of illustra-

tions on page 1 16, are definitely in character. And so,

when about a year ago, the Morgan Gem Collection

received from Mrs. George Bowen deLong, the im-

portant gift of a rock crystal seal, which had be-

longed to the Sultan Abd-ul-Medjid, and which was

engraved with his signet, we could add to its label

"carved in Russia."

Thus we arrive at the apparent paradox that gem
hall marks are not always confined to gems, if we
interpret these latter as "minerals of adornment."
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IF YOU DIED IN OLD FEKU—Recent examination oj a pre-

historic mummy bundle shows that it would have taken you a year

to complete the jour-stage heavenly journey symbolized by four sepa-

rate ceremonial burials

I
AM afraid, gentleman, that I am an uncon-

scionable time a-dying." Charles II may have

been justified in making this celebrated re-

mark on his deatii bed ; but it would have been a

statement with which we could more heartily agree

had it been handed down to us (through some curi-

ous anachronism) by a king in prehistoric Peru. For

on the Peruvian peninsula of Paracas long before

the days of Columbus, preparations for tlie death of

a potentate might well be said to have begun almost

on the day he was born.

Social caste

Class distinction had its place in this ancient so-

ciety that flourished at about the time the "bar-

barians" on the other side of the world were putting

the final touches on the fall of Rome ; and the dis-

tinguishing feature of the man of wealth and power

seems to have been the peculiar way in which his

head bulged out in the back—a disfiguration in the

name of social caste which was effected by binding

the head. This rite initiated the future chief, so to

speak, into society. But this was not the last time

that special rites would be accorded his person, for

his people believed in a very real and complicated

after life. From the time he first began to notice

the difference between his head and those of the

"commoners" and to observe the funeral custom of

his people, he knew that when he died an elaborate

rite would usher him out of this life and on the

long journey.

Preparations for the journey comprised four

stages, symbolized by four successive ceremonies,

ornate and of great solemnity, which were probably

spread over an entire year. He would be buried, of

course, but not just once. The four stages of the

journey to the Valhalla of his ancestors required that

he be disinterred thrice and be buried four times.

We are fortunately able to reconstruct this an-

cient scene from grave materials discovered by Dr.

Julio C. Tello and studied by Dr. W. C. Bennett

of the American Museum of Natural History.

Just as in our mother's youth a girl spent much
of her time accumulating a hope chest, the Paracas

chief, from childhood, accumulated the symbols of

wealth in preparation for his year-long funeral. For,

the wealthier the man, the more lavish his funeral,

and presumably the easier his heavenly journey.

Great wealth as measured in that society meant the

possession of large quantities of remarkably em-
broidered cloth. By growing their native cotton and

by trading for llama wool with the pastoral moun-
tain-dwellers farther inland, the basic materials

were available for one of the greatest textile indus-

tries both in volume of production and in decora-

tive variety that had ever been achieved in the

^\^estern Hemisphere up to that time. And the prod-

ucts of their looms, even as they had been used as

head bindings for the child, would be wound in far

greater quantity and far richer design around the

chief's mummy.
No matter what the organic cause of death, a man

of that time was able to foretell the manner of his

progress to heaven, because he had seen and par-

ticipated in the gorgeous funerals of his relatives

and immediate ancestors. The procedure was some-

thing like this:

Sixty layers of clothing

For a time the body of the late chief or medicine

man was left lying in state surrounded by his ma-
terial possessions, many of which were intricately

decorated poncho shirts, shawls and other wearing

apparel especially woven for the long journey to

heaven. These garments were distinguishable from
those worn in everyday existence. Possibly the

chief was expected to increase in size in the course

of his journey, for some of the shirts measured 50
by 38 inches with a 28-inch braided fringe at each

shoulder and a 20-inch flat fringe along the borders.

Shawls were often as large as nine by five feet with

eight-inch embroidered borders. Before the long

drawn out process of burial was completed, as many
as 60 layers of assorted fabrics, perhaps more if the
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(Below) His FACE WARPED by the ages and the cotton turban

foundation ludicrously askew, this ancient potentate's head

is nevertheless of great value to science. In preparing the

mummy's liead, the prehistoric Peruvians were evidently at

great pains to prevent the spirit of the dead fr'Mii returning,

for tlicy stopped up its nostrils, cars and mouth .vith cotton,

and seued its lips together

( lielon) '1 HI. LIMBS AND TORSO shown in much the same

Hexed position as that arranged at death. Traces of blue

dye found on the skin though probably of ritualistic signifi-

cance, had nothing to do with preservation. Although some

authorities believe the body fluids were drawn and some

preservative added, all agree that Paracan embalming meth-

ods were far more primitive than those of ancient Egypt

(Below) Apparently form-fitted for a giant, this skil-

fully decorated poncho shirt was one of the many garments

included in the mummy bundle as raiment for the heavenly

journey. Conceivably the dead man was supposed to have in-

creased in stature as he approached the celestial gates, at any

rate the shirt measures 50 by 38 inches, with a 28-inch

braided fringe at each shoulder and a 20-inch flat fringe

along the borders. Clothing of this non-utilitarian type

was probably accumulated during life in preparation for

the protracted funeral, much as "hope chests" were care-

fully amassed by young girls in our mothers' time

-^>\

\.
^N
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(Left) This beautiful shawl attests the high degree of deco-

lative craftsmanship achieved by this ancient people. The
checkerboard of embroidered designs are embellished by the

^t^lized figure of a cat in red, yellow, blue and green on a blue

cotton base cloth. The repetition of this cat design both in

embroidery and other art forms indicates that this animal had

mythological significance

(Left below) That THIS FRAGILE GAUZE PANEL did not dis-

integrate during its 1500 year interment is due to the extreme

aiidity of the Paracas climate. The figure of the cat again ap-

pears woven into its transparent structure. Authorities consider

this specimen and others like it to be supreme examples of a

primitive weaving art

(Below) A SMALLER AND NOT QUITE SO WELL PRESERVED

poncho shirt with border strips of polychrome embroidery show-

ing interlocked animal designs

''4^A^ iWr MiA%j^i%^S^^>

(Right) Funeral ornaments cut out

of hammered gold sheet, that were found

in one of the mummy bundles. Archae-

ologists take the airplane-like objects to

be fish, and explain the little bibelot at

top center as a man holding a spear-

thrower and darts. The other decorative

figures near the seven-pointed geometric

figures are simple bands which were

worn as bracelets and a small gold flake

discovered in one of the mummy's
nostrils



STAGE I. Afttr the tliicf's body had been iJicpaicd in a

Hexed position in the center of a siiallow palm (ibrc basket,

various ornaments and foods were placed on or near his

person. The following clothes were then bundled around

iiiiii to form tiie first layer: a tanned skin and cloth deco-

rated witii yellow feathers, three plain brown cotton shirts

and two brown skirts; the head was bound with a plaited

band decorated with a top-knot of feathers, covered with

a square cotton cloth and a turban, and finally draped

with a yellow feathered cloth. The body of the chief was

then wrapped in a coarse cotton cloth, and the whole, in-

cluding tiie head, bound in a plain cotton wrapping, vcr\

much like modern white duck cloth.

STAGE III. 'Ihis i> the point at which the entire bundle

reaches a size almost double that of the original mummy.
There were eight shirts, six shawls, twelve folded pieces

of cloth used as padding, two layers of striped cloth wrap-

ping, more shawls and shirts, both placed over the bundle

in the usual way and folded alongside to pad it out—the

whole bound with narrow bast fibre. The head was padded

with plain brown cloth and the usual turban was perched

on top, then the entire bundle was wrapped in the coarse

cotton cloth which in this stage had been pulled in upon

itself and bunched to form an even larger false head, by

this time, far above the chief's actual head.

STAGE II. Over the original mummy-bundle the follow-

ing were added: six plain brown layers of cloth, three

shirts, four shawls; the head was padded with a shirt to

augment the bump made by it in the bundle, and was

bound with two turbans. Once more the whole bundle

was covered with coarse cotton wrapping. This plain cot-

ton wrapping may be regarded as the dividing line between

each of the four stages, since the same material was used

with each re-decoration of the mummv-bundle.

STAGE IV. The final stage approximates the first, in

that ceremonial objects and decorations were again added

—a tuft of feathers on a stick and a yellow feather fan.

Besides these were the usual shawls and a feather-tasseled

turban—all enclosed in a final white cotton wrapping,

seamed and sewed together. This outer aspect of the

bundle was what the excavators saw when they found the

old chief and disturbed his centuries-old slumber.
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chief were exceedingly wealthy, might be included

in the bundle. His would be a luxurious journey to

the land of his fathers. But before the bundling be-

gan, the body itself was prepared for the tomb.

Certainly these people possessed no such intricate

embalming process as that employed by the ancient

Egyptians, and details of the preparation are obscure.

But many believe that the body fluids were extracted

in some manner and it is possible that some sort of

preservative was spread over the body. However,

that may be, the chief's skin was painted with bands

of a blue vegetable dye.

When the painting was completed, the body was

placed in a flexed position with the hands carefully

folded on the chest. The knees were then drawn up

almost to the chin and bound together with vine

cords. This hunched-up position is interesting to

consider. It cannot be explained on the grounds that

this was merely the easiest way to bury the body,

because the elaborate attendant ceremonies and the

time and effort involved in the four-stage ritual was

far from simple. One possible explanation might be

this : Far back in the early days of this culture be-

fore the people had come down from the hills onto

the coastal peninsula, burial grounds were dug in

rocky, unyielding ground. In this environment, the

difficulty of grave-digging led to the custom of bind-

ing the body in a flexed position to make it fit in the

smallest possible space. As time went on the custom

probably received some sort of apotheosis and re-

mained a sanctified ritual long after the actual

need for it had passed. Other speculations quite as

credible might be brought forth, but the fact re-

mains that the body of our hypothetical chief was

arranged in this flexed position and placed in a large

shallow basket woven of palm fibers. The fingers

were tied with cotton string and simple gold bands

were fastened around the wrists. Then began the

ornamentation of the body. Around the neck was

placed a string of shell beads ending in a cut-out

gold pendant. Figures of fish fashioned of thin ham-

mered gold and attached to short sticks were placed

by each knee. It has been suggested that these latter

figures, because of their recurrence in various graves,

represented a minor fish-like deity, possibly a totem-

istic ancestor.

Lips sewn

The head was prepared with even greater atten-

tion. The graying hair was left uncut. The chief's

mouth was stuffed with cotton as were the nostrils,

and the lips were then sewn together. There seems

little doubt that these were precautions taken to

prevent the spirit of the dead from returning, for

similar customs have been reported among several

primitive peoples—to mention one of many, the

Jivaro Indians of Ecuador, the celebrated head-

hunters, who performed similar operations before

shrinking the heads of their victims.

The eyes and forehead were padded with cotton,

held in place by a loosely woven square cloth which

covered the top of the head. Another cotton pad was

placed at the back of the head, and over all a head

band of a many colored pattern was wrapped tightly,

with a single yellow feather tucked in at the back.

To this band a gold bar and a six-pointed gold star

were sewn at the front of the head (possibly another

astronomical ornament), while at the back was a

winged gold pendant ornament with a simple face

design. Above each ear was a thin gold disc with a

row of seven cut-out cats around the edge and a

row of five renditions of the same animal around the

center. The general shape of the cat, with pointed

ears and curled tail, was cut out of 'what might

pardonably be called whole metal, while the eyes,

nose and mouth were indicated by small punches.

The repetition of this cat design, not only in metal

ornaments but in cloth embroidery lends weight to

the suspicion that, like the fish, it was also a deity.

The first interment

The ornaments with which the chief was adorned

may very well have been made up of gifts brought

by relatives and presented to the body as it lay in

state. Once these had been fixed into their proper

positions, the preparators gave thought to the chief's

needs during his long journey to heaven. This, of

course, meant food. Ears of corn, chili pepper, pea-

nuts and some sort of root plant were placed next

to the body. This was not the ordinary sustenance of

the chief's earthly existence, but merely the portable

types of food that would be carried by anyone on

a journey of considerable length. In order to make
the pilgrimage a little more pleasant, a calabash con-

taining liquid, perhaps the chicha corn beer, was
carefully taped and tied around the chief's neck in

a net bag. Some plain cotton shirts and shawls, prob-

ably the garments he wore in everyday life, were
then added. This seems to indicate that the chief was
not expected to increase his stature during the first

stage of the journey. Some small bags containing

powdered dyes were included, possibly because the

chief had been noted among his people as very pro-

ficient in the art of dyeing. Two throwing slings of

plaited maguey fiber were placed around the chief's

neck so that he might have his weapons in readiness

for any spiritual emergency. Finally a head turban

covered solidly with yellow feathers was placed over

the head ; then, as the initial ceremony ended, a
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plain wrapping was carefully wound around the

body in concentric circles and sewn up tightly. The
body was then ready for its first interment.

Several weeks later the bundle was taken out of

the ground, along with those of other notables who
were judged to have completed their first stage, and

carried from the grave in a solemn procession prob-

ably including the entire population. The mummy
bundles were placed in a ceremonial circle where

tlicy were served with food in the order of their

rank during life. Shortly after this, the shawls and

shirts and other textiles needed on the second stage

of the journey were fixed in position. Various other

paraphernalia were added, and probably the food

served at the banquet was also included. When the

second ceremony had been completed, an ornamental

turban was placed on the top knot of the first bundle.

Since the body was never removed from the original

bundle, we can assume that this top knot was re-

garded as a substitute or false head. A second plain

cloth wrapping, exactly like the one used as covering

in the first burial, was then wrapped securely around

the now larger bundle and tied in the knot that

would become the false head for the third turban.

Final riles

Thus the process went on at regular intervals,

each new burial being preceded by the addition of

more clothing and food for the ensuing stage of the

journey and a turban being placed over the false

head of the preceding bundle. When the fourth

burial took place, the chief was assumed to have

died at last, and to be safely launched on the fourth

and final stage of his heavenward journey.

The foregoing conjectural account of the funeral

customs of the little known pre-Columbian Indians

on the peninsula of Paracas was reconstructed chiefly

from the examination and description by Dr. W. C.

IJennett, Assistant Curator of Anthropology,

American Museum, of one of the 429 mummy
bundles uncovered on this peninsula by Dr. Julio C.

Tcllo. The material was loaned to the Museum by

the Hon. Manuel dc Freyrc y Santander, through

the courtesy of Hon. General Oscar R. V'enevides,

President of Peru, and Hon. Ernesto Montagne,

Minister of Education. Although the assumptions

made here are tentative, they represent in a general

way the best information that can be brought forth

at this time. These people had no written language,

therefore all of our reconstruction of their life is

inferred from excavations at the site of their civiliza-

tion. But the story of the four stages in the funerals

of ancient Paracas seems reasonably credible in the

light of similar customs in later Peruvian civiliza-

tions of which our information is far more complete.

Note-cvorlhy textiles

The mummy bundle illustrated in the accompany-

ing photographs is now on temporary exhibition in

the American Museum through the courtesy of the

Peruvian Government. Visitors will be able to ex-

amine at length the beautiful weaving and em-

broidery work executed by this ancient people and

preserved for our eyes by the extreme aridity of the

Paracas climate.

There can be little doubt that Doctor Tello by

his discovery of these mummies, four of which are

now under examination in the Museum, has shed

valuable light on a civilization of major importance.

In all, 429 mummies were removed from this one

site, representing two periods. Some of the chambers

were as much as 20 feet underground, and were

entered from above by tubular shafts.

Further examination of all 429 mummy bundles

will undoubtedly lead to a more complete understand-

ing of Peru's past than has heretofore been possible.

IF YOU DIED IN OLD PERU



THE STORY OF PLANT EVOLUTION

BRIEFLY TOLD
From geology we learn that in early times the earth was largely cov-

ered by water. That life in water preceded life on land is indicated
by three distinct lines of evidence: by fossils, by comparison of present
forms, and by their individual development. After ages of water life,

certain plants and animals became adapted, first to marsh life, and then
to land life: other plants remained about as they were. Land plants
early acquired land characteristics: roots to take in moisture, leaves to
take in light, and seeds for more effective reproduction. Much later
came the modern flowering plants and pollinatiqg insects. The story
of plant evolution covers a vast time, approximately a thousand million
years. Six principal stages are illustrated below by living plants:
1-WATER PLANTS, 2-MARSH PLANTS, 3 to 6-LAND PLANTS:
3-Roots, 4-Leaves, 5-Seeds, 6-Flowers.

AIR

1
WATER PLANTS, such as Algae,
usually have eggs exposed,

and rarely live out of water.
Blue-green or slime algae (e. g.

Gloeothece, below at left) float

on the bottom of shallow fresh-
water pools; one-celled, mostly
without nucleus, they reproduce
by cell division. Green algae
(e. g. Ulva or sea lettuce, below
at right) have nucleus, are usu-
ally many-celled and often at-

tached, and reproduce by special
cells.

WATER

PART-TIME WATER

-^ SOIL

2 MARSH PLANTS, such as Liver-
worts, have eggs enclosed in

small bottle-shaped structures
called archegonia. Egg-cells are
fertilized by swimming sperms
(as shown) and develop into
spore-bearing structures. We
have here an alternation of gen-
erations, as first observed nearly
a century ago by Hofmeister.
Liverworts have no roots, and
live mostly in moist places; they
never grow large. Similar forms
may well have been among the
earliest plants to live out of
water.

3 ROOTS with stems, to car
water and dissolved miner;

into and through land plan
were probably first developed
Clubmosses. Present day ck
mosses are small relatives of t

tree clubmosses of former ag
Their spores develop into pi

thallia (shown above). Tht
bear male and female cells, whi
unite and grow into the (asexu:
clubmoss, which is the spoi

bearing generation. Clubmos!
have scales rather than leav<

these have a single vein and
more than one spore case.

' if



^

LEAVES are now believed to

have evolved from flat-

ed and fused stems. They
•ear first in Ferns. Their
Je surface for taking in light

kes them efficient in photo-
[thesis, that is, in building
organic materials by the aid
light. A fern frond is, so
speak, a clubmoss bent to

', side and flattened, thus
ical leaves have branching
ns, and spores grow on their

ler side. If they fall in

ist places, they germinate
1 form prothallia. These
iduce male and female cells

ich unite and grow into new
exual) ferns.

5 SEEDS instead of spores enable
cedar (above) and other Gymnn-

sperms to withstand unfavorable con-
ditions better than their predecessors.
Seed-bearing plants all have small and
large spores. The large developing
spore remains attached to the mother
plant. The small spore (called pollen
grain) is borne by the wind to the large
spore. Their contact and develop-
ment result in the formation of seeds.
More or less protected by coverings,
the seed is capable of resisting a dry
period by remaining in a dormant con-
dition. A spore has only one cell, a

seed is a complex structure, and con-
tains a dormant young plant or em-
bryo. Seeds are an important step
toward the conquest of the land by
plants. Cycads and conifers today
represent the early seed-bearing
plants.

FLOWERS have made .4 ngio-

sperms or flowering plants

the dominant vegetation of

today. Whereas gymnosperms
have naked seeds and no true
fruit, angiosperms have seeds
enclosed in an ovary, which
develops into a fruit. The
transfer of pollen from one
flower directly to other simi-

lar flowers by insects contrasts
with the wasteful wind-pol-
lination of gymnosperms. To
attract insects, flowers usually
have colored petals and special

nectar glands. A few angio-

sperms have reverted to wind
pollination. There are more
than 100,000 s{>ecies of flower-

ing plants, among which are in-

cluded nearly all plants pro-

ducing human food.

A. G. & M. H. P.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden



Photo by Capt. Ira Abbott

(Left) Right through the
side: a most unusual photo-

graph showing a swordfish in

the act of thrusting his weapon

through the planking of a fisher-

man's dory. The photograph
was taken from the deck of the

schooner alongside. Five such at-

tacks were made by swordfish

on dories during the past year

in New England waters alone

(Below) A HEART-PINE BOARD from the bot-

tom of a skiff pierced by a swordfish's sword.

The board was so splintered that the boat

quickly filled with water

(Right) Fisherman Isaac Boudreau and

the sword of the fish that rammed his dory

on George's Bank, June 24, 1937. Another

dory of the same schooner was speared by a

swordfish within two weeks
Courtesy, Boston Herald



TALES OF ATTACKS BY THE OCEAN GLADIATOR-
How the Swordfishj Xiphias gladius, wreaks occasional vengeance by

spearing the dories of the fishermen who persecute him

By E. W. GUDGER
Associate Curator of Fishes,

American Museum

XIPHIAS is a fish-eater, and being toothless

must use his "sword" to get his food. He
has been seen to rise up in a school of fishes

and to strike right and left with his weapon, killing

or stunning his prey, which he later picks up at

leisure. Furthermore it has long been alleged by

fishermen that he will sometimes transfix his prey

with his sword. Indeed this has been seen and re-

ported by one reputable scientific man. From this it

is not a far cry to the habit of the fish when har-

pooned of assaulting with his sword the small boats

of the fishermen. But before describing him in retali-

atory action, the reader must be introduced to this

gladiator of the seas, who in the past summer alone

gave at least five New England fishermen-persecu-

tors some unhappy experiences which will not soon

be effaced from their memories.

The "ocean gladiator," as the reader will observe

from the illustration on this page, is the very

epitome of stream-lining. He is shaped somewhat

like a mackerel and from tip to tip is built on racing

lines. His upper jaw and snout are prolonged

into a horizontally flattened double-edged sword

—

whence he takes his name. His dorsal fin has a

sharp backward rake. His body, thickest in the re-

gion of dorsal and pectoral fins, tapers gracefully

backward to a slender caudal peduncle strengthened

on each side by a horizontal keel. And ending all is

the great almost bilaterally symmetrical lunate tail

(in, the great locomotor organ of this living torpedo.

Our fish is truly the personification and acme of

s\mmetry, beauty and grace. But, for all his grace

and beauty, the combination of the trenchant sword

and the huge staring eye do give Xiphias something

of a sinister and formidable appearance.

Sivordfishing in 100 B. C.

Swordfishing is an ancient and honorable—and

dangerous—occupation, and whether practiced in

the Straits of Messina about lOO B. C. or off Block

Island in 1937 A. D., is based on the fact that

Xiphias on calm sunny days loves to loaf at the sur-

face of the sea. Basking in the sunlight with the up-

per part of his body—and especially the backwardly

raking dorsal fin and the tip of the upper half of

his great tail-fin—projecting above the surface, he

is readily seen from the masthead at the distance of

two or more miles.

For the beginning of swordfishing, we must go

back beyond the earliest dated histories of the peo-

The Swordfish, Xiphia<:

gladius. Note the stream-lining

of the body from sword-point to

tail-tip (After Goode,i88s)
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pies inhabiting the northern shores of the Mediter-

ranean Sea. For the first written account of harpoon-

ing the fish and of its retaliatory attack we retrace

nearly 2000 years and go to Strabo, the celebrated

Greek geographer (63 B. C—c. 24 A. D.) who

wrote in 17 books a geography of the countries sur-

rounding the middle sea. The fishing method prac-

ticed in the Strait of Messina, as briefly described

by Strabo, is in all but the small details that used

there today, and in its broad essentials that followed

by the present-day swordfishermen of the New En-

gland coast. This short account by Strabo is histori-

cally and practically so interesting that it will be

quoted in full. Strabo had it from one Polybius (204

B. C.—125 B. C.) whose account in his History of

Rome was written about 100 B. C. but is no longer

extant. Strabo describes the swordfishing at Scyl-

laeum on the mainland side of the Strait of Messina

more than 2000 years ago as follows:

One lookout [on the rock Scylla?] directs the

whole body of fishers, who are in a vast number of

small boats, each furnished with two oars, and two

men to each boat. One man rows, the other stands

on the prow, spear in hand, while the lookout [on

land] has to signal the appearance of a sword-

fish. (This fish, when swimming, has about a third

of its body above water). As it passes the boat, the

fisher darts the spear from his hand, and when this

[staff] is withdrawn, it leaves the sharp point with

which it was furnished sticking in the flesh of the

fish. This point is barbed, and loosely fixed to the

spear for the purpose; it has a long end [of line]

fastened to it; this they pay out to the wounded

fish, till it is exhausted with its struggling and

endeavors to escape. Afterwards they trail it to

the shore, or, unless it is too large and full-grown,

haul it to the boat. If the spear [shaft?] should fall

into the sea, it is not lost, for it is jointed of oak

and pine, so that when the oak sinks on account of

its weight, it causes the other end to rise, and thus

is easily recovered. It sometimes happens that the

rower is wounded even through the boat, and such

is the size of the sword with which the galeote [i.e.,

swordfish] is armed, such is the strength of the

fish, and the method of capture, that [in danger] it

is not surpassed by the chase of the wild boar.*

From the Strabo-Polybius fishing in the Strait of

Messina (c. 100 B. C.) to that practiced today on

the New England coast (1938) is a great time

traverse surely calling for seven-league boots. It

would be interesting to trace the intervening history

of swordfishing, but this would take us too far afield.

It will be well, however, briefly to describe present-

day swordfishing in New England waters, since this

is necessary to an understanding of the psychology

of the fish and of its attacks.

*The Geography of Strabo, London, 1903. Trans, by C. H. Hamil-

ton and W. Falconer. (Swordfishing at Scyllaeum, Bk. 1, chap, ii,

§ 16, pp. 36-37.)

In New England waters— 1938

This fishing off the New England coast in the

year of grace 1938 is carried on largely from schoon-

ers, as shown in the illustrations. Such a boat has

sails and uses them, but for emergencies and when

speed is needed she is equipped with a motor—gen-

erally a Diesel. The fish are harpooned and brought

aboard, heads, tails and viscera are removed, and the

valuable bodies are iced down in the hold. When a

"fare" has been obtained, the vessel heads for home

and a market.

As in and before Strabo's day, 2000 years ago,

so today the essential crew of a "sworder," are the

lookout man, the harpooner and the locomotor man

—here the engineer and steersman. Since New En-

gland fishing is done mainly out in the open ocean

and since large areas must be watched under a glar-

ing sun, two and sometimes three or more masthead

men keep watch from small platforms at different

levels. The post of the harpooner is in the "pulpit"

at the end of the bowsprit. This pulpit consists of

a small platform secured onto the outer end of the

bowsprit. From the platform, iron rods extend up-

ward and are secured to an iron ring at about the

level of a man's hips. Generally the ring is open at

the rear and frequently it has there a swinging seat

for the harpooner when "at rest" while the boat is.

cruising around looking for swordfish and the steers-

man is idling at his wheel in the rear.

When the cry "Swordfish!" rings out, all come to

sudden and active life. And now there is brought

into play splendid team-work between lookouts,

steersman and striker. The men aloft by shouts and

gestures direct the steersman where to head the

boat. The steersman cannot see the fish and the judg-

ment of distances and directions by the masthead

men must be keen to put the harpooner "on the fish."

Just here it must be said, that a basking sword-

fish shows little or no fear of a bucking plunging

schooner, but does seem to dread a small boat.

Hence there is little striking done from rowboats,.

as practiced in the Strait of Messina in ancient days-

and at the present time. In New England waters,

the harpooning is invariably done from the bowsprit

of a schooner.

The harpooner is now "put on the fish"—i.e.

brought to within 10 or 12 feet—and as the fish,

almost under the bowsprit, partly turns one great

eye upward, with tense arm the striker poises his

long harpoon pole, and at the e.xact moment with

unerring aim drives the harpoon into his prey, as

shown in the pair of remarkable photographs on a

following page. The fish awakes to tremendous ac-

tivity and rushes away at top speed. The lanyard or
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"bill" line auiichcil ui the |)<)lc is liclil by tlic- liar-

pooncr and when it comes tiglit the pole is snatched

out of its socket in the base of the harpoon and is

recovered as it was in Strabo's time. But attached

to the harpoon near its head is a line, often ickj

fathoms long, having at its inboard end a keg or

float. As the line grows taut, the keg is thrown over-

board, and the fish is left to exhaust itself dragging

line and float in its erratic wake.

When it is judged that the fish has tired it-

self sufficiently, the next operation is begun. The
schooner following the keg, dro|)s a dory overboard

with one or sometimes two men in it. The man rows

up to the keg, takes it aboard, and begins to haul in

the line bringing boat and fish steadily closer to-

gether. His purpose is to bring the fish alongside so

that it may be killed with lance cuts in the gill-

region. When thus brought within lo or 15 feet of

the boat, Xiphias often takes command of tiie situa-

tion and turns the tables on the fisherman. This will

now be shown in the recital of seven as yet unre-

corded swordfish attacks on dories in New England

waters alone, five of which occurred in the summer
of 1937, when there was almost an epidemic of as-

saults.

Two atlMcks— ig2S ami igj^d

For the photograph and the account of this at-

tack, I am indebted to the interest and courtesy of

Dr. Charles D. Hart of Philadelphia. Doctor Hart

not only loaned me the original negative but sent me
an account of the incident. The photograph was

taken by Capt. Ira Abbott of Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, who at the time was master of a yacht on a

cruise to the north out of New York. The picture

was snapped some time in August, 1928, about 120

miles east of Nantucket Lightship in the vicinity of

George's Bank. Here is Captain Abbott's brief ac-

count of the incident.

We harpooned the fish and sent a man out in the

dory to bring it alongside the yacht. As the man in

the dory seemed to be having difficulty in bringing

the fish to the surface, I anticipated trouble of some
sort, and was standing on the deck of the yacht

with my camera all ready. When I saw the flash of

the fish as it broke the surface of the water, I

pressed the trigger of the camera with the result

as you see it in the picture. An instant later, the

fish gave a savage lunge and tore a large hole in

the dory causing it to sink. We got the man aboard
the yacht safely and later succeeded in capturing

[he fish, which weighed 350 lbs.

This extraordinary snapshot, reproduced here for

the first time, shows the right side of the rear end

of the dory with the sword protruding through a

plank at about water level. Had the snapshot been

made a moment later the s^^(Jrd would ha\c been

shown intruded furtlier into the dory. Below thc

sword is the left lower jaw dimly outlined under

the water. Further to the left is seen the rope from

the keg (already in the boat) leading to the base of

the harpoon slightly under the surface of the water.

Thanks to Captain Abbott's alertness this photo-

graph was taken at the very moment the stroke was

delivered and before the boat sank. It is surely

uniijue and will have a high place in the history of

swordfishing.

In August, 19.5O, Mr. (]. M. Phelps, Jr., of New
York City, was out swordfishing off Montauk Point,

Long Island, a locality where these fish are abundant

enough to foster both commercial and sport fishing.

The fish had been harpooned from the pulpit of

the boat and the line with the attached keg had been

thrown overboard. The keg floating at the surface

acts as a drag or brake to the fish, and in pulling

it about the fish rapidly tires itself out. So this fish

supposedK- did. and presently' Mr. Phelps and one

of the fishermen went out in a skiff to pick up the

keg and bring the fish aboard.

Usually a swordfish thus harpooned puts up a

hard fight, drags the keg hither and yon for an hour

or more and resists being brought to the boat. How-
ever, this fish was a \oung one and did not behave

as the older and stronger usually do, but at this junc-

ture it followed the line quietly toward the skiff.

However, Xiphias was by no means exhausted.

When it saw the boat floating on the surface about

fifteen feet away, it must have taken it for an enemy
or an object in some way allied to its present hurt,

or perhaps its action was a result of what one author

calls its "choleric disposition." At any rate it charged

the skiff and drove its sword through a three-quar-

ter-inch heart pine board in the bottom of the boat

—fortunately without striking either of the men.

Then the fish in a frenzy lashed out, and, after

shaking the boat for some seconds and nearly upset-

ting it, broke off its sword, leaving the point ex-

tending diagonally through the splintered plank a

distance of 18 inches into the boat. Seemingly ex-

hausted by its efforts, and apparently subdued by the

loss of its weapon, the fish allowed itself to be hauled

aboard the dory. The photograph on page 128 shows
what happened. The sword is here seen to have en-

tered the board from the outside and to have split it

longitudinally. The total length of the broken-off

sword is 25.5 inches.

The skiff, rendered useless by this mishap, had to

have the old plank taken out and a new one put in.

Mr. Phelps secured the board with the sword still

in it, and judging that it would be of interest and

value to us in the Museum, brought it to my col-
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(Above) The latest type of masthead lookout—5 men in 3 tiers.

Since the lookouts, 60 feet in the air, experience the maximum roll of the
vessel, they are fastened by belts like those worn by window cleaners

(Right) A NEW ENGLAND "sworder" or swordfishing schooner. Note the
harpooner in the pulpit on the end of the bowsprit, the skipper and assis-

tant at the wheel, and the lookouts at different levels on the foremast

Photo by courtesy Gloucester (Mass.) Chamber of Commerce
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(lifldtv) A Swoumisii "linninx" 1 lie lisli habit- ing above tlie surface of the sea. 'lliub basking he

iKilly loafs along in ijriglit calm weather, with is visible to the mastliead men as much as two

iliiisal (in and upper lobe of tiic ^'cat tail project- miles away

r!****^'

Court,. ,

KcnncdxBr.
Inc.

The Swordfish does not fear a bucking, plunging schooner. Xiphias may
rise under the forefoot of the vessel, but turns aside and is never struck

Photo by C. E. PclUssicr,
Courtesy Fishing Gazette



(Left) Striking the fish : An action pho-

tograph of the harpooner at the moment of

the thrust. The upper line of the harpoon

serves to retrieve the handle which comes

loose from the "lily iron" embedded in the

flesh. The lower line is attached to the har-

poon head and is fast to a floating keg,

which hinders the fish's efforts to escape.

Note the construction of the pulpit

Photos
courtesy of
Gloucester

(Mass.)
Chamber

of Commerce

II

(Right) Making off: The stricken sword-

iish seeks to escape. The harpoon shaft has

not vet been detached and retrieved

(Below) XiPHiAS^ THE OCEAN GLADIATOR, drawn up to HoiSTiNG the heavy catch aboard. Xiphias may object, but

the dory. Note the huge staring eye and the trenchant block and tackle, and Diesel engine are too much for him

sword, which give him a sinister and formidable look

Plioto from R. I. Ncsmlth and As Photo by courtesy of Gloucester (Mass.) Chamber of Comn



league, Mr. J. 'J". Nichols, who has kindly turned

it over to inc for description. It is a most unusual

and ir.teresrinf^ specimen.

77/r KJ^J i'/>iilc-)iiif of cil lurks

There was almost an epidemic of attacks in the

swordfishing season of 1937. These came to my at-

tention through the medium of newspaper notices

and the letters of friends. Further, details in nearly

every case were communicated by the fishermen

themselves, and their splendid cooperation is hereby

gratefully acknowledged.

Earliest of all the accounts of swordiish attacks

for 1937 is one in June. The Boston Herald of June

28, published a picture of Isaac Boudreau of the

schooner Andrew and Rosalie of Gloucester, hold-

ing in his hand the weapon of an ocean gladiator

which had rammed his dory on June 24 on George's

Bank about 75 miles S. by W. of (jay Head. The
picture is on page 128, and here is the Herald's ac-

count.

The swoidfish was harpooned from the pulpit of

the schooner Andreiu and Rosalie . . . southeast of

Block Island, June 24, and Houdreau went out in a

dory to play it. For an hour and a half the hig fish

towed the little craft about in various directions,

alternately leaping from the sea and sounding to

great depths, and finally when the dory was three

miles from the mother vessel, the fish dived and
came up directly beneath the boat, piercing the bot-

tom with its sword.

Momentarily expecting the boat to be shattered

by the struggles of the heavy fish, Boudreau sig-

nalled the schooner for aid. When the swordfish

made no further movement, he realized that its at-

tack on the dory had been its final effort.

Mr. F. E. Firth, a collector of biological data for

the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, stationed on the Fish

Pier, Boston, has been at the pains to interview Capt.

James Abbott of the Andrew and Rosalie, who con-

firms the account but adds certain details.

Isaac was out alone hauling in the keg and line,

and when the fish got near the dory, it suddenly

turned toward it and rammed its sword through the

planking of the bottom, the sword sticking through

about a foot. Isaac, rather scared, had perched him-

self on the rear thwart of the dory and so escaped

any possible injury. The sword broke off and the

fish was soon captured. After the men unloaded

their fish, they cut the sword off, i. e. the parts pro-

jecting inside and out and the rest of it still remains

in the dory. This natural plug saved them the ex-

pense of putting in a new plank.

The dories of the Andreiv and Rosalie would

seem to attract swordfish—at any rate another one

was rammed shortly after the attack of June 24 just

described. During the first week in July, 1937. this

vessel made another trip to George's Bank for

swordfish. A large fish was harpooned and the keg

thrown overboard in the orthodox manner. When
the fish had supposedly worn itself down, Steve

Powers was sent out in a dory to haul it up, lance

it and bring it to the vessel. But the fish was hauled

up too soon, and retaliated b\- spearing the dory,

thus necessitating help from the schooner. Further

details are unfortunately lacking.

Under the headline, "Block Island, R. I., July 5,

1937," the Associated Press sent out the following

story which was widely published, e.xcerpts from

three separate papers being sent me. Here is the ac-

count.

Capt. .Mfrcd Cyr of the sloop George .1., Block

Island, narrowly escaped serious injury near here

today when a swordfish charged the small boat he

was in, ran its sword through the craft, and

wounded him in the chest.

Captain Cyr had taken to the boat to haul in the

200-pound fish, harpooned a short time before from

a larger craft. He said that he saw the fish coming

but was unable to move out of its path. The captain

suffered an abrasion of the chest, but he got the fish.

I at once wrote Captain Cyr for the details of this

attack but had no answer—probably he was away on

another trip. However. Capt. Ira Abbott was at

Block Island a few days later and made inquiries

about the incident. He kindly writes that the above

account is authentic. Captain Cyr got oft lightly, for

not infrequently the occupant of the dory is hurt,

and occasionally a fisherman is killed by the charg-

ing fish.

The next attack of the season occurred on July 10

in the Atlantic off the northeast end of Long Island,

not far from Montauk. It was recorded in the New
York Times. I shortly thereafter got in touch with

Mr. John Maxson of the schooner Adelaide T., the

man concerned, and I had from him the following

vivid account of what took place in the encounter

with his 300-pound swordfish.

We harpooned the fish, July 10. off Easthampton,

L. I. But in the meantime we landed a very big

fish which required much hauling and tugging for

about an hour altogether. This took most of the pep

out of me, so when we sighted another one about

five minutes later, I vowed that this one was com-

ing in fast—which he did to my regret.

I hauled on the line until he was about ten feet

from me when I let him tow me. This he did for

about two minutes, when without any warning he

turned and fastened his sword all the way into the

dory at the water's edge. So I hauled in all the

slack I could and tried to get his tail out of water,

but he was plenty mad and made quite a fuss. So
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I signalled the big boat to come alongside, since in

the meantime the dory was filling rapidly.

They came alongside and put a small steel cable

around his tail and started to haul him in. How-
ever, he had other ideas and put up quite a fight,

but the power from a 60 h. p. Diesel engine was
too much for him. Incidentally the reason for the

great struggle was the fact that when we started

to pull him aboard, we broke off his sword.

This seems quite tame when I sit in the comfort

of the cabin and write about it, but let me assure

you that it was no picnic while it lasted.

Capt. Ira Abbott (quoted above) was fishing off

Montauk, Long Island, during July and August

1937 and among his experiences was that of having

another dory rammed by a Xiphias. He writes me
as follows

:

We were cruising around off Montauk about

July 12, looking for swordfish when our lookout at

the masthead sighted a fish right ahead. The owner
of the yacht ran forward to the swordfish stand

and harpooned the fish. But unfortunately the har-

poon struck forward of the dorsal fin and near

the head. It usually happens that when a swordfish

is harpooned in or near the head it seems to go

crazy and starts looking for something to attack.

This fish came to the surface after the first plunge

downward and started cutting circles around the

boat. We went on to it again and a second har-

poon was driven into it. Still the fish would not go
down and I put out in a dory to play it.

I hauled on the line from the keg till I got within

about 20 feet of the fish. Then it suddenly turned

and like a flash drove its sword through the dory.

Fortunately the sword did not strike me, but that

was just my good luck. After striking the dory, the

fish thrashed about so hard that it almost threw
me out of the dory and did break off its sword at

a point just below where it went through the bot-

tom of the dory. We secured both sword and fish

and brought them into Montauk. The sword is the

one I sent you.

Why do swordfish attack dories?

The larger question, why swordfish attack vessels

(not dories) and particularly wooden sailing vessels

on their voyages over the seven seas, cannot be

answered here. The question must be confined to at-

tacks on dories, and the answer is difficult to arrive

at.

The names of our fish

—

Xiphias gladius, the

broad-bill or broad-sword swordfish with good rea-

son emphasize his singular weapon and hint of his

choleric disposition. Both words mean sword

—

xiphias is Greek and gladius is Latin. Let it be re-

called that the Roman emperor was represented

with a drawn straight sword (comparable to the

fish's) in his hand. The French call our fish Em-
pereur, Epee de Mer, and Espadon ; and we often
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hear it called "the ocean gladiator." The idea of the

fish's pugnacity is a very old one. The Greek poet,

Oppian (172-210 A. D.) speaks of Xiphias as

"extravagant in folly and in fear," and says that:

Nature her Bounty to his Mouth confin'd

Gave him a Sword, but left unarm'd his Mind.

One American writer speaks of his "choleric dis-

position," and another writes "It surely seems as if

a temporary insanity sometimes takes possession of

the fish."

However, there is among many fisherman strong

belief to the contrary. This is well set out in a let-

ter from Mr. F. E. Firth, who has been referred to

above. I can do no better than quote him.

Today (July 23, 1937), I had a long discussion

with the captain and the entire crew of the vessel

Sunapec. Capt. Ed. Smith and Mate Jud Stinson

have been pursuing the swordfish together for 28

years. The chief striker, Archie Stevens, and mast-

head man. Bill Conrad, have been in the game for

over 15 years. Here are facts I obtained from these

men, keen observers all.

They are unanimous in their conclusion that

swordfish are perhaps the greatest cowards in the

ocean, in other words they are so easily scared that

they jump away from each other when they happen
to come in close proximity. Even a bit of floating

seaweed may scare them away. They are not sav-

age but quite the opposite. As one man put it

—

"They lean over backward the other way."

I may add just here that it has been long held by

some American writers on the swordfish—from

1886 to 1925—that they are inclined to be solitary

in habits, shy, and easily frightened. This matter

will be gone into further in the historical paper re-

ferred to.

But they do attack dories and schooners, and the

ever insistent question is "Why?" In answer, it may
be said that Goode in his great article published in

1883* quoted many swordfishers that practically

every swordfish does this when struck in the head,

and that the fish goes crazy and attacks the first

thing in sight—generally the dory to which he is

being hauled.

As Capt. Ira Abbott has phrased it
—"When a

swordfish is harpooned in or near the head, it seems

to go crazy and starts looking for something to at-

tack." And Capt. James Abbott told Mr. Firth that,

"This [attack on a boat] only happens when the

fish is harpooned in the head as was Boudreau's fish.

It drives the fish crazy and they lunge about wildly

until finally captured."

*Goode, G. B. Materials for a History of the Swordfish. Ann. Rept.
U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries for 1880, 1883. 106 p., 24 pis.
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Hl-ic is tlic testimony of Capt. Ed. Smith ami his

crew as given to Mr. Firth.

The swordfisli are never vicious except when
harpooned in the head or in the spinal column near

the head. Kvcn when hit here, a good man will

have no trouble with the fish if he does not at-

tempt to haul it in too soon, before it has drowned.

But the troul)le comes when the man hauls him in

without waitiuK. And even then the fish does not

attack the boat but rather the warp line whicli is

being hauled into the boat with the fish on it, and

consequently the fish slams his sword into the boat.

Dories and vessels are struck with swords ordy

when the wild crazed fish are hauled in too quickly.

Then Mr. I'"irth conchides thus:

I think Jud Stinson's words are very good:

"Swordfish hit in the head, hit the dories and boats

not because they see the boat but because they fol-

low the warp back to the boat. [This is what Mr.

Phelps' fish at Montauk, 1936, was said to have

done.] When hit in the body they don't see the line

because their head is down and they can't follow

anything." So far as I can learn, these crazed fish

swim wildly in circles when first hit in the head

and strike the first thing they come to whether dory

or boat.

Still another view is that of Mr. William H.

Hand Jr., naval architect, of New Bedford. He
writes that in 23 years' experience in swordfishing

with considerably more than five hundred fish taken,

he has never seen a swordfish deliberately attack a

schooner or other vessel, but he has seen a number

of them deliberately attack dories. Then in another

letter he says that

:

Swordfish do deliberately attack dories at times.

This I have seen with my own eyes on a number
of occasions. I have seen fish try several times be-

fore contacting the dory properly to drive the sword

through. There is not the sligblesi doubt that on

occasions swordfish will attack dories. It is usually

the smaller fish that do this but in my opinion it

makes very little difference where tliey are struck.

The reader now readily agrees that swordfish ram

dories. The testimony is incontrovertible. But he still

lias the question
—

"In the face of these different

opinions by dependable men of much experience in

swordfishing, what conclusion can I draw to the real

cause of tiiesc attacks?" I have unfortunately never

harpooned a swordfish and I have never been in a

dory when it was rammed nor have I even seen it

done. But I have thought for months over this con-

flicting testimony and have tried to form a conclu-

sion for myself.

That a swordfish struck in or near the head would

lose its sense of equilibrium is readily comprehens-

ible. That such a fish held by a line would gyrate

around in circles seems sure. That such a stricken

fish when hauled in toward the dory, in order to

ease the pain augmented by the pull of the line on

tlie harpoon emiiedded in the flesh, would follow the

warp straight toward the boat is understandable.

That this fish, when close enough to perceive the

boat ahead of it, would associate it with the cause of

its pain and loss of freedom, seems not improbable.

If these are sound conclusions as based on the facts,

then we may go further and confidently expect the

attack to follow, and it would look like a deliberate

one.

This is my conclusion. If the reader with all the

facts and conjectures before him comes to a difler-

ent one, that is his right since the matter is one of

opinion rather than fact.
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ARUBA, CINDERELLA OF THE CARIBBEAN-Tz^^^/^^>7

godmothers tried to bringfame to this little island through her mineral

charms; hut as a distributing center jor ''liquid gold," "Cinderella"

finally came into her own

By JUANITA DESBRIERE

IN
THE DAYS when the sleek, swift pirate ships

roved far and wide over the blue Caribbean,

many of them must have dropped anchor at the

little Island of Aruba. It was not the hope of re-

stocking their water supply or of staving oH scurvy

with succulent tropical fruits that brought them

there. For unlike her nearby sister islands—Curasao

and Bonaire—Aruba has no fresh water springs and

is blessed with little vegetation. The pirates came to

lurk behind the coral reef of Manga Cora's laguna

at the south end of the island facing Venezuela, from

which they had a marvelously clear view of all

ships passing from east and west—a view that takes

in the mountains of Santa Anna far inland in

Venezuela.

Did the pirates hide their treasures in the caves

and grottoes of this small coral island? Possibly,

but no one has ever found them, although natives

and visitors have searched for more than two cen-

turies. Nor did Aruba's earlier visitors find much of

interest on its almost barren expanse of 65 square

miles. During Columbus' third expedition in 1499,

some of his pilots sighted the island, charted it,

landed, and then left. They had not found what they

Avere seeking—what all early adventurers in the

Caribbean sought—gold.

Neglected

At the time when all were seeking the fabled

El Dorado—and nearly finding it among the Incas

and Aztecs—there was little to attract the lusty

conquistadores to this long narrow strip of land,

capped in its hilly center by the 2100-foot moun-

tain peak of Yamanota and fringed on the east by a

jagged coastline of steep cliffs. The marshy west

coast had openings for two excellent harbors, it was

true, but in those days of pillage and plunder who
cared for remotely potential trading centers ?

About the year 1527 a Spanish planter from

Santo Domingo who had been given the stewardship

of the islands along the Venezuelan coast, reported

to his king that they were all povre islas inutilas—
poor, worthless islands. And so Aruba was left

largely to its native inhabitants—the Guarani In-

dians who had migrated across the twelve nautical

miles that separate the island from the Venezuelan

coast. Like Cinderella, this isle lay languishing out-

side the trade-wind mainstream of colonization,

while her better favored sisters, in particular Cura-

cao prospered in the commercial activities of that

colorful era.

Even today the record of her loneliness is pre-

served in the high cheekbones, the copper-colored

skin, the sharp thin nose and small oval eyes of the

native Arubans, who bear so close a resemblance to

their relatives on the Venezuelan mainland. No
slave market ever flourished on Aruba, and so there

is none of the admixture of African characteristics

so marked in the faces of the natives of Curagao,

less than fifty miles to the west. Although Aruba

has been a Dutch possession for more than two

centuries, the tradition of its earlier period still

holds strong and the fishing smacks of the Venezu-

elan natives opposite still ply their trade off Aruba's

shores.

Goats

It was not until after she became a Dutch posses-

sion that this Cinderella island had any hope of a

turn in her fortunes. The Dutch West Indies Com-
pany was organized in 1621 for the purpose of

uniting Holland's separate possessions in a smoothly

articulated commercial enterprise and to prevent the

constant squabbles which arose as a result of com-
petition between the individual colonies. This com-
pany rapidly became a great power, but even under
its control Aruba accomplished little. The company
found it sufficient to levy a tax payable in hides
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and salli-il air.a meal anil Icl'i tlic iiihalntants to fart-

as best tliey could. 1 he skinny, tick-laden (joatswin'cli

still swarm unclu'ckcd over the island, seemed the

only thing of any possible value to these shrewd

Netherlands traders. Manhattan, then New Am-
sterdam, was under the supervision of the company

;

and Peter Stuyvesant was at one time governor of

Curasao. It was at that time, in a battle fought off

the island of Sint Maartin, that he lost his leg.

A small fort was built on Aruba at the site of its

present capital, Oranjestad, and a governor stationed

there. But the l^ritish captured and held the island

from 1806 to 1H15, returning it to the Dutch.

The first (j()d)nt)llifr

In 1824 the first of three successive fairy god-

mothers suddenly revealed to the world of com-

merce that this humble Cinderella island possessed

a hidden charm. It was gold—the very thing the

early explorers were too impatient to find on the

island because there was no evidence of it in the

tools and ornaments of the primitive inhabitants. A
century previous when a minor gold fever had swept

through the islands, the West Indies Company had

commissioned a Danish geologist to prospect for tlie

precious metal on lonely Aruba. But they allowed

him too little time in which to make a complete

study of the rocks and so harassed him that nothing

was found in his premature report to warrant con-

tinued search. But this time, there could be no doubt

about it. Some inhabitants had come upon nuggets

in the Yamanota mountain region, and the govern-

ment instantly made gold mining a state monopol\-.

The first year as much as two hundred pounds of gold

were found. But as the output rapidly fell off there-

after, the government began to lose interest, and

beginning in 1854, rented the Aruban gold conces-

sion to a series of private companies. One of these

was a New York company which despite a capitaliza-

tion of $100,000 failed utterly. The last company

to operate in Aruba, however, paid a dividend of

25% the first year.

Aruban ore is rich in gold and is abundantly

scattered all over the island. One can pick up rocks

all brilliant with the metal about any crude, aban-

doned shaft. But high taxes discouraged the industry.

Fifty years after the discovery of gold, a second

benefactress appeared, revealing another mineral

charm that lay beneath Aruba's drab exterior

—

phosphate. Production grew until between 1881 and

1909 the export to France, England, and the United

States amounted to 446,445 tons. But just as

"Cinderella Island" seemed about to come into her

own, she struck two exceedingly disheartening snags.

First, Florida's extensive phosphate deposits were

opened up, flooding the market, 'i'hen the World
War brought a tremendous boom in Cuban sugar,

and native laborers from all over the West Indies

Hocked by the thousands to work for fabulous wages.

For (such are the vagaries of economics), there was

more gold in Cuba's sugar fields than in all Aruba's

arid hills.

This was a cruel blow to tiie Cinderella island. It

seemed she would have to go back to the scullery

—

and an empty scullery at that, for Aruba was almost

completely depopulated of male laborers. They had

all packed off to Cuba and left their women and

children literally to starve. Thus Aruba, apparently

at the threshold of world fame, was forced to go

"on relief." There were the scrawn>' goats, of course,

a trifling amount of corn and beans, and one small

banana grove, but Aruba's onl\ significant agricul-

tural product is of a medicinal ratiier than a nutri-

tive nature. It is the plant aloe and from its Indian

variant—Azua—the island is believed to have de-

rived its pre-Columbian name.

Two-thirds of world's supply

This bitter aloe is the sovereign specific for all

cuts and wounds among the natives of the West
Indian islands. Every native grows at least one plant

in his garden, as his personal medicine chest, using

the pure, fresh juice of the leaves just as we do

iodine. Aruba produces two-thirds of all the aloe

used in the world. The plant is grown in broad

fields wherever a little dirt covers the coral sub-

stratum. The Aruban variety is quite a small plant

and the leaves which seldom exceed ten inches in

length are the only part of the plant which are

cut during the harvest from March to July. The
main stalk of the plant is then left to grow new
leaves for the next harvest. It is nice, lazy farming,

just the kind to suit the Arubans—no plowing, no

sowing, no irrigation. When cut, the leaves are

placed in troughs that are tapped daily for the juice,

and the odor of decomposition is nauseating. The
juice is stored in vats, boiled down until only the

extract is left, and the latter is packed and exported.

This aloe extract has strong antiseptic qualities and

is a constituent of patent medicines, to many of

which it gives such an atrocious taste that the pa-

tients may well be convinced of its efficacy.

Prosperous aloe planters have made as much as

$10,000 a year, but its farming could never com-

pensate for the loss of the gold and phosphate in-

dustries ; moreover, there was barely enough labor
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in Aruba during the war years to conduct even this

easy-going enterprise.

And so once more Aruba seemed doomed to in-

significance and neglect. While travelers in the

post-war years flocked to Curasao, Martinique,

Haiti, and other West Indian islands, few if any

thought to visit the Cinderella island's shores. A
tourist passing the island on board ship would fol-

low a shoreline of abrupt coral rock, would sight

distant bare mountains, sandy beaches around blue

lagunas—that is all. There is scarcely a tree or a

flower to give charm and color to this tiny spot of

earth. If the tourist were to inquire of the captain,

he might learn that it is one of the so-called ABC
islands (Aruba, Bonaire, and Curagao). Once they

were all thought to be part of the same oceanic ridge

—mountain-tops emerging above the surface of the

sea—but deep soundings recently made by Dutch

gunboats have proved on the contrary that Aruba is

a continuation of a peninsula jutting out from the

Venezuelan coast. If Aruba were passed at night all

the tourist would see of her would be the three

lighthouses and perhaps the scattered lights of the

capital seaport, Oranjestad.

To the natural history minded, Aruba's abundant

lizards might arouse considerable interest. They

range from tiny emerald-colored creatures to big

blue ones, very bold and vindictive. Fierce battles

among the latter variety in which one antagonist

always meets death, are a common occurrence.

Aruba boasts of only one poisonous snake, the rarely

encountered pigmy rattler ; but the writer has seen

several nests of tarantulas. Of the pleasanter fauna,

there is little of note save the parrakeetos which are

very noisy and quite numerous.

Aruba leaps to fame

Suddenly, when the little Cinderella island

seemed engulfed in her darkest hour, the third fairy

godmother came to the rescue. This time it was oil

—the black liquid gold of modern times.

Oil was discovered shortly after the war, not on

Aruba but in nearby Venezuela, and drilling was

started with huge success. A fleet of tankers went

in and out. But in front of lake Maracaibo where

the principal wells had been sunk, there is a shifting

sand bar over which only ships drawing very little

water can pass, even at high tide. Small tankers,

usually known as lakers, were for a time employed

but their size prevented them from daring the high

.
seas. The search for a suitable harbor near the source

of oil led to the building by the Dutch Shell Com-
pany of the magnificent baai of Willemstad in
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Curagao. But under the pressure of competition, the

rival Lago Oil and Transport Company searched

for a port still closer to the oil wells. They found

Aruba. And in 1925 the harbor of St. Nicolaas be-

came their loading station. Daily the lakers brought

the crude oil to Aruba where it was pumped directly

into the large sea-going tankers which carried it all

over the world.

Now Aruba began to ride the flood tide of

returning fortune. Her possibilities claimed the at-

tention of other companies. All her charms that had

been kept in modest hiding now appeared in full

view: the calm sea on her lee side, her good har-

bors, the magnificent climate, tempered at all times

by the trade winds, her reputation for healthfulness

and freedom from those tropical pests, mosquitos

and other insects. The rainy season, too, is very

short—from September to February, with real rain

only from the middle of November until Christmas.

The Cinderella island was only one hundred miles

from Maracaibo, and it was as near to New York or

London as to Buenos Aires.

Mushroom growth

In less than five months, the Dutch Corporation,

Arends Petroleum Maatscheppy, had built and was

operating a small refinery north of Oranjestad. The
orderly cottages for the employees were designed for

tropical life, with tile floors, concrete porches and

plenty of space about the houses; and fences were

erected to protect them against the omnipresent

goats, Aruba's earliest taxable product. The com-

pany's club greeted the employees of the Lago from

St. Nicolaas and the prominent Aruban families as

freely as they did their own employees. The little

colony was prosperous and invitations to its dances

were eagerly sought after.

Then the Pan-American Petroleum Corporation

secured control of the Lago and planned a huge

refinery in place of the little oil-loading station. A
vast concession was granted, including the whole

southern end of the island. Contracts were made
for cracking units capable of taking care of 100,000

barrels of crude oil a day. Thus the second biggest

refinery in the world was started.

In 1930, the Standard Oil of Indiana took over

the Pan-American and more cracking units were

under way. Over two hundred wooden bungalows of

the Long Island type were built for the employees

and have been painted each a different color.

The refinery itself is majestic. When seen at night

with its thousand lights it looks like a fantastic

Christmas tree made for giants. When one contem-

plates it at sunset, placed against a fairy-like back-
Continued on page US
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MILLIONS FOR DEFENSE— 0;^ plants does the life of all

things depend; and in self-protection these peaceful food-providers of

the world have developed formidable defensive weapons ranging from

the saw-toothed bayonet to barbed wire entanglements

By Henricks Hodge

A MILLION unslicathed swords, as many lances;

poison-tipped darts and barbed entangle-

ments innumerable. A major, world-wide

conflagration? No. Arms, these are, and mil-

lions of them, but possessed by an outstanding race

of notable pacifists—the citizens of the plant king-

dom. Theirs is a life passive yet vigorous, a life that

the world's great nations might well imitate. For,

though certain plants need the protection of arms,

these arms are never used aggressively but onh' for

defense.

Without arms then there would be war—there is

war—an eternal one-sided war : belligerent animals

versus defensive plants! Unlike most fighting na-

tions, the animals have a genuine reason for conflict,

for they must live and in order to live the>- must

capture either some of their own kind or make cap-

tives in their stomachs of some of the plant kind. On
plants does the life of all things hinge, from the

tiniest one-celled sea-organism to the many celled

animal that calls itself—man.

The basic food "formula"

The reason for this dependency is that in the

chemical laboratories of the kingdom of the plants

the formula has been long held in the most strict

confidence which enables them, of all living organ-

isms, to be the original manufacturers of foods. All

plants are not "blessed" with this secret for all

plants are not green, the essence of greenness being

chlorophyll ; and because of chlorophyll's sole ability

as a synthesizer (in the presence of sunlight) to form

complex foods out of the earth's raw materials which

are free for the asking, there is war.

Food is frequently stored in the plant's body to be

used in a future time of need. That this food supply

is a bountiful one is well known to us for we make

use of its stored forms by converting them into our

various plant-obtained products—starches of corn,

potato and wheat. Other animals make a similar use

in some cases to a greater degree even than we. All

the larger mammals whose dietary is solely composed

of herbage, animals known to us as herbivores,

belong to this category. Such individuals are mem-
bers of one of the plundering groups against which

plants must guard themselves, for if they can in any

manner ward off their attacks they are safe as far

as this danger is concerned.

Origin of thorns

The first lines of defense, as we would expect,

have as chief bulwarks protective modifications

fashioned from one or more of the familiar plant or-

gans—stem, leaf and hair. Easily molded, they have

frequently been transformed with the result that

their original use has been supplanted by one em-

phasizing protection. So one may find such organs

which either wholly or in part have changed over to

assume a protective function, a function quite differ-

ent and distinct from the normal one. and in so do-

ing they form the thorns, barbs, prickles, and knives

which we run across in our everyday field excur-

sions. We may have thought that all such plant pro-

tective devices had a common origin, and that they

were identical in structure. This indeed is not the

case for a thorn may be a transformed stem, leaf

or "hair," or stipule as in the case of Black Locust

(Robinia).

What people commonly call thorns are usually of

deep rooted origin and are always found on plant

stems. Their presence here is significant for it shows

that they are but a form of stem ... a lateral stem

or branch which has never grown out as far as it

should but has spent its energy in sharpening its

extremity. As integral parts of the stem, such thorns

are, needless to say, difficult of removal as can be

ascertained by asking any youngster who has ever

striven to break off a hawthorn thorn.

Have you ever looked at a thorn of this shrub in
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//// photos by

He cks Hodge

Plants are the manufacturers of the original foods

upon which all life depends. Against the animal king-

dom, defense by means of thorns, barbs, and prickles is

a vital provision in their "foreign policy''

The branching thorns of the honey

locust (at left and left center) guard this

species against molestation from every

quarter : an example from Nature of suc-

cessful though unaggressive armament

The needles of the prickly-pear cactus, as shown in the

microscopic photograph above, are lined with rows of

backward-pointing barbs which cause them to work deeper
and deeper into the flesh

Thorns one to three inches in length are familiar among
the hawthorns, of which an example (Crataegus punctata)
is illustrated at left. But on the Argentine pampas cattle

men are said to have to protect their herds from thorn-

bearing plants having weapons up to 25 inches in length
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In rill'. coi.L. MNAK iji Dijian pipe cactus, typified by the

various Cercus (exniiijAc at r'ujht) and related species,

spieadinK clusters of thorns lined up alonii vertical parallel

^i(l^;(•^ protect the f;r'«'ves of \LSKK.n tissue lying between

(lieldlL') A l.IVlNt; UKSIiRT I'l.V-CUSHION : Maniiiiilhiriii

lh\ilcri

Ax ODD DEFEXSIVE FORMATION is

seen in a member of the Buckthorn

Family native to southern Brazil and

Uruguay, Colletia cruciata (at right)
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The sucker shoots of the common barberry,

Berberis vulgaris (at left), show a complete series

of progressive transformations from normal leaves

at the bottom to the triradiate thorns of the stalk's

summit. Midway on this evolutionary ladder are

organs—half leaves, half thorns—caught in the

act of changing

(Below) The thistle offers an uninviting ex-

terior to a hungry grazing animal : another rami-

fication of the defensive armament that plants

have evolved to protect themselves
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(Rif/lit) Thk stI'M of the Oiiiei Rose is bristling

with thousands of barbs, large and small

Nearly any part of a plant's body can produce

those tiny growths which for lack of a better

name had best be called hair. Like other parts of

the plant, these protuberances can become special-

ized as organs of defense. Below, the trunk of the

"Monkey-Puzzle" Tree, showing hair thorns

- • f•>''^*^'>Vi-

X

(Beloil') Crowx-OF-Thor\"S plant (Euphorbia splendens).

Long spines projecting from the stems protect the leaves, which

are the food factories, from the appetite of herbivorous animals.

In these and many other ways the citizens of the plant world

wage their passive yet vigorous war against the animal kingdom
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early leafing time? Such a look is bound to seal the

thorn's identity as being a true branch, for from its

surface may be seen in strict foliage arrangement

minute leaves which, later in the same season, will

drop leaving only scars as reminders of their pres-

ence. Tiny breathing pores characteristic of woody

plants and known to the student of botany as lenti-

cels may often be found on such thorns. There seems

then to be ample proof that this type of thorn is a

form of modified stem.

Stem thorns, like the weapons that they imitate,

vary in efficiency; some are coarse and bludgeon-like

. . . little changed from the original branch form;

others become like the hawthorn—needle sharp and

rapier pointed ; the best of all become branched and

thus can guard against danger originating in several

directions.

An example of the origin of the stem thorn type

may be seen in any old abandoned apple tree. How
many of us as boys or girls have sought to ascend

into the gnarled branches of such a tree only to find

the way beset by crude stem thorns? Various other

members of the rose family . . . pears, peaches and

plums, when they are permitted to "run wild," fre-

quently assume this thorny nature, perhaps to offset

the lost protection of man. Given a long enough

period under such wild conditions—the infinite

length of time demanded by organic evolution

—

our stubby apple tree thorn might follow through

the ages the path blazed by its cousin's thorn, that

of the hawthorn. Here is a superior sword made in

Nature's Damascus foundry. In tensile strength and

sharpness a better weapon could not have been de-

vised. For usefulness better shapes have been in-

vented. Honey locusts possess thorns which are

branched and it is easy to see that such branches

guard this species against dangers arising on either

side. This is a distinct advantage, for unlike a motile

gladiator, plants cannot swiftly move single-bladed

weapons in a variety of threatening directions.

Size

Stem thorns vary much in size ; amongst the haw-
thorns they measure from one to three inches. They
are longest in certain of the thorn-bearing species

native to the Argentine pampas where it is said that

forest species with weapons up to twenty-five inches

in length are not uncommon. Their usefulness to the

plant as a protective device is reflected in the respect

of the ranch owners of those districts. These men
fence in such thorn thickets to insure their cattle

against the terrible wounds inflicted by such formid-

able weapons.

All the leaf-bearing branches of a plant are not
always thorn producers and hence there can be on

plants unprotected areas. Areas of this kind are usu-

ally well above the ground for it is characteristic of

most plant "dread-noughts" to carry their weapons

close to the source of danger, cattle on the ground.

Individual species there are whose leaves even hide

the thorns ... in other words the foliage is outside

of the protection needed. Here protection is not

wholly wanting for it is interesting to note that at

the time of year—spring—when leaves in deciduous

plants are at a premium because of small size and

hence small food manufacturing ability, they are

totally protected for they have not attained sufficient

growth to push them beyond the bristling thorn

guard. When growth does push them beyond the

portals of a safe haven there is enough volume of

leaf surface to permit the sacrifice of a few leaves

to the cause of an animal's empty stomach. It can be

often noted that thorns are more frequent on the

young plants of woody thorn-bearing species than on

the mature specimens, the possible reason being that

youth is a period of easy prey, a period which van-

ishes in the appearance of lofty branches and a thick

and corky trunk.

Porcupines of the plant world

All stem thorns do not take the rugged sword-

like form characteristic of the types thus far men-

tioned. Sometimes nature finds that a needle-like

type has a distinct advantage. Nowhere is this form

better seen than in the great cactus family. With

leaves reduced to the minimum and all the food

manufacturing relocated in the green tissue of thick

succulent stems, protection, too, must be centered in

these regions. When you next view a cactus, notice

the beauty of its armor coat, whose thorns range

from needle thinness to stubbiness. Sometimes they

are arranged in vertical files, at other times they

spiral or circle around a much compressed stem to

give the appearance of living desert pin-cushions.

Primitive man has not allowed such weapons to go

long unused and has, in remote portions of the

globe, often turned such needle-like swords into the

"ploughshares" of his wife's domestic sewing basket.

Variety in armament is the spice of the cactus

life. Stem thorns in this group may be found long or

short, thick and thin, knotty and smooth, straight or

barbed pointed, arched or wavy. Nor is a given

species limited to one type for individuals may fre-

quently be found with an assortment of two or three

kinds. The Opuntia clan is the best example of the

latter for on their flat rabbit-ear stems appear two
thorn types. The longer one is a typical needle-like

spine ; in its smaller size the other one camouflages

a multitude of inherent viciousness. Under a micro-

scope we can easily see the reason for their effective-
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ncss. Spiraliiin down lioiii ilic acicuhir tip arc rows

of fine retrorse barbs which make a single one of

these tiny Opuntia thorns the best of fish hooks, for

let them but touch the skin of an animal and, porcu-

pine-iiuill-like, tliey detacli themselves from their

parent body and begin a progress through the host

tissue, as easily navigable as is wood tissue by the

action of a bit. This penetration causes the familiar

smarting sensation common to all who have, by

chance, run up against a cultivated Opuntia cactus.

In tlie columnar or organ pipe cactus forms typi-

fied by tlie various Ceri-us and related species, diver-

gent thorns lined up along vertical parallel ridges

survey and protect the valleys, or grooves of green

tissue lying between. Similar forms are assumed by

various African ICuphorbias, close imitators of cac-

taceous grotcsquencss. Were one of these elongated

cylinders pushed at either end and conceivably tele-

scoped, the result would be a beautifully compressed

pin-cushion on which the pins would be the stem

thorns all lying on radiating lines.

Someone may ask, "Would animals like cactus

tissue if unguarded?"—in otiier words, is armed de-

fense in the desert really necessary ? To this we make

vigorous affirmation for our wastelands support few-

plant species and so the only choice to the herbivore

is the cactus morsel. The hunger urge is at times

even greater than the fear of consequence and we
have record that even the genus Melanocactus,

blessed with frightful spines, has been sought after

in periods of drought by the wild asses of South

America. These poor creatures often root up the

base with their hooves in order to lay bare the lower

unarmed succulent stem and have even been known
to attempt splitting the armed aerial portions, often

receiving for their efiforts dangerous wounds.

Forbidding leaves

Stems, as thorns, are not the sole protectors of the

green plant body. Leaves often guard themselves and

by so doing bring defense right to the usually de-

fenseless factory. Their ordnance methods are as

varied as are those of the stem. Like stems, they

frequently turn their tips from formless flatness into

the keenness of a to-be-guarded-against point. If all

the leaves of a plant effect such a change we admire,

at a comfortable distance with the beasts of the field,

such species as Agaves, Aloes, and Yuccas, for here

leaf points make an impenetrable barricade. All the

body of the leaf has been closely bound into the

formation of the sword tip. Some leaves have only

the extended midvein thus armored.

To make war more gruesome human munition

makers devised swords with saw-toothed edges. A

million years ago nature forecast such in the blade

edges of grasses, sedges, and even of our just men-

tioned succulents. How often have we cut ourselves

on grass leaves exclaiming that the blade was sharp

without realizing that the microscopic reason for its

sharpness was a multitude of razor-edge serrations,

the better to cut the sensitive mouth tissues of their

intended murderers, cattle. Such serrations arc

formed by the repeated extension of the tiny leaf

skin cells which, after length is reached, harden ofif

to better their cutting ability. In the southern Euro-

pean Alps the saw edges of Festuca alpeslris, an Al-

pine grass, are so well developed as to often severely

wound the nostrils of grazing animals. The margins

of leaves are not always regularly serrated like those

of grasses. Of irregular length is the assortment of

thorns typical of the leaf of the thistle. Despite such

disparity in size and arrangement, the end in view

. . . protection ... is always maintained.

Evolution of plant defense

Evolution often achieves remarkable changes. In

all the preceding leaves armor was secondary, food-

making primary Some leaves have been so modified

that, like tlie iiighly evolved thorn branches of the

honey locust, their original function (food making)

has been made subordinate to that of protection. No
one who scans closely the sucker shoots of the com-

mon barberry (Berberis vulgaris) can doubt the

plausibility of the whole evolutionary concept, for

here, running up the shoot is a whole series of pro-

gressive transformations starting at the bottom with

normal barberry leaves which grade almost imper-

ceptibly into the triradiate thorns of the stalk's sum-

mit. Midway on this evolutionary ladder are organs

—half leaves, half thorns—caught in the act of

change.

Nearly any part of a plant's body can give rise to

those tiny protuberances which, for lack of a better

name, had best be called hair. Hair exists in a variety

of forms ; a botanist merely opens his mouth and hair

becomes pubescent or puberulent, hirsute, or ciliate,

bristly or glandular. Its variability makes it serve a

great number of purposes, one of them being pro-

tection. Unlike many another transformed organ

hair may be told by its irregular arrangement on a

stem. It may occur in scattered tufts or may cover

in totality ; in its original condition hair is soft and

thus prevents wilting as an anti-evaporating blanket

retaining the all-necessary moisture in underlying

tissues. It does not keep plants warm. W^hen soft and

plush-like it is difficult to believe that hair can be

an agent of protection against animals, and yet in

the common mullein it is. A microscopic look at one
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of this plant's leaf hairs would leave with the in-

vestigator the impression of a miniature fir tree, so

branched is it. Such hairs easily detached find their

way to the mucous membranes of any animal bold

enough to try such a mullein morsel, and once tried

that animal says, "Never again!" Man has long re-

spected this characteristic of mullein and whenever

he has made use of its leaves for tea, the hairs have

been carefully filtered out before drinking.

"Petrify" a single soft hair and the result is rig-

idity and sharpness combined in a prickle. Such a

form is better for defense than a soft hair and, cog-

nizant of this, nature has made much use of it for

inflicting punishment. One takes a sporting chance

on coming out "whole" when picking raspberries or

blackberries. Think of the trouble a cow would get

into if she tried to wade through such a barbed wire

entanglement. The whole tribe to which these ber-

ries belong just bristles with defense, and counts for

their side hundreds of unpicked roses to the few

which beautify Milady's boudoir.

Defense then by means of thorns, barbs or prickles

is a vital and almost universal provision in the

"foreign policy" of plants, and any survey will show

that the development of it runs into the anatomical

millions.

WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?
Continued fv page 89

out—intriguing, fascinating and highly instructive

in every way.

I have tried to show that at least a superficial

knowledge of psychology, anatomy and behavorism

are all part and parcel of a 7)iust-be-acquired equip-

ment which should be carried along on your life

adventure in this rather strenuous field of endeavor.

Even our own behavior is made up of so many at-

tributes that we fail to realize the infinite com-
plexity of every movement or analyze the brain

stimuli which produce an emotional response. So it

is with the whole world of animate creation—mind
and body being inextricably mingled to create the

thing we call a living creature. How very impor-

tant it is, therefore, to make an intense and careful

study of all the different factors that enter into the

make-up of the particular animals we may wish

to portray. Without a fair amount of knowledge
on the subject our work will be sadly lacking in

character, wishy-washy and devoid of interest both
to ourselves and to the world in general.

All art work should be undertaken as a joy and
a pleasure, not as mere drudgery but as something
very absorbing, extremely interesting and remunera-
tive, at any rate esthetically if not in a practical

way. To explore even a few of these mj'steries from
whatever point of view most appeals will surely

demonstrate very convincingly the joy of deeper un-

derstanding of Nature's story—a bit of truth and
knowledge that we may call our own.

ARUBA, CINDERELLA OF THE CARIBBEAN
Continued from page 140

ground of incandescent shades, one is reminded of

the forge of Vulcan, set at the bottom of Vesuvius

in the imaginative Greek mythology.

Thus Cinderella has come into her own!
Wealth has come to the most dejected of all the

isles of the Caribbean. Where its own resources

had failed, its fortunate geographical position

scorned by the early explorers, succeeded.

The world comes to Aruha

Oil men from every state in the Union work in

the refineries and almost every nation of Europe is

represented. West Indian laborers speaking a con-

glomeration of dialects flocked to it and are corraled

in a quaint village of their own back of the tank

farm of the Pan-American ; St. Nicolaas resembles a

frontier town of the old American West ; Oran-
jestad imports silk stockings from Paris, canned

goods from the States, curios from China. And
where once upon a time only a few paltry goat hides

were forthcoming, the Dutch Government is mak-
ing big sums on the income tax foreigners must
pay.

Will this wealth prove to be just a boom like the

Yukon with its gold, like Manaos with its rubber,

like Tampico with its oil? Perhaps. Nothing is

eternal in this world. But while its lasts, Aruba,
the unfortunate, ill-favored little Cinderella, is

queen amongst all her sister isles.
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derstand when you consider that the

totem pole offered these Indians the most

important available means of self expres-

sion.

Besides his family crest, the white man
had his literature, and his marble tomb-

stone—media through which he could

immortalize the stories he loved and com-

memorate the names of his dead. These

Indians had no literature. They did not

have any marble or granite, or the tools

to work them, but they had those tower-

ing cedars and they made the most of

them.

Reverting to that apparently uninvited

animal guest on the totem pole we find

that he turns out to be a raven (a fairly

common figure in the Northwest). And if

we were to browse about a little, we'd

come across other ravens on other family

totem poles. For the raven (a personified

animal ancestor) belongs to the tribe as

a whole. His effigy on their totem poles

serves to remind them of the legendary

benefits he bestowed upon his people.

(He stole the moon, for one thing, and

fixed it in the sky so that all his brothers

could have light at night.)

The stories of the different animal char-

acters depicted on the totem pole were in-

numerable. They served as a sort of

iiramatis personnae for all the tribal

legends and it is not hard to see how they

provided a quasi-permanent framework

around which the tribal "literature" was

reconstructed for each successive gen-

eration. You can picture the curious ques-

tions of the Indian child as he stared up

at his awe-inspiring "family tree" and

imagine him looking forward to the nights

when the family gathered around the

campfire to tell tall tales, part family

history, part legendary folklore. He would

remember these tales and adding per-

haps a few variations of his own, would

tell them to his children when he grew

to manhood.
When they turned these great cedars

into mausoleums or commemorative mon-

uments, the Haida, one of the tribes in

this region, employed three types of con-

struction. First, was the slender memorial

pole, carved and decorated with legen-

dary or genealogical figures. If a dec-

orated box containing the body of the

deceased were to be placed on top of

such a pole, it became another form,

called a "grave-father." This could be

varied by having two poles support a

larger box capable of holding two or

more bodies called a "double grave-

father." The third version, also called a

"grave-father," consisted of a single pole

channeled out at the back in which the

body was inserted and subsequently sealed

within by boards built over the opening.

Your Explorer need hardly add, in view

of such customs, that the silent, gloomy
burial ground was usually located far

from the village, preferably on some

lonely coast or promontory.

ISO

The Indians, not only carved family

crests, legendary ancestors, and com-

memorative tombstones, but such giant

war canoes as the one exhibited in the

Northwestern Indian Hall were wrought

out of trees by these people who lived

in what might well be called a "Cedar

Civilization." Although they had worked

in cedar with enviable dexterity long be-

fore the days of the white man, it was

contact with the white traders, oddly

enough, that ushered in the greatest and

most prolific artistic period in their his-

tory. A stone tool was a far better im-

plement than modern man is apt to think,

and these Indians had developed all their

basic art forms through its use. But when
they obtained the steel adze and the

sharp curved tools of the white traders

they were able to enlarge greatly on their

previous accomplishments. Thus it was
not until after the white traders had

penetrated the Northwest in appreciable

numbers that totem poles of the heavier

and more intricate type came into be-

ing. It is from this latter variety that the

Museum's collection is chiefly drawn.

When judging their age, we usually

fail to discount the exposure to rain,

wind and other elements which rapidly

gave them an effect of great antiquity.

The fact is that they are not really very

old. Most of them were produced during

the steel-tool artistic "boom" (about 1840

to 1890) and one or two were wrought as

recently as the early part of this century.

However, when you turn from totem

poles to the social institution called totem-

ism, you will find yourself prying into

the most ancient laws of the race.

Totemism goes far back beyond the

dawn of history. In its broadest sig-

nificance it is a milestone on the path

of human evolution past which every

cultured people has marched en route to

civilization—in short, instances of its

practice have been found the world over.

Totemism is a paradox. It is at once

man's most primitive religion and his

earliest form of large-scale social organ-

ization. To the modern mind, this will

at first seem a strange coincidence, but it

must be remembered that totemism was
in operation long before anyone had
thought up such an idea as "the separa-

tion of church and state." The religion

of totemism was a functional religion

closely interwoven with the material life

of the community. It was not something
in which you professed belief while pur-

suing another altogether different line of

action. Not only the spiritual, but the

everyday physical life of each person

was governed by its unwritten but in-

violable taboos. Thus church and state,

as the savages knew them, were one and

the same thing—inseparable because they

formed an indivisible unit without joints

or seams of any kind.

From the viewpoint of contemporary

totalitarian dictators, totemism must be

acknowledged the most satisfactory social

institution ever devised by man. And if

these gentlemen are looking for new ideas

as well as deep-seated historic precedents

for those already in circulation, your Ex-

plorer can heartily recommend an exhaus-

tive research into practical totemism.

In our discussion of totem poles it was
pointed out that the Indians did not wor-

ship these structures as idols represent-

ing animal gods. This is in line with

orthodox totemistic procedure everywhere.

For (and here is another paradox) a

totemic people will never pray to a totem

animal. They will declare that the ani-

mal is their ancestor. They will ascribe

to it supernatural powers. But animal

worship proper, as practiced by the Hin-

dus, for example, and totemism, are two

different things.

We may safely conclude then, that the

North American continent has never been

peopled by animal worshippers. But any-

one who thinks we saw the end of

totem animals and their clans when the

last sizable body of Indians was swal-

lowed up by the white man's reser-

vation, had better cast his eye over the

following list of secret societies that have

flourished among American business men
during the last two decades. There are

the Red Men (who meet in Tribes), the

Stags (who meet in Droves), the Owls
(who meet in Nests), the Eagles (who
meet in Eyries), and, rounding out the

animal kingdom, the Beavers, Lions, Ser-

pents, Roosters, Orioles, Deer, Geese,

Goats, Bears. Beyond these are the mag-
ical fraternities of the Concatenated Or-

der of the Hoo-Hoo, the Iridescent Or-

der of the Iris, and the Benevolent Order

of Monkeys.

Although several such societies were

decimated by the depression years, it

was estimated, at the census of 1926, that

of the 60 million adult people in the

United States, 30 million belonged to 800

different secret orders, many of them

bearing animal names like the "Elks,"

one of the oldest, largest and best known

of the type. Since 30 million by far ex-

ceeds the number of Indians calculated

by anthropologists to have lived on this

continent in the flower of their culture,

it is quite within the realm of possibility

that there are more "totem animals" in-

fluencing the life of contemporary white

men than ever figured in the apogee

of the Indian clan system. Despite the

fact that a large number of these secret

societies were organized from business

motives, they are largely philanthropic in

function and do not govern the every act
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and deed i)f the members as did their

iiulian predecessors. JJut it is interesliiii;

tn note the survival of certain tolemistic

customs in the life of the secret societies

of our day.

It was recently reported that during a

National convention of the Lions Club in

California, a real, genuine lion was killed,

cooked and served as one course of the

main banquet. After quizzinK some of

those who participated. Life magazine

stated that the meat tasted like veal and

that two guests got sick. This latter

fact might strike some as a visitation of

poetic justice. For in most primitive

totemic tribes the killing for food or other

purposes of the totem animal was defi-

nitely taboo. In Australia, where many
anthropologists feel that totcmism is prac-

ticed in its original and therefore "pur-

est" state, the natives, although they will

never harm the totem animal themselves,

often make a practice of cultivating it to

a certain extent and helping their friends

belonging to a different totem clan to

capture the animal for food. This operates

as a reciprocal arrangement probably

brought on by economic pressure. But

anthropologists have observed a curious

aberration from this taboo which takes

place on certain festival days. Although

the savages belonging, say, to the Kan-
garoo Totem, will religiously forbear to

touch that animal in the ordinary course

of events, they hold feast-days on which

the Kangaroo is butchered and eaten amid

much primitive ritual and ceremony.

Here, apparently, we find a parallel to

the activities of the Lions Club conven-

tion. It is unlikely that this order has

promulgated a taboo forbidding its mem-
bers to kill lions throughout the year, as

such a step would hardly seem necessary.

It is also unlikely that the slaughter of

a lion on feast days is a regular custom.

But in this one instance, at least, the

members followed the historic precedent

of their Australian counterparts.

Although unprotected by taboo, there

is evidence that the "totem-animals" of

present day secret societies are treated

with a certain reverence by the members.

Taking the Elks as an example, we find

that in its infancy this society chose the

elk as a symbol because of his allegedly

exemplary social habits. The original Elks

believed that their "totem-animal" treated

his wife and children with utmost kind-

ness and was unflinchingly brave in their

defense. While this may well be true in

certain instances, there is ample evidence

that the elk cow does her full share in

protecting the children as well as herself.

Furthermore, elk bands almost invariably

have elderly females for their leaders.

One can picture with what collective

alarm the B.P.O.E. would receive the

news of some unswerving fundamentalist

rising up in their midst and taking the

stump for an elderly female leader. As
a further note on its exemplary social

habits, your Explorer is compelled to

mention that the elk is considered the

most polygamous deer in America if not

the world.

This tendency to seize upon some ad-

mirable trait, real or imaginary, in the

"totem-animal" and to employ it as a sort

of symbolic motto seems to be the dis-

tinguishing characteristic of our "modern

toiemism." And it \% this characierintic

that marks it off from its antecedentti in

|)rimitivc culture. The Indian may have
claimed the Eagle for an ancestor, but it

is very doubtful that he thought of him-

self as inheriting the bird's vision or im

power of flight.

Totcmism today is mure akin to the

witches' brew—a draft of which would
instill in the drinker the charanerisiics of

the various animals boiled down in the

cauldron. Thus when the Detroit baseball

club calls itself the "Tigers" it implies

that its operatives are going to tear the

rest of the league to pieces with the

ferocity of the "totem-animal." Similarly,

such venerable educational institutions as

Princeton University with ;// tiger, Yale

with its bull-dog, and Columbia with its

lion signify their intention, figuratively at

behavior patterns deemed mokl admirable

in their rcipeclive "lolem-animaU."

Of course, the American tendency to

adopt totem-animals and organize »ocie-

ties after (he Indian melhods goes back ai

least as far ae the French and Indian

War. The frontiersmen at thi> time and
later during the Revolutionary War were
familiar with the ways of Indian life and
naturally look over many of the more
appealing customs. There is, for in-

stance, a curious mingling of Indian and
European culture in the famous society

called the "Sons of St. Tammany" which

flourished around the lime of the War for

Independence. The Tammany, who was
thus canonized, far from being an early

church father, was a chief of the Dela-

ware Indian tribe whose reputation for
Continued on page 160
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Animals and men: studies

in Comparative Psychology

_..------ -by David Katz

Longmans, Green & Co., $4.00

IN recent years several excellent text-

books on animal psychology have been

published in English. Since at least two

of the American texts are encyclopedic in

scope one might assume that there was no

room for another summary of this field.

It is, therefore, a very agreeable surprise

to find that in this comparatively thin

volume of only eight chapters and 263

pages Doctor Katz has brought together

an array of interesting facts which have

either been ignored or inadequately

treated by other interviewers. Much of

the work he discusses was carried on in

his own laboratory or in other European

laboratories available to him. The book

is written with a charm of personal con-

tact which would be lost in a larger

,

volume.

The chapter devoted to the spatial re-

lations of animals reviews the recent ex-

perimental work on homing in birds and

dogs. The chapter on the social psychol-

ogy of animals summarizes the recent

studies on "pecking orders" and social

bonds in the animal community. Although

many original suggestions appear through-

out the book, the section devoted to the

nature of appetite is elaborated into a

new and well supported theory of broad

significance. Beginning with such estab-

lished facts that certain insects have been

induced to change their food plants and

that this change was inherited, Doctor

Katz develops the thesis that it is the

chemical modification induced in the pro-

toplasm of the egg which has called forth

a changed appetite in the adults. Simi-

larly all appetites, while subject to modi-

fications through training, are ultimately

due to different chemical constitutions.

Throughout the book emphasis has been

laid on what animals and men have in

common. The instinctive acts of animals,

like those of man, have a strong emo-
tional accompaniment, but enjoyment and
satisfaction of particular needs are closely

bound together in animals. Man, on the

other hand, is able to separate pleasure

from the natural basis and make it an end

in itself. This leads to various difficul-

ties which Professor Katz considers briefly

in the last chapter.

It is noteworthy that most of the experi-

ments discussed and often figured by

Professor Katz have been conducted with

a minimum of apparatus. There is very-

little reference to mazes or problem boxes

which dominate most reviews of animal

psychology. In brief, the book is not only

refreshing in its originality, but it con-

tains much of interest for the students of

both animal and human behavior.

G. K. N.

The island of BALI: with

an album of photographs by Rose

Covarrubias
------ by Miguel Covarrubias

Alfred A. Knopf, $5.00

rHE ISLAND OF BALI of Miguel

Covarrubias blends research and un-

derstanding into a full and detailed de-

scription of this delightful island. Mr.

Covarrubias' drawings and his wife's ex-

quisite photographs bring out the rich

details of the complex ceremonial which

surrounds social life in the island. Two

Do your pupils hnotv
that a heaver—

—can cut down a tree with his teeth?

—uses his tail as a rudller when swimming?

—huilds dams with his feet and not with his tail?

They will find these and many other fasci-

nating facts about animals and Nature in

—

THE
NATURE SCIENCE SERIES
By Clyde Fisher, Ph.D., LL.D.. American
Museum of Natural History, Neiv York,
and Marion L. Langham, Teacher of Nature
Stiidv, Nezv York Public Schools.
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$.96
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.96
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.96

NOBLE & NOBLE. PUBLISHERS, INC.

100 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

periods of residence enable this gifted

couple to write a definitive book on the

Balinese, which bears the greatest interest

for the traveler, the general reader, and

the social scientist.

The book begins with a geographical

description of the island and then passes

on to a survey of its history. Mr. Covar-

rubias next describes the social organiza-

tion of the community and its economic

structure. Daily life and the social com-

position of the family are reviewed and

art and drama receive a searching scru-

tiny. The second part of the book covers

the nature and practice of the highly

ceremonialized religion and contains a

chapter on witchcraft and magic which

so often accompany a complexly organ-

ized formal ritual. The elaborate ceremo-

nies attendant on death are the subject

of another chapter, which fitly is the

apex of the book. The author concludes

with an analysis of the future of Bali

which clearly brings out the irreconcil-

ability of West European civilization with

other less mechanized types of culture.

The scope of the book is, therefore,

broad, but the treatment is descriptive,

albeit sympathetic. T/ie Island of Bali

can be read with the severe attention

of the scholar, who will find the organi-

zation excellent and the sources listed in

orderly fashion. On the other hand, the

browser can steep himself in the exqui-

site photographs by Mrs. Covarrubias or

the enchanting drawings of her husband

and pass by easy stages into the text,

which is always written humanely and is

conspicuously free of the bald and arid

treatment of the professional technician.

It is perhaps the best accessible account

of how people live under the complex

conditions imposed by a complicated so-

cial system, an Incredibly involved relig-

ion, and a highly ceremonialized art.

Such situations are common enough to art

students or archaeologists, but seldom do

they have the chance to see, as In this

book, how the system really works.

T/ic Island of Bali is the kind of book

that one likes to keep by one for occa-

sional reading and reference. I can think

of _
nothing better for a round the world

cruise. Also it should provide a series of

ideal texts for the teacher of anthropol-

ogy and sociology. Mr. and Mrs. Covar-

rubias have accomplished a very difficult

task In assembling so much material and

without their special talents, it Is hard

to see how the book could fulfill so well

the very different needs of the specialist

and of the interested traveler.

George C. Vaill-^nt.
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I

Mexican in'j'kri,ijdk&
notes on a drum
----- liy Joseph J^fiiry Jackson

Mncmillan Company, $2.50 and $3.00

MR. JACKSON has written two de-

lightful books, Mexican Interlude,

which describes a trip to Mexico over

the Laredo highway, and Notes on a

Drum, which covers a more extensive

trip to Guatemala. Both these books give

a basis for the casual traveler to formu-

late his impressions by describing simply

and well the scenes the two countries

have to offer. Delightful photographs by

tlie author add to the charm of the books

and prove his great descriptive gifts by

matching neatly the scenes he retails in

his text. This singularly happy combina-

tion of pen and camera is all too rare in

the travel books of the present day.

Mexican Interlude covers the crack mo-

tor trips in the Republic of Mexico, the

long haul from the border to Mexico City,

the drive to Tlaxcala and the state of

Puebla, and the territory along the high-

way to Cuernavaca, Taxco, and Aca-

pulco. Mr. Jackson brings out the extraor-

dinary differences in terrain, in people

and in mode of life that impresses so

deeply the traveler to Mexico. If the

reader has not been to Mexico, Mr. Jack-

son fairly whets the appetite; if the

reader has been there, the author recalls

vividly familiar scenes and brings into

sharper focus impressions half remem-
bered. Mr. Jackson skilfully avoids the

morasses of historical background to keep

on the hard ground of what there is to see.

Notes on a Drum does the same sort of

thing for Guatemala. This book shows

definitely the effect of the author's pre-

vious Mexican journey, since it gives him
a reference point to make comparisons in

describing this smaller republic. His de-

scriptions of his trips through the High-

lands of Guatemala are more intimate and
reflect the letters of introduction which

gave him access to first-hand information.

Yet, there is no loss of Mr. Jackson's

fresh and vigorous descriptions and his

appreciation of the minute detail of In-

dian life in the Twentieth Century.

These honest travel books will make
an excellent supplement to the reading

equipment of a visitor to Mexico and
Guatemala. They will also provide ex-

cellent reading for him who takes his

voyages vicariously. Mexican Interlude

and Notes on a Drum delighted this re-

viewer, whose professional acquaintance

with the two countries tends to make him
acid about travel books on the region.

Mr. Jackson's complete simplicity, com-
bined with his vivid, easy descriptions,

make these two books stand out among
their fellows as ideal introductions to two
fascinating countries whose charms are

apt to elude visitors without a prepara-

tion of this kind. Let us hope that Mr.
Jackson will return to write again. He
has true appreciation and understanding.

George C. Vaillant.
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JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY
Published by

The American Museum of Natural History

TjlE DIARY OF A SURGEON
in the year 1 751-1752

by Jolin Knyvcton

Edited by Ernest Gray

D. Applelon-Ceniury Company, $2.50

MORIi action than the modest title and

eighteenth century illustrations of

this chronicle suggest, fills John Knyvt-
ton's first year as a surgeon. London wel-

comes him with cutthroats, body snaich-

ers, dueling, disease, and sawdust. One
of his early successes with his prized

ivory-handled lancets ends with the sui-

cide of the patient. As surgeon's mate of

H.M.S. Lancaster, he finds the routine of

the sixth-rater varied by press gang raids,

Hogging, mutiny, desertion, spar-cracking

tempests, romantic love on a tropic isle,

French men-o'-war, oranges and the Fly-

ing Dutchman. Rape, riot, pestilence and
death crescendo to a climax in a blood

:i]id brain dripping battle with pirates.

Homeward bound, he is left on an island

drummed into delirium by revolting

slaves, voodoo, yellow fever and human
sacrifice.

Lost on the Atlantic, Knyvelon com-
plains only that some poor wight has
crushed a cockroach over the most im-

portant part of the map; but on intellec-

tual seas he is not only lost, he is com-
pletely bedevilled. Not by Doctor Samuel
Johnson's London dinner or drink or dic-

tionary is he struck dumb, but by dialec-

tics. The principia of his contemporary
physicians paralyze this disciple. The
theory of theologians descends upon his

mind like night. Even such a curious

character as Mr. Kelly with his Micro-
scope befuddles John for the rest of his

life. His "spirit" is never at peace.

Would it be any more at peace today?
There is less tar on the hot iron of sur-

gery. There are better microscopes than
Mr. Kelly's. Fewer captains drown in

rowboats. Mycobacterium leprae instead

of too much Rye Bread, tabs leprosy.

Science ever more quickly heaps up fac-

tual food that nations cannot digest

—

even with Doctor Johnson's alphabetical

digestion. Fewer cockroaches but only the

same old oceans on better maps. Wonder-
ful oranges, but fundamentals still too

much like fudge. Surgeon, scientist, soci-

ologist. . . . What true physician will

chart our course?

Randolph Barton, M. D.

The garden in color
- - - - - by Louise Beebe Wilder

Macmillan Company, $7.50

A NYONE requiring encouragement in

-^^- the desire to have a flower garden

of their own will surely get the urge by

glancing between the covers of Louise

Beebe Wilder's new book. The Garden
in Color. The alluring photographs in

natural color and Mrs. Wilder's charm-

ing word pictures transport you into her

seasonal descriptive-gardens and give

you a longing to make Mother Earth do

for you such things as are portrayed as

possibilities in the book.

Many of you are no doubt familiar

with Mrs. Wilder's other books on gar-

dening or her interetting articlec that

have appeared in the House and Garden
maga/inc, and will welcome this finest of

her efforts to assitt in making (he garden-

er's experimrnial pathway tmwjther.

The book is divided into sections with

suggestions as to appropriate evergreen
plants or seasonal bloomers for Spring,

Summer, Autumn and Winter gardens.

Under the Winter section we find not

only the treatment of outdoor gardens
but "The Garden Under Glas*," where
Glaxinia, Amaryllis, Bird-of-Paradise,

Cuckoo-pint, Bead Plant, Croton, cactus

and orchid vie with each other as entic-

ing possibilities for an indoor garden
when the wintry winds blow outside.

Another feature of the book is sugges-

tions for flower arrangements, per sea-

sons, illustrated in color.

The experimenters are giving, from
lime to time, an ever improving means
of reproducing natural colors. In this

book the 350 color plates of flowers, gar-

dens, parks and flower arrangements
have reached a new high in accuracy.

The ever elusive and infinite variations

in the shades of green have been, and
still are, the color photographer's bane of

existence, but in many instances the pub-
lishers have been able to give very true

color tones. The results are so pleasing
that as you turn the pages the superb
plates give one the feeling that they
should be taken from their hiding be-

tween the gay green covers, framed and
hung up for all to enjoy.

But aside from its being beautifully

illustrated, this book will be of very prac-

tical use to those who wish to start their

own gardens. Correct habitat, soil prefer-

ences, proper groupings as to rapidity of

growth or pleasing color combinations are

given in the discussions about each plant.

Both woody and succulent plants accom-
panied by scientific and common names,
information as to the history, native home,
parent plants from which they are de-

rived or other interesting and useful data
are included.

Farida A. Wiley.

The SPOTTED LION
- - - - by Kenneth Gandar Dower

Little, Brown Sc Co., $3.00

BOOKS about Africa seem inexhaus-

tible, but Africa, with its vastness, is

inexhaustible. Our author, who starts

from England to see a land which he

has heard so much about, frankly admits

he has no qualifications for a life on

safari. He is neither an explorer nor a

hunter, hardly knows which end the gun
goes off and has little knowledge in pho-

tography.

An Oxford man, who is an expert at

tennis and cricket, which has made him

fit, he goes forth to this land on a jaunt

with no particular objective, but "discov-

ers" to his surprise that Africa is still a

primitive land, that it is not "shot out,"

and that it is still a wonderland with

much to offer if one but cares to look

for it.

Gandar Dower's sympathetic nature un-

folded to him many interesting things

which the traveler, and even the rather

obtuse hunter, never senses. He subtly
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describes the "Afrikander," who is per-

petually at odds with the government. He

paints very true and colorful character

pictures of the settler and official, as he

finds them. Even his native boys, whom
others kick about and abuse, he finds in-

teresting and speaks most amusingly of

the strange workings of their primitive

minds, sometimes putting the shoe on the

other foot and cleverly painting the white

man as they see him. With all the sub-

tlety of a gifted pen and a very able

and delightful command of English, he

writes of his jaunts over plain and for-

ests, seeing not what the traveler would

see, but feeling the soul of the country,

its beauty, its wonder and its awe. Only

to the true lover of nature can so much

unfold, and it is fortunate for us that

the author was blessed with so fine a tal-

ent for writing.

His first experience is on safari on the

plains. He speaks little of this, for it ap-

pealed little to his sensitive nature. The

mere killing of game interested him not

at all, and he soon left this life, but not

before he was overpowered with the de-

sire to go alone out into an African night.

This is a high spot in the book. By many

who have never had such an impulse he

will be considered crazy for the thought

and act, but those who know Africa or

know that pull which draws one into the

solitude of nature will understand and

be thrilled.

Later, with a settler friend who lives

at the foot of a mountain range. Dower

goes in quest of the "spotted lisns," which

are said to live high in these mountains.

These lions have been heard of and occa-

sionally seen by natives. Only two skins

exist, no skull or skeletons, so scientists

cannot say whether they are different

or not. Gandar Dower and his lovable

companion organize a safari to penetrate

\ery high and cold uplands, only known

to natives. Here their experiences are

equal to those of pioneer explorers, but

it is the delightful and amusing way he

tells of discouraging defeats and happy,

but temporary, successes that makes the

story.

To say the book is beautifully written

and well worth reading is putting it

mildly. Once you start it, you will not

put it down.

James L. Cl.\rk.

A HERD OF RED DEER: A
study in animal behavior

----- - by F. Eraser Darling

Ph.D., F.R.S.E.

Oxford University Press, $5.50

THE author, in his study of the Red
Deer, worked over the more remote

Scottish deer forests and watched their

habits daily throughout the seasons of

the year. To this study he gave his un-

divided attention, a great deal of time

and patience.

The great majority of works on animal

behavior are derived from artificial set-

tings and the results are not always true

interpretations of representative conduct.

Doctor Darling's work presents the most

complete study of the normal behavior of

a race of animals under natural condi-

tions that I have seen. He made a sys-

tematic study of the territory visited and

its population. Some very important facts

are brought to light that will be of spe-

cial interest to those concerned with the

conservation of wild life. The author

points out that antlered game subject to

pursuit by man are particularly in dan-

ger of extermination. The mature animals,

including those with the best antlers, are

the first to come into rut. He states that

there is a tail on the steep progeny curve

of calving dates, representing late calves

born in August, September and even Oc-

tober, which are the progeny of young

stags that come late into the rut. Late

calves would be better unborn, as the

winter takes an extra large toll of them.

A population diminishing in such a man-

ner is in serious danger of extinction, as

the mortality of the Red Deer in the

first year is at best very high.

Doctor Darling brings out some impor-

tant factors relative to reproduction, the

influence of weather on the movements of

the Red Deer and their reaction to

changes in temperature, etc. He does not

attempt to solve the mysterious paradox

of the antlers, but records some interest-

ing observations on their exquisite sensi-

tivity at one moment and their apparent

absence of feeling the next.

In a chapter on the various senses, the

author states that smell is far the most

meaningful sense in the lives of Red Deer.

Their reliance on the inclination it con-

veys is absolute. Hearing is the next

most highly developed sense in deer, so

far as observations disclose. Hearing,

however, may be looked upon as the

inquisitive sense. Sight of the deer, he

believes, is exceedingly acute. Evidence

such as we have, says the author, points

to the conclusion that they do not have

color vision, though, like most animals,

they are more afraid of dark objects

than the light. Taste, he states, reflects

physiological condition. Thus the need

for minerals, chiefly calcium and phos-

phorus, is felt in the appetite and is

satisfied through the sense of taste. Little

is known of the sense of touch in un-

gulates, but from the author's observa-

tions, it seems that the muzzle is used as

an organ for this purpose.

This book contains 215 pages in legible

type, charts, maps, a glossary of the

gaelic place names, and a very complete

bibliography and index.

George G. Goodwin.

Genetics and the ori-
gin OF species

- - - - by Theodosius Dobzhansky

Columbia University Press, $3.60

TT is highly fitting that the Columbia
I- Biological Series should resume pub-
lication with a volume on the origin of

species, because several notable books in

this series deal with the evolution of

particular groups of animals. Further, in

the few decades this series has been in

existence our knowledge of the mecha-
nisms of evolution have been nearly com-
pletely revised. Evolution today is con-
sidered as a change in the genetic com-
position of populations, and populations

follow laws derived from mathematical

reasoning of the behavior of their fun-

damental units, the genes and chromo-

somes. Modern students of evolution work

with mathematical formulas and micro-

scopic preparations of the hereditary ma-

terial. Some of them never bother to even

glance at the "evidence of evolution"

which Museums industriously gather to-

gether for they are satisfied that there

are many courses of evolution and they

concern themselves with causes.

For example, naturalists have known

for a long time that isolation of small

samples of a species on an island tends

to induce rapid evolutionary change and

further, the difference between the is-

land and mainland form may not have

any adaptive value. But the only adequate

explanation for the phenomenon has been

given bv geneticists who have shown how

the hereditary factors combine in isolated

communities. Similarly it is such gene-

ticists as Wright, Haldane and Fisher, who

have made the most significant contribu-

tions in recent years to the general theory

of evolution. This mathematical, genetica!

and cytological data is for the most part

published in special journals, frequently

unknown to the naturalist who still fol-

lows the trails of the founders of the

Columbia Biological Series. It is, there-

fore, of the greatest service to students of

evolution that Professor Dobzhansky has

brought together in a very readable vol-

ume, the conclusions reached by geneticists

in many laboratories, including those in

Russia.

Students of natura' history will be

especially interested in the chapters on

variation in natural populations, selection

and isolating mechanisms. A species is

found to be not a product of the imagina-

tion of a naturalist but an entity with a

particular genetic stability. Professor

Dobzhansky has made important contri-

butions to our knowledge of the mecha-

nisms keeping species separate in nature,

and hence this section of the book which

deals with the stock in trade of the

naturalist receives careful analysis. It is

certain that no more stimulating book

dealing with the genetic basis of species

has appeared in recent years. It should

be on the shelf of every student who is

interested in the causes of diversity in the

animal and plant worlds.

G. K. N.

I FIND AUSTRALIA
by William Hatfield

Oxford University Press, $3.00

MR. HATFIELD writes of his adven-

tures in Australia as an immigrant
boy, seeking such employment here and

there as would put him in touch with all

the important phases of life in that coun-

try as of the pre-World War period. In

the opening chapter he takes us at once to

the frontier, first to a sheep station where
he worked as a herder. From thence he

moves on to the cattle country, learns to

ride hard, gets dangerously close to ar-

rest for associating with cattle rustlers

and then shifts again, this time to horse

herding. Then having mastered the art

of living in the country, he sets out for

Continued on page 156
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SCIENCE m THE FIELD AND IN THE LABORATORY-
Dating Prehistoric Civilisations—Bujjalo Added to North American Hall
—News of Museum Field Activities— Caleridar of Events— Lectures

Ddliiiy Piclihtoric Civilizatiuns

Hy employing the same stratigraphic

methods used so successfully by archaeol-

oKists in Egypt, Dr. Wendell C. Bennett
hopes to work out the time relations in

the lost history of ancient civilizations in

the Andes. With this objective the Mu-
seum's Assistant Curator of Anthropology
left New York, January ii, on his fourth

expedition to the highlands of Bolivia

aiid Peru.

It is not expected that actual dates can
be assigned to prehistoric ruins and
tombs, but that the time-order in the de-

velopment of those cultures will be re-

vealed. However, once the ruins and
tombs can be arranged in a time scale, it

will be possible to estimate the dates

roughly. On this trip Doctor Bennett will

explore several sections of northern Peru
to discover how their time relations line

up with the sections previously studied.

The time sequences of the civilizations

under investigation can be discovered by
archaeological methods, but to achieve
the final result, many hundreds of ruins

must be examined and trial excavations
made in ancient cemeteries and other

places.

The Government of Peru, through its

official representatives, has extended many
courtesies to the Museum and to Doctor
Bennett, thus facilitating his field work
in every possible way.

Buffalo in North Amencan Hall

Although buffalo hunting is a thing of

the past*, and our Indians have long ago
accustomed themselves to other meat,
there is at least one favored tribe which
even today may feast on their traditional

food. These are the Flathead Indians on
whose Reservation the National Bison
Range of Montana is located. During
years of depression, quantities of buffalo

meat are given away, and the skins are

highly prized by the Indians as robes. In

good times, the meat is shipped all over
the United States and sold to the highest
bidder. The Paleface, too, has apparently
developed a taste for buffalo; sometimes
carcasses are sold to local meat dealers
for $40 to $60 each.

These are a few of the discoveries
made by Robert H. Rockwell of the Mu-
seum Preparations Department who, with
Mr. Robert E. McConnell (Chairman of
the Committee on the new North Ameri-
can Hall), has been touring the West to

obtain specimens for the Hall of North
American Mammals. One of the places
they visited, and from which they secured
their specimens, was the National Bison
Range. This Range was established in

1904 by the American Bison Society, and
in 1907 Theodore Roosevelt became inter-

ested and pushed the plan to preserve

this fast-vanishing phase of our wild life.

The Range is now under the control of
the United States Biological Survey.
Much of this territory, 18,540 acres of

northwestern Montana, consists of low
rolling hills, intersected by a wide ex-
panse of meadow land. But even this area
docs not always furnish sufficient grazing
to maintain the herds. The drought has
been particularly serious, and has neces-

sitated the disposal of fifty to one hun-
dred anitnals a season. Some of these go
"on the hoof" to Zoological Parks, the

rest are slaughtered.

The original herd of Bison placed here
in 1905 consisted of thirty-four animals.
I'hese were from the Conrad Herd, an
offshoot of the Pablo-Allard Herd, which
was built up from calves captured about

1873 by \^'alking Coyote, a Pcnd d' Creille

Indian. Today there are 350 Bison, 150
Elk, 38 Bighorn Sheep, 170 Mule Deer,
and 50 White-tailed Deer. In 1927 the

Range had 640 Bison, which is perhaps
the maximum number ever attained.

The specimens collected from this herd
by the expedition, under permits granted
by the United States Biological Survey,
which also generously waived the $300
fee for the animals, include a large Bull,

a medium-sized Bull, a large Cow, a

young Cow, a two-year-old Spike Horn,
and a small eight-months-old Calf.

One other specimen was obtained by
Mr. Rockwell. This was an excellent pair
of Elk horns which caught his attention

immediately on arriving at the Ranch.
He admired them so extravagantlv that

Dr. Robert S. Norton, Manager of the

Reservation, insisted that they be brought
back to the Museum. They were, and it

is expected that they will adorn the crown
of the Bull Elk in the North American
Hall.

Expeditions in the Field

Reports from far-flung Museum expedi-

tions indicate that many new acquisitions

and much new information will soon be
brought back to the Museum.
The "Lost World"—Mount Auyan-tepui

—has been scaled by the Phelps Venezue-
lan Expedition and a central camp has

been established there. Dr. G. H. H. Tate,
Mr. William Phelps, Jr., and Mr. Thomas
Gilliard of the Museum Staff are now
engaged in collecting specimens to facili-

tate comparisons between the life on top

of this isolated tableland mountain and
that of the surrounding mainland.

From the New Hebrides, Mr. Macmil-
lan in the field for the Whitney Expedi-
tion has sent another shipment of bird

skins.

Rounding out the news from the Bird
Department, Dr. F. M. Chapman, its

Curator, has once more established him-
self on Barro Colorado Island, Canal
Zone, to continue studies of animal life

in his "Tropical Air Castle."

Returning this month from the Philip-

pine Islands and Java, IJr. H'illard G.
Van Same, Associate Curator in ilie De-
partment of Living Invcrlebraien, promikcc
material on the biological distribution of
oriental invertebrates in these waters. In
one of his reports to his Department he
said "the luxuriance and variety of life

on the reefs was a revelation to me, far
exceeding what I have seen in America
iti variety of coloration and beauty."

Museum Courses jur Spring

In the spring of 1938, the following
courses will be offered to teachers in

New \'ork City schools, to adult students,
and to Members of the Museum. For
programs and registration requirements,
apply to Room 209, School Service Build-
ing, or telephone ENdicott 2-8500, Exten-
sion 342.

Courses given in co-operation with the
School of Education

The College of the City of Ne-w York

1. "Nature Study" (Wednesday after-
noons) Miss Farida A. Wiley.
First session, February 9, 1938.

2. "The Museum In Elementary Social

Studies" (Tuesday afternoons)
Mrs. Grace Fisher Ramsey. First
session, February 8, 1938.

Courses gi^'en in co-operation =u;ith

Hunter College

Note: The courses listed above will also
be given in co-operation with Hun-
ter College.

Hunter College Course gii'cn at the

Museum

"Astronomy" (General) (Thursday after-
noons) Mr. William H. Barton, Jr.
First session, Februarv 10, 1938.

Course given in co-operation Zi-ith

New York University

"Astronomy for Teachers" (Tuesday after-
noons) Dr. Clyde Fisher. First session,

February 8, 193S.

Museum Course in Craft Techniques for
Teachers of New York City Public Schools

Miniature Habitat Group Making
Finger Painting

Nature and Geography Crafts

Know Your Museum Series

The spring course in the Know Your
Museum Series for members of the Mu-
seum will be given by Doctor Roy Waldo
Miner, Curator of Living Invertebrates,
starting February 15th. The genera! sub-
ject of the course is "The Oceans and
Their Significance to Life," and Doctor
Miner's individual lectures include such
topics as "The Oceanic Shelf,'' "Coral
Reefs of Tropic Seas," "Life of the
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Open Ocean," and "The Inter-relation-

ships of Marine Animals."

The series consists of eight lectures

held on alternate Tuesday evenings, con-

cluding May 24th. The meeting place is

the Lecture Room, 5th floor, Roosevelt

Memorial Building, although much of the

time will be spent in the Hall of Ocean

Life, where members may have the ex-

hibits interpreted and examine many ob-

jects.

Trustees Meeting

At the Annual Meeting of the Board

of Trustees of the American Museum of

Natural History on January loth. Dr.

William Procter and Robert Woods Bliss

were elected members of that Board. Mr.

Bliss is a noted diplomat, who has served

the United States Government for more

than thirty years in many diplomatic

posts. Dr. William Procter is president

and director of the Biological Survey in

Mt. Desert Region, Bar Harbor, Maine.

For many years Doctor Procter has made

valuable surveys in his own laboratories

of the marine and fresh-water animals of

this region. F. Trubee Davison, Lincoln

Ellsworth, Clarence L. Hay and Lewis

W. Douglas were re-elected Trustees.

The meeting also re-elected the present

staff of officers: F. Trubee Davison, presi-

dent; J. P. Morgan, first vice-president;

Cleveland E. Dodge, second vice-presi-

dent; E. Roland Harriman, treasurer,

and Clarence L. Hay, secretary.

In appreciation of their gifts of

specimens or financial contributions, the

following were elected to membership:

Mr. Templeton Crocker, Benefactor; Mr.

W. R. Coe, Associate Founder; Mr. Wil-

liam Hale Harkness, Associate Benefac-

tor; Mr. Charles Watson Boise, Cyril F.

dos Passos, Mrs. Olga D. Guggenheim,

Mr. Simon Guggenheim, Mrs. William

Hayward, Mr. Van S. Merle-Smith, and

Mrs. Paul Moore, Patrons. Mr. Vincent

Astor and Admiral Cary T. Grayson

were elected Fellows and Mrs. Elon

Huntington Hooker, Mr. James Horn

Gilbert, Mr. William G. Brooks, Jr., and

Mr. William Sheffield Cowles, Life

Members.
New appointments to various depart-

ments were also made by the Board of

Trustees. Dr. Charles Russell, President

of the State Teachers' College at West-

field, Mass., was appointed Curator of

the Museum's Department of Education;

Dr. Harold E. Vokes, formerly of the

Illinois State Geological Survey, was ap-

pointed Assistant Curator in the depart-

ment of Geology and Invertebrate Pal-

aeontology. Dr. Frank A. Beach, formerly

of the department of Physiological Psy-

chology, Harvard University, was ap-

pointed Assistant Curator in the depart-

ment of Experimental Biology. Mr. Louis

W. Kinzer was appointed Custodian of

the American Museum, in the place of

J. B. Foulke, retired.

Official status on the Staff was given

to Donald R. Barton as Assistant Edi-

tor of Natural History Magazine, and

Miss Dorothy L. Edwards as Editor of

Junior N,\tural History. The editorial

staff of Sky Magazine is officially estab-

lished as follows: Clyde Fisher, Ph.D.,

LL.D., Editor, Dorothy A. Bennett, Asso-

ciate Editor, Sky' Magazine, Helene C.

Booth, Assistant Editor, Sky Magazine.

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Continued from page 154

himself as a dingo trapper and finally

lives with the native blacks for a while.

All this time he tries his hand at writing

without much success, but after a few of

his stories were accepted he turns to

town life, making part of his living by

odd jobs as an unskilled laborer. At last

comes success, as everyone knows who has

read his books. Many of the chapters are

thrilling adventures, but above all the

reader comes to feel Australia, the desert,

the bush, the wheat belt and those stately

cities so characteristic of that country.

Clark Wissler.

Making pictures with
THE miniature CAMERA
-.-..-...by Jacob Deschin

Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill Book

Co., $3.00

THE public imagination has been cap-

tured by the picture-taking possibili-

ties of the miniature camera, with its fast

lens and fraction-of-a-second shutter

speeds. Everyone, it seems, wants to take

candid camera shots. Stimulated by pic-

torial magazines, photography exhibits

and camera contests, the field of amateur
photography is gaining new recruits every

day. But actually, this business of taking

good pictures is more complicated than

appears on the surface. The beginner is

confronted with photographic supply

stores filled with all kinds of cameras,

lenses, filters, exposure meters, tripods,

photofiood and photoflash bulbs, reflectors

and other accessories. Each veteran

cameraman, when consulted, gives a dif-

ferent piece of advice as to what equip-

ment it is best to buy. And once equipped,

the budding photographer has a great
deal to learn about how to use his gadgets
to the best advantage. Experience is a

good teacher.—but one must be guided at
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the start by some fundamental explana-

tion of the ground-work.

Jacob Deschin's book gives just such

guidance. Starting at the very beginning,

it advises the novice in selection of equip-

ment, and explains the uses of the various

camera accessories. The section of the

book devoted to "Taking the Picture"

treats every type of subject matter: por-

trait, action picture, nature photography,

industrial scenes, interiors, night scenes,

and even candid shots taken during pub-

lic theatrical performances. Equipment,

selection of composition, lighting, and

angle of shot are discussed, and many
minor errors are anticipated and warned
against. Succeeding sections of the book
give detailed descriptions of equipment

and procedure in developing negatives

and making prints. The text is illustrated

with helpful diagrams and sketches, and
is followed by a glossary of photographic

terms. The final section of the book is "A
Miniature Camera Gallery" of enlarge-

ments of all kinds of candid shots, illus-

trating the possibilities for amateur work
and giving the camera and data on each
shot.

Thus, the book covers briefly the whole
field of picture-making, for those who
wish to join the ranks of candid camera-
men but who do not quite know how to

begin. The writer can say, as a beginner
in the field, that this treatment is helpful

in its specific detail and in its suggestions

for overcoming obstacles and finding new
picture possibilities.

A]
J. J. B.

dventures of a bird
WATCHER

-
- by Bert Dayton

Palisade Press, $1.50

'TpHIS slender volume of rather color-
-•- less essays in prose, and occasional

verse, recounts some of the author's ob-
servations afield in southern New York.
The notes concern not only birds but other

animals and nature in general. There is

little to justify the word "adventures,"

used in the title, and the recorded observa-

tions add nothing to the facts already

known about the various creatures dis-

cussed. Nevertheless, the author's love of

nature is apparent on every page and he

has done his best to express this affection

and tell something of what he has seen

on many rambles through the countryside

and from his doorway or window. Occa-

sional digressions into topics beyond the

author's own experience are not always in

accord with known facts. A few sketches

in black and white or with exaggerated

color do not improve the appearance of

the book which should have received some
editorial revision and more careful proof-

reading.

J. T. Z.

BIRD FLIGHT
GORDON AYMAR

EVOLUTION
MIGRATION
BIOLOGY
AERODYNAMICS

200 Remarkable
photographs of

Birds in Action

Formerly at $4.00

now in reprint form for

$1 .89 including postage

•
Send all orders to

THE BOOKSHOP
American Museum of Natural History

79th Street and C.P.W. New York, N. Y.
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. iT HIGH-ROAD TO YELLOWSTONE PARK

May we help you plan

your vacation to include

this outstanding trip?

Any Northern Pacific

agent will be happy to

help you. Or the cou-

pon below will quickly

bring complete details.

Open but one short year to Northern

Pacific Rail travelers, the newest

entrance into Yellowstone, Red
Lodse . . .via the glorious HIGH-
Road that skirts the mountain tops

for many miles , , . has been praised

by thousands as "one of the most

glorious sights in the world."

You'll hear it compared to parts

of the Alps; you'll not find words to

express your awe and wonderment

over its scenic panoramas of moun-

tain peaks, lakes, forests and falls.

This dramatic Yellowstone tour

starts from Red Lodge, Montana,

>vhich is reached by through Pull-

mans on the Northern Pacific. For

the maximum of thrilling sight-

seeing, go in Red Lodge, out

Gardiner or Cody Gateways.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

E. E. Nelson,

114 Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

Send me information, please, on: (Check data desired

)

Q Yellowstone, via Red Lodge Gateway n Alaska

n California O Rainier Park U Pacific N. W.
Rocky Mt. Dude Ranches

Escorted Toura

Independent Trip
If student, state grade-

ROUTE OF THE

NORTP COAST LIJLIiO



Who ' When ^ Where
THE CALENDAR OF ENTERTAINMENT

New Exhibits

PERUVIAN MUMMY—Special exhibit of the contents of a Peruvian mummy bundle, found in

Paracas, Peru, and estimated to be about fifteen hundred years old. Loaned by the Peruvian Gov-

ernment through the Peruvian Ambassador at Washington. Education Hall, until February 23rd.

MICROSCOPES—The annual exhibit of the New York Microscopical Society, showing micro-

scopes, binoculars, slides, and other types of precision instruments. One night only, Saturday,

February 26th, Education Hall.

February I

1

1

:oo a. m.—Lecture

—

Color Facts—Miss

Cornell—Classroom K—Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Open to Public.

12 m.—Tour of Collections: The Print

Galleries—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—Metropolitan Museum of Art. Open
to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Tlie Etch-

er's Art; Drypoint—a Demonstration.

Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Open to Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Elements of De-
sign—Miss Cornell—Classroom K

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art. Open
to the Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Back of the Great

Wall—Miss Duncan—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Open to the Public.

February 3

II :00 a.m.—Lecture

—

Materials of the

Craftsman: Faience—Miss Bradish

—Meeting Place: Main Hall—Metro-

politan Museum of Art—Open to

Public. .

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: Euro-

pean Decorative Arts—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

3 :45 p m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Music of

the Spheres. For the Hayden Plane-

tarium by Marian Lockwood. Station

WQXR.
4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—

The Gothic Age in

Italy and Germany: Barbarian Goths
in the Roman Empire—C. Grant La-

Farge—Lecture Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Open to the Public.

February s

11:00 a.m.—Lecture

—

The Art of Flan-

ders: Historical Introduction—Mrs.

Fansler—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

11:30 a.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Polar
Exploration—John R. Saunders

—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Station WHN.
2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
American IVing—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

February 4

3 :i5 p. m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Choosing

Seed for the Spring Garden—Miss

Ellen Eddy Shaw—Brooklyn Botanic

Garden—Station WNYC.

February 5

10:30 a.m.—Lecture for Children

—

Jacklighting fVild Animals for the

Movies—Howard Cleaves—American

Museum of Natural History—Open
to children of Annual and Higher

Class ($io) Members of Museum.

1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture

—

Greek Art and

Civilization: Crete of the Hundred
Cities—Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open

to Public.

12:15 p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast

—

This

Wonderful World—Question and

answer program by Museum visitors,

broadcast from the Hayden Plane-

tarium—American Museum of Nat-

ural History—Station WOR.
2 :oo p. m.—M o t i o n Picture

—

Trail-

mates—American Museum of Natural

History—Open to Public.

2 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—

O r i g in s and
Meaning of American Furniture

Styles: Gothic Furniture in Europe

—Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Digging

into the Past; The Daily Life of the

Egyptians—Ancient and Modern—
Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

3 :30 p. m.—Lecture

—

-Diseases and Pests

of Ornamentals—Dr. B. O. Dodge

—

Lecture Hall, Museum Building

—

Bronx Park, New York Botanical

Garden—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—

Earliest Egypt—
William C. Hayes—Lecture Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Pubic.

February 6

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
Arts of China—Miss Duncan—Meet-
ing Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Firearms

of Our Forefathers ; Eve of the Revo-
lution—Lecture Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Lecture

—

r i g in s and
Meaning of American Furniture

Styles: Gothic Furniture in Europe—

Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place: Main

Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—

Elements of Col-

or: Color Facts—Miss Cornell

—

Classroom K—Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Open to Public.

3:15 p.m.—Tour of Collections: The

Arts of Japan—Miss Duncan—Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

4 :oo p. m —Lecture

—

A Century of

American Landscape Painting—Lloyd

Goodrich, Whitney Museum of

American Art—Lecture Hall—Metro-

politan Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

February 7

12:15 p.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Today's

Natural History—Robert R. Coles

—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Station WNYC.

February 8

II :oo a. m.—Lecture

—

Color in Far East-

ern Art—Miss Cornell—Classroom K
—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

12m.—Tour of Collections: The Egyp-

tian Collection—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

The Tem-
ples and Tombs of Ancient Egypt;

The Making of a Bronze Statue—
Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Design in English

Furniture—Miss Cornell—Classroom

K—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—

Buried Treasures

of the Han Dynasty—Miss Duncan

—

Meeting Place: Main Hall—Metro-

politan Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

8:15 p.m.—Lecture

—

The Evolution of

the Brain from Fish to Man—Dr.

William K. Gregory—American Mu-
seum of Natural History—Open to

Annual and Higher Class ($10)

Members of the Museum.

February 9

1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture

—

Materials of the

Craftsman: Stoneware—Miss Brad-

ish—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—
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Mclri)|)(jlilaM Miis.-imi of .\i i—Open
to I'ul)lic.

2:oop. rn.
—

'I'mir (if {'iilluriiDMs : 77/c

Collnlion of Greek .//•/—Mecliiin

I'lacc: Main Hall

—

McliiipDlitaii Mu-
seum uf An—Open to I'ublic.

3:45 p.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Music uf

llie Spliems—Marian Lockwood

—

flaydeii Planetarium—Station WQXR.
4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Golliic .'Ujv in

Ilaly and Germany: Germiinic De-

velopment of Italian Romanesipte

Forms—C. Grant LaFarKC—Lecture

Hall—Metropolitan Museum of An
—Open to Public.

February 10

1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture

—

The :Irl 11 j h'hiii-

ilers: The I'an Eycks, Their Cunlem-

poraries and Their Followers—Meet-

inK Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to F'ulilic.

II :30 a. m.—R a d i o Broadcast

—

Little

Knoivn African Mammals—John R.

Saunders—American Museum of Nat-

ural History—Station WHN.
2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: Ori-

ental Art: the Near East—Meetint;:

Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

8:15 p.m.—Lecture

—

The Mystery of

Shiva Temple—Dr. Harold E. An-

thony—American Museum of Natural

History—Open to Annual and Higher

Class ($10) Members.

February 11

2:15 p.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

An In-

troduction to Clematis—Mr. Mon-
tague Free—Brooklyn Botanic Garden
—Station WOR.

February 12

12:15 p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast

—

This

Wonderful World—Question and

answer program by Museum visitors,

broadcast from Hayden Planetarium

—Station WOR.
2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Abraham
Lincoln—American Museum of Nat-

ural History—Open to Public.

2 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—

O r i g in s and
Meaning of American Furniture

Styles: American Furniture of the

XVII Century—Mr. Busselle—Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

The Pot-

tery Maker; The American Wing—
Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

3 :30 p. m.—L e c t u r e

—

Landscaping—
Mr. A. C. Pfander—Museum Build-

ing: Lecture Hall—N. Y. Botanical

Garden, Bronx Park—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—

Certain Paintings

by El Greco in American Collections

—Edith R. Abbot—Lecture Hall-
Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

February /J

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
Arts of Persia—Miss Duncan—Meet-
ing Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

A Visit to

the Armor Galleries ; Drypoint—a

iJemonitratifin—Lecture Hall— .Vlei-

ropnlilan Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

2:30 p.m.—Gallery Talk

—

Origins and
Meaninff of A meriean Furniture

Styles: American Furniture of the

XVII Century—Mt. Busselle-Mecl-
iiig Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of An—Open to Public.

3 ;oo p. m.—Lecture

—

Wallpaper: Its

History—Nancy V. McClelland

—

Classroom K—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

3:1 5 p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
Arts of India—Miss Duncan—.Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—

Classical and Ori-

ental Inheritances in Byzantine Sculp-

ture—Sirarpie Der Nersessian, Wel-
lesley College—Lecture Hall—.Metro-

politan Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

PLANETARIUM
Schedule for FEBRUARY

•
"'Our Changing Calenditr"

\Vcekdays--2 :00, 3:30, and 8:30 P.M.

Saturdays—11:00 A.M.. 1:00. 2.00,

3:00, 4:00, 5:00 and 8:30 P.M.

Sundays & Holidays—2:00,3:00,4:00,
5:00 and 8:30 P.M.

Ceneral Adi

Reserved Seat

Ceneral Adniis

Ueserved Seat

Afternoons

General Admissioa for Children under 17,

accompanied by adults, 15c at all times.

(No reduced price for reserved seats oc-

cupied by children.) Children under 5

not admitted. Doors close on the hour

Special facilities for the hard of hearing.

February 14

4:30 p.m.—Radio Program

—

Today's

Natural History—Robert R. Coles

—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Station WNYC.

February 15

11 :oo a. m.—Lecture

—

Color in Near
Eastern Art—Miss Cornell—Class-

room K—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

12 m.—Tour of Collections: European

Decorative Arts—Meeting Place:
Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

Tlie Etch-

er's Art; Behind the Scenes in the

Metropolitan Museum—Lecture Hall

—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Design in Ameri-

can Furniture—Miss Cornel!—Class-

room K—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Buddhism in Jt'ei

Dynasty—Miss Duncan—M e e t i n g

Place: .Main Hall—Meiropollian Mu-
neurn of An—Open 10 Public.

8:15 p.m.—Lecture

—

Orit/in and Evo-
lution <// the Oceans—Dr. Roy Waldo
.Miner—.\inerican Museum of .Val-

ural History—<Jpen to Annual and

Hil^her Class ($10) .Members of the

.Museum.

February 16

II xx) a. m.—Lecture

—

Materials of the

Craftsman: Porcelain—.Miss Kradish

—.Meeting Place: .Main Hall—Metro-

politan .Museum of .\n—Open to

Public.

2x>op. m.—Tour of Collections: Tht
Medieval Collection—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

3 :45 p. m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Music of

the Spheres—Marian Lockwood for

the Hayden Planetarium—Station

WQXR.
4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Gothic Age in

Italy and Germany: Effects of Mari-

time Poti-er in Venice and Pisa—C.

Grant LaFarge—Lecture Hall—Met-

ropolitan .Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

February I~

II :oo a. m.—Lecture

—

The Art of Flan-

ders: The Schools of Bruges and
Brussels—Mrs. Fansler— .\I e e t i n g
Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

11:30 p.m.-—Radio Broadcast

—

The Do-
do—John R. Saunders—American

Museum of Natural History—Station

WHN.
2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
American Wing—M e e t i n g Place

:

Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

February iS

3:15 p. m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Interest-

ing Plants in the Brooklyn Botanic

Garden Conservatories—Brooklyn Bo-

tanic Garden—Station WNYC.

February /p

10:30 a.m.—Lecture for Children—
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
—Rufus Rose Marionettes—American

Museum of Natural History—Open

to children of Annual and Higher

Class ($10) members of the Museum.

II a.m.—Lecture

—

Greek Art and Civ-

ilization: The Mycenaean Period—
Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall—Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art—Open to Public.

12:15 p.m.— Radio Broadcast

—

This

Wonderful World—Question and an-

swer program by Museum visitors

broadcast from the Hayden Planeta-

rium—Station WOR.
2:00p.m.— Motion Picture

—

George
Washington—American Museum of

Natural History—Open to Public.

2 :oo p. m.—L e c t u r e— Origins and

Meaning of American Furniture

Styles: Baroque Furniture in Europe

—Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Tapestries

and How They Are Made: The
Making of a Stained-Glass Window:

WHO • WHEN WHERE TS9



—Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

3 130 p. m.—Lecture

—

The Romance of

Plant Names—Dr. H. A. Gleason—
Lecture Hall of Museum Building

—

New York Botanical Garden—Open
to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Social Aspects of

Art: Greece—Karl L. H. Lehmann-
Hartleben, New York University

—

Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

February 20

2 :oo p. m.— Lecture— Egypt's Classic

Age—Mr. Taggart—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture — Digging

into the Past: The Daily Life of the

Egyptians—Ancient and Modern—
Lecture Hall—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Lecture

—

Origins and Mean-
ing of American Furniture Styles:

Baroque Furniture in Europe—Mr.
Busselle—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

3:00 p.m. — Lecture — Color Study:

Peasant Art—Miss Cornell—Class-

room K.—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tour of Collections: Egypt:
The Golden Age of the Empire—
Mr. Taggart—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art
—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Pictures Are Like

People—H. S. Ede—Lecture Hall-
Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

February 21

4:30 p.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Today's
Natural History—Robert R. Coles

—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Station WNYC.

February 22

11:00 a. m.—Tour of Collections: Amer-
ican Painting After 1875—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—

Firearms

of Our Forefathers: Yoritoiun—Lec-

ture Hall—Metropolitan Museum of

Art—Open to Public.

February''2S

II :oo a. m.—Lecture

—

Materials of the

Craftsman: Jasper Ware—Miss Bra-
dish—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
Egyptian Collection—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

3 :45 p. m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Music of
the Spheres—Marian Lockwood for

the Hayden Planetarium — Station

WQXR.
4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Tlie Gothic Age
in Italy and Germany: Italian Indi-

vidualism—Rivalry of the Towns—

-

C. Grant LaFarge—Lecture Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.
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February 2^

11 a. m.—Lecture

—

The Art of Flan-

ders: The School of Antwerp—Mrs.
Fansler —Meeting Place: Main Hall

—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

II :30 p. m.—Radio Broadcast

—

The Wolf

—John R. Saunders—American Mu-
seum of Natural History—Station

WHN.
2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections: The
Collection of Roman Art—Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art—Open to Public.

8 :i5 p. m.—Lecture— Woods, Waters

and Wild ij'/?—William L. Finley—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Open to Annual and Higher

Class ($10) members of the Museum.

February 26

1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture— Greek Art and

Civilization: The Dawn of the His-

toric Era—Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

12:15 p.m. — Radio Broadcast— This

Wonderful World—Question and an-

swer program by Museum visitors,

broadcast from the Hayden Planeta-

rium—Station WOR
2:00 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

Vincennes

—American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Open to Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—

Origins and Mean-
ing of American Furniture Styles:

American Furniture {l^oo-iy^o)—
Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

A Visit to

the Armor Galleries: The Making of

a Bronze Statue—Lecture Hall—Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art—Open to

Public.

3:30 p.m.— Lecture — Our National

Parks—Dr. Harod N. Moldenke

—

Lecture Hall of Museum Building

—

New York Botanical Garden—Bronx

Park—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture

—

Social Aspects of

Art: The Middle Ages—Meyer Scha-

piro—Columbia University— Lecture

Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—Open to Public.

February .?/

2:00 p.m.—Lecture— Egypt: Decline

and End of the Empire—Mr. Tag-
gart—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—

Metropolitan Museum of Art—Open
to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture

—

The Mak-
ing of Wrought Iron: The American
Wing— Lecture Hall—Metropolitan

Museum of Art—Open to Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Lecture

—

Origins and Mean-
ing of American Furniture Styles:

American Furniture (1700-IfSo)—
Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—Open to Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—

Wallpaper: Mod-
ern Uses—Nancy V. McClelland

—

Classroom K—Metropolitan Museum
of Art—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tour of Collections: Egyp-
tian Decorative Arts—Mr. Taggart

—Meeting Place: Main Hall—Met-

ropolitan Museum of Art^Open to

Public.

4:00p.m.—Lecture

—

The Art of the

Engraved Jade in China—Alfred

Salmony, Mills College—Lecture Hall

—Metropolitan Museum of Art

—

Open to Public.

February 28

4:30 p.m.—Radio Broadcast

—

Today's

Natural History—Robert R. Coles

—

American Museum of Natural His-

tory—Station WNYC.

THE INDOOR EXPLORER
Continued from page 151

wisdom, prudence, charity, and other

estimable qualities had become legendary

not only in his own tribe, but among the

white men as well. It was from this

society, as you have probably already

guessed, that the Tammany Hall of our

own day developed. "Tammany societies"

arose in all of the thirteen original states

and were called Tribes. Their meeting

places were Wigwams, and the leading

officer was called the Sachem. Instead of

taking the name of each local chapter

from the state in which it was formed,

the Tribes adopted such thoroughly In-

dian differentials as the Eagle Tribe, Ot-

ter Tribe, and Tiger Tribe. It is prob-

able that the tribe last named was
originally the Wildcat, but at any rate,

it is from this particular group that the

present day symbol of the Tammany Ti-

ger has been passed down to us. The
activities of the Tammany societies were
tinged with politics from the very begin-

ning, a distinctive color that deepened
as time went on until all but the New
York Tribe disappeared and the institu-

tion of Tammany Hall became an ineffable

landmark in the history of American
politics.

Contemporary newspapers have never

tired of jibing good-humoredly at the to-

temistic character of this notorious politi-

cal organization. The cartoonists who
have sketched the totem-animal in all

manner of postures are legion and a list

of editorial writers who have jestingly re-

ferred to the Keeper of the Wampum and

other Indianized characteristics of the

personnel and ritual would fill volumes.

Tammany is indeed perhaps the might-

iest single heritage from our Indian cul-

ture, but in view of the results of certain

recent elections, it might seem that this

archetype of "modern totemism" is crum-

bling. Possibly this fact may symbolize

the decline and gradual passing away of

totemism in a changing America. For it

is probable that, as the years separate

us more and more from the halcyon days

of the red man, the totem-animals that

played so great a part in the culture of

our forefathers will rapidly cease to have

significance for succeeding generations.

The animals themselves may last indefi-

nitely as hollow symbols, but your Ex-

plorer suspects that rising organizations

will seek their names and their symbols

in the emergent culture of a New Age.

—D. R. Barton.
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TEST-TUBE BABIES
FROM the test tubes of industry have come many of

the jobs that keep America busy. Fifteen million

American men and women are at work today in jobs

that did not exist in 1900. These jobs do exist today

because, through research, industry has been able to

develop hundreds of new products. And it has been able

to make them so inexpensive that millions of people

have been able to buy them.

These jobs are "test-tube babies," created in the

modern research laboratories of industry. As a result,

millions of people are employed today in welding, in

making and selling radios, electric refrigerators, lamp
bulbs, automobiles, and hundreds of other manufac-
tured products invented within the memory of many
now living.

General Electric engineers and research scientists have
contributed greatly to this progress. From the G-E
Research Laboratory, in Schenectady, has come the
modern electric lamp, which uses less electricity and
gives more light, thereby saving the public $5,000,000
a night. From it have come the modern x-ray tube
which is helping the physician save lives, and conquer
disease and suffering- the high-vacuum tube which
makes radiobroadcasting possible; and many other de-

velopments which have created new jobs.

G-E research and evsineering have saved the public from ten to one hundred
dollarsJor every dollar they have earnedjor General Electric
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DARK SKIES

—

A scientijic voyage in a ^H-joot boat along the rainy

Pacific shores of Colombia, the least-known continental seacoast in

the world

By Robert Cushman Murphy

TllRicic men set forth from Balboa in a small

caliin launch in mid-afternoon of Septem-

ber 8, 1937. They fallowed the dredged

channel out from the Canal and headed toward the

Pearl Islands, but tins of gasoline piled high in the

cockpit and the cramped quarters throughout the

craft indicated a voyage longer than the usual

"Zone" fishing holiday.

Vast flat ground swells undulated toward the

launch as she came out from the shelter of the for-

tified islands. Their lifts far ahead loomed up like

breakwaters when they rose above a horizon where

cottony clouds seemed to rest upon the sea. Scat-

tered Mother Carey's chickens danced on the sur-

face; rising shoals of sardinas made it shimmer and

ruffle in patches, and spotted porpoises rolled out

lazily. From time to time the flanks of the launch

would chatter and hiss as she cleft through a drift-

line of flotsam from the streams. (Her occupants

were to see more and worse of that before their

voyage ended).

After two hours the tops of some of the Pearl

Islands began to show as blurred, tree-covered tufts,

(Left) jBlENVENDIA A BuENAVENTURA !

"Welcome to Good Fortune!" said the Pillar of

Cloud that guided the weary mariners into Colom-

bia's Pacific port of Buenaventura, after six days of

battering. The entrance to the estuary lies directly

under the thunderhead

floating not on but above the ocean. The new moon
came out over the starboard quarter ; the distorted

shadow of the launch lengthened rapidly on the

sleek sea. At dusk long rivers of lightning poured

from the mountains-and-castles of cloud piled toward

heaven astern and on the port beam over the

ethereal blue crests of Darien. With darkness the

islands were lost, but before eight o'clock the sil-

houette of Pedro Gonzales, more inky than the

ambient night, lay just ahead. Sable cloud-fingers

reached slowly out from land and wrapped them-

selves around the young moon as it sank; for a long

while it continued to shine faintly through a chink

but was finally quenched about nine. The lightning

that never ceased flashing crept round and round

until it encircled the voyagers, leaving fixed stars

and shooting stars only high up between south and

east.

It was a long pull to Pedro Gonzales, but ulti-

mately the gap between that island and Seiiora

opened out of the blackness, and the launch glided

through the broad passage. No sooner was it alee,

than a delightful aromatic smell penetrated the nos-

trils of the travelers, recalling old sailors' tales of

Spice Islands in the East. The water came alive with

points of blue flame as the craft swung behind the

windbreak of Trapiche Islet and cast anchor just

before ten in a flat and silent cove. The closing pall

soon shut out even the lightning ; the rain only en-

hanced the stillness, drowning all other sounds.

Before the streak of dawn next morning, it was up

and away on a compass course toward southern

Darien and the Choco, a coast where seamen's

Life on the ocean wave, in pursuance

of American Museum objectives, is

nothing new for Robert Cushman
Murphy, but this article describes his

first (and positively last!) thousand-

mile voyage in a 38-foot launch. He
once covered 17,000 miles— 11 months

and 14 days without sleeping ashore

—

in the brig Daisy, now the subject of a

Benson mural in the Hall of Ocean Life.

Doctor Murphy belongs to that

dwindling coterie whose members

have crossed the North Atlantic en-

tirely under sail. Both coasts of South

America, the subantarctic ocean. Gulf

of Mexico, Florida Current and Medi-

terranean Sea are regions in which

he has conducted marine zoological

studies in relation to the oceanographic

background. He has pioneered in re-

searches correlating the distribution of

seabirds with natural regions of the

ocean. In 1936 the Museum issued his

"Oceanic Birds of South America," a

two-volume monograph which has re-

cently been awarded the Brewster

Medal. Incidentally, the whole edition

of this work sold out more rapidly

than any other major publication in

the history of the Museum.

—

Editor.
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weather is execrable, ports are few and far between,

and the charts far from reassuring. The craft of this

adventure was a 38-foot twin-motored plaything,

with no proper belly for the open ocean. The first

source of gasoline, or of any other civilized resources,

was at Buenaventura, 400 miles away by the curves

of the coast toward which the launch now seemed

to be bound. What was the reason for such a jour-

ney ? Smuggling, the reader might guess, an idea that

occurred to several observers during the next three

weeks. In fact, when the same launch anchored off

the Ecuadorian town of Manta on September 23d,

she was unceremoniously boarded by a suspicious

captain of the port and a whole squad of resguardos

ready to do their duty.

But such inferences were quite unjust. The com-

plement on board comprised an American Museum
man—which is quite sufficient to account for any

seeming madness— , a Canal Zone skipper who said

that he was willing to take his chances with what-

ever came up, and proved it ; and a Caribbean negro

who served as cook and sailor. The last-named neither

felt forebodings nor, so far as could be told, suffered

any subsequent fear of an imminent end such as

gripped his shipmates on many a dark day and im-

penetrable night. He trusted God or the navigator,

perhaps both, and his faith was vindicated.

Needless to say, everything about this little expe-

dition was not as planned in advance. It had been

intended, indeed, that a 90-foot Diesel cruiser, with

a crew of eleven, should carry the naturalist in se-

curity and comfort into new maritime pastures, but

White Shadow had broken down 800 miles to south-

ward and had been towed ignominiously back to her

home port of Guayaquil. Even so, the museum man
couldn't very well spend half his appropriation, go

junketing to Panama on a well-advertised "luxury

liner," and then come home emptyhanded and tell

Roy Andrews that the bottom had fallen out! Wil-
pet was provided, a sad little substitute for White
Shadow, but at least she floated ; she had an engine

—

two, in fact—and she would keep out the rain.

"We'll go," said the skipper and I, "and we'll

probably come back." We did!

Why Colombia?

One might assume that the west coast of South
America is all familiar ground. Panama, Ecuador,
Peru, Chile—these four names, at least, bring up a

substantial geographic picture. All the world knows
the Canal, and steamers carry travelers by the thou-

sands to ports of the three other Hispanic-American
republics. But what of Pacific Colombia? Here the

imagination meets a blank wall, for no tourists and
very few geographers can speak first-hand about the

166

wild tropical seacoast that extends around a bight

of the ocean for more than 600 miles between San

Miguel Bay, in the Gulf of Panama, and Cape San

Francisco, the northernmost of the bends in the

coast of Ecuador.

This region is by all odds the least-known con-

tinental seacoast on the globe. Buenaventura is po-

tentially, even actually, an important seaport but it

is reached from Panama on a course which keeps the

voyager hull-down over the horizon. Tumaco, sec-

ond among Colombia's Pacific communities, is

touched only rarely by a vessel bearing passengers

from other parts of the world ; it is known also to

air-minded travelers as a station where seaplanes

come out of the clouds to float briefly in its lake-like

haven. But beyond this, Pacific Colombia has lain

mostly outside the circle of the world's eyes from the

days of the first discoverers. It is safe to say that

nine steamers out of ten, bound between the Panama
Canal and their first or last port in western South

America, follow a track which takes them 150 miles

to westward of the greater part of the Choco.

Historic

When describing a seacoast, one does not ordinarily

hark back to the early i6th century. In this case

there is a reason, however, for the conquistadores

are among the relatively few groups of men who
have traversed it. In 15 15, only two years after Bal-

boa had discovered the Pacific, Gaspar de Morales

and Francisco Pizarro visited the highly indefinite

district of "Biru," south of the Gulf of San Miguel.

Seven years later, Andagoya pressed onward by ship

as far as Piiias and Octavia Bays, or possibly farther.

In 1524, Pizarro and his companions began the long

series of explorations that overcame incredible ob-

stacles of climate and enemies and culminated, with-

in a decade, in the conquest of the Inca Empire.

Thereafter the Colombian coast lay on the treasure

track between the "Tierra Firme" of Panama and

the ports of Peru, but the harrowing heat, never-

ending rains, onshore current and troublesome winds

soon taught the Spaniards to take the modern short-

cut across the bight as far as Ecuador. For of all the

unexploited products of the Choco, the first and most

memorable is "weather."

Within slightly more than a century, the British

buccaneers had followed their favorite prey to this

coast and were harrying Spanish vessels out of

Panama, and sacking settlements with consummate
cheerfulness. The lonely bays and the roadsteads of

uninhabited islands proved superb hideouts. Such
places as Gorgona Island furnished abundance of

wood, water and food, as related by Captains Ring-
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lose ;uul J J;im|)iLT. Another use for such rctrtats

was concerned with distribution of spoils; apparently

no self-respecting crew of freebooters could divide

their loot without first arraying it on some broad

beach within full sight of all the rascals. Much of

their desperate and fearless snooping about was ac-

complished not in their ships but in long narrow

dugout canoes, filched from the inhabitants of the

estuaries, the same sort of boat that is used to this

day. The buccaneers spread on paper the founda-

tions of the modern charts of this coast. Having

very casual ideas about spelling in their own lan-

guage, they also set down extremely odd render-

ings of Spanish place names, some of which have

been progressively misspelt by map-makers ever

since.

Nearly two more centuries passed before the world

again took cognizance of Pacific Colombia and

Darien. Shortly before 1850 the coast was surveyed

by British men-of-war. This was at a time of re-

vived interest in an inter-oceanic ship canal from the

River Atrato to one of the streams flowing into the

Pacific, a hope that had received advertisement

through the writings of Alexander von Humboldt.

A number of Americans, among whom Trautwine

was first in the field, took part in investigations by

land and sea, under private auspices or those of the

United States Government, between 1852 and 1873,

by which date plans for a canal by such a route

were abandoned.

Once again the region sank into an obli\ion even

deeper than that of the days in which it had been

inhabited by an abundance of native Indians. The
latter have gradually been replaced by negroes who
liave infiltrated from old Spanish centers into the

forests. Large areas once overrun by coiiquistadores

and missionaries have ever since been practically un-

traveled by white men. The "new population of

hardy and enterprising foreigners," predicted as not

far distant by Trautwine, has never materialized.

The Choco remains one of earth's foremost wilder-

nesses.

[Feather

Rainfall gives the answers. The backbone of

mountains and the planetary wind systems combine

to make sharply differing zones of climate along the

western shores of all America. In the southerly half

of the New World where the Cordilleras are higher

and the expanse of ocean greater, the effects are more

contrasting than on the Pacific coast of North

America. Thus if we stand at Panama and turn the

eye of fancy southward, we find a succession of

climatic areas laid out with almost diagrammatic

precision between the Andes and the sea. If

ue think in terms of northern-hemisphere sea-

sons, a generalized summary of the conditions is

as follows:

Panama: Summer rain, winter drought.

I'acific Colombia: Rain all the year.

Western Ecuador: Winter rain, summer drought.

Coastal Peru and northern Chile: Drought all the year.

Southern Chile: Rain all the year.

At the Isthmus itself the dry period of the north-

ern-hemisphere trade wind season continues from

December to April, more or less. This is followed

b>' a rainy season between May and December,

which coincides with the return of the sun to the

northern hemisphere, tiie retraction of the trade

wind belt toward the northerly edge of the Carib-

bean, and an invasion of the southern-hemisphere

trade winds across the equator.

Jumping now to Ecuador, we find the cycle simi-

lar to that of Panama but with the seasons reversed.

The dry period comes during the rainy months of

Panama and is coincident with steady southerly

winds, which are really the deflected southeast trade

winds of the Pacific coast of South America. They

blow from cooler latitudes toward the equator and

consequently receive no chilling to cause condensa-

tion of their moisture. The Ecuadorian wet season

liolds sway during the northern-hemisphere winter,

when all is dry at Panama, and it begins with the

retreat of south-wind influence down the Peruvian

coast and the incidence of northerly winds from the

direction of the hot sea oft Colombia.

In between these two climatic regions, or along

the coasts of Colombia and northernmost Ecuador,

rainfall is practically perpetual because the area may

be said to share the Isthmian wet season during one

half of the year and the Ecuadorian wet season dur-

ing the other. There is no dry period whatsoever,

and very little consistent monthly variation. In fact,

the Colombian Choco is one of the world's centers of

maximum precipitation, where the annual deluge

is recorded in feet or meters rather than in the con-

ventional inches. The land is buried under supremely

luxuriant rain forest, and one finds nothing cor-

responding to the savanna lands of Panama. Ground

and vegetation reek and steam, but never parch. If

the jungles of the Isthmus have become symbolic of

all that is dense and impenetrable, it is chiefly be-

cause so little is known about those of Pacific Co-

lombia, where the native inhabitants say, e/i Darien

se corta en un mes, lo que se tarda un aho en el

Choco. The reference is to progress behind the hack-

ing blade of a machete; it signifies that in Darien

one can cut in a month a length of trail which would

require a year in the Choco

!

According to the early chronicler, Cieza de Leon,
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the Spaniards soon learned that January, February

and A-Iarch, when northerly breezes hold, were the

best months for beginning a passage from Panama

toward Peru. IVilpet, like the craft of Pizarro's first

venture, was setting out in September, midway in

the prolonged season of south to southwest winds

;

according to our experience, these proved exasper-

atingly steady even if not always violent. From the

ninth to the twenty-sixth of the month, indeed, we
met with only a fevi? hours of northerly airs, which

came as catspaws between sunrise and eight o'clock

of a single morning. At all other times the monoto-

nous southerly regime was interrupted only by oc-

casional calms.

It was still pitch dark when we departed from

our first anchorage, without so much as a peep at

Pedro Gonzales and its neighboring islands. On
most maps such an archipelago as this appears so

concentrated that it would seem almost impossible

for a boat to worm through it without running high

and dry. In reality, Wilpet chugged on a straight

course down the South Passage, with room to spare

for a whole navy. Once beyond land's end of Las

Perlas, our trials began. Choppy cross seas, super-

imposed upon a long ocean swell, bounced us about

in ghastly fashion. The rain, descending as a smoth-

ering, drowning flood, was no doubt a blessing, for

it helped in a measure to flatten the race of wind-

whipped ridges.

A sizable craft, however badly beaten, acquires

a semblance of rhythm toward which the body re-

sponds by subconscious adjustments. The same is true

of any boat steadied by sails, except when it wallows

in a tumbling calm. But the movements of chunky

little Wilpet, on every bad moment of our voyage,

proved largely unpredictable. Danger was less to

the launch than to its crew because of the constant

liability of hurtling against some sharp projection.

Using a camera, or shooting sea birds for specimens,

became equally hazardous, as I learned with a ven-

geance on September 12th. While endeavoring to

photograph a headland from the bow, and bracing

myself against an expected roll, Wilpet suddenly

careened at another angle and tossed me neatly to

the sharks. By quite automatic presence of mind, I

contrived to leave my camera on deck

!

The jS-foot cruiser's course along the coast from

Balboa to Guayaquil is shown by a dotted track-line.

Generalized patterns of rainfall for three regions

discussed in the article are illustrated by monthly

averages for Colon, Buenaventura and Quito.

Note that October rainfall at Buenaventura {not

the wettest part of the Choco) amounts to .97 of a

meter, or more than j8 inches
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(Rif/lil) FARiiwuLL TO Panama.
A look astern from IVilpet to-

ward the Pacific entrance of the

Canal on the cahn, sultry after

noon of September 8tli gave no

hint of the incessant head winds

that were to bedevil the voyagers

during the next i8 days

(Bi'l(iiv) Cai'tain Lull H. Cark,

of Balboa, lost 26 pounds weighi

during the voyage. Once, wliili

the autiior was incapacitated by

an injury, the captain stood con-

tinuous watch for 28 hours in a

bad sea. Ordinarily, skipper and

naturalist alternated at the wheel

^:^.

(Right) The expedition launch

at anchor in the quiet lee of Ca-

bita Bay. Although hardly an ap-

propriate argosy for a thousand

miles of the open Pacific, Wilfiet

never faltered so long as there

was "juice" in her tanks

(Right) "Silent, upon a peak
IN Darien," the sun rises, on

September nth, over the moun-
tains behind Punta Jarque, just

south of the entrance to Piiias

Bay. At this point, the coastal or

Baudo range perhaps attains its

greatest altitude, which may be

about 4000 feet. The nearer and

lower foothills are outlined by

white early morning mists



(Above) Mountain or

MIRAGE? Cloud-truncated

Mt. Anana (marked by

the arrow), and also the

cone of its lesser neighbor

at Cape Corrientes, pho-

tograph clearly from a

position off Puerto Solano,

42 nautical miles to north-

ward, in mid-forenoon of

September 12th. The
higher peak had been vis-

ible to the eye, indeed, at

twice that distance, a phe-

nomenon probably to be

explained as a result of at-

mospheric refraction (Above) How HIGH IS Anana? Only 1500 feet, says the hydrographic chart, yet the

mountain, or its mirage, had appeared at a distance of 80 sea miles, from north of Cape

Marzo! In this photograph, the peak bears due north of an anchorage in a cove of

Cabita Bay. It might seem simple to carry a barometer to its summit, but three days'

labor could scarcely cut a trail from the water's edge even to its base

(Right) ChOCO FAMILIES

provide their own power

when traveling far and

wide, on fresh water and

salt, in the graceful ca-

yucos. For bulkier cargo

there are larger craft,

likewise hewn from single

trees of the rain forest.

Long antedating an inter-

oceanic canal, are "drags"

across which such boats

can be hauled from Atrato

drainage to that of the

San Juan or the Baudo,

which means, in effect,

from Atlantic to Pacific

T70



^LefiJ Elliot's Petri;L, a species of

Mother Carey's Chicken" first described

in 1859, as Oteanites gracilis, by Dr.

Daniel Giraud F.lliot, whose bronze bust

adorns the American Museum's Hall of

Birds of the \Vorld. So far as known, its

portrait has never before been captured by

a camera

(Below) OcTAViA Rocks, bearing

slightly east of south, and, at the left, the

reef and chain of islets at the tip of Cape

Marzo. The Octavia cluster had no pre-

\ ious fame in the annals of natural his-

tory, but when this photograph was made
seabirds new to the west coast of South

America had just been sighted

(Right) Octavia Rocks, bearing north-

westward, as Wilpet passed between them

and the mainland. Brown Noddies, Bridled

Terns, Red-billed Tropic Birds and other

oceanic sea fowl were recorded in flight about

them, and the first two of these species ap-

peared to be nesting in large numbers on the

upper slopes of the rocks

DARK SKIES
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(Left) "Rainbow at night, sailor's de-

light," goes the old meteorological jingle.

This brilliant arc, which at times extended

itself into a complete bow, was reflected

from heavy mists over Cape Corrientes

toward the end of a rough and exhausting

day at sea. Its promise of hope was well

justified for, within an hour, Wilpet

found a snug and restful anchorage in a

rocky basin under the shadow of Mt.

Anana

-:^
(Below) Equatorial sunset. Sky and sea

toward the west, off Cape Corrientes, at

the hour when southerly winds that had

puffed all day gave place to calm, while

IVilpet raced before the rollers toward a

night's shelter in Cabita Bay. Although

the rainfall along the Pacific coast of Co-

lombia can hardly be exaggerated, it is

equally true that rainy skies are there not

"dull" skies. On the contrary, the aspect

of both ocean and heavens is nearly always

lively, colorful and spectacular



(/Ih(jvc) A BLACK SQUAl.i. bearing

down toward the launch on an other-

wise quiet morning off Point San

Francisco Solano. Six or seven more

distant flurries of this type were within

sight simultaneously, and in each the

rain appeared to have a slant all its

own!

(Right) "Wilpet" at anchor (over

the little point) beside one of the faery

islets in Cabita Bay, behind the hook

of Cape Corrientes. In the foreground

is the mouth of a brook which, a few

yards upstream, becomes a series of cas-

cades tumbling from near the base of

Mt. Anana

(Right) Festooned sea caves sur-

round the foot of the islet shown above.

The supremely luxuriant vegetation of

the Choco coast is still relatively little

known but is in large measure very

different from that of either Panama
or Ecuador. Shrubs, air-plants, lianas

and ferns fill interstices among the

trees, and drape all exposures.

(Above) Serrilij cLuLiJb, chmu^uuslic ol rainy

Choco skies, as seen toward sunset in the estuary

of the River Dagua, below Buenaventura
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(Above) Polynesia at the edge of the Choco! At

Gorgona Island, which lies well outside the zone

strongly affected by river water, coconut palms,

which are salt-resisting light-loving friends of man,

occupy fragments of a narrow fringe between the

dark jungle and the ocean. In some such places,

lemons, bananas and other culture plants likewise

flourish

(Right) "This is the forest primeval." Wherever

the steep hillsides of Gorgona Island descend to

beaches of rough shingle, the trees of the rain for-

est, with their vines, orchids, monkeys, sloths and

arboreal birds, still stand as it was in the beginning

(Below) The coast of Gorgona is an alternation

of coral spits, like this charming beach, and stretches

of impassable broken rock

n
(Beloiu) MoNTECRiSTi, the name of which is associated with

the finest of so-called "Panama hats," looms up behind

Manta, Ecuador

-^



After dronpinK tlic- I'earl Islands on September

ytli, we could see for a while only the lofty Cerro

Sapo—Mountain of the Toad-—near Point Gara-

cliine on the main. But when this too had been

blotted out by pounding squalls, we held our course

for several sightless hours and then turned sharply

eastward until, a stone's throw ahead, the mighty,

over-powering coast loomed up behind its rain-cur-

tain fringed with foam. The swell was very high,

the cloudbursts of maximum intensity, as we skirted

southward toward our next haven in Piiias Bay.

Above a foundation of dark water-worn rock, up

which the suds of the heaving Pacific rode, the slope

rose almost like a cliff, but covered as far as the eye

could peer into the mists with the hugcst and dens-

est of tropical rain forest.

The lower line of the vegetation was level and

continuous, just out of reach of the waves. Chevaux

de frise of long green boughs stretched, indeed, over

the swirling water, and their very shadows were in-

vaded by black terns, small petrels and flying fish, a

phenomenon I had never seen elsewhere. Here and

there creamy torrents gushed over the rocky base,

and sometimes we could make out the silvery thread

of a cascade far up among the tops of spreading

hardwood trees and palms.

/J restless michorcicje

Just where we were was for a time conjectural,

but in late afternoon when we seesawed on the roll-

ers through an opening between a chain of wooded

mounds and an opposite promontory, the topography

was seen to fit the Jicacolito Pass of our chart. Six

miles beyond, the double Sentinel Rocks off Piiias

Bay confirmed the position and, as darkness closed,

we raced the breath-taking swells to an anchorage

in a cove where man had never left a lasting mark
but where, no doubt, dauntless Pizarro had moored

his clumsy bark on about the same date 413 years

before. It was not possible for our feet to tread the

shores of the somber Eden because, as the Pilot Book

so ironically informed us, the harbors of this savage

coast offer excellent protection "against all but

southerly winds"!

Five jerky rolls, a pause, five more rolls, a pitch

as we yank on the cable, then a repetition of the

whole tiresome cycle, are not conducive to peaceful

slumber. But at least we gave ourselves twelve hours

of it, and this night, no less than the preceding day,

proved typical of our voyage. Aside from the pun-

ishment of endless motion, about which nothing

whatsoever could be done, we also had to make fre-

quent nocturnal choices between sweltering or being

well sprinkled. A small porthole would suck a breath

of air across m) face until a heavy spatter of cool

rain would lead me to screw it up. The alternation

of drenching and of gasping for a lungful of night

air, the opening and the shutting—a score of times

between dark and dawn—eventually became a re-

sponse which required no more consciousness than

enough to hear the overtones of rainproof cicadas

mingling with the snoring of the sea.

Tropical rain

Only those who know the tropics have really seen

rain. Here in Pacific Colombia, as we entered one

of the most humid sections of all the world's tropics,

the power of searching and penetration possessed by

the fountains of the clouds was revealed as I had

never before imagined it. Drips worked through

well-painted layers of new canvas and teak; rain

water sometimes fairly sprayed around the edge of

plate glass supposedly well sealed in grooves of

bronze!

Pinas, Cupica and Cabita Bays were our suc-

cessive ports on the six-day leg of the journey from

Las Perlas to Buenaventura. Always we slapped

into adverse winds and waves; always the strong

current was against us except when, upon rounding

a cape, we might for a time pick up the aid of an

eddy and add its speed to the thrust of our engine.

Operating only one of our twin motors at a time

gave an added sense of safety, as well as fuel econ-

om\' ; only on brief occasions were both motors ab-

solutely required to drive us through the punch of

sharp head seas. Rain that blotted out the world

beyond the circumference of a few boat lengths left

us to the poor solace of dead reckoning for hours on

end. Sometimes a period of such diurnal twilight

would be succeeded, under a shining sun, by gleam-

ing, blinding, white mist, resembling steam, which

dazzled the eyes and completely baffled vision. At
such times a perfectly calm silvery ocean surface

might still be stirred by such heaves that maintain-

ing balance involved hands as well as feet ; the table

could not be set for a meal, and Adonijah's viands,

wretched at best, would have to be skilfully jug-

gled on their way to the mouth.

Blind travel was disquieting not so much because

of the peril of unseen shores, for they could usually

be heard. It was flotsam, which moves in silence,

that kept us on tenter-hooks, the more so because the

great distances between harbors often compelled us

to begin the laps of our voyage long before dawn or

to face the worse alternative of extending them long

after sunset, and of feeling for a strange anchorage

in the dark. South of Cape Corrientes, where the

bulwarks of the coastal mountains turn inland, many
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great rivers bear to the Pacific in their rain-swollen

spates the limbs and boles of vast trees. Some of the

latter are so heavy or so water-logged that they float

awash—so fully submerged, indeed, that the warn-

ing boobies and terns fail to use them as rafts. We
grazed innumerable bits of forest wreckage of dl

sizes but, as the great Captain Cook once wrote, "by

the grace of God and the skilful maneuvering of

the ship," we received no shivering blow. At Cabita

Bay I paced off drift logs that had piled on the

rocks. One of them was four feet in diameter at its

base and 72 feet long! If Wilpet, making seven

knots, had happened to strike such a timber end on,

the reader would have been spared this tale.

But, above all other specters stood that of fast-

dwindling gasoline, a commodity not to be found

en route. The only human beings we encountered,

indeed, between Panama and Buenaventura were

four negro youths in a skiff at Cupica Bay ;
the only

man-built structures a few palm-thatched huts at

the edge of the forest. We were obliged to forego

many a fascinating incidental look-in along our

course; we had to hurry, and yet conserve, at all

times when not at anchor. An estimate, regarded

as liberal at Panama, had led us to believe that we

would arrive at Buenaventura with a residue of

between 50 and 100 gallons of fuel, but because of

the winds and currents we actually entered that

port with tanks nearly dry—less than five gallons.

Routine and its purpose

However, the explorations in Wilpet were not

undertaken for the morbid enjoyment of hardship;

there was work to do. Modern marine biology rests

upon a comprehensive physical basis. Only by learn-

ing a great deal about ocean water can one lay the

groundwork for an intimate understanding of the

chains of life within, upon or above it.

My first problem was to determine the character

of the Colombian coastal water in comparison, for

instance, with the very different and better known

water of the cool Humboldt Current along the Peru-

vian coast. The equipment for our investigations

comprised surface thermometers, a reversing ther-

mometer for depth readings, hydrometers for ap-

proximate determination of the salt content, and

water-sample bottles which would permit of sub-

sequent and more precise computation of salinities

in the laboratory. Barometers, a transit, a current-

measuring log-line, a plankton net of fine silk and

other collecting and preserving gear completed the

outfit. The unforeseen shift from White Shadow

to Wilpet caused a certain curtailment of the in-

strumental program, but we still succeeded in gath-
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ering various statistical data at a total of 42 stations

between the Gulfs of Panama and Guayaquil. The

correlation of our records with observations by

others, and with specimens of sea life obtained dur-

ing the voyage, promises to yield useful knowledge,

both new and confirmatory.

Some of the fundamental conclusions from our

findings may be stated now, as follows:

No air temperature as low as 70° F. was met with

either by day or night anywhere to northward of

Point Santa Elena, Ecuador. Nevertheless, at any

hour of the entire trip the sea surface was all but in-

variably warmer than the shade temperature of the

air. The highest water temperature was 84° F., and

the average of all the records made between Panama

and Santa Elena was 80.5° ; the mean for all air

temperatures taken simultaneously with water read-

ings was 77.4°. In this relationship, which is the

opposite of that in the Humboldt Current region,

we recognize one item in the stage-setting for heavy

precipitation. Both the rain water and that of the

Colombian streams proved, of course, consistently

cooler than the sea.

The layer of warm surface water is relatively

thick all along the Colombian littoral because the

oceanic current flows toward land, the uppermost

water doubtless driving ahead of that below. This,

again, is a departure from the regime in Peru, where

a divergence of the surface layers produces upwell-

ing of cold water along a broad band paralleling

the shore.

From a fixed point at Gorgona Island, southwest

of Buenaventura, we could clearly note the steady

movement of floating objects northeastward toward

the continent, at a rate of half a knot even where

there was full shelter from the wind. Elsewhere, a

still stronger set sometimes counteracted the labor of

Wilpet's engine to the extent of more than one nau-

tical mile per hour.

Salinity

As to salinities, we found an extraordinary zona-

tion due in part to the effect of a current proceeding

from regions offshore and southward, where precipi-

tation is less and evaporation greater. Close along

the generally steep coast between the Isthmus and

Cape Corrientes, the salinity was of the order of

about 25 parts of salt per thousand of water (as

against, for example, 36°/oo which is common in

the North Atlantic). It would doubtless have been

even lower but for the fact that the enormous rain

water run-off on the landward slopes of the coastal

mountains finds its way not into the Pacific which

washes their very base, but rather into the distant

Caribbean by way of the River Atrato. On the other
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hand, aloiifi the low shores from Cape Corrientes to

the Ecuadorian border, where an incredible volume

of river water spews out the rainfall of a western

watershed, tlie salinity drops below 20°/oo or even

below 1 5 "
/'o ^ .

Now sea water of such composition is green rather

than blue. Hut whenever ('Filfiet turned her bow off-

shore for a few miles, as on our long seaward leg

south of Choco Bay, tlie color gradually changed to

indigo, the river flotsam and the life associated with

it was left astern, and the salinity rose concurrently

to more familiar pelagic levels. At Gorgona Island

we found it to be a little above 3i°/oo- Further-

more, the marine life of this island proved to be

mostly of pelagic type. In particular, the thriving

groves of staghorn corals, which require clear and

relatively saline water, were a sure indication that

the current here maintains a perpetually landward

direction. It is very unlikely that even during the

season of northerly winds the extraordinarily fresh

waters found close to land can ever dominate the

zone lying 2S or more miles offshore.

As regards precipitation in September, we found

that rain fell during about four-fifths of the elapsed

time on our passage from the Pearl Islands to Cape

San Francisco, where we abruptly entered the sphere

of the Ecuadorian dry season. Hours without rain

were rare at night, but much of the diurnal rainfall

came in the form of tempests and cloudbursts, with

intervening periods of extremely clear and some-

times sunny weather, marked by amazingly good

visibility. Moreover, we found even the wettest and

darkest skies of the Choco to be picturesque and

lively, with whirling, kaleidoscopic cloud forms, rapid

changes in light and shadow and in the varied tinting

dependent upon transmitted, reflected or prismatic

color. Rainbows were no less common and brilliant

than black squalls were frequent and violent. The
heavens were never dull or leaden, as rainy skies are

so likely to be in other parts of the world.

Sea Birds

I have published a two-volume book to demon-

strate that the distribution of oceanic birds is largely

determined by the characteristics of ocean water.

Therefore discoveries were to be expected in a region

that was almost a blank page insofar as concerns

its birds. But for the inadequacy of Wilpet and the

absurdity of the only tender we could carry on deck,

we should have found the solution, in all probability,

of a number of ancient ornithological mysteries at

islets along our track. The evidence was all but con-

clusive, and on my next trip. . . . But it will not be

made in a 38-footer!

Outstanding among our discoveries was the fact

that the coastal waters between Daricn and the Gulf

of (juayaquil constitute the previously unknown

winter home of the black tern (Clilidonias nigra}.

Bird books inform us that this North American

species migrates from its breeding grounds south-

ward to "Surinam, Peru and Chile." Such a vague

statement of winter distribution, however, is based

upon only a handful of records, and the evidence

seems conclusive that most Peruvian and Chilean

specimens were mere stragglers. Black terns that

reach the western coast of South America winter

en tiiasse off the Choco or in adjacent waters, resting

on flotsam—two to every drifting coconut, a hun-

dred on each floating tree!—and feeding by stooping

to the surface over areas in which schools of pre-

dacious fishes are engaged in carnage. On every day

of our voyage, except when we had turned off into

the far blue reaches beyond the range of coast-hug-

gers, I saw tens or hundreds of thousands of these

terns in the gray winter plumage, circling like merry-

go-rounds above the finny butchers and fluttering to

the water for morsels. But never did I see one plunge

in the traditional tern manner.

.hi iinknonH breeding station

It is an old ornithological tradition that few blue-

water tropical sea fowl—birds of South Sea island

type—nest anywhere close to the west coast of South

America. The peculiar oceanographic conditions and

the broad island-free belt separating the continent

from Polynesia have been presumed to interpose a

barrier. Therefore it was with genuine astonishment

that I began to see ofif Cape jVIarzo on September

nth numbers of brown noddies {dnoiis stoUdus)

and bridled terns {Sterna anaethetus), which we

promptly found swarming all over Octavia Rocks,

iust oil the bay of the same name. But for our wor-

ries over fuel supply, and a sea surge far beyond the

capabilities of our dinghy, I believe that we might

have made even more exciting discoveries at this

hitherto unheard-of breeding station. With difficulty

we shot and recovered specimens to establish the

identification, then reluctantly hastened on our way.

Later I learned that these birds feed throughout the

indigo offshore belt at least as far southward as

Gorgona, and it is not unlikely that they nest also on

one of the outliers of that island.

Of the mingling of tropical with cool-water south-

ern sea birds off the Ecuadorian coast ; of the Cape

pigeon and other antarctic petrels that greeted us at

the very equator ; of the routes of Sabine's gull, the

phalaropes, the jaegers, and fellow migrants from

the far north, which seem to avoid the Choco and to
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fly direct from Panama to Cape San Francisco—of

these matters and much more I might also report,

but they are a story in themselves.

Corrientes

From a distance of 82 nautical miles we had seen

during lucent clearings the cone of Anana, the pine-

apple mountain of Cape Corrientes. The chart re-

cords its altitude as a mere 1500 feet, but to be

sighted as we first saw it, the peak would have to

rise at least 5200 feet above the sea! Atmospheric

refraction, of course, may have been responsible for

lifting it into view; doubtless its true height is be-

tween the stated extremes.

By four o'clock in the afternoon of September

1 2th, ten hours along on our daily stint, the thunder-

ous rainstorms had passed by, though the south wind

continued to blow as fiercely as ever. Spectacular

Cape Corrientes now showed in full majesty, with

its greater and lesser domes rearing up behind the

sheer steep of the ocean front. This cape, without

fame only because yet unknown to the world, is the

Hatteras of Colombia, though an imposing moun-
tain instead of a sandy beach. We knew, at any

rate, that Wilpet was due for a lively hour before

rounding it.

Gorgeous rainbows formed over the emerald preci-

pices. Here and there, landslides had sent down
great trees, so that the flat umbrellas of their roots

shattered the surf. From such wounds some of the

wandering logs we had met may have come. A few
scars exposed bare red earth, though in the heat

and moisture of the Choco even vertical faces heal

over like magic with vines and other vegetation of

a paler green than the forest. Man-o'-war birds

sailed above the heights and boobies were perching

about the caves, arches and fountain-holes of the

rocks.

The sun was setting when the launch rounded
the southern tip of the cape and surf-boarded the

swell into Cabita Bay. Our 85 miles for the day
had been slow and exhausting ; now we had no time

to lose in locating a safe anchorage among the grot-

toes of this Prospero's coast. In the dim light of the

afterglow we sounded and found it, a pool of three

and a half fathoms under the shadows of some rocky
stacks which bristled as thickly with trees as a sea

urchin does with spines. Far overhead, Mount
Anana was rapidly changing cloud veils in the light

of the half moon. The spectacle was unbelievable.

It was a bit overwhelming to consider, moreover,
that in this spacious bay, nine miles wide and with
room and depth for an armada, little J-FUpet was
the only craft afloat. Next day, in fact, the single

sign we found that man had ever been here since
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the beginning of the world was one tiny, flimsy

lean-to in the heavy shade beside a stream.

Finale

The heading is wrong, for when I was awak-

ened by a burst of bird song and the screaming of

pericos, just as the rising sun gilded the sharp sum-

mit of Mount Anana, our voyage was not ending.

On the contrary, it had only just begun, and the

worst was yet in store ! If we could have looked into

the future on this rare and glorious day, our hearts

might have failed—the skipper's and mine, and even

that of stolid old Adonijah Perry, our black man

whose King James Bible name proved too much

for the Colombian port olScials. (From Buenaven-

tura forward, he appeared on the ship's papers as

"Alejandro Perez.")

For ahead of us lay the bars and rollers of long

mangrove foreshores and the strong currents of

Chirambira; the jagged rocks and the jungles of

beautiful and terrible Gorgona, where a fer-de-

lance bit my right leg, and a bot-fly larva infected

my left so that I limped for three months after-

wards. Then followed the fearful struggle, during

a howling, pelting day as obscure as night, between

Gorgona and Tumaco, when Wilpet for the first

time nosed under, and took solid water along all

her shaking length ; when our compass had gone

awry from the development of sub-permanent mag-

netism in the hull, so that the skipper had only the

seething outer edge of a coastal reef to point a par-

allel course toward the port which neither he nor I

ever expected to behold. And next there was the

Colombian bush negro, who swore he was a prdctico

and that he knew every inch of the coast between

Tumaco and Guayaquil. But he was a liar in search

of free transportation ; he ran us on the mud flats

outside Esmeraldes at nightfall, and I ought now
to be remembering only that we were promptly cap-

sized and drowned. But after the skipper had grimly

worked us off, only to face fourteen more relentless

hours of rain and wind and slugging sea, and when

we had restrained ourselves from tossing our pre-

cious "pilot" overboard by recalling that his name

stood on the papers and that he would, unfortu-

nately, have to be accounted for at the next port

—

then, three formidable saints still stood across our

path in the guise of the bold Capes of San Francisco,

San Lorenzo and Santa Elena.

And the lady proved the most implacable of the

trio ! At six o'clock in the morning of September

25th we rounded Santa Elena, and ran for sixty-

five miles through the terrific side-roll that came
without a buffer from the South Pole, with no hope

Continued on page 231
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THE FASTEST HUNT IN THE WORLD-/;/ one of their

oldest and favorite sports the princes of India depend upon the fleet-

est-footed animal on earth, the cheetah or hunting leopard

By C. SuvDAM Cutting

CHEETAH hunting for deer or antelope is a

sport that has been common to both Africa

and Asia for a long time, and beside it a fox

hunt is slow work. We know from paintings that it

was popular with the Mogul conquerors of North

India many hundreds of years ago, but today in this

country the practice has deteriorated until only a few

places remain where one can see such a hunt.

One such place is the native State of Kolhapur

situated in the Deccan of South India where the Ma-
haraja, an ardent sportsman and great pigsticker,

adores this chase. He keeps a marvelous establishment

most scientifically run for the training and care of

the cheetahs and for the general organization of the

sport. It was the writer's good fortune to attend such

a hunt in company with the Maharaja and to observe

the actions of seven of these extraordinary animals

in successful pursuit of black buck.

It is an amusing sight when one walks into the

long, high building in which the ^laharaja houses his

cheetahs and sees the lot of them sitting on their in-

dividual charpoys or native beds along the wall. Each

cheetah has his hood on, which is a black band of

cloth fitting snugly around the head. Two personal

attendants watch over each animal with infinite care,

for they are worth $500 apiece and up.

C. SuYDAM Cutting has done exten-

sive exploratory work in Central Asia

and elsewhere, and has brought valu-

able material to the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, of which he

is a Trustee. Of his five expeditions

to Central Asia, three were to Tibet,

one to Chinese Turkestan, and one to

the Chinese-Tibetan border. Corre-

spondence over a period of years with

the late Dalai Lama brought Mr.

Cutting the unusual privilege of visit-

ing Lhasa, the "forbidden city" of

Tibet (Natur.'\l History, February,

1936), which few explorers have

reached. He has visited the cit\' twice.

He traveled to Abyssinia in 1926-27

for the Field Museum; and in 1927-28

accompanied a punitive expedition of

the India Government to the back

country of Assam. He visited the

Andaman Islands in the Bay of Ben-

gal in 1933 under the auspices of the

Pitt-River-Museum of Oxford and
the Census of India. An expedition

to the Celebes was for the purpose

of bringing back the anoa, a dwarf
buffalo, for the American Museum.
Readers will recall a number of

articles by Mr. Cutting which have

appeared in Natural History Mag-
azine.

—The Editor.
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There are 35 of them lining the walls, the young-

est of which is three years old. Cheetahs live wild in

both Africa and Asia, but those of the former are

larger and attain a greater speed, and are therefore

preferable. The Maharaja imports them wild from

Kenia, where they are snared and proceeds imme-

diately with their domestication and training. Curi-

ously the cheetahs take kindly to their keepers. They

respond far more readily than do leopards, for al-

though the Maharaja has seriously experimented

with young leopards, he has got absolutely no results.

The Maharaja sells some of the surplus cheetahs he

has trained to other princes of India, one of whom is

the Gaekwa of Baroda, whose niece he married.

In describing a cheetah it is probably more accu-

rate to classify the animal as a cat. The height at

the shoulders is about the same as an adult grey-

hound with the body and legs much resembling the

latter, particularly the legs, which lack the back leg

knee bend so prevalent in lion, leopard and tiger.

Again the feet are those of a hound, with heavy non-

retractible claws, but they are much larger. Yet for

all these resemblances to a dog, a glance at one is

enough to classify them as cats : their markings are

spots; their skull, eyes and teeth are feline; their hab-

its purely carnivorous ; and lastly, they have a defi-

nite purr.

Training

Like falcons, they wear the hoods at all times ex-

cept when being fed and exercised and at the moment
when they take part in the chase. Their daily exer-

cise varies. Usually they are led up a road on a hal-

ter by one keeper (they do not strain at the leash)

and are then encouraged to run back to another

keeper who holds a piece of meat in his hand—all of

which they do with little enthusiasm. The other

form of exercise is a real black buck hunt, which

must be held at periodic times to keep them up to

the mark for the daj's when the Maharaja is out.

Tame as the creatures may be, the keepers made
us understand that it was not advisable for strange

whites to fondle them even when on their charpoys

with hoods on.

In Kolhapur the quarry is always black buck and

the cheetahs were strictly trained to kill none but

adult males. Because these are readily distinguished

in any herd by their much darker color, a slow and

curious process of familiarizing new cheetahs with

this shade is carried out, in which the men who feed

them are exclusively dressed in dark robes, while

their regular keepers are not. Following a kill the

animal is always allowed to feed, but should it have

killed a female, it is haltered and pulled right away
—a punishment that soon teaches its lesson.

The cheetah's speed is simply amazing. He is well

aware of it and knows that no other animal can come

near to standing up to him. The lion, tiger and leop-

ard rarely rush their quarries more than 100 yards,

after which they cease, knowing that they cannot run

down game that has once attained its maximum

speed. Trained cheetahs, however, proceed slowly

and methodically, choosing their quarry out of the

herd. Then, and only after the latter has risen to its

maximum speed, the cheetah runs the animal down

with that tremendous speed which has no parallel

in the entire animal kingdom. The cheetah's lasting

powers lie somewhere between the cat's and the

dog's.

This ancient sport of India does not affect the

abundance of game, for no great number of buck are

destroyed and the herds are plentiful. Furthermore,

the animals that are killed are eaten as venison.

The country where the hunts took place was a

large reserve of flat grassland that seemed literally

teeming with black buck. The car called for us at

half past six in the morning and we arrived an hour

later, meeting the Maharaja who had come out with

his wife, sister, niece, and a few Indian gentlemen.

Although the Maharaja is a bold cross-country rider,

it was customary to follow the cheetah hunt, if pos-

sible, from a brake, or light wagon. At this time of

year, however, owing to the recentness of the last

monsoon, the grass was so high as to make the many

blind ditches too dangerous for a brake, so we were

to follow by motor. Two lorries had come up—one

to supply us with tea and sandwiches, the other with

the cheetahs and their attendant staff.

An unusual companion

Mutual pleasantries were passed over the teacups,

but pretty soon we were ready and climbed into the

cars. In one car went the Indian ladies and one In-

dian gentleman ; in the other, Mrs. Cutting went in

front with the driver and I was sandwiched between

the Maharaja and another gentleman. By my feet

was a hooded cheetah, and I uneasily recalled the ad-

vice I had been given not to disturb them. His

keeper, sitting on the forward running board, a most

precarious place, had the duty of handling the chee-

tah and at times getting out to have a look at trappy

ground. Off we careened—sometimes on lanes but

mostly across country looking for game—everyone

holding on like mad.

Having found a herd, we maneuvered for a proper

position, and then began the real strategy. It

was desirable, should the herd be large, to get the

proper males separated from it. This was accom-

plished by continually keeping them on the stampede.
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for, ;is tlicy did ncjt run strai^lit, by buckcrin)^ along

at times up to 25 miles per hour we could keep up.

ICveryone was holding on grimly, but one needs two

hands to a camera, and twice 1 landed on the chee-

tah, who seemed liowever to have his own troubles

over tlie ditches. At just the correct time the car was

stopped, the cheetaii unloaded and hustled out onto

the grass. His first movements were slow. He had to

find the game, then he started toward it at a gentle

lope that seemed slow. We stopped a hundred and

fifty to two hundred yards from the black buck on

slightly elevated ground, and they began to move off

gradually. As the cheetah approached with increasing

speed, so did they start to hurry. Their bounds

ceased and they started to straighten out into full

speed. But by now the cheetah had chosen his buck

and was also at full speed, an incredible speed, so

that from this moment inside of ten seconds it was

over.

A spill (II lop spffd

Tile bucks, realizing too late that they could not

match the cheetah's pace, attempted a downhill slope.

There the latter is at a disadvantage because, sliould

he make a poor leap to strike, he is subject to a pain-

ful tumble. What he prefers is an upgrade, where

he makes every effort to reach the buck. One cheetah

went into a blind ditch at full speed and took a bad

toss, turning head over heels. He was given a bit of

a rest, cleared of the dirt and mud that were on his

head, given a drink and was tried again, but he

would not run.

The method of the kill is as follows. Having

reached the right distance, the cheetah springs so as

to strike with both forepaws the hind quarters of the

buck. The violence of this blow throws the buck

down, and he immediately seizes the throat. Unlike

the attack of other big cats, the cheetah chokes his

prey to death. As a rule we reached the scene just be-

fore the death. When the cheetah completes his job,

he releases the throat, and proceeds to the hind quar-

ters where he always begins to feed.

One killed a female, a regrettable incident, but he

was dragged off his feed when he had. just begun, so

that he would never do it again.

Each of the others was allowed time for a good

feed, then taken back to the lorry where he was ex-

changed for another—and off we went again. There

was always a delightful bit of variation in each hunt

as sometimes the staff work of maneuver took quite

a while and we had the spectacle of a racing herd

close at hand which we would soon lose and then

pick up again. Also the cheetah would be loosed at

varying distances, that enabled us to watch his

method of approach and attack. One clement never

varied. Once the cheetah got streaking out the show

was quickly over.

.M\ wife and 1 had shot the true carnivora—tiger

and leopard—but never had we seen the cheetah

alive over its kill. At such a time the cheetah lies at

full length with the buck's throat held tight in its

slightl)' curved canines by a bulldog grip. The buck's

violent attempt for freedom gradually subsides as he

is choked, while the cheetah lies perfectly still in ap-

parent ecstasy, slowly opening and closing his great

greenisii eyes and gently emitting a soft rumbling

purr.

By eleven o'clock in the morning we were

tiiroiigh, and seven cheetahs had overtaken animals.

And so the cars and lorries all started off to a bunga-

low resthouse. There, with the Maharaja, we par-

took of a delicious breakfast while everyone made

merr\ , chatted and \ iewed the kills, or rather what

remained, which had been laid out on the grass.

His Highness, who is one of the first sportsmen of

India and a most generous and thoughtful host, had

accommodated us with an impressive demonstration

of the fastest animal on earth in action. The only dif-

ficulty was due to the season. The southwest mon-

soon rains, which had only recently stopped, had left

the grass so high that many of the ditches were invis-

ible and so dangerous.

Speed

One last word with reference to the cheetah's

speed. To begin with, consideration must be given to

the fact that when one is apparently running fast he

is by no means necessarily running his fastest. Any-

one who has become familiar with cats will appre-

ciate how very difficult it is to train them in any-

thing that is out of the ordinary, owing to their pe-

culiar temperament. A cheetah most probably would

never run his maximum on a track. Furthermore, it

is doubtful if a cheetah would sustain his greatest

effort for distances of two hundred yards or more.

But in his natural habitat, when pursuing a buck, his

final burst is terrific and must surely attain a speed

of 65 to 70 miles per hour for a lOO yards.
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One of India's ancient sports is the hunting of black

buck with trained cheetahs, the world's fastest four-footed

animals. Although very popular with Mogul conquerors

centuries ago, it can be witnessed only in a few localities

today. Above is a 19th century French artist's concep-

tion of the hunt. As in fox hunting, sportsmen take no

actual part in the kill, merely "following the chase." Chee-

tahs hunt by vision rather than scent, and are, therefore,

hooded like falcons until the prey is sighted. Unlike tigers, lions

or leopards, the cheetah does not need to steal in close for a

short charge as depicted above. Conscious of its superior speed,

it lets the fleetest buck get a good start, then runs it down

Photographs by Suydam Cutting

(Above) 500 dollars' worth of hunting cheetah owned
by the Maharaja of Kolhapur, one of the few remaining

devotees of the sport. Wild cheetahs are captured in Asia

and Africa, the latter variety being bigger and faster.

Thirty-four other cheetahs occupy this "dormitory," each

on his individual charpoy, or native bed

(Above) Two PERSONAL attend.ants are assigned to each

cheetah. The cheetah can distinguish the darker male buck

from the lighter female and is trained to kill only the male.

As part of this training, the men who feed them always

wear dark robes, while the regular attendants do not. Curi-

ously the cheetahs take kindly to their keepers
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(Rii/lil) llixiDl'.iJ ;iriil lii-d Ici ln\ rlitii/ioy

(n:itivf l)i-(l), the cheetah is i-:iriieil tii the

Haitic fields

(Bi'loiv) His MOOD Ri;.MOVi:i), rlie cheetali

hipes off in pursuit of the herd

m i^a-=^i:^

(Below) Bri;akix(; into mis moln'u-i.iki

STRIDE, he singles out a black buck and pre

pares to run him to earth

(Below) At full sPKiiu the cheetah is

rapidly overhauling his quarrj'

I Above) i HIS WAGON oriii-

narily carries trainers and chee-

tahs to the hunt. Recent mon-

soon rains obviated this method

during the author's visit. His

party rode in automobiles, sipped

tea, and snapped these pictures

of the chase

Cheetahs do not rend and
BITE their quarry, but seize the

throat, bull-dog like, choking

the animal to death

The vexed trainer drags the

cheetah away from its meal

when, contrary to training, it

attacks a female

(Right) Maharaja of Kol-

HAPUR and Mrs. Cutting be-

side a cheetah and his kill. The
meat is eaten as venison

'Il&'



(Right) Portrait of a captive

CHEETAH. Despite the cat-like head

and muzzle, the pavvs are like those of

They are purely running

mechanisms equipped with heavy pads

and blunt non-retractible claws

(Above) A PAIR OF SPEEDSTERS

running with their characteris-

tic greyhound gait. The cheetah

is the only member of the cat

family equipped to run in this

loose-limbed fashion

World Photo

(Left) Champiox sprixter of

four-footed animals. When pur-

suing a buck, his final burst of

speed is terrific, attaining the

rate of 65 to 70 miles per hour

over 100 vards



THE ENIGMA OF THE SQUAW-MAN-M/aW liiamages

on the reservation frontier and their outcojne. Further reminiscences

of a field anthropologist

By Clark Wissler

ALisrosT without exception, wlien traveling on

the reservations, if I called at the home of

- a white man with an Indian wife, mj' host

sooner or later offered apologies. Such unexpected

behavior led me to wonder about the social and eco-

nomic implications. Obviously the squaw-man was

aware of the contempt in which he was held by those

of his kind married to white women, but let me take

you on a visit to some of these enigmatical homes

on the old-time reservations.

On a certain reserve, I often heard about the

ranch of Sid Lee and was advised to find an excuse

to spend a night there. In due time it became conve-

nient, and following the directions given, I came

in sight of Sid's place. It was an impressive plant,

with numerous corrals, many wire fences, a string

of cattle sheds, a row of log stables and several clus-

ters of one-story log cabins. Fences guarded the

property on all sides, but an open roadway led to

the stable yard, where a young English-speaking

Indian met me. He informed me that Sid was not

at home but was expected soon, and that it would be

quite all right for me to remain for the night.

An unusual reception

He thereupon led the way to a row of log cabins

and, opening a door, showed me my bed. It was a

bare bunk-frame, and there was nothing else in the

room except a broken-backed chair and part of a mir-

ror on the wall. Of course there was nothing wrong
about this—it was a good dry cabin, one could bar

the door and slide into his bedroll as elsewhere

—

but it was not quite what I had expected. While
looking the place over, I heard a commotion at the

stables ; someone was being bawled out in strong

language. Next there were vigorous strides and the

jingling of spurs. The door flew open, and a tall,

muscular, dynamic man stood before me.

Without pausing for an introduction he said.

"Come out of here!" I was taken aback. "This is

no place for a gentleman." he went on. "You are to

go to the house. I apologize to you for this insult.

These d d Indians never learn anything."

Obviously this was Sid. Later he explained that

he was so angry at his Indian employee that he for-

got to be polite, that he had heard of me and that

I was headed for his ranch. ( In time I learned how
impossible it was to approach his place without being

spied upon and without one's presence being relayed

to Sid.)

Luxury

The ranch house was a series of log cabins ar-

ranged around a court. Not having the privilege of

exploring the whole place, I cannot describe it fully.

It appeared that there were at least twenty units or

rooms. We entered directly into a large living-room,

surprisingly luxurious, beautifully polished wood
floor, good oriental rugs, correct up-to-date furni-

ture and a grand fireplace. But Sid led the way to a

side door which opened into a perfect bedroom, re-

splendent with bird's-eye maple furniture and. best

of all, a real bathroom. This was luxury.

Sid excused himself on the ground that it was
necessary for him to see about my grub. It was
pleasant to lounge in a great soft chair before the

wood fire which someone, possibly Sid himself, had
kindled while I was in the bedroom. About an hour
later, Sid returned with the brisk announcement that

we were to eat. We crossed the open court and en-

tered a large room, severely plain. In one end was
a huge wood-burning range flanked by shelves bear-

ing cooking utensils, toward the other was a plain

table covered with oil-cloth and literally packed with
food. There was a large platter containing some
twenty fried eggs, another covered with ham and
slices of bacon, then dishes of beans, fried potatoes,

stacks of bread, etc. It was a large table, as may be

expected, but what held the attention was that only
two chairs were set, one on each side.

Sid motioned me to a chair opposite the range,

where I sat facing him, the wealth of food between
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us. To say that I was perplexed is to put it mildly.

For what, in the name of all the great Indian medi-

cine men, could two men do with so much food

!

Seeing my hesitancy, Sid said, "Take some eggs."

I took one.

More emphatically, "Take some eggs!" I took

another, remarking that two fried eggs were about

my limit, to which Sid replied, "H— 1, I intend to

eat half of them and expect you to eat the other

half!"

I was hungry, terribly hungry, but I made a

sorry showing. Sid had been riding the range all

day without lunch, and how he did eat! Noting

that neither cooks nor waiters were in sight, I in-

quired as to who was responsible for this meal. To
my surprise, he apologetically admitted that he had

done the most of it, not daring to trust those d d

Indians when he had company.

Eventually we returned to the living-room, set-

tled ourselves before the fire, and talked. Among
other things I remarked that I was interested in

bead work, upon which Sid asserted that the "Old

Woman" had some. He left the room at once and

soon returned with a young Indian female. She

giggled as Sid presented her, then sat down upon a

couch. She looked like a full-blood, too well fed

and too lightly employed to show a pleasing figure.

Her dress was plain but clean, and her face was

pleasant. She began taking beaded moccasins, etc.,

from a bag, and, realizing that it was up to me
as a guest to carry the thing through, I selected

a few objects. I asked Sid what I should pay, but

he said that it was her property. So I bargained a

little, then paid what she asked. She quickly thrust

the remaining objects into her bag and withdrew.

Sid began to make apologies. He said that his

first woman died recently, that she was not much
to brag about, but the best to be had; that the

younger generation of Indians was not up to stand-

ard, and though, for his present wife he had taken

the best one he could find, she was a poor substi-

tute. "But," he said, "what is a man to do in this

country but take an Indian woman?"

Economic aspects

We agreed that the natural thing to do was just

that, though privately we reasoned that unless Sid

married an Indian woman he could not live on the

reservation and operate a ranch there. All the

riches of his ranch were by legal fiction the prop-

erty of that Indian girl, but in reality owned by

Sid. He paid no rent, no taxes and could stock the

whole reservation.

We talked of his children to whom he seemed

greatly attached, three girls and a boy. They were

in a boarding school in California and had not been

to the ranch for a long time. Sid went out to see

them regularly, was trying to bring them up as

white people, and hoped that they would find a

place in a white world. I would like to know how

this noble experiment came out.

When bed-time came Sid announced that he ex-

pected to leave early in the morning, far too early

for me, but that his white ranch foreman would fry

me some bacon, etc.

So, like all the characters in these reservation

sketches, Sid takes his turn upon the stage and

vanishes into the wings. I never saw him again, but

learned that eventually the Indian office forced him

to reduce the size of his herds, an outcome which

he doubtless expected, and that finally he was liqui-

dated, left the reservation, presumably to live with

his children. No doubt his going was a misfortune

to all the Indians whose living depended upon him,

but since he was exploiting Indian land in the name

of his wife, the law was certain to get him sooner

or later.

Not infrequently when I inquired about a white

man I had not met at an agency, the answer would

be a sneer, "Oh, he's a squaw-man," or "Oh, he

is a good fellow in a way, but one of those d d

squaw-men."

TFhite derelicts

One need but note the emotional slant to these

expressions to understand the social position of these

white derelicts, and their embarrassment when we
called at their homes. The unconventional wife

could rarely speak a word of English. Why should

these white men have made such sacrifices ? This

is the question we often asked ourselves. Sid's case

was exceptional ; his chief motive was economic.

Yet every squaw-man of reservation days exploited

his woman in a way, because, if industrious, he

lived on her land, raised cattle and horses in her

name ; if lazy, he lived on the rations she drew by

her ticket. But it was not the fact that these white

men were slick enough to get their living from the

Government and the Indians, that roused the in-

dignation of their conventionally married fellows,

for they, as officials or traders, were grand masters

of that game. The iniquity lay rather in not play-

ing the game in the conventional way. Further,

living outside the pale of social respectability, the

squaw-men made friends with their Indian male

relatives, and without official approval informed

them as to their rights and the true state of affairs

at the agency. Need we say more ?

History shows that the mere marrying of Indian
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women is an ancit-nt and lionoialile custcjiii, for did

not one John Rolfc, landing in Virginia, initiate

this by marrying the daughter of a chief? Captain

John Smith must have liked Rolfe, because he con-

sented to be liis publicity agent and in the story of

Pocahontas produced a classic still the admiration

and the envy of all press agents. Yet Rolfe had
his troubles; King James did not approve of the idea,

for though quite willing to receive Pocahontas as

a Princess, he balked at recognizing iier husband
and thus elevating him. The question in his mind
was "Why did not the Chief, as the father of Poca-

hontas, consult him : he would have picked out a

man of royal blood. And how dared one of his

subjects marry a Princess without his cbnsent ?" So
the first squaw-man had his troubles. His King
frowned upon the marriage and his less fortunate

brothers hated him for his luck. Yet, Rolfe had
something in the way of compensation for he won
immortality and gave to the F. F. V.'s a line to be

proud of, which is more than can be said for the

fellows who married those white "jail-birds" sent

over to the Virginia colony. Historians tell us that

we live by precedents, and if so, this explains the

whole thing. Because since noses were turned up
when Rolfe took an Indian wife, every squaw-man
from that day to this has of necessity been an object

of suspicion. Yet the historian may be wrong, for

as a schoolboy, we accepted Captain Smith as a

hero, we adored Pocahontas, but failed to enthuse

over Rolfe. Perhaps there is something constant in

human behavior after all.

The second picture to intrigue me was in dif-

ferent colors.

Squaw-men were not alwa>s white. But if a man
of color married an Indian woman, no one seemed
shocked. White people merely felt sorry for the

woman, apparently believing that while the white

man always married down, in the other case the

man always married up. Somehow this shifting in

values always left one in doubt, because many In-

dian women we knew seemed to have married down
when they took their white husbands.

A "squazv-chink"

I heard a lot of talk about Ping Shoo's Hotel,

how the beds were immaculate and meals unsur-

passed, and was advised never to pass up a chance to

spend a night with this famed "squaw-chink." Like
an oft-repeated advertisement, this propaganda broke

down my initial resistance, and I came to have a

secret, guilty longing for the luxuries of this hos-

telry, guilty because I was out to see the Indian

country, not to visit in Chinatown.

Fate was kind, for one day I saw in the distance

a two-room log cabin, and, drawing near, read in

crude black letters, "Ping Shoo Hotel," on an un-

|)ainted board over the door. Entering, I found my-
self in a common room, on one side a rough table,

with board benches, on the other a rusty stove and a

few broken chairs. Obviously, this room was dining

hall, lobby, and office combined. Presently an in-

ner door opened, and a typical Chinaman entered,

saying "Hello." He looked like the laundry man
around the corner back iiome, in fact dressed just

like him.

I asked if he was Ping Shoo and he assented, but

ignored my remark that I had heard of Ping Pong,

with, "Wantie eat and sleepee? Good, takie chair,

suppy quick." With the last word he vanished

through the door.

This gave opportunity to look around. The cabin

stood alone, without fence or tree. Hearing chop-

ping, I looked around a corner at a sizable wood
pile, and saw that Ping was swinging the ax. Pres-

ently the familiar odor of wood smoke was recog-

nized, soon followed by the tantalizing odor of fry-

ing bacon. In the distance stood a tipi around which
a few children were plav ing, which I judged were
his. I could not help wondering about the e>es of

these mongrel children, but even through field-

glasses, they were too far away for anatomical ob-

servations.

While waiting, I began to wonder where Ping
kept his famous beds. Peeking through the back door
merely added to the mystery, because range, uten-

sils, etc., seemed to fill that space. In short, all I

could see was dining room and kitchen furniture and
\ery little of that.

Regular boarders

When the table was set, it became evident that

other guests vvere expected, and it was reasonable

to suppose that Ping Shoo's family was to join us,

but not so. Presently a horseman arrived, followed
by others. It was soon apparent from the commo-
tion that these were regular boarders, and govern-

ment emploj'ees at that. The supper was splendid,

though served in simple style. It came in courses,

but a large reserve was placed in the middle of the

table from which everj'one was free to take. Never
in all my travels have I sat with regular boarders

who uttered such praises of their cook. And in the

same spirit I, as guest, was so often urged to com-
mend the food that I seemed to be eating and mak-
ing an after-dinner speech simultaneously. It was
most unusual.

After the boarders left, Ping lighted a coal-oil

lamp and left me to my devices, but in time he ap-
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peared with, "Go-bed?" Joyfully I accepted this

invitation, now the mystery would be solved. Pick-

ing up the lamp, he conducted me into the kitchen,

and I noticed for the first time a curtain across one

end. Behind it was a white iron bed with fresh

white sheets. It was a real bed, just like we had at

home. This was what had given Ping Shoo's Hotel

such a reputation.

When I took my leave the next morning, I could

not forbear a try at Ping for a note to put in my
field book, so asked him how he liked an Indian

wife. His reply was, "All samee."

Well, hats off to Ping Shoo ; he made no

apologies.

You should understand that when a white man
went to live in the reservation coimtry, where single

women were scarce, he had to take what he could

get. And if he drew a dumb-bell, he was apt to try

again. Ben Coldwater, for instance, over seventy

when I first met him, had his fourth Indian woman
and could boast the ancestry of three generations

of mixed bloods. When I called upon Old Ben I

noted a poor sort of cabin, with a .sod roof and an

earthen floor. It was no better and little worse than

those occupied by the older Indians. Presumably, it

was equal to anything Old Ben had ever called

home. He desired nothing different. When occa-

sion permitted he went on a spree, but at other

times was a good talker, and many times we heard

him tell stories of adventure which as examples

of artistic lying, deserved preservation. He liked to

gamble and now and then cheated an Indian out of

a few dollars, but in the long run lost as much
as he won. He was not excessively cruel to his

family. He had but a few head of cattle and a

couple of horses, so could not be accused of exploit-

ing the Indians, nor could he be credited with try-

ing to uplift them. What was conspicuously charged

against him was that he was the ancestor of several

exceedingly troublesome and worthless mixed-

bloods. He was never heard to complain of any-

thing, probably because he was too busy magnify-

ing his own adventures.

hife-long infatuations

Not infrequently it is asked whether these white

men loved their women, or were such unions merely

selfish and sordid. On the one hand there come to

mind examples of life-long infatuations such as one

may meet anywhere ; on the other there are many
instances of selfishness and greed. There was a sol-

dier, graduate of a military school, who while on

duty in the West fell in love with a young "bar-

racks squaw." She would stay with him for an in-

terval, then desert to another, but always he la-

bored until he got her back. Finally, finding that

the service would take him where this coquette

would not go, he resigned his commission and lived

with her on the reservation. She still indulged in

occasional lapses, even eloping to other reserves, but

each time he either induced her to come back or

waited impatiently until she did. I knew the couple

in their old age and the man still adored her. To
me she appeared as a shrewd, naughty but likable

woman.

The old-timers at a certain agency told me how
a slender, lively, bright full-blood Indian girl once

led the unmarried white men a mad race, now flirt-

ing with one, then another, and according to report

was a frequent sex offender. One of the government

clerks with a wife and children fell in love with

her. The girl consorted with him and jilted him

by turns, but his infatuation seemed to grow. Fi-

nally he told his wife to move out, that he could

no longer do without the Indian lady. This brought

matters to a head. It was too much for the major,

so the clerk was fired. Thereupon he eloped with

the Indian girl, but in a short time she left him to

take up her old life. The ardent lover got a di-

vorce from his white wife, eloped once more with

the girl, and married her. They then returned to

the reservation, as was her right ; they were a child-

less old couple when I knew them, living happily

so far as could be seen.

Perhaps this is sufficient to bear out our general

conclusion that the much-abused squaw-man was a

cross-section of men at large, good, bad, and indif-

ferent. Some strong and good men lost their hearts

for good when they struck the Indian country, mak-

ing the supreme sacrifice, if such it can be called.

Some were beastly and heartless. The great major-

ity were just calculating, ordinary mortals.

The white-squaw

Now look at the other side of the picture, the

white-squaw. The reader may be astonished that

any white woman would willingly marry an Indian,

but such marriages are on record. One notable ex-

ample coming under my observation was that of a

French woman who married a young full-blood In-

dian employed by a traveling show. Obviously she

fell in love with him and married in a hurry. They
returned to the reservation, put up their log cabin

and began life in the usual way.

The man was rather dull, loved ease and fine

clothes. He showed neither ambition nor power of

leadership but behaved as something of a snob. The
white wife, on the other hand, seemed aggressive,

sensible, honorable and business-like. To see her

%
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walking ahoiil the agency was to recognize tliat

lierc was a person possessed of executive al)ilit\'. The
wliite people called her Maxine.

The first time I saw her she was at the agency

directing the delivery of several wagon-loads of hay

to the government stables under contract. An im-

maculately dressed Indian standing about stifti\' and

doing nothing was pointed out as her husband. He
must have put on a freshly laundered shirt every

day, for we never saw him dressed otherwise— the

only and truly stuffed shirt among Indians. Maxine
was then the mother of half a dozen children, some of

marriageable age. Ihcy were handsome, well dressed

youths, but in Indian style. One might easily have

thought them full-bloods, because of their conserv-

ative Indian behavior, especially their haughty

bearing.

Maxine was the owner of a large herd of cattle,

several hundred horses, corrals, feeding sheds and

the eqiiipment for cutting and storing hay.

The trader, who like a village banker knew the

financial status of every one around, volunteered

the information that Maxine carried the check-book

and that her man had to ask her for an order on

the trader for tobacco, etc. Further, her credit was

said to be good for $10,000 any day.

Oppos'tlc reactions

In short, this is the reverse side of the picture; a

white woman exploiting the lands of the Indians

in the name of her husband. Strange to say, we
heard no sneers from the agency white men ; all

took off their hats to Maxine. But the things they

said about her Indian husband cannot be set down
here. On the other hand, the white women at the

agency had nothing good to say of Maxine ; if any-

thing, they pitied her husband on the ground that

somehow he was basely imposed upon. From all I

could gather, he was deeply in love with his wife,

proud of her achievements, and enjoyed her wealth

with a clear conscience. Though I met both many
times, neither offered explanations nor apologies.

Another woman I have in mind was a mulatto

whom the white people called Mrs. Redclay be-

cause she was the widow of an Indian by that name.

She was as poor as many Indians but lived in a

neat log-cabin at the agency, dressed plainly but

becomingly, spoke good English, was skilled in con-

versation, respected by whites and Indians alike.

Mrs. Redclay was said to have been a captive, or

rather a stolen child, brought up as an Indian. Ap-

parently she considered herself Indian and, of

course, made no apologies. She received rations as

an Indian widow and supplemented this by doing
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sewing for the white folks. Her cheerfulness and

sincerity inspired our admiration. She had no com-

plaints to offer. Several dusky children and grand-

children were her contribution to the world. One
of her sons was a natural leader and destined to be

a chief, the white-ncgro-Indian blend in his case

producing a countenance decidedly Indian in ap-

pearance.

But why go on with these instances, for as we
see it neither the squaw-man nor the white squaw

needs defense. In reservation days the squaw-man

had to be legally married or move away, and if his

conduct became too outrageous he was evicted from

Indian lands and thus separated from his Indian

wife and children. Few agents would lose any sleep

over such forceful disruption of marriage ties; on

the contrary, they would have felt that justice and

propriety were advanced thereby.

"Breeds"

Most squaw-men gave to the world a flock of

hybrids, and though these were legitimate in the

e.\es of the law, they were probably neither better

nor worse than the more numerous "breeds" result-

ing from illegal unions. One sa\ing grace was that

the full-blood Indian seemed to see nothing excep-

tional or degrading in either case, possibly because

though at times an incomprehensible idealist, for the

most part his social realism knew no bounds. If he

disliked "breeds" at all, it was only when they be-

came snobbish and considered themselves superior

because of their white ancestry.

On the other hand one did not need to tarry long

at an agency to learn what the white people thought

of them, for it was ever\^vhere, "those good for

nothing breeds." As one veteran major said, "Give

me the full-blood every time. He drinks less, tells

the truth, has moral principles by which he stands,

and a mind you can reason with. On the other hand

the 'breed' has no such qualities, he is a trouble

maker without morals or principles. He respects

neither white nor red."

Note that the major said, "he." I never heard

an official raise his voice against the female "breed"

as a class, nor could I see that she presented a prob-

lem. True, now and then I heard of a gay lady

who preyed upon white men, but there were full-

bloods who did likewise, whereas the mass of hy-

brid girls were set to Indian ways by their mothers

and grandmothers, married for the most part to

full-blood men and so back-crossed, to use a phrase

coined by the experts on the famous fruit fly. So

far as I could observe, the mixed-blood woman was

content to chop wood, scrape skins and bear chil-

dren, like other Indian women. Possibly if I had
Coittiuiied on page 2^5
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THE MYSTERY DINOSAUR— F^^^^r/>2^j of a giant with a

i^-joot stride and estimated to tower to a height of 5/ feet, are among

the valuable specimens brought back by the American Nluseum-

Sinclair Expedition of ig^j

By Barnum Brown
Curator of Fossil Rcl^tilcs

American Museum

MANY skeletons and something of the life his-

tory of dinosaurs are fairly well known

from the Jurassic period dated some 140

million years ago, and from the end of the Cretaceous

period when dinosaurs became extinct some 60 mil-

lion years ago, but between these times there is an

interim of many millions of years during which our

knowledge of this great group of extinct creatures is

vague. This is especially true of the time represented

by the extensive coal measures of Wyoming, Utah,

and Colorado, known as the Mesaverde formation

and dated approximately 80 million years ago

—

and previous to our work last summer no dinosaur

bones had been collected and none have been de-

scribed from this formation.

Footprints in coal

The Mesaverde formation, covering hundreds of

square miles in southern Wyoming, western Colo-

rado and eastern Utah, is an extensive series of sand-

stones, cla3's, and coal seams that in some places ag-

gregate a total thickness of more than 3000 feet and

are especially rich in plant remains. In the Rock

Springs area of Wyoming, there are no less than

seventeen veins of coal ranging from three to four-

teen feet in thickness, and many veins too thin to be

of commercial importance. The Union Pacific Coal

Company, mining exclusively for the Union Pacific

Railroad, alone produces approximately four million

tons of coal per year and supplies the major part of

the coal used on the entire Union Pacific system ex-

tending from Omaha to Los Angeles.

In the different states where coal veins and strata

of this age are exposed the surface has been thor-

oughly examined by mining men but comparatively

few specimens of plants and invertebrates have found

their way into museum collections and literature. On
this expedition, however, we secured an enormous

collection of plants. A preliminary report discloses

70 species in this collection already recognized, ten

of which are new, and the new species may be

doubled when the collection is completely prepared.

Only 25 species of plants had previously been

recognized from the Grand Mesa Mesaverde for-

mation.

In the roofs of many of the Mesaverde coal mines,

especially in Utah and Wyoming, a considerable

variety of dinosaur tracks have long been known to

miners and a few have been cut down and sent to

museums. The tracks vary a great deal in size and

form but are mostly of the three-toed variety and

some are of gigantic size. In 1931 a very large track

was taken from the Chesterfield coal mine at Sego,

Utah, and shipped to the Pennsylvania State Col-

lege. This track measures 53^ inches in length and

32 inches across the side toes. However, a cast of

this track has been examined and it is now certain

that the extreme length is due to the foot having

been pushed some distance through soft peat, thereby

increasing the length of the track. During the same

year, and from the same mine, another track was se-

cured for the American Museum by Mr. R. M.
Magraw, General Manager of the coal company.

This track, which is normal, measures 44 inches

from the heel to the end of the middle toe and 32
inches across the side toes. Both tracks are far larger

than could have been made by any known creature.

Barnum Brown, who first joined the

Museum in 1897, has for forty years

conducted expeditions over North and
South America, the West Indies,

Africa, India, Burma and Turlcey. His
explorations have extended almost

from the Arctic to the Antarctic, and
on one series of expeditions he was ab-

sent for five years. During the World
War he was engaged by the Treasury
Department to establish methods and

standards for determinig the deple-

tion and depreciation of oil proper-

ties for purposes of taxation. Among
the many adventures of his varied

career he once fell into the crater of

an extinct volcano in New Merico, and
another time was shipwrecked and
marooned south of Tierra del Fuego.

Doctor Brown took out the first dino-

saur skeleton excavated by the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, and

though his collecting subsequently cov-

ered a wide range of subjects from
plants to mammals, he has in later

years been centering his efforts more
and more on dinosaurs. He has found
dozens of new types of dinosaurs and
has developed many new methods of ex-

cavating and interpreting fossils. Much
that is known of the Age of Dinosaurs
is a result of the hundreds of tons of

bones he excavated.

—

The Editor.
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Aside from their gigantic size the most interestinf<

feature in these larger Mcsaverde tracks is that they

were made by dinosaurs having a single toe pad on
each digit, vvhicli in form is identical with smaller
tracks known to have been made hy the Itjuanodoii

dinosaurs of Uelgium and England—dinosaurs that

walked upright like a kangaroo. The toes of Tracho-
donts (duck-billed dinosaurs), also upright forms,

so well known from Canada and the western states,

show that these related creatures had three pads on
each digit. By some writers the Trachodonts and
Iguanodonts have been considered closely related,

but the skeletons show that they represent distinct

families.

For several years huge dinosaur tracks in the

Union Pacific coal mines at Rock Springs, Wyoming,
have been known to the writer, and in our aerial

flight in 1934 we stopped at Rock Springs to again
examine these tracks. During this survey m.\ atten-

tion was called to some fragmentary bones found by
Mr. Bud Meacham on a nearby hill. These bones
were so near the town that at the time I could not
risk even a preliminary investigation for rabbit hunt-
ers prowl the hills continuously and inquisitive ama-
teur collectors have ruined many good specimens.

This prospect, however, and t\\() others, were
marked for future examination.

The evidence of the large tracks and known pros-

pects were presented to our patrons. The Sinclair

Refining Company, and they again aided our dino-

saur work by financing an expedition for the purpose
of collecting in this hitherto little known formation
—not only because dinosaur remains from this coal

measure series would be of the greatest scientific in-

terest, no skeletons having ever been found there, but
because the huge tracks of this mystery dinosaur seem
to appear only in the Mesaverde formation and a

search there offered the possibility of securing larger

skeletons than any heretofore known.

Large mechanical excavator used

OiKcials of the Union Pacific Railway also were
generous in their support, giving free transportation

over their line to the personnel of the expedition and
any collection secured ; also the use of a large drag-

line shovel for a period of two weeks to assist in ex-

cavations and permission to excavate on any of their

coal properties that extended for 20 miles on either

side of the railroad.

Some of our members traveled from New York by
car and the party which finally assembled included

the writer, Mrs. Brown, Dr. Erich M. Schlaikjer,

Mr. Roland T. Bird, Mr. Robert G. Chaffee, Mr.
Gil Stucker, Dr. G. Edward Lewis, Mr. G. D.
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CJuadagni and .Mr. James Ryan. As arranged with
the railway company the drag-h'ne equipment, loaded
on three cars, arrived promptly at Rock Springs
ready to start excavating. So far as I know this is

the first time a large excavator has been used for un-
covering fossils, and it proved to be most efficient.

With it we were able to move a cubic yard of earth

ever)- fifteen seconds—and do the work accurately.

The shovel was set up over our first prospect and it

was uncanny to see how accurately the skilled oper-
ator could handle this enormous shovel, cutting close

above the bone layer as directed.

In three days' time we had made an excavation
equal to the work of a team with plow and scraper
working three weeks. Unfortunatel)-, the fragments
exposed in this bone layer continued to be nothing
but fragments and the first prospect was abandoned.
We then unco\ered two other prospects with the
shovel, finding only a badly broken fragmentary rem-
nant of a Ceratopsian skull. At the end of two weeks
all of our prospects, found up to this time, were ex-
hausted and the shovel had to be returned to the
railroad company. A mechanical shovel can be used
with great accuracy and is such a time saver and so

economical to operate that we hope future dinosaur
expeditions may be supplied with a smaller shovel of
this type.

"Dinosaur bozvl"

Rock Springs is located on the western border of
the great Baxter uplift—an egg-shaped structure 65
miles long north and south by 35 miles across east

and west. The central part is eroded down to a level

exposing marine beds of older age, while the flanks

are composed of the rugged upturned edges of the

]\Iesaverde coal measures.

After a few days spent in preliminary prospecting
we found that bone fragments appeared occasionally

on many of the hills and we soon learned that the
bone layer was restricted to a zone not more than
300 feet thick, overlying a massive sandstone below
and covered invariably by a layer of large o.vster

shells above—evidence of a recurring sea, and a se-

quence which continued around the entire uplift.

Veins of coal and layers of plants occur in this zone,
also above and below it, and it seems certain that
many of the animals whose remains were covered by
plant layers must have been destroyed by acid during
the formation of the coal. Individual leaves and
masses of plants of many kinds were found at differ-

ent levels, with some layers of ferns as delicate as

Bird of Paradise feathers.

This season proved to be different from any in my
experience, offering many problems difficult to solve,

such as water sources limited and far apart, wind
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and dust storms, and working long distances from

camp.

As it was impractical to camp in town, we finalh'

located a good spring at the foot of White Moun-

tain, six miles from Rock Springs and near radiating

highways. Here we pitched our tents and with the

cars could drive to the foot of the hills where each

man would take a given section and carefully search

every foot of the ground.

Never, except in Patagonia, have I experienced

such wind and dust storms and occasionally rain-

storms. Frequently on returning to camp we would

find one or two tents blown down and had it not

been for Mrs. Brown and the cook in camp, on sev-

eral occasions all of the tents would have been blown

away.

Fortunately, there was a group of unoccupied

buildings nearby, one of which had been used as liv-

ing quarters where a still was operated during pro-

hibition days. We were thankful to occupy these

buildings, re-roofing one as our commissariat, and

made this spot our permanent camp throughout the

summer.

The limited thickness of the bone layer permitted

exceptionally rapid prospecting, and as much of our

work was 30 to 40 miles from camp, we would

travel as far as we could with cars and frequently

walk several miles over rough ground before a day's

work was accomplished.

The heat and the dust and the winds of the day

taxed one's endurance, but twilight would bring an

end to nature's strife—following in sharp contrast

with still, cool, glorious nights, when the stars

seemed bigger and brighter than elsewhere. Then the

lights, like jewels, made intimate the distant city and

the mining camps on the hills, while the airline's

flashing beacon gave a feeling of peace and security

to the night. Through liners regularly droned above

us, and when a ship did land at night, the airport in

the valley below—with flood-lights bounding the

field and multi-colored line lights as colorful as a

Christmas tree—presented a never-to-be-forgotten

sight.

A new horned dinosaur

Eventually we began to find better specimens, al-

though few were worth collecting, but one day the

boys reported a horned-dinosaur skull. This was in-

deed a ray of sunshine for up to this time the suc-

cess of our expedition was much in doubt. The skull

proved to be fairly complete and it is undoubtedly a

new species—the first of its kind known from this

horizon.

Shortly afterward, 30 miles distant, we found a

connected skeleton three-fourths complete, of a gi-

gantic Trachodont, a specimen that in size will prob-

ably rival the skeleton of the great flesh-eating dino-

saur Tyrannosaurus that stands eighteen and one-

half feet high. Our success was now assured, al-

though we were still keenly intent on finding the

beast that had made the gigantic footprints. This

specimen was in an extremely difficult place to reach

with the car and materials necessary for its excava-

tion, but eventually, after several attempts our Ford

truck zig-zagged to the site of the quarry on the

summit of the highest ridge. The high ridge may

have saved our lives on one occasion when Chaffee

and I had driven the truck out to this specimen,

while the other men were preparing the Ceratopsian

skull. Storm clouds gathered in great masses, as often

happened, but we continued our work, paying little

attention to the distant thunder. Late in the after-

noon, however, it began to rain in earnest. We hastily

covered the specimen and took shelter in the cab of

the truck. It rained so heavily that in the course of

an hour the waters began to roar like Niagara in the

creek beds on either side of our ridge. The heavy

rains did not stop until nightfall, when we climbed

to the highest point where we could look toward

camp, and saw that we were marooned by rivers of

water in the valley below. Our quarry was com-

pletely filled with water. We realized that the truck

could not be moved for several days, and that the

only way we could get back to camp was to cross one

of the swollen streams and walk to a coal mining

town where a car could take us to camp.

Left high but not dry

Neither of us had coats but before leaving the

truck we made coats out of gunny-sacks, for the

night was cold, and in pitch darkness waded to the

stream between us and the town—only to find that

the stream was an impassable rushing torrent. Our

last resort was the bridge over the main stream three

miles below, but on reaching this point we found the

bridge had been washed away and there was nothing

left for us to do but return to the truck to spend the

night. We reached it, exhausted, long after midnight

and then found that we had used up all our matches

in smoking.

A happy thought came to Chaffee and starting the

motor he short-circuited a spark-plug and ignited

cigarette papers soaked with gasoline. With shavings

from wood we carried in the car for reinforcing

specimens we built a fire in plaster pans filled with

rock. In this way we took turns in sleeping and tend-

ing the fire until morning. In the meantime, mem-

bers of our party in camp were much concerned for

our safety, not knowing whether we had been caught
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The largest dinosaur TRACKS'jever discovered

were excavated from the coal mii# shown above in

western Colorado, as one phase ot ihr wmk of the

American Museum-Sinclair Expedition of 1937.

The jtracks were found almost directly \tnder the

cresAf this timber-coVered hill about, 490 feet be-

lov^ohe surface and tocK.) feet beyond ^;tgp->^ntrance

of tT^6, mine. Otlier similar trades "fiV'this mine are

being pr^erved in their original position by the

Colorado Archaeological Society. This is the Red
Mountain Coal Mine, three raiksf,)northvvest of

Cedaredge, Colorado, operated by Chii'rles G. States

and Clarence E. Hall

(Upper right) Dr. Barnum Brown examining a

pair of smaller tracks which were excavated from
the roof of the nearby Western Star Mine owned
by Charles W. Rinehart. These tracks, measuring

28 inches from heel to toe and 28 inches across, were

well defined impressions of the right and left foot

of a smaller dinosaur which had leisurely walked
along covering 8 feet in each stride

Photographs by

Bariutm Brown and R. T. Bird;

not to be reproduced without per-

mission of the author

(Right) The first step in cutting out the 30-ton

section of roof containing the dinosaur tracks : R. T.
Bird drilling through 40 inches of sandstone with a

coal auger. The slab of rock 17 feet long and 5 feet

wide bore four enormous footprints, two of which
are part of a trail where the giant Iguanodont had
taken a step of 15 feet

THE MYSTERY DINOSAUR



Among the visitors to the mine were children from the Cedaredge

School (upper left). One little boy, convinced although still quizzical,

said : "Mister, I understand they are dinosaur tracks, but I don't see

what position the dinosaur was in when he made them"—a pertinent

observation that is explained by the model of the coal mine on the

opposite page.

_MEN were drilling holes from below, two men (upper right)

mined ""*• ''•• ' """ " '^ "nil nbovE ^f^ chinned away the

upper surface of the sandstone containing ttie tracks"

(Below) A DIAGRAM of the complete operation of removing the track

slab, showing the two veins of coal and the intermediate sandstone

layer. The first section of the slab is being lowered, the second and

third sections are still in place. A man is reducing the sandstone above,

and another is drilling holes from below
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To PROTECT THE TRACKS from dam-

age, the entire slab was plastered with

two or three layers of iiiirlap, as shown

below

(Below) After the coal and upper

part of the roof had been mined out

the remaining foot of sandstone was

sawed through

The first two bijOCKS when low-

ered were not directly over the car

and rails, and with lateral block and

tackle were drawn in position

A Fifteen-

)Ot Stride
(Below) A MODEL OF the MINE. The dinosaurs walked over decay-

ing vegetation, and the last tracks they left in the soft peat later

filled with wind-blown or water-drifted sand. During the succeed-

ing ages the peat turned to coal, the sand into sandstone. Recently

miners cut away the coal including the tracks, leaving the sandstone

filling of the tracks embossed on the roof of the mine

Model by Charles Lang
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(Right) The longest normal walking stride on

record: the three blocks assembled at the Museum

in an inverted position, showing left and right foot-

prints of a gigantic Iguanodont dinosaur which

stepped 15 feet 2 inches, and must have towered 30

to 35 feet in height. Each individual footprint mea-

sured 34 inches in width and length, and the center

block shows two other slightly larger similar tracks,

parts of other trails, in which the roof of the mine

abounded

(Left below) The last block is lowered, leaving

gaping evidence of the enormous task involved in se-

curing just one single stride of the creature described

above. To Charles G. States, mine owner, standing

on the left, goes much credit for having made it

possible for the Museum to acquire these tracks

(Center below) REDUCING AND CRATING the blocks

outside the mine entrance, preparatory to shipment.

The combined weight of the three sections thus pre-

pared now totaled 8000 pounds

(Right) Cross section of a hillside near the

States Mine, where prehistoric fires have burned
the coal and baked the surrounding shales to brick-

like hardness. The white layers are the ash of coal

seams that were 3 to 14 feet thick. These shales are

now quarried for road surfacing, a purpose to

which they are most excellently adapted
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Forty years ago and today. While prospecting for new
Mesaverde Cretaceous exposures in 1937, Doctor Brown
revisited the classic Como Bluffs of Jurassic age near Medi-

cine Bow, Wyoming. Photograph at top was made during

the American Museum work in 1897; niammal quarry

at left and Diplodocus quarry with tarpaulin at right

Here ix 1897 Doctor Brown and Professor Henry Fair-

field Osborn, discovered the Diplodocus skeleton, the first

dinosaur excavated by the American Museum, and here the

author first introduced plaster in excavating fossils. Note

the fallen Dakota sandstone block which shows likewise

in the modern photograph below

(Left) Forty years later. Doc-

tor Brown found the timbered tun-

nel that had been dug above the

buried skeleton partly caved in, but

le wood flooring looked as though

t liad weathered only 5 or 6 years

Beloiv) In contrast with the

iborious transportation of forty

ears ago, the 1937 expedition's

uavan at breakfast time on the

old to Cedaredge illustrates mod-
in exploratory improvements

TIIK MYSTERY DIXOSXUR
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(At top) Air view of a section in southern Wyoming
where the expedition exploring for fossil remains pieced

together the story of Mesaverde times, 8o million years

ago. The photograph, taken near Mud Springs, shows a

part of the Rock Springs Uplift, whose vast accumulated

measures are deeply cross-sectioned by erosion

From a painting by Charles R. Knight

Duck-billed Trachodonts were the most numerous dino-

saurs of Cretaceous times. Several more or less complete

skeletons have been found with impressions of the skin dis-

closing various distinct patterns. Webbed front feet and

partly webbed hind feet presumably assisted in swimming, as

did their long, deep tails, useful also for balancing

A HUGE Trachodont skeleton in the early stages

of preparation. Some of the bones have been blocked

out and removed ; other sections have been covered

with plaster of Paris and burlap strips reinforced

with wood. Succeeding sections are partly covered

with plaster jackets or marked out for blocks. This

specimen proved to be the largest duck-billed dino-

saur found during the summer and appears to be

larger than any previously known
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(Above) A SMALL 'rRACHODONT DiNOSALR in the early

stages of excavation. Doctor Schlaikjer, Doctor Hrown and

Mrs. Brown are preparing the blocks for the plaster jackets.

This proved to be a nearl)' complete, mountable skeleton of

a smaller species which will measure about 12 feet in height

when standing erect

(Left) Two Trachodoxt skeletons of late Cretaceous

age mounted in the American Museum, with impressions of

fossil plants on the base from the same rocks, indicating that

a subtropical climate prevailed in Montana and South

Dakota at that time. All species had broad bills, and some
lad as many as 2500 teeth



(Right) A THRILLING FIND in the midst of dangerous surround-

ings: a partially exposed palm leaf impression discovered on the

sagging ceiling of the "Tropical Room," part of a long aban-

doned section of the Red Mountain Mine. No one had ventured

in these badly caved-in workings for many years, but the tale

of an exquisite underground jungle of fossil plants lured mem-
bers of the expedition in to make this new discovery, shown in

detail at right

(Below) Just how hazardous was it? wondered Bill Fogg,

the miner, as he stepped under the hanging ledge to show this

potential prize to R. T. Bird. "Now let's get out of here," were

his first words after the cameraman's flash registered the picture.

Note the weight-splintered prop standing on the right, sole sup-

port of many tons of overhanging rock widely separated from

the roof above

(Left) With the ledge heavily retimbered for

safety, a large block containing the palm leaf was
plastered. This photograph shows the miners cutting

through the surrounding sandstone preparatory to its

removal. Nearly looo pounds of fossil plants were

recovered from this one room
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(Upper left) DRAGGING THE HEAVT
I'ALM BLOCK up over the fallen roof of

a room that had entirely caved in. On
the way out of the mine several other

rooms were negotiated where thousands

of tons of such material seemed to hang

hv a hair

' I'pper right) PASSING THE BLOCK OUt

through the last portal that led into the

present mine and safety. This concluded

a very adventurous phase of the expe-

dition's underground work

The fossil SABal palm leaf re-

sembles the living Washingtonia palm
(below) and proves to be one of, if not

the most perfect fossil of its kind ever

recovered. Bird worked one month in

the laboratory to clear it from the shaley

matrix. On the same slab are preserved

two extinct species of figs, a Waxberry,

and branches and cones of an extinct ge-

nus of pine related to xht livingA raucaria
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in the rushing waters or swept away by a cloudburst

that was reported in that section. Rescuing parties

were sent out during the night but they could not

find us, and their anxiety increased until late the fol-

lowing day when we finally reached camp. This was

the time that newspapers reported Chaffee and my-

self lost in a cloudburst.

Shortly after this episode a small Trachodont

skeleton was found 40 miles north of camp, proving

to be the most perfect of all of the dinosaurs discov-

ered last summer, as the bones are practically un-

crushed. This is a connected, practically complete

skeleton, that will stand about twelve feet in height

when mounted.

High up on a steep hillside near Point of Rocks,

40 miles east of Rock Springs, we found the most

interesting specimen of the collection—an incomplete

skeleton having skull, jaws, limb bones, vertebrae

and ribs, disassociated and imbedded in flint-hard

sandstone. Only limited surfaces of the bones could

be seen as excavated, but as near as one could judge

in the field, it is undoubtedly a new type, resembling

in general form the low-plated dinosaur—but lack-

ing dermal plates. The blocks containing these bones

were quarried out and reduced as far as possible

—

some of them weighing four and five hundred

pounds. They were then skidded down the steep

hillside in old iron wash tubs retarded by ropes.

Where it required several days to excavate a

specimen many miles from camp a group of men,

with their beds, personal effects, provisions and

water, would take the truck and camp at the site

until the specimen could be brought in. Often we
wished for a trailer—which would make an ideal

temporary headquarters under similar conditions.

No small dinosaurs

Thus the days, weeks and months passed until we
had completely exhausted the vertebrate horizon of

the Mesaverde formation in this vicinity. Curiously,

no bones of small reptiles were found, and only one

specimen of a carnivorous dinosaur the size of a

large Gorgosaurus and at least twelve feet high, but

so poorly preserved that only a few bones were taken

for identification.

As the season advanced our collection increased

until we had in storage a carload of vertebrate speci-

mens, including an enormous flora and a representa-

tive collection of invertebrates. Late in the fall our
party began to disband, the men returning to college

work, until only Bird, Ryan and the writer remained
to finish collecting and to prospect for new fields

During the year I corresponded with Mr. Charles

G. States, who had located an enormous track in the

roof of his coal mine near Cedaredge, Colorado.

This is an area in Western Colorado, also of Mesa-

verde age, and known as the Grand Mesa Field.

The footprint was located in the center of a room, and

pointed in the direction in which the room was being

developed. Nearby, the coal was fourteen feet thick,

but in this room the vein had been divided by a layer

of sandstone estimated to be a foot in thickness, with

eight feet of coal below that was being mined, and

a five-foot vein above the sandstone.

In the early summer we made a trip to this mine,

after the second or succeeding impression was un-

covered, and formulated plans to cut down these

enormous tracks with the rock between them^—which

would remove any doubt as to the length of the

stride. The tracks measured 34 inches from the heel

to the end of the middle toe and 34 inches across the

side toes, showing the right and left feet in normal

stride where the giant had stepped 15 feet. Compared
with the skeleton of Tyrannosaurus, 18^ feet tall,

which in life could step nine feet, these tracks indi-

cate the mystery dinosaur to have been a beast that

towered to a height of approximately 35 feet.

Giant tracks

As the second track was cleaner cut and better

defined than the first, we awaited the removal of the

coal that would uncover the third impression.

Finally, we were informed the third track was un-

covered and we proceeded to Cedaredge to add this

magnificent specimen to our collection. Unfortu-

nately in the third step the giant had stepped on

hard wood, or some non-yielding substance, so that

the impression was not as clean-cut as the first of

the series, and we decided to take the first and second

tracks of the right and left feet. On drilling through

the roof it was found that the sandstone was much
thicker than estimated above the second track.

It soon became evident that we had a job in keep-

ing with the size of the tracks, for we planned to cut

down a section of the sandstone roof 17 feet long by

5 feet wide and 40 inches thick, weighing approxi-

mately 30 tons. Nine experienced miners were hired

for the work and assigned to eight-hour shifts so

that the work proceeded without interruption night

and day. Additional props were put under the block

and some of the men mined out the vein of coal

above and chiseled off the upper layers of sandstone,

while others drilled through from below at half-

inch intervals, outlining the block, while our men
plastered the roof to insure the safety of the tracks.

Eventually the spaces between the drill holes were

cut through and the block was cut into three sections,

for the original block could not pass out of the
Continued on page 235
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THE LIVING DEAD
By Erich M. SCHLAIKJER, BroMy,: CoUege

Little rat-like patriarchs from the jungles of the Far East that creep before us as

living images of our forefathers

THE Student of evolution frequently finds the

dead more interesting than the living, but most
interesting of all are the "Living Dead"—living

primitive animals that have changed but little since

their first appearance on earth. Animals that should
have died out as did their ancestors millions of years

back in geologic time, but instead have managed by
hook or by crook to linger on to the present.

It is customary to think of our ancestors as num-

bered among the dead and represented in our mu-
seum show-cases as so many teeth and bones col-

lected from rocks in the far corners of the earth. But
if we look around us we see many of these "ghosts"

of the past in every group of living animals. Among
the mammals of today, the egg-layers and the mar-
supials, or pouched mammals, are admirable ex-

amples for they represent the earliest stages during

the first 140 million years of mammalian evolution.



They survive relatively unchanged in a competi-

tive world of higher mammals, or placentals, that

Nature invented 6o million years ago.

It was a momentous step in evolution when the

mammals adopted a means of reproduction more

satisfactory than the laying of eggs, which, although

we are apt to think of it chiefly in connection with

birds, was practiced by our own mammalian fore-

bears. The great need was to produce an offspring

that was more advanced at birth. The marsupial

method of carrying almost lifeless offspring around

in a pouch on the abdomen of the mother was a

step beyond egg-laying, for it enabled the mother

to incubate the eggs in her body. But the marsupials

had perfected this method as far as possible, and

when, after 140 million years of trial and error,

mammals undertook to develop the method of re-

production that is general among them today, radi-

cal changes were necessary. A more advanced off-

World's Smallest Mammal

Stnaller than an elephant's toe nail, this Tom
Thumb of the underworld, Crocidura, is a noctur-

nal, snooping little desert-dweller. He represents

the inconspicuous and relatively small insectivores

from which developed all the higher mammals, the

elephant included. (Drawing by G. Frederick Mason)

spring at birth was possible only if a greater food

supply could be provided during embryonic devel-

opment. Under the marsupial system the growing

embryo had to depend on the yolk of the egg as its

source of food. But larger eggs with more yolk to

hatch inside the parent was out of the question.

The only alternative was to have the parent sup-

ply the nourishment. So m the more progressive

mammals the marsupial technique was discarded

and a new food-getting apparatus evolved. This

structure is a membranous organ by which the

embryo is attached to the wall of the uterus, or

womb. We call it the placenta. Its walls are so

thin and so closely approximated to the equally

thin lining of the uterus that the blood of the foetus

is able to get food from the blood of the parent

by osmosis. More or less in the same way our blood

absorbs oxygen, through the thin walls of our lungs,

from the air we breathe.

This organ characterizes all of the higher mam-

mals. That is why they are spoken of as the Pla-

centals. Frequently the paleontologist is asked how

it is possible to ascertain whether or not a placenta

was present, when in fossil forms only the hard

parts, or skeleton, is preserved. Quite naturally,

this would be impossible were it not for the fact

that placental mammals are distinct in many other

characters—characters which are shown in the

skeleton. The brain, for instance, is better devel-

oped than in the egg-layers and marsupials, and

the premolar teeth (known in man as bicuspids)

are typically preceded by milk teeth. There are

many other distinguishing features.

The higher mammals have undergone much
change since their early beginning, but among them

today are those who have lagged behind. Stunted

in their evolutionary development, they portray in

the flesh those first placentals of the past. It was

from 60 to 80 million years ago that the placental

mammals first appeared. And indeed they weren't

much to begin with. Tiny, mouse-like creatures

whose persistent food habit has earned for them

the group name Insectivora, or insect-eaters. Not
only were they the first of the higher mammals, but

they are still with us today, and going strong. No
other group of mammals is so inconspicuous, yet so

singularly important. Insectivores have always been,

Erich Maren Schlaikjer, the author

of this article, is already known to

readers of Natural History through

hia "Living Prehistoric Animals," pub-

lished in February, 1937. He was born

in 1905 at Newtown, Ohio, and passed

the years from the age of four to nine-

teen on a ranch in South Dakota. He
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was graduated from Harvard Uni-

versity in 1928 and received his

Ph. D. from Columbia in 1935. Doctor

Schlaikjer has engaged in ten summer
expeditions for Harvard University to

the Great Plains region and has pub-

lished fifteen scientific papers. In 1936
he conducted an American Museum
expedition to Alaska and in 1937 was

with Dr. Barnum Brown on the expe-

dition referred to elsewhere in this

issue. His engaging popular interpreta-

tion of earth history and evolution is

an outgrowth of serious scientific re-

search and the teaching of Paleon-
tology and Geology at Brooklyn Col-
lege since 1932.

—

The Editor.
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MAN'S LIVING ANCESTOR
iLD RIVER WEASEL
^otamogale), one of the

ving dead, representing

M "grandfather" of our
It-like ancestor and of all

Igher mammals

FEATHER - TAIL (Pfiloctr-

cvs), from the Far East

lungles, the living image
of our rat-like ancestor of

60 million years ago

IMAN (Homo), the present

climax of evolution, who
learns from Feather- tail

what he looked like 60

million years ago

THE HORSE (Equus), like

many other mammals,
has wandered farther
from his ancestors than
man, though not men-
tally ^ )

KStCTV
iVORtS

The chain of primi-

tive insect-eating
mammals which links

all modern mammals
in a common ances-

try. These tiny crea-

position because they

possess ail characters

necessary for giving

rise to the higher
forms and have not

been side-tracked by

'^se,
<:r,v,

Otis



Old River Weasel

Potamogale is a living representative of the first

of the higher mammals. His face is a modified fish

trap and his tail is flattened for swimming, but

otherivise he is a ghost from the distant past when

our ancestors were insect-eaters

and are today, small animals. In their ranks is to be

found the smallest mammal on earth—the musk-

shrew of Africa, Crocidura (from two Greek words

meaning, tail like a piece of wool). An Egyptian

species is no bigger than one's thumb—a nocturnal,

snooping, grubbing little desert-dweller, a Tom
Thumb of the underworld. As for their impor-

tance, the insectivores top the list, or rather, they

"bottom the list" for they are, or their first mem-
bers were, the direct ancestors of all the placentals,

or higher mammals.

It would be a peculiar world if these ancestral

placentals—these insectivores—had never appeared.

There would be no bears, cats, dogs, weasels,

skunks; no rats, mice, squirrels, rabbits; no bats;

no mammals of the seas ; no hoofed mammals ; no

lemurs, monkeys, apes; man himself would never

have appeared—there may be a little consolation in

that thought—and, of course, there would be no in-

sectivores. Likewise, there are a number of less fa-

miliar mammals that would be absent. Without
all these, however, there probably would still be

plenty of mammals, and perhaps they would be al-

most as diversified.

Proof of this is shown by two groups of mam-
mals that were present, and probably abundant, in

the later Cretaceous, which have existed down to

the present time. These are the egg-layers and the

206

pouched, or marsupial, mammals.* Isolated in Aus-

tralia from the rest of the mammal world when

that island continent severed connection with Asia,

60 Million Years Ago

Like false teeth from the beginning of the Age of

Mammals, Potamogale's present-day dentition is

an enlarged duplication of that of one of the ear-

liest insectivores, Paloeoryctes (Drawn to scale 4

times natural size)

*See "Living Prehistoric Animals," by Krich Schlaikjer,
Natural History, February, 1937.
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these two very primitive groups have done a grand

job of surviving. The marsupials in that continent,

and to a certain degree in South America in the late

geological past, went through a great adaptive radi-

ation that resulted in their mimicking many of the

higher mammals. So a look at Australia gives us a

miniature of what the rest of the mammal world

might have been.

But the placentals are here—millions of us—and

the insectivores are the cause of it all.

So it is with particular interest that we view the

past and present of these first higher mammals.
Their earliest known members were found a few

years ago in the upper Cretaceous beds of Mongolia
by the American Museum Asiatic Expeditions, un-

der the direction of Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews.
The half-dozen specimens discovered show that

these tiny cockroach-eating, dinosaur-egg-sucking

creatures were ideal forerunners of all the placen-

tals. Also, they, and their descendants known from

later strata, show the antiquity and relationship of

most of the living forms, nearly all of which are

quite specialized in one way or another. \Vith a

few exceptions, the insectivores, therefore, are splen-

did representatives of living prehistoric animals as

a group rather than as individuals. Nevertheless,

in spite of their specializations, many forms are

extraordinarily primitive in certain characters, and

in this respect are living fossils.

A good example is to be seen in the otter-shrew

of west and east central Africa—an up-to-date, yet

ancient, insectivore, whose name is Potamogale

(Greek for "river weasel"). He is about the size

of a muskrat, with a rather cylindrical body, short

legs, no collar-bones, and with a long laterally

flattened tail that looks as though it has been run

through a clothes wringer. Old "River Weasel"
lives almost exclusively on fish, so his specializa-

tions for swimming are quite apparent. One look

inside his mouth, however, and it is a different

story. Of course, his face is pulled out and his front

teeth are pointed and pincer-like, but these are just

more fish-catching features. His back teeth are the

unusual. They seem artificial for an animal with

so many specializations. They seem to be but false

teeth from the Cretaceous—almost duplicates of the

cheek teeth worn by his forefathers 60 million years

ago in the latest Mesozoic times.

More familiar members of the insectivore clan

are the moles, shrews, and hedgehogs. And of these,

the moles are best known, but this is probably only

because the garden variety digs up our golf courses.

Again, these represent primitive, although some-

what specialized, lines of insectivore evolution. But

most primitive of the trio is the hedgehog. He

THE LIVING DEAD

looks like a walking prickly pear since his sides and

back are covered with a dense coat of short needle-

like spines. These, together with his short legs and

neck, and pig-like snout, are responsible for his

name. He is also known scientifically as Erinaceus,

which is Latin for the same thing. This little ani-

mal is less than a foot in length, of which an inch

and a half is tail. At the least provocation, he rolls

himself up in a ball and is then more of a mouthful

than a carnivorous adversary bargains for. This

spiny overcoat of the hedgehog is indeed a marked

specialization, but it is only a superficial cloak under

which is concealed an ancient animal of bygone

middle Tertiary days 30 million \ears ago, when
the hedgehog had a nearly world-wide distribution

and was then an up-to-date animal.

Today hedgehogs scurry about over the greater

portion of Europe and parts of Asia and Africa.

They are chiefly nocturnal animals that just sleep

all winter long, and are almost perpetual eating-

machines during the summer months. They have a

varied diet of rats, mice, lizards, snakes, birds' eggs,

snails, slugs (anaemic looking land snails), worms,

insects, roots and fruits. But of all these delicacies,

cockroaches are the piece de resistance on the hedge-

hog's menu. So fond is he of cockroaches that he is

sometimes used to rid houses of these pests.

Everyone loves dogs. But how much more prac-

An antiquated creature in an up-to-date coat:

the hedgehog, whose prickly hedge conceals a skeletal

model which evolution designed jo million years ago



tical it would be for dog-owning apartment-dwell-

ers in New York and other great cities throughout

the country, where man and the cockroach are com-

mensal, to have hedgehogs for pets instead of dogs!

The hedgehogs would eat up the cockroaches, the

streets would be cleaner ; and, most gratifying of

all—to the nerves at least—there would be no

barking and howling when the owners went out for

the evening, because Erinaceus never utters more

of a sound than a cross between a low grunt and

a tiny squeak. I suppose the chief objection would be

that they could hardly take the place of lap dogs.

These little bug-eaters should hold for us a par-

ticular interest, for we owe to them a great pre-

historic debt. Looking back 60 million years or so

into the depths of the Paleocene, or perhaps even

upper Cretaceous, we find our direct ancestry among

their early members, for it was then that these an-

cient placentals gave rise to the Primates (from

Latin meaning "of the first rank"), an order of mam-
mals which includes ourselves and our close rela-

tives, the lemuroids, tarsioids, monkeys, and apes.

We cannot be sure about the place of origin, or

Garden of Eden as it were, of the primates. It may
have been in Europe, it may have been in Asia

—

both places have produced fossil primates from

early Tertiary strata, or it may even have been

right here in the Rocky Mountain States of North

America, for the earliest known forms have been

found in the rocks of that region. Monkeys in

Montana ! How incongruous that would sound to

the local cow-punching Westerner.

Originating as lowly insectivorous forms, the Pri-

mates have become diversified into a large number

of specialized lines, and have dispersed into the far

corners of the earth. Lemuroids are living today

in Africa, Madagascar, Asia, and East Indies. Tar-

sioids survive in East Indies. Monkeys are found

in Central and South America, Asia, Africa, and

Gibraltar (there are, then, monkeys in Europe—if

not right in Spain awfully close to it!). And the

apes are confined to Africa and Asia. All had a

much greater distribution in the past. As for man,

he's everywhere.

In many features, especially in their highly de-

veloped intellectual capacity, the Primates rank

above all other mammals ; and within the order it-

self, man rates the top and is in many respects the

most specialized of all. What could be more spe-

cialized—but used so regrettably little—than man's

brain?

Although we occupy this so-called "supreme"

position among the mammals, we should not lose

sight of the fact that in many characters we really

are very primitive. For instance, the type of hand

we possess, with its four fingers and opposable

thumb, was adopted long ago in Cretaceous times

by our ancestor, the opossum. The grasping type of

hand was also of great service to the early Primates

as they swung from branch to branch in the Eocene

forests. And when our more immediate forerun-

ners were driven out of the forests and became

plains-dwellers, they certainly found that the ability

to grab things—stick, stone, or club—was of prime

importance. Their very existence depended on this.

So, down through ages of grabbing, man, by the

With brownish coat and
bushy tail, Tupaia looks like

a squirrel hut isn't. He eats

like an insectivore but has re-

cently been graduated from
their ranks. He is really a

primate, and as such illustrates

the transition which gave birth

to the animals inost closely re-

lated to man

Courtesy E. Banks
J. of Malayan Bra
of Royal Asiatic .
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usL- of his primitive hands, has carved out for him-

self liis lordly position in the natural world. Yes,

in the unnatural world too, for the hand in friendly

clasp is even one of man's greatest political attri-

butes!—Man is still somewhat of an opossum.

As shown above, the insectivorcs in one way or

another are all living prehistoric animals, and in this

sense, the wliole group belongs to the "Living

Dead." Likewise there are some of the Primates

who fall into this category, and strange as it may
sound, among our own present close relatives there

are just such ghosts of the past. They are the most

primitive of all Primates— little surreptitious,

rodent-like creatures that have managed to sur-

vive almost unchanged since the beginning of the

Age of Mammals. There are only two of them left,

and of the living Primates they seem closest to the

lemurs. And incidentally, it is only in the last few

years that they have been promoted—promoted from

the rank of Insectivore to that of Primate! For up

to very recently the specialists, while recognizing

the many Primate-like characters of these ultra-

conservatives, never seemed to be able to quite

make up their minds whether they were orthodox

insectivores or belonged to our own order. Finally,

however, the bars have been let down and these

two squirrelish jungle-dwellers are now rated as

belonging to the order of Primates in good standing.

It has always seemed impressively evident to me
that one of the best proofs of evolution is displayed

in the inability of scientists to agree on whether cer-

tain animals belong in one group or another. A
few years ago came the announcement that Danish

scientists had discovered, in the Devonian rocks of

eastern Greenland something like 330 million years

ago, the remains of "fishes that walked." Detailed

investigation, however, soon revealed that these rare

and important forms were really amphibians that

were still almost fishes—clinching even more thor-

oughly than before the argument that the higher

vertebrate animals came directly from a particular

kind of lobe-finned fish. There are certain fossil

skeletons from the red beds of Texas that are so

equally intermediate between amphibians and rep-

tiles that the fossil experts cannot decide as to which
class they belong. Then there are the two famous

almost microscopic jaws from a 200-million-year-

old North Carolina coal seam that for over 20
years were described, figured and refigured as dawn-
mammals. Finally it has been shown that they are

mammal-like reptiles—almost but not quite mam-
mals. There are many such examples. Mistaken

identity among fossils is not uncommon with paleon-

tologists.

The animal kingdom may be searched far and

wide, but of all its millions of members, perhaps

none could be of greater interest to us than the

two squirrel-like creatures of the Far East jungles

mentioned above. In these "living dead" is por-

trayed the most primitive stage in all Primate evo-

lution. They creep before us as living images of our

earliest ancestors back at the beginning of the Ter-

tiary when we were still fifty percent insectivore.

One of these so-called tupaioids is known by the

scientific name Tupaia (from the Malayan word for

squirrel). It is the more common of the two and

Little Chief Feathertail. Ptil-

ocercus, is the rarest^ least

known, and most primitive

primate. At the foot of the

ladder leading up through
monkeys and apes to jnan, this

first ancestor of ours, however

reluctant we may be to ad-

mit it, looks much like a rat

Courtesy E. Banks and
T. of Malayan Branch
of Royal Asiatic Soc.
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the various species are distributed over India, Burma,

the Malay Peninsula, the Nicobar Islands, Sumatra,

Java, Borneo, and the Philippines. In its general

appearance and size Tupaia, or Tupy for short, is

very much like the ordinary squirrel. This is espe-

cially well shown by his brownish coat of fur and

long bushy tail. Even in many of his habits Tupy
has mimicked the squirrel, but that is about as far

as it goes. His face gives him away. The whole

muzzle of his head is a sort of drawn out, pointed

affair—insectivore-like more than anything else.

And so it is with a lot of the rest of him. On close

inspection, the skeleton and soft anatomy of this

archaic little Primate show that embodied in him

is a whole array of features that tie in with the

insectivores, yet he possesses even a greater number

that rank him with the Primates. So the status of

Tupy in the animal world may be summarized as

follows: He is a somewhat specialized, yet an ex-

traordinarily primitive Insectivore-Primate. A form

which has progressed considerably toward those

lowly Primates the Lemurs, although one which

has kept a marked insectivore make-up. With this

combination of characters, Tupy represents a group

of mammals that flourished over 60 million years ago

—a group that, was transitional between those

cockroach-eating creatures that are still represented

today, and the most advanced of all mammals, the

Primates—ourselves included.

Portraying even better the transition between the

insectivores and the Primates, is the only other liv-

ing representative of the first of our immediate an-

cestors—the little rat-like, pen-tailed tree-shrew of

Borneo, Sumatra, and the Malay Peninsula. The
scientific title of this elusive little living fossil is

Ptilocercus, which means "feather tail" in Greek.

He is so named because the far end of his naked and

scaly tail is ornamented with a feather-like arrange-

ment of white hairs.

Little Chief Feather-Tail, as I choose to call him,

is the rarest and perhaps the least known of all the

Primates. The first specimen made known to sci-

ence was captured in the Rajah's house at Sarawak,

Borneo, was sent back to London, and described in

1848. This was 90 years ago, and only very recently

has the skeleton and soft anatomy of this most

primitive living Primate been thoroughly studied.

There is a great deal concerning its natural habits

that is still unknown to us.

Some people will hate to admit it, but this living

image of our first Tertiary ancestor looks much
like a rat. He is a little less than a half-foot in body

length, and his scaly, almost hairless tail is a couple

of inches longer than that. When curled up in

slumber the tuft of hair at the end of his long tail

is used as a sort of covering for his extended nose—
perhaps functioning as a kind of mosquito chaser.

His hair is soft, fairly short, and is grayish-brown

in color. His head is proportionately large, and his

face, beset with cat-like whiskers, is rather pointed,

although less so than that of Tupaia.

Little Chief Feather-Tail is strictly a night

prowler. His rather large inquisitive eyes are in

keeping with this habit. Throughout the daytime

he confines himself to a nest of leaves and fibre in a

hollow of some tree. This probably accounts for

the fact that he is so rarely seen. Tree dwelling is

an old custom in the tribe of Little Chief Feather-

Tail, being the habit of his first ancestor at the

close of the Cretaceous some 60 million years ago,

and many tree-climbing characters have been passed

on, relatively unchanged, from father to son during

this time. The spreading little feet of our Little

Chief with their primitively arranged soft pads,

their pronouncedly diverged thumb and great toe,

and their long curved claws serve as admirable evi-

dence of this. Occasionally this ancient little ani-

mal comes down to earth out of the ancestral tree-

top home, and manages to get along pretty well by

a sort of hopping locomotion. Only in the trees,

however, is he definitely at home.

The same diet for 60 million years! Insects and

more insects—so it has been in the Feather-Tail

family, and so it is with the Little Chief. He is,

however, partially omnivorous for, in captivity, his

favorite diet seems to be the unsavory combination

of cockroaches and bananas.

Throughout the soft anatomy—tongue, stomach,

liver, intestines, muscles, brain, et cetera—of this

little fellow are tens of outstanding primitive char-

acters which show a transition from the insectivores

to the higher Primates. Nevertheless all these rep-

resent a stage a little closer to the Cretaceous insec-

tivores than do those of Tupaia.

Likewise, the flesh of this reticent living fore-

runner of ours is supported by a skeletal framework

that is equally ancient. The skull and dentition

display at least a dozen outstanding primitive char-

acters, while not a single marked specialization is

revealed. There are about a dozen striking features

of the skull and teeth that show progress toward

the Lemurs. In these parts of the skeleton, Feather-

Tail seems slightly closer to the higher-ups among

the Primates than does Tupaia, but the reverse is

true for the rest of the skeleton. Considered in his

entirety, the Little Chief is a more generalized

and a more primitive Primate. Tupaia has already

wandered some little distance from the Insectivore-

Primate boundary line

—

Ptilocercus is still almost

on the fence.
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Tlic "palc(j(^cncaoloKist" would picture Tupaia as

cioucliing on a short limb near the base of our fam-

ily tree, whereas he would consider I'lilucercus as

nestled in a knot-hole in the very trunk. The roots

of that tree run down deeply into the geological

past where the earliest Placentals arc burrowed into

them. In the moss at the base of the trunk a hand-

ful of those ancient ancestors of ours are still sniff-

ing out the cockroaches. That tree is not as healthy

as one would expect. To be sure it is not lacking

on branches—it is almost top-heavy. But many of

those branches are leafless and dry. They represent

the numerous forms that already have become ex-

tinct. Some of the living branches are rather with-

ered and scraggly. Swinging from some of the

greenest are the lemurs and monkeys, and squatting

on the very top-most branches are the higher apes.

As for man, we may picture him as standing on

the ground on the shady side of this his ancestral

tree—the ripest fruit that ever fell from it. Be-

fore him are the fields of the future. And he might

be reminded that he is not alone, for in that pas-

ture there is also the proverbial bull of Nature.

Man had better watch his step.

If we turn back the pages of the last 60 million

years of earth history, we discover a very different

sort of world. For 140 million years previous to

that time the dinosaurs and hordes of other land-

living reptiles had had their own way. Proudly

they stalked over the earth's surface and completely

ruled the animal kingdom. But by the close of this

reign of terror—this "Age of Reptiles"—nearly all

of those gangster dictators had entered into one of

Nature's most gaping pit-falls—over specialization.

So satisfied did they seem in their radical evolu-

tionary changes that for them there were no

lessons of the past, and their immediate Meso-
zoic environment seemed to prophesy an endless

future.

Then came the dawn of the Cenozoic. A great

revolution was under way. Mountains appeared

where there had been great lowland area, and what

were once extensive inland seas and marshy land

became plains and arid country. As is always the

case with any group of animals under such trying

conditions, the reptiles were confronted with three

possibilities—migration to more favorable environ-

ments, readaptation, or extinction. As for migra-

tion to more favorable environments, that, of course,

was done. But this revolution was world-wide and

it built up barriers that were extremely great. Mi-
gration for the reptiles only meant prolonging the

end for a short while. The possibility of readapta-

tion was out of the question in 80 percent of the

cases because of over-specialization.

The answer then for nearly all the reptiles was
extinction. Only a mere handful survived. They
could not overcome the obstacles of a world-wide

revolution, nor could they compete with the many
new advanced vertebrate forms that were able to

conquer the new world. Those radicals, those dic-

tators, who had so thoroughly dominated the ani-

mal world for so many millions of years were

defeated.

Throughout this struggle the early mammals had
eked out an existence at the feet of these monsters,

but in their own ranks there were also many that

had gone off on radical tangents of over-specializa-

tion. They, too, became extinct. Likewise, there

were tiiose ultra-conservative forms that were easily

defeated. A few lived on and today a couple still

survive.

More significant among the mammals, however,

were the first placentals who made their appearance

toward the close of the Cretaceous. They were

conservative, yet progressive, in their evolutionary

changes, and when the Mesozoic conflict was ended,

these Conservative Liberals were in control. These
earliest Placentals—these Insectives—were des-

tined to give rise to all the higher mammals. The
world was theirs and they began to flourish. But
invested with such complete control, it wasn't long

before they began to fight among themselves, and

many new factions arose. So for the last 60 mil-

lions of years all has been struggle in mammalian
evolution. Each geological period has had its three

main factions in every group of mammals, but each

time it has been extinction for the Radicals and

Dictators, survival for a few Ultra-Conservative

living fossils and victory for the Conservative-

Liberals.

The Insectivores were advanced mammals for

their day, although they were then, and still are,

very generalized mammals. As we have seen, one

of the earliest factions to break away from these

most archaic placentals were the Primates. And the

Primates stand out in striking contrast to their

primitive ancestors, for they have become the most

advanced of all placentals. But in spite of their

progressive evolution there has been much diversity

among them, and today it is not difficult to distin-

guish the Radicals, the Conservative-Liberals, and

the Ultra-Conservatives or Living Fossils. Tupaia

and Ptilocercus are preeminent among the latter.

But slightly changed throughout 60 millions of

years, they are living images of our first Insectivore-

Primate ancestors. Out of the past these "ghosts"

have come as if to show us what we once were like

—among our immediate relatives these are the living

dead.

THE LIVING DEAD



MAPLE SUGAR TIME
AUNH Photo by Bierwcrt

Since before the coming of the white man to North Amer-
ica, early spring has been a time when the groves of maple

grow fragrant with the aroma of boiling maple sap. Not
only did the red man discover how to make maple sugar

but he is described in early records as mixing popcorn

with maple syrup, thus creating the confection that is

generally associated only with present-day ball games and

amusement parks.

The model at the top of the page was built under the

direction of Dr. Clark Wissler of the American Museum
to show a typical Indian sugar camp of about 1492. Lit-

tle change has since occurred in the basic methods. The
dome-shaped, bark-covered hut protected the utensils

when not in use. Men and women took part in the work.

With a stone ax a simple gash was cut in the tree as

shown at left, usually on the sunward side. The spout was

a shallow trough-like section of wood inserted below the

gash, which directed the dripping sap into a bark vessel

beneath

AMNH Photo by Coles

After being collected from

the separate trees, the sap was

boiled twice in bark kettles and

poured while still warm either into

small wooden moulds or into a

canoe-shaped wooden trough where

it was pounded until granulated
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(Right) A STIRRING STICK and
ladle used by the Indians in the

making of maple sugar

(Left) An old engraving showing the maple sugar
industry in its primitive infancy. Twenty million maple
trees were tapped in the United States and Canada in

'935. which if placed in a row 26 feet apart would encircle
the world four times. Six million dollars are estimated to

he derived annually from the industry in Canada alone

((cmfffMM
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(Left) Early spring in the North woods: a print pub-
lished b\' Currier and Ives, depicting the adoption of the

Indians' technique of extracting sugar from the maple
forest. The sap often starts to rise before the snow is oft

the ground, and sledges are characteristically used for

transportation over the soggy ground. Snowshoes, an
Indian invention, are sometimes worn by the men ; and
horses, oxen, and even dogs, are used today to draw the

loads

(Left) Maple sugar time in modern New
England, where this ancient industry begii

seasonal activities usually around the

^larch

MAPLE SUGAR TIME

AUNH Photo by Coles
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THE STORY OF SVICES—Theirfragrant trail through history is

stained with crimson and glitters with ill-gotten gold, hut it led to some

of the world's greatest discoveries and to unparalleled cultural -progress

By Virginia S. Eifert
With drawings by the author

SPICES may now be innocent adjuncts to egg-

nogs and rice puddings, but in their hey-day

they were a will-o'-the-wisp that sent men

out to adventure and discovery. Spices were a direct

incentive to empire building; wherever they laid

their golden touch, nations and cities blossomed un-

der that magic influence. Great churches and palaces

were built; the arts flourished; men lived without

laboring. Spices beckoned and men followed. New
worlds were discovered, new oceans were explored,

new standards of living were raised. Spices led the

world out of the Middle Ages and set the door

ajar for modern business and invention. . . . And

all this lies in a few cannisters of cinnamon, nutmeg,

ginger, and pepper standing on the kitchen shelf.

Although no one knows who was the first to

discover it, the gift of spice came as a blessing, not

only to the merchant princes but to the common

man. With only a monotonous round of meat and

bread, dried beans, peas, and lentils, fish, fowl, and

pot herbs, and a few local fruits in season, the diet

of ancient times was made into a feast when pepper

was discovered. Cinnamon was sprinkled in bread-

dough to make it a cake; ginger made the inner

man glow with pleasant warmth. Spices not only

helped to preserve certain foods past their season,

but also figured largely in the medicines of early

days. Spices were a blessing which captured the

world as soon as the slow-plodding camels brought

these new flavors to the crowded market-places of

Athens, Rome, and Damascus. Nature was kind

when she gave condiments to a harsh world.

The first known spices were cassia, ginger, and

pepper, all of which grew in China ; later there

were a few cloves, some anise, and coriander grown

in India. Across India these spices came by a long

and dangerous caravan journey to Greece and Rome.

Roman noblemen paid large sums for an ounce of

cloves ; Grecian princes gave seven sheep for half a

pound of pepper; and ginger, called Zingiber, was

subject to exorbitant taxation at Alexandria.

The history of Chinese cinnamon, or Saigon cas-

sia, goes back to 2700 B.C. It was the first spice

to be sought after in Oriental travels. In western

Asia the ancient Jews used oils scented with cinna-

mon for anointing the sacred vessels of the Tab-

ernacle.

Coriander was known as early as 5000 B.C. and

for many a century it was called a cure for epilepsy,

the spice being suspended above the patient's pillow.

Although their source was known by only a few

people, cloves had been brought from distant islands

and planted on certain Chinese islands and in India.

By the third century before the birth of Christ, the

Chinese were using cloves for perfuming the breath,

and in ancient Persia cloves were used for creating

love in potions and aphrodisiacs to excite the senses

to passion.

Anise was mentioned by Pythagoras, and garlic,

one of the most ancient of condiments, was eaten

by laborers who built the Egyptian pyramids. Ac-

counts listing so much garlic per capita as food for

the workmen are to be read on clay tablets in mu-

seums. Garlic was consumed in great quantities by

the laboring classes of Egypt, Rome, Greece, and

Asia Minor, but the upper classes never touched it,

considering that a man was vulgar to smell of gar-

lic. In China and Arabia it was worn as a charm to

ward off the evil eye.

For centuries spices came by camel-caravan across

China and India, up the Persian Gulf by sailing

vessel, and by camel-back again across the desert to

Aleppo. From here spices were sold to merchants

who peddled them up and down the Mediterranean.

Arab merchants secretly obtained condiments direct

from the Orient, and in the ninth century after

Christ, these Arabs brought spices for the first time

to the market-places of Europe.

To a people whose narrow lives were bounded

by their own villages, these new flavors came from

a dim, half mythical place known as Araby. The
swarthy Arab merchants fostered this vagueness

by telling terrible tales of monsters in the sea and

men-like demons on land who guarded the trees

so that none but the bravest of adventurers could

obtain spices. And the merchants in town, with

these tales of horrible difficulty and defiance of

danger to build upon, were able to boost the price

of spices still higher. And the higher the prices

went, the greater in demand were the fragrant

little grains from a far-off source. They soon
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wrouglu a splendid chanKc upon |)eo|)lc living
in the ugly, half primitive environment of the
Middle Ages. Only the very rich could afford them,
so spices came to signify wealth. Even the poor!
not to be outdone without a fight, went without
necessities in order to carry on a show of using
condiments.

noblemen ordered murals and frescoes to be painted
by Raphael, Michaclangelo, Titian, or Da Vinci.
Every man of wealth sat for his portrait by the

artist who was in fashion at the moment. Princes
gave paintings and statues to the new churches
which were being built with spice money. The spice

trade had begun its procession across the continent

The Venetian sailors were the first to start the

trade in earnest. They made a business of meeting
caravans out of the Orient and of selling spices

at exorbitant prices in Italy, Alexandria, Beirut,

Constantinople, Athens, and Damascus. Venice
ruled the shipping on the Mediterranean, and from
the wealth accumulated from spices and silks, the

architectural glories of Venice in the Middle Ages
began to rise. The great painters and sculptors be-

came known for their masterpieces, for under the

kindly warmth of spice profits, artists no longer
starved unappreciated. Wealthy merchants and

THE STORY OF SPICES

of Europe, and Italy was the first to feel the luxury
it brought.

There was a reason for this great demand for
spices. A mere pleasant taste could not have sent
empires rushing to share in the wealth brought by
the sale of condiments. Spices had become a neces-
sity. Food, aside from being decidedly monotonous,
was usually so bad-tasting that it was inedible with-
out some strong, hot flavor to disguise it. Pepper,
cloves, cinnamon, and nutmeg, therefore, were
blessings whose very rarity and costliness made them
the more to be desired. The rich would pay any
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price; the poor hoarded the few small grains they

could purchase. It was no wonder that the trade

was such a profitable one.

Various medicinal properties, besides, were rightly

or wrongly assigned to spices. Garlic was used as a

remedy for leprosy. Angelica had power to ward off

diseases and evils of witchcraft. Clove oil stimulated

digestion, checked vomiting and excessive coughing,

and killed pain in the teeth. The smoke of burning

coriander seed induced hallucinations, and was part

of the stock-in-trade of most magicians and witches.

Nutmeg was used as a fumigant in the streets of

Rome, and nutmeg tea was a cure for insomnia.

But poisoning from an over-use of nutmeg probably

often resulted from the highly toxic myristicin, four

percent of which is contained in the nutmeg seed.

Wrinkled old alchemists, peering through the

acrid smoke of their dark laboratories, explained

that spices had souls, and he who obtained those

souls obtained the full potency of their magic. Only

the alchemists knew that spices were potent in fan-

cied ways about which the people never dreamed.

Europe was in this state of mind when Marco

Polo came back from an utterly incredible trip to

the Orient. On his return, to while away his time

while serving a prison sentence, he wrote a book,

with a fellow-convict as his amanuensis. In it he

told of actually seeing cassia, ginger, and camphor

growing in China ; of seeing cloves and nutmeg in

Malacca ; cinnamon in Ceylon, and pepper on the

Malabar coast of India. Polo's book was eagerly

devoured by those who could read. Many who were

navigators or merchants read it earnestly and they

began to think keenly on a subject which had never

entered their minds before. If one could but find

an all-sea route to India and so obviate the difficul-

ties of deserts, caravans, bandits, starvation, and

death in strange lands, he might make a fortune

by sailing off to India to get a load of spices. It

was something serious to be thought upon.

The Venetians, however, seemed satisfied with

the Mediterranean, whose boundaries, though nar-

row, were safe and well inhabited. Sailors were

certain that no sea monsters lurked in the pleasant

blue depths of the Mediterranean, but out in the

oceans beyond—who knew what lay in wait for

rash adventurers?

In Genoa a boy grew up with Marco Polo's book

as his guide and Bible. When he became a man with

the idea of sailing westward to reach India, he found

it difficult to get support. At last the young man,

known in his home town as Cristoforo Colombo,

obtained the assistance of the King and Queen of

Spain. They outfitted him with a crew of convicts

and a trio of leaky vessels from a cast-off navy

;

they sent him westward with pleasant words and

extreme doubts of ever seeing crew or money again.

They had, however, many anticipations as to what

they would do when—or if—there was a return

with news of a short-cut to India. Once in India,

the Spanish would win eternal wealth and glory,

for India meant spices, and spices meant wealth.

Columbus sailed westward—everyone knows his

story—and found a land which was later claimed

by the Spaniards. The new land was not India.

There were no spices—at least he found none. He

did not know about allspice and vanilla and cocoa,

which would be discovered later when the Spanish

occupied the West Indies and Mexico. He found

nothing of any consequence and was jailed when he

returned without having found a westward route

to the sources of spice.

It was only a few years after Columbus' first voy-

age that Da Gama reached India by sailing around

Africa. In conflict with the Mohammedan traders

he established mercantile relations with the native

ruler of the Malabar coast of India and returned

with a store of spices and other valuables. At last

Portugal had a trade route with the East.

About this time in history, the price of pepper

had risen too high for anyone but speculators and

noblemen to buy it. The tax alone in England

amounted to $1.25 per pound. When Da Gama
returned loaded with spices and pepper, Portugal

forthwith set about to keep the price of pepper

as near the old caravan figures as possible.

Not long after Da Gama's voyage other Portu-

guese sailors ventured into the waters east of India,

went into the Sunda Straits, passed Java, and dis-

covered a group of islands which no one had ever

known—no one, perhaps, but the Arab merchants

who had long kept their secret.

Trade in pepper is one of the oldest in the world

;

pepper is still the most valuable spice to be had.

For a long time its roots were thought to be the

source of ginger, for both had the same pleasant

fire to the tongue. Pepper was a staple article of

trade between Europe and India from the very be-

ginning of spice commerce. It was so expensive that

it often replaced money in business transactions.

Tribute was sometimes levied in pepper : when

Alaric the Goth besieged Rome, the ransom he de-

manded included three thousand pounds of pepper.

With the growth of the spice trade, every great

nation sought to gain a complete monopoly, and it

was because of this competition that most of the

blood was shed over these fragrant plants. When
the Portuguese, with the right of priority which

Da Gama's discoveries gave them, took up residence

in India and elsewhere, the other strong countries
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of the wdild lasl jealous eyes cm them, and vowed
filar rlic l^orruj^uese should not riionopoli/.e the spice

trade.

In India, i'ortugal's main stronghold was at Goa,

and here the Portuguese East India Company was

organized for the purpose of exploiting the sale of

spice and of keeping intruders out. During the six-

teenth century the bulk of the spice trade fell to

Portugal, and it was at this time that the finest

buildings in its history were erected. However,

Portuguese rule in India was cruel and inhuman.

Religious fanaticism came forward, and in the

name of spice and the Almighty, the Portuguese

went to the extremes of inhumanness during the

horrible Inquisition at Goa.

The English were the first definitely to develop

the idea of reaching the East by an Arctic route,

and in 1552 three vessels left on an ambitious but

ill-fated attempt to sail over the top of Norway

and Siberia. These efforts were hopeless with tlic

equipment and knowledge of the period. It was the

Dutch who in the failure of a northern route first

successfully competed for the trade by following

the Portuguese around Africa. The Spice Islands,

known as the Moluccas, which they captured, are

a group of half-submerged mountains surrounded

by the Philippines on the north, New Guinea on

the south, Java and Borneo on the west, and the

South Sea Islands on the east. The tops of these half-

drowned mountain peaks were covered with a thick

forest growth in which spice trees flourished. The
islands were unimportant for anything but spice, but

this alone was sufficient to put the Moluccas on every

map of the world.

The spice trade had long since left the hands of

the story-telling Arab merchants and now fell into

the greedy hands of the Portuguese, Dutch, and

English traders. Discovery, ships, pirates, death,

jungles, and Malay natives became the dream of

small boys and the realization of older ones. Spice

—those little seeds, buds, and roots of concentrated

flavor—woke the civilized world from its medieval

lethargy and brought about the discovery of the

East and West Indies, the Americas, the Orient,

and the Philippines. The Portuguese had opened

the way, but it was the Dutch whose energy

smashed barriers, hurdled obstacles, and brought to

its highest peak the highly competitive East India

trade.

In 1600 Queen Elizabeth organized the British

East India Company to combat Portuguese trade,

and the Portuguese at the same time were finding

their hands full with the Dutch, and finally were

conquered by them. The British came in, but the

Dutch, after several ferocious attacks and bloody

massacres of the English on the islands, became the

rulers of the East Indies. Their rule during the

entire century was no less cruel and inhuman than

that of the Portuguese. Lust for spice engendered

incomparable brutality in men as they fought for

the wealth it brought.

The Dutch took over Amboina, a large island

in the group of the same name off the coast of New
Guinea in the Banda Sea. Here they calmly mur-

dered the Portuguese traders and made the island a

base of operations from which they could obtain

the rest of the Moluccas. In the meantime, Amboina
was discovered to contain what was probably the

largest clove plantation in all the Indies. This was

especially providential because at that time in Europe,

cloves brought tremendous prices. It will be recalled

that the cloves which one of Magellan's ships brought

back were sold for more than the cost of the entire

three-year expedition. In Europe at one time a pound
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of cloves was worth the price of seven sheep. Cloves

on Amboina would make the Dutch all rich men,

and in addition to the little fragrant "nails" there

were extensive groves of nutmeg, as well as some

cinnamon, cassia, and pepper. The spices of Amboina,

Ternate, and Banda would make all of Holland

wealthy. The Dutch thereupon planned to force a

monopoly and soon own all the spice to be sold.

There happened to be cloves on other islands

—

cloves, nutmegs, and pepper—so the Dutch went

out at night in long, slender Malay praus and set

fire to the spice trees on the other islands in the

Banda Sea. The nights were made bright with

leaping flames as the praus crept close to the plan-

tations, dark figures slipping ashore to send the

precious trees blazing skyward. The Dutch, be-

cause they could not guard all the islands at once,

burned the trees so that no one else could profit by

the sale of spice.

But when the Dutch destroyed most of the clove

and nutmeg trees on the Portuguese islands, they

did not reckon with an all-generous Nature, which

raged for many years, were so named from the

Spanish "clavo," meaning nail. They grew on small,

rounded, evergreen-leaved trees of the Myrtle fam-

ily. Leaves, buds, and flowers all exuded such a

sweet, overpowering fragrance under the tropic sun

that even before land was sighted the odor could be

smelled.

It was the natives, as much as or more than the

Portuguese, who objected to the high-handed burn-

ing of the precious groves. The East Indian native

stood somevi'hat in awe of the clove. He planted

a tree at the birth of every child and would not

hear of destroying such sacred trees. When a man's

birthday clove-tree was killed, it meant to the

superstitious native that his own death was immi-

nent. So there was many a native workman who
betrayed a coming Dutch raid to the Portuguese,

many a planter's bungalow raided and destroyed,

many a poisoned arrow in a writhing Dutchman's

back. Cloves were easily obtained, easily prepared

for trade, but it was the warring natives, the spice

pirates, the enemy countries, the hurricanes, and

permitted spice to grow alike on the islands of the

French, the English, and the Spanish. The muggy,
tropical atmosphere, sea air, abundant moisture, and

loose, sandy soil which spice trees demand are pres-

ent on almost every island in the tropic seas.

The cloves about which international battles

the wilting heat which made them so costly in

Europe.

Cinnamon, almost as high in value as cloves and

pepper, was most abundant on the island of Ceylon.

Before Ceylon gave up the secret which lay hid-

den fragrantly in the deeply shaded glens, there
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was a similar shrub with a similar, if not so /inc a
flavor, known as Saigon cassia, which was grown
in China and India. Cassia was one of the oldest
spices, but when cinnamon itself was discovered,
cassia lost a degree of its popularity. The knowl-
edge that Ceylon had the world's finest cinnamon
was a grief too great to be borne by the Dutcli
planters, so in 1770 they ended their gloom by
stealing Ceylon. Under the stern rulership of the
hard-headed Dutch planters, the Singhalese princes
were compelled to bring cinnamon bark as tribute,

and the cinnamon-cutters became a special caste of
low-class natives from which there was neither
escape nor redemption. Generation after generation
of natives was born into the cinnamon-cutting caste.

It was a life of harsh punishment and unremitting
labor in the broiling tropic sun. These were the
natives, however, who brought the cultivation of
cinnamon on Ceylon to its peak.

The Dutch kept Ceylon only until the English
under the British East India Company captured
It in 1796. Cinnamon thereupon became a monop-
oly of the East India Company of England until

the end of the company in 1858.

Cinnamon, the innocent cause of many a cruel

death, grew on low trees and bushes in the white
sand region of Ceylon and was exceedingly difficult

to transplant or to cultivate. The bark of the upper
shoots was peeled oS in rolls thinner than paper,

and was fitted together in long sticks containing

hundreds of layers. It was shipped in this way to

Europe. Here in the warehouses it was ground be-

tween two stones and sifted through silk. Today
three-fourths of all the cinnamon used in commerce
is Saigon cassia mixed with true cinnamon.
When the traders first saw them, nutmegs looked

more like good European apricots than anything

else. Though they were beautiful, rosy-cheeked,

yellow-orange fruits, they were not quite the shape

of apricots—rather too tapering at the stem-end
and too blunt at the base. When the fruit split

open, a large stone covered with a network of bril-

liant scarlet threads was revealed. The stone was
the nutmeg itself; and the network of red threads,

when dried and ground, became the spice called

mace. At one time, because there was more demand
for mace than for nutmeg in Europe, the pompous
old spice merchants in the warehouses of Amster-
dam leaned forward a trifle in their heavy chairs

and spoke gruffly through their beards

—

"Cut down half the nutmeg trees," they said,

"and plant more mace." How could they know,
with their fat lives bounded by the safe shores of

Holland, that nutmeg and mace grew on one and
the same tree

!

Nutmegs were destroyed on all the islands except
Amboina, where they could be watched. The hope
was that no nutmeg was ever to escape the monop-
oly of Amboina and the Dutch, so nutmegs were
guarded like precious gems. To prevent them from
growing elsewhere, all nutmegs ready for ship-

ping were kept in a lime bath for three months.
They all, therefore, bore a white coating of lime
water, and even today they are still whitened, not
because of any monopoly, but merely because they
have always been so and probably always will be.

In 1769, Governor Poivre of Mauritius, one of

Nutmeg

the French islands, paid a friendly visit to the Gov-
ernor of Amboina. No one knows exactly how the

thing took place. We can imagine the Frenchman
in his politest manner asking to be shown the fa-

mous nutmeg plantations. The wary Dutch Gov-
ernor may have been overcome by the Frenchman's
suave manners, and the two may have driven around
the island to view the nutmeg trees full of beautiful

fruit. When Governor Poivre left Amboina, he had
both nutmeg and clove seeds hidden on his person.

He took these precious contrabands to ^Mauritius,

east of Madagascar, and patiently cultivated the

trees that grew from them. In 1796, an English-

man, much in the same way, managed to steal nut-

meg seeds and planted them on Penang. The Dutch
suddenly discovered that their monopoly was a

thing of the past. The whole world was going to

have nutmegs from the French and the English

—
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and from the Dutch only if they stepped lively.

Natives called the nutmeg the "pala" and had

many superstitions about it. One was that it must

be able to hear the sea—that it would not grow un-

less the sound of pounding surf was heard not far

away. The natives also believed that in order for

the tree to bear its full crop it must have animal

manure. Blood, bat guano, bird guano, dead ani-

mals, shrimp "dust," fish refuse, and stable and

pig manure were buried around nutmeg trees, and

even poor, non-bearing trees suddenly became

healthy and prolific under this treatment.

Ginger was planted on the islands from roots

brought from China. Long before Europeans had

become acquainted with the wonders of spice as an

embellishment to food, love, and personal adorn-

ment, the East knew and reverenced ginger. The
Chinese and Hindus since very early times had used

it for a flavor, a candy, and as a medicine. Sanskrit,

early Chinese literature, and the Talmud all spoke

of the excellent qualities of ginger-root. It was a

purple-and-yellow flowered sedge, whose thick, pun-

gent and gnarled roots were dug and scraped, and

then dried or candied for commerce. Ginger was
not cultivated on a large scale until the Spanish

Ginger

planted it on Jamaica in the West Indies. Jamaica

. ginger made a name for itself even after the Span-

ish, with bad grace, gave up the island to the

British.

In spite of monopolies invented by men, in spite

of Nature's lavishness in planting spice trees on
many islands, and in spite of the burning of crops

to keep prices high in Europe, spices were some-

thing for which men sweated, fought, and died.

Pirates worked the spice lanes on the seas. Malay

pirates lay in wait for spice ships which, laden with

scented cargo, made their way out of the Indies

toward the civilized world. It was small wonder

that spice, although so abundant on the islands,

was so costly in Europe. There was bloodshed, dan-

ger, and disaster involved in every carton of pep-

per and cinnamon ; in every container of cloves and

nutmeg.

While turmoil raged in the East Indies, more

drama was enacted in the West Indies and in Mex-
ico, where the Spaniards, whom the English thor-

oughly hated, were making rare discoveries.

After the Spaniards had found vanilla and choco-

late in the interior of Mexico, Elizabeth of England,

though she vowed never to have anything to do with

Spanish-grown, Spanish-shipped, or Spanish-bought

spices, secretly longed to taste those two new fla-

vors. Moroever, there was that new tree called the

pimento growing in the West Indies—a tree

whose seeds contained a flavor like cloves, nutmeg,

and cinnamon combined, and were known as all-

spice. The Spanish discoveries in the Americas had

irked Elizabeth because she thought England ought

to have beaten the Spanish at the game of ship-

sailing. All that her Francis Drake and her Cap-

tain Cavendish could manage was to sail around a

vast unknown continent while the Spanish were

going into Mexico and bringing out gold and gems

and those provocative new spices. Cocoa, vanilla, all-

spice, and delightfully fiery peppers all grew in the

New World.

Chocolate had been drunk as a beverage by the

Aztecs and Mayans for centuries before Columbus

came to the Americas. The early Mexicans ground

up the flavorsome, fragrant, black vanilla pods with

cocoa to make "chocolatl," their national drink,

and this so charmed the Spanish conquerors who
followed Columbus that they brought it home with

them.

Vanilla was discovered by Spanish roustabouts

in search of gold. They found the Mexican natives

cultivating vines bearing fragrant white orchid flow-

ers—vines in the steaming, green-shadowed jungles

of tropical America. The Spanish saw dark-skinned

men and women picking long beans and ferment-

ing them to develop the delicious vanilla flavor.

They saw, too, the hosts of little hummingbirds

flashing among the vanilla vines, but none of the

rude Spanish knew that the hummingbirds were

pollinating the vanilla flowers so that there might

be pods containing that rare and delectable flavor.

Instead, the Spanish slaughtered the puzzled
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l)ro\Mi people, and took a load of stolen vanilla

beans back to Spain with thein. Spain liked vanilla.

At once its exportation from Mexico began, but

the Spaniards kept such a close-fisted monopoly on
all that came out of the Americas that Queen Eliza-

beth, for all her importance and her pride, had not

the privilege of tasting either vanilla or chocolate

until long after their discovery. When at last she

sipped the New World brew, Elizabeth the Queen
became Elizabeth the epicure.

Vanilla

The man who stole vanilla from Spain and
brought it to the Queen of England has long since

been forgotten. Elizabeth is dead, and the Ameri-
cas have grown far beyond anything her fertile

mind ever dreamed about. But vanilla has that

distinctive and delicious flavor which will not let its

popularity die. A cheap substitute for vanilla is

coumarin, obtained from tonka beans in Trinidad
and South America. The flavor known as vanillin

is also obtained from pine wood and from oil of

cloves. Still in the jungles the hummingbirds pol-

linate the vanilla flowers, although on the planta-

tions the white blossoms are now pollinated by na-

tives with pointed sticks who transfer pollen from
pistil to pistil.

While all these things were going on, stark

drama was being enacted in France. It was in 1720,
and the Black Plague was infecting the land. Once
again spice played an important part in the history

of nations. People were turning black and dying in

every house as four certain thieves went about un-
afraid and robbed both the dead and dying.

Fear of the plague had so undermined the morale
of the city that the people had neither the courage
nor the will to bring the infamous thieves to jus-

tice. Wherever there was a house abandoned to the

Black Death, the ghoul-like four entered, plun-

dered all that was of value, even taking crucifixes

and rings from the hands of the dead, and went
away in safety. When at last the four were arrested,

their sentence was tempered by their revelation of

the secret to which they attributed their apparent
immunity. This secret, which astounded all of

France, may have started the beginnings of re-

search into antiseptics and the discoveries made by

Lister and Pasteur in the next century.

The thieves had concocted a wonderful liquor

which became known as the Vinegar of the Four
Thieves. It was composed of cinnamon, garlic, cam-
phor, and cloves, combined with other aromatics,

\inegar, and red wine. The antiseptic quality of

this vinegar was what gave the Four courage to go
about robbing the dead and dying. Once more spices

were important—important in the drama of life,

death, and the combat of disease.

Spices even played a part in the growth of the

United States. At the close of America's war with

England, the American Merchant Marine came into

existence. Competition with other great nations of

the world whose East India companies were trade

indicators and trade dictators, was a difficult

thing to enter. The fast-sailing clipper ships of the

rash Americans went faster and more surely than

the slower, more cumbersome Dutch and English

vessels, so before long the American Merchant Ma-
rine was something to be watched with anxiety.

But since India and the Indies were full of Dutch,

British, French, and Portuguese traders, the Amer-
ican navigators prudently stayed away from
trouble and instead opened the China trade with
Canton. Massachusetts shipowners became rich and
built the white houses that still stand in Salem
and Boston. They are houses built by profits from
the China trade, not the least part of which was
ginger for ginger-jars, and that incomparable con-

serve called "East Injy."

The American Merchant Marine, with its

shrewd, whiskered old sea captains who fill the

legends of Massachusetts today, brought back from
the ports of India itself a new flavor in the reper-
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toiy of American foods. In the unknown land of

India the people, in their lives of passive resistance,

had long sold spice to traders, had permitted the

low-class natives to be slaves on the spice planta-

tions, had been persecuted and tortured in the In-

quisition at Goa, and had suffered under the auto-

cratic rule of the British East India Company.

Year after year, century after century, the Indians

worked and prayed in the land below the Hima-

layas. India produced spice, sold spice, and the

rajahs grew rich on spice, but always India kept as

its own the secret of curries.

The flavor of curry is not one which Occidental

people can easily understand. Unlike other spices,

each one of which is a single sensation in taste,

curry is a subtle blending of those famous spices

which have gone into the making of history. Occi-

dentals, when they know it at all, know only one

curry; in India each kind of fish and fowl has its

own particular blend of curry spice.

Curries in India gave zest to commonplace rice

and oftentimes unwholesome foods. One favorite

curry recipe is composed of coriander seed, Madras

turmeric, cinnamon, cummin seed, cardamom seed,

fenugreek seed, Jamaica ginger, cayenne pepper,

pimento, black pepper, long pepper, cloves, and

nutmeg. Curry is a compound of the finest spices

in the world mixed together in a distinctive blend.

Since the long ago days when the great countries

of the world fought for the spice trade—when the

Dutch wanted a clove monopoly so badly that they

burned the clove trees on the Banda Islands ; when

the English took Ceylon away for its cinnamon

;

when the Spanish slaughtered the Aztecs for vanilla

beans—spices have changed the whole aspect of the

world. Empires, cities, commerce, and the arts have

lived or died under the influence of spice.

Even now spice is important. During the World
War garlic was used as an antiseptic for festering

wounds. Cloves still are used in dentifrices, mouth

washes, and antiseptics. Cinnamon, pepper, nutmeg,

vanilla, chocolate, and mace are still highly valued

in cookery, no longer to hide unpleasant flavors or

half-spoiled foods but to enhance the good flavors

already present. Today, spices may be less necessary

in marking the difiference between dining or just

eating, yet even now there are three million clove

trees, unhampered by restrictions or monopolies,

growing on the islands of Pemba and Zanzibar

;

vanilla is still grown in Mexico and Mauritius;

pepper is still in demand in all the countries of the

world. Now, however, there are no Malay pirates

lying in wait off Java Head, nor are there Spanish,

Dutch, or Portuguese pirates in the Sunda Straits.

Past Singapore go the spice ships today, safe from

all but hurricanes and typhoons—ships which bring

to the New World and the Old a scent and a savor

of the spice islands.

All-spice

You will find more about spices and history in

the following books

:

Beaglehole, J. C. The Exploration of the Pacific, A. and

C. Black, Ltd. London, 1934.

Dulles, Foster Rhea, The Old China Trade, Houghton

Mifflin Company, Boston, 1930

Foster, William, C. J. E. The East India House, John

Lane the Bodley Head, Ltd. London, 1924

HosKiNS, Halford Lancaster. British Routes to India,

Longmans, Green and Co. New York, London, 1938

Martineau, Harriet. British Rule in India, Smith, Elder,

and Co. London, 1857

Peattie, D. C. Cargoes and Harvests, Appleton, 1926

Redgrove, H. S., Spices and Condiments, Sir Isaac Pitman

and Sons, Ltd. London, 1933

RoBBiNS, W. M. and Ramaley, Francis. Plants Useful to

Man, P. Blakiston's Sons and Co. Inc., Philadelphia,

1933
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THE INDOOR EXPLORER
The Story of a Pioneer ''Bone-Setter"

XHE first thing \ou will notice

about any mass-produced article is, of

course, the impersonal nature of its

manufacture. True craftsmanship is

something you'll have to look for else-

where. And one of the best places to

find it that this writer knows of is in

the display of mounted skeletons of-

fered by the Osteological Hall on the

fourth floor of the American Museum.

If you go there and look at the skele-

tal portrayal of Man and Horse, so

assembled as to represent the life-like

posture of a horse trainer on the run

seizing a rearing animal's bridle, you

will find the suggestive power of this

group compelling you to clothe it in

imaginative flesh and trappings. No
one examining any of the figures in

the collection, from the giant draft

horse to the skeleton of the opossum

in the act of eating a (skeletal) chick-

When your indoor explorer called

on S. Harmsted Chubb in his sunny

office in the Comparative Anatomy

Department, he remarked that it did

his heart good to see such excellent

examples of highly skilled personal

craftsmanship. After some modest

demurrals, Mr. Chubb admitted that

he was probably the only "bone-set-

ter" in the "business" who took such

pains with his work.

"That's not surprising though," he

said. "You see, I've been doing this

sort of thing more or less since I was

seven years old."

This was how it all started.

The "Bone-Setter" Begins

Not long after the end of the Civil

War, S. Harmsted Chubb crawled

under the vine-shaded porch of his

she hadn't been, the Museum would

never have had that osteological hall.

She gravely watched her son excitedly

poking the dead animal and agreed

with him that it was a very remark-

able phenomenon indeed. She had

only one reservation : that he exam-

ine it outdoors instead of in his bed-

room.

Thereafter, S. Harmsted didn't

clutter up his bedroom with any more

corpses. But that doesn't mean he

stopped collecting them. Hiking

through the woods, he often stumbled

on dead animals, in various stages of

decomposition. Some of them were

picked clean of flesh and the bleach-

ing skeletons fascinated him. He real-

ized that if you found a dead thing

and left it by itself for a while, it

invariably resulted in one of these

wonderful skeletons. So the roof of

en's head, can fail to realize that he is

confronted by the product of patient

study combined with the most meticu-

lous craftsmanship. Reading the labels

on these exhibits, you will discover

that they are all the work of a single

man, Mr. S. Harmsted Chubb, who
represents a one-man Osteological De-

partment.

father's Maryland house and found

a dead cat. Since this was the first

time he had ever seen a dead cat, it

didn't frighten or sicken him—in

fact he liked it. So he dragged it out

from under the porch and brought it

in to show his mother. Fortunately

she was the kind of m.other who could

pretend she liked dead cats too. If

his father's barn became littered with

decomposing bodies. Anxious as they

were to encourage this early mani-

festation of a scientific bent, his par-

ents nevertheless felt that the de-

lights of supervised putrefaction could

just as well be carried on elsewhere,

so they "served an injunction," as

Mr. Chubb puts it, on his odoriferous
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experiments. A coiiipronii^e was

reached, however. Instead of bring-

ing the fresii corpse to tlie premises

to hcconie a siieleton, S. Harmsted

left it in the woods, and tlien brought

home the clean hones.

Ueing a Maryland ho>', it was hut

a matter of time before he became in-

terested in horses (his interest devel-

oped, of course, after finding a dead

horse), and he was soon concentrat-

ing on a collection of horses' skulls.

At that time, it was the fashion to

build "rockeries" in your front yard.

'J'hese elementary rock gardens con-

sisted of a pyramid of rocks over a

mound of earth in which vines and

plants were growing. The greener)

sprouted through cracks between the

rocks, to trail gracefully about on the

groiuid.

.iri'lciiUilc "Skiillcrifs"

This was all pretty enough, but

nothing would satisfy S. Harmsted

but a "skullery"—the same general

idea carried out with horse skulls in-

stead of rocks. Now this contribution

to landscape gardening would prob-

ably have come off all right if his

father had not happened to be a coun-

try doctor who noticed that the in-

troduction of the "skullery" and the

falling off of his practice coincided.

It soon occurred to him that a jittery

patient approaching a doctor's front

lawn would scarcely be reassured by

heaps of macabre horse skulls gushing

vegetation from their grinning teeth.

So another injunction was served on

the juvenile scientist. He was made

to uproot his skullery, but he soon

found other things to do with the

skulls.

Partly because he was interested

in the movement of parts in a horse's

skull, and partly because he was de-

termined to keep his large collection

on exhibition, he removed his field of

operation to the roof of a woodshed

near the house. His long-suffering

parents suspected nothing, and were

doubtless happy to hear him ham-

mering away, hoping perhaps that he

had developed an interest in car-

pentry.

Actually S. Harmsted was disar-

ticulating the lower jaw from each

of his skulls and fastening it firmly

to the edge of the shed's roof. He
then affixed the top portion of each

skull to a hinge. Also connected with

the top of each skull was a stick,

driven through the Frjramen-magnum

which he did not then know by this

scientific name but merely regarded

a> the iirain chamber and a conve-

nient place for a stick which would
serve his purposes. To each stick he

attached a long strmg. Wlien all

was ready, S. Harmsted hid some
distance away and proceeded to ma-
nipulate the skulls as one does

puppets.

One is left to imagine the exasper-

ation of his father at the latest of his

son's experiments. Your indoor ex-

plorer likes to picture him wearily

returning from his professional calls

around the countryside, pulling up at

last in his own \ard, only to be

greeted h\ a row of skulls on his

woodshed, gnashing their teeth at

him, apparently of their own volition.

TJic Bone-Setter .Jrrives

Unlike so man}" mouthful hobbies,

Mr. Chubb's interest in osteology did

not vanish with the years. When the

time came for him to earn his own
living he began visiting museums
throughout the country with the idea

of apprenticing himself to one of

these institutions. Greatly to his sur-

prise, he found that the vast majority

of the skeletons on exhibition were

not only incomplete but in many
cases far inferior to the work he had

already done. The prevalent inade-

quacies of the mounted skeletons he

examined filled Mr. Chubb with the

resolve to revolutionize osteological

preparations. To this end he brought

his masterpiece of that early day,

(the same skeleton of an opossum

in the act of eating a chicken's head

which you will remember is still on

exhibition), to the late President Os-

born at the American Museum. The
latter was so pleased with his work

that he was shortly installed a^ .Mu-

seum osteologist and has remained in

that capacity ever since.

"I can see that your method of

skeleton mounting is difiPerent," said

your indoor explorer when Mr.
Chubb had finished his story, "but 1

can't tell wliat makes it so."

Mr. Chubb thought for a moment.
"Well, the best way I can start ex-

plaining it to you," he said at length,

"is to tell you about some of the

commercial 'bone-setters.'
"

Museums—C.O.D.

Your explorer learned, to his sur-

prise, that mass production had even

entered the field of "bone-setting,"

indeed it had crept into the "museum
business" as well. It seemed that there

was a certain long established firm

that mounted skeletons via the con-

veyor belt s>stem. This firm, Mr.
Chubb said, will supply >ou with any
number of mounted skeletons for a

price. And, if you should happen to

want a whole museum of your own,
they can gather practically all your
collections for you, perform the tax-

idermy, assemble the groups, and ship

them ofif C.O.D. "Of course." he

smiled, "as far as the scientific accu-

racy of their work goes, it's your

gamble." At this point your explorer

asked Mr. Chubb if he had ever

thought of taking a job in the "bone-

setting" department of this establish-

ment. He smiled and shook his head.

"No," he said, "I'm afraid I

wouldn't be very successful as a com-
mercial skeleton mounter. You see, it

took me nearly a year to mount Sy-

sonby's skeleton—that champion race

horse you saw upstairs. His skeleton

is mounted with each bone and joint

fixed just the way they were when
Sysonby was in full stride on the race

track, and if I may say so, I think

you will find precious few skeletons

where the mounter has taken the

trouble to work out, authentically,

every single articulation that occurs

in the running animal. Naturally, if

I were to build skeletons commer-
cially, I'd be expected to turn them
out a lot faster than once a year."

Mr. Chubb went on to say that he

wouldn't be very interested in throw-
ing together a long series of slipshod

skeletons even if he could make him-
self work that way. All the delight

of the craftsman in his own art would
be lost.

"Bone-setting" in the hands of Mr.
Chubb has become a craft combining
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the best features of both art and

science. If this commercial "bone-

setting" house were to take up the

task of producing a bunch of mounted

horse skeletons, they would build a

series of angular, and unnaturally

rigid, structures made up only of

those larger bones that could easily

and quickly be pieced together. They

would simply throw away any bone

that didn't seem to have an obvious

functional place in the skeleton. Not

so Mr. Chubb. "It is at this point,"

he said, "that the work begins to get

really exciting." In addition to the

amount of time and effort he has de-

voted to the ticklish mechanical prob-

lems of his job, Mr. Chubb has spent

long hours in the study of osteological

evolution. He is, therefore, ever on

the lookout for the very bones that

the commercial worker so impatiently

casts aside.

A "Skeletal" Detective

Mr. Chubb reached up and re-

moved a small laboratory bottle from

the shelf. The bottle was partly filled

with a colorless liquid which later

turned out to be H2O and contained

what seemed to be a sliver of bone

less than an inch long. Mr. Chubb

took a pair of tweezers and lifted the

bone out, holding it up in the light.

"That," he said, "is the fibula of

a wild ass."

Your explorer searched Mr.

Chubb's face for some sign that this

gentleman was "having one on him."

But Mr. Chubb proceeded to explain

that members of the horse family had

only one functional bone in the lower

portion of the hind leg (the tibia).

And although instances of obvious

though useless vestigial fibulae in in-

dividual animals are well known,

Mr. Chubb's keen eye has ferreted

out a considerable number of tiny

equine fibulae—many of them re-

duced to the diameter of a hair-—as

evidence of their theretofore unsus-

pected diffusion. Fibulae are, how-

ever, fast disappearing from the limbs

of the horse family; it is in the hu-

man leg that they attain their most

luxuriant proportions.

"And this little bone . . .?" asked

the writer, peering into another lab-

oratory bottle.

"Is a tooth—a canine," replied

Mr. Chubb, plucking it forth with

his tweezers. "Only very rarely do

you find a canine tooth in a female

of the horse family, and when you

do it is vestigial and, like this one, no

longer functional."

The horse family's canine, your

explorer learned, was once a sharp

offensive weapon but is now of little

use in any mouth adapted to grind-

ing the contents of a feed bag.

"I have never investigated the in-

fluence of vestigial bones on animal

personalities," twinkled Mr. Chubb,

"but I suspect the old lady who owned

this tooth was a particularly cantan-

kerous beast."

All these tiny vestigial bones, Mr.

Chubb explained, were intensely in-

teresting to the student of evolution.

Each one of them was carefully filed

away in its own bottle, and if he

mounted the skeleton of the animal

from which each was taken, Mr.
Chubb was always careful to include

the bones in their exact positions. If

the skeleton was not mounted, the

little bones were clearly labeled and

placed in what Mr. Chubb calls his

circulating library, where they are al-

ways available to any scientist who
wishes to study them.

Taking It Apart

"I was wondering," said your ex-

plorer, "if you could give me some

rough idea of just how you go about

securing and mounting the skeleton

of a dead animal." It was very much
like taking a fine Swiss watch apart

and then trying to put it together

again, Mr. Chubb explained, only it

was a lot more difficult.

Dissection was the first step. In

this process as much of the flesh and

tendons as can be cut away without

injuring the bones is eliminated.

Throughout these dissections, Mr.
Chubb measures the various parts,

making notes on minute articulations

and such relationships as in life are

complemented by the sinews and ten-

dons that hold the bones in place.

Sometimes, as an added insurance of

perfect reproduction, plaster casts of

certain parts are made

"Then, I suppose you take off the

remaining flesh with chemical sol-

vents?" asked your explorer.

"No, I don't," said Mr. Chubb
emphatically, "and I'll tell you why.

Years ago I had so much work on

hand that I was forced to entrust

some of it to those commercial pre-

parators we were talking about just

now. These fellows did use powerful

acids to clean off the flesh, but un-

fortunately, they also cleaned off so

much of the bone as well that there

wasn't much skeleton left for mount-

ing. However, I didn't let this prej-

udice me. I experimented with chem-

icals myself, but they were too much
for me. I just couldn't keep them

under control."

"Well, then, do you keep on scrap-

ing till the flesh is all off?" asked the

writer.

"Wrong again," smiled Mr.
Chubb. "If I did that, I'd be liable

to lose a lot of those fascinating little

vestigial bones, because so many of

them are very ingeniously hidden

among the tendons. Furthermore,

scraping might mar the bone surface

itself."

"Well, I give up," sighed this in-

door e.xplorer. "How do you do it?"

"I let it rot."

Sitting Up With A "Rotter"

Mr. Chubb arose, walked over to

a corner of his laboratory and pushed

back a screen. He then called the

writer over to see what appeared to

be a perfectly ordinary bath tub some-

what elevated from the floor. Under-
neath the tub were three bunsen bur-

ners. "This is where the maceration

(which is simply a fancy name for

rotting) takes place," he said.

"You mean you put the dismem-

bered animal's bones in that tub?"

"Precisely," said Mr. Chubb. "I

then fill it with water which I keep

at a constant temperature of about

100°. The water must be just hot

enough to aid the maceration, but not

so hot as to stain the bones."

"How long does it take you to—

-

uh—macerate a skeleton?"

"Between two and three weeks."

"But how is the temperature kept

constant for that long a period?"

"Why," said Mr. Chubb, "I have

a little bunk over there in the next

room, and I simply stay here in the

Museum the first few nights, snatch-

ing a cat-nap whenever I can. It's

really much less strain than trying to

go home for an hour or two and live
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like a t;ciil Iciiiaii, so I just sit iip willi

the macerating animal."

"You couldn't get soinctliiii(4 to

control the temperature automati-

cally, could you?"

"Oh, I suppose it could be d(jne,

but it would be expensive and,

frankly, I like to feel that the bones

require my personal supervision at

every stage of the game."

After the bones are cleaned of all

flesh by the slow but sure process of

maceration, they must be thorougiily

and carefully freed of all grease and
fatty matter. The roof of the Mu-
seum is implemented by Mr. Chubb
at this stage of preparation much as

the roof of his father's barn during

his childhood experiments. Here the

bones are placed in tanks filled witii

benzine, which dissolves everything

that might mottle the pure color es-

sential to the esthetic appearance of

the mounted skeleton. The benzine

must be changed three or four times

during this period. If it isn't it will

become saturated with grease and

leave a gummy, discoloring deposit

on the bones. This degreasing proce-

dure may therefore take as long as

six or eight weeks. Everything de-

pends on the amount of sunshine and

the size of the bones.

Putting It Tocji'thcy

"And the final stage of the gaine

is fitting the clean, dry bones to-

gether," said Mr. Chubb. "Right

now I'm working on a mountain
zebra," and he pointed to a large

skeleton suspended by a seemingly

infinite number of cords on a rack

directly behind us.

The writer turned. "Well, I'm

glad we've gotten around to this," he

said. "Frankly, I've had my eye on

it since I came in."

Mr. Chubb laughed. "I call this

my osteological Christmas tree. Here,

sit down and I'll tell you all about it.

"First I get a steel rod just large

enough to pass through the neural

canal of the spinal column—the place

where the nerves used to be, you

know. I have already determined

through photographic studies made at

the Zoo what posture to use for my
zebra."

"So this was a zoo animal?" asked

the writer.

"Yes, this particular zebra belongs

to a South African species that is

dangerously near extermination. She

lived in the Bronx Zoo after being

brought to this country and died re-

cently when she was about thirteen

years old."

"And what posture will you fix

lier in?"

"It's going to be a walking posi-

tion. So I have to work the rod and
spine into the shape it would take in

life when the animal was in action.

After I've hung the vertebrae tenta-

tively in place, I arrange the bones
of the legs, alwa>s keeping one eye

on my photographs and measurements
and the notes I made during dissec-

tion. I never permanently fix any-

thing at this stage, because continual

adjustments in the angle of the joints

liave to be made. So I suspend most
of the large, heavy bones on looped

cords which pass over the heads of

these small screws you see inserted

into the bone at various points. The
other ends of the cords are wrapped
a couple of times over the horizontal

rod on top of the frame and those

small weights over there are attached

to the free ends of the cords, so that

nothing will get out of line.

"Now for the ribs. And this is

a long operation. I take a small, pli-

able strip of steel and fix each rib on
it by means of a rubber band. An-
other rubber band joins the rib tem-

porarily to its vertebra. When each

rib seems to be properly placed, I

make a permanent steel brace and
fasten the ribs to it with these little

screws.

"As 1 get the adjustment nearer

and nearer perfection, I sec errors in

this part or that which were not ob-

vious when the bones as a whole were

out of position. It is simply a process

of eliminating the errors one by one."

While he was speaking, the writer's

eyes fastened on a nearby piece of

machinery. "That looks like an in-

strument of torture with which I'm

all too familiar," he said.

"That's right," chuckled Mr.
Chubb, "it is a dentist's drill. When
I've completed the preliminary ad-

justments to my satisfaction, I drill

small holes where the bones come in

contact with each other and drive

steel wires through the holes just

tight enough to hold firmly, but not

so tight as to spread the bones. These

wires are driven down just a little

below the surface of the bone, and

the small holes which result from this

operation are filled up later with

plaster. And there is our skeleton

—

ready for exhibition."

"Doesn't the work become monot-

onous or tiring after so long a job?"

"Never. Never. I enjoy every

minute and every step in the proce-

dure, from manufacturing my own
little plumb-bobs which I use on my
scaffold, to fixing the last small

bones in place. To me, it's the most

thrilling and satisfying work in the

world."

—D. R. Barton-.
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PANDAS • FLIGHT OVER THE NORTH POLE

The LONDON zoo
by E. G. Boulenger

E. P. Dutton Co., Inc., $2.00

MR. BOULENGER has produced an

elaborate guide book of the Lon-

don Zoo. While there is fair zoological

continuity in treating his animal sub-

jects, this is interrupted and shifted here

and there, in leading the reader from

one building or animal installation to

another; and it is not possible in zoos

to align the exhibits in the precise ways

of formal classification. The book is pre-

pared in clear and sprightly readable

terms. The author has sought to give the

animals, small and large, marked indi-

viduality. There is much about their va-

riable temperaments as captives, and

about their general habits and structure.

Thus the book may also be regarded as

a condensed natural history. It treats

with mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,

fishes—even with the inmates of the Lon-

don Zoo's insect house.

As an example of the information to

be derived we may pause at the chap-

ter entitled, "The Kangaroos." After

learning considerable about these ani-

mals, there is elucidation about the birth

of kangaroos, a subject that has been

surrounded with much conjecture. The
author explains:

"The precise manner in which the in-

fant kangaroo comes to take his place

in the pouch is a discovery of relatively

recent date. For a long time it was be-

lieved that the infant was born in the

pouch or placed there by the parent, but

careful observations at the Sydney Zoo

have disproved both these theories. It

appears that the baby is born in the usual

manner and is cast upon the world quite

blind, naked, and of remarkably diminu-

tive size. The newly born young of the

giant species is not much larger than

a new-born mouse, whilst those of the

smaller kinds might be mistaken for

maggots. The birth having been effected,

the infant is left to crawl on knees and

elbows in a search for the pouch and

should it not strike the right road from

the first, dies of inanition. If all goes

well, however, it struggles on until it

finds the maternal abdomen, when it

fights its way upwards through the fur

until safely lodged in the pouch. Here

the little kangaroo finds the necessary

nourishment. It stops in the pouch for

many months, and though ejected when
it grows too bulky, may remain 'at
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nurse' for fully eighteen months. It is

not uncommon indeed to see a well-devel-

oped kangaroo with its head deep inside

the pouch whilst the legs of yet an-

other nursling protrude from the same

orifice like a bowsprit. It is not always

possible to say how old the zoo kan-

garoo is when it first shows itself in

public, since introduction to the pouch is

effected with the utmost secrecy."

With such information scattered through

the text, there is much to be gleaned

from Mr. Boulenger's book, his pro-

cession of subjects ranging from the

anthropoid apes through the inverte-

brates.

A study of its pages and particularly

good photographs should be an inspira-

tion to young people visiting any of the

zoos or museums.
Raymond L. Ditmars.

Mto your pupils know
that a beaver—

—can cut down a tree with his teeth ?

—uses his tail as a rudder when swimming?

—builds dams with his feet and not with his tail?

They will find tliese and many other fasci-

nating facts about animals and Nature in
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America's yesterday
by F. Martin Brown

J. B. Lippincott Company, $3.50

POPULAR books concerned with any-

thing approaching a comprehensive

story of New World archaeology are very

rare. Most recent attempts have empha-

sized one or more high points in this

complex and fascinating story at the ex-

pense of the whole. In the present ac-

count, which is readable and furnished

with excellent illustrations, this is not the

case. Mr. Brown has not only given a

vivid and excellent summary of the

Southwest, with which region one sus-

pects he is most familiar, but he has

gone on and sketched in the tentative

outlines of some seven or eight other

important New World centers of civili-

zation. In Mexico, and to the south in

the Maya region, he discusses the early

civilizations of the valley, their culmina-

tion in the bloody but fascinating Aztec

culture, and their underlying relation-

ships to the great Maya achievements

in calendric reckoning, city building, and

the fine arts. His appendix of Maya
dates, expressed according to the two

generally accepted correlations, like that

for the Southwest which gives the tree

ring dating for important ruins, will be

useful to scientific archaeologists as well

as laymen.

Unlike some popular writers on these

subjects, the author does not proceed di-

rectly from the Maya to a consideration

of the great Inca Empire of the Andes

but, in passing, briefly considers the

intermediate and important civilization

of southern Central America and north-

ern South America. In regard to his state-

ment that the higher civilizations of the

southern continent were undoubtedly de-

rived from those to the north certain quali-

fied archaeologists might dissent. How-
ever, the northern or southern origins of

high civilization in the New World are

still matters for debate. In his treatment

of the various pre-Inca civilizations, as

well as in the outlines of the autocratic-

communistic civilization of Inca times,

the author gives a vivid and generally

accurate picture. The illustrations of

major ceramic types and the airplane

views of important sites are well chosen

and striking. Returning to the north the

mound-building peoples of the Mississppi

valley are considered in a somewhat sum-

mary fashion.

From the technical standpoint there are
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a few factual errors and numcrDUM rriis-

spelliiiRs occur in the text, 'i"o llie re-

viewer these seem less itnporlani ihaii do

certain general statements in the intro-

ductory and concluding sections. The
former, neRleclinK as it does certain sig-

nificant early sequences in the Great
Plains and adjacent areas as well as in

southern South America, is not clarified

by bringing In a very brief and not too

accurate discussion of Old World archae-

ology. The conclusion, which suggests

cither an age of 100,000 years for man in

America or the possibility that man orig-

inated in the New World, seems fantas-

tically unrelated to the rest of the text.

.Ml present archaeological and geologicril

findings indicate that man of the pres-

ent species entered North America from

Asia during or just after the glacial

period and for some time lived in associ-

ation with mammalian forms now ex-

tinct. Whether there may have been an

interglacial invasion remains to be de-

termined but any belief in a New World
origin of man himself seems far less ten-

able than ever before. Since the author's

conclusions in this case do not seem to

follow the data presented it is difficult to

understand why they are brought in.

However, at the present time no person

could write a general treatise on the New
World prehistory that would receive uni-

versal endorsement. The present book,

aside from the disputed problem of ori-

gins, is in general, factual, convincing,

and well written. It can be read by the

layman with enjoyment and by the crit-

ical student with profit.

Wm. Duncan Strong.

H AWAII : Isles of Enchantment
-------- by Clifford Gessler

Appleton-Century Co., $5.00

Hawaiian tapestry
- - - - by Antoinette Withington

Harper and Brothers, $3.50

IF we on the mainland continue to re-

main in ignorance of Hawaii, it cer-

tainly is not because of the paucity of

books being written about these insular

possessions of the United States. Within
the last few months I have read four

new books about Hawaii; two of them
sociological and the two under review of

a more general and impressionistic char-

acter.

Clifford Gessler in Hawaii: Isles of

Enchantment has, in his own words, tried

to write a "national biography" and to

paint a "character portrait" of his be-

loved islands. He has done it with charm-
ing words and with delicate color. Mr.
Gessler obviously loves Hawaii in all its

natural as well as artificial beauty, and
I have never read a more poetic or

deeply felt description of it. He manages
to evoke the sight, the sound and the

smell of these enchanted islands.

When Captain Cook discovered Hawaii
in 1778, he literally found a lost world.

Cut off by vast seas from communication
with the Asiatic mainland for a mil-

lennium and the rest of Polynesia for cen-

turies, the Hawaiian islands formed a

solitary but happy universe, teeming with
handsome, vigorous people. The arrival

of Cook, who ^eetned to the Hawaiians
to be a god, marked the end of their

sweet solitude. It set in motion two proc-

esses; one internal and in a sense con-

structive, the other external and destruc-

tive.

Before the coming of Cook and his

successors, Hawaii was governed by local

chieftains with rather vague overlords.

One of the most ambitious of the chiefs,

Kamehamcha, aided by European arms,

undertook to bring all the islands of the

group under subjugation. After a scries

of epic conflicts he succeeded in estab-

lishing himself as king of the Hawaiian
Islands. When the first missionaries ar-

rived from .New England in the 1820's,

they encountered a firmly fixed royal

family. Nowhere else in Polynesia had
such centralization of power occurred. A
similar attempt was encouraged by the

similar introduction of foreign arms in

Tahiti, but the attempt failed, partly, I

suppose, liecause there the missionaries

interfered. This process of centraliza-

tion in Hawaii was a natural develop-

ment of the devices inherent in Hawaiian
life and was hastened by the unequal

utili/.atitm of firearms.

But while Hawaii was being united

under native rule, its system of living

was being destroyed by the introduction

of foreign ideas. The "tabu" on which

much of Polynesian life rested was un-

dermindcd. -And the native population

was being decimated by new and violent

diseases and habits. In the second half

of the 19th century the population of

Hawaii had been reduced almost to an

eighth of its size when Cook had dis-

covered the islands. The royal line con-

tinued but through its own ineffectuality

and through economic pressure it finally

succumbed to the stronger external influ-

ences, and the islands were annexed to

the United States in 1898.

The annexation came about largely be-

cause of sugar. If cotton is king in the

South then sugar is queen in Hawaii.

After a number of unprofitable attempts

to grow sugar in Hawaii, the plantation

system gradually became established in the

middle of the last century; and after the

passage of the reciprocity agreement with

the United States in the 1870's, it flour-

ished. Since the United States was Ha-

waii's best market, the economic situation

inevitably forced the islands into closer

association with this country and finally

into annexation as a territory. Today
sugar is the most important product of

Hawaii, seconded only by the pineapple

industry.

But sugar, or rather its requirements

for cultivation, has not only been respon-

sible for Hawaii's political and economic

life, it has also fundamentally altered

the character of its population. The de-

pleted Hawaiians proved unsatisfactory

for the labor needs of the sugar plan-

tations, and other sources were tapped

to supply them. Chinese, Portuguese,

Spaniards, Koreans, Porto Ricans, Japa-

nese and Filipinos were introduced in

large numbers to work the sugar fields.

Some died in the islands, others returned,

but many remained in Hawaii. Besides

these strains, Europeans and Americans
of various origin have also settled in the

islands. Today Hawaii is once more re-

populated, but the ancient Hawaiian it

now in a nriinority. All tbc»e varied

slocks soon come under the influence of

Hawaii and are molded in the itland

pattern. The geniut> of Hawaii remains.

Mr. Gessler traverses many of the

varied roads to Hawaii: historical, ra-

cial, economic, sociological and geo-

graphic. He describes the various aspeclt

of the group, island by island. He touche*

on such items as the ukulele, the hula,

the luau or native feast, and the local

intoxicant called okolehau. He describes

the life of Honolulu, including Waikiki
with its beach boys and flimsy cottages,

and the quieter life of the plantations.

But he lingers longest on the natural

charms of Hawaii. Although this is no
starred Baedeker, it is a guide book in

its best sense because it is enthusiastic,

covers its allotted territory and aclivities

and is written with grace.

The illustrations by E. H. Suydam form
a lovely complement to Mr. Gessler's

writing.

Mrs. Whithington's Haviaiian Tapestry
is similarly devoted to the effort to cap-

ture the quality of Hawaii. She succeeds

less admirably than Mr. Gessler, al-

though her account is entertaining and
makes pleasant reading.

H. L. S.

Naturalists of the
frontier
----- by Samuel Wood Geiser

with a foreword b\ Herbert

Spencer Jennings

Southern Methodist University, $3.00

THIS book contains biographies of ten

of the men who collected plants and
animals, including fossils, in Texas during

the middle portion of the 19th Century.

Conditions were hard in the Texas of

those days and he who lived among them,

particularly if his living depended upon
selling specimens to "closet naturalists,"

could not well carry on the studies that

would lead to scientific publications. Un-
doubtedly Doctor Geiser is right in saying

that "too often the scientific explorer has

borne the burden of the heat of the day,

while the closet naturalist has reaped

that whereon he bestowed relatively little

labor."

On the other hand, there are men who
are much better adapted to the "frontier"

than they are to the "closet." At least

some of the ten in this book are of that

type. There have been many mutually

satisfactory partnerships between field-

men and students, each doing the work
either to which he is better adapted or

for which he has better opportunities. The
story as it is told here of, for example,

Asa Gray's treatment of Ervendberg is

not pleasant; but it should not be (pos-

sibly the author did not intend it to be),

considered typical of the relations between
student and collector.

The ten whose lives and labors are dis-

cussed are Boll, Berlandier, Drummond,
Ervendberg, Lindheimer, von Roemer,
Wright, Lincecum, Reverchon and Bel-

frage, of whom Wright and Lincecum
were the only native Americans and Lin-

cecum the only "true son of the frontier."

Frank E. Lutz.
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Tombs, travel, and
TROUBLE
------ by Lawrence Griswold

Hillman-Curl, Inc., $3.00

'Y'OMBS. TRAVEL AND TROUBLE,
J- is an adventure book highly exciting

and very personal. It is also in spots very

funny. It covers the author's experiences

in Latin America, in the Philippines, in

Bali, and finally trapping giant lizards on

the Island of Komodo. One is left with

the impression that Mr. Griswold is a

very dashing and daring man, but that

what he has written is of no use to the

traveler, the student, or the organizer of

an expedition.

It must be granted that when one is

doing deeds of derring-do, he has no time

to take photographs, but it stuck in the

reviewer's craw to see a photograph of

the author of the book and his companion

pnsed before a plaster cast of a serpent

Ciilumn at Chichen Itza, with the impli-

cation that picture was taken in situ.

Also the author's use of the term "archae-

(jlogist" was rather broad, since none of

his results have been published in the

technical journals.

Mr. Griswold writes, however, with

gusto and humor, and it was conceivably

a great feat to trap the giant lizards of

Komodo. Tombs, Travel, and Trouble is

very diverting, and it is probably just a

matter of the reviewer's personal taste

that he dislikes to have roaring good ad-

ventures dished up as a by-product of

serious scientific research, in which there

is no trace of any activity on the part of

Mr. Griswold.

George C. Vaillant.

EaRTH-LORE: Geology without

Jargon

--byS. J. Shand

E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., $1.25

PROFESSOR SHAND, who has re-

cently joined the faculty at Columbia
University after teaching for some years

at the University of Stellenbosch in South

Africa, has given us, in Earth-lore, the

most readable volume designed to pre-

sent the facts of Geology in terms under-

standable to the non-geologist that has

come to hand in the past few years.

Though only 144 pages in length, in

this little book are to be found most of

the essential facts of physical geology

and a great number of the accepted and
rejected theories which attempt to ex-

plain the world as we know it and how
it came to be. The interest of the reader
is maintained by the method in which
the subject is treated. The author out-

lines only a sufficient amount of known
fact to permit the introduction into the

discussion of some theory which has been
advanced to explain the conditions found
and then the major body of data is mar-
shalled as tending to support or disprove
this theory. While this method may at

times give a somewhat one-sided inter-

pretation, nevertheless, it does serve to
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keep interest at a high level throughout.

The author digresses from his general

topic only once. A chapter, "The Crea-

tion Saga" is a review and refutation

of the Hebraic cosmogany as presented

in the book of Genesis. This is not ge-

ology in the strict sense, and the re-

viewer is of the opinion that it is best

in a book of this type to present the

facts and conclusions of geology as to

the origin and age of the earth and let

them speak for themselves.

In the purely geological discussions,

one chapter falls below the standard set

by the rest of the work. In his discussion

of the theory of Continental Drift, Dr.

Shand outlines the facts which have led

to the development of the concept of drift-

ing continents and discusses at some

length the explanations offered by Weg-
ener. Finally, concluding that certain

fundamental considerations tend to dis-

prove that hypothesis he offers instead

the older concepts of Suess and Taylor.

No mention is made here of the theory

of Permanence of Continents and Ocean

Basins and, in fact, the whole treatment

is such as to give the non-scientific reader

the impression that there is no question

but that the continents have drifted and

probably still are drifting, and that the

whole problem is that of determining

the motivating factor. This rather one-

sided discussion is further complicated

by somewhat contradictory statements,

and one or two errors of fact. Perhaps

the most obvious of the latter is to be

found in the assertion that "The nearest

living relatives of the Australian kan-

garoos are the South American opos-

sums." Following, we find that "in order

to explain their distribution, one must

either believe that creatures identical in

every respect originated independently at

half a dozen different centers, or else

that the lands in which they are now
found were at one time united." The
known evidence and explanatory data

offered by paleontologic distribution is

not mentioned.

On page 128 it is shown that, if North
and South America are brought into

juxtaposition with Europe and Africa,

the trend of the mountain ranges of the

adjacent portions of the two hemispheres

seems to line up in a suggestive manner.
This is used as evidence supporting the

concept that the two areas were origi-

nally a portion of the same land mass.

But on page 135 we learn that if the

Wegener hypothesis is incorrect then the

Appalachian mountains of North America
and the mountains of the Cape of Good
Hope are examples of mountains that can
be explained as formed by the resistance

of the material of the ocean basins to

the drift of the continental masses.

Statements such as these appearing in

a book designed for the non-scientific

reader make the reviewer somewhat hesi-

tant to recommend it whole-heartedly,

despite the desirable nature of the presen-

tation and treatment of the major portions

of the volume. If it were not for these

inconsistencies I would unhesitatingly call

this book the most satisfactory of its kind
that has appeared in the field of geo-

logical literature in the past several

years.

H. E. VOKES.

The world in maps: a
Study in Map Evolution

.-_.----- by W. W. Jervis

Oxford University Press, $3.00

THE author of this work is Professor

of Geography in the University of

Bristol, England. His main theme is the

story of the origin and development of

the map-idea down through the ages. It

is a fascinating as well as a useful book.

The history of such features as scale,

distance, direction, projection, detail, re-

lief and lettering, is discussed in a most

interesting manner in the first six chap-

ters of the book. The opening paragraph

of the chapter on detail runs as follows:

"Maps are inventions, and like other

inventions that have complicated life and

made civilization, they have grown and

developed. They started, like the motor

car, crude, comic and almost useless.

They have developed in two or three

thousand years as the motor car has de-

veloped in twenty. Both are now things

of beauty, of perfection almost, and of

abiding utility."

The development of the instruments

used in map making such as the back-

staff, compass, measuring wheel, plane

table, theodolite, and transit theodolite

are also figured and discussed in appro-

priate places. The book is a handy ref-

erence book on the history of map mak-
ing and should be in every library.

Chester A. Reeds.

Edward wilson: na-
ture-lover
.....-.--by George Seaver

John Murray, London, los 6d.

THIS beautifully produced biographical

volume is partly the vicarious fulfill-

ment of its subject's great desire to write

a book on Natural History illustrated by

his own drawings; and partly a response

to requests for further details of his work
from readers of Edward JVilson of the

Antarctic (1933) in all quarters of the

world.

The author of the Life has now made a

supplementary portrait of his friend as

naturalist and artist which consists mainly

of excerpts from Wilson's diaries and let-

ters. These will not only be of interest

and value to students, but will reveal to

the less specialized a man who spent him-

self in generous service, and used his

great powers to share with others his

vision, at once scientific and mystical, of

the natural world.

Edward Wilson's devotion to, and

genius for, outdoor observation began

when he was a schoolboy in his Glouces-

tershire home. There he passed his free

time in the neighboring woods, training

his eyes and ears to extraordinary percep-

tiveness. At his preparatory school he

started "a rage for painting everything,

chiefly birds; and at Cambridge his rooms
resembled a museum rather than a dwell-

ing place." During his medical course a

physical breakdown with symptoms of

tuberculosis, obliged him to leave the hos-
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pilal and spt-iid the years iKyS and 1X99

under treatment at Uavos and traveling

in Norway. On his recovery he qualified

for his degree and prepared for the Ant-
arctic Expedition whicli he liad been
urged to join. He sailed with Scott on the

Disrnvrry August 5, 1901. The voyage
to the Cape was his opportunity to study

and draw the microscopic contents of the

tow nets, strange fishes, and sea fowl . . .

"his object being to enlarge and paint

up correctly a series of characteristic pic-

lures of every pelagic bird seen."

A landing made at the Macquarie
Islands introduced him to King and Royal
Penguins, with their respective methods
of incubation, and a vivid detailed ac-

count of Emperor and Adelie Penguins
from Wilson's journal is given in this

book. Although he performed his full

share of the Expedition's labors, under-
taking the taxidermy work himself, and
contributing to the meteorological and bio-

logical sections, he still contrived to make
his wonderful Antarctic sketches.

Wilson studied the fauna and flora of

the Aucklands and New Zealand on the

way home, and after his return was fully

occupied, first in helping to prepare the

reports of the Expedition for publication,

and then in his appointment as Field Ob-
server to the Grouse Commission, Joining
Scott's Last Expedition (1910-1912) he
added a hundred paintings to his port-

folio before making "the worst journey in

the world" with Cherry-Garrard. His
part in the final scenes belongs to heroic

history.

Muriel Kent.

Over the north pole
--.-...-by George Baidukov

Harcourt Brace and Company, $1.50

THIS is the story of a pioneer flight

over a difficult route, told simply in

the first person and translated from the

Russian. Its historical importance arises

from its being the first transpolar air-

plane flight and a significant step in the

development of distance-saving commer-
cial routes between the two hemispheres.

The formation of ice on wings and
windshield, an accidental overflow of

valuable oil, and a frozen radiator which
had to be replenished from the meager
supply of drinking water, lend drama
to the narrative. The flight reached an

altitude of over 19,000 feet at times, and
oxygen was used by the men. In flying

just to one side of the North Pole, the

three aviators were not able to sight the

other Soviet explorers who were some-
where below them preparing for their

long vigil on the drifting ice.

The book expresses the strongly na-

tional spirit which has motivated the re-

cent Soviet work in exploration; and a

preface by Vilhjalmur Stefansson points

out the place which the flight occupies

in the history of exploration. If a monu-
ment were to be erected to these flyers

and the second group who made an even
longer flight over the same route, writes

Stefansson, it might well be inscribed:

"They found the world of transportation

a cylinder; they left it a sphere."

E. M. W.

T. UK PA(il<:A.\'T OF THE
HEAVENS

l)y Frederick Warren (jrover, Ph. I J.

Longmans, Green and Co., $3.00

TPHE above elementary work by Pro-
* fessor Grover of Union College in-

troduces astronomy by observational

work. Besides this it treats of the mo-
tions of the celestial objects as they pass

across the sky. Many pages describe the

constellations as they appear at diflferent

seasons and in diflferent regions of the

sky. The author also explains apparent

motion, seasonal change, sidereal lime,

star names and positions, and the stellar

pageant as it changes with our change of

latitude. He elaborates on the sun's ap-

parent path among the stars, and explains

solar time, heliacal rising of stars, mea-
suring of time and longitude, and the dif-

ficult subject of precession of the

e<|uinoxes, also the seasons in diflferent

latitudes. Then the author describes the

sun, moon, planets, eclipses, occultations,

comets and meteors. Many quotations of

poetry occur in the text.

The author introduces the reader to

the Milky Way, the brightest stars, nebu-

lae, double and variable stars, and novae.

Circular star charts are included with

the book, with white stars on a black

background, to be used with a flashlight

underneath.

The reader will likely be pleased with

the high quality of the English and the

passages from Milton and others, but the

advanced astronomer will object to the

planet charts plotted for 1934-5 (•' ""

the very confusing ecliptic charts (which

also have the co-ordinates of right ascen-

sion and declination plotted, adding to

the complexity). Also there occurs the

customary Eros error, where it is said

this asteroid is the nearest one to ap-

proach the earth, whereas there are sev-

eral others known that come closer. Be-

sides, the constellation names contain many
mistakes, as they do not conform to the

approved terminology. Certain of the

symbols and pronunciations are incor-

rect, and the reading list should be

altered.

Hugh S. Rice.

The lady and the
PANDA
--..-.-.-by Ruth Harkness

Carrick & Evans, $2.50

GIANT pandas are news, and any

story about them is. certain to be

most fascinating, for they are strange

and interesting animals.

Hardly can we realize that in this late

day of our civilized and well-trodden

world there could come to light a big,

brand-new animal, which has remained

tucked away from man's reach for all

these years. Paradoxical as it may seem

to hard-boiled explorers, it took a woman
to go and get it.

Ruth Harkness tells in her own very

delightful and intriguing way the story

of the first one to be brought out alive

from those remote and forbidding moun-
tains in the far, back country of China.

A drebs designer in .N'ew V'ork, she

became fascinated with the plans of a

young man whom she had known for a

long time. He was to seek the giant

panda, and just before he sailed they

married, only to leave her behind for

a year or so, while he went on with his

venture. He died in Shanghai, and she

finally came there to carry on.

How she, who knew nothing of what
exploration was all about, became in-

trigued with the thought of it and started

out to do the impossible, while all her

friends called her "crazy," lures one to

read on. She finally plunged into the

back of beyond, and after seemingly in-

surmountable difliculties and heart-rend-

ing disappointments, when her courage

and money were all but gone, the "one

in a thousand" happened, and a baby
giant panda came to her camp, unex-

pectedly caught by her natives while they

were building traps in the remote hope

of catching one alive.

With success in the field, her next

problem was to care for it and bring

it out alive, a task which took constant

and unfailing care.

The story is delightfully told, very

well written and most amusing. Mrs.
Harkness tells of the people, their ways
and how they live—happily, although in

poverty—and of the trying, not to men-
tion dangerous, situations, which would
confront any woman on such a journey

when traveling alone.

One is left with the greatest admira-
tion for her unfailing ability to meet the

many difficulties and carry through. Few
women could have done such a trip, and
fewer still could have done it alone.

It is a charming story of a really hard
and commendable trip, very well told

and certainly delightful to read.

J.^MES L. Cl.^rk.

DARK SKIES_Coii(iMi((?d from page 178

of a halfway haven, with the merciless

lee shore of Chanduy on our beam from
daybreak until dark.

Thirteen hours later we hove our lead
in the quiet shelter of Puna, and anchored
at the edge of the channel near the lonely

mouth of the Rio Guayas. The winking of

a lighthouse seemed peculiarly strange

and endearing. Only a few cupfuls re-

mained of all the 805 gallons of gasoline

we had pumped in and consumed. What
cared we? Our 1,065 miles in a cockle

shell were now behind us. We had
wangled our way out of the many-
fingered clutches of the sea.

Museum and author wish to express
their grateful indebtedness to Mr. E. Hope
Norton, who supplied the craft for this ex-

pedition, and to Mr. Jesse Metcalf, whose
contribution defrayed other costs. Appre-
ciation is due also to the Grace Line, the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-

tion and the American Geographical So-

ciety for cooperating in various ways.
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LETTERS
Sirs:

I was on the verge of writing to tell you

how delighted I was with the Natural

History Magazine when I read the letter

of one of your subscribers who complained

of its new format.

I cannot understand how anyone can

object to the magazine in its present form.

It is a thing of beauty, it is easy to read,

and its contents are a source of delight,

entertainment and education.

I am sure that when more people be-

come acquainted with the Natural His-

tory Magazine it will increase tremen-

dously in circulation, and that is after all

what we desire—wider dissemination of

knowledge of natural history.

Rarely have I ever read anything more

thrilling and absorbing than the story

"The Facts About Shiva" in the Decem-

ber issue of Natural History. The illus-

trations add to this extremely valuable

article and you are to be commended for

their excellence of reproduction.

To me, nothing is more romantic or

thrilling than the facts of science and

there is no reason in the world why re-

searches in the fields of science should not

be presented in a publication as attrac-

tively as non-scientific subjects.

Joseph Lewis.

New York City.

Sirs:

I should like to add my testimony to

that of those who heartily approve of the

Natural History Magazine in its present

format and content. G. R. Eriksson.

Detroit, Mich.

Sirs:

I noted in your January number that

you would like an expression of opinion

of the present size of Natural History

Magazine.

Your new size, in my opinion, is better

suited for the purpose than the old. Larger

pictures are possible, and fewer pages are

necessary for any particular article. The
practice of completing an article in small

print on the last few pages is, however,

rather annoying.

It is suggested that your more "popular"

essays be printed straight through in large

print, while the more technical articles be

also printed straight through in small

print.

Your magazine is the most interesting

and beautiful of its kind I have ever seen.

George W. Polk, Jr.

France Field, C. Z.

Sirs:

The late Professor Henry Fairfield Os-

born signed my certificate of Life Mem-
bership in the American Museum on the

7th February, 1921, just 17 years ago
today, and during this period I have re-

ceived many copies of Natural History.

Since 1926 I have been a Fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society and have re-

ceived its Geographical Journal every
month for that period. All this has enabled
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me to observe certain welcome changes

which have been made in both publications.

I believe the greatest improvement has

occurred in Natural History and without

in any way imitating your "ancient and

honorable" British contemporary. You

have recently gotten onto the right track

by utilizing the wealth of artistic and in-

formative material possessed by the Cura-

tors and staff of the Museum, which was

formerly overlooked. As I remember my
old copies of Natural History, the publi-

cation was confined to technical and rather

dry scientific articles, interesting no doubt

to specialized readers but of little interest

to the average member of the Museum. I

am assuming one of the primary objects

of Natural History is to interest and ac-

quaint its large and ever-increasing mem-
bership with the inner workings of the

institution, rather than to act as a medium

of exchange of strictly scientific data. I

happen to be one of those who feel that

museums are only understood and ap-

preciated by their curators and that too

little effort has been made to interpret the

exhibits and knowledge contained within

those temples. Therefore, the recent trans-

formation (or evolution!) of Natural
History must be welcome to the members

of the Museum, as well as its Curators

and staff, because the latter now have an

outlet for their wealth of artistic and in-

formative material, which was formerly

submerged.

For the past year I have been inter-

ested in noting, month by month, the re-

markable range of subjects treated by

your associates in the Museum, in a most

artistic and interesting manner and the

change is so great that I think it was an

untold loss that these same talents were

entirely overlooked in the old publication,

which I may be permitted to say al-

ways reminded me of my Grandfather's

almanac.

Please keep up the good work. I am
sure thousands of members of the Ameri-

can Museum are grateful to you for the

great change wrought and let us hope the

few scientists holding contrary opinions

(as indicated by the letters you have very

frankly reprinted) will find solace and

their preferred type of brain food in the

aforesaid almanac. The American Mu-
seum is in many ways the greatest institu-

tion of its kind in all the world and I

should like to congratulate you upon
bringing Natural History Magazine up

to the high standard set by its many other

branches of endeavor.

Fenley Hunter.
Flushing, Long Island.

Sirs:

Under "Letters" I observe that you so-

licit the reaction of readers to Natural
History. May I say that I find it an excel-

lent magazine which brings pleasure as

well as information to all of us. I cannot

share the opinion of one of your corre-

spondents that the covers have become
"garish" since the adoption of the new

format. In comparing the covers of the

older issues with those of the past year I

find the general tone and spirit of both

quite similar. Ernest Mutschler.

Forest Hills, L. I.

Sirs:

I want particularly to compliment

Natural History on the effective cover

used on the January issue. Mrs. Bostel-

mann has secured a stunning effect with

only three printings. The expression of

the animals is particularly good, and is

achieved with just a few master strokes. . .

.

Sincerely yours,

Wm. T. Innes.

Innes Publishing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sirs:

Y'our column "Letters" published each

month in Natural History Magazine is

highly interesting and instructive and you

are to be commended for the production

of this feature.

In answer to a letter v\'hich you pub-

lished in the January issue I would make

the following comments.

As an Associate Member of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History for the

past several years and having Natural

History Magazine in complete file since

1923, I welcomed the new format for 1937

with much satisfaction. It gives greater

scope for the printed article and displays

the excellent illustrations to much better

advantage.

The cover of each issue is a work of

art and the color schemes are wonderfully

blended. I have had many complimentary

comments from my artist friends here in

California on the Natural History Mag-
azine covers for 1937.

The placing of many of the illustrations

to cover the margin to the edge of the

sheet is highly artistic and truly modern-

istic. Many other of our higher type mag-

azines are using this technique to set off

the illustrated material.

Your departure from the old stereo-

typed forms used formerly in magazines

is a "stroke of genius" and you are to be

congratulated on this move.

I subscribe to a geographical magazine

published in Europe that has not changed

its format for the past fifty years. Is this

prosaic tradition of any particular credit

to them?
More power to Natural History in the

second year of its new and modern for-

mat and I feel sure the great majority of

the American Museum of Natural History

members and readers of Natural His-

tory wish you the hearty support and

well wishes in your efforts to make the

magazine such a valuable and entertain-

ing visitor to our homes. E. B. Powers.

San Diego, Calif.

Sirs:

This is just to tell you how greatly my
husband and I approve of those changes

in Natural History which one of your
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cDi res|)i)iicleriis so sternly cuijderiiii!i in the

leltcr which you puhlinhcd in the January
number. We are decidedly enthusiastic

about the new format and have, since its

inception, spoken frequently of how much
it has added to the attractiveness of the

magazine. I don't understand why your
correspondent feels that it detracts from
the interest, instructivencss or value of

scientific articles to have them published

in an atractive form.

Many of your readers, I'm sure, feel,

as we do, that the appeal of Natural
History has been greatly enhanced by the

alterations made. We wish to say "Thank
you" to those responsible for giving us a

more delightful periodical.

Marie L. K. Willison.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

• • •

With appreciation for the interest

shown in the department of Letters,

Natural History welcomes further

communications as to the type of ar-

ticles most desired by readers, and will

gladly endeavor to answer questions

of fact pertaining to subjects published

in the magazine.

—

Ed.

Sirs:

. . . What and where are the largest,

smallest and swiftest snakes on record in

the United States?

Arthur W. Easton.

Newark, N. J.

Sirs:

In reply to your inquiry regarding the

size and speed of snakes in the United
States I can give you the following

information:

The longest snakes are probably the

Bull Snakes, Pkuopliis sayi sayi, which
are knovfn to attain lengths in excess of

eight feet. The species inhabits the Mid-
dle West, from northern Mexico to Al-

berta. In actual weight, however, the bull

snakes are exceeded by the Eastern Dia-
mond Rattlesnake, Crotalus adamanteus,
and the Desert Diamond Rattlesnake,

Crotalus cinereous, eight-foot records of

which have not been well authenticated,

although a specimen of the latter weigh-

ing 24 pounds recently has been reported.

The smallest indigenous snake appears

to be the Desert Worm Snake, Lepto-

typUops humilis cahuilae, adults of which
rarely exceed one foot, and the diameter

is hardly three sixteenths of an inch. This

snake inhabits the Colorado Desert of

California.

The fastest snake in this country which
actually has been timed is the Red Racer,

Coluber flagellum frenatum of the South-

west. It has an average maximum speed

of approximately four miles per hour, al-

though a frightened snake in the field

would doubtless exceed that speed. There
is no reason to believe that eastern, or

middlewestern races of the same species

are any slower than frenatum, and prob-

ably the black racer Coluber piceus of the

extreme Southwest is equally fast. It is

believed, incidentally, that the famous
Black and Green Mambas of Africa ex-

ceed all other snakes in speed.

C. M. BOGERT.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York City.

Continued on page 240

LETTERS

A Sportsman Writes

about Hotel Playa de Cortes

at Guavmas, MEXICO:

"It is a real top notch hotel ... I went there from San Francisco with three
good friends of mine. Other friends of theirs had been to this place and
had come back with the wildest sort of stories about the quantities of marlin
swordfish. I took them with a grain of salt and doubted them, although I

said noliiing. After passing through experiences like ibis a great many times,

you learn to listen to fish stories with a doubt. But now that I have been
there and seen the fish myself. I would belie\e anything they told me about
swordfish at this place."

SWORDFISH season at Hotel
Playa de Cortes starts in May, but

if you don't liave to pet a sword-

fish, the fishing is good all year.

dWlM in this magnificent outdoor pool,

ride, play tennis or badminton. Golf on
a nine hole practice course.

WRITE TODAY for this interest-

ing booklet which describes Hotel

Playa de Cortes and tells about the

fishing there. Address 0. P. Bart-

lett, Dept. NH-3, 310 So. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

HUNTING trips may be arranged. Lee Brothers of Paradise, Arizona, provide reliable

hunting guide service from the Hotel and elsewhere on the West Coast of Mexico.

Southern Pacific's Hotel Playa de Cortes is on the Gulf of California near Guaymas.
To get there, take Southern Pacific's luxurious Sunset Route (New Orleans -Los

Angeles) or Golden State Route (Chicago -Los Angeles) trains to Tucson, Arizona,

thence to Guaymas by air-conditioned Pullman.

Hotel Playa de Cortes

on the West Coast of Mexico
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SCIENCE IN THE FIELD AND IN THE LABORATORY^
A ''Horned" Horse Arrives—Synthetic Emeralds—The George Comer M.emor-

ial—Vernay-Kajfrarian Expeditioti—Photography Contest

Mr. Chubb's "Horned Horse"

For thirty years, Mr. S. Harrasted

Chubb* has been trying to get a speci-

men of a "horned" horse. Last month the

quest ended in the city of Brooklyn, and

Mr. Chubb was able to announce that his

Department of Specialized Osteology

would shortly place the long-coveted speci-

men on exhibition.

Readers of Natural History will re-

call that Mr. Chubb wrote an article last

May explaining "horns" in horses as

skull deformations. But he had never

been able to examine the bone structure

of an actual specimen at that time—his

conclusions being drawn from his knowl-

edge of what bones will do when crowded
together, and on his examination of some

3,000 live horses. Among the horses ex-

amined was one belonging to the Bor-

den's Farm Products Company. Officials

of that company promised him the head

of the animal when it died. And now,

through the kindness and thoughtful mem-
ory of Mr. Bates and Doctor Hall of Bor-

den's, Museum visitors will be privileged

to see the "horned horse" in the Hall of

Equine Osteology.

Synthetic Emeralds

Stimulated by nation-wide publicity, cu-

rious Museum visitors, as well as excited

jewelry tradesmen, have streamed into the

Morgan Hall ever since the display of

synthetic emeralds presented by the I. G.

Farbenindustrie A. B. was opened there

on February ist. While purely of scien-

tific value thus far, the crystals and cut

gems were fine in color and successfully

passed all tests for natural emeralds

(within the customary limits of error in

such tests). This was to be expected, since

they are identical in structure and compo-
sition with naturally formed crystals. In

this respect they differ notably from the

easily differentiated synthetic rubies.

The emeralds have perfect crystal out-

lines, showing that they have crystallized

from solution, and that the process of

manufacture must therefore approximate
the natural conditions of formation. The
conditions of crystallization have been

kept secret by the I. G. Farbenindustrie,

but when revealed will be of great im-

portance in the comprehension of geologi-

cal phenomena. The ability of the makers
to control the habit of the crystals, chang-
ing at will from groups of crystals to a

single larger crystal is also of interest

and indicates some of the far-reaching

implications of the scientific significance

of this commercially sponsored and un-
doubtedly very expensive research.

*For further details of the work 1

has been carrying on at the Mus
1901, see this month's Indoor Explo

The George Comer ]\ie?norial International Photographic Exhibit

Captain Comer, of East Haddam, Con-

necticut, a man of both strong and lov-

able character, once commander of the

American Museum's Crocker Land Relief

Expedition, died last year. In view of his

distinguished record as an explorer, the

Connecticut State Park Commission has

set aside a "George Comer Picnic Area."

At this site there is a large boulder in

which it is proposed to insert a stone slab

with the following inscription:

To the Memory of

Captain George Comer
Able Seaman Arctic Mariner
Navigator of the Seven Seas

i8y8 1937

Captain Comer obtained much valuable

ethnographic material for the American
Museum during his several voyages to

Hudson's Bay and elsewhere in the North.

From islands at the edge of the Antarc-

tic he had previously brought us such

natural history specimens as penguins,

seals, and the type of the peculiar Gough
Island Rail, which the late Dr. J. A.

Allen named in his honor Porphyriornis

comeri.

Because of this relationship, and be-

cause of the Captain's close personal as-

sociation with the staff and many members
of the Museum, the administration has

given its hearty support to the memorial.

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy has been

requested to accept contributions, which
may be given in cash or drawn as checks

to his order.

The total sum required for the memo-
rial slab is $100.00. If, however, this

amount should be exceeded, the surplus

would be used for landscaping improve-

ments at the site.

Vernay-Kajfrarian African

Expedition

Recognizing the need for a mammal
collection from the upper Zambesi in the

western part of Northern Rhodesia, Mr.
Arthur S. Vernay has made possible an

expedition to this region which will be

led by Captain Guy S. Shortridge, Direc-

tor of the Katfrarian Museum. Accom-
panying Captain Shortridge are Mr. T.
Donald Carter, this Museum's Assistant

Curator of Mammals, and Mr. Cary
Grayson, Jr., who is interested in Botani-

cal research.

The expedition will first go to King
William's Town and will collect speci-

mens in the eastern Cape Province. Cap-
tain Shortridge and Mr. Carter will then

proceed to the Upper Zambesi region and
probably continue on over the border into

northwest Angola. Mr. Grayson will re-

turn when he has finished his research in

the eastern Cape Province.

234

The International Salon of Photography

will again hold its annual exhibit in Edu-
cation Hall of the American Museum
from April 13-28. Readers of Natural
History will remember last year's exhibit

and the reproduction in this magazine of

some of its oustanding photographs of

natural history subjects.

This year, Mr. Emanuel Weil, Secre-

tary of the Pictorial Photographers of

America, which is sponsoring the Inter-

national Salon, has announced that there

is to be a special section for Natural

History photographs. In the belief that

our readers may be interested in submit-

ting entries for this or any other section

of the exhibit, it is announced that pho-

tographs will be received for considera-

tion up to March 15th. An entrance fee

of $1.00 is charged for each set of four

entries in any or all of the following five

sections (20 pictures may be submitted

for this sum) :

1. Pictorial or Conservative Artistic

Photography

2. Modern Photography

3. Professional or Illustrative

Photography

4. Press and News Photography

5. Natural History and Scientific

Photography

The photographs selected by the judges

as best in each category will be exhib-

ited, and honorary awards will be granted

by the committee to outstanding examples.

Entrance forms may be secured by

writing to The Pictorial Photographers of

America, c^o The American Museum of

Natural History, or to Mr. Emanuel
Weil, 100 Gold Street, New York City.

Photographs must not be sent to Natural
History Magazine, but to Mr. Weil.

Amateur Astronomers Association

Meetings of the Amateur Astronomers

Association on Wednesdays in the Roose-

velt Memorial Building, and of the Ju-

nior Astronomy Club on Saturdays in the

same place continue as follows:

March 5—Dr. Robert I. Wolff, Assistant

Professor of the College of the City of

New York—"Astronomical Photography."

March 19—Earle Brown—"Statistics

—

Key to the Cosmos."

Each meeting of the Amateur Astron-

omers Association for the rest of this

season is preceded by one of the prelimi-

nary contests in its first Astronomical

Question Bee. Thirty members of the As-

sociation are competing for prizes, to be

presented at the close of the annual meet-

ing in May to the winner in the contest.

The Question Bee is conducted orally,

and all persons interested in hearing it

are invited to attend.

Continued on page 240
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really known them ihcy would have ex-

pressed resentment over the convention-

ally closed doors leading to the fireside

of their fathers' people, but I doubt it.

Surely nothing came to my eye or ear

even hinting of such a thing.

As to their brothers, well, one was in-

clined to agree with the major, for to see

some of them was enough to make you

feel for your pocketbook. I can see one

of them yet, a burly prize-fighting ap-

pearance, a bloated face, silk handker-

chief a'round his neck, demanding the

loan of five dollars on the ground that

we owed the Indians something for com-

ing on their land. Finding that I was
neither frightened nor impressed, he asked

for liquor, finally begging for a quarter,

saying that he was a white man and that

surely I would help a white brother. For-

tunately, all were not like this, far from it.

Lest the picture he painted too black,

let us turn to an exceptional case or two.

About the second day on a certain reser-

vation I was introduced to Cloud, ob-

viously half-white and in command of

good terse English. .\ check-book and a

diary protruding from his pocket guaran-

teed that he was literate and business-

like. One of his first moves was to try to

sell me a horse or two: "Got too many
horses, you know. Got to sell some of

them, eat up all the grass, you know."

Receiving no encouragement he soon

dropped the matter. Gradually I came to

know and admire this man, though I had

no desire to trade with him.

Upon inquiry I learned that his father

had been a trader, but that from the

white point of view Cloud was illegiti-

mate. However, I was warned never to

hint as much, for in times past Cloud had

knocked out more than one white man for

saying something he interpreted as an in-

sult to his Indian mother. Ultimately I

saw her, a very old but magnificent full-

blood woman. It was an inspiration to

look at her. That she adored her son^

was obvious, and it was equally clear

that Cloud saw to it that she had the

comforts of Indian life as she knew them
—"Nothing too good for the Old Mother,"

he said.

A man uithout a race

You should have seen his home, a large

two-story frame house, with a lawn, a

kind of garden with a small lake in which

there were real swans. Did the Old Mother

live in this great house? Yes, she had a

room there all her own, but at the far side

of the garden, where one could look out

upon the virgin hills, was a fine skin-

covered tipi in which she spent much of

her time around a fire of cottonwood

bark. When I commented upon this. Cloud

said, "Can't stand too much civilization,

you know."

When I met Cloud's wife, the mistress

of this house, I found her a full-blood,

but intelligent and efficient. To all ap-

pearances she lived like a white woman
and preferred a brass bed to a pallet in

a tipi. The reader who has scanned these

pages need not be told how Cloud made

his money; cattle, horses, contracting with

the government, etc., but in his case it

was legal, except possibl)' when lie bribed

an official. His house was always full of

Indian relatives atid hangers-on, but he

could afford the usual Indian hospitality.

His children and grandchildren were

nothing to be proud of, lazy and snob-

bish, none of them showing much promise

to carry on.

Perhaps the reader is aglow with ap-

proval for this seemingly successful ca-

reer; but in time, as we came nearer to

Cloud's inner life, it became clear that

the outlook for him was not altogether

alluring. He seemed not to lack confidence

in his business ability, but he was lonely,

very lonely in spirit. His white associates

could not forget that he was a "breed."

None of them would take him by the

hand and say, "Vou are a man"; no one

ever made him feel quite welcome. -At

times we suspected that his eternal bustle

at business was an attempt to smash down
these barriers.

Cloud's decline

Now and then he sought an outlet in

another direction, a grand drunk. We
felt that already Cloud had passed the

high point in his career, that he was on

the down grade. Year after year his herds

decreased, his house and grounds fell into

disorder, his wife died, he turned the

place over to his children. He drank more
and more, and eventually died.

The major said, "I told you so. The
eternal breed dominated in the end." It

was hard to accept this statement, for

many a white man has done the same

thing outwardly at least. But it must be

admitted that Cloud was handicapped,

for "breed" he was. That, he could not

forget; nor did those among whom he

lived forget it. We should have liked to

inscribe over his tomb, "He had no place

to go."

Then we recall Sunray, who was once

my guide. He also had a white father

whose memory he cherished as a success-

ful gambler, a career he secretly envied

but could not follow. Sunray was bright,

had done fairly well in an Indian board-

ing school, and learned to make harness,

a trade which gave him part-time em-

ployment around the agency. But he really

enjoyed taking me about and took an in-

telligent interest in helping me with my
notes. Often around the camp-fire he

opened his mind. He saw no future in

his trade. What galled him most was that

no one trusted him. He was loyal to me
but I heard that he was tricky at times

and grasping. His favorite game was to

over-charge for his services. When I

parted from him the last time, he seemed
melancholy.

"You are a white man," he said. "You
have a place among your people, you

count for something. Around us here are

Indians, they revere their past, they have

the respect of their fellows. Here am I,

neither an Indian nor a white man—just

nothing."

I did what I could to encourage him,

to suggest that he could be a white man
if he set out to be, though I had secret

misgivings about the soundness of this

advice. We parted and Sunray returned

to his job. But a year or two later he

blew out his brains. Poor Sunray! Our
ethical code frowns upon such a deed, but

lljcrc aiiva>« rl^c« Kir quolion, "What
eUe could he do?"

Enough of such depretting tcene*.

There were many who did live it out

—

average resistant Miuls. Here again we
are looking back at the long ago, for life

on a reservation today it quite a different

matter. Most ever>'where the mixed-bloodt

constitute a respectable minority and so

have social solidarity. Statistics show that

they are healthier, have a higher birth

rate and a lower death rate than full-

bloods. .\lso, in standard of living, school-

ing, church affiliation, etc., they lead. In

short they have found a place in the

world and deserve our respect.

THE MYSTERY DINOSAUR
Continued from paije 202

mine. Supporting timbers were then placed

in the chamber above and the blocks were

lowered successively with a five-ton block

and tackle.

Even after the block was sectioned

some parts of the mine had to be re-

timbered so that the sections could pass

through. Finally, out of the mine they

were still further reduced until the three

weighed only eight tons as crated, after

which they were hauled 200 miles by

truck and loaded into the car with the

Rock Spring collection—a fitting conclu-

sion to a successful season's work.

The coal measures of western Colorado

are not so thick as in the Rock Springs

region and are timber covered, with

steeper exposures, and are therefore not

so favorable for bone hunters, but in the

nearby Green Valley Mine we secured a

large Trachodont humerus with other

fragmentary bones similar to our largest

specimen, and from surface exposures a

large Ceratopsian horn core similar to

those found at Rock Springs.

An abandoned, much caved room in

the same mine was known during its op-

eration as the "tropical room" on account

of the beautiful palm leaves that covered

the roof. One magnificent specimen still

remained, precariously hanging with tons

of loose rock above it. It ^vas irresistible

to fossil hunters, and Bird and Ryan re-

mained (while the tracks were in transit

by truck), to re-timber this room and cut

it down, thus adding an unusually perfect

specimen to a magnificent series of plants.

Always buoyed with the hope of find-

ing the giant who made the enormous

tracks, we traveled far beyond the better

known exposures of the Mesaverde for-

mation, finding only a single bone—an in-

complete humerus—that can be attributed

to this type of Iguanodont dinosaur. How-
ever, other extensive exposures of this

same age were located where there is lit-

tle coal and few plant remains, and we
hope another season's intensi%"e search

will be rewarded by a skeleton of the

elusive monster of the giant footprints.
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Who ' When ^ Where
THE CALENDAR OF ENTERTAINMENT

Believing that many readers of Natural History may wish to know about the

amazingly varied opportunities for cultural entertainment offered by the American

Museum and other neighboring institutions, this monthly calendar of events is instituted

as a regular feature of each issue. We hope that it will serve not only as a guide

but as an inspiration to educational planning.

Charles Russell,
Curator of the Department of Education,
American Museum of Natural History

MARCH 1

American Museum of Natural
History

3 150 p. m.—Lecture—-"Instinct or In-

telligence?"—Dr. A. L. Melander

—

Museum Auditorium—O pen to
Public.

8:15p.m.— Lecture—"Know Your
Museum Series: The Oceans as the

Theater of Life"—Dr. Roy W.
Miner—Lecture Room Roosevelt

Memorial—Open to Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a.m.—Lecture—"Color in Peas-

ant Art"—Miss Cornell—Meeting
Place: Classroom K—Open to
Public.

12:00m.—Tour of Collection—The
Collection of Armor—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture—"A Visit

to the Armor Galleries; Behind the

Scenes in the Metropolitan Mu-
seum"—Lecture Hall—O pen to
Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Design in the

Decorative Arts: Rhythm and Pat-
tern"—^Miss Cornell—M e e t i n g
Place: Classroom K—Open to Pub-
lic.

4 :oo p. m.—L e c t u r e
—"Pottery and

Carving of the T'ang Dynasty"

—

Miss Duncan—Meeting Place:
Main Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 2

American Museum of Natural
History

1 1 :oo a. m. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt Memorial—Open to Pub-
lic.

3:30 p.m.—Radio Broadcast—"Music
of the Spheres"—Marian Lock-
wood—Station WQXR.

4.:io p. m.—Lecture—"Life Histories of

Mammals"— Mr. Goodwin-—Open
to Members.

Brooklyn Museum

3 :45 p. m.—Correlated Concert—"En-
gland and Ireland "—Sculpture

Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture
—

"Caffieri, C 1 o -

dion, and Falconet"—Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

1 1 :oo a. m.—Lecture—"Materials o f

the Craftsman: Glass, Blown,
Gilded, and Enameled Types"

—

Miss Bradish—M e e t i n g Place

:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.—-Tour of Collections—Ori-

ental Art: The Far East—Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture—"The Gothic Age
in Italy and Germany: The Towns
and the Tyrants"—Leopold Arnaud
—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3 :30 p. m.—M o t i o n Picture—"Con-

struction of George Washington
Bridge"—Open to Public.

MARCH 3

American Museum of Natural
History

11:30 a.m.—Radio Broadcast—"Mu-
seum Reporter: Niagara's Story"

—

John R. Saunders—Station WHN.

Frick Collection

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Thomas Gains-

borough"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

II :00 a.m.—Lecture—"The Art of

Flanders: Two Great Flemish

Landscapes"—Mrs. Fansler—Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Open to

Public.

2:00 p.m.—Tour of Galleries—Euro-

pean Decorative Arts—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3 :30 p. m.— Lecture— "Revolutionary

New York"—Aileen G. Barlow

—

Open to Public.

MARCH 4

American Museum of Natural
History

II :oo a. m. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt M e m r i a 1—Open to

Public.
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Brooklyn Botanic Garden

3 :i5 p. m.—Radio Broadcast—"Plant

Explorers"—Charles F. Doney

—

Station WNYC.

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p. m.—L e c t u r e

—"Renaissance

Painting in Brooklyn Museum"

—

John I. H. Baur—Classroom A—

•

Admission 25^.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Dutch Painting

in the Collection"—Open to Public.

MARCH 5

American Museum of Natural
History

10:30 a. m.—Lecture—"Children of

Mexico"—Mrs. Gladys Pratt—Open
to Children of Members.

II :oo a. m. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt M e m o r i a 1—Open to

Public.

12:15 p.m.—Radio Broadcast—"This
Wonderful World"—Question and
Answer Program by Museum Visi-

tors—Station WOR.
2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Hopi In-

dians of the Southwest"—Museum
Auditorium—Open to the Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:00 p. m.—Dance Recital—^Jane Dud-

ley and Sophie Maslow—Sculpture

Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—L e c t u r e
—"Degas and

Toulouse-Lautrec"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
n:oo a. m.—Lecture—"Greek Art and

Civilization: Greek Colonial Ex-

pansion"—Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall

—Open to Public.

2 :oo p. m.—Gallery Talk s-—-"Rococo

Furniture in Europe"—Mr. Bus-

selle—Meeting Place: Main Hall

—

Open to Public.

2 :3o p. m.—Motion Picture—"Digging
into the Past; The Daily Life of

the Egyptians—Ancient and Mod-
ern"—L e c t u r e Hall—Open to

Public.
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3:oo p. 111.—Lfctijres for the Deafened
Who Read the Lips—"Jewels of an
liKyptian Princess"—Jane U.

Walker—Classroom 15—O p e u to

I'lihlic.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Social Aspects
of An: The Renaissance"

—

Julius
S. Held, Harnard College—Lecture
Mall—Open to Public.

8 :oo p. tn.—Symphony Concert—Di-
rected hy David Maiines—Open to

Puhlic.

MustiUM OF THE City op Niiw York
1 :i5 p. Ml.—Motion Picture—"Keeding
New York"--Open to Public.

Niiw York Botanical Garden
3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Plants in the

Modern City"—Nelson M. Wells-
Open to Public.

MARCH 6

FrICK CoLLnCTlON

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"The Develop-
ment of American Taste in Art"

—

Phillip Newell Youtz—Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museum op Art
2 :oo p. m.—Tour of Collections—Mi-
noan Art—Mr. Shaw—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30p.m.—Motion Picture—"Tap-
estries and How They Are Made;
the Making of a Stained Glass
Window"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

2 :30 p. m.—Lecture—"Rococo Furni-
ture in Europe"—Mr. Busselle

—

Meeting Place: Main Hall—Open
to Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Color Study :

Near Eastern Art"—Miss Cornell

—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3 :i5 p. m.—T our of collections

—

Archaic Greek Art—Mr. Shaw

—

Meeting Place: Main Hall—Open
to Public.

4 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"The Academic
Idea in Art"—Royal Cortissoz

—

Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
4:00 p. m.— Lecture—"Broadway"—

J. B. Vandevere—Open to Public.

MARCH 7

American Museum of Natural
History

4:30p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast—"To-
day's Natural History"—Robert R.

Coles—Station WNYC.
6:05p.m.—Radio Broadcast—New

Horizons Series—"Animals as Art-
ist's Models"—Charles R. Knight—
Columbia Broadcasting System
(Coast to Coast network).

MARCH 8

American Museum of Natural
History

3 :50 p. m.—M o t i o n Picture—"Se-

quoia"—M u s e u m Auditorium

—

Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
II :00 a.m.—Lecture—"Color in Chi-

nese Porcelain"—Miss Cornell

—

Meeting Place: Classroom K—Open
to Public.

12:00 m.—Tour of Collections—The
American Wing—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

2 :3o p. m.—M o t i o n Picture—"The
Pottery Maker: the American
Wing"—Lecture Hall—O pen to

Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Design in Dec-
orative Fabrics"—Miss Cornell

—

Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Painting and
Poetry of the T'ang Dynasty"

—

Miss Duncan

—

Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 9

American Mushu.m op Natural
History

1 1 :oo a. m. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

PLANETARIUM
Schedule for MARCH

" From Pole to Pole

Weekdays—2 :00, 3:30, and 8:30 P.M.

Saturdays— 11:00 A.M., 1:00. 2.00.

3:00, 4:00, 5:00 and 8:30 P.M.

Sundays & Holidays—2 :00, 3 :00. 4 :00.

5:00 and 8:30 P.M.

General Admis:

Reserved Seat

General Admiss

Reserved Seat

Afternoons. . .25c

General Admission for Children under 17,

accompanied by adults, 15c at all times.

(No reduced price for reserved seats oc-

cupied by 'children.) Children under 5

not admitted. Doors close on the hour
Special facilities for the hard of hearing.

Roosevelt Memorial Building

—

Open to Public.

3:30 p.m.—Radio Broadcast—"Music

of the Spheres"—Marian Lockwood
—Station WQXR.

4:10 p. m.—Lecture—"Reptiles and
Amphibia"—Mrs. Saunders—Open

to Members.

Brooklyn Museum
3 :45 p. m.—Lecture—"Sweden, Nor-

way, and Denmark"—Classroom A
—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"English Paint-

ing in the Collection"—Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

1 1 :oo a. m.—Lecture—"Glass : S t i p -

pled and Engraved Types"—Miss

Bradish—Meeting Place : Main Hall

—Open to Public.

2 :oo p. m.—Tour of Collections—The
Collection of Paintings—Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture
—"The Gothic

Age in Italy and Germany: North-

ern Influences in Italian Monastic

Buildings"—Leopold Arnaud—Lec-

ture Hall—Open to Public.

WHO WHEN WHERE

.Museum op thb Citv op New Yomc
3:30 p.m.

—

Motion Picture—"Old-
Time Movieii" (Lillian Russell,The-
odore Roosevelt, etc.)—Open ui

Public.

MARCH 10

American Mlshlm op Nailkal
HlSTOBV

1 1 :30 a. m.—Radio Broadcast—"Mu-
seum Reporter: The Grand Can-
yon"—John R. Saunders—Station

WHX.
8:15p.m.—Lecture—"The Search for

the Congo Peacock"—Dr. James P.

Chapin—Open to Members.

Prick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Italian Painting
in the Collection"—Open to Public

Metropolitan Museum op Art
1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture—"The Art of

Flanders: Peter Paul Rubens"

—

Mrs. Fansler—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.—Tour of Collections—The
Egyptian Collection

—

.Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum op the City op New York
3 :30 p. m.—Lecture—"From Ox-Cart

to Motor Car"—Aileen G. Barlow
—Open to Public.

MARCH 11

A.merican Museum of Natural
History

II :c>o a. m. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt Memorial Building

—

Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Figure Compo-

sition in Dance, Painting and
Sculpture"—Grant H. Code—Class-

room A—Admission 2^i.

Frick Collection

3 :oo .p. m.—Lecture—"Eighteenth Cen-
tury French Paintings in the Col-

lection"—Open to Public.

MARCH 12

American Museum of Natural
History-

10:30 a. m.—Motion Picture—"Explor-

ing the Antarctic"—Museum Au-
ditorium—Open to Public.

1 1 :oo a. m.—Guide Service—Meeting
Place: 2nd Floor Roosevelt Me-
morial Building—Open to Public.

12:15p.m.—Radio Broadcast—"This
Wonderful World"—Question and
Answer Program by Museum Visi-

tors—Station WOR.
2 :oo p. m.—M o t i o n Picture—"The

Silent Enemy"—M u s e u m Audi-
torium—Open to Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Guide Service—Meeting
Place: 2nd Floor Roosevelt Me-
morial Building—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3 :oo p. m.—D a n c e Recital—Saki

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Italian Sculp-

ture in the Collection"—Open to

Public.



Metropolitan Museum of Art
ii:oo a. m.—Lecture—"Gieek Art and

Civilization—The Period of Ori-

ental Influence"—Mr. Shaw—Lec-

ture Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.—Lecture
—"American Fur-

niture (1750-1775)"—Mr. Busselle

—Meeting Place: Main Hall—Open

to Public.

2:30 p.m.

—

Motion Picture
—"The

Etcher's Art; Drypoint—a Dem-

onstration"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"Social Aspects

of Art: The Present"—John Al-

ford, University of Toronto—Lec-

ture Hall—Open to Public.

8:15 p.m.— Symphony Concert— Di-

rected by David Mannes—Open to

Public.

Museum of the City of New York

1:15p.m.—Motion Picture—"New
Frontiers"—Open to Public.

3:00 p.m.

—

Lecture—"Federal Pe-

riod"—L y d i a Miller—Open to

Public.

New York Botanical Garden

3:00 p.m.— Lecture— "Bulbs in the

Rock Garden"—Ethel Anson S.

Peckham—Open to Public.

MARCH 13

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture
—"Dutch Painting

in the Collection"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections—Greek

Sculpture—Mr. Shaw

—

Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.

—

Motion Picture—^"The

Temples and Tombs of Ancient

Egypt; The Making of a Bronze

Statue"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

2:30 p. m.—Lecture—"American Fur-

niture (1750-1775)"—Mr. Busselle

—Meeting Place: Main Hall—Open

to Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Color and De-

sign in Near Eastern Textiles"

—

Maurice S. Dimand—Classroom K
—Open to Public.

3:15 p.m.—Tour of Collections

—

Greek Arts of the V and IV Cen-

turies—Mr. Shaw—Meeting Place:

Main Hal!—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture—"The Individu-

alistic Idea in Art"—Royal Cortissoz

—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 14

American Museum of Natural
History

4:30 p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast—"To-

day's Natural History"—Robert R.

Coles—Station WNYC.
6:05p.m.—Radio Broadcast—New
Horizons Series

—"Romance of the

Gems"—Herbert P. Whitlock—Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System —
(Coast to Coast Network).

MARCH 15

American Museum of Natural
History

3:50 p.m.—Lecture "To Africa for

Its First Pheasant"— Dr. James P.

238

Chapin—M u s e u m Auditorium

—

Open to Public.

8:15 p.m.—Lecture
—"Know Your

Museum Series: The Oceanic Shelf

and Its Significance"—Dr. Roy W.
Miner—Roosevelt Memorial Lec-

ture Room—Open to Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

1 1 :00 a.m.—Lecture
—"Color in En-

glish Chinaware"—Miss Cornell

—

Classroom K—Open to Public.

12:00 m.—Tour of Collections—The

Collection of Greek Art—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture
—"Fire-

arms of Our Forefathers; Frontier

Woman"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture
—"Design in the

Decorative Arts: Design in Rugs"

—

Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open

to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture
—"The Sung Dy-

nasty, North and South"—Miss

Duncan—M e e t i n g Place : Main

Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 16

American Museum of Natural
History

n :oo a. ra. and 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt Memorial Building—Open

to Public.

3 :30 p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast—"Music

of the Spheres"—Marian Lockwood

—Station WQXR.
4:10 p.m.—Lecture—"Families of In-

sects"—Dr. C. H. Curran—Open to

Members.

Brooklyn Museum
3 :45 p. m.—Correlated Concert —

"Sweden, Norway and Denmark"

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture
—"Furniture in the

Collection"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
II :oo a. m.—Lecture

—"Glass: Cut and

Pressed Mold Types"—Miss Brad-

ish—Meeting Place: Main Hall—
Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.—Tour of Collections—The
Medieval Collection—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"The Gothic Age

in Italy and Germany: Municipal

Buildings and the Guild"—Leopold

Arnaud—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

MARCH 17

American Museum of Natural
History'

11:30 a.m.—Radio Broadcast—"Mu-
seum Reporter: Iron"—John R.

Saunders—Station WHN.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.-^Lecture—"Nineteenth Cen-

tury French Painting in the Col-

lection"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
II :oo a. m.—Lecture— "The Art of

Flanders: The Development of Ru-

bens' Style"—Mrs. Fansler—Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Open to

Public.

2:00 p.m. — Tour of Collection —
Oriental Art: the Near East—Meet-

ing Place: Main Hall—Open to

Public.

MARCH 18

American Museum of Natural
History

1 1 :00 a.m. & 3:00 p. m.—Guide Ser-

vice—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor

Roosevelt Memorial Hall—Open to

Public.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden

2:15 p.m.—Radio Broadcast— "The

International Flower Show: A Pan-

orama"— Montagu Free— Station

WOR.
3 :i5 p. m.—Radio Broadcast—"Plant

Explorers"—C. F. Doney—Station

WNYC.

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p. m.—Lecture

—"Why and When
Photography Is an Art"—Herman
De Wetter—Classroom A—Admis-

sion 25^.

Frick Collection
3 :oo p. m.—Lecture

—"Chinese Porce-

lains in the Collection"—Open to

Public.

MARCH 19

American Museum of Natural
History

10:30 a.m.— Lecture— "Strange Do-

ings in Beaverland"—Grey Owl

—

Open to children of Members.

II :00 a.m.—Guide Service—Meeting

Place: 2nd Floor Roosevelt Memo-
rial—Open to Public.

12:15 P- ™'—Radio Broadcast—"This

Wonderful World"—Question and

Answer Program by Museum Vis-

itors—Station WOR.
2 :oo p. m.—Motion Picture—"Simba"

— Museum Auditorium — Open to

Public.

3:00 p.m.— Guide Service— Meeting

Place: 2nd Floor Roosevelt Memo-
rial—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:00 p.m.—Dance Recital— Novikoff

Russian American Ballet—Sculpture

Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture
—"Spanish Paint-

ings in the Collection"—Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

II :oo a. m.—Lecture—"Greek Art and

Civilization: Archaic Art of the

VI Century"—Mr. Shaw—Lecture

Hall—Open to Public,

z :oo p. m.—Lecture
—"The Inheritance

from XVIII Century French Paint-

ing"—Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture
—"A Visit

to the Armor Galleries; Drypoint

—a Demonstration"—Lecture Hall

—Open to Public.

4 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"New Theories

Regarding the Athenian Acropolis"
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—WillhiMi H. DliiMiior/r, ColimilM;!

LfniverMly— [,i-(iii]c llnll— (>|>(:ii Ir,

Pi.l)li.'.

8 :oo p. m.— Symphony Concert— Di-
rected by David Mamies—Open to

Public.

Niiw YoiiK Botanical Gahdkn
3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"The Miracle of

Seeds"—Jessie G. Fiske—Open to

Public.

MARCH 20

FuicK Collection

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"'I'he Relation of

Cliardin and Cjreuzc to the Philos-

ophers"—John M. S. Allison, Yale
University—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum op Art
2:00 p.m.—Tour of Collections—Ro-
man Decorative Arts—Mr. Shaw

—

Meeting Place: Main Hall—Open
to Public.

2 :30 p.m.—Motion Picture—"The Mak-
ing of Wrought Iron ; The Ameri-
can Wing"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

2:30 p.m.—Lecture—"The Inheritance

from XVIII Century French Paint-

ing"—Mr. Busselle—Meeting Place

:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p.m.— Lecture— "Color Study:

Far Eastern Art"—Miss Cornell

—

Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p.m.—Tour of Collections—Ro-
man Portraiture—Mr. Shaw—Meet-
ing Place: Main Hall—Open to

Public.

4:00 p.m.— Lecture— "Dutch Daily
Life in Old Dutch Pictures"—Wil-
helm Martin—Lecture Hall—Open
to Public.

MARCH 21

American Museum of Natural
History

4:30 p.m.—Radio Broadcast — "To-
day's Natural History"—Robert R.

Coles—Station WNYC.
6:05 p. m.—Radio Broadcast—"New
Horizons Series"—Columbia Broad-

casting System— (Coast to Coast

Network).

MARCH 22

American Museum of Natural
History

3 :5o p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Bot-

tom of the World"—Museum Audi-

torium—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
II :oo a. m.—Lecture—"Color in French

Chinaware"—Miss Cornell—Class-

room K—Open to Public.

12:00 m.—Tour of Collections—Euro-

pean Decorative Arts— Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30p.m.—Motion Picture—"The
Temples and Tombs of Ancient

Egypt; The Making of a Bronze

Statue"— Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Design in Wall
Coverings"— Miss Cornell— Class-

room K—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"Genghis Khan's

Invasion"—Miss Duncan—Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 23

Amikican Museu.m 01' Natohal
HisroHV

1 1 :oo a. m. & 3 :oo p. m.—Cjuide Service

—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor Rooise-

vclt Memorial—Open to Public.

3 :30 p. m.—Radio Broadcast—"Music
of the Spheres"—Marian Lockwood
—Station WQXR.

4:10 p.m.—Lecture— "Birds of Our
Parks"— Miss Wiley— Open to

Members.

FwcK Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Limoges Enam-
els in the Collection"— Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museu.m of Art
11:00 a. m.

—

Lectu re — "Metals:
Bronze"— Miss Bradish— Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.— Tour of the Collections

—

The Collection of Paintings—Meet-
ing Place: Main Hall—Open to

Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture— "Characteristics

of (Jerman Gothic Architcctui-e"

—

Leopold Arnaud—Lecture Hall

—

Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York

3:30p.m.—Motion Picture—"Life of

George Washington" — Open to

Public.

MARCH 24

American Museu.m of Natural
History

11:30 a.m.— Radio Broadcast— "Mu-
seum Reporter: Quartz"—^John R.

Saunders—Station WHN.
8:15 p. m.— Lecture— "Peregrines of

Perce"—Cleveland P. Grant—Open
to Members.

Frick Collection

3 :oo p. m.—Lecture—"Dutch Painting

in the Collection"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
II :00 a. m.—Lecture— "Paintings by
Rubens in the Metropolitan Mu-
seum"— Mrs. Fansler— Meeting
Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:00p.m.—Tour of Collections—The
American Wing—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p.m.— Lecture— "Colonial Cos-

tumes"—Aileen G. Barlow—Open
to Public.

MARCH 25

American Museum of Natural
History

1 1 :oo a. m. & 3 :oo p.m.—Guide Service

—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor Roose-

velt Memorial—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
4:00p.m.—Lecture

—

"French Influ-

ence on American Art"—John I. H.

Baur—Classroom A—Admission 25(f.

Frick Collection

3:00 p.m. — Lecture — "William Ho-
garth"—Open to Public.

WHO WHEN WHERE

.MARCH 26

Amf.rica.n- Museum of Natural
History

10:30 a. rn—Motion Picture—"To the

Galapagos hlandt"—Museum Au-
ditorium—Open 10 Public.

II :oo a. m.—Guide Service—.VIeeting

Place: 2nd Floor Roosevelt Memo-
rial—Open to Public.

12:15 p. "I.—Radio Broadcast— 'This

Wonderful World"—Question and
Answer Program by Museum visi-

tors—Station WOR.
2 :oo p. m.—Motion Picture—"Alaska"
—Museum Auditorium—Open to

Public.

3:00 p.m.— Guide Service—Meeting
Place: 2nd Floor, Rooseveli .Memo-
rial—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museu.m
3:00 p.m.— Dance Recital—Eduard
Du Buron—Sculpture Court—Open
to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Jan Vermeer of

Delft"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museu.m of Art
If :oo a. m.—Lecture—"Sculpture and
Painting of the V Century"—Mr.
Shaw—Lecture Hall—Open to Pub-
lic.

2:00 p. m.—Lecture— "Romantic and
Classic Types of French Painting"
— Mr. Busselle— Meeting Place:
Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p.m.—Motion Picture—"The
Pottery Maker; The Making of a

Stained-Glass Window"— Lecture
Hall—Open to Public.

4:00p.m.—Lecture—"V^'asiti. a XIII
Century Painter in Baghdad"

—

Eustache de Lorey, Ecole du
Louvre, Paris—Lecture Hall—Open
to Public.

8 :oo p. m.— Symphony Concert— Di-
rected by David Mannes—Open to

Public.

Museum of the City of New York
1 :i5 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Conquest

of the Hudson"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Edible Mush-
rooms and How They Grow"

—

William S. Thomas—Open to Pub-
lic.

MARCH 27

Frick Collection

3:00 p.m.—Lecture—"Duccio and the

Altarpiece for Siena Cathedral"

—

Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2 :oo p. m.—Tour of Collections—Early

Christian and Byzantine Art—Mr.
Grier—Meeting Place: Main Hall
—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Digging
into the Past; The Daily Life of

the Egyptians—Ancient and Mod-
ern"—Lecture Hall—Open to Pub-
lic.

2:30 p.m.— Lecture— "Romantic and
Classic Types of French Painting"
—Mr. Busselle

—

Meeting Place:
Main Hall—Open to Public.



3:oop. m.—Lecture—"Far Eastern
Costume"— Pauline Simmons—
Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15p.m.—Tour of Collections—Ro-

manesque and Early Gothic Art

—

Mr. Grier—Meeting Place: Main
Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.— Lecture— "The Cloisters

in Fort Tryon Park"—James J.

Rorimer—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

MARCH 28

American Museum of Natural
History

4:30p.m.

—

Radio Broadcast— "To-

day's Natural History"—Robert R.

Coles—Station WNYC.

6:05p.m.—Radio Broadcast—New
Horizons Series: "Natural History

Anecdotes"—Dr. Edward M. Weyer,

Editor Natural History—Columbia

Broadcasting System (Coast to

Coast Network).

MARCH 29

American Museum of Natural
History

3 :5o p. m.—Lecture
—"Collecting Cha-

meleons in Cuba"—Dr. G. Kings-

ley Noble—Museum Auditorium

—

Open to Public.

8:15 p.m.—Lecture
—"Know Your

Museum Series: Coral Reefs of

Tropic Seas"—Dr. Roy W. Miner
—Roosevelt Memorial Lecture

Room—Open to Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

II :oo a. m.—Lecture
—"Color in Dress

Fabrics"—Miss Cornell—Classroom

K—Open to Public.

12:00 m.—Tour of Collections—The
Egyptian Collection—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30—Motion Picture—"Drypoint—

a

Demonstration; The Etcher's Art"

—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

3:00p.m.— Lecture ^

—

"Design in

Wood"—Miss Cornell—Classroom

K—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.—Lecture
—"The Ming Em-

perors"— Miss Duncan—Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 30

American Museum of Natural
History

II :oo a. m. & 3 :oo p. m.—Guide Service

—Meeting Place: 2nd Floor Roose-

velt Memorial—Open to Public.

3 :30 p. m.—Radio Broadcast—"Music

of the Spheres"—Marian Lock-

wood—Station WQXR.
4:10 p.m.—Lecture—"The Moon and

the Planets"—Dorothy Bennett

—

Open to Members.

Frick Collection

3:00 p.m.— Lecture— "Giovanni Bel-

lini and the Frick St. Francis"

—

Open to the Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Metals: Gold"
— Miss Bradish— Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.
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2 :oo p. m.—Tour of Collections—The
Collection of Roman Art—Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p.m.— Lecture— "The Lombard
Kinship— German Influence in

Italy"—Leopold Arnaud— Lecture

Hall—Open to Public.

MARCH 31

American Museum of Natural
History

11:30 a.m.—Radio Broadcast—"Mu-

seum Reporter: Precious Stones"

—

John R. Saunders—Station WHN.

Frick Collection

3 :CK) p. m.—Lecture
—"Sir Joshua Rey-

nolds"—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

II :oo a. m.—Lecture
—"Adriaen Brou-

wer"—Mrs. Fansler—Meeting Place:

Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p.m.—Tour of Collections—The
Mediaeval Collection— Meeting

Place: Main Hall—Open to Public.

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York City

Hours: Daily 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

Sunday 1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.

Admission Free.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden
1000 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn

Hours: Daily from 9:00 a. m. until dark.

Sundays from 10:00 a. m.

Conservatories open from 10:00

a. m. until 4:00 p. m.

Admission Free.

Brooklyn Museum
Eastern Parkway and Washington Ave-

nue, Brooklyn

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. ra. to 5:00 p. ra.

Saturdays and holidays 10:00 a. m.

to 6:00 p. m.

Sundays 2:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m.

Admission free, except Mondays

and Fridays, when charge isZ5^

for adults and io«! for children.

Frick Collection

I East 70th Street, Nev York City

Hours: Weekdays 10:00 a. ra. to 5 :oo p. m.

Admission Free.

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Fifth Avenue and 82nd Street, New York

City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

Saturdays and holidays 10:00 a. m.

to 5 :oo p. m.

Sundays i :oo p. m. to 5 :oo p. m.

Admission free, except Mondays
and Fridays, when charge is 25^.

Museum of the City of New York
Fifth Avenue and 103rd Street, New

York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. ra.

Saturdays and holidays 10:00 a.m.

to 6:00 p. ra.

Sundays 1:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m.

Closed Tuesdays.

Admission free, except Monday,
• when charge is 25^.

New York Botanical Garden
Bronx Park, Bronx, N. Y.

Hours: Museum and Conservatories open

daily 10:00 a. ra. to 4:30 p. m.

Admission Free.

SCIENCE IN THE FIELD

AND IN THE LABORATORY
—Continued from page 2S4

Live Habitat Group

Combining the features of a well main-

tained zoo and an attractive museum hab-

itat group, a new exhibit has been in-

stalled in the basement of the Roosevelt

Memorial Building at the American Mu-
seum. Here, against sorae artificial plants

and a painted background, living speci-

raens of box turtles, spotted turtles, gar-

ter snakes and leopard frogs move about

or gaze at the visitor. They represent a

slice of Long Island's wild life.

Honors and Awards

Last month the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy was conferred on Mrs. Grace

Fisher Ramsey of the Museum's Educa-

tion Department by New York Univer-

sity. Her thesis, the product of 6 years'

work, was "The Development, Methods,

and Trends of Educational Work in Mu-
seums of the United States," to secure data

for which Doctor Ramsey studied 248 of

the largest museums in the country, ob-

serving therein educational work in art,

history, and science.

LETTEKS—Continued from page 23S

Sirs:

I read with interest the article with

reference to South African succulents in

the February issue of Natural History.

We enjoy unusual plants and I would

appreciate information as to where I may

secure sorae. Or can you tell rae if it is

perraissible to iraport these plants?

Wallace C. Hutton.

New Haven, Conn.

* * *

Sir:

Replying to this inquiry with reference

to my article on South African Succulents,

a number of these are offered by the

Knickerbocker Cacti and Succulent Gar-

dens, P. O. Route 1, San Diego, California,

and I have no doubt by other Californian

dealers. Plants cannot be imported from

South Africa except under special permit

of the Department of Agriculture. Many

of these plants are very readily raised

from seed and seeds can be obtained

from John Martley, South African Floral

Farm, Banhoek, Stellenbosch, South Af-

rica; Miss K. C. Stanford, Bloem Erf,

Banhoek, Stellenbosch, South Africa as

well as other South African dealers.

T. H. Everett.

New York Botanical Garden, N. Y.
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WORTHLESS GOLD
MAGIC failed the alchemisrs when they tried

to change lead into gold. But even had they

succeeded, thev would not have created wealth.

Thev would only have made gold common—and

therefore worthless.

But the scientists and engineers of industry have

learned the secret of creating w^ealth

—

real wealth.

Bv inventing hundreds of new- products, and then

finding wavs to make them so inexpensive that

America's 31 million families can buv them, in-

dustr\- has created more real wealth in the last

sixtv vears than had been accumulated in the pre-

ceding sixtv centuries. As a result, five out of six

American families have radios, four out of five

have telephones and automobiles, one out of ever}-

three has an electric refrigerator. And all enjov

roads, buildings, bridges, public services, and other

forms of real \\^ealth ^vorth billions of dollars.

More goods for more people at less cost—that is

the only way of creating real wealth

.

General Electric scientists and engineers have con-

tributed greatly to this progress. As a single

example, the incandescent lamp has been reduced

in cost and increased in efficiencv until it saves

the public $5,000,000 a night in lighting costs.

G-E research atid engmeering have saved the public from ten to one

hundred dollars for every dollar they have earnedfor Geiteral Electric

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
1938 — OUR SIXTIETH YEAR OF ELECTRiCAL P R O G R E S S — 1 9 3 8

ILLUSTRATIONS
are printed from photo-

engraved plates made by

STERLING ENGRAVING

COMPANY, 304 E. 45th
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THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN EVER CLIMBED -Encircled

by an almost insurmountable barrier of lofty peaks whichfrustrated the

ablest mountaineers for more than fiftyyears, Nanda Devi's z),64)foot

summityields at last to the British-American Himalayan Expedition

By Artiiuk B. Kmmoxs, 3RI)

A I' ^-.oo p. m. on Auj^nst 29, I'j.^O, two alti-

tude-weary climbers forced their way up the

- last few feet of its icy crest and stood on the

top of Nanda Devi, highest summit in the world

ever attained by man. Around them on all sides was

naught to be seen except great masses of billowy

clouds, and far below the mottled brown and white of

lesser ranges. The thin cry of a chill wind added to

the loneliness about them. Why were they there?

Later, when once more returned to the world of

men, one of them was asked the question "why?"

Why had they undergone all the difficulty and hard-

ship required to gain so remote a spot of the earth's

surface? In reply, the man's answer after some

thought was perhaps for a mountaineer characteris-

tically illogical, "Well 1 s\ippose somebody ought

to have done it."

So much for the reason for climbing the great

peaks of the earth—it is perhaps imponderable. More
understandable, however, is lioiv these two men were

able to exist and work in the thin barren outer

world of 25,645 feet above sea level, when the upper

limit of human habitation the world over is little

more than 16,000 feet. Yet there will need to be

some explaining.

Groundwork

In some ways the building of an expedition is

like the building of a skyscraper; before the final

cornice is in place, before the Times has announced

that yet another Himalayan peak has been con-

quered, in both cases as much work and effort must

be expended on the foundations out of sight below

ground as ever appears above.

In the present instance the idea of attempting the

(Left) J CRAG within the gigantic mountain basin

from whose center rises Nanda Devi: native Hindu

porters building a shrine among the clouds to the

gods of the mountain whose name means "Blessed

Goddess Nanda." Below lie the meadows of the

Inner Sanctuary

(Photo by British-American Himalayan Expedition)

ascent of one of the larger Hin)ala>an peaks orig-

inated among the officers of the Harvard Moun-
taineering Club. Nanda Devi was finally chosen as

the objective because it was not only one of the

outstanding unclimbed peaks of the world but also

relatively free from the political restrictions which

so often surround the peaks near the borders of

Eastern Asiatic countries.

Our first move, of course, was to scour all the

existing maps and available literature of previous

attempts to explore the mountain. We found at once

that the problem of Nanda Devi was very compli-

cated indeed due to the extreme difficulties of the

approach. The mountain is completely encircled by

a formidable ring of lesser peaks many of which are

over 21,000 feet high, higher for instance than any-

thing on the continent of North America. ^Ve found

that for many years the most accomplished of British

mountaineers had tried in vain to scale this pre-

cipitous outer wall and had been thrust back time

and again. Finally in 1934, two English climbers

had managed to gain an entrance to the inner val-

ley and thus were the first ever to reach Nanda Devi.

An amazing route

They had discovered an amazing route through

the mile-deep gorge of the Rishiganga River where it

cuts the outer wall on the west, and after days

of hazardous and extremely intricate climbing along

the sides of this gorge, had succeeded in forcing a

passage through it. They explored the interior val-

ley and studied the peak of Nanda Devi for a route

by which it someday might be attempted. On the

north and west great cliffs descended for 8000 feet

to block any approach. The eastern side was also

unapproachable, but on the south they discovered

a steep tenuous ridge which they felt might possibly

be ascended by a highly experienced party of climb-

ers. At any rate, here lay the only hope that Nanda

Devi could ever be climbed. The experiences of these

two Englishman, Tilman and Shipton, with their

three Sherpa porters, in reaching the foot of Nanda

Devi were considered an epic of mountain exploration.

Thus the situation stood in November of 1935.
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when we began our campaign against this great

peak whose summit is 25,645 feet high or nearly five

miles above the sea. The approach through the Rishi

Gorge had proved all but impossible for a party of

five seasoned men. It would require 20 or 30 porters

to provision a base camp sufficiently to attack this

hitherto unchallenged giant among peaks. The odds

seemed rather heavy against us.

The first step in our preparations was to assume

that it could be done—all mountaineers must be op-

timists. Following this assumption, a careful plan

had to be laid for the attack—a plan minute in de-

tail but withal elastic enough to allow of changes

as a capricious fortune might dictate. We obtained

the blessing of such of our fore-runners as Shipton

and Longstaif. A proper estimate of the number of

climbers required to carry out the campaign upon

the mountain was of primary importance. They must
be men not only of great experience in mountain-

craft and strong physique, but they must also have

the right temperament and psychology. Our per-

sonnel must of necessity include no supernumeraries,

because of the extreme difficulty of reaching the

mountain. Every man must be capable of carrying

his share of the burden far up the sides of Nanda
Devi. It was necessary to combine both the qualifica-

tions of an experienced Alpinist with such functions

as doctor, geologist, surveyor or photographer. In

addition these men must all be of the type who
would get along well together, forming a strong

homogenous "team" under great hardship and strain.

Assuredly the personnel problem is one of an ex-

pedition's greatest headaches!

Experienced mountaineers

It was decided to take eight climbers in all, seven

for the assault party and one to be in charge of the

base camp and to supervise the porters. One of our

hopes had been to ask some of our English Alpine

Club friends to join the party. Accordingly we
wrote to two of our old companions there with

whom we had climbed in Alaska, the Rockies and
the Alps. It was further desirable to find a man who
knew the route through the Rishi Gorge. There
were only two such men and Shipton was away on
an Everest Expedition. Tilman was found to be

eager to join us, and he proved an absolutely in-

dispensable addition, not only through his knowledge
of the route, but also because of his considerable

ability as a mountaineer and his knowledge of the

language and of the native porters.

In the end, the party consisted of four Americans

;

Carter, Houston, Loomis and myself. The four

Englishmen were Graham Brown, Lloyd, Odell and
Tilman. Every man had considerable experience in

the mountains and all save one had been on dif-

ficult expeditions before. It was not until the ist of

February, 1936, three months after the Expedition

was conceived, that the last man had been definitely

signed on.

The set-up of the Expedition was somewhat un-

usual in that there was no officially recognized leader.

Where the party was composed of a group of friends,

each qualifying in his own field, an arbitrary leader

was considered a weakness rather than a strength.

246

Later on, when vital decisions had to be made as we neared the

summit, Tilman was unanimously chosen to direct the opera-

tions. However, in its essential quality the Expedition remained

a democracy throughout. Though composed of men from two

different nations, it was thoroughly homogenous and single-

minded in the desire to reach its goal.

The work of organization was delegated to various indi-

viduals or groups. Once the personnel and the plan of attack

had been worked out satisfactorily, we then proceeded to

more definite action. Total weights of food and equipment
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British-American Himalayan Expedition
An almost" iiii|Kissahle, circular barrier iii mountains sur-

rounding their objective was the diflicult problem that

confronted the Expedition which undertook to climb

Nanda Devi in northern India, a summit higher than any

previously ascended by man. I'his barrier embraces at

least a dozen peaks higher than any in North America and

nowhere drops below 18,500 feet except where breached

by the difficult Rishi Gorge. For more than 50 years the

ablest mountaineers tried to cross the outer wall, but

without success. In 1905 the crest was attained by Ur.

T. G. Longstaff; and in 1934 a passage was forced

through the Rishi Gorge by two Englishmen, Tilman and

.Shipton. Approaching by the same direction, the British-

American Himalayan Expedition entered the Inner Sanctu-

ary and ascended Nanda Devi by route shown below. Two
of the members returned bv wa\' of Longstaff col. at right

I

(From a model by George E. Peterson and B. Chapman, after a draimng by Arthur B. Emmons, 3rd. Photographed by Coles)
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were estimated from the length of march to the

mountain and a proper allowance for the ascent

from the base camp. The greatest care was used

in working out these estimates, and later they were

cut and shaved down again and again to reduce the

amount to be carried through the grim gorge of the

Rishi. Weeks were spent in going over each item of

food, each piece of equipment. List after list was

made and revised until we felt it to be correct.

Nothing was overlooked and only tried and trusted

items could be considered. Finally, after the weights

had been tabulated and added up, the number of

porters needed to transport it could be determined.

The totals arrived at were based on food and equip-

ment for eight men and six porters for 8o days

(later cut to 60).

With these figures now before us, we obtained

from shipping agents the cost of transportation to

our point of departure in India. From Tilman we
learned what the porters must be paid and other

items of expense abroad. A total financial budget

was computed, from which we found that the entire

expedition could be financed by its members without

obtaining support from outside, and thus omit the

undesirable previous publicity which that might

entail.

As preparations continued it became needful for

us to have a liaison officer in England to secure

samples of English goods, do the buying and confer

with our English climbers. Most important of all,

however, were the conclusion of the permits to enter

the region just south of Tibet where Nanda Devi
rises. We had received "assurances" from England
that permission would be forthcoming but it was
necessary to conclude negotiations before actually

committing ourselves by ordering supplies. Loomis
volunteered to make the trip to England and we put

him aboard a liner in early February armed with

lists and instructions as the Expedition's representa-

tive. He carried out his mission ably and before

returning on March ist had received Government
of India permission.

Supplies

The next step was the placing of orders for food

and equipment. This entailed much correspondence

with various firms to see if they could supply us

according to specifications. Food was bought largely

in this country and augumented from England and
India. Dehydrated food was, of course, a requisite in

most cases and included milk, eggs, vegetables and
meat-pemmican. We had special chocolate made up
for us that would withstand tropical heat and yet

involved the best combination of ingredients. Equip-
ment came largely from England, though some was

bought in America. Special windproof suits, asbes-

tos-lined boots, high-altitude tents, high-altitude

stoves and many other specialized items appeared

on our list.

As supplies began to pour into the Expedition

storeroom near Boston the work of checking ar-

rivals, sorting and packing began. Almost any after-

noon two or three members could be seen busily

packing the 60-pound cases, soldering them shut

(against tropical dampness), listing their contents

and stenciling addresses. In the course of two weeks

we packed some fifty cases of supplies, uniform in

weight and all numbered to correspond to their

listed contents. By April our entire shipment had

left for India by way of Suez.

Further preparations involved contacts with sev-

eral scientific societies. The International Commis-
sion on Snow was anxious to have us make studies

of snow and glacier conditions. There were several

geographical societies which loaned us surveying in-

struments and were interested in the topography of

the region. Odell, a lecturer in geology at Cam-
bridge, was to find much of interest in this unknown
district.

Seasonal difficulties

Owing to the fact that most of us could not

get away until June, we found it necessary to at-

tempt Nanda Devi during the summer monsoon
rains. This season, when it rains or higher up, snows

every day, has commonly been avoided for high-

altitude climbing in northern India due to poor

snow conditions and bad weather on the peaks.

However these objections do not apply universally

to all parts of the Himalaya, and we felt that per-

haps climbing in the monsoon had not been given

a fair trial. Warmer weather prevails at that season,

and in Garhwal Province where we were to be,

there was perhaps less of the strong prevailing north-

west wind at that season. We hoped to and subse-

quently did climb out above most of the bad mon-
soon conditions high on the peak, leaving a great sea

of sodden clouds below us. However, in order to

obviate as much heavy work as possible during this

bad weather and to expedite our attack later on, it

was decided to lay a depot of food near the head

of the Rishi Gorge in May and June while the

weather was still good.

It was also most useful to have one or two men
in India well before we arrived to supervise tran-

shipment of supplies from Bombay to our head-

quarters at the hill-station of Ranikhet. Reliable

porters must be engaged to help establish camps

high on the mountain. Accordingly Tilman sailed

for India in March. After arranging with the In-
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dian customs Ui admit our supplies tlirouKli "free-

dom of the port," he journeyed to Darjeeling, where
experienced native porters can usually be engajjed.

However, due to the reciuircmcnts of several other

and larKcr expeditions then in tiie field, none but a

rather second rate lot could be obtained. Tilman
arranged for six of these to accompany us and took

several of them on a short climbing trip in Sikkim
around the base of Kangchenjunga.

Loomis sailed for India late in April and j(jined

Tilman at Ranikhet on May 30th. The two men left

immediately on their first trip to the Rishi Gorge.

They took with them two Darjeeling Sherpa

porters and traveled extremely light. After a week's

march over the foothills, they crossed a high pass

and descended to the last sizable village, Joshimath,

where they purchased 900 pounds of wheat flour

and millet and recruited 14 local Alana porters to

transport it.

In the next two weeks this advance party pene-

trated the great chasm of the Rishi, and, following

the Shipton-Tilman route, laid a depot of food be-

yond the major difficulties of the Gorge. By June
25th they returned to Ranikhet in a week of heavy

forced-marching, with the knowledge that the route

through the Rishi was still unbroken and practical.

"Batjcjuicj and scrapping"

The main party arrived in India during the first

week in July. We had obtained the use of a spacious

Forest Service bungalow in Ranikhet, and there for

days on end the floor was strewn with a confusion of

boxes, trunks and gear of every description. We
found it advisable to start scaling down weight im-

mediately. Food allowance was cut and equipment

was rigorously limited to its necessary minimum.

Tins were replaced by light waterproof canvas bags

to save container weight and we rejected the wooden

cases for lighter burlap carrying-sacks. This process

became known to the Expedition as "bagging and

scrapping" and is highly recommended to those con-

templating light mountain expeditions.

Each member of the party was allowed a max-

imum of 35 pounds for his entire personal kit, and it

was not without severe pangs that this or that cher-

ished belonging had perforce to be left behind.

Despite our careful estimates and weight-budgeting.

we still had 2500 pounds to be transported, later

augmented by another 700 pounds of coolie food

and the depot in the Gorge. To carry this over

rough uninhabited country we secured the service of

37 Dotial porters from the surrounding Villages.

With six Sherpas from Darjeeling and later twelve

men from Mana, we were rather an imposing aggre-

gation. The great walls of the Rishi lo<jmed more

formidable than ever.

A few days were spent in trying to learn a smat-

tering of Hindustani in order to manage the porters

who spoke no English. On July lo, 193b the E.v-

pedition departed from Ranikhet and marched ten

days through the lower ranges to Joshimath. The
road climbed steeply up through magnificent forests

to high open passes, then plunged in a series of

devious bends to deep river valleys beyond. The
monsoon was full upon us, and it rained the greater

part of each day.

At Joshimath we were joined by our twelve Mana
porters who had been arranged for in advance. They
were loaded with additional porter food and then

the Expedition started oft up the valley of the Dhauli

which comes rushing and tumbling down through

the ranges from the hinterland of Tibet to join the

Alaknanda, tributary to the sacred Ganges.

After two days' march along this valley, we left

the last vestige of civilization and struck up the side

of a great spur which flanks the valley on the south.

The path became a mere shepherd's track up through

the forest. We scrambled over steep, grassy slopes

until at 14,300 feet we came to a wild desolate col

amidst towering broken crags. Beyond, the ground

fell away in a series of cliffs and hanging meadows

to the Rishi River 7000 feet below. The rugged

grandeur of this country was breathtaking and

every now and again we caught glimpses of jagged

spires of rocks and snow through momentary rifts

in the clouds.

Descending abruptly for several thousand feet

across a ragged face of rock, we began a traverse

up along the north wall of the middle gorge. The
track ceased to exist and progress was made more

or less by "dead reckoning" across precipitous slopes

of grass-covered rocks. To those unused to such ter-

rain it proved rather trying, for carrying packs as

we were, the rain-soaked rocks were treacherous.

Three days after descending into the middle

Rishi, we were confronted by a deep cleft in the

valley wall cutting across our route at a right angle.

This was the Nullah of the Rhamini and it forced

us to climb down steeply for 1500 feet to its floor

where a crossing of the stream might be effected.

Porters desert

We found the Rhamini so swollen by the heavy

rains and the melting glacier above it that, after a

few tentative tries, we were forced to abandon any

thought of crossing it that day. The Dotial porters

had had about all of this rough going they could

stomach and the combination of a raging torrent
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athwart their path and the fear of the traditional

demons of the Rishi proved too much for their

ardor. The following morning, though we managed
to get a rope over the torrent and make a crossing,

all 37 of them asked for their pay and left for home.

Having lost over half our man-power even before

reaching the rigorous passage of the main Rishi

Gorge, we now had to call upon the elasticity of our

former plans to compensate for the emergency. The
loads were swung above the stream on ropes and

landed on the farther bank. Then in three relays we
carried everything down to the foot of the main
Rishi and across a precarious natural rock bridge

to the opposite shore of the main river, where camp
was set up. This loss of our porters put us a week
behind schedule in reaching the mountain.

After a council of war, it was decided that by

further rigorous cutting of our food and equipment

we might be able to move our gear forward in two
relays, each man, including the white sahibs, carry-

ing full 6o-pound loads. A substantial depot of food

was left here at the base of the cliffs for use on our

return journey. Then we tackled the main walls of

the Upper Gorge.

Chasm almost impassable

All that had been said and written about the dif-

ficulties of the upper Rishi we found in no way to

have been an exaggeration. Rather, we felt if any-

thing they had been described all too modestly. The
river here dashes down through a breach in the

mountain barrier for about five miles. The walls of

this chasm in places drop sheer from snowy peaks

on either hand for 8000 feet to the foaming Rishi

below, which fills the floor of the cleft more or

less completely.

Our only route lay across the tremendous cliffs

and buttresses of the south wall, the north wall be-

ing unclimbable. Assuredly the Rishi deserves its

reputation as one of the most formidable gorges to

be found anywhere in the world. Framed in its

dark recesses and bold crags we could see ahead of

us the gleaming spire of Nanda Devi soaring up to

nearly 26,000 feet, remote and inspiring, within her

sanctuary. No wonder that the Hindus through the

ages have regarded her as the dwelling place of the

gods and this grim gateway the abode of her pro-

tecting demons.

The route along the south wall was remarkable

for its ingenuity and sheer optimism. We climbed

steeply above the natural bridge for 2000 feet then

traversed along at nearly the same level for the en-

tire length of the Gorge. Tilman and Loomis led us

along one minute ledge after another and, when each

ledge petered out in a blank wall or abyss, they

2i;o

took to a hidden crack or couloir which gave access

to the next level. The climbing was amazing, stim-

ulating and at times not a little hair-raising.

The necessity of climbing unroped with large

loads required a new technique. The steeply inclined

slabs of out-sloping sedimentary rock, often covered

with a veneer of grass or bushes, required delicate

handling. In one place a rope was fixed to aid the

laden men, in another it was necessary to haul the

loads bodily up a stiff section of cliff on ropes. Two
camps were pitched on ledges, and after a week of

relaying provisions from the bridge we emerged

thankful and jubilant within the inner valley. The
only loss incurred had been one load of oxygen ap-

paratus and kerosene dropped into the void by a

careless porter.

The Inner Sanctuary

The broad grassy swales of the Sanctuary proved

a most pleasant change from the grim shadows of

the Rishi. For two stages we marched across meadows

carpeted with a profusion of wild flowers. Herds of

tahr* and bharalf regarded us curiously from the

hilltops and we saw several varieties of pheasant.

Another day's march along the glacier laying at the

foot of Nanda Devi on the south brought us to the

base of our ridge.

The Base Camp was finally established at an ele-

vation of 17,000 feet near the foot of the main

south ridge. On August 8, the Mana porters were

sent back through the Gorge. They were untrained

and unequipped for the more specialized work of the

high-altitude camps and their tour of duty was

finished. They had proved their worth. With them

returned Da Namgil, a Sherpa who was ailing. He
had instructions to return to Joshimath, send off dis-

patches by telegraph, pick up our mail and return

to the Base Camp with six men to help us on the

return journey. He carried out his instructions to

perfection.

After a two days' rest to overhaul our supplies for

the main attack, the actual ascent began. In general

the plan of attack was as follows, though again it

must be elastic enough to allow of sudden changes.

At great altitudes, where the pace of a strong

climber is reduced to 200 or 300 feet an hour, it

is not possible to ascend with loads more than 2000

feet a day. Thus on Nanda Devi we would require

six or seven advance camps above the Base to come

within striking distance of the summit. The placing

of these camps and the maintenance of a safe line of

communication between them required considerable

organization.

* A goat-like animal of the genus Hemitragus.

t A blue sheep of Tibet and adjacent parts.

Continued on page 313
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(Above) Members of the British-American Hima-

layan Expedition^ which succeeded in scaling Nanda

Devi (25,645 feet), the highest summit ever reached by

man and one of the most inaccessible mountains in the

world. The plan to ascend the mountain originated among

the officers of the Harvard Mountaineering Club and in-

cluded four English climbers and four Americans. Left

to riff lit: Tilman, Loomis, Graham Brown, Houston,

Lloyd, Odell, Emmons, Carter. The mountain had been

an objective of explorers for more than 50 years

ASCENT OF NANDA DEVI
All photographs by British-American Himalayan Expedite

not to be reproduced ivithoui special permission

(Left) Sorting and packing expedition sup-

plies at the hill station of Ranikhet just before

the take-off. Each member was allowed a

maximum of 35 pounds for his entire per-

sonal kit. Fifty-five porters were required to

transport the food and equipment necessary

for the attack on Nanda Devi

(Right) Smiling cheerfully with 60

pounds: Nima Tsering, one of the Sherpa

porters attached to the Expedition. These men,

who spend their lives in the mountains of

Sikkim, are among the strongest and most ex-

perienced porters in the world and are cheer-

ful under severe conditions. This man carried

his load higher on Nanda Devi than any other

porter



(Left) A Yogi hermit living among the wild mountains of Garhwal Province,

on the border of Tibet. A pious Hindu, he has let his hair grow to a length of

lo feet. He had seldom seen white men before

All photos by British-American Himalayan Expedition

(Below) Principal tributary to the great Ganges, the Alaknanda River winds

down from the mountains near Tibet through a series of deep gorges. Along its

banks for 200 miles runs the Pilgrim Road to Badrinath. The Expedition traversed

this section in mid-July, and it rained the greater part of each day. Note the ter-

raced rice fields on the mountain slopes
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(/l/j(jvej The Holy City of Hadrinath, 10,000

feet up among the peaks. The city lies near the source

of the sacred Ganges and is the object of pilgrimage

for many thousands of Hindus from all parts of India

every year. The gold-roofed temple at the extreme

right has in it the black stone idol of the god Badri

(Below) From the cliffs at the left drop the falls

of Bhasadura, which the Hindus regard as the source

of the Ganges. Pilgrims visit the spot annually by

thousands. The village of Mana, where the Expedi-

tion recruited some of its staunchest porters, is seen at

the right. It lies within a few miles of the Tibetan

frontier

(Beloic) Porters ascendixg the "Goloen' Stairs" high on

the walls of the mile-deep Rishi Gorge, the one passage to the

Inner Sanctuary. It was often over just such a narrow ledge

as this that the onlv route could be found
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(Above) A si'ECTACULAR PASSAGE through one of the gu-ate^t

natural barriers in the world : members of the Expedition ap-

proaching the great cliiifs of the Upper Rishi Gorge. The route

beyond this point became devious and well-nigh impassable.

The steep opposite wall is seen to the left, while the river lies

many hundred feet below

(Right) The party resting on a shelf part way through the

Gorge. It required 25 men a week to transport the Expedition
supplies along its walls to the foot of Nanda Devi in the

Inner Sanctuary
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(Left) Ahead could be seen the great bastions of the Rishi,

across which the Expedition would have to climb. The river

lay several thousand feet below to the left. The snowy spire

of Nanda Devi comes into view at the edge of the cliffs high

up to the right



(Above) Crossing a precarious bridge of logs balanced

above a rushing mountain torrent that blocked the way.

These streams, which have carved deep chasms in the moun-
tain walls, were one of the Expedition's worst problems

(Above) A HEAVILY LADEN CLIMBER making his way
over a natural rock bridge across the main Rishi, a slip-

pery job even when assisted by logs. Loads had to be

swung down the cliffs behind, one being thus lost

(Right) Once through the grim depths of the Rishi

Gorge, the Expedition came upon the delightful flower-

strewn meadows of the Inner Sanctuary, the second party

ever to have set foot in this remote corner of the Himalaya.
In the background rise the southern walls of the circular

valley from whose center Nanda Devi rises to a height

nearly five miles above sea level. The lowest point on the

valley floor is over 14,000 feet in altitude
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(Left) A HUMAN CHAIN' across the wild torrent of

the glacier-born Rhamini River: a crossing which was

made only after much difficulty. Loads had to be

swung across on ropes above the stream

At this point the traditional demons of the Rishi

proved too much for 37 of the porters, who deserted

and returned home. Having lost over half its man-

power the Expedition was forced to further reduce

food and equipment and to double up on loads. The
loss put the party a week behind schedule

^iii»

(Below) The first camp on the meadows of the Inner

Sanctuary. Behind lie the cloud-filled depths of the Rishi

and at the right the ragged cliffs of Nanda Devi which

shoot up yet another 12,000 feet to the summit

(Below) In bare feet the native porters found

carrying loads over the moraines of the South Glacier

an arduous task. The Base Camp was reached only

after four miles of such terrain



(Above) Traversing debris-covered glacial

ICE lying on the valley floor of the inner basin.

Ahead loom the great ramparts of the rim a mile

high and impossible of ascent

(Aboie) A CAMP and tood depot were placed beside the moiaines of the
South Glacier over which the route lay to the Base Camp. The summit
was still two miles above

(Right) Ascending a steep gully above the South Glacier to the Base
Camp at 17,000 feet. These shale slopes proved strenuous climbing with
a 60-pound load. The glacier is here a third of a mile wide
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( l.cil) liASi. C.AMl' was placed on

.1 hijili slioulder near the foot oi

the southeast ridge of the moun-
tain, seen at upper left. This photo-

graph is much foreshortened

(Rii/litj P.AYiN't; OFF the tweKc
Mana porters at the Base Camp.
These local native hillmen had

pro\cd their loyalty and ability in

a remarkable fashion. Their pa\

was one rupee (38c.) per dav

Within the

"Inner

Sanctuary"

(Right) A PLACID LAKE and greens-

ward at three miles above sea level,

lying within the Inner Sanctuary,

whose walls rise behind. Around
the margins of this lake were many
tracks of wild mountain sheep and

goats which had never laid eyes on

men before: a paradise completely

shut off from the outside world
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(Above) An UNNAMiiU PEAK of 22,000 feet forming part of

the southern rim of the Basin. This is a telephotograph taken

from six miles away. The wall at this point is 6000 feet high

(Right) A COLUMN of men and porters laboring up over steep

slopes below Camp I. The summit of Nanda Devi is out of

sight above
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(Above) The lower part of the southeast ridge as

seen from the Base Camp. Rockfalls from the cliffs com-

pelled a cautious approach. Above this level ropes were

used extensivelj' by the climbers for safet\'

(Above) A TEXT perched on its platform at Camp I

(19,500 feet), looking steeply down to the glacier floor of

the valley. There were six such camps above the Base Camp.

The route is here shown from the Base Camp

(Right) A TELEPHOTOGRAPH of an unsurveyed peak

(21,300 feet) which is part of the barrier ring surround-

ing Nanda Devi. For more than fifty years experienced

mountaineers had tried to cross this barrier without suc-

cess until in 1934 Tilman and Shipton found a route

through the Rishi Gorge. The snowfall in the central

Himalaya in summer is heavy due to the monsoon winds

from the Indian Ocean
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(Above) The tremendous spire of Nanda Devi as seen from three miles away on the

south. Eight thousand feet of ice-covered rocks rise above the clouds. The ridge by

which the Expedition made the ascent runs diagonally up from the right center of the

photograph. The mountain, whose summit is the highest ever trod by man, is an

enormous column of sedimentary rock. Marine fossils were found not far below the

top showing that once if was submerged beneath an ancient sea

(Right) Camp IV, 22,000 feet high on the desolate windswept slopes of Nanda Devi.

Far below, lost in the deep shadows, lies the green valley of the Inner Sanctuary. Life

in these high camps is not often an easy one, but the exhilaration of seeing the world
spread out below makes it an unforgettable experience
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(Riyhl) Mai'I'ing line Nanda Diai
Uasin : Tilman and Emmons at a sur-

veying station high among tlie peaks.

Little was known of tlie remote country-

surrounding the lofty mountain. At least

a dozen peaks higlier tlian any on the

North American continent rear their

snowy heads from tlie harrier wall

(Right) Two NATIVK PORTHRS who as-

sisted in the work of the survey hy carry-

ing instruments to high points of van-

tage. Bad weather attending one of the

worst monsoon seasons in decades made
the work slow and diflicult

Members of the advance party are

seen making up their packs at Camp IV,

at right. Everything had to be carried on

the climbers' own backs in establishing

the four upper camps. Behind are the

slopes of Nanda Devi, while in the dis-

tance rise the peaks of the Badrinath

range 40 miles away



^'

(Above) The jagged wedge of Nanda Devi

as viewed from a valley glacier. Against the sky-

line can be seen the south ridge. This photograph

is greatly foreshortened

(Above) The vast sweep of the encircling barrier rim

as seen from high on the slopes of Nanda Devi. This

land has seldom been seen by man before

(Right) A PHOTOGRAPH taken on August 29,

1936 from the highest of mountain summits ever

attained : the culmination of more than fifty

years of mountaineering effort. In the distance

are seen the cloud masses of the monsoon sweep-

ing over the summits of the surrounding peaks
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LICHENS IN YOUR ROCK GARDEN-How to achitvt the

mellow, aged effect that Mature has created on old stone walls and

buildings by using these almost "forgotten " common -plants

By Raymond H. Torre

y

ALMOST everyone who has a suburban or coun-

try place with sufficient grounds includes a

- rock garden in his scheme. But as all can see,

a rock garden may vary widely in quality. Often the

rocks are merely broken up fragments of dressed

building stone, obviously unnatural in line and ap-

pearance. The plants are whatever the builder or the

nurseryman supplies, and while they have their peri-

ods of beauty in bloom, the fundamental layout is

clearly artificial.

As a means of getting a mellowed, natural efifect.

Nature's method of utilizing such basic plant forms

as lichens is recommended. In older countries than

ours. Nature has used lichens in a centuries-old proc-

ess of covering the blunt lines of buildings and roofs,

healing the scars of ruins and decorating old walls

and fences with beautiful forms. John Ruskin, apostle

of the beautiful in art and Nature, has given one of

the finest appreciations of the functions of such plants :

Lichens and mosses—how of these? Meek crea-

tures, the first mercy of the earth, veiling with

hushed softness its dintless rocks, creatures full of

pity, covering with strange and tender honor the

scarred disgrace of ruin—laying quiet fingers on

the trembling stones, to teach them rest.

But even in our own country, almost any ancient

talus slope strewn with rocks that fell from the cliffs

as long as ten thousand years ago, shows the smooth-

ing and binding effects of lichens which cover the

stones with sea-green thallus forms making 'what was

once a raw bare slope an expanse of soft coloring.

Then, too, certain of our forefathers' tombstones,

in older cemeteries and church yards, dating back

two centuries or more, display the "strange and ten-

der honor," that touched Ruskin. One of the best ex-

amples of this slow, gentle and gracious effect may
be seen in the burying place of the Gardiner family

on Gardiner's Island, between the two eastern flukes

of Long Island. The members of the family, from

the middle of the seventeenth century, were buried

in an enclosure in the middle of which was an enor-

mous red granite boulder, brought by the Pleistocene

ice sheets, from New England. On it, long before

white men came to America, was established a colony

of an elegant, sea-green crustose lichen, Rinodina

oreina. When the Gardiners began to raise monu-
ments of marble and granite to their dead, this lichen

spread to the polished stones or lead inscription plates

and started new colonies upon them. Those of the

seventeenth century are now covered completely with

the lichen, softening the hard lines of the lettered in-

scriptions, veiling the design of the family coat of

arms. Those of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies are less densely tapestried, and on those of the

early twentieth century tiny colonies less than an inch

in diameter have just begun. In another century or

so, if undisturbed, they will cover all the surfaces of

the newer stones.

Another example which seems a fitting tribute of

time to two devoted patriots of the American Revolu-

tion is to be seen in the Presbyterian churchyard in

Patterson, New York. Here are buried Colonel

Henry Ludington, Commander of the Second Regi-

ment of Westchester militia and confidant of George
Washington, and his heroic daughter, Sibyl, whose
night ride summoning her father's minute men to

march with him to repel the British in their raid on
Danbury, Connecticut, April 26, 1779, is a cherished

tradition of their descendants. The headstones upon
their graves are covered, first with primitive crustose

lichens, then with yellow foliose Caloplacas, and at

length with higher forms of Cladoniae growing on

Raymond H. Torrey, whose particular

outdoor hobby is the study of lichens,

is active in scientific and conservation

groups. He is related to John Torrey,

eminent American botanist (1795-

1873), through their descent from

William Torrey, who settled in Wey-
mouth, Mass., 1640. He has been

chairman of the field committee of the

Torrey Botanical Club since 1927. He
was elected President of the Club
(which was named for John Torrey)
in 1938 and organizes its large pro-

gram of study trips. He is a member
of the Board of Managers of the

N. Y. Botanical Garden. He is a

member of national and regional sci-

entific bodies. Since 1920 he has con-

ducted "The Long Brown Path," an
outdoor column in the New York
Post. He is one of the authors, with
Frank Place and Dr. Robert L. Dick-
inson, of "The New York Walk Book,"
covering walking territory within
100 miles of New York City.

—The Editor.
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LICHENS
The Hardy Pioneers of Plant Life

Lichens are one of the commonest yet least known groups

of plants in the world. Although enjoying no such popu-

larity as their remote cousins the flowers, their botanical

importance is immense, for, without them, few flowers

could come into existence. Lichens are the pioneers of vege-

tation and soil formation. Bv overrunning a barren local-

ity, they make it habitable for more advanced life. Adapted

to thrive under the harshest conditions, lichens grow almost

anywhere—in the blistering desert heat or arctic cold

—

taking firm root in soil, wood, rock, or even window-glass.

Their world-wide distribution includes thousands of forms

from the featheriest of filaments to flat crusts.

Three lichen types usually found on earth and old

wood are shown at left. The upper part of picture shows

samples of Cladonia cristatella, distmguishable by their

bright red crests The tall bugle like cups (center) are

fringed with brown and are called Cladonia gracilis

dilatata. The larger cup near the lower left corner is

Cladonia chloi ophaea, a very common lichen. These
t>pes are among the "radiate lichens," which have de-

veloped upward like shrubs in the struggle for air and
sunlight—the two indispensable requisites of most lich-

ens. The crustose oi flat, spreading types are the more
piimiti\e forms

(Above) Reindeer lichen (Cladonia langiferina) is the staple food of

reindeer and othei vegetarian animals of the far north where it abounds.

In Lapland, Cladonia alpestris is the commonest lichen eaten by reindeer.

For humans the food value of lichens is low and the taste bitter, but some
arctic explorers have munched them after boiling to stave off starvation, and
Northern dwellers are accustomed to grind up lichens, leech out the acids

which most forms secrete, and mix the residue with meal to make bread. The
firm belief that this practice is good for the health can be traced to the fact

that roughage is thereby added to the diet. Although lichens are of small value
to man, commercially or as nutrients, some authorities think they were the
manna of the Israelites and certain maritime species in China and Japan are

considered a great delicacy

(Right) A "foliose" lichen often found on trees, Cetraria atlantica
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UmHIMCARIA .ML'IILI'N'HI'RdU :

one of the rock tripe liclieiis

which has been eaten by man.

This species is quite common in

the Middle Atlantic states. Na-

ture lovers in search of lichens

are cautioned not to look for

tiiem near industrial areas where

the smoke and other impurities

in the air are inimical to tlieir

growth

All Photos by

Devereux Butcher

LICHENS IN YOUR ROCK GARDEN

The variety of places in which lichens grow is partly

explained by their method of propagation. Lichen spores

are carried considerable distances by the winds and will

start a new growth wherever they come in contact with

algal cells of the species with which they have been accus-

tomed to live for ages—provided that proper conditions of

temperature and moisture exist
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(Right) Another species of Parmelia, showing the com

plex leaf-structure. Biologically, lichens are symbiotic

plants, meaning that they are not one plant but a combma

tion of two (the alga, a microscopic one-celled plant, and

the mushroom-like fungus), uniting in simultaneous and

mutually beneficial growth. Products of this symbiosis

are the complex lichen acids which have much to do w ith

the color of each form. Lichen colors range from the

predominant soft grey through yellow and various shades

of brown and red. Lichens were widely used as dyes from

earliest times up to the discovery of aniline dyes. Toda\
although litmus paper is still made from lichen d\es

they have fallen out of favor, partly because they have no

effect on linen or cotton but largely because lichen d\es

are not obtainable in mass-production quantities

(Left) Rock lichen (Parmelia conspersa),

one of the commonest and hardiest of alL

forms. This type fastens itself to rocks with

its sucker-like hyphae and gradually disinte-

grates the rock surface by discharging acids.

Being pioneers, lichens are seldom in compe-

tition with other plants for food, which they

must extract mostly from inorganic particles

in the air. Although some types are found in

shaded places, lichens in the main constantly

seek light and air, which they will go to great

adaptational lengths to secure. To this end,

one form attaches itself to heather and an-

other, becoming completely rootless, blows

about on the breezes

M

'A-^^'^^:

Cladonia strepsilis showing one of the more

curious shapes taken by lichens. In former

times, according to the "Doctrine of Signa-

tures," the resemblance of some lichen shapes

to the organs of the human body was regarded

as indication that they had curative proper-

ties. This fanciful ascription has since been

scouted, and although one species ("Iceland

Moss") has been used as a specific for throat

and chest troubles, lichens are now considered

of slight medicinal value
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tlic liliii i(f sciil let! l)y till- (lc-c;iy of tlic earlier

growths.

Nature is slow and |)atieiir, content to take liun-

<lrcds of thousands of years to get such effects. Hut

we want to start inakinK our rock garden look old

and mellow this spring. We want our effects in a

hurry. And we can get them hy careful selection of

natural material and by transplanting in our own
rock garden what Nature has taken long years to per-

fect. But it is not enough simply to want to make a

rock garden that will be different from the run of the

mill in its naturalistic effect. There must be a will-

ingness to wander into strange countrysides, off the

concrete highways onto dirt roads, in a sturdy auto-

mobile that the owner doesn't mind messing up a bit

with dirty footprints and muddy rocks. Given this

willingness and a reliable elementary handbook of

such non-flowering plants as the lichens, mosses and

liverworts, the amateur rock gardener will be well on

his way toward getting that smooth, aged, weathered

look he so desires in his garden.

City air hostile

To save wasted effort resulting from selections of

lichen plants that stand little chance of surviving,

some knowledge of the possibilities of the more com-

mon lichen forms is desirable. The most important

thing to bear in mind before starting out on such a

transplanting project is that lichens do not survive

city surroundings. Gases in the air of large cities or

near industrial districts cause lichens to pine, become

sterile and at length to disappear altogether. Records

of lichen species in botanical journals show that

forms like those now appearing in the highlands 30

to 50 miles from Greater New York, once grew in

Central Park. But lichens may now be found within

the area of the Greater City only in such relatively

open, unbuilt or non-industrialized districts as south-

ern Staten Island or eastern Queens Borough.

If the locality of your prospective rock garden is

in a suburban district, reasonably removed from in-

dustrial gases, you are safe in beginning the work of

collecting. When you do so, however, make no at-

tempt to detach the lichen from the rock or boulder

in which it was found. Such a course would prove

fatal to any rock lichen. Take the lichen-covered

stone intact and when the tim.e comes to pack your

collection in the automobile, be careful to forestall

the grating of the rocks against each other in such a

way as to bruise the lichen surface.

Now let us consider what may be done with rea-

sonable prospect of early results and how and where

to get material.

Although interested students will find many other

forms, the most common lichen in this region and

throughout the North Temperate Zone is the Rock

Jyichcn or Parmelia, most frequently represented

here by Parinelia conspersa. This is a foliose, that is,

leafy sort of lichen ranging in color from gray-green

to sea-green and growing rather closely pressed to all

sorts of rocks—granite, sandstone, limestone, trap

rock, etc. At maturity, this plant has spore-bearing

chestnut brown disks, looking like little pumpkin

pies. Parmelias vary in size from young ones less than

an inch in diameter to older plants, one to three feet

across. These latter specimens may be centuries old

for the annual growth is only a tiny fraction of an

inch. Parmelias cannot be taken from the rocks for

that would tear and destroy them, but millions of

glacial boulders in our highlands and many of sizes

convenient to handle are covered with Parmelia con-

spersa. These provide an ideal soft, gray-green back-

ground for the garden, and if the location is favor-

able are almost certain to thrive.

It would be well worth the collector's time to

make a number of trips into the country in search of

Parmelia-covered boulders. Rocks bearing any of the

flat, non-leafy type of lichens would also add to the

soft, w-eathered appearance of the garden. The flat

types of lichens which coat so many boulders in our

woods and fields may not appear as attractive to the

eye as the leafy Parmelias, but the collector may take

a fancy to Biatorella clavus with its tiny black disks,

or "brownie buttons," which would lend a subtle

touch to his garden.

In the 30 or 40 thousand years since the ice of the

last glacial period retreated from this region, lichens

have been growing on the boulders left by the great

glacier. They cover the surfaces to a degree not gen-

erally realized except by botanists. The flat non-

leafy (crustose) lichens started first after the ice age

subsided, then, as time went on, the foliose t}'pe

came, and now, in the cracks and around the rims of

ledges, the erect forms, such as the Cladoniae are ap-

parent.

Where to look

Brighter colors in these crustose lichens are found

on limestone ledges or on limestone boulders trans-

ported by the glacier into the granite-gneiss regions

of the New Jersey and Hudson Highlands. Pioneer

settlers had to clear these boulders off their land in

order to plough it, and many of the stones have been

gathered to form walls about the fields. Species of

Caloplaca with orange or copper-colored disks

brighten limestone ledges in Warren and Sussex

Counties in New Jersey, in western Orange County,

New York, in the limestone areas in Dutchess and

Putnam Counties, east of the Hudson, and along the

Housatonic Valley in Connecticut. They may also be
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found on glacial cobbles or boulders north of the ter-

minal moraine which runs on a line from New York

Bay, via Summit, Morristown, Dover, Hacketts-

town in New Jersey to Belvidere on the Delaware

and northwest across northeastern Pennsylvania. An
old stone wall in some abandoned woodlot or over-

grown pasture, makes an excellent source of stones

suitable for convenient gathering, but rock-garden-

ers who plan to raid such walls had better see the

farmer first.

Colorful types

In the rock garden's foundation, its walls, holding

banks, and in the support of the flowering plants,

some of the commoner lichens add the distinctive,

mellow touch. But when the prospective rock garden

builder has gone this far in his use of lichens, he may
want to add originality by introducing some of the

more colorful lichen species, such as the numerous

Cladoniae, into the crevices and spaces between the

rocks. Cladoniae are an erectly branching (fruticose)

type of lichen. One of the most attractive forms is

the scarlet-tipped Cladonia cristatflla, a really beau-

tiful plant. If its scarlet fruiting bodies (apothecia)

were as big as tomatoes, the plant would be breath-

takingly gorgeous, but it is small—only an inch or

two high—and often escapes general attention. Be-

cause of its scarlet tips, it has received such quaint

folk names as "cigar moss" (resembling a lighted

cigar), or "British soldiers" after the red-coats of

the American War of Independence. My experi-

ments with this beautiful little plant in a lichen gar-

den I once helped to build at Bear Mountain Nature

Museum did not last long enough to be convincing.

On earth it seemed to live; on dead logs, subject to

drying out, it kept shape and color for months, but

did not grow. I believe, however, that if it were
gathered from its natural habitat with plenty of

earth sub-stratum, planted among stones in a rock

garden, watered along with the other plants, it

would survive indefinitely.

If the reader is prompted to try this plant in his

rock garden, care should be taken to gather the earth

under it for two or three inches at least. Further-

more, the clods should not be broken, but brought to

your garden intact. It is advisable to take only the

plants found growing in earth, as I do not believe

that the log-growing Cladoniae, although plentiful

in Nature, would survive transplanting. In its na-

tural state, the plant grows in banks of rich scarlet

along the edges of old woodroads or banks where it

gets the sun part of the day. If this situation could

be duplicated, it would be a notable addition to the

rock garden and one that would delight both the

owner and visitors.

Some of the earth-growing, brown-fruited Cla-

doniae did well in the experimental garden at Bear

Mountain, and if they are gathered with plenty of

unbroken clods beneath them they should survive and

renew their growth. Such species include Cladonia

subcariosa and clavulifera, common in old fields, on

banks along woodroads, and elsewhere. One has to

stoop and search for them, for they are unlikely to

catch the eye from a standing position. Look for

stalks of green or grey-green an inch or so high with

flat scaly thallus lobes below on the earth and brown

fruits at the tips. The cupped Cladoniae
—

"fairy

cups" or "fairy goblets" to the children—are quaint

and odd and would certainly give an unusual touch

to your garden. They also should be gathered with

plenty of earth under them to give them the best

chance of survival.

There are about 40 species of Cladonia in our im-

mediate range. Some delicate forms growing in re-

stricted habitats would hardly survive transplant-

ing, but many species would grow, and experimenta-

tion with them might well prove worth-while.

Another fruticose or vertical-stemmed lichen, com-

mon in New York's vicinity and growing under con-

ditions such as would indicate its ability to survive

transplanting, is the pink-fruited, white-stalked

Baeoinyces roseus. This scientific name may be trans-

lated as "looking like a little pink mushroom," which

is quite appropriate. It forms dense banks on clayey

soil along old roads and along new shoulders and

banks of highways where it helps to bind them. This

plant has coral pink apothecia which burst forth after

every sustained rainy period. It thrived in the Bear

Mountain lichen garden and if given regular water-

ing, should do well in a rock garden where there are

clayey banks or other suitable spots to be covered.

Use of lichens, sometimes intentionally, sometimes

more or less accidentally, together with other so-

called "lower" or cryptogamous plants (mosses and

liverworts), has ailready been made by amateurs who
seek better effects, or more immediate "ageing" of

their rock gardens, and to some extent by commer-

cial builders and planters, as has been seen in recent

flower shows and in more carefully planned rock

gardens. But few commercial dealers supply mosses

and lichens except in special jobs for those to whom
money is no object. So most amateurs who choose to

utilize them will probably find the suggestions out-

lined above valuable. Obtaining earth-lichens within

the New York vicinity and adapting them to rock

gardening in a clean-aired district would be at the

very least an interesting experiment. And if a num-
ber of species can be made to flourish, it will un-

doubtedly be of permanent usefulness in improving

the esthetic qualities of such plant culture.
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SITTING WITH THE INDIAN JUDGES- T^ adrmyuster

justice the white man must rely on tons oj law hooks, yet long before

Columbus the Indian built up a highly efficient legal heritage with-

out writing down a single word

By Clark Wissler

THOUGH in many respects the Indian court that

was established in the '70's and '8o's soon be-

came the most important institution on the

Reservations, it was often the least in evidence. A
stranger could easily spend weeks about a given

agency, observing and dipping deeply into the life

that came and went, without discovering the court's

existence. It came to my attention quite by accident

when a trader introduced a dignified Indian as "The
Judge." On inquiry, I learned that there was a court

then sitting and gladly accepted the Judge's invita-

tion to attend.

Native dignitaries

The courtroom was plain ; a few rude chairs for

the officials, rough pine seats for those in attendance.

The aroma of the Indian pipe was everywhere, giv-

ing the feeling that, for once, I was standing in a

government building in which the Indian could feel

at home, even as a prisoner. The Judge to whom I

had been introduced and two venerable colleagues,

all bearing themselves with even more dignity than

an outstanding Indian habitually assumes, took their

seats behind a rude table which I rightly assumed to

be the Bench. No one announced their entrance as in

a white court.

Aside from their impressive countenances, what

particularly impressed me was their clothes. They

wore full black custom-made suits, of the type

donned by white men only on special occasions ; white

shirts, rolled collars, and, instead of moccasins, well

blackened shoes. Shortly after they had taken their

positions, the Agent entered—a sure sign that an im-

portant case was to be heard. An attending Indian

policeman, his heavy pistol sagging at his loose belt,

left the room, returning soon after with two women,

one of whom came forward bold and defiant, the

other hesitating and timid. The first proved to be

the chief offender so the proceedings began with her.

No one went through the formula of asking her

name, etc., as in a white man's court. I supposed that

in a place like this, where common sense rather than

hoary ritualism was the order of the day, that ques-

tion did not arise. No doubt, I was the only person

in the room ignorant of her name and identity.

Later, I learned that a good English translation of

her name would be Standing-woman.

Standing-woman was an impressive figure, tall,

obviously strong and muscular as an athlete. Her
countenance was rather hard, and her eyes flashed

defiance. Over her head was tied a large faded, but

clean handkerchief, her dress was of red dotted calico

cut in Indian fashion, moccasins on her feet, and of

course, the ever-present trade blanket. The other

woman whose name I did not learn, was perhaps a

little older, thin enough to suggest an underfed and

slightly dissipated existence. Her countenance was

blank, her clothes in disorder and by no means clean,

but the most conspicuous feature was a large white

spotless bandage encircling her head and face. Ob-
viously she had just been treated by the agency

doctor.

The trial

The proceedings opened with a question from one

of the judges, and since the Agent was present it

was necessary to have everything interpreted—fortu-

nately for me.

Judge: "Did you beat this woman over the head

with a water pail?"

Standing-ivoman : "I did."

Judge: "Why?"
Standing-u'oman: "She came around making a

fuss. I told her to go away, to leave me alone.

She continued until I beat her over the head with

the water pail."

Judge: "Are you living with the husband of this

woman?" (the one with the bandaged head)

Standing-woman : "Yes."

Judge: "Why?"
Standing-iuoman: "She had a good man who

worked hard, but she was lazy and always nagging.

I am a good woman and work hard ; I needed a
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good man so I took him into my house. Then this

woman came around making a disturbance, so I beat

her over the head with a water pail."

There was a deliberate pause, then a second judge

asked

:

"Standing-woman, did you have a previous hus-

band?"

Standing-woman: "Yes."

Judge: "Where is he?"

Standing-ivoman: "He was lazy, no good, quar-

relsome, so I ran him away."

Judge: "Where did he go?"

Standing-woman: "To live with this woman,"

pointing to the one with the bandaged head.

The judges went into a huddle for a brief dis-

cussion, but soon returned to their seats. One of

them asked the policeman if the tvi'o husbands were

waiting and upon being assured that they were, re-

quested their presence. So the two men were brought

in, taking their places beside the women. The four

now stood in a row. Standing-woman with her new

man at her left, next on her right the bandaged

woman, and then the former husband of Standing-

woman. One of the judges then addressed each man
in turn as to his future intentions ; each declared

that he intended to continue under the present ar-

rangement. Standing-woman next declared that her

mtention was also to abide by her fait accompli. Fi-

nally, the woman with the bandaged head was asked

if she preferred to live with the man on her right

;

since she had the last turn, about all she could do

was nod her head.

Two divorces, two marriages

While the judges engaged in further consultation,

the Agent turned to me, asking how I would decide

this case. My reply was that the whole matter

seemed to have settled itself ; the only thing remain-

ing was to enter into the agency record two divorces

and two marriages. It so happened that the judges

recommended such a procedure, in which the Agent
concurred. Then one of the judges lectured the cul-

prits upon their unseemly conduct, recalled to their

minds the traditional ideals of virtue, and admon-
ished them to live in peace. Nothing was said about

the bandaged head, perhaps the judges believed a

little letting of blood was necessary to real social

adjustment. I left the court, doubting the legality

of the procedure but fully approving it and admir-
ing the bold short cuts taken by these illiterate

judges. In our courts, a judge, several lawyers, a

jury or two, no telling how many witnesses, a few
stenographers, and a few clerks would have labored

several weeks to untangle a similar situation.

"Tell it to the judge," may be an ultra-modern

phrase, particularly in tabloid journalism, but it ex-

presses such a basic human relation as to make easy

its translation into the most primitive of unwritten

languages. Among the aboriginal Indians of North

America, the phrase would have implied standing

face to face with the highest human wisdom backed

by that of the gods. The ancient Semites looked

upon their Supreme God as a great judge, and while

the Indian did not lean so far in that direction, he

knew that if his society frowned upon his behavior,

he must make answer, sooner or later, to its leaders,

and through them to the Great Unseen. In aborig-

inal society, rules were made to be obeyed, but like

many such rules in all kinds of societies, it was

often difScult to make them apply to the compli-

cated situations in which one must actually live.

So, even in the aboriginal scheme of things, the

judge steps into the picture to interpret the rules

and fix the penalties. In other words, there were

judges in America long before Columbus was born.

Jail no disgrace

Some agents on the reservations wisely took ad-

vantage of the fact that Indians had always had

judges, and accordingly drew the arbiters of the

reservation court from the native ranks. There

were, of course, agents who refused to appoint In-

dian judges and who heard and decided all cases

without native advice. That this did not work out

so well in many cases was probably due to the dif-

ferences of opinion that lay in the two conflicting

culture backgrounds, rather than in differing capaci-

ties for administering justice. For example, most

Indians of that day put far less value upon time

than the white man. A week or a month meant lit-

tle to the former and a great deal to the latter. A
jail sentence for an Indian might easily mean better

food than he got at home and freedom from all

responsibility of providing for his family. In old

times Indians were punished by destroying their

property, by cutting the tails of their horses as a

badge of disgrace, and sometimes by whipping them

with horse quirts. But the accompanying disgrace

and ridicule engendered by each and all of these

were the real penalties. The jail, on the other hand,

was merely a white man's house, and so carried

with it no traditions of disgrace. Of course, in time

the Indians came around to that point of view, but

even now to many Indians a jail sentence does not

mean the same thing as it does to a white man. And
if anyone should wonder at this, let him not forget

that it took centuries to condition white society to

abhor the jail.
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'J'lic Ancni rarely knew ciioukIi alxjiit Indian life

to Liiuiersrand any (jf tliesc tilings, so one can im-

afjiiie vvliat trafiic mistakes he might make vvlicn

judginK cases without the advice of responsible In-

dians. As a rule intelligent Indians knew a great

deal ahout the ways of white people and so would
have judged many white ofifendcrs justly, whereas
most agents would have made themselves ridiculous

dealing with Indian offenders. Of course, if he pos-

sessed the proverbial wisdom of Solomon, an agent

might get along without Indian advice, but many
stumbling blocks would lie in his path, not the least

(if which would be the problem of language.

./ Iiiiiiioroiis ini.Uakc

Every now and then, these language difficulties

would work to the advantage of the Indian, as in

the amusing incident once told me about two Indian

men who amicably exchanged wives. All parties to

the trade seemed pleased, but according to white law

this was a serious offense. So they were arrested

and ordered to assume their former relationships.

When they refused to comply, the Agent conceived

a good punishment would be to lock up each man
with his original wife. But what actually happened

was that the Agent got things mixed up in his

struggle with the language and locked up the men
with their new partners instead of with the old ones.

It was great fun for the Indians, who kept it to

themselves. The erring couples were released from

jail some weeks later after promising to live to-

gether in the future. No doubt this agent congratu-

lated himself on his ingenuity and the success of his

original method for the reconciliation of estranged

couples.

These incidents are not given to create the im-

pression that when an agent decided to be the

judge he invariably made a mess of it, but because

no one cares to hear about the uniform and wise

decisions many of them handed down. In any case,

the government expected the Agent to review the

decisions of his judges and revise them if necessary.

This had the additional virtue of providing a method

of appeal when Indians felt they had not received

justice in their own court. We note in the official

reports that some agents complained because the de-

cisions of judges were too harsh. For example, the

verdict might be a long jail sentence, whereas the

Agent thought a short one sufficient. Yet a wise

Agent was sparing in his review of cases, otherwise

the morale of the judges would weaken.

There was one thing, however, that every agent

insisted upon: that the judges cut their hair short.

Some time previous to my visit, an order had gone

<jut from Washington that no Indian could be em-

ployed by the government nor elevated to office until

iie visited the agency barber. .Not only was his hair

to be cut short, but cut in the prevailing white style

and kept cut. Such an unreasonable decree caused

endless strife, of course, and benefited no one but

the barbers. But agents taking the hint, filled their

reports with statistics of so many haircuts, proud of

having used force to bring about this reform. When
an Indian was so unfortunate as to be arrested, the

barber was prompth' called in to cut off his glorious

black hair.

Why the government should have set itself so

uncompromisingly against male long hair, I do not

know, unless the why for this fanaticism lay in the

fact that long hair stood before the white nu'nd as

defiance of paganism against Christianity. I suppose

all long-range government is stupid, but what could

be more inconsistent than to demand that all police,

judges, and other Indians loyal to the United States

should cut their hair and then at the same time im-

pose this indignity upon the criminal and thus give

it the quality of a social stigma? At the time, I

should have liked to know what the judges thought

about this, but later happenings convinced me that

they had become reconciled to such inconsistencies.

Jn excepl'wn

One case where the haircut rule was not enforced

stands out in my mind. This exception occurred in

an agency where two Indian boys about twelve years

old had committed a theft. In the trader's store

there was a showcase containing chewing gum and
candy from which on occasion these boys were given

a treat. But these were rare events in their none
too exciting lives. Since burglary was an almost un-

heard of crime at the agency, windows were seldom
locked, and so it was easy to steal a few handfuls

of chewing gum. The two boys were quickly appre-

hended, convicted and condemned to labor on the

agency driveway. I pitied these poor youngsters,

doggedly hacking at weeds with hoes too large for

their strength. How their muscles must have ached

and their blistered hands stung when at night they

curled up in the lonely lockup! I was interested to

observe that each wore long braids of hair, and, on
inquiry, learned that the Agent had been humane
enough to order that the usual haircutting be

omitted. This was one of the finest things I ever

heard about that agent.

Although the Indian judges I saw in court looked

more at ease than most Indians trying to conform
to white ways, I could not escape the feeling that

they would have been happier sitting on the floor
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as they did in their homes. Of course, here again,

Washington and the Agent would have been horri-

fied at the idea of a judge so seated, but I suspect

that the defendant up for trial would have been

more impressed, and at least have felt that the gods

of his fathers were sitting with the judges. How-

ever, it was in such outward inessentials only that

Washington could work its will, for none of these

judges spoke English. They conferred in their tribal

tongue and questioned the prisoners and witnesses in

the same. Of law books they knew nothing, but they

did know that their people were still enmeshed in

tribal customs, and that the moral status of their

people must be preserved or at least slowly eased

over into white social patterns. They had taken an

oath to perform their duty and they understood their

responsibilities.

But -let us return to the court; the judges are sit-

ting. An Indian policeman presents a clownish-

looking Indian whom I suspect of being near the

feeble-minded level. The judges ask the policeman

why he arrested the prisoner. The statement is brief

enough, merely that the prisoner rode into the

agency at a gallop, shouting war cries, saying he

had something to tell the Agent. The policeman

knew a drunk when he saw one, so he ignored the

message to the Agent and put the hilarious fellow

into the lock-up. Signs of recent operations by the

barber are noticeable.

The defendant' s own version

One of the judges asks the prisoner what he has

to say for himself. As I shall need to remark more

than once in these narratives, the Indian's mode of

discourse is different from ours; if one chooses to

speak for an hour, no one interrupts. The judges

usually respected this custom so long as the speaker

seemed to be honestly trying to give the informa-

tion desired. In this case, the speaker was perhaps

insincere, because he told how, when riding toward

the agency, he saw a bottle in the trail containing

' something suspicious, but that he rode on. Then it

occurred to him that it might be whiskey, which

some Indian would find, drink and get into jail, so

his duty was plain. Returning, he picked up the

bottle, intending to take it to the Agent. However,

as he rode along there came to him the thought that

the bottle might not contain whiskey, so he pulled the

cork and sniffed. Yes, it smelled like whiskey, so he

replaced the cork and rode on. Later came the idea

that other liquids might smell like whiskey and yet

not be whiskey, in which case the Agent would ridi-

cule him. (No people can be more sensitive to ridi-

cule than Indians.) Naturally the bottle was opened
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once more and a swallow taken. Again he said this

certainly is whiskey, and should be taken to the

Agent at once. Yet as he rode on he did not feel as

if he had had a drink, perhaps, after all, this was

not real whiskey. So he took another pull at the

bottle and was soon convinced, for now he was

feeling fine. He whipped up his horse and headed

for the Agent's office. He said he had done his best

and almost got to the Agent before the police

stopped him. Neither the judge, the policeman nor

the few other Indians waiting around showed any

change of countenance during or after this long

narrative, which was at times enlivened by good

and even humorous acting.

The judges sat silently for a brief interval as if

to make sure the prisoner was through, then went

into a brief huddle, after which one of them uttered

a few words which the interpreter passed to the

clerk as "Three weeks."

The most important aspects of all courts are the

personalities who sit on the bench. This is probably

true for all grades of society, including Indian res-

ervations. I soon learned that my best chance for

enlightenment on aboriginal life was to sit at the

feet of the men who sat upon the bench. So I made

it a rule to cultivate the friendship of these judges,

and had little difficulty in winning their respect. On
one reservation three judges were unusually helpful,

and even spent part of their time between cases plan-

ning my next lesson in tribal customs and history.

Their chief concern seemed to be that what they

handed on for the written record should be correct

to the smallest item. It was an inspiration to work
with them, and as my day of departure approached,

there were regrets on all sides—there was still so

much to learn. My obligations to them were so

great and my appreciation of their personalities so

real, that I sought advice as to how, in keeping with

the dignity of their position, I could do something

adequate to the time and place. A wise trader sug-

gested giving the judges a dinner. As this seemed

by far the best solution, invitations were extended

and accepted by their Honors, Pine-tree, Four-guns,

and Running-wolf.

In Prince Albert coats

At the appointed time the first to arrive was

Four-guns. I had been mildly surprised by his civ-

ilized apparel and that of his colleagues in court,

but that was no preparation for the dignified figure

I now beheld resplendent in a Prince Albert coat,

white tie, spotless creased trousers, shiny shoes and

carrying a gold-headed cane. I had never seen a red

man look so stately and correct. Next came Pine-

tree, shorter in stature, a bit jerky in manner, but
Continued on page 29S
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FLOWERS AS NATIONAL EMBLEMS
By Na'I'alie Haki.an Davis

PERHAPS the most intimate way in which the natural

histon' of a country shows its influence on the thought

and artistic expression of its people is in their selection

and idealization of a national flower.

National flowers are not born full-blown in the tradi-

tions of a people but enter their art and culture gradually

;

hence it is chiefly among the older countries of the world

that we find abundant lore and legend surrounding them.

All the national flowers cannot be included in this

series, but those represented are among the most cele-

brated.

/ The United States is not included because there exists

no national unity on the choice of a flower.

T^ -V T
f-^

T A TV T T^ The Rose has been the na-
AJ^ i> VJ1_>/\1M 1^ tional emblem of England

since the fifteenth century, when Henry VII, trying to

unite the warring houses of York and Lancaster, united

their badges of the white and the red Rose, the white

within the red, and this became the Tudor Rose, The
crowned Rose is the badge of England today.

The design became very popular and was used in archi-

tectural ornament, in furniture, tapestry, armor and

stained glass. At upper right is shown a fragment of an

Elizabethan wall-paper with the Rose motif.

A Rose from an old herbal (lower riffht) shows that

the. cultivated flower was still very like a wild rose.



The Shamrock is said to have T "D p^ T A XT T^
become the national emblem J- -CV -Li L//^ 1 > -!->'

of Ireland because St. Patrick, preaching one Easter

day, used it to demonstrate the doctrine of the Trinity.

"Is it not as possible," he asked, as he picked a Sham-

rock, "for the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost to be one,

as for these three leaves to grow on a single stalk?"

Then were the Irish convinced, says the story, and

were straightway baptized.

The Shamrock was henceforth considered a holy

herb {Herba Trinitatis is the old name for the tre-

foil), and, too, it was made in the sign of the cross.

So it was worn by rich and poor, peasant and knight,

as a charm against evil ; and according to legend, it was

with the Shamrock that St. Patrick drove the snakes

out of Ireland.

It is shown at upper right in the design of an old

ecclesiastical ornament. The crowned Shamrock is

still the heraldic badge of Ireland.
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Q /^^A'TpT A XJO '^^^ wayside Thistle,

O vJV-' 1 L-z/i-lN J-V symbolic of the courage

and strength of the Scots, is said to have become the

national flower because its sharp barbs saved a battle

for Scotland. According to the legend, a party of in-

vading Danes, attempting a surprise attack on the

Celts, crept up on their sleeping camp in the dark.

Suddenly a Danish soldier trod with his bare foot on

a Thistle. His outcry warned the Celts, who won the

following battle. The same story is told in connection

with Robert Bruce, when he was being attacked by the

English.

The Thistle, with its bold motto: "Whau daur

meddle wi me?" appears on flags of old Scottish regi-

ments. It was used on coins in the fifteenth century, and

in the decorative arts. Its use in architectural design is

illustrated at upper right by an ornamental window

heading. The crowned Thistle is still the national

badge of Scotland (upper left).
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;; Wales'Jlic IvC'fk, iKiliuiial ciiili

Wales, is said to tlalx- from tli

tiiiic (if Si. David, (^nc legend says that when the

I5ril()iis were at war with the Saxons, St. David di-

rected the Uritons to wear Leeks from a nearby field

in tlieir caps, to distinguish them from the enemy. To
celebrate tile great victory that followed, the Leek be-

came the national emblem. Another account says it

was simply because the meadow Leek and river water

were the only food of St. David when he withdrew

from the world for prayer and study.

Lately there has been some effort to replace a vege-

table with a flower, as national emblem. It was said

the Leek was a natural mistake that had been perpet-

uated because Leek and Daffodil come from the same

term, Cenin. That also few Leeks grow in the north

of Wales, while the Daffodil grows everywhere.

Both Daffodil and Leek are now worn on St.

David's Day.

The central emblem at right is the one worn on the

caps of the Welsh Guard. Above is shown the use on

the arms of a count\ in Wales.

United Kingdom
The Thistle; the Rose, and the Shamrock, united under

the crown, has been the emblem of Great Britain since

an Order of the Council made it the badge of the United

Kingdom in 1800. It is still worn on the breasts and backs

of the "Beaf-eaters," the Yoemen of the Guard and the

Yeomen Warders of the Tower.

Badges, important in feudal times, were worn by ser-

vants and retainers of important personages, unlike the

coats of arms and crests which w-ere worn by the latter

on helmet, shield or surcoat. The badge was always a

simple symbol, easily recognizable, a flower, animal, or

household object. The first of these badges to become

important was a plant, the sprig of broom plant (planta

genista), which gave rise to the name Plantagenet. Next

came the white and red Rose of York and Lancaster, then

the Tudor Rose. Queen Anne united the Thistle with

the Rose on her seal. Finally Queen Victoria incorporated

the Shamrock in her royal diadem in place of the fleur-

de-lis.
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The Lotus, emblem of India as it is TtsJT^T A
of Egypt, is full of religious signifi- J-i^ -L^A^T-

cance, as well as national association. The flower is

identified with the sun, and is believed to signify the

mysterious sanctuary into which the sun returns every

evening, there to gather fresh strength.

According to Hindu myth, before the creation of

the world there existed an immense sea. On this vast

water moved the spirit of Om, supreme being, which

quickened into life a golden Lotus, from which

emanated the god Brahma, who by the light of his

countenance dispelled the gloom and evoked the earth

into being. Buddha, who like Brahma is believed to be

a lord of the universe, is usually represented seated

upon a lotus (upper right).

Each part of the flower represents some sacred being.

The center, or seed-pod is Vairocana, source of all or-

ganic life; and the eight inner and outer petals all

have special dieties. The flower is engraved on the

hands and placed behind the heads of Hindu gods,

signifying world sovereignty. The Lotus design, the

full-blown flower, is used again and again in Indian

art and architecture, and as a national emblem it ap-

pears on the coat of arms of important personages con-

nected with the country.

c A -v T A -p^ /t Maple Leaves became the

-'^- -^ ^ -'^ -^-^ -^*- emblem of Canada, because

they were once a protecting camouflage to her soldiers.

In the War of 1812, when the English were fighting

the French in the woods, they tried to conceal their

scarlet uniforms by slitting their tunics and inserting

sprays of Maple Leaves ; this enabled them to move
forward partially concealed.

Fifty years later the British Government placed the

device of three Maples Leaves on the regimental colors

of a Canadian corps called the Prince of Wales Regi-

ment; and when the Prince, later Edward VII, visited

Canada, at a parade and reception given in his honor

all native Canadians were asked "to wear the Maple
Leaf, as an emblem of the land of your birth."

The three Maple Leaves appear on the arms of the

provinces of Quebec and Ontario, as well as on that

of the Dominion of Canada, and it was the badge of

the Canadian Forces during the World War.
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L"^ /^> x/-
P '-p The Lotus has long been accepted

-*—'^^ 111 as the national emblem of Egypt, but

to the ancient Egyptians it had a deep-rooted religious

significance. Its universal use resulted from its sym-
bolic association with the Nile as the giver of Life,

and the spiritual meanings associated with it include

fecundity, resurrection, and immortality. Bouquets of

the Lotus were given guests at funerals, and the flower

itself is represented as a common votive oiifering and
is frequently painted as though tied on to shrines or

house pillars.

The human figure, typical of many, is from a mural
decoration from a tomb at Thebes. The convention-

alized flower, which is a half-opened bud, is used over

and over in Egyptian decorative arts and architecture.

It was also a solar emblem perhaps because it opens

and closes with the rising and setting of the sun. An
ancient Egyptian text says: "The sun, which was from
the beginning, rises like a hawk from the midst of the

Lotus bud."

The Egyptian Lotus is a water-lily (Castalia Lotus)

and its use in art dates from at least 5000 years ago in

Egypt. Through general conventionalization it became

one of the most prolific ornamental forms, entering the

art of other countries.

The source of the Fleur-de-lis, tTo A Xir^tT
beautiful emblem of France, has -'- -tV-ti. 1^ VjIL
long been disputed. Some say it was taken from the

lily, others the iris.

The shape of the flower on the fragment of a seal

of Louis VIII (upper right) seems to point to the iris.

One legend says it was first used in remembrance

of the fatherland of the Franks, who, when they pro-

claimed a king, elevated him on a shield and placed in

his hand a blooming iris or marsh-lily, instead of a

sceptre.

Louis VII was the first to use the device on the na-

tional coat of arms, and Charles V used the three

Fleur-de-lis (upper left).

Since then it has been used in more than a hundred

different shapes as an emblem of France, wrought in

the crowns, woven in the robes, and carved on the

tombs of her kings.

FLOWERS AS NATIONAL EMBLEMS



T A D A "\.T
'^^^ Chrysanthemum is not only

•^ -^ r/i-i>i Japan's national flower, it is the Im-

perial standard and crest of the Mikado, adopted by

Emperor Kwannu in the eighth century when the

flower was first introduced into Japan through Korea.

It found such popularity that the Chr.vsanthemum

motif in many forms was used in textile designs, on

porcelains, bronzes, lacquer-ware (upper right), and

sword hilts ; but this conventionalized design of the

sixteen-petaled flower in gold on a crimson ground was

permitted only to royalty.

It is still Japan's favorite flower, and over 800 varie-

ties have been produced in over 250 shades of color.

A Chrysanthemum festival is held each year to cele-

brate the Emperor's birthday, at which petals of the

flower are placed in sake cups, insuring long life and

happiness to the drinker.

TurkeyThough not a formal emblem,

the Tulip, as national flower

of Turkey, appears in all of their decorative arts.

While the Tulip is a favorite motif in all Near East-

ern art, probably originating in Persia, the Turks are

especially devoted to this flower that makes brilliant

their countrj'side in certain sections.

As early as 1 700 thousands of varieties of Tulips

were known to be cultivated ; but unlike many of our

varieties, the pointed petal was always insisted on in

Turkey.

Those shown are from old tiles and other ceramics.
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n as the V>i.r) C T A
lourishes A -CLlVOl/l

In Persia, wliich is known
land of Roses, the Rose flourishes

in Kif^at hcauty and is highly prized, and this probably

accounts for its selection as national flower. At one

period a Festival of Roses was held, lastinK tiic entire

time that Roses remained in bloom.

One of tile most famous Persian books is the Gulis-

tan, or Garden of Roses. The author, Sadi, was once

a slave, and the story tells that one day he presented

his master with a Rose, saying:

"Do good to thy servant whilst thou hast the power,

for the season of power is often as transient as the

duration of this Rose." This speech is said to have won
him his freedom.

The Rose motif is used in many forms in all Persian

ornament. Tiiose shown came from a textile and from

architecture.

Cp A TXT The Pomegranate, symbol of fertility^ J-i>l and abundance, is obscure in its origin

as emblem of Spain. It was used on the arms of the

Kingdom of Granada, and at the capture of Granada
the Pomegranate was added to the arms of the King-
dom of Spain.

Katharine of Aragon used it as her emblem, and at

her marriage Henry VIII combined the Pomegranate
with his badge of the Rose.

Philip II of Spain, referred to his emblem of the

Pomegranate, and is said to have wished for as many
faithful friends as the Pomegranate had seeds.

The Pomegranate has figured in the architecture and
decorative arts of many countries, from Solomon's

temple until the present day ; but up to the present war
it was considered the national emblem of Spain.



r A TICKET TO THE ARCTIC—Ij- the Arctic accessible only to

professional explorers! Here is proof that anyone can indulge his

scientific hobbies on an enjoyable summer vacation in the Far North

1

Photo by George M. Dough

(Above) Tied up to the shore to take on cord-

wood: a typical, picturesque stern-wheeler plying

the Mackenzie River system, by which the traveler

can journey at his leisure right to the Arctic Ocean.

To THE Arctic by River Boat

Trappers, prospectors, missionaries, government of-

ficials, and an increasing number of serious-minded

tourists travel to outposts of the Arctic frontier on

these boats or by the elaborate system of airways

By Richard Finnie

THE average citizen of the United States still

thinks of Canada as a cold and rough country,

and Canada tends to foster that idea in tourist

publicity by stressing winter sports and backwoods

atmosphere.

An old Vermonter once told me he supposed the

temperature in Ottawa must be unbearable when it

was 40° below zero in his home town of Woodstock,

assuming that the farther north one went the colder

it would get.

More and more Americans are visiting Canada
each year, however, finding that particularly in sum-

mer Canada can be very warm indeed, and that even

in winter some sections of Canada enjoy a more

moderate climate than do some sections of the

United States.

While my Vermont friend might accept the state-

ment that Ottawa's minimum temperature is prob-

ably about the same as Woodstock's, altogether too

great a strain on his credulity would result were I

to add that at a trading post called Fort Hearne over

100 miles north of the Arctic Circle the lowest re-

ported temperature is but ten degrees lower than

that at Woodstock. But just the same, even Arctic

Canada is not nearly so frigid as it is popularly

thought to be, nor is it so inaccessible.

I wonder what my Vermont friend's reaction

would be if I suggested to him that for his next va-
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cation he buy a ticket to the Arctic! Yet that would
not be so absurd as he might think, for today he

could do just that: buy a ticket and travel in com-
fort by established commercial lines of water or air

to and from almost any part of the Canadian Arctic.

I'arther on in this article I am going to tell him
where in the Arctic he might go, what it would cost

liiin, what he sliould take with him, and what he

could see.

Unlike most vacation trips, a tour of the Arctic

will give you the satisfaction of seeing sights which

relatively few other people have witnessed and— if

you are camera-conscious—of photographing scenes

that are not thrust under your nose by post card

vendors. Many of the diversions of an unofficial

"expedition" to the Arctic may easily develop beyond

the hobby stage, for if one is interested in collecting

(lowers (there are hundreds of species in the Arctic),

mosses, lichens, insects or native art, he may well

acquire specimens which will interest his local mu-
seum. Advice may well be sought beforehand on the

technique of collecting and the type of material most

wanted. Individual doctors have already carried out

valuable research among the Eskimos. One medical

man from England made it his problem to ascertain

the blood grouping of the natives, which has a bear-

ing on their racial affinities. Another investigated

the Eskimos' susceptibility or immunity to various

diseases—and even to poison ivy! Valuable studies

in pulmonary susceptibilities could be made among
the Eskimos, also in the so-called childhood dis-

eases which sometimes rage with high mortality

among primitive peoples not used to them. One den-

tist at least has made it his summer avocation to

study the Eskimos' teeth, which under primitive con-

ditions are astonishingly sound but under civilized

influences deteriorate badly. There are scores of

problems which can be attacked as well by the in-

dividual as by an organized expedition.

Or the traveler may merely want to bring back

an informative photographic record of a part of the

world which few persons have opportunity to see,

except on the screen. But if one is adverse to speak-

ing in public, he had better keep his trip a secret,

for the local organizations will surely be after him.

Since the 15th and early 16th centuries, when a

Northwest Passage to rich Cathay was first sought,

men have been venturing into the Canadian Arctic,

first in hope of traversing that elusive route, then to

discover new land, to catch whales, to harvest pre-

cious furs or to locate even more precious minerals.

From the very beginning it seems to have been the

fashion among Arctic travelers to play up their hard-

ships (which have often been very real, especially

in the old days) and to play down the pleasant fea-

tures of their vo\ages ; and withal to dramatize the

awful barrenness and frigidity of the Arctic. The
outstanding exception of all time is Dr. Vilhjalmur

Stefansson, with liis doctrine of the Friendly Arctic.

Nor does the originator of this challenging phrase

intend to give the impression that he is a veritable

polar Paul Uunyan who could live off the fat of the

land where ordinary mortals would soon shrivel up

and perish. A careful reading of his books will show
that he regards the Arctic really as neither friendly

nor unfriendly, but rather as just another part of

the world whose climate is rigorous yet salubrious,

not lethal ; where Europeans—normal men and

women—may lead useful, happy lives if they make
full and intelligent use of the accumulated knowl-

edge of it, combining the advantages of civilization

and science with all the lore of the aborigines, and

are temperamentally adaptable.

But the man in Vermont is not planning to make
his home in the Arctic (the very thought of it would
chill his spine). We only propose to send him there

for a summer vacation.

He has, of course, heard of tours to Alaska, which

for years have been more or less standardized ; and

nowadays he could go there by steamer, then visit

various inland towns and villages by train, boat or

airplane. In a little while, when the projected Brit-

ish Columbia—Yukon highway is built, he may drive

all the way in his own automobile. While Alaska

and Arctic may at times be synonomous in his mind,

he is not inclined to think of the tourist's Alaska as

being quite Arctic, yet much the same general con-

ditions as to weather and travel obtain there as in

the contiguous Yukon Territory and the adjacent

Western Canadian Arctic—but the latter is still

Richard Finnie, F. R. G. S., was born

in Yukon Territory within a stone's

throw of the Arctic Circle, and in the

course of seven expeditions has visited

almost every section of the Canadian
Arctic. These trips, which began when
he was only 17, include a one-man ex-

pedition to the Western and Central

Arctic, where he wintered with remote

and primitive Eskimo groups, and the

first airplane flight ever made over

the North Magnetic Pole. The latter

achievement came in the course of a

search for relics and data pertaining

to the ill-fated Sir John Franklin Ex-

pedition. He has done work in coopera-

tion with the National Museum of

Canada, and has produced some 25,000

feet of motion picture film for the

Canadian Government, comprising

ethnographic studies and official rec-

ords of polar expeditions. Having
traveled by boat, dog team and air-

plane almost as widely in the Cana-
dian Far North as any other human
being, he is particularly well qualified

to write on the facilities discussed in

the present article.

—

The Editor.
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OF ARCTIC ROUTES
This map was compiled from the most reliable sources avail-

able, but it does not perhaps contain all possible routes
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just "snow and ice" to him and to the public at

large.

After 1789, when intrepid young Alexander Mac-

kenzie paddled more than fifteen hundred miles

down a mighty river system then unknown to white

men and wound up at the Arctic Ocean, civilization

has slowly but persistently pushed northward in his

wake, entrenching itself with trading posts and mis-

sions. Some of the Klondike gold-seekers trekked

down the Mackenzie River during the rush of

1897-98. But within the past eight or nine years,

startling mineral discoveries have accelerated devel-

opment and improved transportation facilities so

that the whole Mackenzie River District has be-

come accessible winter and summer by boat or plane.

But it is the airplane, stimulated by the lure of min-

eral wealth, that has cracked open and "unfrozen"

the Frozen North.

The opening of the Arctic

Hundreds of people, the majority of them traders,

trappers, missionaries. Royal Canadian Mounted

Policemen, Government administrators, and pros-

pectors, troop in and out of the Mackenzie District

each summer, and with them an ever increasing num-

ber of journalists and plain tourists.

Two of Canada's governors-general have already

visited the Mackenzie District—first the late Baron

Byng of Vimy back in 1925, then Lord Tweedsmuir

(John Buchan) in 1937—along with other people

of note, all of whom have spread the tidings that

you don't have to be a blizzard-fighting explorer to

see the Arctic any more. Indeed they have lent a

certain social tone to Arctic holidaying, making of

it something of a Thing to Do. The tourists at-

tracted to the Arctic, it should be pointed out, are

not the sort who litter camping places with tin cans

and papers but, rather, serious-minded well-in-

formed men and women who have already traveled

a good deal. Most of them are worth meeting.

But more twiddle-twaddle has been printed in

newspapers and magazines about the Arctic than

about any other part of the globe, it seems, and as a

result Northerners are prone to adopt a cynical atti-

tude toward the outsiders who come their way

—

especially those who write. The true veterans that

one meets, however, while they may be cynical, are

nevertheless good-hearted, almost invariably hospi-

table, and are willing to accept a stranger at his face

value.

The Canadian Northwest Territories comprise

somewhat over a million square miles, contain about

two score of scattered white settlements, a thousand

white men and women, four thousand Indians and

as many Eskimos. Present main occupation of all

natives: hunting and trapping; and of most whites:

trading or trapping, latterly prospecting. The west-

ern division, of which the Mackenzie District takes

in over 500,000 square miles, is more readily acces-

sible the year round than the eastern, which, split

into Keewatin (mostly mainland) and Franklin (is-

lands), takes in part of the Hudson Bay country and

all of the Arctic Archipelago.

We might initiate our Vermonter into some of

the mysteries of the Arctic by first sending him down

the Mackenzie River.

He will journey by rail or motor car to Edmon-

ton, capital of the social-credit province of Alberta,

the most northerly city in the Dominion (popula-

tion 80,000), an outfitting center for traders, trap-

pers, and prospectors, and the jumping-off place for

the Western Arctic. Thence he proceeds by rail or

air to Waterways, 300 miles beyond, which is the

"end of steel." This will cost about $25, either

method. From Waterways he may continue either

by plane or picturesque paddlewheel steamer right

to the Arctic Ocean. A round trip on a boat costs

about $325, takes a month. A round trip on a plane

would cost an additional $100 or so, exclusive of

living expenses, could be done in three or four days

including stopovers for eating, sleeping and sight-

seeing. An ideal arrangement, especially if his time

were limited, would be to go north by boat, absorb-

ing atmosphere for a fortnight, then to retrace the

route by air, the combination price being $420.

Alternatively—but reservations must be applied

for well ahead of time—an airplane could be made
available at Aklavik on the arrival of the river

steamer Distributor about the end of June or, for a

later trip, at the end of August to carry passengers

to Dawson. This means that it would be possible to

journey to the Mackenzie Delta by boat, then by

plane to Dawson and from there by boat or air via

the Yukon River, White Horse and Skagway to

Vancouver ; or the circuit could be made in the op-

posite direction. The fare from Waterways by boat

to Aklavik, including berth and meals, and by air to

Dawson is $875 for two persons, 100 pounds of bag-

gage being carried free. The Dawson-Vancouver

fare is extra. It is scarcely nine years since the first

flight was made from Aklavik to Dawson, and while

northern pilots now take such a hop as a routine as-

signment it should thrill any tenderfoot. The price

is fairly high but so is the latitude! In the Far North

gas, oil and all other imported commodities are

expensive.

Good flying country

Be our Vermonter prejudiced against air travel

he will be reassured to learn that since the first air-
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plane droned down the Mackenzie some seventeen

years ago, in all of the score of millions of miles

flown throughout much of the Canadian Arctic and
sub-Arctic—often over vaguely cliarted country,

with makeshift bases, sporadic fuel caches, and no
radio direction-finding aids whatsoever—there have
been few crack-ups and not a single paying passenger

has been killed. Not only to the fact that most of the

North is good flying country, honeycombed with
lakes and rivers where emergency landings may be

made, with floats in summer and skis in winter, is

this phenomenal record attributable, but also to the

fact that Canadian pilots and air engineers are un-

equaled anywhere in skill and sound judgment and
reluctance to take unneccessary risks. Paradoxically,

whereas in urban areas flying is still looked upon as

a hazardous enterprise, in the wilderness and tun-

dra of the Far North the airplane has become as

commonplace a means of travel as the canoe and dog-

sled. The two foremost flying companies operating

regularly in and out of the Northwest Territories

are Canadian Airways Limited and Mackenzie Air
Service Limited ; both have done splendid pioneering

and exploring, as have some of their competitors;

and it was from Canadian Airways that Lincoln

Ellsworth chose two men to fly him over the South
Pole.

Along the Mackenzie River, which is open for

navigation from June until the beginning of Octo-
ber, our Vermonter will be harassed by unconscion-

able swarms of mosquitoes, bulldog flies and, later,

black flies; he will be intrigued with century-old

trading posts still doing business, he will inspect

schools and hospitals for Indians, most of them
staiJed by priests and nuns ; he will fall in with fel-

low travelers among whom will be colorful traders,

trappers, missionaries, Mounted Policemen and pros-

pectors; he will see the Chipewyan, Yellowknife,

Slave, Hare, Dog-rib and Loucheux Indians living

in log cabins or in tepees, clustering to receive their

annual Treaty Money from the Government (if he

comes along at the right time), and watch their

marathon drum-games.

Wild life

He will see thousands of ducks and other water-

fowl which breed in the Far North, will photograph

and hear about the moose and caribou and other

game animals roaming the bush, but he may do no

hunting (even if it were in season), unless he has a

special collector's permit, for as a conservation mea-

sure hunting and trapping licenses are granted only

to British subjects backed by four years' residence in

the Territories.

At Aklavik in the Mackenzie Delta, far beyond

the Arctic Circle, he will see his first Eskimos, and
there he may swim and be astonished to find that

the water as well as the air is warm. He will call at

the missions, the wireless station and the Mounted
Police headquarters, and secure room and board at

the local hotel where the proprietress will regale him
with the story of her life.

He may take a side trip from Aklavik to Herschel

Island, right on the Polar Sea, once the winter quar-

ters of whaling ships; or over to Kittigazuit on the

northwestern side of the delta, to see the famous rein-

deer herd that was driven from Alaska to become a

new meat source for Canadian Eskimos.

Southward bound he may detour by air up the

Bear River and across 12,000-square-mile Great
Bear Lake to Port Radium or Cameron Bay, just

below the Arctic Circle, to see in operation the rich-

est mine in the world—where the fabulous pitch-

blende that broke the Belgian Congo monopoly is

taken out, concentrated in a modern mill and thence

sent by air and water to railhead.

Mr. Vermonter may jump from there to Coro-
nation Gulf—once among the remotest spots on the

continent—to see the Copper or "Blond" Eskimos,

about whom Stefansson wrote in his "My Life With
the Eskimos." It will take him but a couple of hours

to go there and return to Cameron Bay by plane,

part way tracing the Coppermine River which, in

1 77 1, was followed to its mouth by Trader Samuel
Hearne, who thus became the first European to reach

the Arctic Ocean from the interior.

Back from his summer's junket our friend will

have acquired a new conception of the Arctic—of an
Arctic where mosquitoes swarm, where the ther-

mometer sometimes rises to 90 degrees in the shade,

where tall trees grow, where vegetable and flower

gardens flourish in the light of the midnight sun,

where tractors, boats and airplanes are moving men
and supplies to and fro, where civilization's last great

frontier is being extended and consolidated with
quiet determination by hardy modern pioneers.

Having shown him the Western Arctic, let us

switch him to the other side and dispatch him just

about as far north as he could readily go without
aspiring to attain the Pole itself.

The Eastern Arctic

This time he won't be doing any flying. As yet

commercial planes do not carry passengers on regu-
lar schedules to Hudson Bay or Baffin Island. Al-
though prospectors' and even missionaries' planes are

no longer unknown around Hudson Bay, none of

them has yet touched BaflSn or other islands of the

Eastern Arctic Archipelago. No, he will buy a
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(Left) Ice-floes, an Arctic novelty : passengers flock-

ing to see almost the only ice encountered in the 12,000-

mile cruise of the Nascopie, which carried both officials

and a few passengers farther north than Baffin Island.

So persistently have the grimmer aspects of the Arctic

been stressed that few realize the pleasant opportunities

it offers for travel and study (Photo by Richard Finnie)

W

rhol,, hy Kii-lu.

(Above) A "blond" Eskimo: a member of the Corona-

tion Gulf group whose lighter skin caused much con-

troversy subsequent to their discovery by Stefansson

(Left) Richard Finnie recording one of his seven trips

to the Arctic: on the Mackenzie River, the western gate-

way to the Canadian Arctic. Once traversed only by ex-

plorers, the Mackenzie River country is accessible the

year around by boat or plane

Still in the explorers' Arctic, Baffin Island has not

been visited by planes and until recently was virtually

closed to tourists. Above, a Mountie checks supplies

brought by R. M. S. Nascopie (Photo by Richard Finnie)
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(liif/lil) NoKTii vvi.s'i' I'.A.ssAci'. conRiuoK : a lady tourist

lakitif,' sIkmc leave fiDni file Nnscopie, views the logical

ciitraiuc li( llie ^oal uf (.-mintlcss historic expeditions

—

Hc'llot Strait, between Somerset Island and the mainland

(Below rit/lii) To iiiij' I'OUNU a fur trading post for

the three-century-old Hudson Bay Company, these Es-

kimo families leave the Nascople above the continent's

rKjrtliernmost tip. Note screen inaKa/.ine, index of civi-

lization's |)enetration

( Beliiw) Tourist with souviinirs and hkaonm-t. The
latter protects against swarming mosquitoes of the far

northern summers

(Right) The trading post to be occupied by the three

Eskimo families shown above goes up in one week on

the eastern threshold of the Northwest Passage

(Below) Arctic fox and seal dinner: taken only

three feet from this ordinarily timid fur animal, the

close-up is perhaps the only one of a wild, untrapped

fox in existence

(Right) Arctic picnic on Baffin Island, showing that

travelers taking the Nascopie's annual 12,000-mile patrol

voyage can enjoy themselves, explore a non-tourist-rid-

den country, and indulge their outdoor scientific hobbies
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(Left) Awaiting the freeze-up

before discarding pontoons for skis.

Planes have supplemented sleds and

boats extensively thioughout Arctic

Canada and Alaska

(Right) An aeronautical "delivery wagon" brings

fresh lettuce to supplement Arctic foods. Here, at Great

Bear Lake, a few vegetables are grown, but sub-Arctic

dwellers rely mainly on the surprisingly efficient plane

service. The pilots have a splendid record—no paying

passenger has ever been killed (Photo by Finnie)

Royal Caiiadia

(Above left) Hundreds of gasoline drums await

northward shipment at Fort Smith, showing how widely

this fuel is used in the supposedly uncivilized Arctic and

sub-arctic. When completed, the British Columbia-Yukorh

auto highway will increase this demand
(Photo by Finnie)

(Above) El Dorado, famed radium mine on Great

Bear Lake, as seen from the air. The mining camp is at

center of picture on the shores of this 12,000-square-

mile lake which is bisected by the Arctic Circle

(Left) "The richest mine in the world": a radiums

strike which dramatically broke the world monopoly

held by the Belgian Congo. Here the precious pitch-

blende is unearthed, concentrated, then sent by air and

water to railhead
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Jl'iji-fj Sliux^MiR.s uw ncd b\' opulent Eskiiiio,-.; a

scene at Herschel Island not far from the border be-

tween Alaska and Canada

(Right) 700 MILES NORTH OF THE ARCTIC CiRCLE, this

tourist hailing from balmy Georgia is about to add Eski-

mos to his snapshot album. In the Arctic, the camera

hobbyist will find subjects that few people have "shot"

before him ah Photos by Finnic

(Below) Flashy-hued Calico pull-overs worn over

the skin parkas are le dernier cri among these Herschel

Island Eskimos. Many Arctic visitors make interesting

studies of Eskimo life. Doctors find a wide range of op-

portunities to investigate native susceptibility ; dentists

may investigate the cause of Eskimos dental disintegra-

tion under civilized influences
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round-trip steamship ticket from the historic Hud-

son's Bay Company. This will cost around $650 and

entitle him to a voyage of nearly three months and

12,000 miles, starting early in July from Montreal

and ending at Halifax. (If he cannot spare the time

for the complete voyage he may arrange to leave or

join the vessel at Churchill, the Hudson Bay grain

terminal, going to or from there by a railway con-

necting with Winnipeg.)

On the Royal Mail Ship Nascopie he will be given

good food (fresh meats and vegetables) and com-

fortable quarters comparable to those of a trans-

Atlantic freighter. This staunch 25-year-old ice-

breaker provides the one annual contact with civili-

zation for most dwellers in the Eastern Arctic. She

carries freight for trading posts and has as passengers

Hudson's Bay Company traders, missionaries, Gov-

ernment officials and scientists. Royal Canadian

Mounted Policemen, and a very few tourists, men
and women. Tourists or "guests" have been per-

mitted on the Nascopie only within the past several

seasons. Until then the Eastern Canadian Arctic was

a region reserved exclusively for explorers and fur

traders and the few other people who had definite

business there. To tourists its door was virtually

closed ; and even today the facilities for their accom-

modation are so limited that reservations must be

made long in advance.

Mr. Vermonter will find this trip different from

his last. He will see a rugged, treeless Arctic, with

icefloes, bergs, seals, walruses and polar bears. He
will encounter Eskimos who, though having been in

contact with white men for a much longer period

than those of the Mackenzie Delta or of Coronation

Gulf, are living more primitively or more squalidly.

He will see a land that has changed little since it was

first viewed by Hudson, Frobisher, Davis and Baf-

fin. He will see the 268-year-old Great Company at

work "on location"—discharging freight, with Es-

kimos, men and women, enlisted as stevedores ; pick-

ing up hundreds of bales of the white fox pelts that

are the very lifeblood of Eastern Arctic commerce.

He will join in discussions among his shipmates

about the activities and policies of the traders, the

missionaries and the Northwest Territories adminis-

tration, he will hear about and see evidences of the

exploitation of the Eskimo by the whites, and he will

form his own opinions and take sides.

To the Northwest Passage

He will see a score of outposts, including the most
northerly post office in the British Empire, on EUes-

mere Island, 675 miles inside of the Circle. He may
go part way through the long-sought Northwest Pas-
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sage, calling at Fort Ross, a new trading post at its

key corridor of Bellot Strait.

He will remember this trip when other trips have

long since been forgotten. Willy-nilly he will develop

a real and abiding interest in the Arctic. And,

strangely, while there he will read radio news bul-

letins with an ever lessening eagerness ; the stock

market, depressions and recessions, wars and revolu-

tions will seem remote and only vaguely connected

with him. Much more vital and important will be

the rumors of a gold discovery in Baffin Island, the

indications of a bumper fur crop for next winter, the

price of foxes, the status of the Eskimos, or the prev-

alence of ice. For the Arctic is one of the few re-

maining parts of the world not torn by economic or

political strife. Here is life in the raw, elemental

and wholesome, real and simple. A trip to the Arctic

is a perfect tonic for the tired business man, where

his outlook becomes detached and where he may gain

fresh perspective.

Equipment

For his Arctic travels our friend need take with

him—besides still or movie camera and binoculars

—an assortment of old clothes, sturdy boots, wad-

ers, raincoat, windbreaker and sweaters, and (par-

ticularly for the Western Arctic) a headnet and a

mosquito bar. Adjuncts such as parkas, sealskin

water-boots and other native gear (seldom really

required) may, of course, be purchased in the

country.

The average business man or woman with a broad

and inquiring mind, with an appreciation of the ri-

diculous and an adaptable though not necessarily

rugged physique can make of a holiday in the Arctic

a pleasant and never-to-be-forgotten experience, but

it becomes something even more worthwhile and
purposeful if the traveler is a teacher, a doctor, a

dentist, a writer, an anthropologist, a geologist or

the like. Despite the march of progress and the work
of countless expeditions, there is still a tremendous

field there for competent research and investigation.

The surface has barely been scratched.

It should perhaps be emphasized that these sug-

gested trips demand no particular initiative or re-

sourcefulness on the part of the tourist; they are

taken via established commercial lines of transporta-

tion; the prime requisite is a ticket, and a sub-

stitute for the travel bureau cicerones will even be

found in the aviators, boat captains or Old Norther-

ners met with on the way.

But the man who is accustomed to roughing it,

who can handle a canoe, a gun and axe, may go off

the beaten track for a summer of active adventure

in the Arctic or sub-Arctic. From one of the air com-
Continued on page 320
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MOTHER BROWN BEAR CARRYING CUB
HairlI'SS, siglitless and vvcifiliinK only aliout a pound
at birth, the baby bear is given the closest protection

by its mother. The extraordinary photograph below

shows a three-day-old cub being carried back home
from a pool where its mother had gone for a drink.

Her refusal to leave her infant for a moment is

explained by the fact that the father may become
jealous, according to the authorities at the Whip-
snade Zoo near London, where the animals roam
in open ranges enclosed by ditches instead of bars
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The Rarest

American Spruce

From a water color
by Mary Robeson Sargent

AMNH Photo

By C. Edward Graves

In the Salmon-Trinity Alps Primitive

Area in northwestern California lies an

extensive area of rough mountain country

which in one respect is outstandingly dif-

ferent from any other spot on the globe. It

is the home of the rarest American spruce,

known botanically as Picea breweriana,

or Weeping Spruce.

Like the California Sierras several hun-

dred miles to the eastward across the

Great Valley, this area is glaciated coun-

try, its granite outcrops polished smooth
hefe and there by the movements of the

great ice-fields, and its ice-dug depres-

sions filled with the blue and green water

of mountain lakes.

C. Edward Graves
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C. EdK'arcl Gr

The unfamiliarity of the Weeping Spruce

is explained by its very limited range and

the inaccessibility of its habitat. It is limited

to mountain locations between 4,000 and

8,000 feet, does not grow north of the south-

west corner of Oregon and is not found south

of the northwest corner of California. It is

thus confined to a north and south range of

not much more than 100 miles and an even

narrower east and west range, all very diffi-

cult of access. Once its habitat has been

reached, however, the tree is found to be

fairly gregarious.
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It is referred to as a "little-known tree and a com-

paratively recent discovery" by George B. Sudworth

in his comprehensive "Forest Trees of the Pacific

Slope" published in 1908. He explains that it was per-

manently brought to light by Thomas Howell in 1 884,

although the man after whom it was named, Prof.

William H. Brewer, a pioneer California scientist,

collected a specimen in 1863 which was never com-

pletely identified because the cones were missing.

It is this tree that makes the landscape features of

the Canyon Lakes district of the Salmon-Trinity

Alps Primitive Area outstandingly different from

those of any other similar mountain area in the world.

Here the Weeping Spruce grows in profusion, by the

trailsides, along the lake margins and on the moun-
tain plateaus against a background of sternly for-

bidding rock ridges. The peaks are not as high as

those of the Sierra Range, the highest, Thompson's

Peak, being slightly under nine thousand feet, but

they are just as rugged and spectacular, though on a

smaller scale. Because of the difficulty of access they

are comparatively unknawn. Recent inclusion of the

region in a Primitive Area of the U. S. Forest Service

should give it the protection from future exploitation

that it deserves.

The Weeping Spruces are not especially tall, sel-

C. Edu-ard Gr,
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dom jffowing more than seventy-five feet high. It is

tlieir picturesque grace of outline, due to the pendu-
lous branchlets that give the tree its name, that im-

presses on the surrounding landscape an almost exotic

charm. These branchlets droop from the parent

branch from four to eight feet, usually in great prtj-

f usion. On many trees they reach to the very ground

;

on others they form a framework for entrancing

glimpses across mountain lakes and toward distant

peaks. At the lower elevations where they are first en-

countered on the trails at about four thousand feet

above sea level they are found in company with

Douglas fir, incense cedar and yellow pine. Higher
up around the lakes and on the mountain benches and

in the sheltered coves they associate more closely with

the red fir, western white pine and an occasional

dwarf Jeffrey pine.

To rest in the shade of the drooping branches on a

hot day, looking outward through the iridescent

foliage across a gleaming lake, is an experience that a

mountain lover will never forget. The sequoias over-

whelm by their age and size; the sugar-pines delight

by their perfection of beauty and form; the stunted

junipers appeal to the sense of the picturesque and

grotesque; but for sheer charm of rarity and

uniqueness, the Weeping Spruces—the rare wild

orchids of mountain trees— are unexcelled.

(Above) The rare wild orchid of moun-

tain trees against a background of sternly

forbidding ridges

C. Ed-^'ard Glares Photos

(Below) An occasional dwarf Jeffrey

pine is found in association with the Weep-

ing Spruce
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SITTING WITH THE INDIAN JUDGES
Continued from page 274

elegant in similar costume ; finally, Running-wolf, a

grand old man, heroic in stature, who also looked

perfectly at ease in the costume made famous by a

distinguished prince and later a king.

Needless to say, I was considerably taken aback at

this turn in affairs and embarrassed bej'ond measure

at not having changed my own clothes. Who could

have expected these old-timers to appear in such

garb ; and what was the more remarkable, to exhibit

such easy habituation to this phase of white culture.

Running-wolf was quick to sense my discomfiture.

He said, "We understand that you are far from

home, traveling light and so not equipped for for-

mal occasions. Therefore, you could not be expected

to appear in dinner dress." But it was different with

them, he explained. For since they had these clothes

at hand, it was their obligation to wear them out of

respect to their host.

After-dinner speech

The dinner proceeded deliberately, but without

conversation, though when spoken to, a brief but

respectful answer was made. But when cigars and

coffee were served, Four-guns, so far the most frigid

of the party, went into action. Pushing back his

chair he arose, calmly surveyed the room, then said

:

"I have visited the Great Father in Washington.

I have attended dinners among white people. Their

ways are not our ways. We eat in silence, quietly

smoke a pipe, and depart. Thus is our host honored.

This is not the way of the white man. After his food

has been eaten, one is expected to say foolish things.

Then the host feels honored. Many of the white

man's ways are past our understanding, but now
that we have eaten at the white man's table it is

fitting that we honor our host according to the

ways of his people.

"Our host has filled many notebooks with the say-

ings of our fathers as they came down to us. That
is the way of his people ; they put great store upon

writing; always there is a paper. But we have

learned that though there are many papers in Wash-
ington upon which are written promises to pay us

for our lands, no white man seems to remember
them. However, we know our host will not forget

what he has written down and we hope that the

white people will read it.

"But we are puzzled as to what useful end all this

writing serves. Wherever white people come to-

gether there is writing. When we go to buy some
sugar or tea, we see the trader busy writing in a

book; even the white doctor as he sits beside his pa-
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tient writes on pieces of paper. The white people

must think paper has some mysterious power to help

them on in the world. The Indian needs na writings,

words that are true sink into his heart where they

remain; he never forgets them. On the other hand,

if the white man loses his papers, he is helpless. I

once heard one of their preachers say that no white

man was admitted to heaven unless there were writ-

ings about him in a great book.

"There are still many things we have not ex-

plained to our host. As handed down to us, the

Great Spirit made the world. He made two great

bodies of land, separating them by water. Then he

made many kinds of plants and living creatures, dif-

ferent in these two great lands. However, in the

course of time, he thought it best to make people

to enjoy all these wonderful things. There being

two separate lands, he decided to make two kinds

of people—Indian and white. We know there are

black people in the white man's world, but the

Great Spirit had nothing to do with them ; they

were invented by white people as slaves to do their

dirty work.

The Great Spirit's sons

"The Great Spirit first made the Indian. He
said to him, 'You are the one I love the most, you

are my favorite son.'

"Then the Great Spirit was wrapped in thought

for a time, but finally called for the Indian to stand

forth. To him and his descendants was to be given

all this land of America, to enjoy to the end of

time, but he and his descendants were to follow the

straight road. Further, the Great Spirit spent sev-

eral days instructing the Indian as to how he was
to live, all of which he was expected to remember
and pass on from generation to generation without

change. When the Great Spirit completed these in-

structions, he placed the Indian in this new land.

"Then the Great Spirit remembered that there

was another large body of land on the other side

of the great water. To live in that land, he cre-

ated the white man. When this, his second son,

stood forth, he also was instructed as to how he

should live in order to possess and enjoy the land,

but before sending him on his way, the Great Spirit

sat in silence for a long time. At last, he sorrowfully

admitted that this, his second son, had such a poor

memory that he feared for the outcome. So he de-

cided to have all these instructions written dovra in

a book. In due time the book was ready, but before

handing it to his son, the Great Spirit again relapsed

into silence. It was plain from his countenance that

he was sad. At last he raised his eyes, his face
Continued on page 302
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Glass models of microscopic plants and animals:
Magnified about one million times natural size, these
models show some of the creatures living on a speck of
ordinary fresh water pond bottom. At bottom center is

AMNH l<hoto, slightly , educed from actual she of exhibited models

the utricle, carnivorous organ of the bladderwort plant,

showing a rotifer inside which has slipped through the treach-

erous "trap door." Above right, a spherical colony of rotifers

cling together by their toes
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it is you art trying tu du|)lit:atc.

liiowing gigantic models of the

tiny rotifers, like everything else,

starts with the bubble. You blow the

bubble to the approximate size of the

main body of the rotifer. You then

make the limbs, tentacles, and other

appendages by pulling tubes of hot

glass into the required shape and

welding them on. If you want to in-

clude, as Mr. Mueller does, the inter-

nal organs (rotifers have good-sized

stomachs, elementary "brains" and

paired "kidneys" among other things)

you're going to have quite a time of

it, particularly if they are to be accu-

rate reproductions. Mr. Mueller

makes the rotifer's insides first and

then, by an intricate series of weld-

ings, gets them in their right positions

inside the outer shell. Sometimes it

takes him as long as two months to

do this. The rotifer doesn't hide his

innards the way higher forms of life

do, but in his living state is quite

transparent. Dissectionists may well

thank Nature for thus saving them a

rather ticklish piece of investigation

involving feats of dexterity compa-

rable to carving the Lord's prayer on

a pin head.

In creating the rotifer groups, Mr.
Mueller has reproduced the complex

interplay of life forces incident to a

half inch of ordinary freshwater pond

bottom. The finished exhibit is scaled

up about a million times natural size,

measured cubically. As he viewed

these models, which were conceived

and planned by Doctor Miner, the

writer was forced to the conclusion

that the lot of the rotifer was not a

happy one. For instance, it is certainly

beset with more terrifying dangers

than Snow White's nightmare flight

through the forest. If Walt Disney

ever wearies of his present animal

characters he might do well to visit

Herman Mueller and see what can be

done about animating the life of a

rotifer.

Rosie Rotifer, unless the facts of

her life were carefully glossed over,

might meet obstacles with the censors.

Perhaps Mr. Disney would prefer to

do the biography of a "he" rotifer,

called, let us say, "RoUo" ; but this

hardly seems advisable, because the

life of a male rotifer doesn't offer

much material for dramatic exposition.

There aren't nearly as many of them,

for one thing, and they are much

smaller than the females. Rotifer eggs

are laid in several successive layings

throughout spring and summer, at

which seasons all eggs hatch out into

females. In winter comes a single

brood of eggs consisting of nothing but

males, whose sole function is to fer-

tilize some of the females before they

die. And they die pretty quickly since

they have neither mouths to eat with

nor stomachs to digest any food. That
is all there is to Rollo.

Rosie, on the other hand, sets out

on a life of adventure, with an assort-

ment of little moving hairs known as

cilia which she waves about in circu-

lar fashion, thus propelling herself

through the water. When scientists

first discovered Rosie, through the aid

of the microscope, they named her

"rotifer" (wheel-bearer) because of

this method of swimming. The suc-

cessive beating of the water by the

cilia gave the optical illusion of rota-

tion, therefore it was thought science

had at last discovered an animal in

which Nature had installed the prin-

ciple of the wheel, the invention of

which had been credited to man alone.

But later investigations proved this

wrong. Man is still the only form of

life that has the wheel, one of the

very few of his inventions not antici-

pated by Nature. The name "roti-

fer," nevertheless, stuck.

Rosie Rotifer may belong to any of

a large number of species (there are

31 modeled by \It. Mueller and

shown in the exhibition cases). The
chief method of species identification

is by the location and nature of the

jaws, which range from protruding

pincers to a sort of suction pump and

include about as rnany variations as

there are species. In one form Rosie

may crawl up the stem of an under-

water plant by hunching herself up

inch-worm-like at each "step." Her
purpose in so doing is to puncture the

stem of the plant at intervals and ex-

tract nourishing chlorophyl from each

plant cell. In another form, she cre-

ates a rotating globe-shaped colony

with a number of her sisters, each

rotifer grasping the other's toes. In

another, she swims with her ears

—

that is to say by manoevering a set

of cilia which are attached to organs

resembling ear-muffs. To whatever

species she may belong, her problem

is always the same—a problem shared

by all forms of animal life—namely,

to eat and at the same time not be

eaten. Like all other animals, she may
fail in one or the other function. Be-

sides chlorophyl (which she eats if she

belongs to an herbivorous species), her

diet may consist of other minute ani-

mals often larger in size than she is.

In some forms she will brazenly pene-

trate to the gelatinous interior of a

unified colony of protozoa and feed

complacently on its members all her

life.

Rosie has her enemies, however.

Nature has provided the plant world

with a champion who wreaks ven-

geance on the herbivorous rotifer for

the amount of chloroph> 1 she devours.

This arch-enemy is a tiny carnivorous

plant called a bladderwort. The car-

nivorous organ of the bladderwort is

the utricle, which Mr. Disney might

name Uriah. Uriah Utricle attains

far more sinister proportions as a vil-

lain than the cinematically over-

worked spider. He is a much subtler

villain. Instead of luring his prey into

a web and then crudely pouncing on

it, he offers to the unsuspecting rotifer

a thorn)' collection of spines on his

outer surface among which the rotifer

will find plentiful game. As the roti-

fer picks her way through this minia-

ture hunting park, she will eventually

reach a concealed trap door, covered

with slippery glandular hairs. As soon

as the rotifer touches the edge of the

trap door, it gives way beneath her,

and the arrangement of the slippery

hairs is such that all the rotifer's

wrigglings will serve only to force her

deeper and deeper inside the utricle.

Meanwhile the trap door claps shut

overhead. Even the manner in which

the utricle eats its prey is tinged with

the subtle fiendishness fictionally

ascribed to orientals. Unlike the cele-

brated pitcher plant, this underwater

trap does not secrete digestive juices.

The rotifer simply dies for lack of

food and oxygen, and as she disinte-

grates into fluid form, is slowly ab-

sorbed by the cell-lining of the utricle.

Mr. Mueller does not, it should be

mentioned here, paint his rotifer mod-
els. This branch of the work is taken

care of by Doctor Miner's staff of

skilled artists who apply the precise

colors that characterize the animal in

life. These colors are reproduced with

oil paints, sprayed on by an airbrush.

There are instances, nevertheless,

where Mr. Mueller must do his own
coloring. These usually occur in the

construction of the internal organs

where the tint can best be applied by

fusing variously colored glass in the

flame and inclosing it within the

outer parts.

Since Mr. Mueller is at or close

to the top of a profession that has

very few practitioners in this country,

he is always in great demand. Period-

ically odd commercial jobs come his

way. One such was a commission to
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blow a set of glass ice cubes for an

advertising agency. This agency had

been photographing highballs for an

advertisement and found that real ice

cubes melted away under the intense

lights of the studio. The glass cubes

stood up all right in this respect but

required a number of adjustments be-

fore they would float realistically.

Mr. Mueller finally solved the prob-

lem by leaving a small cavity in the

"ice cube" which could be filled with

water—thus weighting the cube down

to the proper level.

Modeling tiny microscopic animals

and even larger water creatures like

the heavily tentacled Portuguese Man-
O'-War is close work, a little hard on

the eyes, but immensely satisfying to

his craftsman's pride. All during their

long association, he and Doctor Miner

have played a little game between

them. Working with collecting appa-

ratus and microscope, Doctor Miner

tries to discover some underwater

organism too intricate for glass model-

ing ; in short, he tries to stump Mr.
Mueller. So far he has been quite

unsuccessful.

Yet the possibilities are inexhaust-

ible. The series of rotifers is just about

finished, but in the myriad forms of

invertebrate life there occurs so wide

a choice of subject matter that the

game will easily outlast the players.

—D. R. Barton.

AMNH Photo

SITTING WITH THE INDIAN
JUDGES Continued from page 298

expressing shame and sorrow, because

this his second son could or would

not tell the truth. The Great Spirit

knew his descendants would be known
as liars forever and ever.

"Hence, no one would believe these

white children when they claimed the

Great Spirit as the giver of their

book. Therefore, the Great Spirit

would sign the book."

Then the speaker, looking straight

at me, continued, "Naturally, the

white man possessing a book in which

was written the way of life and

signed by the Great Spirit, had a

great advantage over the Indian,

eventually surpassing him and over-

running the whole earth."

The speaker lapsed into silence; I,

being unable to think of anything to

say, tried to assume the impassive

countenance of my guests.

In due time, the venerable Run-
ning-wolf arose. His manner indi-

cated that neither wit nor humor
were in his mind. His remarks were

brief, but touching. In substance, he

stated that when an Indian died, he

went to the land of his fathers, at

least he was sure that such, was his

destination. Most white men went to

another place, but he believed that

his host was different from most
white men since he was anxious to

learn more and more of the Indian

way. He said that last night he had a

dream—a holy dream, the kind which
is prophetic. In that dream he saw

himself in the heaven of his fathers.

Then he saw the writer walking up

the trail with notebook and pencil.

He believed that his own days were

numbered, but that after a time he

should meet again with his host. He
hoped that it might be so.

After a pipe around, we shook

hands and wished each other well.

It was the last time I ever saw these

three venerable judges, so sedate in

their ultra civilized clothing yet so

redolent of the philosophy of their

fathers. Their bones now lie on the

hills of their country; may they rest

in peace.

If anything were to be inscribed

on a stone or tablet to these Indian

judges it should read: "Of all men,

masters in common sense."
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SCIENCE IN THE FIELD AND IN THE LABORATORY-
Conservation at Home and Abroad—Annual Bird Walks—Two African

Expeditions— The Porpoise atid the Mercy Bullet—A Tossil Gaur Skeleton

Conservation News

Lasi month's proclamation of National
Wild-Life Restoration Week from March
2oth to 26th followed closely on the heels

of the 3rd Annual Conference of North
American Wildlife held in Baltimore
during February and demonstrated a

hearteiiingly widespread public interest in

conservation. Among the results of the

Wildlife Society meeting was the passage
of a resolution calling upon authorities

concerned to investigate and put into ef-

fect methods to control the wilt (Cirpha-

losporium sp.) which seemingly threatens

the existence of the native American per-

simmon, an important wildlife food in

the southeastern United States.

More recently, the American Museum
expressed its concern for the wildlife of

another continent in the following cable-

gram to the Minister of Lands in Pre-

toria, Transvaal, Africa: "The American
Museum of Natural History always ready

to endorse constructive proposals for

conservation of threatened species wher-

ever they exist commends the Union Gov-
ernment of South Africa for its attempts

to give sanctuary to such of its fauna as

is facing extinction and hopes that this

same wise policy will extend to the crea-

tion of a natural reserve in Natal to give

permanent protection to the red harte-

beeste.

(Signed) F. Trubee Davison."

Snyder East African Expedition

Planning to make their way along a

route which has never been traveled since

Stanley went to Livingston's rescue in

1879, t'le Snyder East African Expedition

left for the field early in March. Made
possible through the generosity of Harry
Snyder who will act as leader, the expe-

dition hopes to secure still and motion

pictures of rhino, elephant, buffalo, lion

and other big game animals, in addi-

tion to making representative collections

around Kinshara. In order to cope with

the considerable number of waterways
that lie in the Expedition's path, a 22-

horsepower outboard motor attached to a

steel canoe has been added to the usual

land-going equipment.

With Mr. Snyder on the expedition are

Colonel A. J. Macnab, Mr. George C.

Goodwin, Assistant Curator of Mam-
mals in the American Museum, and Mr.

J. A. Hunter, a veteran hunter, from

Nairobi.

Amateur Astronomers Meetings

The meetings of the Amateur Astrono-

mers Association at 8:15 p.m., on Wed-
nesdays in the Roosevelt Memorial Build-

ing, and of the Junior Astronomy Club

on Saturdays at 8:00 p.m. in the same
place, continue as follows:

Amateur Astronomers Association

April 6th
—"Ancient Astronomical In-

struments," Dr. George Rosengarten,

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and
Science.

April 20th—"Spinning Bodies" (with

demonstrations), Dr. Richard M. Sutton,

Haverford College.

Junior Astronomy Ctuli

April 9th—Dr. H. H. Sheldon, "The
Size and Distances of the Stars," New-

York University.

April 23rd—Speaker chosen by compe-
tition. Annual Jubilee.

Bird Pf^'alks^in Central Park

During the migratory season Central

Park is a haven for birds on their long

flight north, and in April and May many
rare species can be studied at close range.

Among recent uncommon visitants have

been the clapper rail, killdeer, Acadian
flycatcher, blue-gray gnatcatcher, Phila-

delphia vireo, and summer tanager. Every

year many more familiar bird friends

frequent the ramble—ruby-crowned king-

lets, yellow-breasted chats, rusty black-

birds, indigo buntings, and an abundance

of warblers.

On Tuesday, April 19th, Mrs. Gladys

Gordon Fry, known to bird lovers and

students as "The Bird Lady," will open

her seventh series of bird and tree walks

in Central Park, under the auspices of

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. This is one of the delightful spring

adult education activities offered by the

Museum, and alertness credit will he al-

lowed teachers passing an examination

upon completion of the course.

The early morning group will meet at

six-thirty o'clock on Tuesdays and Fri-

days, beginning April 19th. There will

also be a nine-thirty o'clock group on

these days. Each class period will be one

and one-half hours in length. The fee for

the course of ten lessons will be $12.00.

Five all-day Saturday field trips to

noted bird habitats in the suburbs will

be conducted on April 23, 30, May 7,

14, and 21. These will include the Jones
Beach Bird Sanctuary on Long Island,

Westmoreland Farm, Bedford Hills,

N. Y., Troy Meadows, N. J., Franklin

Lake, N. J., and Hatfield Swamp, N. J.

This course will be supplemented by study

of Museum specimens. The fee for the

course of five field trips will be $20.00.

The rendezvous for all groups will be

at the main entrance, Roosevelt Memorial,
79th Street and Central Park West. Ap-
plications may be made to the Depart-
ment of Education, Room 306, School Ser-

vice Building, American Museum of

Natural History, or by telephoning ENdi-
cott 2—8500, Extension 248.

Fees may be paid at the time of regis-

tration. Checks should be made out to

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory and mailed to Dr. Charles Russell,

Curator of the Department of Education

at the Museum.

Captive Porpoise

The only porpoise now alive in cap-

tivity was recently captured with the aid

of a "mercy bullet" (a small narcotized

projectile) and placed in the world's larg-

est aquarium at Marine Studios, Marine-
land, near St. Augustine, Florida. Here
under the direction of W. Douglas Bur-
den, trustee of the American Museum,
two large tanks known as "Oceans in

Miniature" will present to the public a

collection of aquatic mannals and fish in

their natural surroundings, under condi-

tions duplicated nowhere else in the

world. On arrival at Marineland, this

harbor porpoise weighing about 100

pounds, was carried on a stretcher to

the rim of one of the tanks. Immediately

on being lowered into the water, the por-

poise went to the bottom and, recovering

from the effects of the mercy bullet be-

gan to swim about actively in his new
home—as complete a natural habitat as^

can artificially be constructed.*

Discussing this unusual capture, Dr.

G. Kingsley Noble, Curator of Experi-

mental Biology in the American Museum,
who was conducting researches at Ma-
rineland, remarked that "the capturing of

wild animals alive has been aided through

using the mercy bullet. Thus we began
experimenting with drugs on fish to de-

termine whether they could not be cap-

tured in a somewhat similar manner.

Our experiments with about seventeen

drugs showed that drugs which were most

toxic to man were in general less toxic

to fish. We finally determined that one

* For more complete details see Natural
notes for January, 1938.
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particular drug could be concentrated

sufficiently to be effective yet not harm-

ful to the fish."

The amount of drug necessary in a

given case depends on the size and phy-

sical condition of each species. This was

determined by Mr. Ilia A. Tolstoy, grand-

son of the famous Russian novelist, Count

Tolstoy, who founded the Little Brother

movement. Mr. Tolstoy is now using this

mercy drug in his efforts to capture alive

large fish such as sharks, porpoises, rays,

and other types which are being placed

in the Marine Studio's aquariums for

scientific study.

Fossil Gaur Skeleton

There has just been mounted by Mr.

Charles Lang in the Department of Ver-

tebrate Palaeontology, a complete skeleton

of an early Pleistocene Gaur obtained by

the Central Asiatic Expedition in eastern

Szechwan Province, China.

The gaurs are the largest of the ox

family and are found living today in sev-

eral parts of tropical southeastern Asia.

This fossil gaur is larger than even the

largest of its living relatives and there-

fore stands as the king of the bovids. It

was one of the specimens obtained from

the Chinese, who excavate these fossil

bones and sell them as medicine; "dragon

bones" have for generations been con-

sidered as possessing medicinal value.

This new skeleton will be placed on ex-

hibition shortly.

Vernay-Kaffrarian

African Expedition

T. Donald Carter, Museum represen-

tative on the Vernay-Kaffrarian African

Expedition, landed at King William's

Town from which point he embarked on

a tour of various African Museums in-

cluding that at Capetown. His examina-

tion of the mammal collections contained

in these Museums will enable him to an-

ticipate and familiarize himself with many
of the specimens he plans subsequently to

collect in Northern Rhodesia and the Up-
per Zambesi.

The American Museum's Assistant

Curator of Mammals reports that he and
Captain Guy S. Shortridge, leader of the

Expedition, will be unable to make their

way into the collecting grounds until

May, due to the heavy rainy season. In

the meantime it is planned to attend a

Congress of Museums in Durbin. Nego-
tiations are now being conducted where-
by the Kaffrarian Museum of which Cap-
tain Shortridge is Director will share

some of its rare specimens with this Mu-
seum's mammal department. Mr. Carter

reported that working on the Kaffrarian

study collection was a great experience

for him and that he has found at least

one specimen of a genus different from
anything he has previously encountered

in these parts.

LETTERS
Sirs:

I wonder if you and your readers real-

ize the unique gift our country possesses

in the "genius of Charles Knight" [Feb-

ruary, 1938, Natural History]. No one

living can draw animal life as he does.

He has wrought line and life together.

The force of his drawings comes from the

knowledge he possesses of animal life.

Barye alone could value his drawings as

they should be valued; we are not pos-

sessed with the experience necessary, but

we do know they are beyond criticism.

., ^r 1 /-.-. George Grey Barnard.
New York City.

Eirs: * "'

Permit me a few words of commenda-

tion for your calendar "Who—When

—

Where." It makes one realize the tre-

mendous advantages of living in this

city, advantages which New York resi-

dents frequently mention without truly

understanding or generally grasping them.

New York City. Eugene Eisenmann.

Members of the American Museum

of Natural History who may have

read Dr. Harry L. Shapiro's "Pit-

cairniana" in the January issue, or

his book, The Heritage of the Bounty,

may find interest in the following let-

ters written by Mrs. William J.

Tobey, who many years ago visited

remote Pitcairn twice as the daugh-

ter of the captain of a clipper ship.

Mrs. Tobey is distantly related to

Professor Albert Smith Bickmore

who originated the conception of the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory in 1868.

—

Ed.

My dear Dr. Shapiro:

No small boy reading Treasure Island

for the first time was ever more thrilled

that I with The Heritage of the Bounty,

for two reasons, first because it is de-

lightfuUy written and secondly because

I have visited Pitcairn Island twice, be-

fore you were born, but too late for the

redoubtable Mr. Hill to "give an arm"
up that steep and slippery path where
I was pushed, pulled and almost carried

amid much laughter.

My father was captain of a clipper

ship, built in this town, and after I fin-

ished school I made two voyages with

him round the Horn.

On each homeward passage we spent a

day at Pitcairn and met Simon Young,
Rosalind and Eunice Jane Lawrence
Young, Thursday October Christian and

many others.

Russell McCoy was the Governor. He
afterward went to England with Capt.

Warren Mills of the ship Harvey Mills,

another Thomaston ship. It was Capt.

Mills who took the organ to them, and I

can tell you almost to a man the names
of the folk who contributed money for its

purchase. Queen Victoria also sent them
an organ; there was one in the church

and one in the schoolhouse.

For years afterward Rosalind Young
and I corresponded, but her letters, alas

have "gone with the wind." I still have
a bag she wove for me, a sea urchin,

once covered with purple "slate pencils"

and a gourd with quite an intricate pat-

tern traced on it.

The tapa samples and the leis made of

crimson immortelles have disappeared,

but I still have a coconut from which the

milk was drained, the holes plugged,

then polished.

When we were there the population

was as follows: 13 adult males, 19 adult

females and 59 boys and girls, among
them a pair of darling little twins. Rose
and Lily. I don't remember their family

name but you probably have it.

The picture of the Christian house took

me back to the day when the shutters of

one of the windows were slid back and I

leaned out and dripped pineapple juice

all over the grass.

They wanted us to eat something in

every house we visited, and could not

do enough to make us feel at home.

On being introduced to one of the

young girls my father said "Bless my
soul, my dear, I am glad to meet you."

Whereupon her mother in a shocked tone

said, "Captain, that is very strong lan-

guage."

A year or two later Rosalind wrote me
that someone had named a baby for me
(Caroline or Carrie Jordan). Have you

any record of her? To whom did Rose

and Lily belong?

A year or more ago Lincoln Colcord

started the Maine Marine Museum at

Searsport and I was told by someone pro-

fessing to know that the rudder of the

Bounty had been purchased by a New
York man and was to be given by him

to the Museum, but I can hardly credit

this yarn. Do you think it is so?

Who is the pretty girl beside Burley?

It was Mrs. Warren who was so horri-

fied at my father.

The first thing they asked for when
they came aboard the ship was the last

Moody and Sankey hymn book and per-

fumery, both of which we were able to

furnish and (I quote from a letter to my
grandmother, which has survived), "I

gave them my linen suit, my brown silk

dress, the one with the overskirt and lots

of other things."

I even wrote "a paper," which was read

at a Sunday School concert in Portland.

What wouldn't I give to see it now.

You also mention the ship Edivard

O'Brien; she too was built in Thomaston,

but before I was born.

It seems to me everybody sang, the men
and boys having really beautiful voices.

When they brought us back to the ship

we gave them a scene or two from Pina-

fore but I think they preferred Moody
and Sankey, though they liked the piano

and wondered how I could make my
fingers "fly so fast."

On the Magic Key hour last Sunday
Continued on t^atjc 314
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
ANIMAL TREASURE: A DISSENT . WISSLERS AMERICAN INDIAN • A BIOLOGIST

LOOKS AT PHILOSOPHY • PEATTIES PRAIRIE GROVE

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY • ON EARLY MAN

THE AMERICAN INDIAN
- - by Clark Wissler

Oxford University Press, Third Edition,

$375

CINCE the publication of the first edi-^ tion in 1917, T/ie American Indian by
Clark Wissler has been an item of stand-

ard equipment for every serious student
of New World anthropology. As a well

organized and not too formidable intro-

duction to a rich and complex field it has

served scientific neophytes and interested

laymen equally well. The appearance this

year of a third and considerably revised

edition is therefore a noteworthy event
for scientist and general reader alike.

The importance of this concise and au-
thoritative book to the beginner in any
field of American ethnology, linguistics,

archaeology, or physical anthropology
cannot be overestimated. The outgrowth
of an exceptionally rich museum and field

experience, it presents in classified and
descriptive form the highly variable pat-

terns of Indian life in North, Central,

and South America. In a field marked by
the exuberant production of monographs
on special subjects this book alone has

been, and remains, the one organized
work covering the entire field.

Viewed as a whole, one gains the im-
pression that, whereas New World archae-

ology has developed rapidly of late,

ethnological and physical anthropological

viewpoints have remained more constant.

As regards ethnology this impression is,

in part, due to lack of emphasis on cer-

tain recent psychological trends perhaps
hardly germane to this type of handbook.
Meanwhile, the present work in its re-

vised form remains preeminent in its

field. This field, as summed up by Doctor
Wissler, concerns "an isolated people who
did not travel the road to higher cultures

as rapidly as their relatives in Asia, the

connection between whose centers of de-

velopment has long been broken by cli-

matic changes and later almost completely

blocked by hordes of primitive hunter and
fisher folk. We can only speculate as to

what a few more thousand years of this

freedom would have done for the New
World, for in the sixteenth century a

calamity, which has no exact parallel in

history, befell the New World. A militant

foreign civilization, fired by a zeal not

only to plunder the material treasures of

mankind, but to seize the very souls of

men in the name of its God, fell upon the

two great centers of aboriginal culture

YOUR NEW BOOKS

like a thunder bolt from a clear sky. The
blow was mortal. But the man of the
New World went down fighting. Though
his feeble survivors still continue the
struggle in a few distant outposts, the first

great onslaught that annihilated the
Aztec and the Inca marks the end of our
story. In this volume we have been con-
cerned only with the history of a race
and a culture of which the aboriginal
city-states of Mexico and Peru were the

culmination. As we look back upon the
long and tortuous career of man in the
New World, comprehend his crude equip-
ment as he first set foot upon the land,
and pass in review his later achievements,
we cannot but regret that the end came
so suddenly."

Wm. Duncan Strong.

Mto yourpupils know
thnt a beaver—

—can cut down a tree with his teeth ?

—uses his tail as a rudder when swimming?

—builds dams with his feet and not with his tail ?

They will find these and many other fasci-
nating facts about animals and Nature in

—

THE
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Axi.MAL TREASURE
- - by Ivan T. Sanderson

The Viking Press, $3.50

/1MMAL TREASURE has created
-^ quite a furor. It has been hailed as

a contribution to literature and to science,

and Sanderson, the author, has been com-
pared to William Henry Hudson. For a

time this book has appeared on the list

of non-fiction best sellers. It might have
been placed on the fiction list with equal

propriety for it certainly does not have
the ring of truth that one usually associ-

ates with a bonafide account of biological

field work. To a naturalist who has the

experience to make a competent compari-
son between Sanderson and Hudson, the

very idea itself seems absurd.

Unfortunately, the lay reader cannot
be expected to have the background quali-

fying him to weigh the great mass of

facts and what pass as facts in Animal
Treasure. He assumes that events took

place just as described, that categorical

statements are facts beyond question, and
that the measure of success claimed by
the author is conceded him by the workers
in those particular fields. But if all this

is true, how colorless, how unimportant
and how futile have been the expeditions

of the past. What hope is there for the

expeditions of the future if their leaders

do not don the rosy hued spectacles of a

Sanderson. Herein lies the greatest men-
ace of a book such as Animal Treasure,

the subordinating of well-considered, fac-

tual narratives woven about museum ex-

peditions.

Sanderson decries the mode of expe-

dition collectors who preceded him. He
believes they have gone about things in

a misguided fashion and he intends to

change all this. Taken at his own word,
we must grant he has been successful.

The pages of the book echo and reecho
to the letting off of both barrels of the

shotgun, which seems to be used with a

fine disregard for animal and human
rights. Most collectors have too much re-

gard for wild life to use every hawk as

an excuse to target a shotgun, as Sander-
son and his party do. Climbing about tree

tops with the safety off the shotgun, shoot-

ing at bats flying about inside a house
with the resultant hole blown through
the roof, firing at bats emerging from an
opening where the head of a native may
appear at any moment, all such episodes

suggest heedless, careless boys rather than
experienced collectors. In such respects the



Sanderson expedition undoubtedly liroke

out of the rut of ordinary expeditions, but

also this adds spice and variety to the

narrative and not until the last page is

reached can the reader be certain that

someone has not stopped a charge of shot.

Sanderson was working in a region

which possesses a very rich fauna. This

part of West Africa is the home of many
rare and exceedingly interesting animals.

The collectors meet with an impressive

list of the rarities, and on this score they

deserve great credit. Some of the species

are not as rare as Sanderson thinks they

are, but the securing of additional speci-

mens can still be counted as a feather in

the cap of the man who collects them.

The style of the book is graphic and

moving and there are few dull moments.

The descriptive passages take the reader

right into the heart of things. Sometimes

the deductions of the author appear to

have rather tenuous foundations, and the

reader is entitled to wonder if Sanderson

has guessed correctly.

The selection of the title would appear

to be a happy one, if the connotation of

the word "treasure" is taken into account.

The dictionary does not give a definition

to support the suggestion which comes to

mind when one hears of "hidden trea-

sure" or "pirate treasure" but there is the

idea involved, in such instances, that per-

haps there is no such thing in existence.

In other words, to believe in "hidden

treasure" requires faith and imagination.

Just so, if the reader believes that "trea-

sure" lies within the covers of Sanderson's

book, his faith will make its discovery

easy. It is too bad that some of this trea-

sure, for all its glitter, turns out to be

"fool's gold."

Lack of space prohibits citing in detail

some of the statements made by Sander-

son which do not stand up well upon
analysis. These have been brought out in

other reviews, the most telling of which
appeared in the Scientific Monthly for

January, 1938. If the present review

seems unduly severe, it should be pointed

out that only a museum or kindred insti-

tution has the data to review a book such

as Sanderson's, and a discussion from
such a source must expect to be taken

seriously. The publicity given the book
makes it necessary to face the issue

squarely. If Sanderson is right, the mu-
seums are wrong. It may be that the ap-

pearance of Animal Treasure will mark
an epoch in field biology, and expeditions

will be dated B. S. or A. S., before or

after Sanderson, but this reviewer be-

lieves that most field men will still pre-

fer to follow the old methods even if they

do not produce best sellers.

H. E. Anthony.

TiHE HUMAN VALUE OF
BIOLOGY
---------by Johan Hjort

Harvard University Press, $2.50

DR. JOHAN HJORT, the distinguished

Norwegian biologist, has long been

one of the foremost students of marine
biology, especially in its practical appli-

cation to the fish and whale industries. He
was selected as one of the few biologists

to take a leading part in the Harvard
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Tercentenary ceremonies. While visiting

Cambridge he revised in the form of the

present book, the series of lectures which

he had presented before the younger stu-

dents at the biological laboratory at the

University of Oslo. The title of these col-

lected lectures is ambiguous and should

read "A Biologist's Philosophical Out-

look on Life." It is Doctor Hjort's thesis

that biology should be interpreted by

biologists and not by philosophies derived

from physics and mathematics. Hence a

considerable part of these collected lec-

tures deals with the interpretation of biol-

ogy in the light of classical philosophies.

Perhaps the most stimulating part of the

book deals with the biological discoveries

which Doctor Hjort and his associates

have made. It is impressive to learn that

tens of thousands of fishermen working in

a limited area have not been able to alfect

the fluctuation of the fish population while

a slight change in climate has been able

to produce an enormous reduction in num-

bers, merely by modifying the food of the

younger stages of the fish. There are

principles in the rise and fall of popula-

tions which apply to both fish and man,

and it is Doctor Hjort's thesis that rational

sociology including both politics and gov-

ernment should take cognizance of these

principles. He illustrates this thesis by

presenting a story of the rise of the prawn
industry in Norway which was made pos-

sible by the biological discoveries he

made.

Doctor Hjort summarizes his views with

a statement that those who would serve

society best should direct their eflForts

toward "liberating those who suffer from

want of intellectual activity in their work,

the greatest of all social diseases."

G. K. N.

T]HE STORY OF 20th CEN-
TURY EXPLORATION

- - by Charles E. Key, F. R. G. S'.

Alfred A. Knopf, $3.50

THIS composite narrative of the con-

quest of the last great geographical

mysteries is an informative and absorbing

book written by a man who has special-

ized in history and geography in Cam-
bridge University. He has drawn not only

from the voluminous published records of

expeditions but from privately printed

documents and letters, but he does not

burden the book with details which do

not either enhance the dramatic effect or

illustrate typical problems encountered in

the various regions discussed.

Probably no equal period in history can

show such extensive exploratory achieve-

ments as those of the recent decades

chosen by this author, and his book well

shows the strides that have been made
lately in the methods of exploration.

As the story unfolds we see the air-

plane, the motor car, and the radio taking

their place, and the nature of the objec-

tives likewise undergoes a change. But the

author devotes more attention to the scal-

ing of unclimbed peaks and the charting

of unmapped territory than to discoveries

of buried cities, primitive tribes or dino-

saur graveyards. If more emphasis seems

to be laid on the more dramatic, mobile

expeditions with objectives chiefly geo-

graphical than on the intensive scientific

aspects of many present-day expeditions,

let it be remembered that exploration has

onlv recently emerged from the "flag-

planting" era and that without the strong

spirit of adventure that accompanies the

pioneer work, the scientific achievements

that follow would not be possible.

E. M. W.

Early man
Edited by George Grant MacCurdy

J. B. Lippincott Company, $5.00

^HIS unique volume is made up of

T!thirty-six brief, clear-cut essays deal-

ing with practically all aspects of the

origin, the antiquity, and the development

of early man and of his culture. Origi-

nally of greater length, these are papers

read, in large part by leading world au-

thorities, at the International Symposium
held to celebrate the 125th anniversary of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phil-

adelphia in March of last year. Geo-

graphically speaking, the entire world is

dealt with in one way or another, but the

emphasis is naturally on the American

continent and its long-standing unsolved

archaeological problems.

No one man could write an adequate

review of all these more or less technical

expositions; but, on the other hand, were

the widely divergent topics parcelled out

to specialists the results would exceed the

space here available. It must suffice there-

fore to state that of the round three dozen

papers three are devoted to Europe, seven

to Asia, one to Africa, three to Indonesia

(Java), one to the Pacific Islands, one to

South America, and sixteen to the United

States. These localizable presentations, to-

gether with three purely topical papers,

cover almost every imaginable type of

material evidence having bearing on

"early man" as presented by experts in

geology, climatology, botany, vertebrate

and invertebrate zoology, paleontology,

human osteology, and material culture.

Dealt with, for example, are such refined

subjects as geochronology. Pleistocene

stratigraphy, pollen analysis. Post-glacial

forests, marine and fresh water muUusca,

Pleistocene and Post-glacial mammals,

transpacific migration, and, naturally

enough, all the newly found evidence

bearing on the antiquity of man in

America.

This latter problem is viewed from

many diflrerent angles, cultural and en-

vironmental, and is brought to a fairly

clear, though divided, focus. On the one

hand, the external evidence, particularly

the Old World environmental conditions

favoring migration to the New World, is

by some authors regarded as pointing to

a very late Post-glacial arrival, dated by

Dr. H. J. Spinden at about 2500 B.C. On
the other hand, the internal evidence—the

various recent archaeological discoveries

in both North and South America—are

by others held to point even more defi-

nitely to an early Post-glacial date, which

some would carry back all of fifteen or

twenty thousand years. To the disinter-

ested student a compromise seems inevit-

able. The truth more than likely lies

somewhere between the two extremes.

N. C. Nelson.
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N.'iATURI'; I'HO'l'OORAPHY
AROUND TllK YKAR

liy Percy A. Morris

I). .\|ipl(iijn-('enniry Company, $4.00

MK. MORRIS has provided us wiili a

liook iIkii is mucli rrioix- than a trea-

tise on nature pliotography— rather he
has prepared an almanac for the ama-
teur (and professional) naturalist who
lives in the northeastern sectioti of our
country. It is written in a distitictive and
original style, is replete with personal oli-

servatioii, and contains some two hundred
photographs which not only illustrate the

topics discussed, hut also serve to empha-
size the author's i|ualifications for a work
of this kind.

The introductory chapter deals with the

e(|uipmen( essential for effective nature
photography, and includes a discussion of

the coinparative advantages of the vari-

ous types of cameras, lenses, filters, films

and other accessories. The succeeding

twelve chapters are devoted to a review
of the variety of subjects which may be

hunted with the catnera during each

month of the year. March is the first

month discussed ; it being the opening of

spring and the beginning of the natural-

ists' year. Some of the multitudinous forms
of the life of field, orchard, forest, swamp,
back-yard, seashore, tide pool and fresh

water pond and streatn are noted, each

with some relatively distinctive feature to

aid in fairly accurate determination. Sug-

gestive notes as to method and treatment

in photography are abundant, but do not

interrupt the trend of the true subject

matter. The many illustrations are fully

documented with data on light conditions,

exposure, shutter opening, filter, etc.

This is a book by an amateur naturalist

which merits the attention of all natural-

ists. It is delightful reading.

H. E. VOKES.

How TO KNOW PEOPLE
BY THEIR HANDS
--------- by Josef Ranald

Modern Age Books, Inc., 95c.

TTERALDED as a scientific treatment
-1- -I- of hand analysis written by an
Austrian who holds a Ph.D. from the

University of Vienna and is a student in

the Sigmund Freud School of Applied
Psycho-Analysis, this book is an anomaly.
Intuition rather than statistical proof
seems to be Dr. Ranald's method of treat-

ing the 50,000 hand-impressions reputed
to comprise his collection which includes

those of some of the world's most famous
people.

Dr. Ranald departs from the fortune

teller's method (which he scorns) only

in the section entitled "The Doctor Looks
at Hands" in which he refers to some
medical interpretations of the condition

of the hand, and in which he is treading
on more plausible scientific ground. But
all in all, the book is entertaining. It

makes good rainy day fun for the family
or parlor amusement for your guests.

J- J.

Aldluon the
na'j'uralist

- - - by Francis Hobart Herrick

D. Appleton-Ccntury Company
Second Edition, $6.00

T7IRST published in 1917, in two vol-
* umes. Professor Herrick's standard
biography of Audubon now appears in a

single volume of about 1000 pages. Be-
yond a "Foreword and Postscript" of 36
pages, effectually disposing of the Dau-
phin myth, the text is that of the original

edition. For twenty years it has served as

an authoritative source book for popular
writers on Audubon. Let us hope that it

may now reap the crop for which it

supplied the seed.

To write adequately of the romance of

Audubon's life, of the charm of his per-
sonality, of the period in which he lived,

of the explorations he made, of his achieve-
ments as a student and painter of birds
and of his amazing success in making his

work known, calls for more than the gifts

of the poet or story-teller.

Professor Herrick's bibliography con-

tains 267 titles. Properly to digest all this

material, to solve the riddle of Audubon's
birth, to estimate his true place as natu-
ralist, artist, author and publisher calls

for exceptional qualifications as a biog-
rapher. On all but one count Professor
Herrick seems prepared to speak with
authority. Trained in methods of research
and to value accuracy, a bibliographer in

practice, an ornithologist by profession, a

student of Audubon's life for the love of

it, he needs only to be an artist to become
the ideal biographer of his subject.

Some day, let us hope, a trained artist,

who is also a born bird painter, will

write understandingly of Audubon's work
in painting birds. Meanwhile, we are safe

with Professor Herrick.

F. M. C.

D-'^NGER IS MY BUSINESS
...._-._. by John D. Craig

Simon and Schuster, $3.00

ATWENTV-YEAR-OLD clerk in a

California tool factory suddenly found
himself rich when oil was discovered on

his property. At once he set out to see the

world and to seek adventure. This young
man was John Craig. Immediately he was
possessed with the desire of photographing

the strange and unusual on earth so peo-

ple "at home" could see and enjoy the

things they were never able to experience.

This he has done in some thirty-five

countries, and audiences everywhere have
been thrilled by his sequences used in such

pictures as Trader Horn, and Devil

Tiijer. Captain John D. Craig is now
thirty-four and in Danger Is My Business

he tells the story of his life—a life

crammed brimful of adventure. He has

climbed the Pyramids; he has been held

prisoner by the Riffs; he has gone after

tigers with gun and with camera in the

jungles of India; and for the past eight

years, with a crew of adventurous young
men, he has engaged in one of the most

dangerous of all businesses—deep-sea div-

ing. In his time he has roamed the floors

"Jill- hrsi an liiijiihun.'
IJ / HERALIJ TRIBUNE

Audubon
THE NATURALIST

A History of His Life

and Tinne

liy I'rdiicis

Hoharl Hcrrivk

This great biography is now
re-issued in one volume with

an interesting new section

which disposes once and for

all of the Audubon-lost Dau-
phin myth. The volume con-

tains the complete set of 118

illustrations, four of which
are in color. $6.00

Nature
Photography

Around
the Year
By Perry A. Morris

This unique book is at once a

month-by-month almanac of

nature subjects and a com-
plete manual of instruction

for the nature photographer.

It discusses equipment and
procedure, and the how and
where of flowers, leaves, but-

terflies, moths, frogs, toads,

snakes, clouds, etc., etc.

Illustrated ?4.00

The Life

Story of
the Fish
By Brian Curtis

Inlroducfion by

WILLIAM EEEBE

The only book of its kind—

a

non - technical, authoritative

and highly entertaining study
of fish habits and behavior,

based on the latest and most
complete findings of science.

"The book is seasoned with
fine emotion and clarity which
makes it an everyman's vol-

ume."—William Beebe
Illustrated $3.00

At All Booksellers

D. APPLETON- CENTURY COMPANY
35 West 32nd Street, New York
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of many seas and has experienced prac-

tically everv possible danger in that rela-

tively unknown world. And in all these

dare-devilish adventures, each time he

was in a tight spot, the human Craig

would repeat the bracing formula of the

courageous man in the story his father

had told him—"So far I am all right."

Captain Craig is a showman, and he

puts on a grand show. Every page of his

hook is a thriller, yet it is obvious that he

is but modestly relating what has actually

happened. His descriptions are clear and

vivid; and his characters are brought in

almost unnoticed and they at once become

part of the story. Of course he is a Holly-

wood photographer and frequently his

style becomes almost saturated with the

jargon of the cinema. That, however, is

no particular sin, and often it is a relief.

Likewise, it might be said that there are

a few inaccuracies. For instance, on page

233 he says, "There are no polar bears

in Alaska." What he means is, there are

none in southern Alaska for on the same

page he says, "We'd have to go into the

Arctic." Then too, the Lusitania is not in

the Irish Sea, but it is awfully close to it.

It is true that Captain Craig recognizes

his danger business as a show, but one

cannot help realizing that he also regards

it from a serious view point. He is con-

stantly striving to improve diving equip-

ment and does it scientifically. Along this

line, he has accomplished much. Through

his efforts, underwater radio broadcasting

has been made possible. That in itself

is a marked achievement. He may not

have been the first to use helium to

shorten the time of decompressing a diver,

but the result of experimentation by him-

self and associates was to reduce the

time to one-twenty-fourth below previous

safety. And the Craig-Nohl diving suit

is the most up to date of its kind. Most

of this he has accomplished in prepara-

tion for the most dangerous of all his

undertakings—filming the salvage work

on the Lusitania.

Erich M. Schlaikjer.

Exploring as a career
The Institute for Research, Chicago, $1.00

THE purpose of this brochure is to give

useful information to the prospective

explorer. Against a historical background

it analyzes the special academic and prac-

tical training that will prove valuable to

anyone who seeks a career in the less

civilized parts of the world, either in the

interests of science or commerce. The

brochure was prepared by a group of

well-known educators and scholars.

E. M. W.

Australia's entail
- - by A. O. Barrett

Robertson and Mullens, Ltd.,

Melbourne, 6 s.

HERE is a book from Australia dedi-

cated to the man in the street, every-

where about this broad world. It is a

most interesting book. As stated in the

pronouncement, it represents the result of

a lifetime spent by an amateur in obser-

vation, experiment and study of plants as

a hobby and their eflfect upon human lives.
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The book is divided into two parts. The

first part deals with soil, the salient fea-

tures of plant life, how plants live, and

how our interest and respect for them

throws with our increased knowledge of

The peculiarities and habits of plants. The

second part deals with the priceless en-

tail of Australia—the natural indigenous

plants and their relation to the present

and future economic life of the country.

This book is not a text book, instead

it is a most interesting and illuminating

account of Mr. Barrett's observations and

experiments on plants of various kinds

under the varied climatic conditions which

exist in Australia. It contains instructive

and useful information for those who

grow or cultivate plants or crops in wet

or arid regions. It contains data about

plants that are particularly applicable

to the Great Plains area of the United

States and other regions where marginal

or submarginal lands exist. Among other

things it tells what the food of plants

consists of, how some of it is derived

from the soil by the roots and other es-

sential parts from the air by the leaves.

It tells how a plant lives and what causes

it to die. For instance, one of the essen-

tial features of growth is that the roots

must be kept in absolute darkness. Salts

of various kinds are taken from the soil

by the roots and carried up to the leaves,

sugars in turn are sent down to the roots

for the building of root cells.

Plants suitable for holding soils, sands

or silts that are apt to be blown by the

wind are also discussed. Dust storms in

Australia are as violent and as formid-

able as those in the "Dust Bowl" of the

U.S.A. The preservation of Australia's

entail is as serious a problem as that of

the United States. Read this book and be

informed of Nature's great plant and soil

heritages.
Chester A. Reeds.

M]Iilestones in medicine
—Laity Lectures of the New York

Academy of Medicine

D. Appleton-Century Company, $2.00

OF the series of laity lectures at the

academy, those of the 1936-1937 sea-

son are published in this little volume.

They are:

The Historical Background of Psychia-

try by Smith Ely Jelliffe, M. D.; The

Mechanisms of Heredity, by Charles R.

Stockard, M. D.; Medicine at Sea in the

Days of Sail, by Karl Vogel, M. D.; The

Evolution of the Human Brain, by Fred-

erick Tilney, M. D. ; The History of

Medical History, by Henry E. Sigerist,

M. D.; The History of Leprosy, by New-

ton E. Wayson, M. D. ; The Story of the

Glands of Internal Secretion, by Walter

Timme, M. D.

The presentation of such interesting

topics in science by such technically un-

assailable authorities, may be safely left

to the reader's appreciation without doubt

of his being delighted. But it is the Acade-

my's decision (implicit in these writings)

to become educators (and therefore lead-

ers) with which this reviewer is particu-

larly concerned. Let us, then, consider this

important decision of physicians to edu-

cate, to lead; for the implications of truly

leading and of leading honestly might

well make academicians fear to tread.

We need a language for the specialist

and the general public which shall be

mutually comprehensive and comprehen-

sible, definite and definitive. It is far more

important for speculative thought to tell

what it is talking about than for it to be

right the first time. Most education (and

leadership) is nonsense because it has not

yet made a standard definition of its

terms, or evolved a general theory of

value. If mathematicians, for instance,

need a concept of probable number, their

interests and interpretations in order to be

useful should be apparent in outline to the

public health man, the psychiatrist, the

surgeon and his patient. Evolution, how-

ever delightful for purposes of abstract

discussion, is much over-emphasized. It is

only a modest history of the mutation of

some species, not an indication of what

species or organization of species we

might aspire toward. It is of no more cos-

mic importance than the history of some

light; no more helpful that the history of

Hannibal. Is humanity but a few indivi-

dualistic tinkles among gigantic harmo-

nies? Is there any par that we can at least

try for? Experience, experiment, more

comprehensive and definitive thought . . .

To lead, to educate, to be honest. Thus

academicians tread.

Randolph Barton, M. D.

Gardening indoors
by F. F. Rockwell

and Esther C. Grayson

Macmillan, $2.50

IN this day of specialization it seems

quite fitting that even the growing of

the favorite house plant should become

a scientific and highly specialized form

of Art, where color, size, and shape is

considered in relation to the place the

plant is to occupy in the house.

For many plants the correct soil com-

position, the proper amount of light, the

shape and rapidity of growth in relation

to available space, the color of flower

and leaf in relation to the color scheme

of the room and innumerable other prob-

lems have been determined. The results

of experimentation are now made avail-

able in capsule form, so to speak, in Gar-

dening Indoors by the well known F. F.

Rockwell and his co-author Esther C.

Grayson.

If you are one who enjoys following

directions you will not have to face the

problems which confronted the now out-

moded indoor plant raiser of the hetero-

geneous mixture of, shall we say, Lady

Washington geraniums, begonias, coleus

and amaryllis. It is doubtful whether

many of these old-fashioned growers

gave much thought to the color scheme

created by their groups of blooming

flowers, or wondered whether the vine

would trail in a graceful curve. Then,

too, it may have taken much experiment-

ing to find that the slip from grand-

mother's Gloxinia did not like to have

its face washed any more than the Seven

Little Dwarfs, in Snow White.

They undoubtedly would have been

grateful for statements such as these;
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the Gloxinia and African violet must

al)sc)rl) their moisture from below, do not

spriiikle; primulas do best in cool tem-

peratures; do not let drops of water
stand on the delicate leaves of the Saxi-

frage sarentosa; the fibrous-rooted be-

gonias must never have "wet-feet" or

wet foliage; during the blooming period

Lady Washington geraniums need fresh

air and full sun.

It is interesting to noie ihai the branches

of the Norfolk Island Pine must not touch

the wall or window, that the Leopard
plant stands house conditions admirably;

thai if you keep some plants, like the

Silk Oak, in a north window they will

grow so much more slowly that they will

not get unwieldy in size.

The book gives in very concise form
suggestions for possible indoor gardens

and for growing of single plants both

for those with a very limited amount of

space, and also for those who are for-

tunate enough to have sun porches or

gardens in which to propagate plants in

the summer, which are to be brought in-

doors in the winter.

The illustrations add their impetus to

the persuasive powers of the authors in

leading one to think that the very pop-

ular and modern "art" of indoor garden-

ing is intriguingly simple and worthy of

trial.

Farida a. Wiley.

The anatomy of the
frilled shark chlamy-
doselachus anguineus
CARMAN
.---..- by Bertram G. Smith

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, 1937, $3.50.

THE frilled shark (Chlamydosclachus

anguineus Garman) from the time of

its first description by Garman in 1885

has never failed to arouse the interest of

students of the evolution of the verte-

brates, partly on account of its reputa-

tion of being the most primitive of the

true fishes. To the late Dr. Bashford

Dean, Curator of Fishes, Chlamydoscl-

achus was always a subject of prime im-

portance and in the course of his extended

investigations of the embryology of the

oldest living types of fishes he collected

material for his studies on the natural

history, anatomy and embryology of this

very rare deep water shark. Unfortu-

nately Doctor Dean died before the com-

pletion of his ichthyological vpork, leav-

ing behind him a great deal of material

which has formed the nucleus of the

Bashford Dean Memorial Volume: Arch-

aic Fishes. Of this several parts have al-

ready been published by the Museum
under the able direction of Dr. E. W.
Gudger, the editor of the series. "The
Natural History of the Frilled Shark,

Chlamydoselachus anguineus" by E. W.
Gudger and B. G. Smith was published

last year. The recently issued general

and detailed anatomy of this fish by B. G.

Smith is dealt with in an excellent work
of 505 quarto pages and 7 plates. It would

be difficult to find anywhere a more satis-

factory presentation of the results of

many investigations, fairly and compactly
stated, abundantly illustrated and illu-

minated by the author's wide and inten-

sive knowledge of human and compara-
tive anatomy. Not the least important are

the author's closing words:
"My outstanding impression of the

frilled shark is thai it presents a strange
assemblage of characters ranging from
very primitive to highly differentiated. In

this, it is comparable to Chimaera, though
the latter is specialized in a decidedly
different way. Clitamydoselachus is a

deep-sea adaptation of some rather ancient
type of shark, and is now waging a los-

ing battle in the struggle for existence."

W. K. G.

Axial bifurcation in
SERPENTS: An Historical Survey
of Serpent Mon.sters Having Part of

the A.xial Skeleton Duplicated

- - by Bert Cunningham

Duke University Press, $2.50

r^ OUBTLESS man's interest in double-
•1-^ headed monsters and similar malfor-
mations dates back well into prehistoric

times. From the era of Aristotle, through
the period when P. T. Barnum capital-

ized on this interest right down to the

present day Sunday supplement, scientific

and lay writers alike have found it to

be of interest to describe and to de-
pict "Siamese twins," two-headed calves,

four-legged chickens and similar anoma-
lies resulting from abnormal develop-
ment.

Cunningham laboriously has gone
through an extensive and scattered lit-

erature, including books, periodicals and
newspapers, to assemble reports of 225
"fairly well authenticated" cases of axial

duplication in serpents. These he has
catalogued and briefly annotated with ac-

counts arranged chronologically under
four main categories, with a fifth to in-

clude indeterminate specimens. Inasmuch
as every conceivable combination of the

axial skeletons has been reported, groups
are based somewhat arbitrarily upon the

degree of furcation. Twelve plates in-

clude small reproductions of 234 figures

taken from published as well as from
original photographs. X-ray photographs
and drawings.

The chief value of this little book,

which is comprised of seventy pages of

text and forty-seven pages devoted to

bibliography, indexes and plates, lies in

the historical treatment of subject matter.

The evolution of biological thought is ap-

parent through the chronological arrange-

ment of accounts in the text. Benjamin
Franklin is quoted as believing that a

snake with two heads represented a dis-

tinct genus because it was perfectly

formed, because it appeared to be an
adult (which it probably was not), and
because another snake entirely similar

had been found! As recently as 1919 a

popular "scientific" magazine carried an
account which stated that "A pair of

double-headed snakes will have all

double-headed offsprings" (sic), despite

the fact that as early as 1826 that emi-

H.G.WELLS
says of

"This is a book to read and then

browse over and after that to keep for

reference. It is a book to own."

WORLD
NATURAL
HISTORY
b E.G. BOULENGER

introduction by H. G. WELLS

268 pages, 150 illustrations from mod-
ern photographs, line drawings and
frontispiece in color. S3.00

BENEATH
THE

SURFACE
^J H. E. TOWNER COSTON

The mysterious teeming life beneath
the surface of streams and ponds is de-
scribed fuUy and graphically in this

volume, and the delicate balance of

conditions on which life depends made
vividly understandable. FuUy illus-

trated with many unusual photographs.

$3.00

This volume in the Design ofLife series

had two predecessors that are also

available:

Design in Nature h James Ritchie

Fully illustrated $2.00

Ways of Birds h Thora Stowell
Fully illustrated S2.00

at all bookstores

Charles Scrihner's Sons, New York
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nent dabbler in nearly all branches of

science, Samuel Latham Mitchill, had
contradicted any notion of hereditary di-

cephalism with a paper in which he ad-

vanced the theory that two-headed ser-

pents were universally monsters.*

The behavior of two-headed snakes is

of some general interest. In most cases

one head appears to dominate the con-

trol over bodily movements, whereas in

other cases what appears to be a struggle

between the heads for control has been

described. The majority of dicephalic

monsters ingest food through only one

head. More commonly both heads drink.

Apparently no attempt has been made to

correlate behavior with the internal

anatomy, and duplicated parts do not

always correspond to the external di-

chotomy. One monster having two three-

inch necks is reported to have had one

head swallow the other. However, at

present little of scientific value has been

achieved from such observations.

The author states that it is not his in-

tention to enter into a discussion of the

theoretical significances of axial duplica-

tion, but he is willing to offer the sug-

gestion that probably it is due to "mul-

tiple organization centers" on single or

on two embryonic discs. Such an explana-

tion would appear to be of little help

;

the real question would seem to be:

What is the origin of the separate "or-

ganization centers" or of the separate

discs?

Teratology makes its main contribu-

tion to biological theory, not through the

mere description of monsters, but rather

through the light it is able to throw upon
our understanding of normal develop-

mental processes. Inasmuch as the present

book is concerned but little with em-
bryology it has failed in this respect. Nor
has any attempt been made to explain

the neurological or physiological phenom-
ena, or to correlate these with the mor-
phology. Only the geographic distribution

has been summarized and the result is

meaningless from any biological view-
point.

The book is no more than the title im-

plies—an historical survey of one type

of monster. P. T. Barnum would have
found it very interesting.

C. M. BOGERT.

The birds of tropical
WEST AFRICA, with Special Ref-

erence to those of the Gambia, Sierra

Leone, the Gold Coast, and Nigeria.

Vol. IV
- - by David Armitage Bannerman

Crown Agents for the Colonies, London.
22S 6d.

'

I
*HE first volume of Doctor Banner-

-*- man's great work on the avifauna of

West Africa appeared in 1930, and the

fourth in 1937. There will be six in all.

Here will be found as complete an ac-

count of every species and race of bird
living in that vast area as it is possible
to give at the present time, and the total

*This is the more surprising since Mitchill
once testified at a trial that a white woman gave
liirth to a darl< child because her husband had
spilled ink in her shoe.
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number of named forms is estimated at

1502.

There are keys to identification, full

descriptions, measurements, statements of

range, and extensive notes on behavior.

The fourteen plates in color are by

Roland Green, George E. Lodge, and

Henry Jones, and there are also abundant

illustrations in black and white by H.

Gronvold and Roland Green, as well as

an excellent map of the Gambia.
The work is designed both for spe-

cialists in museums and for residents in

the West African colonies who desire

to become acquainted with birds.

The first three of these includes all

the orders of birds except the Passeri-

formes, commonly called perching birds,

which in tropical countries usually com-

pose about one-half of all the species.

Volume IV takes up eight families, those

of the broadbills, pittas, wagtails and

pipits, babblers, bulbuls, flycatchers, and

thrushes. Many of these are exceptionally

difficult to identify in the field, and for

this reason Doctor Bannerman has pre-

pared very thorough illustrated keys to

the genera, as well as keys to the species

in each genus. The subject is a large

and difficult one, and these splendid vol-

umes do all that is possible to simplify

it. Again Doctor Bannermran deserves

our warmest thanks and congratulations.

J.AMES P. Ch.apin.

A HISTORY OF THE BUSI-
NESS MAN
--_--_.-- by Miriam Beard

Macmillan, $5.00

The folklore of capi-
talism

by Thurman Arnold

Yale University Press, $3.era

IN the midst of an era wherein literature

about business and government is pro-

duced exclusively by people writing in a

high fever. Miss Beard and Professor

Arnold have chosen to turn out the cool-

est brace of books pertaining to these sub-

jects that have appeared in some time.

Their attitude differs so strikingly from
that of their colleagues that it seems at-

tributable to nothing short of a significant

social change of heart.

What Miss Beard has managed to give
us is, in essence, a panoramic view of

human reactions to the profit motive, re-

fracted by a series of differing circum-
stances. Aside from such tangible factors

as geographical location and the develop-
ment of tools, these circumstances were
mainly concerned with "climates of opin-
ion", a phrase borrowed from Professor
Arnold. For example, there were only two
major epochs in which a particular na-
tionality of business men was accepted by
compatriots as the salt of the earth—in

which a climate of opinion completely
favorable to its aims and achievements
obtained. The first of these epochs occured
when the Dutch business oligarchs of the
17th century didn't care which king
claimed what colonies so long as the pro-
duce of these colonies was transported in
Dutch vessels at a handsome profit. The

second occurred in the United States un-

der the administration of the late Calvin

Coolidge. Because there were no powerful
opposition groups in these two cultures,

they have left us a picture of the business

man at the height of his power. And of

the two. Miss Beard feels that it was the

Dutchmen who felt the least restraint. In

that little principality of bogs and fogs,

circumstances combined to give the busi-

nes man a "climate" the like of which he

may very possibly never see again. Al-

most everywhere else from ancient Greece
and Rome down to Victorian England and
Civil War America, the business man was
pitted in an endless struggle with the ag-

rarians—the international landed gentry

from whose ranks nearly all of the great

military and political heroes celebrated

by the traditional historian have emerged.
It is these heroes—the Caesars, the Louis

quatorzes and the Napoleons—who make
up the fagade of history. And, with Hol-

land and America excepted, it was only

when he bought his way into the landed
class, like the great banking family

Medici, that the business man could find a

place in their Pantheon.

In his time, Thurman W. Arnold has

been Mayor of a town in Wyoming and
Dean of a law school. He can, therefore,

look at the contemporary problems of gov-
ernment from both the "academic" and
the "practical" points of view. He has

done so in the Folklore of Capitalism and
his conclusion is that, with all its faults,

the "practical" is the only way that comes
anywhere near making sense.

You are doubtless aware by this time

that Professor Arnold has calmly de-

scribed all our legal and economic learn-

ing as nothing more nor less than

"theology." His approach to the present

day "American scene" is that of an an-

thropologist in the Malay Archipelago
where, he says, professional anthropolo-

gists have been wasting their time be-

cause far more interesting propitiatory

ritual has been conducted by the United

States Supreme Court (our priestly hier-

archy) than will ever be discovered in a

primitive society.

In the year rSSs, the "priestly hier-

archy" then functioning decided that an
organization owned by many people, com-
prising thousands of employees and oper-

ating over a vast geographic as well as

economic area under the name of a cor-

poration, could call itself a single person.

Of course, Mr. Arnold points out, a cor-

poration isn't a single person and the fact

that we have gone along for half a cen-

tury pretending that it is constitutes the

key ceremony—the vital article of faith

—

in our highly elaborate modern folklore.

The author describes many other cere-

monies and articles of faith which occupy
secondary and tertiary positions under
this key ceremony. Thus arranged, they
symbolize the political and economic ta-

boos of twentieth century Americans
cooly, impersonally, and wittily analyzed.

I am not going to enumerate these

taboos. They can be heard in the smoking
cars of commuter's trains and seen in the

anti-Roosevelt polemics of the daily press.

They are produced by the fierce conflict

between a practical need and an out-

moded "theology"—a "theology" which,
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Mr. Aiiiold l(;cls, will have lo K"- The
times arc crying for a new "theology"

(Professor Arnold does not believe any
age ever produces ultimate truths) and
until we get one, we will have to be satis-

tied with personalities. Miss Beard calls

Hitler, Mussolini, and Roosevelt "depres-

sion phenomenona." Professor Arnold re-

fers to them as personalities arising to fill

a vacuum left by the receding of an old

theology.

1). R, B.

A PRAIRIE GROVE
- - - - by Donald Culross Peattie

Simon and Schuster, $2.50

IMAGINATIVE human beings often ex-

press a heartfelt wish to have known,
through actual contact, something of the

everyday lives and experiences of long

vanished forbears. Often this desire may
approach true nostalgia and will include

a definite longing for glimpses of condi-

tions in primeval times and for the sight

of landscapes never to be viewed. In

America we are not far removed, in years,

from the keen-eyed early European ex-

plorers who had the privilege of paddling

down our then clear rivers. The creak

of ox-carts, toiling ever westward, may
still echo in the ears of those among us

who will listen. The parents of aborigines

living in our country today could remem-
ber the first white men to enter many a

western region.

Donald Culross Peattie sings of bygone

American days when he tells of his Prai-

rie Grove. He speaks of sunsets, clouded

by the wings of passenger pigeons, of

earth that shook beneath the mighty tread

of buffalo, and of Indians who gazed

with wonder at the glittering accoutre-

ment of the French missionary. Often he

paints a vivid picture, and again he peers

through shadowy forest aisles striving to

recapture a past that eludes even his far-

seeing eye. This is the story of the ad-

vancing parade of human history and of

the receding pageant of a once abundant

wild-life population, brought to focus

upon Mr. Peattie's island grove, nestled

on the broad plains of Illinois.

Aspiration and perspiration play their

parts wherein the white settlers came upon

and conquered the grove. The reader will

walk upon trails that gradually widen

and eventually will follow the "Ridge

Road that turns past Alison's Barns." He
will witness the transformation of the

land, smell the black earth turned to the

sky by adventuring plows, and dream of

things that were the dreams of the

pioneers.

Virility and fertility walked hand in

hand where the Goodner family were

concerned. The Goodners are Mr. Peat-

tie's principal actors, a hardy folk who

left a New England home to carve their

way in the Prairie Grove. Wolves howled

nearby, during that first long winter when

a relentless icy wind had its way with

the newly fashioned house. Goodners

were, in the main, courageous, steadfast

and philosophical. The young men and

women yearned for goals that could never

be attained, even as they do today. Un-

employment was an empty phrase. The

land provided work enough for all. Hun-

ger, in its many forms, urged (he family

on, making a naturalist of one lad and a

business man of another. There was the

wife who was loved and the one who was
deserted. Human behavior followed lis

ageless pattern against a virginal, wilder-

ness background.

Mr. Peattie becomes novelist, historian

and poet as he spins the warmly colored

thread of his talc. His certain knowledge
of wild nature, combined with his ability

to interpret her moods, adds a charm, the

like of which has entered few accounts

of the days and ways of our American
pioneers.

Wij.i.i.wi H. Cakr.

Gi.jrlANT FISHES, WHALES
AND DOLPHINS

by J. R. Norman and F. C. Fraser

W. W. Norton and Co., $4.00

WHALES and porpoises (some or all

of which are also called dolphins

in literature more than in the vernacular

of the sea) are so closely associated in

the popular mind with large fishes that it

is appropriate to have a book of refer-

ence including both, and at the same time

clearly pointing out the great differences

between them. Whales and porpoises of

course are not fishes but warm-blooded

air breathing mammals. We have here a

scholarly compilation of descriptions of

An altogether fascinating

GIANT FISHES

WHALES DOLPHINS
by J. R. NORMAN, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

jnd F. C. FRASER, B.S.C., F.Z.S.

Both 0/ the Dept. of Zoology, British Museum

Written to meet the demand for au-

thoritative information about the

giant creatures of the deep, this

book is filled to overflowing with

facts that at times verge on the bi-

zarre. For instance, inside the flipper

of a whale is a bone structure cor-

responding to that of humans, with
upper arm, forearm, wrist and fin-

ger bones . . . sharks are coveted
with teeth instead of scales . . . tor-

pedo fish carry around electric bat-

teries almost identical in principle

with man-made storage batteries,

and electrocute their prey ! Con-
tains a key to species, more than

100 line drawings and 8 full-color

plates. $4.00

W. W. NORTON & CO.
70 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

the principal fishes which ordinarily grow
to six feet or more in length, of certain

smaller forms asi-ociatcd with them, and
of all the well known Cetacea. There are

also interesting facts about each animal,

such as the pursuit of flying-fishes by the

dolphin (the fish this time, not the mam-
mal), history and methods of the whaling
industry, swordfish and marlins ramming
their spears into ships, and that the maxi-

mum time a finner whale remains under

water is probably about half an hour.

The part on fishes has been written by
Norman, that on whales and dolphins by

Fraser, and the abundant illustrations in-

cluding eight colored plates are by Col-

onel W. P. C. Tenison. These add greatly

to the attractiveness of the volume, and
also further its purpose of enabling the

voyager or seashore dweller correctly to

identify these animals.

In recommending a book of reference

a reviewer should also point out its limi-

tations, due in this case largely to the

nature of the subject matter treated. Vari-

ous large fishes such as certain kinds of

sharks, the tunnies, the marlins, are rep-

resented by several very similar and im-

perfectly known species the relationships

of which are still matters of opinion on

which no one can speak with authority.

It also seems that the authors have no
familiarity with the animals in life com-
parable with the breadth of their knowl-

edge of them in the museum and in liter-

ature ; characteristics and comparisons of

their behavior are often not drawn as

clearly as they might have been. For in-

stance we have a color plate to illustrate

different porpoises in which Delphinus
and Phocaena are both shown leaping

clear of the waves. There is no mention

of the fact that the former, a character-

istic animal of the blue water of the high

seas, does so customarily, several members
of a school often being in the air at once,

and that the latter, characteristically a

coastwise and harbor form, by contrast in

coming to the surface usually just rolls

its back into view for an instant with

scarcely a ripple. However, anyone in-

trigued by the life of the sea, and who is

not who sails upon its waters, will find

matter of interest and value in this small

volume. J. T. N.

Bird studies at old
cape aiay
-------- by Witmer Stone

Delaware Valley Ornithological Club.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia. 2 vols. $6.50

CAPE MA'V, at the southern end of

New Jersey, has long been famed
for its bird-life. The lay of the land, the

influence of the wind on southbound mi-

grants, the diversified nature of the land

itself, with shore and upland habitats in

close proximity, combine to create excep-

tional conditions during the migratory as

well as resident periods of the birds' year.

Attracted by the opportunities the region

offers both for killing and observing birds,

gunners and ornithologists have visited

it for many years to pursue their respective

callings. Each group has left records and
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in Witmer Stone has been found the man

to assemble them and place them with his

own. An historian and bird student, he

loves the past as the father of the present

and the present for itself. Friend of lay-

men as well as of bird men, his personal-

ity has stimulated cooperation. Student of

books as well as of birds, he is as familiar

with the work of others as he is with

his own. In short, both desire and experi-

ence have qualified the author for his

task and he has risen to the occasion.

Stone first visited Cape May in 1890

and it has occupied a place in his affec-

tions and interests ever since. His inten-

sive field studies were made between 1916

and 1930. The seven years remaining be-

fore the appearance of these notable

volumes formed, so to speak, a period of

incubation, during which the researches

and speculations of later students have

been considered with his own, making a

well-developed subjective and objective

presentation of the whole.

An introduction of 70 pages treats of

"Old Cape May," the bird-life of the

various distinctive habitats represented.

"The Changing Bird Life of the Cape,"

"Bird Migration at the Cape," etc.

Then follow some 800 pages of indi-

vidual "bird studies." They extend in size

from a paragraph to as much as a dozen

pages. Formal treatment is avoided and

the result is a readable description of the

bird in its haunts, accounts of personal

field experiences and liberal quotations

from the records of others. Special chap-

ters are devoted to "Autumn Hawk
Flights" and "Shore Birds."

In appearance the book is worthy of its

contents. There are two hundred and forty

photographs, taken chiefly by Wharton
Huber and W. L. Baily: many show the

country; many show birds in their haunts

and thus serve a double purpose. Pen-and-

ink tail-pieces, by Fletcher Street and

Herbert Brown, of characteristic scenes

and vegetation serve also to create an

atmosphere that envelops the book. Most

of the "studies" are headed by a cut, from

a third to half a page, from the pen of

Earl L. Poole. Admirable in art, tech-

nique, and ornithology, they are adequate

portraits of the species they illustrate. In

short, no one knowing the history of this

work can fail to share the author's plea-

sure at the completion of what has, in

truth, been a labor of love. With the aid

of many colleagues he has erected a

monument to 'Old Cape May and its

bird-life.
Frank M. Chapman.

Wardens of the wild
.._.----- by T. C. Bridges

Dodd, Mead and Company, $2.5o

A SPLENDID bird's-eye view of some

of the World's otitstanding wild life

sanctuaries and parks is presented in this

colorful, carefully written book. Men who
superintend numerous wilderness areas

play a large part in the general accounts

of the management, policy, and main-

tenance relating to preserves in North

America, Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia

and New Zealand. Mr. Bridges has chosen

his material with excellent discernment

and has gathered information directly

from park and sanctuary directors, from

scientific departments and agencies of the

various governments, and also from ac-

credited explorers, reputable conserva-

tionists and other authorities on wild life

preservation. In the main, the picture is

a heartening one. The number of areas

reserved for the use of wild creatures

are increasing annually and, of equal, or

perhaps of even greater importance, are

added armies of trained and sympathetic

men who are being given places of com-

mand in these same regions.

The author relates tales of human in-

terest throughout his well illustrated vol-

ume. There are fascinating stories of ele-

phants, gorillas, buffalo, and many other

animals. One of the most satisfactory

single chapters on the beaver we have

ever read, is presented under the title of,

"A Man Who Loves Beaver." The de-

scription of beaver habits is contained in

the first six pages and forms an account

so well balanced that it should be a model

for animal biographers.

Wardens of The Wild deserves a

large and appreciative audience. We hope

that it will be read by those who are

responsible for the formation of new
parks in our own country, and we are

certain that those who visit our wild life

preserves will gain much through a study

of this book.

William H, Carr.

This is our world
--------- by Paul B. Sears

University of Oklahoma Press, $2.50

IN This Is Our World Paul B. Sears

brings together a gift for writing, a

fine scientific mind trained in botany and

ecology, and a sense of humor to explain

to the reader how he happens to be alive

today.

Man is merely a part of the complex

of nature. He does not stand outside it.

However, as he does not realize this, he

is living in a destructive fashion way be-

yond his means. To show this the author

describes the world and gives its history;

tells of the surface on which life evolves;

the atmosphere which it breathes; the

water which is a part of it. In this

medium life developed as the valleys were

exalted and the mountains lowered in geo-

logical development. This process pro-

duced soil which was cultivated by many
organisms until it could support large

plant fo'rms and the organisms which ac-

company them. Life evolved until this

planet contained the necessary prerequi-

sites for the development of prehensile-

thumbed man. In the earlier civilizations

he lived pretty generally in an environ-

mental equilibrium. When he did not, the

situation was remedied by war, disease,

and migration.

Today man is breaking the universal

order. Technology is squandering his

legacy; science is loosening the control

disease had over population; the ad-

vanced science of killing is consuming

resources which required millions of years

to generate. Man's civilization is a mal-

adjustment of the environment. Will his

ingenuity eliminate him from the earth

or can he make peace with the environ-

ment in which he lives?

Paul Sears writes: "All of the great

continents bear witness with abandoned
cities, mines, and fields, drifting dunes

and denuded hills, to the fact that human
activity can persist in a suicidal course

of doing the things that it has always

done, in the way that it is accustomed

to do them until the means of survival

themselves are exhausted." This is the

problem that faces all scientists and con-

structive thinkers: can man be dissuaded

from dismantling minutely and self-

righteously the land and sea that make his

existence possible?

Mr. Sears suggests as his solution an

impossible ideal of democracy which con-

sists of a God-like leader who will edu-

cate his people into a "debating camp"
which will lead to the necessary decisions.

The author's plan is based on a great

reasonableness of man, the lack of which

caused his trouble. However, the germ
of the author's method is sound and that

is to teach. This his book does well, mak-
ing the reader aware that man is an in-

gredient of nature and nature will have
the last word.

John N. Carley.

Arctic harpooner
by Robert Ferguson

Edited by Leslie Dalrymple Stair

University of Pennsylvania Press, $2.00

THE full history of whaling, starting

with the pursuit and capture of the

world's largest game by men equipped

with stone age weapons, has still to be

written. When the time comes for some-

one to attempt this most thrilling of

subjects, Arctic Harpooner will provide

some of the necessary human interest for

that phase of American whaling when
small vessels sailed from New England

ports up through Hudson Straits to the

vicinity of Southampton Island where they

wintered before returning the following

year.

This narrative is based on Robert Fer-

guson's diary of a sixteen-month voyage

in the years 1878 to 79 supplemented by

his record of a previous voyage in 1876

to the same region.

Junius Bird.

The call of the koala
....-_--- by Ambrose Pratt

K oala
-by Charles Barrett

31;

Robertson and Mullens, Ltd., Melbourne,

6/— and 2/— respectively.

THE people of Australia are becoming

conscious of the remarkable native

fauna of that continent, and these two

books are devoted to the unique koala,

from the viewpoint of conservation.

Both are rather small volumes, the

larger being a little over a hundred pages

and the smaller a third of that. "The Call

of the Koala" is the more complete, and

it gives a good general description of

Continued on page 313
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Till-; IIK,I li;ST MOUNTAIN
liVI'R C:i.IMBf;D

CuHllmird jrum pane 250

'I'he jouie led us u]) ajriiiiul the base of
an enormous roek buttress and onto the
narrow southern ridge near the snow line

at 18,000 feet. The ridge soon became
broken into a series of abrupt steps where
bands of sedimentary rock became out-

crops. Camp I was placed at 19,500 feet,

immediately below the first step. There
was some difficulty for the ridge was nar-
row and on one side precipitous; in fact,

we were to find throughout the entire as-

cent that there was scarcely a spot large
enough for our 7x7 foot tents along the

entire 10,000-foot face of the peak, so

steep were its slopes. In every case it was
necessary to build elaborate platforms to

support the tents.

The entire party worked to provision

Camp I, then I retired to the Base Camp,
as predetermined, to take charge of the

porters there and to do some surveying
of the surrounding topography.* Two of

our Sherpas were already ill, one with a

serious form of dysentery of which he
died three weeks later.

"Leap-frog" progress

It was essential to be roped together

while moving anywhere on the steep

mountainside, and the party was divided

into teams or "ropes" of two or three men
each. One team went ahead to prospect the

route for the next stage while the others

worked to provision the camp below.

When the site for a camp had been found,

a tent was placed there and immediately

occupied by a fresh reconnaissance party,

the first team dropping back to the easier

life of the support. This new advance rope

again pushed ahead while the main body,

with the aid of porters, fully stocked the

higher camp. At night the support party

returned to the lower camp to avoid con-

gestion and to consume supplies at as low

an elevation as possible. With seven

climbers it was practical to give each team
two days with the support to one of push-

ing on in advance. Inasmuch as we were
relying purely on acclimatization rather

than on oxygen to cope with the altitude,

we felt it necessary to spend two nights

at each successive camp before going

higher.

This system of "leap frogging" was
carried out until we had established Camp
V, a light bivouac at 23,500 feet, 16 days

after leaving the Base Camp. The Sherpa

porters had been taken out of the fight one

by one through illness and snowblindness

until, by Camp III, all the work of car-

rying ahead had to be borne by the white

climbers. The route was sometimes defi-

nitely hazardous and often far from ob-

vious. In a number of cases it took sev-

eral attempts to surmount the next ob-

stacle. Our pace was slow of necessity,

weather conditions were not always fav-

orable, and at Camp III (21,200 feet) the

entire party was beset by a severe storm

that kept them huddled in their tents for

two days, while a wild wind raged across

the upper cliffs of the mountain and bat-

tered the camp mercilessly. All of these

*See A Geocjraphical Review, "Ma
the Nanda Devi Basin, by A. :

January, 1938. Vol. 28, pp. 59-62.

factors, while not unforeseen, conspired
to delay the final assault.

On August 26, Houston and Odell, two
of the ablest men, left Camp V on the first

bid for the summit. The upper slopes of
Nanda Devi are composed of great crags
of rock several thousand feet high. The
angle of these slopes is great and the
rocks were covered with a thin coating
of ice and snow. Progress for the climb-
ers was slow and a feasible route diffi-

cult to find. The two men reached a point

at nearly 25,000 feet before they were
forced to turn back due to poor snow con-
ditions.

That night at Camp V Houston was
taken ill with food-poisoning and at that

great height the smallest ailment can be

a serious matter. Houston was forced to

withdraw and retired to Camp IV. On
August 27, Tilman came up from below
to join Odell and replace him. Deciding
that Camp V was too low to make a really

effective try at the summit, they carried

a camp 500 feet higher on the following

day. They were now at 24,200 feet or

within 1500 feet of their goal.

August 29th dawned clear, Odell and
Tilman got away from Camp VI at 6:00

a. m. as the sun came up. The support

party stood ready at Camp IV to ofi^er as-

sistance in case of emergency. The two
climbers followed the route of the previ-

ous attempt and, making better time, ap-

proached the last rock wall below the

summit by i :oo p. m. In ascending this

wall by a narrow gully, they dislodged

an avalanche whicii slithered away over

the 8000-foot precipice below, narrowly
missing them.

Where no man had trod

At last, at 3:00 p.m. after 9 hours of

weary climbing, Odell and Tilman stood

on the summit. We had won! But Nanda
Devi had not been "conquered." We well

knew that with such weapons as storm,

cliff and avalanche we had won only at

Nanda Devi's pleasure; we felt more
humble and less proud that she had per-

mitted it.

The summit was a gently rounded cone

of wind-packed snow. Though the weather

was comparatively mild, the view was
somewhat spoiled by broken banks of

monsoon cloud. During the hour spent on

top, when the two men felt as far re-

moved from the earth beneath as if they

had been on Mars, they photographed the

distant peaks and noted the temperature,

which was 15° F. Descent to Camp VI

was cautious but more rapid, and by sun-

set the two men were once more in their

sleeping bags. On the 30th Odell and Til-

man descended to Camp IV and, on the

way, were met by the support party as-

cending to see how they had fared. By the

I St of September the entire mountain had

been abandoned and all hands were safely

at the Base Camp, 21 days after leaving

it and 11 months since the first plans had

been laid in faraway Cambridge. Da
Namgil returned with the porters from

Joshimath on the appointed day.

Inasmuch as the principal objective of

the Expedition had been accomplished,

there remained little to be done. Odell

had obtained much valuable data on the

geology of the Nanda Devi complex (not

yet published). My survey map was com-

pleted within a few days. There was still

one more piece of exploration to carry
out—the crossing of the eastern rim by a

new col attempted by Dr. T. G. Longtiaff

in 1905. This crossing was then accom-
plished by Houston and Tilman who, after

some difficult ice-climbing, crossed the col

and thence returned to Ranikhel by this

new route. The remainder of the party
left the Sanctuary by the Rishi Gorge,
now a little less fearsome due to our fa-

iniliarity with it. There remained only the

writing of reports and the publication of

our photographs and material to complete
the picture of this Himalayan expedition.

And so, perhaps, one can see lioii; it all

took place. As to why—perhaps these

pages can convey something of the chal-

lenge and thrill of exploring and ascend-

ing a remote mountain giant, of standing

where no other human has ever stood.

Still somehow this does not fully explain

what drew us to the lonely valley para-

dise and its great ice-capped peaks. It

cannot all be told for there are things in

the hearts of men which words do not

portray.
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the animal. A popularized life history is

the story of Edward, a pet koala. The
food-problems involved in keeping the

species in captivity, or on reservations

are discussed at length. Eucalyptus leaves

and bark are the only natural food, and
no substitute is possible for any length

of time. It is then found that certain

species of Eucalyptus are poisonous, and
even in the preferred species the young
leaves, and occasionally the older leaves,

contain poisonous amounts of prussic acid.

These facts necessitate large reservations

and varied conditions to preserve the

koala. Mr. Pratt has contributed con-

siderably to the solution of these prob-

lems and deserves the gratitude of all

those interested in wild life.

Chapters on the classification, rela-

tionship, evolution, and anatomy of the

koala are written in popular language,

and are somewhat weaker than the nat-

ural history sections.

The second book is written more in the

style of the Sunday supplement, but may
be the more effective in enlisting popular
interest in the koala- and the support for

its conservation.

Both books are well illustrated vrith

photographs of koalas in various poses.

Those in the "Call of the Koala" being
especially attractive, j^^^^ j,^,^ ^^^^

c

YOUR NEW BOOKS

HINESE CERAMIC GLAZES
------ By A. L. Hetherington

Cambridge
:_^
at the University Press;

New York: Macmillan Company, $3.00

WITH the broadened fields of scien-

tific investigation, the situation

often arises of science overlapping with
art, and from the meeting there results

an increased interest in and appreciation

of the objects formerly viewed from the

artistic standpoint alone. This book is a

splendid example of the co-operative en-

deavors of the chemist in answering the

questions which inevitably arise in the

minds of lovers of Chinese porcelains as
Conlimied on page 320



LETTERS Continued from page 304

Jitccrivi
V AMD MORE

ON A

ROCK ISI/IWD

Stalagmites in awe - inspiring Carlsbad
Caverns—Bridal Veil Falls at beauteous
Yosemite— Pikes Peak in the majestic
Colorado Rockies—Old Faithful Geyser
at interesting Yellowstone— see them
all on a glorious trip through the West
this year.
Summer fares are low via the De Luxe

Golden State Limited or the Economy-
Luxury Californian—Chicago to California—and the Rocky Mountain Limited to
Colorado.

LOWCOST m-f îcpenie. toitrs
Rock Island has arranged truly eco-
nomical all -expense tours—especially
popular because of the added opportun-
ities offered for carefree enjoyment.

They include most
of the places you've
long wished to visit.
Ask about them.

Rock I

71iLa Salle S
Please send tn

> MAIL THIS COUPON
W. J. LEAHY, Passenger Traffic Manager

Station, Chicago, III.

nplete Information about;

All-Expense Tours.

Name

Address

City State 2386

/<en>Cti (/fr tAe /CovAeti

afternoon they said "In the near future

we shall have a broadcast from Pitcairn

Island." Can you tell me anything about

it? I hope you will be the man at this end.

Please pardon this long letter from a

garrulous old lady who has no one left

with whom she can talk of Pitcairn

Island. Again let me tell you how much
I have enjoj'ed your book.

Thomaston, Me. Caroline J. Tobey.

Dear Mrs. Tobey:
It was a delight to receive your very

kind letter, not only for the nice things you
wrote about my book but also because of

your interesting recollections of Pitcairn.

Of the names you mentioned, Simon
Young, Rosalind Young, Thursday Oc-

tober Christian, Russell McCoj- are all

dead. But Eunice Jane Lawrence Young
is still living. And the little twins Rose
and Lily are now grown up elderly ladies.

Rose married Parkins Christian and is a

grandmother. You will find her picture

opposite page 152 in my book. She is

seated on the extreme left, her husband
is on the extreme right holding their

grandchild. Between them is old Mrs.
Butler, Rose's mother who was then about

86 or 87. Mrs. Butler was Sophia McCoy.
She married a sailor, named Butler, who
died soon after. Standing are Rose's and
Parkins' daughter and her husband.

The other twin, Lily, married a Warren
and is the mother of Burley Warren whose
picture is also reproduced in my book.

The pretty young girl you noticed is, I

believe, one of the Warren girls.

I do remember a Carrie Jordan, but

unfortunately my records are not accessi-

ble as I write so that I cannot verify her

genealogy for you. I do, however, recol-

lect that there was no one living by that

name on Pitcairn at present.

The anchor of the Bounty was dredged
up several years ago but as far as I know
it was never purchased by any New York
museum. The islanders were anxious to

sell it and hoped to get a generous sum
for it from some historical institution.

Music has remained a favorite pastime

of the islanders, and they still prefer

hymns to secular tunes. Our collection of

symphonic and light classical music hardly

interested them at all. Indeed, when we
left the island, the entire population came
out in their boats and sang "Shall We
Meet by the Beautiful River."

It was a great pleasure to hear from
you, Mrs. Tobey, and if you will permit

it, I should like to publish your letter in

N.4TURAL History many of whose readers

are extremely interested in Pitcairn and
would enjoy reading your recollections of

a visit so long ago.

With kindest wishes.

Harry L. Shapiro.

American Museum.

Dear Dr. Shapiro:

Thank you for your very interesting

letter, telling me of the Pitcairn folk.

It brought back things I have not thought

of for many years.

We had collected quantities of clothing,

books, magazines and sewing materials

from San Francisco friends, or rather.

WYOMING
PATON RANCH. .\ liome, on a mountain stream
in the foothills of the Big Horn Mountains, where
you may relax and rest. liverything that life on
a ranch affords. Gentle horses, wholesome food,
attractive cabins. Guest capacity limited, rates rea-
sonable. Address William Paton, Shell, Wyoming.

C\ BAR, Cora, Wyoming, in the Upper Green^" River Valley. A large, old stock ranch
offers you Cabins—with baths, fireplace, elec-
tricity. Lake or Stream Fishing. Best food.—
Excellent mounts.—Comfort. Accommodations
limited. References required. Winter address:
Dr. E. S. Lauzer. Rock Springs, Wyoming.

CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND D RANCH, Wiliits, Calif. 14,000 acre
cattle ranch, rugged beautiful country, 15 miles
from the ocean. Modern accommodations. Ex-
cellent food. Riding, swimming, tennis, fishing
and hunting. Rates $50.00 per week. For de-
scriptive folder write: W. E. Hiatt, Box 517,
Wiliits, Calif.

COLORADO
SADDLE POCKET RANCH, Slater P. O., Colo-
rado. Old time mountain cattle ranch north-
western Colorado. Riding Ranch activities. Pack
trips. Fine trout streams on ranch. Swimming.
Modern accommodations. 12th guest season.
References exchanged. $40 up. R, D. Salisbury.
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they had been brought to the ship with
the request that we give them to the is-

landers. On the 22nd day out late in the

afternoon we sighted the island and
caught the "land smell."

At five the next morning I heard the

mate speak to my father and I went on
deck to find we were close to the island

and a boat was coming off. When she

was within hail a man shouted "Good
morning Captain J . We have been

looking for you. Captain M told us

you were coming." The boat was loaded
with fruit and vegetables and the Gov-
ernor brought two huge bouquets, one for

Mother and one for me. After we had
shaken hands all round he said "I've got

a mail for you Carrie." The mail proved
to be a letter from Miss Freeman who
had stopped there a few weeks before.

After a hurried breakfast we got into

the boat and were soon in Bounty Bay.

I was carried ashore on the shoulders of

two of the young men, but Father waded
with the rest of them.

Apparently everybody on the island

knew all about us for they all called me
by my first name and seemed to take a

good deal of interest in hearing about the

San Francisco people who had sent the

organ. The oldest person on the island and
the only one living of the second genera-

tion was Mrs. Mills. She was a very old

woman, but greatly interested in us. We
came back to the ship with quantities of

fruit. The lemons were very thick skinned,

much larger than ours and extremely acid.

We brought pumpkins back to New York
where we had a Pitcairn pumpkin pie

(not square ones) for our friends.

Caroline J. Tobey.
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The Cover This Month

The cover design of iliis issue of Nat-
UKM, lIiSTORV is from a paintiMg liy 0(|wa
ri, of New Mexico, one of the most famous
liuliaii painters. 'I'he dancing men are

represented in generalized ceremonial cos-

luinc, as seen in the Green Corn Dance and
other ceremonies, and are carrying rattles

and sprigs of evergreen. The stepped de-

sign is derived from the symbols for cloud

terraces, the steps between the earth and
tile luinie of the rain gods.

The original painting is from the large

collection of Miss Amelia Elizabeth White,
which has recently been divided among a

number ot museums ajid art institutes

throughout the country. Miss White's col-

lection, which was started in 1912, was a

truly heroic assemblage of modern Indian

material and has been a major force in the

stimulation of nation-wide interest in Amer-
ican Indian arts. Following its exposition

at the Grand Central Art Galleries in 1930
the collection toured the country for two
years and was later distributed under Miss

White's direction. At the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, which is amon,-:;

the many institutions to profit by Miss

White's gift, the original painting is on dis-

play among many other examples, which
visitors to the Museum may find interesting.

Animals
FOR SALE

x\. Wide Selection of these

Attractive Reproductions
in Bronze Priced at

35/
The

BOOKSHOP
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HOW TO SEE

TWICE AS MUCH

OF MEXICO/

Pottery markets
are on the street

in Guadalajara!

If you want to really see the heart of

Mexico in comfort and safety, youll de-

cide to go by train. From your Pullman
seat in a modern, air-conditioned train,

you'll see the Mexico that's off the beaten

path— a thrilling pageant of colorful na-

tive life that changes with every mile.

When you go to Mexico City by train, plan

to go one way and return another, using

the West Coast Route one w.iy. By doing

this, you'll see TWICE AS MUCH of Mex-
ico as you would by going and returning

on the same route. You'll add lazy Mazat-

lan to your trip, and the enchanting mar-

Ji^st Coast

of Mexico

Route

MEXICO cmr

Maziitlait. on the West Coast oj Ml lito

kets of Guadalajara. (Stopover at Guaymas
for a bit of deep-sea fishing or loafing at

Southern Pacific's new Hotel Playa de
Cortes.)

Going to California?

ADD MEXICO TO YOUR TRIP

If you're going to California on Southern
Pacific this year, you can add a side trip

to Mexico City and back for very little ex-

tra rail fare!

FREE! Join the 250,000 people who have
enjoyed Southern Pacific's famous book-

let, I've Been to Mexico. For your free

copy, write O. P. Bartlett, Dept. NH-4,
.^10 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. If

you're interested in deep-sea fishing, ask

for the booklet, A True Fish Story.

Southern Pacific
315



Who When Where
APRIL CALENDAR OF ENTERTAINMENT

On these pages will be found a calendar of museum events in metropolitan New York for April.

It is hoped that this list will enable those at a distance who contemplate a visit to New York to plan

more efficiently, and that those who live in or near the city may be able to choose lectures and other

activities that fit their needs or interests. Charles Russell.
Curator of the Department of Education, American Mnscum of Natural History

General Information

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York City

Hours: Daily 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m Sunday

1-00 p m. to 5:00 p. m. Open holidays 9.00

a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Admission Free.

Aquarium
Battery Pa New York City

m. to 5:00 p. m.
Hours: Daily 9:00

Admission Free.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden

1000 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn

Hours: Daily from 9:00 a. m. until dark. Sun-

days from 10:00 a. m. Conservatories open from

10:00 a. m. until 4:00 p. m.

Admission Free.

Brooklyn Museum
Eastern Parkway and Washington Avenue,

Brooklyn

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p m Satur-

days and holidays 10:00 a m. to 6.00 p. m.

Sundays 2:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m.
- except Mondays and Fridays,

25(f for adults and 10(t forAdmiss:_-
when charge
children

APRIL 1

American Museum of Natural History

10:30 a. m.-Lectur^"Saving Our Wild

Life," by Agnes K. Saunders—Museum Audi-

torium—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
4 00 D m—Lecture

—"Recent Painting in Cana-

da," by Walter Abell—Classroom A—Admission

25if.

Frick Collection

3 -00 p. m.—Lecture
—"The Giorgionesque Mood

"

by Mr. Fosburgh—Lecture Room—Open to Pub-

APRIL 2

American Museum of Natural History

-Lecture—"Wild Life Adventures,"
Cruickshank—Open to children o£

10:30 a. i

by Allan
members.

2:00 p. m.—Motion Picturs^"Our Poet-Natura-

list, John Burroughs"—Museum Auditorium

—

Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:00 p. m.—Dance Recital—Matons, Gilmour

and Experimental Group—Sculpture Court

—

Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.^—Lecture—"Thomas Gainsborough,"

by Mr. Ritchie—Lecture Room—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Olympia: the Meeting
Place of Hellas," by Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall

—

Open to Public.

2:00 p. I

Attitude,
Public.

.—Lecture—"Courbet and the Modern
by Miss Abbot—Main Hall—Open to

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Digging into the

Past; The Daily Life of the Egyptians—Ancient
and Modern."—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
1:15 & 3:30 p. m.—Motion picture

—"Feeding
New York"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Photography in the Gar-
den," by Fleda Griffith—Open to Public.

Adn

Frick Collection

1 East 70th Street, New York City

Hours: Weekdays 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

Admission Free.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Fifth Avenue and 82nd Street, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Satur-

days and holidays 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m,

Sundays 1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Admission Free, except Mondays and Fridays,

when charge is 25(t.

Museum of the American Indian

Broadway and 155th Street. New York City

Hours: Daily 2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m, Sunday
1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Admission Free.

Museum of the City of New York
Fifth Avenue and 103rd Street, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Satur-

days and holidays 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. Sun-
days 1:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m. Closed Tuesdays.
Admission Free, except Monday, when charge

is 25t.

Museum of Modern Art
11 West 53rd Street, New Y'ork City Adn

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
Sundays 12^00 m. to 6:00 p. m.

ee on Monday, other days 250.

Museum of Science and Industry
RCA Building, Radio City, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Sundays
2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p m.

250
(Free to teachers with classes)

New York Botanical Garden
Bronx Park, Bronx, N Y.

Hours: Museum and Conservatories open daily

Staten Island Museum

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Sunday
2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. ni.

Admission Free.

Whitney Museum of American Art
8-12 West 8th Street, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. Sunday
2:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m. Closed Monday.

' Free.

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital—Robert Leech Be-

dell—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "Late
Gothic An," by Miss Freeman—Main Hall-
Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"Tapestries and

How They Are Made; .-\ Visit to the Armor
Gallery; The Pottery Maker"—Lecture Hall-
Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Color Study: Ceramics,"
by Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "Tapes-
tries," by Miss Freeman—Main Hall—Open to

Public.

APRIL 5

American Museum of Natural History

3:50 p. m.—Lecture—"Dogs—Origin of Present
Day Breeds," by John R. Saunders—Museum
Auditorium—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
-"Color in Dress I," by

-Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Temples and

Tombs of Ancient Egypt; Drypoint—a Demon-
stration"—Lecture Hall —Open to Public.

ign in Metal," by
-Open to Public.

-Lectur
-M:

.-"The Manchu Patrons,"
in Hall—Open to Public.

SPECIAL
EXHIBITS

As announced in last month's Natural
History, the International Photographic
Exhibit goes on display in Education
Hall from April 13-28 showing the work
of masters of camera technique from
all over the world.

"Spring Is Here" is the title of an out-

door exhibit in Memorial Hall during
April. Against a background of spring
flowers and shrubs, masses of frogs' eggs
will transform into wriggling tadpoles
and giant silkworms will emerge from
their silken

A new gorilla from West Africa—the
rare species Gorilla gorilla gorilla—has
been placed on exhibition on the third
floor of the Museum. This splendid b-as..
mounted by Robert H. Rockwell of the
Museum's Preparation Department, was
presented to the Museum by Mr. E.
Kenneth Hoyt.
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APRIL 6

American Museum of Natural History

4:10 p. m.—Lecture—"Building a School Nature
Trail," by Miss Wiley—Open to Members.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"William Blake," by Mr.
Ritchie—Lecture Room—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Silver," by Miss Bra-
dish—Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Italian Interpretation of
Imported Northern Forms," by Leopold Arnaud
—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"To Serve New
York"—Open to Public.

APRIL 1

American Museum of Natural History

8:15 p. m.—Lecture—"Diving Among Sea Kill-

ers," by Captain John D. Craig—Museum Audi-
torium—Open to Members.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Francesco Laurana," by
Mr. Fosburgh—Lecture Room—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—

:

Period," by M
Public.
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—"The Early Christian
r—Main Hall—Open to



AI'RIL 8

Amhhican Musuum op Natuhai, History
10:30 a. 111.—Lecture—"Hoys and Girls of
(-hina/* by Grace F. Kamsey—Museum Audito-
rium—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"The Art of ITonore Dau-
mier," by Carl O. Schnicwind—Classroom A—
Admission 25*.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m,—Lecture—"Turner and Constable."
by Mr, Kilchie—Lecture Koom—Open to Pub-
lic.

APRIL 9

Amiirican Museum of Natural History
10:30 a. ni.—Lecture—"Audubon, the Bird Lov-
er," by Grace F. Ramsey—Museum Auditorium
—Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture—"DLxie"—Museum
Auditorium—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:00 p. ni.—Music Recital—The New School
Chorus, Arthur Lief, Director—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

3:00 p, m.—Lecture—"History of Music and Its
Parallels in Visual Art," by Mr. LeVita—Class-
room A—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. in.—Lectur(^"Titian." by Mr. Fosburgh—Lecture Room—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"The Goodly Citadel of
Athens," by Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall—Open to
Public.

2:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Manet and Degas," by
Miss Abbot—Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"The Pottery Mak-
er; Eve of the Revolution (Yale Chronicles of
America Photoplay)"—Lecture Hall—Open to
Public.

Museum of the City of New York
1:15 & 3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Colum-

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lectur
by T. H. Everett-

—"The Garden
-Open to Publii

APRIL 10

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital—Robert Leech Bedell
Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Band—Sculp-
ture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"The Venetian Decorative
Painters," by Mr. Fosburgh—Lecture Room

—

Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "English
Furniture of the XVII Century." by Miss Brad-
ish—Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Pictui
Bronze Statue; The Etche—^Open to Public.

3 :00 p. m.—Lecture—"Ceramic Design," by R.
Guy Cowan—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. ra.—Tours of Collections; "American
Furniture to 1750," by Miss Bradish—Main Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 12

American Museum of Natural History

3:50 p. m.—Lecture—"Underseas on Coral
Reefs," by Dr. Roy Waldo Miner—Museum
Auditorium—Open to Public.

8:15 p. m.—Lecture—"Life of the Open Ocean,"
by Dr. Roy W. Miner—Roosevelt Memorial Lec-
ture Room—Open to Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
"Color in Dress II," by

"" -Open to Public.

Picture—"The Pottery
Wing"—Lecture Hall

—

2:30 p. m.—
Maker; The
Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lectu:
Mi: nell—CI

'Design in Pottery," by
" -Open to Public.

"Last of the Manchus"
Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 13

American Museum op Natural History

-"Spring in the Nature
Burns—Open to Members.

Frick CoLLEcrioN

3:00_p. m.—Lecture—"Benvenuto Cellini," by
Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
1 1 :00 a. m.—Lecture—"Factors of Sculpture,"
by Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Little Dutch Tulip
Girl"—Open to Public.

APRIL 14

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Chardin," by Mr. Ritchie—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11 :00 a. m.—Lecture—"The Carolingian Period,"
by Mr. Crier—Main Hall—Open to PuMir,

PLANETARIUM
Schedule for APRIL

"The Mysterious Moon"
Weekdays—2:00, 3:30, and 8:30 P. M.

Saturdays— 11:00 A. M., 1:00. 2:00,

3:00, 4:00, 5:00 and 8:30 P. M.

Sundays &• Holidays—2:00, 3:00, 4:00,

5:00 and 8:30 P. M.

General Admission Evenings 35c

Reserved Seat "
...50c

General Admission Evenings 35c

Reserved Seat "
60c

General Admission for Children under 17,

accompanied by adults, 15^ at all times.

(No reduced price for reserved seats oc-

cupied by children.) Children under 5

not admitted. Doors close on the hour.

Special facilities for the hard of hearing.

APRIL 15

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Techniques in Oriental

Art," by Laurance P. Roberts—Classroom A

—

Admission 250.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.— Lecture—
Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Publ

APRIL 16

American Museum of Natural History'

2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"Eve of the Revo-

lution"—^Museum Auditorium—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
10:30 a. m.—Hindu Festival—International In-

stitute—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

3 :00 p. m.—Dance Recital—Edda Hiller and Ann
Agin—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. Lecture—"Antoine Watteau," by
Open to Public.Ritch:

Metropolitan Museum of Art

2:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"The Leaders of Impres-

sionism," by Miss Abbot—Main Hall—Open to

Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Making of

Wrought Iron; A Visit to the Armor Galleries;

Firearms of Our Forefathers"—Lecture Hall

—

Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Hayfever Plants of Amer-
ica," by R. P. Wodehouse—Open to Public.

Staten Island Museum
8:30 p.m.—Lecture illustrated by motion pictures

"Wild Animals of Kruger National Park," by

Dr A. H. Thomasson—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital—Robert Leech Bedell

—Sculpture Court—Open to Public,

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museu.m op Art
2:00 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "Furniture:
the Period of Louis XIV." by Mr. Busselle—
Main Hall—Open to Public,

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
— "Tapestries and

How They Are Made; The Making of a Stained
Glass Window"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public,

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Color in Dress." by Miss
Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "Furniture;
the Period of Louis XV," by Mr. Busselle—Main
Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 19

Metropolitan Museu.m of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Color in Dress III," by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"The Etcher's Art;

The Making of a Bronze Statue"—Lecture Hall

—

Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"Design in Glass," by Miss

Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p, m,—Lecture—"Writing and Printing."

by Miss Duncan—Main Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 20

; Louis David," by

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—

'

Mr. Ritchie—Open to 1

Metropolitan Museum of Art
1 1 a. m.—Lecture—"Environment of Sculpture,"

by Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York

3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Port of New

York"—Open to Public.

APRIL 21

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Furniture in the Collec-

tion," by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
1 1 :00 a. m.—Lecture

—"The Romanesque Period,"

by Mr. Grier—Main Hall—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3 :00 p. m.—Lecture—"Eugene Delacroix," by
Mr. Ritchie—Open to Public.

APRIL 23

Bologna," by AMERICAN MuSEUM OF NATURAL HiSTORY

2:00 p. m.— Motion Picture
—"Medieval Mod-

erns"—Museum Auditorium—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"What Is a Gem?" by Her-
bert P. Whitlock (Lantern Slides)—Room 319,

Roosevelt Memorial—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—^"History of Music and Its

Parallels in Visual Art," by Mr, LeVita—Class-

room A—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m. Lecture—"The Cafferis, Clodion. and
Falconet," by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Cezanne and XX Century

WHO • Vl'HEN • WHERE

ends," by Miss Abbot—Main Hall—Ope:
Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"Digging Into the

Past; The Daily Life of the Egyptians—Ancient

and Modern"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"Benozzo Gozzoli," by Jane

B. Walker— (For the deafened who read the lips)

—Classroom B—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York

1:15 and 3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"Peter

Stuyvesant"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden

3:00 p. m.— Lecture—"Our City's Parks and
Plaverounds," by Allyn R. Jennings—Open to

Public.



APRIL 24

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital—Robert Leech Bedell—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Jean Antoine Houdon,"
by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "Furniture:
The Period of Queen Anne and Chippendale," bv
Mr. Bussellf^Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Firearms of Our
Forefathers; The American Wing"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public,

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Textile Design and Mod-
ern Dress Fabrics," by Robert Scbey—Classroom
K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tours of the Collections: "American
Colonial Furniture After 1750." by Mr. Busselle
—Main Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 26

American Museum of Natural History

3:50 p. m.— Lecture—"Birds and Their Relation
to Man," by Paul B. Mann—Museum Auditorium—Open to Public.

8:15 p. m.—Lecture—"Adaptation of Living Or-
ganisms to Ocean Depths," by Dr. Roy W. Miner—Roosevelt Memorial Lecture Room—Open to
Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Color in Painting I," by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Tapestries and
How They Are Made; Behind the Scenes in the
Metropolitan Museum; The Making of Wrought
Iron"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Design in Dress," by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Saints and Sinners," by
Miss Duncan—Main Hall—Open to Public.

APRIL 27

American Museum of Natural History'

4:10 p. m.—Lecture—"Trees and Shrubs," by
Miss Wiley—Open to Members.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Italian Painting in the
Collection," by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Sculpture of the Past,"
by Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Historic Gc
Island"—Open to Public

APRIL 2S

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"English Painting in

Collection," by Mr. Ritchie—Open to Publii

Metropolitan Museum of Art

APRIL 29

American Museum of Natural History

11:00
riod." by Mr. Or

-Lectu
-Ma

"Th. Early Gothic P.

Hall—Open to Publi.

GUIDE SERVICE

American Museum of Natural
History

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
11:00 a. m. and 3:00 p. m. Meeting
Place: 2nd Floor. Roosevelt Memorial.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 2:00 p. m.
Tuesdays at 12:00 m. Meeting Place:
Main Hall.

Museum of Modern Art
Daily at 11:00 a. m., 1:30 p. m., 3:00
p. m.. and 4:30 p. m.

cture
—"Alaska," by Margui

iseum Auditorium—Ope
10:30 a. r

Newgarde
Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture "Italian Sculpture in the
Collection," by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

APRIL 30

American Museum of Natural History

2:00 p. ni.—Motion Picture—"Galapagos"—Mu-
seum Auditorium—Open to Public.

4:00 p. ni.—Lecture—"Diamonds: From Mine to

Market." by Herbert P, Whitlock, (Lantern
Slides)—Room 319, Roosevelt Memorial—Open
to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3:C0 p. m.— Dance Recital— Dorothy Barret—
Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"French Painting, ISth
Century, in the Collection," by Mr. Ritchie

—

Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Art of the IV Century,"
by Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Etruscan Sculpture," by
Mr. Shaw—Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion P ict ur t^-"Tbe Pottery
Maker; The Making of a Stained-Glass Win-
dow"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public

Museum of the City of New York
1:15 and 3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Declara-
tion of Independence"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Where Spring Flowers
Grow about New York," by E. J. Alexander-
Open to Public.

-APRIL RADIO PROGRAMS
EVERY DAY

-Organ Recital—Static

3:15 p. m.—"The Child's Garden," by Ellen Eddy
Shaw—Station W N YC—Brooklyn Botanic

APRIL 4

4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History," by Rob-
ert R. Coles—Station WNYC—American Mu-
seum OF Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"New Horizons—Restless Earth"

—

Dr. Harold E. Yokes-Columbia Broadcasting
System (coast to coast network)

—

American
Museum of Natural History.

APRIL 6

3 :30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres," by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR—American Museum
OF Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"Exploring Space" (Popular Astron-
omy)—Columbia Broadcasting System (coast to
coast network)

—

American Museum of Natural
History.

APRIL 7

11:30 a. m.—"Primitive Homes," by John R.
Saunders—Station WHN—American Museum
OF Natural History.

APRIL 11

4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History," by Rob-
ert R. Coles—Station WNYC—American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"New Horizons—Trailside Pets," by
Wilham H. Carr—Columbia Broadcasting Svs-
tem (coast to coast network)

—

American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

APRIL 13

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres," by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR

—

American Museum
of Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"Exploring Space (Popular Astron-
omy)—Columbia Broadcasting System (coast to
coast network)

—

American Museum of Natural

11:30 a. m.—"Primitive Clothing," by John R.
Saunders—Station WHN

—

American Museum
of Naturai, History.

3:15 p.I. m.—"Plant Evergreens Now"—Montague
-Station WNYC—Brooklyn Botanu

APRIL 18

4:30 p. m.
—"Today's Natural History," by Rob-

ert R. Coles—Station WNYC—American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"New Horizons—Exploring Oceanic
Airways," by William Van Dusen—Columbia
Broadcasting System (coast to coast network)—
American Museum of Natural History.

APRIL 20

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres," by Marian
Lockwood— Station WQXR

—

American Museum
of Natural History.

5:15 p. m.
—"Exploring Space" (Popular Astron-

omy)—Columbia Broadcasting System (coast to
coast network)—American Museum of Natural

11:30 a. m.—"Primitive Cooking," by John R.
Saunders—Station WHN

—

American Museum
of Natural History.

APRIL 25

4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History," by Rob-
ert R. Coles—Station WNYC—American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"New Horizons—Fish Tales," by
Mr. Van Campen Heilner—Columbia Broadcast-
ing System (coast to coast network)

—

American
Museum of Natural History.

2:15 p. m.
—"Garden Favorites: Magnolias," by

Charles F. Doney—Station WOR—Brooklyn
Botanic Garden.

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres," by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR

—

American Museum
OF Natural History.

5:15 p. m.—"Exploring Space (Popular Astron-
omy)—Columbia Broadcasting System (coast to

coast network)

—

American Museum of Natural
History.

APRIL 28

11 :30 a. m.
—"Primitive Transportation," by John

R. Saunders—Station WHN—American Mu-
seum OF Natural History.

. m.—"Spring Flowers at the Brooklyn
: Garden," by Arthur Harmount Graves—
WNYC—Brooklyn Botanic Garden.
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WHAT IT TAKES

TO MAKE

A POUND OF

ALUMINUM

BAUXITE. The commonly used ore.

It is found in many countries. Ours
comes from Arkansas and Dutch
Guiana. Aluminum is present, not as

metal, but in the form of complicated

chemical compounds. All the follow-

ing raw materials are needed to get

the aluminum out:

SOOA ASH AND LIME. Add water to

these, heat the solution and digest

the bauxite in it. Aluminum com-
pounds dissolve. Impurities are left

behind as mud. From the filtered

solution, something called ahimlmmi

hydrate is separated. Heat the hydrate

to drive out water, and you have
alumina, a white powder, chemically

labelled as aluminum oxide. It sounds

simple, but this is really a very tech-

nical, expensive process.

CRYOLITE. Translucent "Ice-rock,"

found naturally only in distant Green-

land, but also made synthetically. To
get the actual metal out of the alumina,

the powder first has to be dissolved in

a bath of molten cryolite.

COKE, TAR AND PITCH. Metallic

aluminum is made in a steel pot thickly

lined with carbon, which contains the

molten bath of cryolite and dissolved

alumina. Carbon blocks are hung in

the bath, and a heavy electrical current

is passed from the blocks through the

bath to the lining of the pot. This

current changes the oxide, alumina, to

the metal, aluminum. Carbon blocks

and linings are made from coke, tar

and pitch.

A total of nine pounds oflhefore-

voing materials are required to

make one pound of aluminum.

But other tilings are equally vital:

FUEL. The process of getting alumina

from bauxite uses 22,000 cubic feet of

gas, or equivalent coal, for each ton

of final metal. Coal also is consumed
in baking the carbon blocks used in

the reduction pots.

f"" J

ELECTRICITY. Twelve kilowatt-

hours of electrical energy must be

generated to produce one pound of

aluminum. The energy needed for a

ton of aluminum would supply the

electrical needs of the average home
for thirty-five years. That is why we
have invested millions in dams, reser-

voirs and power houses, through

which, when running full, flows

enough water to supply the needs of

92 cities the size of New York.

TRANSPORTATION. From mine to

refinery to reduction plant our alumi-

num-in-the-making has to be shipped

and reshipped to locations where all

these raw materials are best available.

Our transportation bill, just for getting

aluminum made, was more than

$5,000,000 last year.

LABOR. Labor is important in every

one of these operations. Wages con-
stitute the largest item in the cost of
making aluminum.

Ht

SKILL. Every step of the process

must be supervised and co-ordinated

by men who "know-how." Hundreds
of men in laboratories must continual-

ly check not only the raw materials but

every pound of metal produced.

MONEY. The wherewithal which de-

velops mines, builds and equips the

necessarj' refinery and reduction plants,

the dams, reservoirs and power
houses, must be available.

All these are needed to make virgin

aluminum, one of the most difficult of

allcommercial metals to extractfrom
nature. Wouldyou have imagined iti'

ALUMINUM

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA



Jasper is a game sancluaiy. You can get many
excellent cameia "shots" of wild life. Deer.

Beaver. Bear. Mountain sheep and goat. Moose
and caribou— all in the unspoiled Alpine set-

ting of Canadian National's Jasper Park Lodge.

'C VERYTHING you like to do is more fun
•'—

' amid the majesty of tlie world's greatest

Alpine playground. There's new zest here in

every sport. Riding. Golf. Swimming. Fishing.

And—just opened this year—a drive to the

inspiring Columbia Icefield. The social life and

unique atmosphere of Jasper Park Lodge will

delight you. 'World-famous cuisine— every

modern hotel comfort, with the luxury and

privacy of rustic Alpine Lodges. Rates with

meals from $7.00 a day.

Rail fares are low! Come by the Continental
Limited—air-conditioned from coaches to observa-
tion car. Through sleeping cars, Montreal, Toronto,
St. Paul to Jasper and the Pacific Coast.

Mt. Edith Cavell Jasper Park Lodge

For new booklet on Jasper National Park, and/or other
information on Canada and Alaska tours, call or write:

Boston 186 Tremont St.

Buffalo. . .22 N. Division St.

Chicago, 4 S. Michigan Ave.
Cincinnati,

206 Dixie Term. Bldg.

Detroit. 1239 Wash. Blvd.

DuliUh, 428 W. Superior St.

Kansas City, 414 Fairfax Bldg.

/.OS v^n^eZes, 607 S.Grand Ave.
Minneapolis, 6^4 Marq. Ave.

;Veio Yorlt 673 Fifth Ave.
Philadelphia, 1500 Chest. St.

Pittsburgh. . .355 Fifth Ave.
Portland, Me. . . . G.T.R. Sta.

San Francisco, 648 Market St.

Seattle . . . 1329 Fourth Ave.
St. Louis, 314 No. Broadway
St. Paul, First Nat. Bk. Bldg.

Wash.,D.C.922 15thSt.,N.W.
Montreal, Que., 360 McGill St.

Canadian
National
2&Sk^S^u/A&iS. Uz ^hnae^

RAILWAYS
HOTELS •

320
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AIRLINES
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A TICKET TO THE ARCTIC

Continued from page 292

panics he may learn of an unscheduled

flight to deliver freight or to pick up a

trapper or prospector at some isolated

camp on the barrens or in the bush some-

where between Hudson Bay and the Mac-
kenzie River. He may go along, then,

with a native paddle and portage his way
back to civilization. Such a vacation is

recommended only to an athletic young
fellow with powers of endurance, who
can look after himself and live alone and
like it, eat raw meat and fish, starve

stoically for a few days at a time or

longer and be willing to risk disaster.

The Northwest Territories administration

naturally frowns on this sort of derring-

do and, if it gets wind of it, exacts a bond
from the would-be adventurer before

granting him permission to enter the coun-

try, to finance the anticipated search for

him or his body. There is good reason for

this, too, for many a skeleton lies bleach-

ing on the barrens.

For the present, then, Mr. 'Vermonter,

you had better not be too ambitious unless

you propose to make a career of explora-

tion. So, in the words of the radio an-

nouncer: "Don't delay—simply go to your

nearest travel agency and buy your ticket

to the Arctic now!"

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Continued from page 313

to the methods and mediums used by the

ancient potters in securing the glorious

reds of the ox-blood glazes, or the reasons

for the superiority of the Sung celadons.

The already amazingly beautiful results

of the early artisans become even more
astonishing when the readers of this book,

the amplification of a series of lectures

delivered by the author at the Courtauld

Institute of Arts (London) in February
of 1937, learn that the glazer's palette was
derived mainly from the compounds of

the two metals, iron and copper.

Iron alone, fired in an atmosphere low
in oxygen, gave the gray-greens of the

celadons, though the suggestion is made
that the accidental addition of traces of

lithium, coming from the materials used

in the glaze, may here have played a

part. The browns of the temmoku ware
resulted from a furnace atmosphere con-

taining abundant oxygen, but the addi-

tion of greater amounts of alkali to the

glaze gave finishes ranging to a light

yellow. The iron series was extended late

in the Ming and in the Manchu dynasties

when an iron- to coral-red was added as

an on-glaze efl^ect in which the low-fired,

finely divided iron oxide glaze was coated

over a high-fired white glaze and lightly

heated to fix it before it dissolved.

The copper story is even more fascinat-

ing and the account of the delicacy of the

conditions necessary for the production of

the turquoise-hlue glaze would alone be

sufficient to impart an appreciation for

the skill of the early Chinese workers not

felt before by even the connoisseur.

Following the major chapters, the au-

thor discusses some of the pigments in

later use; the cobalt, manganese and gold

glazes. Crackle and opalescence are de-

scribed and the resourceful workers'

transformation of these porcelain deficits

into artistic assets. He closes with a use-

ful glossary of Chinese names and terms

and a brief bibliography.

The author has drawn freely from the

work of Dr. J. W. Mellor, a recognized

authority on ceramic glazes, and gives in

a readable and popular style the essen-

tials of a real scientific investigation ; suf-

ficient information on the subject to an-

swer the questions of the collector and

student of Chinese porcelains without go-

ing into the more technical aspects. It is

well illustrated with seven halftones and

seven color plates and is an essential work

for all who are interested in Chinese por-

celains. The bibliography lists two other

works on different aspects of Chinese ce-

ramics by the same author, as well as the

magnificently illustrated "Art of the Chi-

nese Potter," written in 1923, with R. L.

Hobson. Frederick H. Pouch.

Ad in April
Put raincoats and rubbers on tbe children

and let them take a walk in the spring

rain. If they know what creatures to look

for, it will be an exciting adventure. The

April issue of The Junior Natural His-

tory Magazine will take your child on an

educational spi'ingtime expedition.

Subscription $1.00 per year

Address Circulation Department

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

79th Street at Central Park 'West

New York, N. Y.

JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY
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HAVE MORE and WORK LESS?

THIS is the mystery man. Dozens of foreign com-

missions have traveled thousands of miles to find

out v^^hy it is that, working only 40 hours a week, he

can buy an electric refrigerator with one month's pay.

Workers in foreign lands labor many more hours a

week, but to them a refrigerator is a luxury beyond

their reach.

Why is it this typical American workman can buy an

automobile with 4H months' pay? Few workers abroad

have automobiles— it would take all they could earn

in a year to buy one. Why is it that American workers

enjoy radios, telephones, electric lights, and hundreds

of other comforts and conveniences almost unknown
to foreign workers? Why do we enjoy the highest

standard of living known in any country?

' The American worker has more because he produces

more. And he produces more because he has abundant

power to help him—power that increases his own
ability manyfold.

General Electric scientists and engineers, by developing

electric machinery, have put into the hands of American
workmen the greatest force ever devised for producing
more goods for more people at less cost—the force of

electricity.

G-R research atitJ enghieerhig have aavecl the public from ten to one hundred

dollars for every dollar they have earnedfor General Electric

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
1938 — OUR SIXTIETH YEAR OF ELECTRICAL P R G R E S S — 1 9 38

Just opened! The motor highway from Jasper

Park Lodge to the Columbia Icefield— one of

the world's most thrilling sights!

YOU'VE never had such a vacation ! Come
to Jasper National Park—the Alpine won-

derland in the heart of the Canadian Rockies

where new adventure awaits this year.

Here's a championship 18-hole golf course

in a marvelous mountain setting ... a big out-

door heated swimming pool . . . miles of glori-

ous trails and motor roads. Even loafing is

more fun here. Jasper Park Lodge offers you

the comforts of a perfectly appointed modern

hotel with the luxury and privacy of Alpine

lodges. Rates with meals from §7.00 a day.

After Jasper, take the thrilling Alaska cruise

aboard a palatial Canadian National steamship

from Vancouver or Prince Rupert.

Low rail fares. Come by the air-conditioned

Continental Limited. Call or write any Cana-

dian National office for descriptive booklets.

Boston 186 Tremonl St. New York. . . .673 Fifth Ave.

Buffalo. . .22 N. Division St. Pldladelphia, 1500 Chest. St.

Chicaeo, 4 S. Michigan Ave. Pittsburgh. . .355 Fifth Ave.

Cincinnati, Portland, Me.. . .G.T.R. Sla.

206 Dixie Term. Bids. San Francisco, 648 Market St.

Detroit. .1239 Wash. Blvd. Seattle .. .1329 Fourth Ave.

Diduth, 428 W. Superior St. St. Louis, 314 No. Broadway
Kan:sas City, ill Fairfax BIdg. Si. Paul, First Nat. Bk. Bldg.

Los^ng<!fcs,607S.GrandAve. ras/i., D. C, 922 15th,N.W.

Minneapolis, 634 Marq. Ave. Montreal, Que., 360 McGiU St.

Canadian
National

Railways • Steamsiijps • Airlines • Hotels • Telegraphs • Express
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Trees • Flowers • and Mountains

The forest trinity of the Pacific Northwest : an American heritage which must

be preserved as a recreational and economic asset by wider public appreciation

of the principles of Conservation.



GREEN GOLD
By R. Neumann Lefebvre

Probably the first representation of America's green gold : Jacques Le Moynes de Morgues. From the Rare Book Col-

the trees along Florida's coast, which inspired Ponce de lection of the Library of Congress. (Reproduced from Amer-
Leon to name the country as he did. Drawn in 1564 by icon Forests Magazine, by courtesy of the American Forestry Ass'n.)

illABEK.!" the woodsman shrills his warning as 200-

f^^^ g/^;//j' crash. Your forefathers' greeting to the nohle

forests was "Hail a^id Farewell"; now your help is

needed to make our forests everlasting

OLD lumberjacks of the Pacific Northwest indulged

in many chuckles, not to mention a few sturdy

and picturesque expletives, at the expense of the

first sawmills in that forested section. The mills "had

only one fault—apparently beyond cure—of turning out

boards thicker at one end than at the other, and some-

times thicker in the middle than at either end."*

But in spite of their ludicrous imperfections, these same

little sawmills, first established in 1827-28 at the trading

post of Vancouver, marked the beginning of the final

depletion of the nation's primeval forests.

•"History of the .State of Washington," Erlmond S. Meany.

GREEN GOLD

The significance of this fact is noteworthy, for man's

greatest necessity, next to food, is wood.

Three hundred years ago the nation had 822 million

acres in forests. This was 42% or nearly half of its land

area. Our forests lay—two vital covers of green—one

from the Atlantic seaboard over the tops of the Appala-

chians to the great plains, the other beyond the prairies,

reaching up the Rockies and down to the Pacific Ocean.

Today, although approximately one-third of our land

area has some kind of timber growth, only one-fourth

is capable of producing in commercial quantities, and most

of the nation's original magnificent virgin forests have

325



passed their peak of production. However, in this

connection it should be borne in mind that a mature

or over-mature forest does not produce as much

wood per acre per year as does a young, vigorously

growing forest, in spite of the fact that a young

forest is never as impressive as is the mature forest.

How did this tremendous transformation of our

forests take place?

We find our first clue in a definition of a forest

from Blackstone
—

"Forest is waste ground belong-

ing to the king, replenished with all manner of

beasts of chase or venery, which are under the king's

protection for the sake of his royal recreation and

delight." This, of course, refers to the European

forests of the feudal period—a period when the

word liberty had little meaning. The people of

that time would no more have thought of logging

off a section of their overlord's deer park than we
would of helping ourselves to the_ flowers in the

White House garden. If they did they probably

would have suffered the most severe punishment.

Free for all

Now imagine the psychological effect on our an-

cestors of the sudden opening up of a New World.

It appears to them as one vast, unattended deer

park—theirs for the taking. From these compara-

tively small and rigidly protected forests of the

European monarchs, to the prolific free forests of

America was a momentous transition.

Vikings first found these American forests, per-

haps when Bjarni Heriulfsson and his crew, sailing

from Iceland in 986, sighted the American main-

land. Leif Ericson, in 1003, took specimens of the

trees away with him after he had touched Ameri-

can shores. And De Soto, in 1539, wrote of Amer-
ican forests: "And trees grow in the fields without

planting and dressing them, and are as big and rancke

as though they grew in gardens digged and watered."

Later Hudson, the seaman, and Champlain stood

on the threshold of the splendid forests that enriched

New York and Pennsylvania. Pushing farther into

virgin territory, hardy emigrants found the mixed
hardwoods of the Lake States. And Captain Mer-
iwether Lewis described the huge forests blanket-

ing the Rockies, in 1804-06. So the forests became
a constructive force of the highest significance in

the nation's life. As epitomized by Theodore Roose-
velt: "American democracy was born of no theo-

rists' dream; it was not carried in the Sarah Con-
stant to Virginia, nor in the Mayflower to

Plymouth. It came out of the American forest, and
it gained strength each time it touched a new fron-

tier. ..."

The noble forests bequeathed their virility and

Nature's elemental strength and goodness, as a

heritage to all America.

The Indians and early explorers left this great

natural heritage practically untouched, but with the

advent of the settlers, released from the repressions

of feudal Europe, the depletion of the forests began.

A valuation of our forests is contained in this

statement: "A proposal that the United States aban-

don one-sixth of her territory to foreign powers

would be met with instant disapproval. American

people would sacrifice millions of lives and countless

treasure to prevent such a surrender.

"Yet practically as great a loss in national wealth

and income would be suffered if even the privately

owned forest lands of the country were allowed

gradually to lapse into an idle, unproductive con-

dition, and if the forests of other countries were

called upon to furnish the wood that American

forests have hitherto produced."*

Fortunately, this comparison illustrates a hypo-

thetical situation which does not exist and which

in all probability will not exist, since the govern-

ment and the lumber industry are cooperating more

and more for the conservation and productive uses

of forest resources.

The devastation of forests is the result of forest

and land exploitation, over-expansion of agriculture,

aggressive industrialism, forest fires, unregulated

grazing, insufficient knowledge of the specific values

of certain woods, destruction by insects, fungi, wild

and domestic animals, and by weather phenomena,

lack of adequate reforestation, and a general apathy

on the part of the American public toward Conser-

vation.

A reckless era

At one time the public domain amounted to

1,400,000,000 acres. Then gradually millions of

acres of the finest timber devolved into private

hands. According to some authorities, a review of

federal forest policies presents a picture of which

we can be none too proud, "a reckless and wasteful

destruction of magnificent forests, and of flagrant

and notorious theft of valuable lands. "f After 150

years as custodian of the public domain. Congress

has disposed of more than two-thirds of the entire

original area. Clearing of land for agricultural pur-

poses caused the destruction of 150 million acres

of our original forests. Fifty million acres given out

by Congress for settlement and home building are

today coming back "tax-delinquent" with forests

'"America and the World
Sparhawk, (192S).

t "U. S. Forest Policy," John Ise— (Yal
1920).

Woodpile," Raphael Zon and Wn

ersity I'res:
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and other natural resources wrecked—a new public

domain, which will be a burden on posterity for

years to come.

Mitigating circumstances include the fact that it

was not always possible to gauge the value of liome-

stead and forest lands. For instance, a western rail-

road once exchanged Dakota farmland worth $10
per acre for western forest land valued at $1 per

acre. At present this same Dakota land, through

drought, has become practically valueless while the

western forest-land's value is estimated at $200 per

acre.*

I^uiiibcring, necessarily destructive to forests, has

reduced millions of acres of productive forest to

wasteland. The habit, all too prevalent in the past,

of exploiting forests as if they were an unreplen-

ishable resource like minerals, has led to the dis-

astrous practice of "timber mining" in place of

"timber cropping." This has been permitted largel\'

through the public's lax attitude toward the preser-

vation of the nation's trees.

For, in the past, forests were taken very much
for granted. In fact, they were regarded at one time

much as northwestern pioneers regarded real estate

after a land boom had flattened out. On one such

occasion, a pioneer of the State of Washington re-

marked: "Say, John, you know that Mr. New-
comer? Well, I just sold him a lot, and when the

fellow wasn't looking, I slipped two extra lots into

the deed." However, tree wastage is not always

avoidable.

But with the United States, during 1925-29, de-

pleting its usable forests twice as fast as they were

being replenished, and the total drain on soft timber

about five times greater than its growth, the need

for forest conversation became acute.

f

The turn

Since 1930, depletion conditions have changed.

The annual drain from lumber cutting has been

so reduced that it is equal to, and possibly even less

than the annual growth ; incidentally, a condition

not very encouraging from a business standpoint.

But irrespective of the present economic situation

within the lumber industry, it is generally conceded

that no longer is there the question, "Will forest

conservation work?" The welfare of the American

people and their high standard of living depend

upon judicious forestry. A vigorous and continuous

conservation program is now one of the needs of

the nation.

Our era of "man-made" forests is at hand.

*Frank Reed. Simpson Logging Co., Seattle.

tCopeland Forestry Report. "A National Plan for American
Forestry." 73d Congress. 1st Session, Senate Document 12 (1933),

This involves reforestation—the renewing of

forest cover on denuded land by natural seeding or

artificial planting. Artificial reforestation is no mod-

ern wizardry. Cliina had a reforestation department

2000 ,\ears ago, as did the ancient CJreeks. And
when Gilford Pinchot, staunch advocate of planned

forestry, said, "Next to the earth itself, the forest

is tile most powerful servant of man," he was merely

reiterating succinctly a fact acknowledged by the

ages. Trees have always been friends of man.

A study of trees means more than the study of

dendrology, or their natural history, for they have

enriched mankind's mental and spiritual life as well

as his material welfare. Not only has civilization

developed against a background of trees, but ex-

tending over millions of years through misty geo-

logic eras, a major part of plant and animal life

also evolved against a forest background. To find

the first forest it is necessary to delve far back into

the story of evolution.

The first trees

More than 300 million years ago there grew upon

the featureless land the first trees of which we have

any record. Of these earliest trees one of the largest

and most impressive so far discovered in fossil form

is one which must have thrust its branches to a

height of 20 feet on the shores of prehistoric lake

or lagoon near the present town of Naples, New
York. And from the British Isles, evidence of even

taller forests almost as ancient (lower Carbonifer-

ous) comes down to us in the form of an incom-

plete tree trunk more than 50 feet long and five

feet thick at its lower end.

For millions of years, the forests slowly de-

veloped ; and before the beginning of the Cenozoic

era, or age of mammals, approximately 60 million

years ago, more than nine-tenths of the plants were

of kinds known today. The giant sequoias of Cali-

fornia were in the ascendency ; and the ancient ferns,

cycads and conifers made way for the modern

maples, birches, oaks, walnuts, tulip trees and other

flowering plants.

The Ice Age, during which most of England and

northern Europe was buried, left the landscape

sparsely dotted with Arctic willow and birch. Then
with the return of a milder climate, primitive man
of the earlier Stone Age or Paleolithic era was a

witness of the return of pines and hazel ; and his

successor of the latter Stone Age, Neolithic man, saw

mixed forests of oak, elm, lime and spruce-fir. Simi-

larly in America, forests returned to the land that

had lain under the ice. And as this natural re-

forestation took place the utility and the spiritual

value of trees in the life of mankind began. For
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if the value of trees were only esthetic, one can

understand how the loveliness of forest light and

shadow, and the mystery that seems to lurk there,

must have affected primitive man. The saga of trees

includes religious veneration in many races ; solemn

and serene, the forests were early churches, believed

to be the abode of gods and associated in early

mythologies with various dieties. The Snoqualmie

Forest in Washington, for instance, is called by the

Indian name of "Sdoh-kwalb-bluh" meaning

"Moon-people." Even today Indians hold tribal

dances in Washington's forests.

In these dense forests of the Pacific Northwest,

heads grow dizzy searching for sky. Perhaps the

heaviest stands of timber in the world are to be

found in the West Coast States: they contain the

great commercial remnant of softwood remaining

in the entire United States, the greatest bodies of

virgin forests yet uncut. These forests, together with

such new growth as will develop throughout the

country under forest protection, must supply the

largest part of our timber needs for the next century.

How long will it last?

"The present yearly drain of saw timber in the

Douglas fir region, for all uses and including losses

from fire and disease, is estimated by the U. S.

Forest Service at 7 billion feet, log scale. At this

rate the present 546 billion feet of standing timber

might be assumed to last 78 years. This figure has

no practical significance, however. The actual sup-

ply of raw material is affected by the species, quality

and accessibility of uncut timber and by the degree

of utilization that becomes economical from time to

time. . . .

"Furthermore, new timber growth is a factor of

importance—both at present and in the possibilities

of future forest management.

"It is not unreasonable to anticipate ultimately

a sufficient degree of Douglas fir forestry and fire

prevention that will permit the region to sustain a

yearly cut of timber products in excess of 15 billion

board feet annually, or double the total present for-

est drain of sawtimber in the Douglas fir region.

"To translate this potentially into cold fact, with
all that it portends to the economic advancement
and stability of the region, requires effort and co-

operation by the private timber owners, the state

and federal agencies and the public of the Pacific

Northwest."*

Whatever estimate is placed upon their perpetu-

*"West Coast Lumber Facts" (1937); West Coast Lumbermen's
Ass'n. Courtesy of Col. W. B, Greeley—formerly Chief of the U. S.
Forest Service, now Manager, West Coast Lumbermen's Ass'n,
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ation, the importance of Douglas fir in the national

forest panorama is unequivocal.

Rich in her share of these myriads of western

trees, the State of Washington regally wears the

lumber crown of the United States.

"Timber!"

The woodsman shrills his warning as 200-foot

giants crash to earth. Whining of saws and the

cutting swish of axes make an endless "paean of

the woods" in Washington. The Brobdignaglan

"toothpicks" pile up, ranking the lumber industry

second only to agriculture as a source of revenue

in the state.

In this Evergreen State you will find thousands

of hills buried in trees, hundreds of mountains

skirted with forests, whole primeval forests, rooted

in centuries. Wandering endlessly among trees, at

the brink of a green chasm, you can touch their

resin-sweet bark at arm's length, while your eyes

roam downward over tiers of pinnacles to where a

river flows far below. All the land, apparently, has

turned to trees.

Fortunately, some of these forests will be pre-

served for posterity. The total net area of the na-

tional forests in the State of Washington is 9,579,187

acres, more than ten times as great as Germany's

Black Forest, famous in fable and story. Most of

these gigantic forests are crested with mountain

fastnesses, including glaciers, peaks (some inacces-

sible and among the highest in the country), lakes

and rivers. The recreational asset of these national

forests is incalculable.

The king of trees

East of the Cascades are open park-like forests,

where the wind forever blows back the smell of

sun-baked pines. Down the lower slopes of these

Cascade Mountains and westward to the Pacific

Ocean, stand the long-legged Douglas fir forests

(Pseudotsuga taxifolia) where the monotony of bil-

lions of dark purple tree trunks is relieved by

growths of hemlock and spruce, and the moist forest

air is heavj^-laden with fragrance of cedar.

The acknowledged king of western trees is the

Douglas fir.

Early explorers saw Washington firs that still are

standing, for it is not uncommon to find these tree-

patriarchs 700 years of age. The "never-ending"

firs immortalize the name of David Douglas, famous
Scottish naturalist, who visited the Columbia River

District in 1825, as field representative for the

Royal Horticultural Society.

But, as might be expected in a commercialized

world, part of these great forests are turning to

gold. It is in the coastal plains of Washington and
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Orcnoii that tlic Douglas Hr reaches its best de-

velopment, and under normal conditions approxi-

mately 200,000 acres of it are logged annuall)- in

these two states, where more than half the virgin

stand is comprised of these trees. Nowhere else is

there a soft-wood stand of such immensity. The
whole world looks to this region for this wood.

Reaching high for sunlight, a straight, regularly

tapering stem often branchless for 100 feet or more,

is characteristic of the Douglas fir. Rich, moist soil,

heavy rainfall, favorable temperatures, and lack of

severe winds in this section favor the growth of

firs. Silvicultural conditions are among the most

favorable in the world. Natural seeding usually en-

sures a crop (Douglas fir seed retains its viability

for at least eight years when stored in the forest

fioor) , fire protection is generally well organized, and

any cut-over tracts unsuitable or not needed for agri-

culture are already under systematic reforestation.

The harvest of Douglas firs is of corresponding

largess ; and a complete list of the uses of this ver-

satile wood is nearly a complete list of wood uses.

Today ships from every corner of the world load

Douglas fir in Washington and Oregon ports. In-

deed, the Douglas fir section of western Washington

and Oregon now produces one-third of the nation's

lumber supply.

The lumber industry of Oregon and Washington

is of first importance to labor. The industry nor-

mally employs from 72,000 to 80,000 workers and

pays out over $120,000,000 in yearly wages. It car-

ries 55% of the total industrial payroll of the two

states. Logging camp and sawmill employees in this

Douglas fir region are the highest paid lumber work-

ers in the world. Almost half the total cost of a

1000 feet of West Coast lumber is in wages.

Throughout the entire nation, forest industries

support eight and one-half million people, the states

of the south now producing the bulk of the lumber

and providing most of the employment, while the

industry in the states of the West—Oregon, Wash-

ington, Idaho and California—pays the highest

wages. The West Coast production now comes sec-

ond, with the West Coast a major factor in national

lumbering only for the last 30 years.

Of the 12,912 mills reported by the government

in 1929, last census, but 1380 were located in Ore-

gon and Washington (most of them comparatively

large mills, however), leaving 1 1,535 lumber making

units in twenty or more different states.

But all the green-gold wealth of trees—and all

their beauty—is at the mercy of the forest's greatest

enemy—fire. F"or although "one tree can make a mil-

lion matches ; one match can destroy a million trees."

Between 1926 and 1930 the average annual burn

in the United States* was such that reforestation

of the burned areas would take, at the rate we are

doing it now, approximately 135 years. (This is

assuming that all the burning was wholly destruc-

tive.)

In addition, each year 985 million cubic feet of

timber are destroyed by disease, insects, drought,

wind, operations for deriving naval stores, etc. And
uncontrolled grazing by domestic animals is making

forest reproduction impossible in some localities.

With four-fifths of the most valuable or commer-

cial forests under private ownership, all but 5% of

public lands are receiving adequate protection from

fire, while 55% of all private lands are protected.

Forest fires burn each year forty-odd million pri-

vately owned acres and less than one-half million

publicly owned acres.f Fortunately, only a compara-

tively small portion of this area is productive forest

land.

A constantly decreasing proportion of these fires

is due to negligent logging methods ; a great majority

being the result of our careless American code of

'out-door morals" and disregard of private property

*41, 538,000 acres, totaling 156,183 fires and destroying nearly
900 million cubic feet of timber. .American Tree Ass'n. Forestry
Primer. (1787-1937 Sesqui-Centennial Data.)

tReport (1937) of Chief Forester of the United Sttaes, F. A.

Courtesy Earic H. Clapp, V. S. Forestry Service
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(Left) Down to the sea in ships went huge logs

of Douglas fir from the old Port Blakely Mill in Wash-
ington to the world's markets. Every country needs

wood, for, next to food, the forests' green gold is man's

greatest necessity. Yet America's green gold is running

thin. Three hundred years ago nearly half her land area

teemed with forests ; today only one-fourth can produce

commercially

The sheer beauty of living trees

has always satisfied many of man's

esthetic and spiritual needs just as

wood has aided him materially. Civi-

lization itself developed against a

background of trees. Thus in count-

less ancient cultures the religio-

artistic as well as economic life was

based on trees. And even so recent

a figure as Theodore Roosevelt de-

clared that, "American democracy

was born of no theorist's dream . . .

it came out of the American forest."

To this day, in magnificent Pacific

coast forests, Indians still hold their

age-old tribal dances as if to remind

us that the case for forest conser-

vation does not rest on economic

grounds alone

(Right) Before mass production

methods began to take their devas-

tating toll of Pacific coast woods,

pioneer lumberjacks cut timber with

oxen power. The early American

lumber baron's philosophy of "cut

out and get out" is traced not only

to ignorance and greed but to the

psychological effect on colonists and

immigrants of the New World's
seemingly limitless tree wealth. Our
forebears, largely banned from Eu-
rope's aristocratically restricted for-

ests, wantonly released their repres-

sions on this rich wilderness

(Photo by Asahel Curtis)
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A 664-yicAR-()i.ij ki.\(; of western trees—the Douglas
fir. These firs logRfd in Washington and Oregon alone

produce one-third tlie nation's wood supply. Rapid ex-

tension of the present cooperation between national and
private administration of these forests is of vital im-

portance to everyone; for the liquidation of all this

and even more green gold within 78 years is theoretically

possible at the present rate of consumption

Photoby Asahel Cu

One tree can make a milliox
MATCHES but one match can destroy

a million trees. Fire is the forest's

greatest enemy. The tremendous an-

nual "burn" of American timber is

attributable partly to our careless

code of "out-door morals" and partlv

to the negligent logging methods of

some lumber companies. But both

causes have a common root—the

general apathy of the American pub-

lic as a whole toward conservation.

Present trends toward a militant

conservationism must be encouraged

and can be if all will realize that

the future standard of American liv-

ing is directly dependent on present

advances in forest conservation

When the circular saw operated

by a water wheel began to replace

the vertical saw about 1820, the

death knell of many forested acres

was sounded. But lumbering meth-

ods have been so speeded up today

that each year we are cutting over

an area equal to Massachusetts and
New Jersey combined. This fact has

still graver implications for every

citizen when the role of forests in

flood control and erosion prevention

is considered

Reproduced from American Forests Magazine
by courtesy U. S. Forest Service and
The American Forestry Association
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(Left) SKY-STRinn's of Washington
where forest trails lead to the moun-

tains. Here tourists may wander endlessly

throuKh the towering beauties of our few

rcniaininn virgin forests

(.Ihovc riijht) Too nu; for a saw MILL,

these 70- foot Douglas fir logs will remain

uncut. Such enormous logs are usualh

put to work as "dredge spuds" that keep

dredges in a fixed position. The simple

fact that Nature needs centuries to grow

these logs should make the irresponsible-

lumberman pause

All photos by

Asahel Curtis

(Right) Like the trouble-shooters

of the telephone company, these spur-

heeled, arboreal steeple-jacks scramble

aloft and saw or chop down the tops of

trees, which are then lowered via cable

attachment by a donkey engine below.

Tree-top sections thus secured are used

largely as ships' masts

(Beloiu right) Log raft: timber flowing

down stream to the mills. It is a notorious

fact that America's waterways are daily

carrying her precious topsoil out to sea.

Will America also allow them to float

away her green gold without installing an

adequate reforestation program to compen-

sate for the staggering annual consump-

tion?

(Left) Forest ghosts : an example of

the negligent logging technique that -was

until recently one of the chief causes of

forest fires. The picture at left was taken

in the Douglas fir region where one-sixth

the annual cut is abandoned during log-

ging operations. In this region, however,

most of such wastage is unavoidable under

present market conditions. Happily, due to

conservationist effort, logging waste in the

south and east is now negligible



(Above) N4Ture's gift to the conser-

vationist : seed-bearing cones of the Doug-

las fir. Seedlings are set out in nurseries

where they are watered and cultivated dur-

ing the first two to five years. The urgent

need for such far-sighted activities was ad-

mitted by few privately owned companies

before the last decade

(Below) The cones must be dried in

these trays before the seeds can be extracted

and planted. The increasing appropriations,

private as well as federal, for reforestation

are a sure sign that our era of "man-made"

forests is dawning

(Right) The forests of the future trickle through this man's

fingers as easily as coffee beans and in each of those tin cans behind

him 1000 acres of tall timber lie packed. Our forests of the future

will be counted on to provide raw material for such increasingly

popular chemical derivatives as cellophane, rayon, artificial leather, etc.
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(Ab'jve) Forest babies, asking for some

space in the forest world. The planting of

forests is not just a beautiful gesture to

our great-grandchildren. If someone pro-

posed deeding away one-sixth of the L nited

States to a foreign power, wouldn't you

object? Yet, practically the same loss will

be suffered if we allow our woodlands to

lapse into non-productive idleness

(Below) At eighteen the young forest

begins to take shape. Thrusting its limbs

upward for life-giving sunlight, it promises

some day to achieve the magnificent stature

of the vast, mature, sweep of woodland

shown at center of page

J*

(Left) Forest -vouth: the future of our lumber resources,. Groves

like this can and should be planted o\ei large areas Tangible results

ot forest planting have recenth enlisted the inci easing cooperation of

many private companies who have abandoned the technique of "timber

mining" (treating wood as non-replenishable), toi timbei cropping
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Many generations will pass before "man-made" trees will achieve

the size and grandeur of the Douglas fir shown at right. Yet when

you consider that the Sunday edition of one New York newspaper le

quires 8o acres of trees and that from 1925-29 America's total dram

on soft timber was five times greater than its growth, the need foi the

tree troopers who march across the continent with mattocks in one

hand and baby trees in the other, becomes exceedingly clear

W^i-^

( Jbove) Two WESTERN PATRIARCHS: a 7o-year-old graybeard and a 700-

\ ear-old cedar. Upholders of pioneer initiative who shy away from refores-

tation as something "new fangled" are referred to the Chinese and the free-

dom-loving ancient Greeks, both of whom operated reforestation departments
about 2000 years ago

(Left) Judicious forestry protects these beeches and sugar maples of the

Monongahela National Forest in West Virginia. Unless reforestation is

pressed far beyond its present encouraging range, idle land and consequent
slower production of wealth will result. Not only will our green gold be

squandered but the worker, producer and consumer will suffer alike the brunt
of a higher cost of living. .Forest Conservation spells sustained yields in

health and recreation as well as the stabilization of near future industry and
employment Reproduced from American Forests Magazine by courtesy of

The American Forestry Association
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FOREST HISTORY OF CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND

AS SHOWN BY THE HARVARD FOREST MODELS

1700 Hecause of location within a zone of overlapping of the

northern forest and central hardwood forest, virgin timber

stands of central New England contained a great variety of

species, both coniferous and broad-leaved. Growing together

in various mixtures and ages were white pine, hemlock, red

spruce, beech, hard and soft maple, red aiul white oak, black,

paper and yellow birch, chestnut hickory, white ash and others.

1733 I'he primeval forest has been cut down. During the

course of land clearing great quantities of timber were piled

and burned. On the right is a piece of the original forest, from

which the settler will obtain his future supply of fuel wood,

posts and lumber for domestic use.

1830 Nearly 70 per cent of the land was cleared and under

some form of agricultural use. Commodious farm buildings

were surrounded by well-kept orchards, helds and pastures.

Most of the remaining stands of timber had been culled of the

best and largest trees to meet the increased needs of agricul-

ture and industry.

1850 With the opening to settlement of the rich lands of the

West and the growth of industrial centers, thousands of farmers

abandoned the rocky soils of New England to seek a better

living elsewhere. Brush soon overgrew the stone walls, and

white pine seeded in the idle fields and pastures. Fortunately,

sod and grass land furnished an excellent seed bed for the

pine, and valuable second-growth stands thus originated.

1910 The "old field" pine stand grew rapidly and attained

merchantable size at 60 to 70 years of age. It was customary

for portable sawmill operators to buy the stumpage for a lump

sum, clear cut the stand, and saw the logs into lumber for

such products as boxes, pails, match sticks and woodenware.

Trees of all sizes and grades were cut indiscriminately, and no

provision was made for another crop.

1915 Five years after logging, the ground is well covered

with hardwood sprouts and seedlings. The sprouts come from

the small stumps of hardwood undergrowth, which always be-

comes established beneath "old field" pine and is cut down in

the course of logging. The seedlings originate from seed stored

in the duff, or blown in from nearby stands after logging. Pine

seedlings were present only when the logging happened to be

done in a seed year.

1930 Twenty years after logging, the young hardwoods form

a well-stocked stand. But the rankest growing stump sprouts

and trees of inferior species are in the lead, and threaten many

of the best-formed individuals of the most desirable species. The

stand would now profit by silvi-cultural treatment controlling

the weed trees and freeing the most promising crop trees.

1830

1910

1915



rights. There is very urgent need for personal

awareness of responsibility on the part of the recrea-

tion-seeking public, in preventing fire hazards. Most

of the fires are the result of the "age-old land use"

struggle between grazing and forestry—fires set de-

liberately by farmers and cattlemen.

Indicative of the growing coordination between

the lumber interests and government agencies was

the National Conservation Conference held at

Washington, D. C, in April, 1937. Here the Na-

tional Lumber Manufacturers Association and af-

filiated groups representing every lumber district in

the United States and all phases of private owner-

ship production and distribution, together with rep-

resentatives of government departments, formulated

well-planned methods for a continuous and sustained

forestry program which included among its primary

objectives: the maintaining at a minimum loss from

fire, insects, wind-kill or uneconomic utilization.

But fire-proofing the forests and forest pathology

are only aspects of Conservation. Thirty years ago.

President Theodore Roosevelt said, "The conser-

vation of our natural resources and their proper use

constitute the fundamental problem which underlies

almost every problem of our national life."

Without condoning mistakes which undoubtedly

have been made in the past, it must be acknowl-

edged that federal foresight has instigated the first

ambitious measures to preserve our heritage of for-

ests, while private owners, interested first in the

immediate return, have generally in the past neg-

lected Conservation.

But "a near-revolutionary change in owner atti-

tude toward forest management has occurred within

the past decade, sustained yield forestry coming in

the private field as rapidly as economic conditions

permit. It is being preceded by adoption of more

conservative logging practices, and closer attention

to the necessity of protecting reforesting lands from

fire."*'

Important in flood control

This is gratifying, since it is impossible to over-

emphasize the importance of far-sighted planning

for an adequate forest reserve. Each year we are

cutting over an area equal to Massachusetts and

New Jersey combined, and since our forests are a

distinct feature of our national background, what
is done to them affects the economic and recreational

resources of every person. Demanding particular

attention at present, is the role that forests play in

flood control and prevention of erosion, though this

cannot be discussed here.

•John B. Woods, Secretary, Conference Committee, National
Forest Conservation Conference (1937).

Under a concerted nation-wide attempt employ-

ing scientific forestry, the peril to our forests and

the lumber industry will be alleviated.

Of course, the person who is tree-conscious in-

clines to the principle that all of a tree should be

utilized, except perhaps "the knotholes and the

whispering among the branches." Admittedly, that

is not always practical, but it is a fact that our

forests of the future will no longer be considered

primarily producers of logs, lumber and cordwood.

The modernized version of forest wealth includes

a long list of special products—pitch, resin, tar, tur-

pentine, cork, rubber, sugar, nuts, fruits and seeds

—and a rather amazing list of chemically derived

products, such as paper, rayon, cellophane, artificial

leather, roofing felts, and conduit pipes.

Piilpwood

A single phase of lumbering—the pulp-paper out-

put—demonstrates the importance of some of the

present-day side issues of the industry. The Sunday

edition of one New York newspaper requires the

wood from 80 acres of trees. Eighty-five per cent

of all paper is made of pulpwood ; and already the

United States uses more paper than all the rest of

the world. Estimates of our probable pulpwood re-

quirements by 1950 range from double to triple the

present quantity, about half of which is now being

imported from Canada and Europe.

It is obvious that the present rapid national ex-

pansion of the pulpwood industry, involving huge

investments, would not be warranted by private cap-

ital unless timbermen believed that there would be

adequate future forest resources for this purpose.

Recent statements from the Forest Service, for

example, show that on January I, 1934 the growing

stock of pine in the southern states was 15,215,-

409,000 cubic feet, and the growth that year was

891,350,000 cubic feet. This was not sufficient to

meet the drain for forest products and that caused

by fire, disease, etc. However, under forest man-

agement which would accompany intensive use of

these pine forests for lumber and pulpwood, the

annual increment or growth would be increased to

over 3,000,000,000 cubic feet. This would be

enough wood to supply 300 pulp and paper mills

of the size of those now being built in Jacksonville,

Florida, and other southern centers. In fact, there

are now operating and in course of construction

some thirty mills in that area which would use only

some 10% of the possible increase in wood produc-

tion.

In the Pacific Northwest, even during the worst

"depression years," pulp mills were running full

capacity to supply the astonishingly increasing de-
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inand for rayon, cellophane and otlier wood-pulp

products.

Happily for the future of such forest industries, as

well as for beauty and recreation, the protective mea-

sures which in the past few years have attracted more

and more consideration are not too late to be effective.

Already, crowding the stumplands of America,

come new copses of trees, slender as spears—

a

younger generation proving that forests are no longer

considered irreplaceable, but a growing crop. Seed-

lings are set out in nurseries, and up push the mini-

ature trees. They are watered and cultivated during

their first two to five years, depending upon variety

and health, until the little pindling youngsters are

ready to take their proper place in the forest world.

Then with a mattock in one hand, a baby-tree in

the other, the tree troopers go across the land, leav-

ing a new forest behind them.

Approximately 215 million trees were planted by

the U. S. Forest Service during 1936. This topped

the previous all-time high mark in 1935 by more

than 60%. Field crews planted at the rate of one-

half to one acre per man per day. Tree nursery

production had to be geared high to meet a demand

approaching a quarter of a billion trees in one year.

A single nursery produced over 57 million trees.

During 1937, the plantings covered 153,405 acres

and the trees totaled 145,530,000, of which all ex-

cept 2,769,000 trees were various varieties of pine.

Only a start

But compared with our forest needs, reforestation

has been progressing at snail's pace. According to

the Copeland Forestry Report (1933), the area that

must be considered for planting in the United States

included 138 million acres.

While artificial reforestation has lately progressed

to an amazing extent, it is doubtful that man will

ever compare with Nature in reproducing extensive

crops of mature trees. The major source of new
forest growth must come from natural reproduction

encouraged by protection and silvicultural cutting.

With both Nature and man cooperating, the re-

habilitation and conservative utilization of our for-

ests is assured.

Needless to say, such a sequel is welcome ; espe-

cially since during the past half-century forestry has

become a highly controversial subject.

Some advocates of government control contend

that "almost every one of the forty-eight states is

headed toward forest bankruptcy in timber of mer-

chantable size."* And, adopting the premise that

*"Forest Bankruptcy
i. P. Ahern (1934).

GREEN GOLD

Each State's Own Story,"

private forestry is hopeless, they advance the plea

that only a public acquisition of forest lands can

make possible a wise and long-range plan for con-

servation.

On the other hand, some proponents of private

ownership claim that there is little in the record

of either the Forest Service or the Congress to in-

dicate that the Federal Government is equal to the

task of solving our forest problem by outright regu-

latory legislation. They further assert, it is not a

fact that private forestry has failed, or that it can

succeed only through federal regulation. They main-

tain that the most serious defect in public coopera-

tion for research and forest protection is the failure

of State Legislatures and the Congress to supply

adequate funds. That private ownership and in-

dustry would welcome federal efforts to do first

things first, beginning \vith adequate cooperation in

forest protection, research and diligent attempt to-

ward needed reforms in forest taxation. And that

public acquisition of forest lands is not a sound

solution of the forest problem.

Hope in cooperation

Actually—making allowances for the extreme

views—there exists a very forthright and increas-

ingly practical cooperation between the government

and the private interests, in behalf of perpetual

forestry.

"During the past five years private forestry co-

operation has increased in leaps and bounds, mostly

in the field of fire protection and in the adoption

of better woods practices. For instance, the South-

ern section of the American Pulpwood Association

has adopted cutting rules which they require to be

observed by all farmers from whom they purchase

pulpwood. In California, some of the largest lumber

companies have entered cooperative agreements for

fire protection. Private forest cooperation is intan-

gible—it can't be tied dow-n to figures—but we know
it is increasing steadily.*

Lack of judicious forestry means idle land and

consequent slower production of wealth. And not

only is our green-gold forest wasted, the worker,

the consumer, and the community are harmed. For-

est conservation means sustained yields in health,

recreation, work, stabilization of industry and

employment, and high living standards. So the pres-

ent portentous trend in forestry concerns itself with

human values.

The application of modern principles of forestry

is an integral phase of our economic era—one of

*C. E. Randall, Acting Chief, Division of Information and
Education, Forest Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Continued on page 393
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SUN-SPOTS IN THE NEWS—Nearing the peak oj the sun-spot

cycle we may well ask how climate, crops, health and even the stock

market may he affected by these huge, electrical ''whirlwinds," several

times as large as the earth itself

By Wm. H. Barton, Jr.

Executive Curator, Astronomy and the Hayden

Planetarium, American Museum

SUN-SPOTS are in the news! These curious

markings on the solar disk have been appear-

ing more frequently and in greater numbers

since the latter half of 1933. We have been climb-

ing the curve of the sun-spot cycle—and now we

are nearing the top. Within the next year the peak

will probably come and then for the following five

or six years the spottiness of Old Sol will diminish.

In the low of these periodic swings, days will pass

without a blemish appearing. At the present time

a few spots are always in view—and occasionally

there is one large enough that you might notice

without using a telescope. During the past half

year several such naked-eye groups were recorded.

They are somewhat rare, but long before the tele-

scope was turned on the sky such markings were

known.

Back in those distant times it would have been

impious to believe that "the eye of the world" could

suffer from ophthalmia. These tiny black dots were

mistaken for small planets circling around the sun,

and appearing like birds against the moon. They

were even named by their discoverers.

These solar blemishes still form one of the major

mysteries of astronomy. In a cryptic cycle they come

and go with a semblance of regularity. Through

hundreds of years of patient observation certain

earthly phenomena seem to depend upon their

whims. Controversy still whips up interest in sun-

spots. If these storms on the sun do change our

weather we should learn more about them. Perhaps

we could not do anything to change the conditions,

but it would help to know ahead of time whether

next year will be a good one for wheat growing.

If you have a small telescope or a pair of good

field glasses your chances of seeing sun-spots are

good. In fact you may feel almost certain to find

them whenever you look during the next year.

(Never look at the sun directly through your glass.

Either have a suitable dark glass or catch the image

on a card held back of the eyepiece.) They may
appear very insignificant compared to the size of the

sun. But remember the sun has a diameter more

than a hundred times the earth's. A spot visible

to the unaided eye would be at least half a dozen

times as wide as the earth, and perhaps eight or

ten times.

These marks come and go in an unpredictable

manner. Sometimes they fade out in a day or less,

but the more durable ones appear through several

revolutions of the sun's globe. They disappear around

one edge to pop back into view nearly a fortnight

later, none the worse for being out of the sight of

prying man. One, that appeared as long ago as 1840,

lasted eighteen months. By observing these markings

the rotation of the sun can be measured, and at the

William H. Barton, Jr., is a familiar
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same time much learned alioiit the nature of the

sun-spots themselves.

'Ihey arc cyclones in the solar atmosphere, some-

thing like the ones twisting around a "low" on the

weather map—multiplied a few million times. They
are hifihly niaKnetic, and send out into space a boni-

bardmcnt of electrical particles. While we cannot

predict where nor when an individual spot will ap-

pear, we do know that they seldom or never form

on the sun's equator, nor in the polar regions. Spot-

tiness is confined to two belts, one north and the

other south, between solar latitudes 5° and 40*^.

They come in cycles of about eleven years, but this

period has been as short as eight years and as long

as sixteen.

The spots of a "new" cycle generally appear in

the middle latitudes while those of a disappearing

group will be near the equatorial edge of the spot

belts. Succeeding spots of the incoming group appear

lower and lower during the life of the c\cle. These

solar whirlwinds are really great cavities in the sun's

outer layers. But what is the explanation of all these

facts, and of many others that might be cited? Un-
fortunately that cannot be directly answered. A
Norwegian meteorologist named Bjerknes has a

rather elaborate theory of the circulation of the

sun's atmosphere that accounts for many of the well

known phenomena. He cannot write a complete and

convincing story of why the atmosphere behaves as

it does, nor why it does so in an I i-year period.

Many think that some outside influences affect the

sun, perhaps some tidal influence of the planets.

The planet Jupiter, the greatest of all the earth's

neighbors goes around the sun in 1 1.8 years. The
spot cycle is, on the average, 11.2 years but the half

year is too great a difference to laugh off. Professor

Brown, of Yale, tried to work a combination of

planets into the problem, but that, too, failed. Per-

haps the future will bring some more satisfactory

solution to this cosmic puzzle.

Effect on climate

Then the practical man asks, "But what have

these spots to do with us? Are they important?"

Yes, they are. A great many tie-ups are being

made between sun-spots and terrestrial affairs. For

instance. Professor Douglass, at the University of

Arizona, made a very complete study of tree rings.

His keen eyes discovered that the rings on the Ari-

zona pines and the big redwoods were not uniform,

but that generally a year of unusual growth was
followed by ten or twelve of only average develop-

ment. This patient scientist had examined thousands

of specimens with the hope of finding the "pattern"

of drought and rainfall. And here was written the

sun-spot curve. Then the sun-spots were coiiiiccced

to weather and the growth of living things.

From studies made by Dr. Charles Cj. Abbot,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, we learn

that the temperature and rainfall of a locality

swoops over a 23-year cycle—and in an even more
marked wa\', through a 46-year period. These are

multiples of the sun-spot cycle of about 11^ years.

It is probable that our own Middle West that has

been suffering from drought will take a turn for

the better «hen the sun-spot cycle changes this year

or next.

Jn explaining these weather effects we find that

as the sun-spots appear on the sun both the amount
and character of the sunlight is altered. The pro-

portion of ultra-\iolet radiation from the sun is

increased during the years near a sun-spot maximum.
Not only may this ultra-violet light afifcct the

\veather but it may affect many other terrestrial

affairs. Just what the result of this radiation is we
cannot sa\ . Dr. Harlan T. Stetson of Massachusetts

Institute of Tcchnolog>, is inclined to believe that

this change in radiation may aflfect our emotional

response. In fact he correlates the spot cycle with

the growth of animals, with the economic situation,

with social movements, and may in his pioneer work.

be laying the foundation of a new evaluation of

astronomy.

Sini-spols and hislorx

In an article in The SK^•*, Doctor Stetson says,

"Some time ago Professor Tchijevsky, a student of

sun-spots and world happenings, astonished the

American Meteorological Association with certain

deductions which he had made from comparing \ears

of sun-spots with years of social agitations and up-

risings throughout history. He seemed to convince

himself that most of the cycles of social agitations

concurred remarkably well with cycles in sun-spots.

Certainly the industrial agitation that has been go-

ing on in the early part of 1937 is not inconsistent

with this Russian scientist's hypothesis, for we have

just been having a most remarkable increase in sun-

spots for two decades. In fact, not since August,

191 7, have such violent outbursts been seen on the

surface of the sun as we have witnessed this year.

Incidentally, it was during the peak of sun-spots in

1917 that the Russian Revolution set in.

"If there is any connection between sun-spots and
human affairs, one would at least like to know what
basis, if any, there is for a possible mechanism b}-

which changes in the sun may be expected to pro-

duce changes in our behavior patterns. Unfor-

* "Sun-Spots and Hi;

November, 1937.

' Harlan T. Stets
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Cross Section of a Sun-spot: A "Whirlwind" of Solar Fire

Courtesy of George F. Morrell, F.R.A.S., akd The Illustrated London News

The Stupendous Vortices of Fire which are seen from

the earth as sun-spots originate at unknown depths far be-

low the sun's photosphere. The photosphere, which is the

visible surface of the sun, consists of dense, incandescent

clouds of heavy metallic vapors at yellowish-white heat and
surface temperature of about 6000° C. When a sun-spot

occurs, streams of fiery elements burst through this layer

with a swirling rotary motion given them by the sun's rota-

tion, and a vast outpouring of radiant and electro-magnetic

energy is projected into space. Lighter elements soar spir-

346

ally upward with terrific force, involving fiery hydrogen,

helium and calcium vapors in the Chromosphere. The illus-

tration shows such a scene (above the Chromosphere) that

was photographically recorded through the spectro-helio-

graph as a "prominence" at the sun's edge. The elements

sped upward some 325,000 miles in 50 minutes, an average

of about 6500 miles a minute, equivalent to traveling from

New York to Chicago in seven seconds. Note the enormous

size of the disturbance as compared with the earth shown

to scale
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Do Fire Storms on the Sun Cause Dust Storms on Earth?

A Definite Relation has been observed between the num-

ber of sun-spots at a given period and weather conditions.

It is even likely that our drought-ridden Middle West will

take a turn for the better when the sun-spot cycle passes its

peak this year or the next. The effect does not result from

an increase of heat sent to earth during sun-spot maximum
but presumably from an increase of electro-magnetic energy

and ultra-violet radiation. The latter may also afiect us

not only physically, by contributing more vitamin D to our

bodies, but psychologically through changes in our endocrine

glands.

In different localities rainfall and the thickness of tree

rings have been discovered to change in a cycle correspond-

ing to the sun-spot cycle of approximately 11.2 years, or

multiples of it (23 and 46 years). Beloii: Movement of

sun-spots across the sun's surface shown by photographs

taken at approximately 2-day intervals

tt at Cook Observatory
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Horror
AND

Beauty
Drought and Northern
Lights : two possible effects of

abundant sun-spots

Sun-spots photographed at Mt.

Wilson Observatory. During the

past half year several groups were

visible to the naked eye using only

smoked glass
.^

-«m.-^

^
r;

^ *» • ji

A Spot that is visible to the unaided eye would be at least

50,000 miles in diameter and might appreciably aggravate

conditions in the Dust Bowl or enhance the beauty of the

northern lights. Above is shown the desolation wrought by

drifting sands in Oklahoma, believed to be caused in part

by abundant sun-spots. (Beloiv) Auroral displays recorded

by the National Antarctic Expedition of the Royal Society

:

a spectacle of transcendent splendor known to be caused by

electro-magnetic waves sent out by the sun in greater vol-

ume at times of maximum sun-spots
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tunatcly, satisfactory scientific data in regard to this

is meatjer, yet there are two possible lines of reason-

ing wliich may liave some basis. One of these con-

cerns changes in the <|uality of sunlight as it may

affect us and the atmosphere we breathe. The other

concerns the result of the varying quality of sun-

shine upon the food we grow and eat which may

thus indirectly affect us.

"Everyone knows the importance of ultra-violet

radiation. The boom in the sale of health lamps is

testimony to this. There is, of course, both health

and danger from these life-giving rays. Ultra-violet

light produces vitamin D in all of us, and unques-

tionably increases our resistance to disease. Too much

ultra-violet, however, can produce detrimental ef-

fects. Biologists have shown that ultra-violet radia-

tion has marked effects on certain glands in the

human body, and now medical science shows that

our mental attitude is largely measured by the secre-

tion of our endocrines. Some day we may learn to

regulate our emotions by exposing ourselves for the

proper length of time to prescribed radiations.

J pproaclinuj a iiiiixiiiiiiui

"Now sunshine is very rich in ultra-violet light.

Fortunately the earth's atmosphere has a blanket of

ozone which screens out most of the harmful light

from the sun, and lets just enough through for our

health and well-being if we take advantage of what

sunshine Nature provides. But would you know?
The ultra-violet light from the sun vaiies from day

to day and year to year. Actual measurements have

shown that in general the ultra-violet light from

the sun is much more potent during years when sun-

spots are most numerous and less potent during years

when sun-spots are scarce. It is this stimulating

effect of ultra-violet radiation which, through the

years of increasing sun-spots, revitalizes us, increases

our energy, and, when too strong, results in agita-

tion. However, this may be, we are approaching and

are now very near a period of unusual numbers of

sun-spots.

"The last sun-spot maximum occurred in 1928 and

1929 when things were booming. There was one big

uprush of sun-spots in November and December of

that year. Then came the crash of the sun-spot mar-

ket. The chart of the numbers of sun-spots fell down
precipitously, finally reaching the bottom at the end

of 1933. If Major Angas, Colonel Ayres, Roger

Babson or other noted investment counselors had

predicted the boom of 1929 and the depression of

'32 and '33 on the basis of sun-spots, they could not

have done better. And if Wall Street had predicted

the rise in Dow-Jones Averages from the middle of

'934 t" Januar>, i'j37, on the basis of a chart of sun-

spots, they would have won hands down. In addi-

tion to this main trend of sun-spots, there arc secon-

dary fluctuations just as there are in the market.

Since February, sun-spots have been going down con-

stantly for about four months, but they will come
back again. Probably we shall have them recovering

to a new high before another year is over. I'll make
no further statements market-wise.

"If we look back over previous years, we do not

often find the correspondence between sun-spot

numbers and business activity so pronounced. There
is, however, a rather definite indication that four out

of the last five major depressions have followed with-

in two or three years after the maximum in the num-
bers of sun-spots. If the market is an index of psy-

chology on the part of investors and, one's moods
of optimism and depression change with changes in

the characteristics and the radiation of the sun which

followed the sun-spots, then we would be led to be-

lieve that the affairs of mankind are much more
intimately related to our cosmic surroundings than

science has thus far been led to suppose."

These strong electrical currents from sun-spots

have another marked effect on the earth's atmosphere.

The earth is a magnet and when these streams of

electrons bombard us they are attracted toward the

poles.

Northern lights explained

Here, when they come in contact with the rare-

fied gases of the upper atmosphere a glow is pro-

duced. This light is not unlike the colored discharge

in the Neon tube advertising sign. Just as different

colored signs can be made by using tubes of different

gases so these lights are variously colored. And that

is the true explanation of the northern lights or

aurora borealis. Similar displays around the southern

pole of the earth are southern lights, or aurora aus-

tralis. Together they form the polar lights. When
there are sun-spots in abundance the lights shine

with greater frequency and enhanced beauty.

The records of such displays run back to Aristotle,

Cicero and Pliny. The common explanation of this

striking phenomena was that the armies of the sky

were fighting. They imagined they could hear

trumpets and the clashing of arms along with the

lights. Strange as it may seem, even today there is

some doubt about sounds with the aurora. A crack-

ling noise is often said to accompany the lights. One
explanation is that the noise is the breath freezing, or

ice cracking underfoot. This could happen only in

very cold regions, and sometimes auroras are seen

much farther south. A very common explanation of

northern lights attributes them to sunshine reflected
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from tiny ice crystals high up in the atmosphere.

During the past few months fine displays have

been reported from Europe, especially England. Even

as far south as Bermuda unusual northern lights

were reported. With sun-spot activity still increas-

ing, beautiful aurora displays may be looked for.

Even in and near New York City they have been

seen within the past year and no doubt will be again.

Like sun-spots they do not come on schedule but

there are certain favorable times. There is more

chance of seeing them before midnight than after.

Some old studies show August and September to be

rather more likely months than later in the winter.

There is a prevailing superstition that they can be

seen only during the winter. Perhaps this is because

in the Arctic region where the displays are most

beautiful the summer months are light and preclude

any possibility of seeing them.

Variety of forms

The lights may assume a number of forms. A
very common variety looks like a long arch of light

across the sky. This generally centers somewhere

near the north point of the horizon and may stretch

nearly to the east and west points. The arch gener-

ally is white, but may tend toward the yellow or

green in tone. The edges are either definite or shade

off gradually.

A very different form may resemble a searchlight

beam, or perhaps a number of beams appearing to

radiate from a point below the horizon. These pil-

lars of light may flicker upwards toward the zenith

in an undulatory manner, or may swing toward

either the east or the west. Reds and greens some-

times brighten xip these streamer displays.

A still more beautiful type is the curtain. In this a

3-dimensional illusion is the most striking feature.

Spun from the nothingness of space these draperies

form before the eyes and seem to decorate some vast

heavenly proscenium. Sometimes they hang from the

zenith and appear to be hanging low, so low, it

seems, that one might touch them.

The writer witnessed a most varied display in

Maine on the night of September 3rd last. The dis-

play began with a colorless arch about 5° wide

stretching from just north of east to just north of

west and standing about 45° over the north point.

For an hour it remained almost unchanged, except

for patches of luminous cloud fading in and out near

the eastern end. Gradually the ends of the arch dis-

appeared until it stood in the sky seemingly without

support. Then the ends warped into folds, and from

the top of the arch a sheet of light slowly mounted

the sky until a curtain was formed. Then the color

changed to bright apple-green. Within a half hour

it faded completely. In its place, in fact over the sky

from the north to half way down the southern sky

a pale flickering covered the heavens. Swift waves

of this light darted in every direction. It was im-

possible to discern a pattern, so vaguely and rapidly

did the light run. And then it died out and all that

remained was the usual bright horizon glow in the

north.

Deserving of fame

Along with the aurora come disturbances to the

magnetic compass, interference on the radio, and

trouble for the telegraph and cable companies.

Yes, sun-spots are in the news and rightfully so.

Sun-spot study is no mere academic study. Not only

do they produce the most beautiful of all celestial

phenomena, but they may alter our moods, bring

stock market crashes, remake the dust bowl, key us

up to war frenzy, or change the price of pelts.

Yes, sun-spots are in the news, and they deserve

their notoriety.
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A RARE PHOTOGRAPH of the amber fishers recovering the harvest

of a storm on the Baltic Coast (Slaatlkltc Bernstein—Manujaklur)

THE STORY OF AMBER
B\ Willy Lev

Known to the ancient Greeks and denounced by Fliny as de-

morali'xjng, this sea gold of the Baltic gave man his first

ideas of electricity and assists modern science with -preserved

specimens of prehistoric -plant and animal life

IT
was during my ver\' first visit to East Prussia—

I

was not quite fourteen years old at that time—that I

became acquainted with the Gold of the Baltic under

circumstances that recall the elemental scenes of Pierre

Loti or more recently the Man of Aran.

We had driven to Cranz, a sea-beach resort on the

Samland coast not far from Konigsberg, the capital of

East Prussia and, incidentally, the city of Immanuel Kant.

We did not start out on this trip until late and it was

raining so heavily that it took hours to drive the short dis-

tance of about 30 miles. When we arrived it was pitch

dark ; there was a heavy storm raging over the Baltic.

Although it was mid-summer the air felt chilly and we
had neither a reason nor did we feel like going to the

beach, from which the thundering noise of surf could be

heard for miles. But we were up early the next morning
on a planned hike along the shore. Although the storm had

subsided somewhat during the night the sea was still rough

and the surf fairly .heavy.

To my great surprise I saw people working busily near

the shore line. Men with hip boots and heavy clothing

were wading in the water carrying nets built after the

pattern of butterfly nets but much larger and with handles

ten or even twenty feet long. They thrust these nets into

each wave that rolled up to them, and when the net was

filled after a while with something that looked dark and

dirty they waded back to the shore and threw their "har-

vest" on the sand. Women and children were busy pulling

the tangle of seaweed—such was the main content of the

nets—apart and looking carefully for pieces of a yellow

material that could be frequently seen in the weed. Occa-

sionally these yellow pieces were thrown into the nets

apart from seaweed. The women and children not only

scrutinized the seaweed brought to shore by their hus-
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bands, fathers and brothers but also searched bunches

of seaweed thrown up on the beach by the waves

directly.

Naturally I asked what these fishermen were

doing and was informed that they looked for

amber. I was told that there must be a large quan-

tity of it on the sea bottom, because after stormy

nights some was always washed up to the shore by

the waves, either in independent pieces or entangled

in seaweed.

It was quite a number of years later that I learned

the complete story. Samland's coast, rising so

abruptly from the Baltic, usually with only a very

narrow beach, consists of comparatively young marl

and sand. Starting from the top in a typical locality

—say Palmnicken on the West coast—one encoun-

ters first a superficial layer of sand of glacial origin,

about ten or twenty feet thick. Then come layers of

lignite with light sands and clay, of later Tertiary

origin, mainly from the Miocene. A fairly thick

layer of so-called green sands from the early Tertiary

comes next; and underneath these one finally finds

the true amber layer: the "blue earth." I cannot

tell why this completely black sticky hard material

that has about the consistency of clay should be

j^urnus^^^^^



time, in fact since iicfore the dawn of recorded his-

tory. Amber beads are common in prcliistoric burials

of the Jironze Age in Great Britain; and near

Schwarzort in East Prussia amulets of amber were

found in tombs even from the Stone Age. Pieces of

amber were also brought to light when Schliemann

excavated the tombs at the ancient city of Mycenae

in Greece, representing an almost mythological

period.

In early literature amber is mentioned three times

The vast deposits of amber, which have yielded

more than a iiiillion pounds in a single year, are

located on the Samland coast of the Baltic Sea in

East Prussia. In the lower map the black areas are

Oligocene layers ivith amber-bearing blue earth; the

dotted areas are Oligocene but ivithout blue earth

in Homer's Odyssey ; but there is some uncertainty,

because the Greek word electron, from which "elec-

tricity" is derived, not only meant amber but also

an alloy of gold and silver. It seems likely that of

the three instances, one refers to the alloy while the

other two to amber. A similar linguistic riddle pre-

vails about three references in the bo<jk of Ezekiel

to something sparkling, which some authorities in-

terpret as meaning amber, though there is not defi-

nite proof. It is also possible that one of the famous

twelve stones in the breast-plate of the High Priest

was amber.

Thales of Miletus, the (ireek philosopher and

astronomer (640-54.0 H. C), seems to be the first

to discover electricity in observing that amber, when

rubbed with a cloth, attracts short pieces of straw

or similar matter. It is from this property that amber

received one of its early names, karahe, "that which

attracts straw." Then there was the Arab term

anhar, which originally meant ambergris but later

amber, the other valuable product of the seas. The
word found its way into English probably by way

of the Spanish which absorbed so many Arab words.

But in the world of letters the story of amber

really begins with that rather choleric old Roman
colonel who became known as Pliny the Elder

(A. D. 23-79) whose book of Natural History is a

tremendously comprehensive work of ancient knowl-

edge. True to character, he scolded amber as a

luxury, as he scolded any other luxury from aspara-

gus to dyed hair:

Next in rank among the objects of luxury we have

amber, an article which for the present, however,

is in request with women only . . . luxury has not

been able as vet to devise any justification for the

use of it. This is a subject which affords us an

excellent opportunity of exposing some of the friv-

olities and falsehoods of the Greek.

Pliny's anjer and scorn were directed especially

against the assertion of some Greek authors that

amber was nothing but hardened hnx urine. Others

believed that it represented a peculiar kind of sea-

scum, hardened by some cosmic influence and washed

upon the shore by the waves. The word electron,

though its derivation is not perfectly known, is

usually brought into relation with elector, meaning

sun-glare ; and in more poetically inclined minds

amber was supposed to be sun-foam, sun-glare that

became solid when it struck the sea.

But Pliny also related in a trustworthy manner

the knowledge of his time about this material that is

both common and unique, and he had a good con-

ception of its true nature.

There can be no doubt that amber is a product

of the islands of the Northern Ocean, and that it is

the substance called by the Germans i/laesum. [It is

to be noted that this is the word from which our

"glass" is derived.] . . . Amber is produced from

a marrow discharged by trees belonging to the pine

genus, like gum from the cherry, and resin from the

ordinary pine. It is a liquid at first, which issues

forth in considerable quantities, and is gradually
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(Above) The amber mine near Palmnicken on the Bal- is excavated from the famous blue earth in which it was

tic coast of East Prussia where the greatest known amber deposited some forty or fifty million years ago

deposits lie. Here the valuable fossil resin of ancient trees (Photos from staatiiche Bcnutein—Manufaktnr)

(Above) Buckets on an endless belt scoop up the blue (Behnv) Ji:ts of water separate the blue earth from the

earth, which has produced over a million pounds of amber vast amounts of amber embedded in it. Strainers retrieve

here in a single year the amber from the muddy soup
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(R'kjIiI) An in'six t t;iu(ilii in the prehistoric How (jf

resin and preserved : a caddis Hy, from the American

Museum's collection of amber inclusions. From insects

thus imjirisoncd and bits of fossil vegetation an amaz-

inf^ly complete jiicture of the original amber forest is

reconstructed. A dozen or more species of trees and in-

numerable insects have been identified, including the

only fossil Ilea known to science, Pa/ar'jpsyllti klchsitina

AM.Wll /'h:i'j Ij Ct

(Above) Appropriately' designed in amber: a con-

tainer for official documents used by the city of

Konigsberg

(Left) The .\xt Bothriomyrmex goepperti trapped in

amber, typical of the finely preserved specimens. It is

supposed that some pathological condition of the trees

produced the enormous quantities of resin which formed

amber
.i.l/.YH Photos by Coles

(Beloiv) A SPECIMEN OF COPAL, one of the many types of

fossil resin which are not true amber, fairly riddled with

insects caught in the congealing mass

(Beloiv) A WELL-PRESER\"ED AN"T (Paraiieuret US sp?)

Seventy thousand specimens of fossil inclusions in am-

ber are contained in a single collection in Germany
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hardened by heat or cold, or else by the action of

the sea, when the rise of the tides carries off the

fragments from the shores of these islands. At all

events, it is thrown up on the coasts in so light and

voluble a form that in the shallows it has all the

appearance of hanging suspended in the water.

Our forefathers, too, were of the opinion that it is

the sap of a tree and for this reason gave it the

name of succinum (sap-stone) ; and one great proof

that it is a tree of the pine genus is the fact that

it emits a pine-like smell when rubbed and that it

burns, when ignited, with the odor and appearance

of torch-pine wood.

However, Pliny could not go on for long without

some remark about the low morals of his time

:

So highly valued is this as an object of luxury

that a very diminutive human effigy made of amber
has been known to sell at a higher price even than

living men, in stout and vigorous health. . . .

The worst, in Pliny's opinion, was the "new"
shade of hair dyeing, ''amber-color," probably in-

spired by the blond hair of Germanic girls that were

brought to Rome with the amber of their country.

The beloved wife of Nero (37-68) had hair called

succinum (amber) by her illustrious poetically-

minded, imperial husband.

The riddle of its source

The source of amber in ancient times presents an

interesting problem involving early European trade

routes. The river Eridanus is mentioned in legend

and history as the source, but there was controversy

regarding its identity as far back as Herodotus, the

"father of history," in the 5th century. It was iden-

tified as the Padus (Po) and as the Rhone; and one

historian has even ventured the conclusion that "the

very name Eridanus still lingers in the name of the

Radaune, west of Danzig." Danzig is near the

amber country, to be sure, but to classify the tiny

Radaune, which might not have existed at all in

classical times, as Eridanus, is certainly no small

error.

If some actual river has to be assigned to the

Eridanus, it might best be the Elbe, as suggested by
Prof. Richard Hennig. Hennig believed that the first

amber to arrive in the classical world did not come
from the Baltic but from the North Sea and that the

much larger Baltic deposits did not become known
to Greece and to Rome until around 100 B. C. If it

was North Sea amber, the Elbe would be the logical

river to transport the valuable material southward.
When the new and much larger amber deposits

near the Baltic became known to the Mediterranean
nations, the amber trade experienced a boom. Juli-

anus, the nobleman responsible for Emperor Nero's

3S6

gladiatorial shows sent a Roman knight to the amber

country. He traveled first to Carnuntum, east of

Vienna, then a famous base of the Roman Danube

fleet. From here the Roman knight stated that an-

other 600 Roman miles "as the crow flies" were

necessary to take him to the amber country, and this

distance would just about have taken him to the

promontory of Samland, the most abundant known

site. At any event he returned with several thousand

pounds of amber. The nets that protected the im-

perial podium or parapet in the arena against the

wild beasts were "studded" with it, meaning pre-

sumably that amber studs were inserted in the knots.

Furthermore, all the weapons and implements of the

gladiators were decorated with amber, and the dis-

play was changed every day. The largest piece of

amber brought back by this knight weighed 13

pounds, which does not exceed our largest museum
pieces.

With Pliny and Tacitus the first chapter of the

story of amber found its glorious climax and its end.

The reappearance of amber in history was closely

connected with the Order of the German Knights

after they had taken what is now East and West
Prussia and Danzig under their jurisdiction. The
Order put its mailed fist on amber : nobody thence-

forth had a right to possess any unless authorized by

the Grand-Marshal himself. Strict laws were en-

forced by even stricter measures ; there were tales of

rows of gallows on the beach even centuries later.

Much of the amber found—property of the Order,

of course, was sent to Bruges, where a special guild

of amber turners had established itself. They called

themselves "paternostermakers," makers of rosaries,

and numbered 70 masters and 300 helpers and ap-

prentices in 1420.

Later the princes of Prussia took over the seig-

niorial privilege, and the fishermen were obliged to

turn over the amber they found to certain "re-

ceivers" for the same weight in salt. The privilege

was sublet and re-sublet several times until at long

last the Prussian state established itself as amber

merchant and later opened the amber mine and is-

sued the laws that are valid to this day. All East

Prussian amber, the laws read, is property of the

Department of Internal Revenue which issues per-

mits to fish or to dig for it under condition that all

that is found be turned over to the government

against pay. All amber found elsewhere in Germany
is subject to the same law if found on the seashore

but belongs to the finder if found somewhere inland.

Up to about 1800 the scientific knowledge of am-
ber did not develop any further. On the contrary,

the theory of Georg Bauer, called Agricola, aban-

doned the classic resin explanation and substituted
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the bitumen tlicory. Writing Latin, he is also re-

sponsible for the term lapis ardens as a re-translation

of "burning stone." Bauer's ideas were colossal errors

and barred scientific progress for centuries.

Only about a hundred years ago scientists began

to ponder the problem anew, no longer handicapped

by lack of geographical knowledge like the ancients

and assisted by some first groping conceptions con-

cerning past ages of the earth's history. The classic

resin-theory was revived with many a good proof,

and a little later a chemical analj'sis was made, show-

ing that amber answered to the formula C,i,H,„0,

v\hich is very similar to the formula for camphor,

Ci„Hi„0. A high percentage of succinic acid (be-

tween 3 and 8%) was found in Baltic amber;

hence the name "succinite" proposed by Prof. J. D.

Dana and now commonly used in scientific writings.

Varieties differing slightly from succinite are found

in Rumania, Sicily, and Burma. A number of other

types of fossil resin from widely separated parts of

the world are often termed amber and contain very

little or no succinic acid. These are evidently fos-

silized gums from other trees, but as a means for

classification many have received family names de-

rived from the people connected with the history of

amber—Beckerite, Gedanite, Stantienite, etc. In

keeping with the term succinite for amber, the tree

from which it came was named Pinites succinifer, in

translation: "the amber-producing, pine-like tree."

It seemed obvious that the tree that produced the

wealth was a relative of the pine tree, but nothing

was really known about it.

In their efforts to learn the natural history of

amber, scientists centered their attention shortly be-

fore 1850 on the fossils found in the blue earth. But

because certain small deposits of brown coal were

supposed to be contemporaneous with the amber but

were not, a profound error arose which is worthy of

mention because it persisted in popular books up to

about the time of the World War.
It was mistakenly supposed that the primeval am-

ber forest must have been a swampy forest, because

of the brown coal deposits which were close to and

sometimes actually above the blue earth deposits.

These led scientists to think of the amber forest in

terms of the cypress swamps of North America and

of the Everglades of Florida. The amber forest was

imagined to resemble the immense swamps of the

Carboniferous age in which most of the coal of the

world was formed. Thriving presumably during the

Oligocene period, the forest was believed to have

"bled" golden amber when lightning broke the trees

or storms devastated the swamp. Near the sea, these
'

tracts like the Everglades could have been invaded

by sand, driven either by storm or tidal wave, which
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could have separated the blue earth containing the

amber from the brown coal deposits which later

were formed when the forest perished and fell. The
brown coal on the Samland is in places no more than

about three feet above the blue earth, a distance

which in the days when geologists believed in sudden,

catastrophic changes did not seem too great.

Carried by "xater

The theory was nice and sounded plausible, but it

was proved wrong when the facts were examined

more critically. It was found that these coal deposits

had nothing to do with the blue earth layer at all.

They were a product of a much later time, belonging

to the Miocene period, still within the boundaries

of the Tertiary age but anywhere from icxj.ooo to

500,000 years more recent. On the other hand, prac-

tically no traces whatever could be found of the trees

which really produced the amber. The explanation

of this is that the amber must have been moved from

its original location, by currents of water. In other

words, the deposits of amber we know are not

primary but secondary deposits.

The fossils found in the blue earth likewise re-

futed the swamp theory and supported the theory

just mentioned. They are all fossils of creatures of

a salty sea. There were remains of sea urchins

(Laevipatagus bigibbus). teeth of the shark Car-

charodon obliquus, fossilized oyster shells (of the

variety Ostrea venlitabrum), and specimens of the

crab Coeloiiia balticum. From these fossils scientists

had to conclude that the blue earth had been formed

at the bottom of a sea and in moderate depths be-

cause there were oysters. The fact that among these

remains of salt water life there should be quantities

of amber so vast as to overshadow everything else,

presented a difficult riddle until it was realized that

the amber was an older product which did not belong

with the blue earth although it occurred in it. Per-

haps the amber had been washed down from the for-

est to the sea by rivers, perhaps the sea had en-

croached upon the land.

The story is, therefore, as follows. The amber

forest grew at the beginning of Tertiary times some-

where in northern Europe, where primary deposits

were laid down. Later, in the Oligocene period,

rivers cut their way through them or the sea, mov-
ing inland, washed them away. The amber was car-

ried by currents of the primeval ocean to quiet, shal-

low spots where it could settle to form the secondary

deposits we know. Real primary deposits of amber
are not known. Possibly those pieces that are washed

up by the waves come from primary deposits, but it

is unlikely. In all probability the sea gold given up
Continued on page 384
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The Face of Peking Woman
Latest developments regarding our celebrated ape -like relative

By Franz Weidenreich
Visiting Professor of Anatomy,
Peiping Union Medical College;

Honorary Director. Cenozoic Re-

search Laboratory, National Geo-

logical Survey of China

Further discoveries relatinglto Peking Man (Sinanthropus pekinensis) , whose existence in

China some hundreds of thousaitps of years ago was discussed in the September, 1937, Natural
History, have made possible the reconstruction of the entire face as shown above. A large frag-

ment of the upper jaw was the important new piece which, added to the abundant material already

discovered in more than ten years of digging, completed the picture of this extremely ancient rela-

tive. The reconstruction may be considered a genuine standard female type of mature age. Since

practically all bones of the skull were available, with the exception of the zygomatic arch, the

restoration was made merely by adapting the size of the single parts derived from several indi-

viduals of different sexes from the same location. The life-like reconstruction was carried out with

the kind assistance of the sculptor, Mrs. Lucile Swan

The features and hair were mod-

elled directly on a plaster cast of the

skull, the thickness of the soft parts

being determined from measurements

made on female heads of different

present-day races recorded by various

authors. The abundance of the re-

mains and the great antiquity of the

Peking Woman make this collection

of human fossils the richest and most

complete ever recorded, unique in

every respect. The work has been made
possible through the generous support

of The Rockefeller Foundation
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(licldw) Man's i-amii.v triu:, sliiMvinK approximate posi-

tion of the Peking Woman. Note that the nearest relatives

above the Peking Woman are distinctly higher in the evolu-

tionary scale. On the other hand I'eking Woman is definitely

well above any creature whicii gave rise t(j any of the modern

apes or monkeys, file only human skull which conceivably'

occupies a lower position in the scale is Pilliti(intliro/>iii iriu-

tiis (4), from Java.

The other skulls represented in this chart, which was con-

structed by Dr. William K. Gregory of the American Mu-
seum on a careful weighing of various lines of evidence, are

as follows: i. Primitive Primate (Notharc/us osbornij.

2. Prototypal anthropoid. 3. Primitive anthropoid. 4. Trinil

Ape Man. 5. Piltdown Man. 6. Heidelberg Man. 7. Nean-

derthal Man. 8. Cro-Magnon Man. 9. Australian black-fel-

low (one of the most primitive of existing human races).

10. Hottentot. 11. Chinese. 12. American. A. (jorilla.

B. Chimpanzee. C. Orang-utan. D. Gibbon

Since the sklll as a whole, despite its primiti\eness in

certain details, comes closer to that of recent man than to

any of the great apes, the external features were modelled

to conform more or less to those of recent man

CENE OLICOCENE MIO-PLIOCENE PLEISTOCENE



Skull of Peking Woman compared

^Jvith gorilla and modern Chinese

Among the very primitive characteristics of

Peking Man are the absence of chin, shape of the

teeth and the size of the orbital ridges. The brain-

case is elongated, very low, and a transverse section

of the skull is arched as in the apes, instead of being

oval as in the Neanderthaloid or modern man. By

such characteristics Sinanthropus represents one of

the lowest anatomical stages so far discovered in

human ancestry

FEMALE GORILLA
ADULT

PEKING WOMAN
ADULT

MALE NORTH CHINESE
ADULT

^ K
i*-***^'**^

^ %fj
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A ROUND TRIP TO DAVY JONES' LOCKER-y4 loop of

swordfish line around the ankle is something that every fisherman

dreads. Here is the story of a man who went down with the fish but

came back to tell the tale

By William H. Hand Jr.
Naval Architect

New Bedford, Massachusetts

j4L'(;usT 4, 19.55, ti<ivc promise and later proved

Z\ to be a fine day for swordfishing—clear, calm

X A. and hot. We nosed out of the harbor of

Menemsha, Massachusetts, before sunrise in the

motor-sailor Buckaroo and headed for the fishing

ground. By g a.m., we were about 25 miles south

of Neman's Land. Mastheaders were aloft and

everyone was on the lookout.

Presently a large fish was sighted and I went

forward to the "pulpit." When I was put onto the

fish I harpooned it in conventional fashion alongside

the dorsal fin, and the keg was thrown overboard

after the line had run out. A little later, Murray

Pratt, a giant of a man, was dropped off in the dory

to "haul" the fish.

Man overboard

We cruised on, looking for more fish, and when

about half a mile away, one of the mastheaders

called out, "Better put your glasses on the dory

—

things don't look right there."

The glasses showed the dory bottom up and no

man in sight. A small sloop about a hundred yards

away was making for the overturned boat. Sensing

that something serious was wrong, we turned and

made full speed towards the dory.

On arriving we saw two men in a skiff that had

put off from the sloop, supporting the limp body

of Pratt, who appeared drowned. The dory was

bottom up and a short distance away was the sword-

fish threshing about on the surface with the dart

sunk in its body and the harpoon line dragging in

the water. The sloop was the Helen, Captain Ed
Gardner, of Menemsha. She was alongside the skiff

when we got there, and Pratt was hauled on board

her. Fortunately for Pratt, my friend Dr. F. E.

Stetson of South Dartmouth had accompanied me
on this trip. He and Herbert Flanders, one of my
crew, hurried aboard the Helen and, aided by Cecil
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Watson of sloop Helen, began a long seige of arti-

ficial respiration.

After about a half hour's hard work the man

came to enough to emit the most unearthly groans,

and at the end of an hour or more he became semi-

conscious. Pratt was then transferred to Buckaroo

and we started full speed for the U. S. Marine Hos-

pital at V'ineyard Haven about 50 miles away.

When hauled from the water Pratt had an open

jackknife clutched in his right hand. Before we
reached V'ine>ard Haven he recovered enough to tell

his story about as follows:

Taken for a ride

"I hauled the fish up to the dory once but couldn't

hold him. He ran off a ways and then seemed to

come in easily enough until I had him alongside

again. Next he started to the bottom and I couldn't

hold him any more than if he had been a team of

horses. Before I knew it, a turn of the line was

around my ankle and over I went and down, down.

I tried to kick the line off but it wouldn't come

free, so, while I was heading for the bottom, I felt

for my knife. I first hauled out by mistake a cigarette

lighter from my left trousers' pocket. Then I went

into the right pocket and got my knife. Somehow

I got it open and managed to reach down and cut

the line. Then I started to swim to the surface and

that's the last I remember. How did I get here

anyway?"

Pratt must have been down pretty deep since his

ears bothered him for many days and he was ter-

ribly lame for quite a while after his involuntary

dive. He had had nearly three j'ears' service in the

Canadian army in France and had been "gassed"

several times. For this reason we feared pneumonia,

but this fortunately did not develop and he was dis-

charged from the hospital after three or four days.

Today he is well and apparently as rugged as ever

—and that is "some" rugged.

Pratt owes his trip to Davy Jones' locker to his

disregard of a fixed rule of mine that those going
Continued on fagc 39S
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Physical beauty is more conspicuous among the women
of the Waropen coast in the north of New Guinea than
elsewhere in the island. The inhabitants of this section have
until recently lived a secluded life and are quite ignorant

of the civilization that is certain to descend upon them>
Many wild customs are practiced by these natives, includ-

ing primitive orgies, which missionaries and government
agencies are endeavoring to control
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Native Life in New Guinea
By Nash Xejame

/]// I'tiolouraplis by the author throuuh Attn'ri-Caudid

CANNinAi, TRiiiis and snow-capped peaks just below

tlu' c(|uator have always lent a peculiar fascination

to ilic island of New (iuinea, which embraces one

of the larj^cst unexplored areas on the face of the (;lobc.

The recent aerial survey carried out with the support of

The Netherlands Government succeeded in mapping tiie

enormous area of j6,oni) s(|uare miles in the western part

of the island

Discovered by the Portuf^uese and Sjianish in the second

quarter of the i6th century, the island remained for three

centuries the object of only superficial exploration which

produced no real knowledfje except a sieneral idea of its

outline. After 1906 and chiefly as a result of the expedi-

tions made by Captain H. Colijn, the present Prime

Minister of The Netherlands, military and scientific ex-

peditions accomplished a general survey of the territory.

Hut even in I0.?5 the great mountain ranges which com-

prised the unknown central section remained uncharted

Vntm aerial photographs, which were developed with

difliculty on the spot, field geologists of the present expedi-

tion selected areas for more detailed study and traveled

overland with as many as 40 Dyak carriers, remaining in

the field for two to four months. During the 18 months

which Mr. Nejanie passed in the island he had opportunity

to observe many tribes and to make a collection of native

arts, examples of which are shown. In company with

Doctor Colijn, the son of the Prime Minister, he had the

pleasure of making the second Hight ever made over

tlic summit of Carstensztop, the highest mountain on

the island

The present expedition, the first to make
an aerial survey, made numerous flights from

four base camps selected strategically around

the coast at Seroei, Babo, Etna Bay and Aika
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Body tattooing of distinctive design is a

favorite adornment of the Waropen coast

girls. The bushy headdress is customary

with this tribe and is made by binding the

hair in an erect bundle with the leaf of a

palm for two or three days and then comb-

ing it out with the bamboo comb shown

above. The cast of countenance is typical

of the northwestern part of the island

where Indonesian influence is more appar-

ent, and is quite different from that found

in many other parts of New Guinea

A Papuan girl of Noeboeai (Waropen coast) showing

the back scars sustained in the primitive orgies in which

these people love to indulge. The scars are proudly ex-

hibited as indication of the ardor of her suitors

Lively arguments occur in the market over the limited

plant and animal products with which Nature has en-

dowed New Guinea



Tiii; ciuiii' r(JOD of the natives: a heavy load of

sago wrapped in banana leaves, on its way from the

wild palm tree to the native kitchen. Sago is found al-

most everywhere, and one trunk produces about 200

pounds

Children as well as the women
carry loads, but never the men, whose

activities are limited chiefly to fish-

ing and hunting

The sago is boiled for about four or five hours until it takes on a

gluey consistency. Flavorless and so rubbery that it cannot be chewed,

sago is swallowed whole, preferably mixed with dried fish or meat

Papuans eatixg sago



Papuan market at Seroei on the island of Jappen. Aside

from bananas, shown above, the chief crops planted and

bartered by the Papuans are yam, tare, "batatas" {Ipo-

inoea batatas'). Small kangaroos are hunted for their flesh,

also a wild pig which was probably introduced to the island

by man, and other animals less appetizing. "One morning

when I was strolling about the kampong," writes Mr.
Nejame, "watching the women hard at work and the men
lying idly about, there suddenly was a great commotion.

Some creature had run out from under one of the huts and

everyone swarmed to the spot. With great rapidity they

made a circle and gradually closed in, while their prey

dashed frantically back and forth. From their eagerness

you would have thought that they were capturing a great

delicacy. By peering over their shoulders I discovered

that their prey was a large rat. Rats and mice I later

saw displayed as food in the market place. But for

some reason the natives appeared embarrassed and always

hustled them out of sight when I attempted to take a

picture"

^mam^im!mssmm?»: -J"" ^j-t- U. •".OiJMSftiSiasESSiSSiSsi'i.:
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Dancers in full regalia celebrating the

marriage of' Princess Juliana of The
Netherlands. A primitive tribute to a

royal event, in Seroei on the island of

Jappen



(/Ibljl'eJ A M'l: .\K

frrim the south coast

I if \r\v Guinea

.J^ib

I

^^,
The HORNKiLL (abijve) is liunted

for food, as is the crown pigeon

(Goura corouata) (upper rujht),

whose plumage and crown are

purple and its eye yellow with a

red pupil

A COCKATOO of New Guinea. Parrots are

numerous, some genera being peculiar to

New Guinea, others common to Australia



Necklaces, beaded cloth "sarongs," shell bracelets and

feather ornaments make the ceremony a gaudy celebra-

tion. Note the long, slender drums beaten by the men.

The drumhead is of spotted lizard skin. In the center is

seen an ornament of bird of paradise feathers

Oxi.ooKERS to the barbaric ceremony for their newly-married

white princess many thousand miles away in The Nether-

lands. The girl at left has bound her hair in two bundles

preparatory to combing it out to produce the bushy effect

Races between native praus gaily decked out for ^*
the occasion were a feature of the elaborate native

demonstration



The Hi.AiioRATi-; ol t-ri(;(.i;rs, constructed with-

out nails or metal tools, give the prau an awkward

appearance but enable the natives to make long

voyages in rough water

Rattan windings about the waist are the most conspicu-

ous garment of the Fafaiwa in the north of New Guinea

A TYPICAL Waropen GIRL from the coastal re-

gion of northern New Guinea

(Left) Long nose skewers are striking orna-

ments worn by the Fafaiwa. Note the vertical

skewers projecting above the nostrils; also the

curious headdress
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(Above) Ax Albino Papuan living on the

island of Jappen, compared with a normal, black

native

(Beloiv) An Albino Papuan woman (Island

of Jappen). Her daughter was likewise an albino

A NATIVE from the island of Jappen, just oft the north-

west coast of New Guinea

Papuan houseboat : family life in a lagoon in

MacCluer Gulf near the western end of the island.

Lying on the deck are a wicker fish trap and a rolled

up fish net. This type of net, which is made of bamboo

strips resembles an old-fashioned porch screen, and is

used in different parts of New Guinea in an ingenious

way. ''When a school of fish is discovered in water

about five feet deep," writes Mr. Nejame, "the men
quickly surround the area, sometimes in as many as six

or eight boats. The net, which is rolled up like a strip

of carpet and usually much longer than the one shown,

is let down into the water. Working like lightning the

men unroll the net and make a large circle of it, per-

haps 40 feet across. When the two ends of the net are

brought together one end is gradually worked around

inside the other so that the circle becomes smaller and

smaller. Finally the men have the net all rolled up on

itself again with the fish inside, making a bundle as

much as five feet in diameter, which is lifted aboard

the prau and opened. The number of fish caught varies

from a few to several hundred"
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A .SM.M.i, i\ji:,MUi;R of the- shark tribe

•speared in the large trap on whose pil-

infis the native is standing. Note the

bone prongs of the spear, a form used

anciently by Stone Age man in various

parts of the world. Shark fins may be-

come an important export to China,

where they are esteemed. Mackerel

(particularly the bonito), sardines, and

other fish are caught in considerable-

quantities. True, fresh-water /Ishes are

almost entirely lacking

A cANXlHAr. from the Flower Ri\er, southern

New (jiuinea. Typical of the quick-tempered

Manowe tribe, this native was angry over some

trivial incident when his photograph was taken.

"They are known to attack a passing canoe at

the slightest provocation," writes Mr. N'ejame,

"this native holds in his hand a paddle that is

also a spear. The feuds of tiie Manowe are so

severe that it is feared the tribe may soon be

wiped out. They fight to the death and the

victor eats the body of his victim.

"I was told by a French missionar\ who had

lived in the region lo or 15 years that the old

folk who have lost their usefulness are traded

to a friendly tribe where they are eaten by

people who are not their immediate relatives.

"A month or two before my arrival an incident

occurred among the Manowe Papuans which

shows their hostility. Hight government men
were sent out to collect taxes from them. After

collecting the taxes some of the men unwisely

tried to flirt with the women. The natives

waited until the men were asleep in their tents

outside the kampong, then they attacked, kill-

ing them to the last man and feeding on their

bodies. A search expedition later found only

their bones and clothes.

"Never having lived under organized govern-

ment these people have no conception of the

purposes of taxes. All they really understand

is that they get nothing in return. In return for

a certain number of pigs, a Papuan receives

a \vife ; in return for taxes, nothing. That

taxes may be used to better their condition

is something which these people will have to

learn"
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House design in New Guinea gives protection against

tropical downpours yet provides abundant ventilation. This

scene is in Etna Bay, in western New Guinea, a section

where administrative problems have been better solved than

elsewhere

Cannibals of the Flower River found the expedition plane

an object of great interest; a scene in a district that is

notoriously savage and difficult to administer. Note the

typical vertical bands decorating the dugouts. These natives

commonly wear no clothing at all, use the combination pad-

dle and spear at all times

In handling their slender dugouts made from a single

log, these natives display astonishing agility. They are ex-

pert swimmers but seldom use this ability except when fish-

ing. Members of the expedition endeavoring to paddle these

dugouts quickly capsized. "The skill of these natives in the

water is surprising," asserts Mr. Nejame, "and we would

be amused for hours at a time watching their acrobatics as

they fished from the bow of a boat with their casting net. If

the net became caught on a snag and failed to close properly,

they would plunge in, swim under water, catch the fish in

some way we could not see and come gliding to the surface

with it in their hand, hurling the fish into the boat. They
might make several trips like this and remain underwater an

incredible time before the net was brought up"

(Beloiv) Negroid features are more evident in this

woman and child from Aika than in some of the

natives shown earlier from Jappen in the north. The
natives of The Netherlands New Guinea are classed

as belonging to the black race rather than the brown

which is found throughout many of the Polynesian

islands. Considerable variation, however, is shown

among them : some exhibit a considerable transition

toward the Negritoes, and pygmoid tribes have been

found in the interior. Skin diseases, as evident below,

with which the natives are afflicted, are being treated by

the missionaries and officials



Woman occupies a lowly position ainonsi; the tribes of 'I'lic

Netherlands New (niinea. She docs most of the work aside

from occasional hunting and fishing. The man will cut down
the sago tree, from wliich tlie natives derive most of their

food, but it is tlic woman who carries home the heavy load,

the man walking complacentl\ beside her carrying nothing

but his how and arrow

AusTRALlAX l'iiATURi;s are seen in the curl> hair and broad

nose of this woman from Aika. Australia and New (juinea

lie only about lOO miles apart at the closest point

A TYPICAL Papuan c.a.mi', at Aika in soutliern New (iuinea.

The lack of parental authority in this region is one thing that

makes it difficult to administer these natives. Husbands live

apart from their wives and see them only on specially arranged

occasions, while the young men go to live in a separate house

where they are trained in fishing and hunting by the experi-

enced older men. Children grow up without the usual parental

discipline and are the less receptive to governmental authority.

"The object of the government," writes Mr. Nejame, "is to

induce the unruly tribes between Aika and Merauke to settle

in neatly laid out kampongs and to accustom them to a more

organized existence. The people of The Netherlands have

shown themselves to be remarkably good colonial adminis-

trators, and one is encouraged to think that here the sudden

contact with civilization which has ruined so many primitive

tribes will be avoided by wise policies"
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One of the most realistic natural works of art ever dis-

covered : an impressive formation found in the cave whose

recent exploration is recounted in the accompanj'ing article.

The white mantle shrouds an older formation of dark yel-

The Clansman

low and brown in the form of a huge cruel face. From the

figure standing at the right an idea may be gained of the

massive proportions of this perfect caricature of the fan-

tastic Night Rider of the past



EXPLORING A NEW Ch^E—Kemai7is of animals and pottery

100 years old are found amtd the unearthly splendors of a recently

discovered cavern in the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico

By R. M. P. Burnet

Exi'LORATiON' has many meanings. To school

boys it brings visions of adventure in which

untamed Indians and hard riding cowboys

play a prominent part. To mature men it suggests

far off lands, of tropics and jungle, or perhaps the

South Seas and their islands of languor and ease,

or maybe the deadly expanse of Polar ice with the

silence and lonely vigils of a few men seeking sci-

entific data. To girls and women it is the substance

around which romantic dreams are built.

The exploring of places that are not known, how-

ever, lacks much of the glamour with which it is

invested. Explorers are more often than not quite

ordinary men who are seeking verification of some

theory or an idea that has definite value to the

world. The strange things encountered are to them

just a part of the day's work and often seem rather

drab and colorless, having little bearing upon the

real purpose of their work.

Cave exploring is much like that. It has been my
good or bad fortune, as the case may be, to explore

many caves in the Guadalupe Mountains of New
Mexico. I have had strange and rather hair-raising

expveriences, but to me they have seemed only in-

cidental to the object of my search—prehistoric man
in America, who left evidence of his passing in the

Caves of the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico
and Texas.

Well concealed

It was in this quest that I had the good fortune

to explore the vast, new cavern that I am going to

discuss. This cave was well concealed by a fall of

rock from above covering the mouth so that it was

invisible from above or below. It was thus one of

the few to escape discovery by the early explorers

who searched for guano (bat droppings) for fer-

tilizer. The flight of bats which drew the cowboy

Jim White to the discovery of the Carlsbad Caverns

and revealed other caves in this region, did not dis-

close the location of this cave, for there has been

no Hight of bats from it since the first white man
entered the region or earlier. Why bats desert a cave

like this, I cannot answer, but I do know that it

is not the first case I have observed.

And so this cave remained unknown to science

until several months ago. .None but the carnivores

that dwell in the region made use of it, and it was

left alone in its silence and darkness. The slow

seepage of water from the surface many hundred

feet above dissolved the limestone through which

it passed, and trickling to the floor of the cave, cov-

ered the vast deposit of ancient guano by a deposi-

tion of limestone to a depth of from three inches

to a foot.

The discovery

The first white man to see the cave, despite many

claims to the contrary, was Tom Tucker, a goat-

herd. His story has little of romance. He lost some

goats one day, and hearing them bleating far below

the place where he had last seen them he made
his descent from the clii¥ top. After much effort he

arrived where he could see some of the goats, but

upon starting them up the mountain he found many
of his goats missing. Soon he heard the bleating of

the others, faint and as though on a lower level

of the mountain. In his search for the missing ani-

mals he located the mouth of the cave and went

in and there found the rest of the goats on the talus

that sloped sharply downward from the mouth of

the cave to the darkness below. Driving the herd

before him to the top of the mountain he thought

no more about the cave. It was just another inci-

dent in the trials of herding goats in the Guadalupe.

One day Mr. Tucker met an elderly man who
said he was looking for guano caves, and Mr.
Tucker told the gentleman, Mr. C. J. Cavender,

about this one. It might have some guano in it, he

said, though he did not know as he had not gone

in far.

This was on the 26th of July, 1937, and the next

day Mr. Cavender went into the cave equipped

with a gasoline lantern. He foimd guano, lots of
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it, and going farther and farther back in the cave

he saw huge, beautiful formations, most of them

covered with a white mantle like new-fallen snow.

He rushed to town early on the third day and

filed a mining claim, convinced that the cave con-

tained nitrates. With the aid of some friends he

was able to include all of the cave within the boun-

daries of the several claims.

Through friends I heard about the cave and that

it was very large, but paid no immediate attention

to the matter. However, in February, 1938, Mr.

J. W. Russell, Special Agent for the Department

of the Interior, in the course of his duties went

into the cave and saw a deposit of bones. Mr. Rus-

sell cautioned the men present not to disturb the

bones and told them that he would send me out to

take care of them as they might be of scientific im-

portance. He then walked through the other por-

tion of the cave. On the next day he told me that

the cave was beyond description in size and beauty.

I made arrangements to go to the cave on Sunday,

February 13th, taking some friends who wanted to

see it.

Equipped with gas lanterns and flashlights we
started forth for Slaughter Canyon, where the cave

is located, ten or twelve miles south of Carlsbad

Cavern National Park. I took my camera and a

supply of flash bulbs so that I might take pictures

of the bones where they lay in place.

At the foot of the trail leading up the mountain

the equipment was divided so that no one was over-

burdened. As we wound up the face of the moun-

tain the view became more entrancing with every

hundred feet of ascent. Considering the terrain the

trail, which Mr. Cavender had spent many hours

of hard labor building, was an excellent piece of

work. In places the drop was so steep that any

misstep would have been fatal. The cave was per-

haps 700 feet above the foot.

Entering the past

Any attempt to describe the feelings one has as

he enters a cave of this kind is far beyond my
power. There is a feeling of awe, of an indefinite

sort of fear and at times a chill ripple seems to

travel up the spine—possibly a throw-back to the

hackle that rose on our remote ancestors ages ago.

The floor sloped very steeply and was covered

with loose rock that made the footing anything but

secure, and as one reached the bottom of the talus

the cave began to take form, although at this point

very little formation could be seen and that only

in the part of the cave which lay to the left upon

entering.

The general effect is as if there were two caves

with a common entrance vestibule. The division is

sharp, and the left hand side slopes down steeply

for about 50 feet. Then, the huge size of this part

of the cave is seen in all of its glory. On the right

is a giant column that extends from the floor to

the ceiling, the size of which dwarfs a human be-

ing. To the left are many stalagmites which seem

small until approached ; then one suddenly realizes

that he has begun to lose all sense of proportion.

The floor, ever sloping downward, now turns to

the right. I have never beheld a more awe-inspiring

sight than that which greets the eye, dimly it is

true, for the vast space has absorbed so much of

the light from the lantern and there is no longer

the faintest glow of light from the vestibule.

Filling the whole space of the corridor which is

getting narrower are two huge stalagmites, twins

that have a common base—a base that is raised by

gentle degrees in a series of step-like forms of gleam-

ing onyx, and above them tower the huge twins

reaching towards the true Gothic arch that is above.

// natural cathedral

Here a person must be made of very crude clay,

indeed, if he does not have a feeling of awe and

reverence, an appreciation of the insignificance of

man and his works as compared with those of Na-

ture. The thought comes that only God could have

created such a beautiful setting; nowhere in the

world is there a cathedral that can compare with

this one far below the surface. One seems to expect

to see the forms of priests and servers enter from

the alcoves.

After the pause that one instinctively makes to

absorb the beauty and grandeur of this sight, we
advanced and though we could at first see no way

of passing this towering mass there was a passage

leading behind it into a hall of columns—columns

so thickly crowded that one must wind in and out

through them to reach the end or the apparent end

of this hall.

It was here that the bones of the deer were found,

articulated to a great extent, and what was pre-

sumably the remains of a meal for the cubs of some

very large carnivore, a mountain lion perhaps. But

the look of age is on them, and one wonders exactly

what manner of animal it was that brought forth

and nurtured its young in the silence and darkness

of this hall of columns.

Just around the end of what at first appeared

to be a blank wall is a continuation of the passage,

and on the right and about 30 feet from the first

pile of bones far back in a low, small chamber was

the second animal. It, too, was deer, but a female,
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and \v;is iniuli like the iii>>l in si/x- ;inr] form, 'lllc

opportunity of iiliotojiiaphin}; tile hones in position

made it seem that the trip had been well worth all

the effort. The other members of the party, how-

ever, were not quite so interested in bones as I, and

were asking to be shown what lay to the right of

the vestibule. We retraced our steps and came to

the right-hand opening, seeing above us the light

from the outer world again which although of no

help to us when we entered now seemed to blind

our eyes which had accommodated themselves to the

total darkness of the chambers we had just left.

The pathway led us over a pile of fallen rock,

and then we were once more in total darkness ex-

cept for the lights we carried. Here, indeed, were

vastness and detail, columns and stalagmites of huge

size. From the ceiling far above our iieads hung

stalactites, shimmering and gleaming with life from

the lights we carried. Eager voices were hushed as

they called to one another as though in awe at the

splendor of this great hall. Faintly visible high over-

head was the arch of the roof, and the lights failed

to pierce the darkness that lay around us and before

us. Under our feet was the dusty guano of long

dead bats. We paused to drink in the beauty and

grandeur of the scene.

Occupied by aiiciciil man

We then advanced until we stood at the base of

a bank of stalagmites. At their left was a pool of

water which Mr. Cavender said was so full of

nitrate that it was impossible to drink it. A few feet

in front of the base I saw sticks of wood, parts of

branches of pine trees, and small twigs. My heart

leaped, for here, indeed, was a find. This could have

been the lair of the Ground Sloth, a large mammal
long extinct, that I knew had lived in these moun-

tains when the vast ice sheets of the Wisconsin

Glacier were spread over half of North America.

I then got down on my knees to look more closely

at the material, and I could not believe my eyes.

The wood was all charred ; never before had I

found evidence of man's occupation of a large

cavern yet here it was, and the mantle of age could

not be mistaken.

Then one of the ladies in our party said to me
in a quiet hushed voice, "Is this pottery?"

Again I could not believe my eyes. I turned the

shards over in my hand and there on the other side

was a decoration that could spell but one thing,

Pueblo Three, or the period of great building a

thousand years ago. What a succession of wonders

this cave held, and yet I had only penetrated 500

feet into its depth. With the help of the others I

sought and found more of the pottery, parts of four

vessels in fact.

We then resumed our journey over a hill of ukV.

that had fallen in the forgotten past, parts of it

buried under great depths of ancient guano that in

turn were covered with a coating of flow-stone that

at times broke through beneath our weight. Herein

lies one of the ever-present dangers of cave explora-

tion, the possibility that one may break through thin

coatings and go down into holes that seem to be

bottomless. Yes, death is not far away in such places

but stalks always in the dense darkness that is on

every hand ; at times one fancies that he can feel its

chill breath and perhaps it is not fancy at all.

f.eaving the place where the pottery was found,

we ascended a large mound of fallen rock, keeping

to the seemingly more solid flow-stone ; and as in

Carlsbad Caverns this gave the sensation of moun-

tain climbing though at this time we were about

8cx) feet below the surface. The footing was diffi-

cult and one was torn between the desire to look at

the formations that were on every hand and the

necessity of keeping the eyes on the floor.

We dropped down into a miniature valley, on

either side of which were vast deposits of guano cov-

ered with the ever-present flow-stone, w-hich for

some reason was missing in the small valley. Then
another slight climb and we stood on a high promon-

tory, the low floor below us with its intense dark-

ness seeming like a sea. Rising from this inky black-

ness on every hand were more lovely columns and

stalagmites.

No tzLO formations alike

IMany years ago a cow puncher had shown me a

cave and I made the remark that many people make

:

"All caves are alike; if you see one, you have seen

them all." The cow puncher objected in his quiet

drawling accent, "You're wrong, brother ; if you

look close, you will see that no two things in a cave

are alike. Sort of looks like when God made these

here formations He broke the mold." As time went

on and I examined more caves I knew that the

words were true. No two formations are alike in

color, texture, or form.

So it was that these columns and stalagmites were

of interest to me. On one side of the wall there was

an opening that w'as a maze of formations, rising

tier upon tier to the lofty ceiling, and I had the

party pose to photograph them amid the beautiful

surroundings. While setting my camera I saw at

my feet the reason for the extreme darkness of the

floor. It was absolute black in color and quite dull,

and therefore absorbed so much light that one could

not see the details.
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( Uk/IiI ) I'l.Asm.HJiri' lu i.us illiiiiiiii.iti- :i Ix-aiitiful Mil)-

tcnaiicaii alcove- wliicli prol)al)ly liar] not been lit;litt'(J

since the dawn of time unless by the dim fires of pre-

liistoric man. Unlike many other caves in the (Juadalupc

Mountains, this one had not recently been occupied l)\

bats, thoufih larfre deposits of j^uano found in it nia\

be valuable lommcrciallv

All photos by K. M. I'. Hiinirl iiiij iiul lo hr rcrroJiiccd willwiil

permission of the author

(Bel'iw) l^iKii A Christmas TRiii; half buiied in >,ifte

snow, this massive stalagmite, many times as high as a

human figure, lends the enchantment of winter to the

corridor it adorns

(Right) Perhaps the greatest of all stalagmites in

America. From a base exquisitely draped in fold after

fold of translucent onyx, the column rises majestically

into the measureless blackness of the dome. Notice the

size of the man at the base
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(Above) The wall of the Tear Drop Room baffles de-

scription with its pastel shades of pink, yellow and brown
beneath a snow-like mantle

(Above) The Tear Drop: a massive, cream-colored

globule hanging by such a narrow, frail-looking connec-

tion that it seems a challenge to engineering science

(Beloiv) Presumably the remains of a meal for the

cubs of some large carnivore: the bones of a deer which
were discovered in the cave and appeared to be quite old

(Below) Detail of jaws, skull and other bones of a sec-

ond deer found 30 feet beyond the first animal, far back

in a low, small chamber



(Above) The Black. FdrI'ST. As the p:irt\ |>rn.;rc,-,(d

along a passageway which narrowed to 12 feet, the air be-

came oppressively hot and the color of the floor became

dull black. At two places the tuniiaricjn ^hown above "as

seen, wliose resemblance to a miniature pine forest makes

its designation obviously appropriate

(Above) The Great W.all of China like ribbon candy

wends its way over a coal-black floor about 1000 square

feet in area. Through the center of the "wall," which is 12

to 14 inches high, runs a thin layer of creamy white

(Left) Pottery fragments of the Pueblo Three type,

which prove that the cave was occupied by primitive man
1000 years ago. This was the first evidence of human occu-

pation in a large cave ever found by the author in his

e.x'tensive searches



Rising from the middle of the floor at this place

was another beautiful group of columns and stalag-

mites. Beyond them the walls were a mass of forma-

tion with a river of gleaming stone which appeared

to be coming from a dark canyon-like recess in the

wall. What may lie behind these formations I do

not know, perhaps some day I shall be able to work

my way through them and see other beauties.

In the foreground in front of the stone river

could be seen the Chinese Wall. Like the ribbon

candy of our youth, it wended its way in every di-

rection over a coal-black floor. The height of this

queer form is from four to twelve inches, and it

covers an area of about looo square feet. The floor

and the outer side of the walls are coal black, while

in the center of the wall is a thin layer of creamy

white. The thickness of the wall is about three-

quarters of an inch, and the general effect reminds

one of the Great Wall of China. I have only seen

this type of formation in one other cave.

The journey was once more resumed, and after

traveling over some very rough ground we passed a

large pure white mound and turned sharply to the

right into a narrow corridor. We had seen many

beautiful things, but I have never either above or

below ground beheld such a scene of breath-taking

beauty. It was like a scene in a northern forest with

snow-covered pines, and the huge size of the prin-

cipal stalagmite that stood in the center of the room

caused many of us to gasp in amazement.

"Christinas tree"

Larger by far than the famed Rock of Ages in

the Carlsbad Cavern towered this giant, the under-

neath portions being of a creamy yellow and the

whole covered by a later deposit of snow-white

formation having all the effects of pure, new fallen

snow. The thoughts of everyone can be expressed

in the hushed exclamation of one of the ladies, "A
Christmas tree!" Truly, it bore a striking resem-

blance to that Yuletide symbol.

Then an amazed gasp from one of the party

caused me to turn, and I beheld a type of formation

that I have never seen in any other cave. This odd,

beautiful, cream-colored formation was instantly

named The Tear Drop. How descriptive this is can

be seen from the picture of its lovely symmetrical

form suspended from the ceiling by such a narrow,

frail-looking connection. It seems impossible for this

example of Nature's handiwork to remain upright,

but there it hangs, a challenge to engineering science.

To attempt to describe the beauties of this room

would require the artistic appreciation of Rembrandt

and the oratory of Socrates, and with even that

ability a description of the pastel shades of pink,

yellow, and brown beneath the snow-like mantle

and the grandeur and majesty of the ensemble would

fall far short of completeness.

With great reluctance we passed from this cham-

ber by the way we had entered, and as we came out

from the confines of the arched passage we beheld

the most grotesque formation I have ever seen. We
had noticed a pure white mound but had given it

little attention ; now we were seeing it from another

angle, and the sight would strike terror into one

with a faint heart. The white mantle shrouded an

older formation of dark yellow and brown, the

whole effect being that of a huge, cruel face beneath

a white robe.

Small stalactites hung from the bestial upper lip,

giving the appearance of monstrous fangs. The jut-

ting chin hangs slack, and stains at the sides of the

mouth make the figure appear to drool. There could

be no doubt that this figure should be called The
Clansman, for the white robe and the whole gen-

eral effect was a perfect caricature of that fanatic

night-rider of the past.

We then skirted the wall of the big room and

once more climbed a large mound of fallen rock

rising against the wall. At the apex of this mound
was a high, wide opening, through which we made

our way. The air was quite fresh at first.

Far below the surface

The going was rather bad. In places there was

a dry, yellowish powdery substance, quite soft under

foot, and in other places the floor was solid flow-

stone, but ever the way led down until we were

very deep in the heart of the mountain. The heat

became oppressive and the air very bad, but still

we went on and at last reached bottom, where the

passage narrowed down to a width of about twelve

feet. The character of the formation changed, the

color becoming a dull black ; and across the floor

at intervals of about i8 inches were queer dam-like

dykes, the form being a series of scallops, thin and

delicate with the upper edge crenellated, the whole

being extremely fragile.

Inclosed between these dykes at two places was a

formation which resembled a pine forest as seen

from a distance. A name was forthcoming at once,

"The Black Forest," and as the picture will illus-

trate, the name is very appropriate for this minia-

ture forest of stone.

The climb out of the tunnel was difficult with the

heavy equipment ; the distance from the Big Room
to the Forest is lOOO feet and we were much re-

lieved to breathe once more the fresher air of the
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upper room and cnjojcd tlic cooler temperature of

tlie higher level.

Hack in the main room once more we proceeded

farther back, clinibinK over and around great fallen

masses of rock, down tlirougli narrow aisles between

toppled giants of remote age. Then, before us was

what looked much like a more or less recent rock

slide, enormous blocks of stone, some the size of

small houses and grading down to small pieces the

size of a football. Over it all is a fihn of on\ x, damp
and clammy to the toucli, the color being dark brown

and seeming to absorb the light as did the black ma-

terial farther back. I experienced a queer feeling of

fear, a feeling that 1 lind impossible to put into

words, and then came a ci\, "I'or God's sake, look!"

Everyone turned toward the speaker, and then 1

saw towering high above us, its top lost in the dark-

ness, foot after foot of gleaming, symmetrical mas-

siveness, the greatest of all stalagmites perhaps in

America, far greater than the Giant Dome in the

Carlsbad Caverns, both in girth and height. At the

base were fold after fold of drape-like onyx, trans-

lucent when lights were thrust between the gigantic

folds, folds big enough for a man to step between,

and above that a gradual increase in diameter to

about 20 feet.

And so with this clima.x to a day of surprises and
enchantment, we started the long, rough half mile

journey through this room of wonders to where the

warm sun of late afternoon bathed the mountain
slope.

We had seen a cave not as large as Carlsbad Cav-
ern, not as extensive, with no smooth trails or eleva-

tors or concealed lighting that turns the darkness

into day, but we had seen it just as some primitive

American found it a thousand years ago, and truly

as the cow puncher remarked. "When God made it,

He broke the mold."'
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THE STORY OF AMBER
Continued from page 357

by the Baltic from her hidden stores come also from

secondary deposits, from layers of blue earth.

Although scientists do not know primary amber

deposits—and do not have much hope of ever find-

ing any—they have been able to derive an amazingly

complete picture of the original amber forest simply

from the included fossils. These inclusions not only

look beautiful, they also preserved the minutest de-

tail of the animals that were caught in the flow of

resin and of the small bits of plants that were en-

veloped by it. Even though the samples are small

they cover many details. There are pieces that

formed inside the tree trunks and show the struc-

ture of the wood. Equally important, however, are

the amber pieces that hardened in free air.

First those that show parts of plants

:

There are needles of Pinus cambrifolia, flowers of

Pinus Reichiana and Pinus Kleinii. Pollen of pine

trees was preserved, the particles showing two mem-
branous air bags like those of our time; and there

were pieces of pine wood, sometimes torn by storm

or by lightning. There are parts of palmettos, of

magnolias, of several varieties of chestnuts, of olive

trees and soap trees, of beeches and maples, of flax,

smilax, sandalwood, geraniums, camellias and mistle-

toes, of mosses, fungi and lichens, and probably (the

classification is uncertain due to the smallness of the

parts preserved) of willows and elms.

Of animals, flies and ants are most abundant, but

there are also beetles of many sorts, mosquitos,

wasps, bees, moths and termites. There are primitive

wingless insects allied to present-day "sugar lice,"

many roaches and spiders, and a relative of the

''book-scorpion" of our time. There is even the fa-

mous Palaeopsylla klebsiana, the only fossil flea

known to science. It seems that it lived on a small

animal before it got into the amber resin, possibly

on a small rodent. A single tuft of hair is not classi-

fied with certainty, at first it was believed to come
from a squirrel, but it might have been a small mar-

supial living in trees.

All finds considered, the amber forest comes to

resemble a subtropical forest of our time but with

many pines in it, so many that some areas probably

consisted only of pines. In trying to imagine the

dimensions of this amber forest one is soon lost in a

tangle of unbelievably large figures.

The amber mine at Palmnicken started in 1875
with a production of about 500,000 pounds of amber
per year. In 1895 a production of about 1,000,000

pounds was reached, which was kept up fairly

steadily until the World War. In 1924, again, the

yield set a record of 1,100,000 pounds which has not

yet been broken. All in all about 36 million pounds

were mined from 1875 till 1936. And this from only

a fraction of the deposits!

It is impossible to say how much amber was fished

from the sea since Roman times or how much more

remains in undiscovered primary deposits. In 1862

not less than 4500 pounds were found near Palm-

nicken in a single night. A stormy night in Feb-

ruary, 19 14, yielded almost 2000 pounds near

Rauschen. Even the small and now apparently ex-

hausted deposit in the bottom of the North Sea

yielded comparatively large quantities, one Danish

amber merchant recovering about 700 pounds on the

Jutland coast between 1822 and 1825.

Another figure more impressive than all the others

pertains to the collection of fossil inclusions belong-

ing to the Geological Institute of the University of

Konigsberg. This collection, preserving only the fin-

est specimens numbered 70,000 in 1914!

It must have been a truly gigantic forest, living

for countless centuries, to have produced this wealth.

"Siiccinosis"

The struggle for life must have been hard in this

forest. We cannot reconstruct the struggles of its

animals except of the insects that were caught in the

sticky amber and died struggling to free themselves

;

but we can assume that the pine trees must have

been attacked by legions of forest pests devastated by

storms and lightning. Wounded possibly by wood-

peckers and small mammals these pines produced

resin and again resin. What started out as a bene-

ficial healing process apparently developed into a

disease in the end. Conwentz, one of the ablest in-

vestigators of amber coined the term "succinosis"

for this disease, a continuous pathological over-pro-

duction of resin that finally may have killed the

trees themselves.

It must have been a strange forest, this amber

forest primeval, strange and oddly familiar at the

same time. We know well how it looked, but we do

not know where it grew. We know when the product

of this forest was amassed in the places where we find

it now, but we do not know when the forest grew.

We possess a wealth of Baltic "sea gold," but can

find no explanation in the modern world to account

for the tremendous accumulation of it in one place.

We suspect a strange tree disease and we have very

good reasons to do so, but we know nothing about

it. There are gaps in the story of amber and there

is not much hope that they may ever be filled. But we
see that this story is a fascinating one ; and in spite

of the riddles that amber presents, it has contributed

in no small way to related branches of science.
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THE INDOOR EXPLORER
Middlemen of Divouu/r Ke.uorection: the "jimmy Valentinea" of Science

T<o the casual Sunday stroller

through Museum exhibition halls, the

question of how dinosaurs and other

fossil forms that occupied this {jlohe

when it was very young reached the

glorious estate of mounted specimens

is a very simple one. One gentleman

went out into the field and dug up

the bones mucii as the suburban

gardener inadvertently upturns tiie

bone-cache of his neighbor's hound.

The bones were then, the reasoning

proceeds, turned over to another fel-

low who pinned them together with

wires and what-not, and then set them

up in the Dinosaur Hall. There are

two things wrong with this picture.

First, the fossil-digger has learned,

painfull}', that wherever there is bone

there is usually stone. Secondly, and

consequently, the gentleman who dug

the bones can't give them directly to

the man who pins them together with-

out finding some way of getting rid

of the stone. This is accomplished by

a middleman—a very important mid-

dleman that the casual stroller seldom

knows anything about.

The most expert skeleton mounter

in the world could do absolutely

nothing with the specimens that Dr.

Barnum Brown, Curator of Fossil

Reptiles, brings in to the Museum
from the badlands of Wyoming and

other rich fossil fields. For, although

these specimens will eventually be-

come skeletons, you would never sus-

pect it from their appearance when
they arrive in the Museum. At first

glance, they look like variously sized

chunks of jagged rock. At second

glance, you perceive that some sec-

tions of the rock surface look differ-

ent from others. And at third glance,

with the help of an informed com-

panion, you can learn to distinguish

fossilized bone from the solid rock

setting which seems ever so much
more reluctant to yield its bone trea-

sure than even the contents of a gold

vein.

The middleman is the fellow who
has the extremely difficult job of ex-

tracting the bone absolutely intact

from the stone vise in which it has

been held for millions of years. Natu-

rally, there isn't just one middleman.

Doctor Brown has a large laboratory

manned by several of them. Each one

has some special attainment, each is

an artist in his own right, and after

years of working with them, Doctor

Brown has learned how to assign to

each the type of problem which he

is temperanientall)' most suited to

solve.

Of course, the analogy of the mid-

dleman docs not quite hold true.

Man\' of these laboratory workers

double in performing the function of

mounting the skeletons as well as

handling the "raw material." Charley

Lang, for instance, is peculiarly gifted

in tiiis art. His iron supports for the

gigantic dinosaur bones show the

hand of an anatomist with an aston-

ishing feeling for natural posture.

Then there is Alastair Brown who
assembled the intricately articulated

Pterodactyl. Another, Jerry ^Valsh,

is a seven-day wonder at fitting and

piecing tiny bones together. Albert

Thomson after years of practice, has

learned to solve the trickiest of fos-

sil problems requiring great delicacy

of touch. And so it goes. Doctor

Brown has found each of his assis-

tants invaluable and irreplaceable in

his own way. The fossil exhibitions

in the American Museum, famous

throughout the world, are what they

are because of these laboratory men.

Without them there wouldn't be any

exhibitions and the scientific knowl-

edge of the prehistoric world would

be, if not non-existent, extremely

limited. Few other institutions possess

such craftsmen ; and Doctor Brown
and his associated scientific diggers

have depended to a great extent on

them and their opinions. Doctor

Brown points out that all the ab-

stract theorizing in the world about

the articulation of fossil bones and

their significance would be of little

value without the practical experi-

ence of the men who extract the bones

from their rocky matrix and build

them into skeletons. It is impossible

to select one man in the palaeontology

laboratory as supreme over all the

others. The work is of such a co-

operative nature that it cannot pro-

gress without a perfect spirit of team-

work in which each contributes an

indispensable share of skill. Hut as

a typical case, we turn to -Mr. Otto

Falkcnbach, dean of these laboratory

craftsmen and symbolical of their art.

He is a veteran of thirty-six years

in the American Museum and not

until you have seen him at work can

you have any idea of the complexities

and amazing dexterity involved in

the transfer of fossil bones from mat-

rix to skeleton. Mr. Falkenbach's

specialty is extracting the smallest,

most fragile bones which a hand less

sure than his would frag:nentize and

thus render useless to science. This

Indoor Explorer found him squinting

through a microscope and daintily

picking away at the skeleton of a tiny

prehistoric flying reptile in a slab of

lithographic stone. Near him, another

worker was chipping much larger

bones out of rock with hammer and

chisel. Less delicate work, perhaps,

but requiring infinite care. If the

chisel were just a trifle out of line,

it would be a calamity for science

—just as would occur if Mr. Falkcn-

bach were to exert the smallest im-

aginable unit of extra pressure on

the slender steel probe in his hand.

"That rock he's working on is so

hard it might just as well be flint,"

Mr. Falkenbach said, indicating his

colleague whose hammer clanged in-

cessantly on the chisel. "He soaks

the bone parts with brown shellac

before he starts and that not only

gives them some added protection and

cohesion, but it also helps his aim

by marking them off more clearly

from the rock. Now this stone I'm

working on isn't nearly as hard. But

you see that leg bone?" He pointed

at a thread of bone scarcely larger

than a needle that was distinguish-

able from the rock surface. "Well,

I've got to keep picking around it

until I get it out of there." Mr.
Falkenbach shrugged aside the sug-

gestion that this was perhaps his most

difficult assignment. It seemed it was

day in and day out work with him

and that in his time he had separated
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bones from their rock bed far smaller

than this one.

Compared with Mr. Falkenbach's

problems, the legendary trick of carv-

ing sonnets on cherry stones is mere

child's play. His tools are the most

delicate precision instruments now be-

ing manufactured. From the cambric

needle, finest of all pointed tools,

they stretch through the whole ar-

ray of dentist's probes, picks, chisels,

even electrical drills, up to heavy

chisels like the one used by his nearby

colleague. But practically all his work
is of the hairbreadth variety and must

be done under a powerful microscope.

When separating out transparent

cartilaginous bones so thin he hardly

dares breathe on them, he gives them

as much protection as possible by glu-

ing strips of rice paper to their ex-

posed surface. This operates in much
the same way as shellac does with

larger bones.

school for this work. Mr. Falkenbach

can tell a fossil bone chip from a

pebble even where the bone structure

cannot be seen by his sensitivity to

the feel of its texture and the direc-

tion of its grain under the micro-

scope. Dentists trained to distinguish

the "touch" of pick on sound enamel

from that on a decayed section of the

tooth can understand how this same

feeling for the difference between

bone and stone is communicated to

Mr. Falkenbach's exceedingly recep-

tive fingers through the highly tem-

pered precision instruments. Yet the

pressure on Mr. Falkenbach's nerves

is perhaps greater than that on those

of even the busiest and most pains-

taking of dentists.

"Yes, the strain is terrific at times,"

he told the writer, "and I find as

I grow older that I can't work as

long at a job as I used to. But it's

the kind of work Fve always liked

received its first discipline in carving

fragile little figurines on the finest

plate. This early training developed

the infinite patience that is the pri-

mary requisite of any craftsman en-

gaged in an extremely intricate but

rather rigidly formalized art. It was,

however, not because of his experi-

ence as a silversmith, but as a sculp-

tor that Mr. Falkenbach first came

to the Museum. At that time he had

a cousin under whom he had learned

much of the art, who was a celebrated

Indian sculptor in the Museum's An-

thropology Department, and through

him, he learned of the fossil depart-

ment's need for a sculptor. He started

his work modeling a missing clavicle

for a Brontosaur and he has been

here ever since, learning the dinosaur

business from the ground up, or more

precisely from the clavicle down.

Doctor Brown considers the day

Mr. Falkenbach came to work for

Another branch of Mr. Falken-

bach's work is sorting out minute

fragments of fossil bone from loads

of gravel. How trying this is on the

eyes, nerves and patience may be im-

agined from the fact that fossil bones

take on a kind of protective colora-

tion and often greatly resemble in

color and form the rocky matter in

or with which they are found. Gruel-

ing years of experience are the only

and when I was a young man just

starting out I'd get bored with any

other job almost as soon as it began

to get easy for me. Finally I got this

one at the Museum where Doctor

Brown can always give me a tough

nut to crack any time I want one."

Mr. Falkenbach started out as a

silversmith. In this line his seemingly

innate craving for close work involv-

ing deftly handled small instruments

the Museum a lucky one for his sci-

ence. Not only did he bring with him

the combination of rare skill with a

patience that is little short of unique,

but his inventions for preserving the

infrequently found specimens of fossil

skin and other rare phenomena threat-

ened by decay have enabled him to

save invaluable specimens which most

men in his field would have given up

for lost.
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Mr. I'all<cnl);icirs .-ihilily as a siulp-

tor lias been employed tliroiijiliout

the years in niodeliriK the missinf;

hones of fossil specimens. A typical

prohlem for the sculptor oi missing

bones is one in which all parts of a

given prehistoric animal have been

recovered except, let us say, the left

thigh bone. In order to mount this

specimen, the missing left thigh bone

must be fashioned out of plaster. Hy

creating an exact replica of the right

thigh bone in plastoline, Mr. Kal ken-

bach is able through his knowledge

of anatomy to calculate the shape and

dimensions of the missing bone and

cast it in plaster. Mr. Falkenbach's

skill in modeling these missing bones

is exceeded by only one other crafts-

man who is no longer with the Mu-
seum. This gentleman has now be-

come a legendary figure because of

his remarkable ability in this partic-

ular phase of the laboratory work. He
could take a piece of plaster, look

at the right thigh bone and whittle

the left thigh bone faultlessly in a

single operation. The reader can best

realize the mental hand springs in-

volved in this feat by trying to write

backwards with his left hand.

Lest the layman look askance at

the orthodoxy of incorporating plaster

bones in mounted skeletons it might

be of interest to state the unwritten

laws of such reconstruction work. If

two-thirds of the animal have been

found, it is permissible to reproduce

the missing one-third and put the

completed animal on exhibition pro-

viding the missing parts are known
in another specimen of the same spe-

cies. Or if the missing one-third is

present in another skeleton of the

same species but of a slightly larger

or smaller size, it is permissible to

reproduce missing parts by copying

the bones of this other skeleton, ei-

ther reducing or enlarging them ac-

cording to the size of the first skele-

ton. And lastly if a right leg is

found, but no left leg—it is perfectly

good form to duplicate the left leg

by copying the right leg in reverse.

Mr. Falkenbach, however, gives

more scope to his sculpting abilities

than that demanded by this recon-

struction work. Some years ago while

wandering through the Bronx Zoo
he noticed that most of the visiting

throng around the elephant cage were

completely oblivious to the differences

between the Indian, the African and

the Pigmy elephants. Surprised at

this, he made inquiries around the

.Museum's Education iJcpartmcnt

and discovered that the same thing

was also true of the young visitors

in the Museum. To them an elephant

was an elephant and nothing more.

Determined to enlighten the public,

Mr. Falkenbach decided to model a

scries of tlie different t\pes of ele-

phants on such a scale that the\- could

be reproduced commercially and used

by teachers t(j illustrate differences

in animal types. Hut once started in

this direction he soon became con-

vinced of the need for similar series

of other animals. He had roughed

out small models of the elephants

from the earliest known type to the

African and Indian species of today.

But before completing the finished

product, he was sidetracked on a

series of dinosaur models from Pro-

toceratopsT on down and even began

work on a deer series with similar

ends in mind.

In order to show the development

of anat(jmical changes the accurac\

been discfjvcred in the dinosaur grave-

yards that the consequent influx of

material to the Museum has necessi-

tated the concentration of all his en-

ergy on .separating bone from stone.

So the elephant models have stood

untouched on their shelf for the last

six >ears.

There are so many specimens and

so few craftsmen that even this work

is conducted rather sporadically.

Many specimens arc only partly

mcjunted and then held incompleted

while another lot of "raw material"

is investigated.

The idea is to separate as much
bone from stone as possible and to

catch up on the mounting at every

breathing space. Obviously, Mr. Fal-

kenbach and his colleagues are the key

men in this process. That they or those

like them will always be the ke>' men
cannot be doubted for the fossil fields

are largely untapped and Doctor

Brown feels that the surface has

scarcelv been scratched. Furthermore

of such work had to be unimpeach-

able and the modeling consequently

difficult. The artist first constructed

an armature with lead supports then

covered it with plastering. The mus-

cles were carefully delineated, then

the detail gradually moulded in. Mr.
Falkenbach has also done some ex-

perimental sculpting using paper,

liquid rubber and an unusual sort of

Japanese glue.

The sad truth is, however, that

none of these series was ever com-

pleted. They had to be done on his

spare time and there was precious

little of that. If Mr. Falkenbach

could spend his entire time on a single

model, it would take him about a

month to achieve an anatomically

flawless and esthetically pleasing lit-

tle statue that could be turned over

to the manufacturer. But so great a

volume of specimens have recently

there is little hope for the discovery

of a chemical means for separating

bones from stone. Fossil bones tend

to become impregnated with the char-

acteristics of the stone matrix. If the

stone is of a carbonate variety, any

chemical solvent for carbonates, no

matter how sensitive, would surely

dissolve much of the bone and would,

therefore, be impracticable. About the

only contribution of other sciences to

that of fossil finding is the X-ray.

And Doctor Brown is now at work

on a method of adapting this instru-

ment as a sort of divining rod for

the location of fossil bone.

So Mr. Falkenbach's work is im-

perative to the continuance of fossil

investigation. In an age where in-

dividual craftsmanship is on a pre-

cipitous decline, he becomes with all

his years of experience more and more

an irreplaceable.
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CHINA'S INVASION BY THE WEST • BIRDS AGAINST MEN

WORLD NATURAL HISTORY • FISHING, FISH AND THEIR LIFE

WEST INDIES • LINCOLN ELLSWORTH • ALASKA'S STORY

The invasion of china
by the western world

- by E. R. Hughes

The Macmillan Company, $3.50

CHINA is so vast that many people

who pride themselves on being gen-

erally well informed do not have the

courage to even try to learn anything

about it save through conversation and

the newspapers. To study its history

seems almost futile, as does the approach
to any other aspect of it. I recommend the

present volume as a happy solution of

this difficulty. It is written simply and
without bias and paints a fascinating pic-

ture of the birth pangs of modern China.

The fact that a good share of western

history is necessarily included dilutes the

pureK' Chinese facts and makes for easy

reading. The author has been careful to

use a minimum of foreign terms and
technicalities without sacrifice of accuracy

and historical detail. The result is a read-

able though thoroughly scholarly piece of

work. Mr. Hughes' position as Reader
in Chinese Religion and Philosophy in

the University of Oxford, together with

the fact that he has spent years in rural

China, guarantee this.

The invasion of China by the Occident

affected every aspect of Chinese life; po-

litical thought, education, literature, sci-

ence and medicine are shown to have
been revolutionized. Although the effects

on religion as such are not dealt with in

a separate chapter, Mr. Hughes states

that: "Among western cultural influences

in China the missionary influence claims

right of way for consideration" because
it is the oldest in point of time and the

largest in scope of operation.

The first fifty pages are devoted to a

resume of the historical background of

China's relations with the West, chiefly

those of the last hundred years, and each

chapter begins with an explanatory por-

tion which serves to orientate the reader

who has no background in Chinese affairs.

In the beginning of the chapter on
western science and medicine, the author

draws a parallel between development of

scientific thought in the Occident and
orient. At about the time that the Greeks
were laying the scientific foundation of

our culture, the Chinese were doing the

same for theirs, and after this period
both civilizations entered one of relative

stagnation. Whereas Newton and Galileo

aroused us from our scientific apathy in

the 17th century, the Chinese did not

really come out of theirs until two centu-

ries later, when virtually forced to do

so by us. Clifford H. Pope.

Bi• IRDS AGAINST MEN—Draw-
ings by Lynd Ward

. - by Louis J. Halle, Jr.

The Viking Press, $2.50

THIRDS AGAINST MEN is a collec-

tion of seven essays about birds.

The title is somewhat of a puzzle. There
is nothing in the text that consistently

bears out the idea of any conflict between
birds and men, nor are the birds always
shown against a human background.

Whatever the author meant by the ex-

pression has not come out in the book.

Part of the essays deal with certain

individual birds and give the author's

experiences with them or his observations

on their lives and habits. To these notes

are added numerous reflections on nature

in general and the world at large. In

fact, throughout the volume there is no
attempt to keep the thread of discourse

fastened to the feet of the birds but, in-

stead, the discussion passes at frequent

intervals to the consideration of some al-

lied topic that has a bearing on the point

at issue. All this makes entertaining read-

ing and removes the essays from the cate-

gory of pure natural history to make a

literary composition of a high order.

From a naturalist's point of view, the

text is stimulating. The author brings to

his task his excellent powers of observa-

tion and a genuine love for birds. His
accounts of his own experiences are re-

liable and interestingly told but there are

some errors in certain statements that

have come, no doubt, from other sources.

For instance, the fifth essay gives an

entertaining account of a family of King-
birds in their summer home. But the

statement may be questioned that almost

all the members of the Tyrannidae live

exclusively in the tropics, although the

majority of them undoubtedly do so.

Aside from the thirty-one species that

reach the United States there are others

in the South Temperate Zone and still

others that live high in the Andes of

South America in a region that, although

within the geographical limits of the Tor-
rid Zone, is far from tropical.

Another questionable statement avers

that small birds have not the weight

necessary for high speed in flight. The
problem of flying speed is not so simple

as to find its answer in mere weight.

The shape of the wing and the area of

wing-surface in relation to the weight
must be considered in any discussion of

flight, and mere increase in weight, even
with attendant increase in the size of

the wings and consequent necessity for

still greater muscular development and
weight, may reach, in the end, an impasse

which will prevent any flight whatever.

The heaviest birds do not fly at all.

We are told, also, that the Kingbirds

molt in late summer or fall, before their

southward migration, so that, when they

leave for the south, adults and young are

indistinguishable. As a matter of fact,

the molt of this species is carried out al-

most completely in its winter home and
young birds are still recognizable as such

when they begin their southward journey.

The less said of the illustrations the

better. They fail where so many pictures

of birds fail that are drawn by artists

unfamiliar with avian anatomy and
plumage, and are not even consistent in

their errors. The book deserves more ac-

curate decoration.

As a final word, it may be repeated

that Mr. Halle has not attempted a scien-

tific treatise on ornithology but, instead,

has given us an interesting series of es-

says on nature with birds as the central

figures. The volume will appeal to friends

of birds and lovers of good literature.

J. T. Z.

w.ORLD NATURAL HIS-
TORY with an introduction by H.
G. Wells.

by E. G. Boulenger

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, $3.00

IN a past issue of Natur-AL History I re-

viewed a book by Mr. Boulenger en-

titled T/ie London Zoo. My diagnosis was
to the effect that it was a useful and elab-

orated guide-book to the extensive col-

lections of the Zoological Society of Lon-

don, of which the author is Director of

the Aquarium and Curator of Reptiles.

In the present work the author has added

a much expanded theme. At first glance

it would seem that here is a nearly im-

possible task to be confined to a book of

268 pages—with any hope of maintaining

readable continuity. But it does work
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.ml, :iii<l Mr. WcIN, in lii-, iiii i .,.lii,iioi],

is i-Mlluisiiislic aliijui if.

Me Miys: '"I'liis is a hnnk i„ ,c:u\ .uhI

lIu-M lirdwsc over and aflcr llial tn ki'c|)

for icfeicncc. It will hecome a key to

tmicli other readiiiK. Essentially, it is a

catalogue, though a very explicit, vivid

and LTiteriaiiiinK one. 1 think that if I

were a schoolmaster and I wanted to

make a hoy into a naturalist 1 should (jive

liirn this volume for a beKinninK and in-

duce him to hreak up the contents of its

neatly arranged classes and orders and
drawers and pigeonholes and rearrange
them under regional headings. Then I

should send him to the school library to

find good descriptive travel hooks, and he

would be a dull young man if he was not

presently discussing why it was that the

largest cat in the continent of America
is the puma, why Old World monkeys
are so short of tails and why there is

neither giraffe nor okapi nor any real

equivalent to these animals in the tall

forests of Brazil."

When one first notes that Mr. Boulen-

ger's new book reviews all of the orders

of the world's mammals to the number of

eighteen chapters, has two chapters on

birds, six on reptiles, four on amphibians,

three on fishes and ten on invertebrates,

there being forty-five chapters or sections

all told in a book of under 300 pages, it

would seem that here is a work limited to

inere outlines, without a chance of radial

definition. My first impression, before I

read it was that it must be inore of an

encyclopaedia than a readable book; but

I was surprised at the ingenuity and

care of arrangement. It is a really use-

ful book and contains a great deal of

information. There is not much that

seems new as regards zoological noting;

but there is compilation of points that

answers queries frequently cropping up

about natural history. For instance, the

reader will find the rate of elephant

growth and how long these animals live,

the length of whales, breed-habits of

animals, habits of various rodents includ-

ing lemming migration; notes on game
animals of Africa, when and how the

okapi was discovered and like points.

As the volume stands it is compact and
handy in referring to gross conditions in

natural history, and instructive reading

in seeking a bird's-eye view of zoology.

The illustrations are particularly good

and artistically reproduced.

Raymond L. Ditm.ars.

TiHE LIFE STORY OF THE
FISH. Introduction by William
Beebe.

-.......-by Brian Curtis

D. Appleton-Century Company, $3.00

TT ERE is a book whose title tells in

^ -* plain language exactly what it really

is, the Life Story of the Fish. In his very

brief but vivid Chapter I, "Men and
Fish," the author tells us the main sources

of his book, which are the lore of the

anglers, the experience of the aquarists

and the experiments of the scientists. We
bless him, in passing, for these grateful

words: ". . . the more orthodox biologist

—the man who permits himself to be

called a zoologist or, even worse, an ich-

ihyidrigist—has been looked upon as a

dull fellow, and his contributioiib uflcn

have remained unknown to the very peo-

ple to whom they ought to be of the mo»l

interest and value." The author alw iiayi>

that, on the one hand, we have the aqua-
rists and anglers seeking for knowledge
of fish; and that, on the other hand, we
have a great fund of knowledge about

fish stored away in laboratories and sci-

entific libraries. "In one room shelves full

of excellent wine in lightly sealed bottles;

in the next, a lot of thirsty people with

no bottle-openers. To furnish the bottle-

opener is the object of this book ; to bring

all that knowledge out of the musty at-

mosphere of the laboratory, where it now
lies in a state of perfect but useless pres-

ervation, and to turn it over, in suitable

form, to the seekers to consume; in short,

to tell the anglers and aquarists what the

scientists know about the things that they

want to know."

The trouble with many a book that

tries to popularize science is that it i-

either too popular or too scientific, or

sometimes both at once. Moreover, when
journalists try to be funny, especially

when they say anything about fishes, they

are apt to make the scientist sick, and
when "real scientists" try to sugar-coat

their pills they are sometimes merely pa-

thetic. Hut this book is different, perhaps

because its author cannot be easily pigeon-

holed in either class. And no matter to

which class the reader belongs, public,

angler, a<|uarist or biologist, he will be

hard put to it not to be entertained and
painlessly instructed by T/ie Life Story

of llic Fish. To paraphrase Patrick Henry,

"If this be hliirhrry, make the most of it."

W. K. G.

Atlantic game fishinc^
----- by S. Kip Farrington, Jr.

Keiuiedy Bros , Inc., New York, $7.50

THREE well-known figures in the fish-

ing world have combined to inake

Kip Farrington's hook both useful and
beautiful.

The introduction is written by one of

the world's leading triumvirate of big

game fishermen, Ernest Hemingway. Mr.
Hemingway characteristically hits from
the shoulder at unethical methods that

reduce the sport to "a contest of egos on
who can produce the largest fish at the

dock by any means." If it is to be re-

duced to this, he says, "then let it become
ridiculous as soon as possible." He puts

up a strong plea for keeping this sport a

sport, not a slaughter in which the fish,

already at the disadvantage of having a

hook in its mouth, fights panic-stricken

for its life while the fisherman uses all

human and mechanical aids possible to

land it. Mr. Hemingway has described

two types of such fishermen in a sentence

more pungent than beautiful and already
famous in fishing circles. Lynn Bogue
Hunt contributes to the drama of the

book by his spirited color plates.

Kip Farrington has given us a guide
book for game fishing off the Atlantic

coast of North America from Cape Bre-
ton to the Bahamas, based on personal

experience. He tells the fisherman where
to go, how to get there, where to stay,

what l)oai» and Kuide> 10 hire, what lacklc

10 Ukc and liow much all of iliit couk.
He goes into great detail, K'^'iiK name*
and facti, and even the lelepboiir num-
berii of the Moniauk «kipperi>. He iioi

only ditcuttek such giants at the sword-
fish, marlin and tuna, but also smaller,

less rare fishes like striped bass and blue-

fish. Some pages arc devoted to that

sportiest of all salt-water fishing, surf catl-

ing, and there is a vivid account of the

capture of a tuna after a four-hour fight,

in storm and darkness in the Gulf Stream
off iiimini.

Mr. Farrington's exact infurmaiion
about equipment, localities and fish, com-
bined with his direct style, make this book
both fascinating and indispensable to the

salt-water angler who, guided by it, can
find good fishing every month in the year
at some point along the Atlantic coast.

F. La.M.

Some (;i,()HE-rKOTTL\(]s
WITH A ROD

by A. H. Batten Pooll

Spoltiswoode, liallantyne & Co., Ltd., Eton

\yf R. BATTEN POOLL look with him
•''I on his globe-trolling a light Iroui

rod, the observant eye of a naturalist, and
a fine hot temper. The result is a conve'
sational and most delightful little n-^ok,

and his lists of fauna and flora for each
section are a real cor.iribution to natural
history. He is a keen and instructed ob-

server of both l.:rd and plant life.

He visited some of the least fished

countries in the world, with the excepiioii

of .\ew England, which is well and pleas-

antly equipped for all anglers. Yugosla-
via provided some of the best and least

expensive trout fishing. The Amazon
and its tributaries, although failing as

fly rivers, are a paradise for bait fisher-

men, and the author suggests that the

enormous Arapalma g'lyas might well of-

fer magnificent big game fishing. The
South Sea Islands yielded more beauty
and adventure than fishing, except for

Knhl'ia malo which rises to the fly and is

plentiful in Tahiti and the beautiful

Marquesas.

Iran and southern Russia are a mass
of red tape. There are trout in the rivers

of the Elburz mountains, and although
the Lar, an eight-hour trek from Teheran,
is quite a well-known trout stream, the

fish run small and a special trip there is

hardly worth the difficulties of Persian
travel. It was Mr. Batten Pooll's inten-

tion to fish Lake Sevan, about seventy
kilometers from Erivan, but he never got

there. He only got daily charges begin-

ning at three pounds, and the loss of a

week's fishing for which neither ruins, his

politically intense interpreter, nor a col-

lective farm were compensation. And at

this point, on page 116, Mr. Batten Pooll
leaves his rod somewhere in Armenia,
and, via North Russia, Dvina salmon and
lake pike, begins talking about politicians,

the army, and the last and next war, and
is still on those subjects on page 123,

where the book suddenly ends I I can
only say that when I turned page 123
and found nothing, I was quite bitterly

disappointed. F. LaM.

YOUR NEW BOOKS



These are the virgin
ISLANDS

by Hamilton Cochran

Prentice-Hall, Inc., $3.00

Let's go to the west
INDIES

bv George W. Seaton

Prentice-Hall, Inc., $3.50

THESE books are delightful and profit-

able reading. Moreover, because of

their superb and lavish illustrations, they

come close to being an equivalent to a

real visit to the places which they

describe.

Mr. Cochran gives us not only an

amazing array of mingled history and

legend but also many a glimpse of the

beauty of the Virgin Islands and of the

lovable charm of their people. As all too

many of us tend to assume that these

islands are but dreary gobbets of earth

teeming with sickly and poverty-stricken

folk who never have cause to smile, the

author, by showing the falsity of this

assumption, has done much to earn the

gratitude both of the islanders and oi

ourselves. In short, Mr. Cochran so por-

trays the Virgin Islands that the reader is

filled with a strong desire to visit them

and to linger in them. He does so, ob-

viously, with real affection which is re-

flected by the singular readability of his

narrative.

Mr. Seaton's book deals with all the

islands and mainland around the Carib-

bean Sea (except Nicaragua and Yuca-

tan). Vt'ritten with plentiful humor, and

interlarded with valuable but not too

ponderous statistics and historical facts,

Mr. Seaton provides us with valid in-

formation on topics ranging from how to

behave on board the cruise-ship to how
to avoid trouble at the U. S. Customs on

coming home.

All along the route he tells us what to

see and do and buy. It is all admirably

well done. Particularly true is the witty

passage (on page 289) in which Mr.

Seaton comments on the bill-boards which

mar the beauty of the La Guayra to

Caracas road. There is no sting in it

for the Venezuelans because Mr. Seaton

shows that we are fully as prone as they

to defile our fairest landscapes with hid-

eosities.

Taking the two books together one may
say that they are travel and description

books of the very best kind. Well writ-

ten, and in a spirit of genial friendliness,

they can do naught but good, whether it

be from the angle of interpreting our

neighbors to us or from that of encourag-

ing us to visit them and their countries.

With Europe grimly sliding toward

chaos, travel to lands in our own hemis-

phere is sure to become increasingly

important. These two books foster intelli-

gent and well-bred travel. Without hesi-

tation one strongly recommends that all

prospective cruise-makers take both vol-

umes with them. And every cruise-ship

should have them in its library.

Philip Ainsworth Me.ans.

Beyond horizons
------- b.v Lincoln Ellsworth

Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., $3.50

TT is a milestone in exploration when an

explorer like Lincoln Ellsworth tells his

own story with candor and simplicity. We
expect a Polar explorer's autobiography

to be full of physical obstacles and natural

dangers. This one is also replete with

human interest.

The world has known much of Lincoln

Ellsworth's accomplishments but this is its

first opportunity to know the man, for he

has appeared somewhat like an iceberg

—

seven-eighths submerged. The reader is

bound to be surprised at the manifold ac-

tivities he engaged in in preparation, as

railroad surveyor, mining engineer, hunter

and explorer in South and Central

America and the Northwest, and as chief

engineer in laying out the city of Prince

Rupert, B. C.

He recalls his boyhood as a frail youth

in a family where he could have enjoyed

every luxury. At every fork in his road

he chose the strenuous path. "When I am
away from New York it has long been my
custom to take a daily 18-mile walk. In

New York I substitute for walking an

hour of wrestling with a professional . . .

I am still a good wrestler. When I was 30

I was not afraid to meet any wrestler of

my weight in the world, amateur or

professional."

It might be thought that a wealthy

father would facilitate the progress of a

young explorer, but not so in this case. His

fatlier, after fighting for ten years against

his son's chosen career, finally agreed to

back Amundsen and young Ellsworth on

their long-planned flight into the Arctic.

Almost at once the elder Ellsworth began

to crawfish. Out of his defeat he must

have some morsel of gain. What he chose

to demand was so childish that in any

other circumstances it would have been

ludicrous. Lincoln Ellsworth was then 44
years old.

"Lincoln," he said, "if I give you this

money will you promise me never to touch

tobacco again."

Before he could grow indignant, Lin-

coln Ellsworth promised and his father

signed the agreement.

"Upon mature thought, I deliberately

decided not to keep that promise. It had

been rung from me by coercion. . . .

"Father's signature to the contract was
scarcely dry before he was trying to back

out of it."

He began a desperate campaign, one

that verged on the unprincipled, to keep

Lincoln from going, invoking every legal

aid at his command. He attempted to have

his son's passport canceled and to im-

pound his personal bank account upon

which he was dependent for the purchase

of parachutes. When the father relented

he almost at once reneged again; but fi-

nally it was too late and he concluded

"Well—I guess—I'm glad of it."

The ship sailed. "With a buoyant step,"

writes Ellsworth, "1 walked forward to

watch the passage of the Narrows, light-

ing a cigarette as I went."

Lincoln Ellsworth's career has been a

concerted movement back to the frontier

and beyond it. He gives as vivid an im-

pression of what it must be like to fly over
the frozen polar regions as one could pos-

sibly get; likewise of the strains that grow
up among men living for long periods in

solitude. His narrative culminates with

his celebrated flight with Hollick-Kenyon
across Antarctica which brought him a

special gold medal from Congress for

"claiming on behalf of the United States

approximately 350,000 square miles . .
."

His conspicuous accomplishments have
brought him numerous distinctions. Yet to

many his book will mean more than the

feats themselves, for in it he gives an en-

thralling personal picture of exploration

as it looks from the inside. E. M. W.

The story of Alaska
-------- by C. L. Andrews

The Caxton Printers, Ltd., $4.00

CLARENCE L. ANDREWS' Story of

Alaska is unquestionably the best

history of our greatest possession since

Bancroft's History of Alaska in 1886. In

this new edition, Mr. Andrews has added
considerable material which includes an
excellent account of the most recent de-

velopments of the territory.

The book is composed of two parts.

The first of these is a meticulous account

of the discovery and the Russian occupa-

tion to 1867. The second part is a concise

story of Alaska since it was purchased by

the United States, with rightful emphasis

of the facts that it has been poorly gov-

erned, sadly neglected, and never thor-

oughly appreciated.

Conciseness and at times heaviness pre-

vail throughout the book, and unneces-

sary details frequently pervade its pages.

For example, in treating of the conflict

between the Aleuts and the Russians, he

says, on page 33, "At a landing they sent

some of the girls on shore to pick ber-

ries; two ran away, one was killed, some

of the rest drowned themselves; then, in

order to remove witnesses to the tragedy,

Pushkaref threw all the rest into the sea,

with the exception of two boys." Again,

on page 196, in relating the Soapy Smith-

Reid fight, he states, "Soapy heard of the

meeting, took his rifle, a Winchester re-

peater, drank a big glass of whiskey, to

reinforce his courage. . .
." In addition

to this wealth of factual material there

are fifty pages of bibliographic notes. It

is a grand source book and is certainly

more of a "history" than a "story" of

Alaska.

No one who has been to Alaska, or who
has been keenly interested in the develop-

ment of that great country, can fail to be

in sympathy with Mr. Andrews' ardent

and startlingly frank plea for the Alas-

kan cause. For those who are interested

in learning more about a land one-fifth

the size of the United States, and greater

in size and wealth than all Scandinavia,

I highly recommend T/ie Story of Alaska.

Erich M. Schlaikjer.
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LETTERS
Sirs:

In the April, 1938 issue of ilu- liiiiJ-

rr's Diijcsl appears a cindensatiuii of

"Mother Goose and Her Family," from
the November, 1937, issue of Natural
History, of which it seems the author is

one Kerry Wood.
Above the article in the Uiiji-sl is a

heading containing, among other nota-

tions, an invitation to the reader to accept

the information as authentic, and running

something as follows: "A modern example
of the authentic interpretation of Nature,

etc."

While there are other mailers cited in

the article, and which we doubt, we are

particularly intrigued with the recitals

of the choosing by the Canada Goose of

a place for, and the construction of, her

nest. In this particular, the article runs

along something like this: "They finally

chose a place on a platform nest, left

by red-tailed hawks, 40 feet above the

ground, in the highest tree on the island,"

etc.

Further along in this same treatise by

author Kerry Wood, we find a descrip-

tion of the Mother Goose pushing the

goslings over the edge of this nest right

after they are hatched, and, of course,

of necessity their falling one after another

to the ground 40 feet below, where the

gander stands on guard; and then put-

ting off to the water (one being killed

in the fall).

We are utterly unaware of the quali-

fications of your author and therefore do

not know whether he is or is not a student

of nature. Nevertheless as one who has

lived for twenty-six years past in North-

ern Alberta where the Canada geese

breed annually; and as one who has

actually and repeatedly raised Canada
geese; as well as having had ample op-

portunity to see them in their nesting

grounds year after year, when mating,

nesting, hatching and rearing their young,

there may be some slight justification on

our part, for scouting author Wood's
statement of the Canada geese taking to

the tall timbers to do their nesting.

Hundreds of thousands of American
and Canadian children (and grown-ups)

who have not the opportunity to contra-

dict, should not, by what are generally

accepted as reliable publications, be led

to believe that the Canada geese, or

any other geese (or ducks—save for two

types of ducks) nest in tall trees or any

kind of trees. Dissemination of such false

and harmful statements is indeed very

wrong. It is my humble opinion you will

hasten to correct these "authentic" im-

pressions.

In closing may I ask author Kerry
Wood to give me as near as possible the

location in Western Canada where these

Canada Geese nested 40 feet above the

ground in a tree? If the location is within

a thousand miles of us, I can assure the

author, I shall hasten there this season

to watch the sight and the site—yes, I

shall proceed to the very tree. Being the

tallest one on the island it should not be

Impossible to locate; and in any event 1

get about the bush with little dilficulcy,

being quite familiar with a large area

of Alberta's woodlands. Possibly I can

inieresi Grey Owl in accompanying me.

Vours for accuracy toward our youth.

I am,

Harrv .\. White.
Mundare, .\lberta.

Dear Sir:

Vour letter of March 31st, addressed

to the Editor of Natural History .\1.u;-

A/.INE, has been forwarded 10 me, and
I note your somewhat violent objections

to my writings about the Canada Geese
nesting In a Red-tail Hawk's nest 40 feel

up from the ground.

It was my belief that this habit of

the geese was well known to naturalists

in Western Canada. I refer you to P. A.
Taverna's work, "Birds of Western Can-
ada", published as a Victoria Museum
Bulletin, and page 105, case number 172,

"Canada Geese, (including Hutchins's.

Cackling, and White-Cheeked Geese)."

The paragraph headed, "Nesting," I quote

in full: "On the ground in the grass, on

hummocks and elevations like old hay-

cocks, or occasionally in deserted Hawk
nests in the tops of tall trees." This

bulletin was published in 1926. In Mr.
Taverna's more recent work, "Birds of

Canada," same bulletin series, published

in 1934, the same description of the nest-

ing habits of Canada Geese is printed

on page 78. As you doubtless know, Mr.
Taverna is Chief Ornithologist for the

Victoria Museum, which is the largest

institution of its kind in Canada and is

supported by the Dominion Government.
I may also refer you to that eminent

zoologist, Dr. Wm. Rowan, who holds

the chair in that science at the University

of Alberta. Doctor Rowan is recognized as

a world authority on birds, and he is a

thorough and cautious scientist who takes

care not to stray from the true facts of

natural history. In his weekly talk over

the Canadian Broadcasting Commission's

Western Network, at 11 p.m. on April

4, 1938, Doctor Rowan, taking as his topic

the nesting habits of birds, mentioned

that several varieties of ducks and geese

occasionally nested in trees, adding that

the latter birds, the geese, commonly used

hawk nests for home-sites when they did

nest in trees. If my memory serves me
correctly, he also states that the distance

of such nests up from the ground was
occasionally in excess of 50 feet.

All the facts for my story were gained

from personal observation of a pair of

Canada Geese that nested near the town

of Red Deer in 1929. The island chosen

for the first site of their nest is located

on the Red Deer River about half a mile

above the estuary of the Indian School

Creek, some five and a half miles up-

stream from the town of Red Deer. When
the river flood washed away this nest.

the geese took over a Red-tail Hawk ne»t

on the mainland about half a mile down-
stream from the Indian School Creek
eMuary. on the north bank of the Red
Deer River, and after the young were
routed from the nesi, moved thera back
to the island. For convenience in the story

1 located the nest tree in question on the

island, but this small alteration dors not

interfere with any of ihc natural history

facts of the case. I have seen and heard
of several instances of Canada Geese
nesting in hawk nests, and am surprised

that you. with your twenty-six years ac-

quaintanceship with the bird, have not

come across a parallel case.

I am sorry that you feel that the stor>'

may mislead readers about the habits of

Canada Geese. Of course, I am fully

aware that humans often misinterpret

the behavior of birds and animals, read-

ing too much human psychology into their

actions, but to the best of my ability my
story-article on the Canada Geese, as

used by .\ATtR\L History Magazine and
reprinted by the Reader's Digest, was
as true an account of their habits during
iheir summer nesting season as I could

give from the data gathered.

Should you care to come to Red Deer,

I will be pleased to show you the par-

ticular hawk tree used by the geese nine

years ago. Red-tail hawks have made
use of the old nest in the succeeding

years.

I would very much like to meet Grey
Owl. should you be able to induce him
to come to Red Deer. But I must say

that I will be very much surprised if a

naturalist of Grey Owl's* standing is

not familiar with this nesting habit of

the Canada Geese.

Yours truly.

Kerry' \^'ood.

Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.

* * »

Sirs:

Referring to page 281, April, 1938,

N.ATURAL History', did not Spain choose

the Pomegranate as its emblem after the

capture of Granada because "granada"

is Spanish for Pomegranate?
Mrs. H. F. Deverell.

Cleveland, Ohio.

This explanation is likely though

not incontrovertible. The name Gra-

nada is sometimes derived from gra-

nada. a pomegranate, in allusion to

the abundance of pomegranate trees

in the neighborhood. The Moors, on

the other hand, called Granada Kar-

nattah or Karnattah-al-Yahud , which

is possibly composed of the Arabic

words kurti, ''a hill," and iiattali,

"stranger"—the "city" or "hill of

strangers."

—

Ed.

Nature lovers the world over regret the pass
ing of Grey Owl on April 13, 193S.
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SCIENCE IN THE FIELD AND IN THE LABORATORY-
Stowaways on Exhibit—Travel Traits of Tortoises—Crater Mystery Solved—
Keturn of British Guiana Expedition—Garden Visits

Stoivaivays on Exhibit

A new exhibit of animals that "hitch-

hiked" to New York via banana boats

from southern ports is on display in the

Eighth Avenue subvfay entrance of the

Roosevelt Memorial Hall at the Amer-

ican Museum. In special small habitat

groups prepared by artists of the Works

Progress Admininistration, an opossum, a

boa constrictor and a gecko lizard are

shown creeping or crawling about in set-

tings which depict a small part of their

original background. These animals illus-

trate how many types of animal life can

be carried about the world unintention-

ally by ships. If the banana boats had

unloaded their cargoes in Porto Rico in-

stead of in New York, possibly a large

number of reptiles and amphibians in the

cargo could have survived and made a

new colony. These specimens represent

only a part of a collection which has re-

cently come to New York in banana ship-

ments and were presented to the Museum
by John H. Hart and Louis Brody of the

Fruit Dispatch Company

Snakes and Tortoises of the Southwest

How much heat can a lizard stand?

How far can a tortoise travel? Is the

Arizona Leaf-nosed Snake a member of

a new species of snake? To answer these

questions Dr. C. M. Bogert of the

Museum Department of Herpetology, ac-

companied by Mrs. Bogert and Miss

Margaret Work of the Department of

Entomology are now conducting field

operations in the Colorado Desert near

Salton Sea. Much of their work is being

done at night because many of the desert

snakes are nocturnal which is the chief

reason why there is so large a number of

"rare" species among them. Equipped

with flashlights or with headlights from

the automobile, the Bogerts are concen-

trating their collecting efforts on the

discovery of the leaf-nosed snake, a bur-

rowing species with a remarkable snout

development. Fewer than a dozen speci-

mens of this snake have come to light so

far, all of which have been males. At
least a single female is required to estab-

lish the validity of its status as a distinct

species.

The tortoises under investigation are

part of a group which was turned lose on

the Mojave Desert near Lovejoy Springs

in July, 1931. Each tortoise was carefully

measured and marked with a metal tag

stamped with a number for future iden-

tification. The purpose of this experiment

was to learn the extent of the tortoises'

wanderings and to learn the rate of

growth under normal conditions in the

field. Four tortoises have already been

recovered—all within a few hundred
yards of their place of liberation. Accord-

ing to the metal tag, one of these had
evidently taken four years to get that far.

The Museum expedition is trying to find

others of the same group.

The thermal death point of tortoises as

well as that of lizards are being studied.

Preliminary investigations have indicated

that lizards cannot remain in the direct

sun for periods of more than twenty min-

utes. Aside from this work, Mrs. Bogert

is assembling a collection of spiders and

Miss Work a collection of moths and

other Lepidoptera for the Museum.

Crater Mystery Solved

The acquisition by the Hayden Plane-

tarium of three pieces of meteoric iron

from the Estonian craters, which readers

of Natural History will remember

were discussed by Dr. Clyde Fisher in a

previous issue*, has enabled scientists to

establish that these giant craters were

definitely caused by the impact of meteor-

ites rather than by volcanic upheavals.

There are six of these craters on the

Island of Saaremaa in the Baltic Sea and

they cover an area of about 250 acres.

The largest is about 400 feet across and

some 50 feet deep. When the meteorite

—

or more likely several meteorites, grouped

together like grape-shot—smashed into

the glacial drift which covered this part

of the world some 2000 years ago, there

must have been a blinding flash, a ter-

rific explosion and a violent concussion,

since it is estimated that the meteorites

struck at tremendous speed. Some of the

fragments probably fell back into the cra-

ters after the explosion, while others were

scattered over the immediate vicinity.

The reason no fragments have been found

on the surface of the craters or on the

ground is probably due to the fact that

they were picked up many centuries ago

by the Vikings and possibly turned into

swords or spears.

Ivan Reinvald, Inspector of Mines of

Estonia, discovered these pieces of me-

teoric iron which have been the object of

his solitary investigations for the past 11

years. "It is interesting to note," he writes

in the April issue of Sky, the magazine of

the Hayden Planetarium, "that in investi-

gating one hole there was found an

ancient bronze ring which proves to be

puzzling to archaeologists. If its age can

be determined, it will doubtless throw

light on the age of the craters."

Terry-Holden British

Guiana Expedition

After six months in the jungle interior

of British Guiana and Brazil, Dr. Wil-

liam Hall Holden, leader of the Terry-

Holden Expedition, returned to the United

States on April loth, accompanied by

Mr. William G. Hassler, Expedition

photographer. Doctor Holden was able

to make extensive medical research and

collected data never before obtained about

the primitive Indians deep in the interior.

*November, 1936.

To his knowledge, this has been the first

expedition to have made a trip from

Georgetown to the Amazon by way of

the Sierra Acarai Mountains. In the

Amazon watershed region they found

small villages inhabited by the Wei Wei
Indians who are entirely uncivilized but

friendly. Here Mr. Hassler took some of

the 15,000 feet of motion picture films

which the expedition has brought back.

Mr. Robert Snediger of the Herpetology

Department together with Dr. A. C.

Smith, Associate Curator of the New
York Botanical Gardens, who were also

on the expedition, are remaining in the

field about the mouth of the Rupununi
River and the Kanaku Mountains to make
further collections.

School Nature League Neius

A glimpse of the spring countryside

near New York, small in scale, but au-

thentic, with living plants and animals is

on exhibition under the auspices of the

School Nature League at P. S. 91, 198

Forsyth Street (Manhattan—Delancy
Street subway stop). Open free to the

public from May 2 through May 6, this

exhibit is the 95th to be run in New York
City public schools in cooperation with

the League. This organization conducts

a Model Nature Room in the Museum, on

the second floor of the Education Build-

ing, which is open to visitors throughout

the year except in July and August.

Other activities sponsored by the School

Nature League during May are the trips

to outstanding gardens both in and out-

side of the city. On May 16 and 19 New
York City gardens will be visited and on

May 25 the gardens of Mr. and Mrs.

Marshall Field at Lloyd's Neck, Long
Island and of Mrs. John Pratt at Glen

Cove, Long Island. Tickets may be ob-

tained from Mrs. Howard Cullman, 2

East 56th Street—PLaza 3-7100 (from 10

A. M. to I P. M.).

John Burroughs Medal
The annual meeting of the John Bur-

roughs Association was held at The
American Museum of Natural History,

New York, on April 2, 1938, some four

hundred members and guests attending.

The Burroughs Medal, which may be

struck each year to commemorate a work
of foremost literary distinction in the

field of natural history, was conferred

upon Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy in

recognition of his two-volume monograph,

"Oceanic Birds of South America," which

was published by the American Museum
in 1936. The same book had already been

honored, last November, by the award to

its author of the Brewster Medal of the

American Ornithologists' Union.

The presentation of the Burroughs

Medal was made by Dr. Clyde Fisher,

Curator of the Hayden Planetarium. Doc-

tor Murphy is the tenth medalist of the
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Marine Invertebrates

from the Philippines

The collections of the Dcpailrneiit of

Living Invertebrates of the Muscutn have

i)een increased by the addition of a large

series of specinnens obtained by Dr. Wil-

lard Q. Van Name of that Department,

who has recently returned from a trip of

about six months duration to the Philip-

pines and Dutch East Indies which he

made with the aid of a travel grant from

the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Doctor Van Name visited the museums
and scientific institutions of these islands

for the purpose of getting first-hand in-

formation of their work, methods and

equipment and of the opportunities for co-

operation between them and the Amer-
ican Museum. He made collections prin-

cipally in two regions in the Philippines:

—the west coast of the Gulf of Davao, on

Mindanao and at Puerto Galera, on Min-

doro, where the Philippine Government
has a biological station.

Marine life of the coral reefs of the

East Indian region of which the Philip-

pines are one of the important parts, is

the richest in the world, greatly exceeding

that of the American Tropics in respect

to the number of species and in the bril-

liant and varied coloration that many of

them exhibit, but up to the present time

this fauna has been poorly represented in

the American Museum, so that these

specimens fill a real deficiency.

Return of the Phelps

Venezuela Expedition

With 2000 birds, 500 mammals, an as-

sortment of lower vertebrates and in-

vertebrates and a substantial botanical

collection to its credit, the Phelps Vene-

zuela Expedition sponsored by Mr. W. H.

Phelps, Caracas, and headed by Dr. G.

H. H. Tate has concluded in three and

oiic-liaH i/]onfhs an entirely tuccesiiful

undertaking to the liitlc-known highland!-

of Venezuelan Guiana. The existence of

Mount Auyan-tepui in a region hereto-

fore shown on published maps as of com-

paratively slight elevation was unknown

to Museum authorities until a few tnonlh*

before the expedition took the field.

Auyan-tepui has been found to be a vast

elevated plateau of sandstone, 3oo square

miles in area and reaching 8000 feet

above sea level. Its fauna and flora are

obviously closely related to those of

Mount Roraima, 100 miles east-southeast.

This was an aviation expedition par

excellence. Doctor Tate flew from New
•York to Venezuela and the entire party

was conveyed in one of the newest Lock-

heed planes from Ciudad Bolivar to a

savanna within a mile or so of the foot

of Auyan-tepui.

Other members of the Museum staff to

accompany the expedition were W. F.

Coultas, formerly in charge of the Whit-

ney South Seas Expedition; E. T. Gil-

liard. Department of Ornithology, and

J. ,\. Dillon, Department of Preparation.

Russian Easter Kyys

During the Easter season the Depart-

ment of Minerals k Gems exhibited in

the main foyer a Collection of Russian

Easter Eggs. The plain carved eggs fash-

ioned from the ornamental stones of Rus-

sia are well represented in the Morgan

Collection, from which most of the pieces

constituting the exhibit were taken. A
generous loan from the Hammer Galler-

ies, Inc., enabled the Department to sup-

plement these plainer examples of nine-

teenth century Russian lapidary work

with a notably elaborate and richly em-

bellished Easter egg given by the Em-

peror Alexander III to the Empress on

Easter, 189+, and one in the form of a

pendant also received at Easter by a

member of the Romanoff family. Both of

these pieces were designed and executed

by Carl Faberge, the court jeweler.
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GREEN GOLD
Continued from i>age 343

many ways in which science is put to

work for social improvement. Paging

back through storied North America,

through the era of discovery, through

the adventures of emigration, the pressure

of industrialism, and the age of science;

—

every change was part of the forest epic.

Men came sailing over far seas in

cockleshell frigates; lone trappers braved

the wilderness; men, women and beasts

set forth in caravans, toiling on day
after day, month after month, hub-deep

in dust and mud, until the last mountain

was crossed, the last forest penetrated.

For above the American forests the pio-

neers saw the kindling stars of success.

Man has always pushed back forests.

In the past his greeting to the noble for-

ests has always been "Hail and Farewell."

Now come the modern pioneers! They
glimpse above the forest the high star of

human values, and will write a new page

of the forest epic—a page about "forests

everlasting."

A ROUND TRIP

TO DAVY JONES' LOCKER
Continued from page 361

out to "haul" swordfish should have in

every dory a bushel basket in which to

coil the line as it comes in. When he had

sufficiently recovered, I surely gave him

h—1 for failing to obey instructions. He
probably owes his life to the fact that

Doctor Stetson was on board Buckaroo

and could direct first aid artificial res-

piration. As it was, Pratt surely had a

close shave.

In 23 years' swordfishing experience in

which I have myself harpooned over 500

fish, this is the first accident of this par-

ticular kind that I have ever had happen

to any of my men. In fact I have never

known of a like accident. Why such has

never happened before is, however, rather

remarkable, seeing how carelessly some

dorymen loosely coil the rope in the bot-

tom of the boat near their feet. But in

Pratt's case all's well that ends well

—

however, he takes the basket with him
nowadays.

iM

WES¥...
True—there are grand places to visit via

Rock Island— California, Colorado, Yel-

lowstone, Yosemite, Carlsbad Caverns,
Rocky Mountain National Park. True,
too, your budget can be your guide to
expenditures— you'll have a grand trip

at lowest cost.

The De Luxe Golden State Limited or

Luxury -Economy Californian will take
you from Chicago to California— the
Rocky Mountain Limited to Colorado.
All trains air-conditioned.

LOVil COST ALL- EXPENSE TOURS
Rock Island has arranged truly economical all-

expense toursfor this Summer—especially popu-
lar because of the added opportunities theyaSord
for carefree enjoyment. They include most of the
places you've long wished to visit. .\sk about them.

MAIL TraS COUPON
W. J. LEAHY. Passenger Traffic Manager
Rock Island Lines
713 La Salle Street Station, Chicago, III.

Please send me complete Information about:

D All-Expense Tours.

Name
Address

.

City.
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MAY CALENDAR OF ENTERTAINMENT

On these pages will be found a calendar of museum events in metropolitan New York for May. It is

hoped that this list will enable those at a distance who contemplate a visit to New York to plan more

efficiently, and that those who live in or near the city may be able to choose lectures and other activities

that fit their needs or interests.

Charles Russell
Curator of the Department of Education, American Museum of Natural History

-General Information-

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York City

Hours: Daily 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Sunday
1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m. Open holidays 9:00
a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Admission Free.

Aquarium
Battery Pa

Hours: Daily 9:00

Tew York City

to 5:00 p. m.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden
1000 Washington Avenue,

Brooklyn

Hours: Daily from 9:00 a. m. until dark. Sun-
days from 10:00 a. m. Conservatories open from
10:00 a, m. until 4:00 p. m. Admission Free.

Brooklyn Museum
Eastern Parkway and Washington Avenue,

Brooklyn

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Satur-
days and holidays 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
Sundays 2:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. ra.

Admission Free, except Mondays and Fridays,
when charge is 250 for adults and 100 for
children.

Frick Collection
1 East 70th Street, New York City

Hours: Weekdays 10:00 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Admission Free.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Fifth Avenue and 82nd Street,

New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Satur-
days and holidays 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Sundays 1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Admission Free, except Mondays and Fridays,
when charge is 250.

Museum of the American Indian
Broadway and 155th Street

New York City

Hours: Weekdays 2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m. Ad-

Museum of the City' of New York
Fifth Avenue and 103rd Street,

New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Satur-
days and holidays 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
Sundays 1:00 p. ra. to 6:00 p. m. Closed Tues-
days. Admission Free, except Monday, when

Museum of Modern Art
11 West 53rd Street, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
Sundays 12:00 m. to 6:00 p. m.
Admission Free on Monday, other days 250.

Museum of Science and Industry
RCA Building, Radio City, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Sun-
days 2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m. Admission 250.

(Free to teachers with classes.)

New York Botanical Garden
Bronx Park, Bronx, N. Y.

Hours: Museum and Conservatories open daily
10:00 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Admission Free.

Staten Island Museum
Stuyvesant Place and Wall Street,

St. George, Staten Island

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p.m. Sunday
2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. Admission Free.

cha 250.

Whitney Museum of American Art
8-12 West 8th Street, New York City

Hours: Daily 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday
2:00 p. ra. to 6:00 p. m. Closed Monday. Ad-
mission Free.

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital by Robert Bedell-
Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tour—"Furniture: the Period ot
Louis XVI and Adam" by Miss Bradish—Main
Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"The Pottery
Maker; Peter Stuyvesant (Yale Chronicles of
America Photoplay)"—Lecture Hall—Open to
Public.

3 :00 p. m.—Lecture—"Color in Flower Arrange-
ment" by Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to
Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tour—"American Furnishings in
the Federal Period," by Miss Bradish—Main
Hall—Open to Public.

MAY 3

American Museum of Natural History
3:50 p. m.—Lecture—"Geographical Distribu-
tion of Animals" by Agnes K. Saunders—Audi-
torium—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11 a. m.—Lecture—"Color in Painting II" by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion picture—"The Temples and
Tombs of Ancient Egypt; Digging into the Past"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Design in Dress Fabrics"
by Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Puppets and Plays" by
Miss Duncan—Main Hall—Open to Public.

MAY 4

American Museum of Natural History
Migration," by

Brooklyn Museum
4:00 p.
Sculpturi

1.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra-
Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"French Painting, 19th
Century in the Collection," by Mr. Ritchie

—

Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. ra.—Lecture—"Distortion or Realism,"
by Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"The Real New
York"—Open to Public.

4:10 p. m.—Lecture—"B
Farida Wiley—Open to M nbers

SPECIAL
EXHIBITS

Sun-dials, telescopes, geyser models, and
the inside of the atom—these are a few
of the exhibits prepared by elementary,
junior, and high school students in and
around New York City which will be
on display in the tenth Annual School
Science Fair in Education Hall of the
Museum, May 8-12.

As an outlet for the creative efforts of
young amateur photographers in the New
York City high schools, and to acquaint
the public with the fine work that is be-
ing done by them, the American Institute
is sponsoring the first Scholastic Salon of
Photography at the Museum, Education
Hall, from May 22 to 28.

American Museum of Natural History

8:15 p. m.—The annual James Arth Lecture
nan Brain—Roose-
Open to Public.

1.—The annua
on the Evolution of thi

velt Memorial Lecture Hall

Frick Collection
3 :00 p. m.—Lecture—"Chinese Porcelains in
the Collection," by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to

Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"The Late Gothic Pe-
riod," by Mr. Grier—Main Hall—Open to

Public.

MAY 6

American Museum of Natural History
10:30 a. m.—Lecture—"Birds of Spring," by
Farida A. Wiley—Auditorium—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3 :00 p. m.—Lecture—"Spanish Painting in the
Collection" by Mr. Ritchie—Open to Public.

MAY 7

American Museum of Natural History
10:30 a. m.—Motion Picture—"Life of Louis
Pasteur"—-Auditorium—Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Saving Our Wild
Life"—Auditorium—^Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Famous Diamonds of the
World" by Herbert P. Whitlock—Room 319—
Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3 :00 p. m.—Concert—"New England Sacred and
Secular Music of Revolutionary Days"—Sculp-
ture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Dutch Painting in the
Collection" by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.
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Ml.iKdI'OI.IIAN MlJSIUJM Of Aid

lllUO a. m.—U-ctuix- -'The Oracle al lA-lpli.'

by Mr. Sliaw—Lecture Hall -Oiicii to Public,

2;00 |). ni.— Lecture—"Hobbin and Neeillepoinl

Lace" by Miss liradisli—Main Hall—Open to

Public.

2:30 p. m. -Motion I'icturc—"The Etcher's Art;

Orypoiiit—a IJenionstration"—Lecture Hall

—

Open to Public.

Museum of thu City op New York
1:15 and .i;.iO p. ni.—Motion Picture—"Elec-
trifying New York"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"A Summer Program of

Plant Protection" by Mr. U. O. Dodge—Open to

Public.

Bhooki.vn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital by Robert liedell—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Jan Vermecr of Delft"

by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tour—"Florentine and Central

Italian Painting" by Miss Abbot—Main Hall-
Open to Public.

2:30 p. m,—Motion Picture
—"The Making of

Wrought Iron: A Visit to the Armor Galleries;

Firearms of Our Forefathers"—Lecture Hall-
Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Garden Design" by Rich-

ardson Wright—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. ni.—Tour—"North Italian and Venetian
Painting" by Miss Abbot—Main Hall—Open to

Public.

MAY 10

American Museum of Natural History

3:50 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Life of Louis
Pasteur"—Auditorium—Open to Public.

8:15 p. m.—Lecture—"Invasion of the Conti-

nents by the Life of the Seas" by Roy W. Miner
—Roosevelt Memorial Lecture Room—Open to

Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Color in Painting III"
by Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"Columbus (Y.ale

Chronicles of America Photoplay)"—Lecture
Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Design in Jewelry" by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Rugs and Symbols" bv
Miss Duncan—Main Hall—Open to Public.

MAY 11

American Museum of Natural History

4:10 p. m,—Lecture—"Fresh-Water Life" by
Mrs. Saunders—Open to Members.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. ni.—Lecture—"Duccio and the Altarpiece
for Siena Cathedral" by Mr. Fosburgh—Open
to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"Changes in Taste" by
Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"The Private Life of a

Pharaoh," by Georg Steindorff—Classroom A

—

Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"A Highway to the

Sea"—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Limoges Enamels in the

Collection" by Mr. Ritchie—Open to Public.

MA Y 13

American Museum of Natural History

10:30 a. ra-—Lecture—"Modern Explorers" by
Georgine Mastin—Auditorium—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—^"The Giorgionesque Mood"
by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

MA Y 14

A.MiiitiCA.N Museum op Natural Histoky

2:00 p. m.— Motion I'iciure
—"JameHown"

—

Auditorium—Open to Public.

4:00 p. ni.—i-eclurc
—"Jade; Its Carvinn, Myth-

ology, and Symbolism" by Herbert P. Wliilfock

—Koom 319—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
2:00 p. ni.—Lecture—"History of Music and
Its Parallels in Visual Art—The Classic Style"

by David LcVita—Classroom A—0|>cn to

Public.

3:00 p. m.—Concert—"Popular Songs of Early
Days"—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"William Hogarth"
Mr. Ritchie-Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museu.m op Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture—"The Hellenistic Period"
by Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.— Lecture "Chinese Jades" by Miss
Duncan—Main Hall—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Digging into the

Past ; The Daily Life of the Egyptians—Ancient
and Modern"— Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

Museum of the City of New York
1:15 and 3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture

—"From
Forest to City"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. ni.—Lecture—"Traveling Through Swit-

zerland" by H. N. Moldcnkc—Open to Public.

PLANETARIUM
Schedule for MAY

•

"^'The Story of The Stars"

Weekdays-2:00, 3:30, and 8:30 P. U.

Saturdays—11:00 A. M., 1:00, 2:00.

3:00, 4:00, 5:00 and 8:30 P. M.

Sundays & Holidays—2:00. 3:00, 4:00.
5:00 and 8:30 P. M.

General Admission Afternoons 25^

Reserved Seat
" 50C

General Admission Evenings 35«

Reserved Seat " 60(f

General Admission for Children unaer i/,

accompanied by adults, 15C at all times

(No reduced price for reserved seat-
' " 1.) Childr

under 17,

all f
ed

upied bv chridren.rChildren under
not admitted. Doors close on the hou
Special facilities for the hard of hearini

MA Y 15

Brookly'n Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital by Robert Bedell

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public

4;0O p. m.—Concert bv Svmphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tour—"Renaissance Paintings in the

.-Mtman Collection" by Mrs. Fansler—Main Hall

—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Making of a

Bronze Statue; The Etcher's Art"—Lecture Hall

—Open to Public,

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Color in Painting," by
Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tour—"Dutch Paintings in the Alt-

man Collection" by Mrs. Fansler—Main Hall

—

Open to Public.

MAY 17

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture

—"Color in Painting IV"
by Miss Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—"The Making of

Wrought Iron; The American Wing"—Lecture
Hall—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Design in Lace" by Miss
Cornell—Classroom K—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Chinese and European
'Chinawares,' " by Miss Duncan—Main Hall

—

Open to Public.

i-RICK OjLI-MrilON

3:00 p. ra.— l-cciure
—"Tbooui* Gatfis]>oroui(b"

by 5Ir. Riicbie—<J|>«i to Public.

.Methopoi.itan Museum of Amr
11:00 a. m.—I.«ciur«

—"Abstraction versos
Kcalitm" by Mr. Tagitart Main Hail—Open to
Public.

4 :00 p. ra.—Lecture—"ilasicrworks of Ecyiffian
Portraiture" by Goorg Stcindorflf—CUssroom A
—Open to Public.

Museum op the City op New Yobk
}-^iy p. -M.rti.

to Publi.
"A '1 rip

MA Y 19

Fhick Collection
3:110 p. m.—I-enure— "luliaii Sculpture in iht
Collection" by .Mr. Fosburgh—Open lo Public.

MA Y 20

American Museu.m of Natural Histobv

10:30 a. m.—I-ecture
—"How the Xew World

Grew" by Irene F. Cypher— Auditorium—0|*n
to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.— Lecture— "Sir Joshua Reynolds"
by Mr. Ritchie Oi«n lo Public.

MAY 21

American Museu.m op Natural History
J:00 p. m.—Motion Picture— "Ilerl>er Trilies of
-Vorth Africa"—Auditorium—Open lo Public.

Brooklyn Museum
3 :00 p, m,—Concert—".Xmcrican Music of 19th
Century"—Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Giovanni Bellini and the
Frick
Publii

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture-"Hellenistic Cities" by
Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Art of Mesopotamia" by
Mr. Taggart—Main Hall—Oi>en to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"A Visit to the
.\rmor Galleries; Behind the Scenes in the Met-
ropolitan Museum"—Lecture Hall—Open to

Public.

Museu.m of the City of New York
1:15 and i:iO p. m.—Mmion Picture—"Em-
pires of Steel"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Showy Flowers of Flor-
ida" by H. Beaman Douglass—Open to Public.

MA Y 22

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p. m.—Organ Recital by Robert Bedell

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

:k St. Fosburgh—Open to

by ilr. Fosburgh

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Til
—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tour—"Dutch and Flemish Paint-
ing before 1550" bv Mrs. Fansler—Main Hall

—

Open to Public.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture
—

"Tapestries and
How Thev Are Made; The Making of a Stained
Glass Window"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.

3:15 p. m.—Tour—"Dutch and Flemish Paint-
ing after 1550" by Mrs. Fansler—Main Hall-
Open to Public.

MA Y 24

American Museum of N.atural History'

8:15 p. m.—Lecture
—

"Inter-Relationships of.
Marine Animals" by Roy W. Miner—Roosevelt
Memorial Lecture Room—Open to Members.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—^"The Potterv
Maker; The Puritans (Yale Chronicles of
America Photoplay)"—Lecture Hall—Open to
Public.

4:00 p. m.—Lecture
—"Sash and Sleeve Trink-

ets" by Miss Duncan—Main Hall—Open to

Public.
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MAY 25

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"The Venetian Decorati
Painters" by Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Publi<

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11:00 a. m.—Lecture
Mr. Taggart—Main

Museum of the City of New York
3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"A Modern Gas
Plant"—Open to Public.

MA Y 26

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—^Lecture—"Spanish Painting in the
Collection" by Mr. Ritchie—Open to Public.

MAY 27

American Museum of Natural History
10:30 a. m.—Motion Picture—"Sequoia"—Audi-
torium—Open to Public.

Prick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Francesco Laurana" by
Mr. Fosburgh—Open to Public.

American Museum of Natural History
2:00 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Sequoia"—Audi-
torium—Open to Public.

Brooklyn Museum
2:00 p. m.—Lecture—"History of Music and Its
Parallels in Visual Art—The Romantic Stvle"
by David LeVita—Classroom A—Open to Public.

3:00 p. m.—American Dance Revue—Sculpturi
Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"William Blake" by Mr
Ritchie—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
11 :00 a. m.—Lecture—"The Sanctuary at Delos'
by Mr. Shaw—Lecture Hall —Open to Public.

2:00 p. m.—Lectur^"Late Gothic Sculpture'
by Mr. Grier—Main Hall—Open to Public.

GUIDE SERVICE

The following institutions offer free lec-

ture tours of their collections:

American Museum of Natural
History

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
11:00 a. m. and 3:00 p. m. Meeting
Place: 2nd Floor, Roosevelt Memorial.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 2 :00 p. m.
Tuesdays at 12:00 m. Meeting Place:
Main Hall.

Museum of Modern Art
Daily at 11:00 a. m., 1:30 p. m., 3:00
p. m., and 4:30 p. m.

2:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Di.xie (Yale
Chronicles of America Photoplay); The Making
of Wrought Iron"—Lecture Hall—Open to Pub-

Museum of the City of New York
1:15 and 3:30 p. m.—Motion Picture—"Eve of
the Revolution"—Open to Public.

New York Botanical Garden
3:00 p. m.—Lecture—"Lilies for Gardens" bv
A. B. Stout—Open to Public.

MA Y 29

Brooklyn Museum
2:30 p m.—Organ Recital by Robert Bedell

—

Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

4:00 p. m.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra-
Sculpture Court—Open to Public.

Frick Collection

l-'^lV- ^}~P<^'^tnr,^"Tnrner and Constable"
by Mr. Ruchie—Open to Public.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
2:00 p. m.—Tour—"English and American
Paintnig before 1850" by Miss Abbot—Main
Hall—Open to Public.

P "^
''+i,'"-";^'^f°'V°".

Picture—"Digging Into the
Past; The Daily Life of the Egyptians—Ancient
and Modern '—Lecture Hall—Open to Public.
3:15 p. m.—Tour—"American Painting after

Sic ^^ ^^'""^ Abbot—Main Hall—Open to

MAY 31

Metropolitan Museum of Art
h^° P; m,—Motion Picture—"Tapestries andHow They Are Made; The Making of a Stained-
Glass Window"—Lecture Hall—Open to Public

MAY RADIO PROGRAMS-
EVERY DAY

10:00 a. m.—Organ Recital—Station WNYC
Brooklyn Museum.

MAY 2

5:45 p. m.—"New Horizons"—Columbia Broad-
casting System (coast to coast network)

—

American Museum of Natural History.

MAY 4

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres" by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR—Hayden Plane-
tarium.

5:45 p. m.—"Exploring Space"—Columbia
Broadcastin? System (coast to coast network)—
Hayden Planetarium.

11:30 a. m
ders—Station WHN—Am
Natural History.

MAY 5

"Deep Sea Fishes" by John Sa
Museum of

MAY 6

4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History" by Rob-
ert Coles—Station WNYC—American Museum
OF Natural History.

MAY 7

12 m.—"This Wonderful World" (Question and
Answer Program) — Station WOR— Hayden

MAY 9

5:45 p. m.—"New Horizons" Columbia Broad-
casting System (coast to coast network)—
American Museum of Natural History.

MAY 11

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres" by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR—Hayden Plane-
tarium,

5 ;45 p. m^"E.xploring Space"—Columbia
Liroadcasting System (coast to coast network)

—

Hayden Planetarium.

MAY 12

11:30 a. m.—"Historic Animals" by John Saun-
ders—Station WHN—American Museum of
Natural History.

MAY 13
3:15~p. m.—"Planting Annuals," by Montague
Free — Station WNYC — Brooklyn Botanic
Garden.

4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History" by Rob-
ert Coles—Station WNYC—American Museum
OF Natural History.

MAY 14

12 m.—"This Wonderful World" (Question and
Answer Program) — Station WOR— Hayden
Planetarium.

MAY 16

5:45 p. m.—"New Horizons"—Columbia Broad-
casting System (coast to coast network)

—

American Museum of Natural History.

MAY 18
3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres" by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR—Hayden Plane-
tarium.

5:45 p. m.—"Exploring Space"—Columbia
Broadcasting System (coast to coast network)
Hayden Planetarium.

MAY 19
11:30 a. m.—"The Story of the Cat" by John
Saunders—Station WHN

—

American Museum
of Natural History.

MAY 20
4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natural History" by Rob-
ert (Toles-Station WNYC—American Museum
OF Natural History.

MAY 21

\^ "'•—"This Wonderful World" (Question and
Answer Program) — Station WOR— Hayden
Planetarium.

MA Y 23

5:45 p. m—"New Horizons"—Columbia Broad-
casting System (coast to coast network)
.American Museum of Natural History.

MAY 25

3:30 p. m.—"Music of the Spheres" by Marian
Lockwood—Station WQXR—Hayden Plane-
tarium.

5:45 p. m —"E.xploring Space"—Columbia
Broadcasting System (coast to coast network)

—

Hayden Planetarium.

MA Y 26

11:30 a. m.—"Famous Naturalists" by John
Saunders—Station WHN—American Museum
OF Natural History.

MAY 27

3:15 p. m.—"What to See Now at the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden"—Arthur Harmount Graves
Station WNYC—Brooklyn Botanic Garden.
4:30 p. m.—"Today's Natuifel History" by Rob-
ert Coles—Station WNYC—American Museum
OF Natural History.

MAY 28

12 m.—"This Wonderful World" (Question and
Answer Program) — Station WOR— Hayden

MAY 30

5:45 p. m.—"New Horizons"—Columbia Broad-
casting System (coast to coast network)
American Museum of Natural History.

MAY 31

2:15 p. m.—"Spring Flowers—Their Stories."
by Montague Free— Static

Botanic Garden.
WOR— Brooklyn

Note: All times referred to in Radio Pro-
grams are Eastern Daylight Saving Time.
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